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VALENCIA RALSIN8 OR LEXIAS.

F. de Castella, Government Viticiilturist.

Though the pudding raisins so largely consumed in English speaking
countries are usually known as Valencias, very few are grown in the

neighbourhood of the city of that name. The small seaport town of
Denia, some 40 miles to the south, in the extreme north of the province
of Alicante and within a few miles of the boundary between it and
Valencia, is the real headquarters of the industry. It is in its neigh-

bourhood that the great bulk of these raisins are grown, dried and packed.
Denia ships annually some 25,000 tons as against Valencia's 1,000 to

1,500. The Port of Gandia, about half way between the two, and
chiefly celebrated for its oranges, tomatoes and onions, also contributes

a couple of thousand tons.

The term Lexia is perhaps more logical, indicating, as it does, the
mode of manufacture. It is a corruption of the Spanish word Lejia
(pronounced Le-he-a) which means lye, referring to the alkaline solution

into which the grapes are dipped before being dried, for the raisins of
this part of Spain are almost exclusively Pasas de Lejia (lye raisins), as

distinguished from Pa.sas de Sol (sun raisins) such as those of Malaga.
Lexias are sometimes also termed Pasas Caldadas (boiled raisins) for
the lye rn which they are dipf)ed is boiling hot.

We have in the Denia raisin industry another striking example of
that specialization to which I have several times had occasion to refer

and which is so noticeable in the viticultural regions of Europe. Denia
is the home of the pudding raisin, just as Malaga is that of

the dessert rasin. Though both appear to be made from the

same " Moscatel " grape, identical with our Gordo Blanco, it

seems as difficult to turn out a first class pudding raisin at Malaga as

it is to dry a high grade dessert muscatel at Denia. Experiments in both
directions have been made on a large scale. When phylloxera ravaged
Malaga nearly 30 years ago and her production suffered in consequence,
Denia, thinking her sister's misfortune might prove to be her oppor-
tunity, set to work to produce dessert raisins. Drying grounds or

toldos were built, exactly similar to^ those of Malaga, and thev are still

to be seen about the district where they are known as Seceros de Pasas
de Malaga. They are now, for the greater part, unused, the prodution

15164.
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of the lexia having proved mare suitable for the district. At the present

time only a couple of hundred tons of dessert raisins are dried annually
in the neighbourhood of D^nia. In similar manner the extensive pro-

duction of j)udding raisins was attempted in Malaga in .a season of ex-

cessive \ield but success was not complete. Denia men tell one that the

Malaga lexia lacked substance &c. At any rate, the time hono\ired

practice has been in both cases reverted to, and to-day Malaga produces
almost exclusively the dessert raisin as Denia does the lexia. Nor is

wine produced to any extent near Denia—small quantities are made here

from such varieties as Marseguera and Bobal, but local requirements are

chiefly provided for with wine from other regions, the production of

pudding raisins and a few table grajx-s absorbing all the viticultural

energies of the district.

Denia is as yet free from phylloxera, at least officially so. The
presence of the insect has not yet been observed in the raisin vir.e\ards

though it has made its appearance at Gata in one of the valleys, some
ten miles distant. The invasion of the whole district appears to be
merely a question of time and it is highlv probable that, within the next

few years, the production of raisins will be very considerably reduced.

Reccnstitutio'n on resistant stocks will, no doubt, Ije actively undertaken
though as yet but little preparation has been made for it, but this will

take time and a considerable shrinkage in the production of this, the

most important raisin district of Spain, .seems to be inevitable. Nothing
appears to have been done to prevent the introduction or spread of the

pest. It is true that a few growers are experimenting in a small way
with resistant stocks, but these are procured from infested districts, and
may even be the cause of the introduction of the insect. Numerous
healthv vineyards on their own roots are to be seen, often recent plan-

tations, as is evidenced bv the youth of the vines, and it is melancholy
to think that these are doomed to destriiction within the next few years.

There was nothing to be learnt in this district so far as recnnstitution

is concerned but much of great interest in the wav of drving, j>acking and
marketing raisins. I reached Denia on i6th Januarv, igoS, by train

from Valencia, after breaking mv journev for a dav at the intervening

town of Gandia. I was the bearer of a letter to Senor J. Ramos who
was unfortunatelv unwell at the time. He referred me to Don Juan
Morand, one of the leading viticulturists, who received me most kindly

and to whom I am chieflv indebted for the information which follows.

Denia is a picturesquelv situated town of great antinuitv being of
Phoenician origin. Like Sagunto (Murviedro), immediate! v north of

Valencia, it is one of the oldest towns on the east coast of Spain or

Levante. Its handsome old castle or rather fortress, situated on a high

hill, gives it a striking appearance. The greater part of the town itself

is modern and the result of the raisin industrv. Taken as a whole it

is well built and clean, with fairlv wide streets.

Along the eastern coast of Spain, agriculture is confined to that strip

of land of varying width, between the sea and the high rockv hills wliich,

except near the mouth of a river or large creek, are never very far from it.

In places where it consists of (Si^f^y) alhnial soil this strip is often extra-

ordinarilv rich, bul immediatelv south of Denia <1tc hills run right down
to the .sea ending in the imposing headlands of Capes San Antonio and

San Martin : whilst near the town it.self the strip is narrow and most

of the land undulating, there beinc but little level land about. Water
for irriijation is scarce and the soil Ixmul: otiI\ of medium richness, it is
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better suited for the cultivation of the vine than for that of the orange

or tomato, which find their place on the rich irrigable llat lands further

north. Hence it is that the vine has been so extensively planted and

has become the leading feature of the district and the chief source of its

prosperity.

-Hiiinl

^BJSPHBPISW!*?

I. SNOW STORM NEAR DENIA, FEBRUARY, 1907.

The photographs here reproduced will serve to give some idea of this

part of the country and of the situation of the raisin vinevards. No.

:. RAISIN GROWING DENIA.

I, taken after the snow storm of February. 1907. i^hows a n:ost unusual
occurrence for snow is rare in these parts. It nevertheless illustrates

the fact that the climate is colder than that of our Australian vine dis-

tricts and colder than Malaga where snow is unknown.
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The most striking feature of the soil is its redness, a colour unusual
in S[>ain, but which reminded me of several of our Australian soils. In

texture, this soil is also simihir to many Australiini ones, being on the

average a substantial loajii. In the lower levels it is fairlv stiff but

more stony as one rises u|> the sidrs of the hills which are of hard lime-

stone rock. The soil, 1 was iidDrmed, does not contain a high per-

centage of carbonatf of liin<'. Some paler coloured cla\ey soils are to

be met with in the k/wer le\el>. Thev also produce very good raisins,

l)ut the majority of the vineyards are on red .soil which is more plentiful.

Irrigation is not aj)plied to the vinevards ; the rainfall seems to be

sufficient without it. It is said that irrigation would interfere with

ffualit\ and lead to the production of a raisin deficient in substance.

The \inevards ascend the hills to a considerable height, most of those in

the up])iT IcNfls producing excellent raisins.

J)on Juan Morand tonk me out to his fine property at .-Mter, one of

the best raisin vine\ ards in the neighbourhood and tNjjical of most of

those in the district.

Culture, Pruning, Etc.

I was anxious to obtain information as to the identitx or otherwise

of the " .Moscatel " locallv grown with that of Malaga, which appears

to bf the same as our Gordo Blanco. Opinions were not unanimous on
the point ; though most of the authorities I consulted consider that there

is onl\ one large white Muscat grown in .Spain and that the vines of

Malaga and Denia are one and the same variety, others again say there

is a slight difl'erence between them. The question can only be finally

.solved bv the importation of vines from each locality and their careful

obser\:ition under exactly similar conditions. I am strongly inclined to

think that thev are one and the same variety.

The vineyards are established in the usual wav, though subsoiling

before plantation is not perhaps considered so absolutely essential as it

is in districts where vines are grafted on resistant stocks. The most

usual distance apart is 8 ft. x 3 ft. 6 in. ; formerly they w^ere planted

closer but this is now the acce}>ted distance.

Pruning differs considerably from the Malaga system, the vines being

short pruned in I'xactlv the same way as wine vines trained gooseberry

,st\lr. I''i\c to six s]>urs, of z eves each, are left on each vine, the

arms of which elongate in the ordinary way instead of forming the

musluoom shaped crown characteristic of the Malaga system. Summer
pruning f)r training is the same as at Malaga, the vines being grown
goo.seberrv bush system and neither trained nor tied up in any wav.

('ultivation is executed with the old fashioned wooden plough or

arado, the vinevards being kept in very good order. Manuring is prac-

tised, a dressing of seaweeil .ind stable manure bein;; nsual]\- applied

every second year. Proix'rty is nuich subdivided aboul here, being often

owned or lea.sed in '<m:dl farms. Workiu'i on the shares system is not

uncr.mmon : the prochice is equally divided K'tween landlord and tenant

in former times the proportion was g ]>ar!s for the proprietor and

7 fo'" the tenant bait it is nol now easy to find tePiants prepared to work
on this basis.

T exoerienced some dinicnltx in getting information as to average

yields for. dthough the metri'^ >-\stem has long he^\\ in force in Spain,

it 's remarkable to wbit in extent the old wei<Tbts and measures are

still emplo\<'d, esiiecialK in connexion with land and agricultural
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produce. Unfortunately for the traveller in Spain the units vary con-

siderably according to the province one is in. In, Denia, land is measured

by the Hanegada of 16,200 Palmos quadrados, equivalent to .07 hectares

or about \ of an acre. Grapes are measured by the arroba of 28 lbs.

approximately ; 20 arrobas of raisins per Hanegada is considered a good

crop. This' would work out at somewhat under a ton and a half of

dried raisins per acre. It is estimated that it takes 14 arrobas of grapes

to make 4 arrobas of raisins.

Gathering and Dipping.

Denia raisins are all dried in close proximity to the vineyards where

they are grown ; they are gathered in baskets, brought to the dipping

sheds, dipped and spread out on trays to dry in the sun in much the

same wav as we drv ours in northern Victoria. As a rule, the vineyards

are small and the drying being done by the grower and his family, the

scale on which operations are carried out is not large. The photo-

graphs reproduced will gi\-e an idea of the work on a medium size

vinevard.

3. raisin dipping.

The grapes, which are not gathered until thoroughly ripe, are brought

in baskets to the dipping shed, usually a simple skillion roof covering

the caldero or boiler which contains the lye in which thev are dipped.

The object of dipping is to shorten the time ol drying ; whereas

Malagas, as a rule, take three weeks to dry, the dipped grape is usually

converted into a raisin within four to six days. The lye acts in several

wavs. The alkali it contains attacks and destroys the protecting waxy
layer of bloom on the outside of the berry ; it also has a destructive

effect on the cells of the outer skin which is rendered more penetrable

thus enabling the water of the pulp, heated by the sun's rays, to

evaporate more readilv. The high temperature of the lye has a steri-

lizing effect and is responsilile for the destruction of spores of mould
which are thus pre\"ented from damaging tlie fruit during the drying

process.
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The operation of dipping is very snnple. It is performed by means-
of a wire basket llxed to a long handle, known as a "ca/o,"' in which
the grapes are placed. The lye is kept almost on the l)oil and the

time of immersion is \er\- short—not more than one second about. The
process is illustrated in i)hotograph Xo. 3 which shows the cazo being
filled with grapes by an assistant on the right hand side of the man
who does the dipping. It is then ])lunged lidldU into the lye and
lifted out again ; just dip]>ed thriaigh it in fact. .After draining for

a moment it is emptied on to the drving trav b\ other workmen on his

left. The grapes are spread evenly on the trays which are then ex-

posed to the sun on the dr\ing groiind. One man working the cazo,

with six assistants, is expected to dip four tons of raisins per day.

The trays used differ a good deal from our wooden ones. Thev are

made of bamLwos fixed together bv transverse wires and stouter bamboos.
Their construction may be seen in photographs Nos. 3 and 7. The
material used is entirelv a question of convenience. In Spain, labour
is chea[> and wood is scarce and expensive. Bamboos, known as Cana,
alx)und and cost practically nothing. Throughout the countrv they are

a familiar feature and are used for all sorts of purposes. These raisin

drying trays are home made during periods of the year when work is

slack.

Rinsing before and after Dipping.

In their recent report on Raisin dr\ing in Tunis (issued by the Tunis
Government) M. M. Minangoin and (Houston attach great importance
to this point. They refer to preliminary rinsing as being much practised

bv Denia dryers. As the\' point out, the lye becomes more and more
soiled by foreign matter, such as earth, dust, &c., which may be on the

grapes and which accumulate in it until, after a certain time, it becomes
black and muddy and must be changed. Rinsing the grapes in fresh

water before dipping removes much dirt and rubbish and makes the lye

last a good deal longer.

Rinsing after dipping is less usual and its utility is questionable.

Though it removes excess of alkali, and should thus improve the flavour

of the raisins, it seems to render them more liable to the growth of
moulds, if wetted by rain or dew during the drying process. The
slight excess of alkali appears to have a preservative influence. The
above mentioned authorities seern inclined to think, howe^•er, that washing,

provided due precaution, be taken against rain or dew in drving, would
prevent stickiness due to excess of alkali and thus give a drier and better

quality raisin.

On the vineyard I visited the grapes were not washed either before

or after dipping. It was only after mv return to France that T read
the Tunisian nqxirt in which rinsing is referred to.

Drying.

Though the trays differ from ours, the general appearance of a drying
ground in Denia is very similar to what we are accustome-d to, (see

photograph No. 4.) The fruit is turned in t'ne ordinary way bv placing

an empty trav over the full une, and r.ipidh rotating the two so< that

the grai)es are transferred to the lower one. fresh portions of the bunches
becoming expcKsed to sun and air. In a general way, flrying is con-
ducted on very similar lines to those followed by raisin dryers in Vic-

toria, the ehief dilTerenc,' consisting in the greater need for i->rotection
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from dew and rain. Denia being situated on the coast, climatic con-

ditions are very different from those prevailing in inland Victoria.

Every evening the trays are stacked and covered with a sort of tent, the

under side of one tjray being prevented from coming in contact with the

fruit on the one below, by five square blocks of wood, one in the centre

and one at each corner of each ti-ay. Ridge poles supported by per-

manent p>osts are to be seen in all drying grounds. It is under these

that the tr:i\s are stacked at nicht, the tent being placed in position as

4. A DRYING GROUND.

shown in photograph No. 6. Should rain threaten, as is not uncommon
in the autumn, the travs are stacked and covered and thus protected from

damage.

Composition of the Lye.

The he in which the grapes are dipped is said to have a considerable

influence on the quality of the raisin. Great importaaice is attached to

this point and much care is given to its preparation in Denia. Caustic

soda is scarcely ever used. I was told that it produces a sticky raisin

of poor quality. The only way in which it is used is to rapidly increase

the strength of the potash lye but, even to this small extent, its use is

looked on with disfavour. It is never employed alone. It is possible

this inferiority m.ay be due to the salts resulting from the neutralization

of the alkali by the tartaric acid of the grape. In the case of a soda

lye the tartrate formed would be more likely to retain moisture than the

sparingly soluble potash bi-tartrate (cream of tartar) resulting from the

use of a potash lye, and might lead to the stickiness complained of.

The point seems to me to be of importance and to be worth testing

by comparative experiment. I therefore secured the recipe for the pre-

paration of the lye employed in Denia which is as follows:—Eight

barchillas (a Spanish measure of about i| gall, capacity) of ordinary wood
ashes mixed with two of vine ashes are placed in a large jar, into the
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bottom of whicJ-i a bamboo spout is fitted the entrance of which is so

protected with small stones, gravel and sand, as to constitute a sort of

strainer. A hollow is excavated in the centre of the mass of ashes in

which is placed two bnrchillas of <|uick lime. I'he lime is slacked by

STACKING.

the gradual addition of small quantities of water, the lime and ashes

are then thoroughly mixed together ; a few sprigs of rosemary are buried

in the upper part in order to aromatize thie mixture, and cold water is

poured over it. This dissolves and carries away the soluble portion

6. COVERIIJG.

which escapes thi-v)Ugh the \n\K' and is ston-d in earthenware jars. The

above quantity of ashes and lime vields 8 i)archillas of llrst quality and

4 of .second quality stock solution.

This solution requires further dilution for use—the exact quantity of

water to be added must be determine(l bv experiment as the strength of

the stock solution is variable. It is judged by the effect the lye has

on a trial l)unch o|' grapes. The strength must lie sufficient to slightly
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cut the skin of an odd berry of the bunch only. The strength should

be such as to only produce very fine but numerous cracks near the in-

sertion of the stalk and not to cause large cuts. A good deal of

skill and judgment is required to keep the lye at a proper strength and

at a proper temperature without losing too much time and keeping the

assistants idle. The addition of a little full strength lye and of a

little water everv quarter of an hour or so insures this. A cunning man
in charge may, occasionally, purposely allow his lye to become too strong

—the necessary reduction by a large bulk of water will lead to a fall

of temperature which will need correction and call a halt in the work
which leads to the smoking of cigarettes by all hands,.

7. SPANJSII WELL AND ARRANGEMENT WHERE LYE IS PREPARED.

Such is the he usually employed in Denia. Prepared, as above ex-

plained, it is often kept from one season to another in earthenware jars

or tinajas. The carefully sifted ashes needed for its preparation are

stored in bins in the storeroom of the homestead and have a regular

market price. Vine ashes are of most value; at the time of my visit

they were quoted at 7 reals per barchilla of 6-7 kilos,—this would work
out at a little under los. per cwt. Sifted wood, ashes were quoted at

2 reals.

Photograph No. 7 shows, to the right, the jar built into masonry in

which the lye is made ; the bamlioo pipe by which it escapes passes

through the square hole rather less than half way up. In the centre,

leaning against a typical Spanish well, vaulted over to keep out dust and
rubbish, is a man holding by its handle a " cazo " or wire dipping

basket ; to the left is seen portion of one of the drying traxs.

Other forms of Lye.

Messrs. IMin.angoin and Couston mention several other sorts of l\e

which are used in Eastern countries, chief amongst which are:—
Caustic Potash Lye.—Made bv dissolving i lb. of caustic potash rni 20

gallons of water which should be nearly boiling.
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Caustic Soda Zj<:^Three-qiiarters of a pouiTl of caustic soda (75-76

per cent.) in :!o gallons of water. Used b\ raisin growers at Cape Bon
in Tunis.

Carbonate of /'oiasli Lvc—A popul.ir strength is 3 per cent, of car-

bonate of potash or 3 lbs. to 10 gallons.

Another formula in use in Smyrna for dipping Rosaki and Sultanas

is as follows:—Carbonate of i^otash 13 lbs.; water 22 galls.; olive oil

2h quarts. The addition of oil to lye is not practised in Spain though

it' has lx?en general in Arab and Turkish countries since very ancient

times. The celebrated Arab writer, Ibn-el-Awam of Seville, recom-

mended it in the 12th century. The advantage of this addition is not

verv apparent. The oil would be saponified by the alkali, the result

being the same as the addition of a certain quantity of soap. This may
possiblv have a softening effect on the skin but it would not seem cal-

culated to improve the flavour. These few extracts will give some idea

of the great varietv of dijjping solutions in favour in different countries.

The Denia lexia teing the one most wideK known and popular it

would prol)ablv l>e wisest to experiment on a fairlv large scale only with

the he the\- use. It would probably prove more convenient to prepare

it artificiallv bv dissolving a certain quantity of caustic potash and car-

bonate of potash in water. Experiments are in progress to ascertain

tb(e proportion of these two substances which would be required to pro-

duce a Ive similar to that made by the abo\e formula.

Sweating.

The raisins are progressivelv remo\'ed from the travs as they become
sufficientlv drv and are taken indoors. Sometimes they are stored in

large esparto baskets but more usually they are spread out in an empty
room, in a laver a couple of feet deep. In either case a certain amount
of sweating takes place, which improves the fruit, equalizing the amount
of moisture and softening the skins of anv which may have been over

dried. As a rule thev do not remain long in this state ; the grower

usuallv loses as little time as possible before he takes his fruit into town
for sale.

Grading, Packing, Etc.

The establishments where the raisins are graded and packed are

known as Almacens de Pasas. The\- are run bv the merchants or

packers, who purchase the crtide dried fruit from the growers. There

are about twenty of them in Denia. That of Don Juan Morand, which

I visited, is one of the largest. The crude raisins are brought intO' town

by the Cosechero or grower, in carts or on pack mules, and hawked
round among the different almacens until a sale has been effected. They
are sold bv the small quintal of 50 kilos, (nearly i cwt.), the price

fluctuating consideral>ly. At less than 3 douros (15 pesetas) per quintal

it is considered that there is no prolit for the grower. This woubl work
out at T2S. per cwt. (at par).

In the almacens, all work is done by hand, men and women being

emploved at cheap rates. Men receive 10 reals = 2.50 pesetas per day,

and fin.-l themselves. This would be equivalent to about 2s. per day of
our monev. Women are usually paid bv contract. The operations per-

formed in the almacens are .separation from the stalks, grading and
packing. "Machines are not favoured for any of this work. I was
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told that they injure the fruit. No doubt Spanish conservatism hias

something to do with this prejudice and, at the low rate of wages ruling,

a change is not necessary. There is nevertheless no doubt that the re-

moval of the stalks can be more completely and thoroughl) performed
by hand than by any machine.

The almacen I visited was a large two storied stone building, the

ground floor of which was chiefly a series of store rooms for the cased
fruit. It was on the first flocvr that the handling of the raisins was
carried out. This floor was divided into three large, airy rooms with
cement floors. The first of these was a store room about 80 ft. x 45 ft.

into which the crude drv fruit is carried in lar:ge palm baskets known
as capazos of a capacity of 2 arrobas each ; one man carries two of

these up the stairs at a time, a load of 1 cwt. of raisins. These are)

emptied out in a layer of from 3 to 4 ft. in depth over the whole floor.

Adjoining this is the stemming room, also 80 ft. x 45 ft., in which the

raisins are removed from the stalks. This work is performed by women,
from 150 to 200 being emplo)ed at a time. Payment is by contract at

the rate of 35 to 40 cents per arroba of about 28 lbs. A woman can

stem 4 arrobos, = i cwt., per day, for which she would xeceive 1.40 to

1.60 pesetas equivalent to is. 2d. to is. 4d. of out mone)

.

From the stemming room the raisins go to the grading room, which
is a little smaller (60 ft. x 45 ft.). Here they are sorted out into dif-

ferent sizes bv means of sieves or riddles of simple construction. These
consist of a wooden hoop, about 2 ft. in, diameter, across which is stretched

a sheet of parchment punched with circular holes of sizes corresponding

to the different grades. In one corner I observed a large hanging riddle

of wood and metal, which had been discarded as it was considered to

injure the fruit.

Packing is the final operation ; the raisins are put up in cases of

7, 14 and 28 lbs. the last being the most usual size. The highest grade

fruit is often put up in 7 lb. cases. The principal grades and last

year's prices for them, C.I.F. London, were as follows:- —

Extra Flor ... 8Ss. to 40s. per cwt.
Flor ... ... 32s. to 3 is.

Superior Selected ... 28s. to 30s. ,,

Selected ... ... 238. to 28s. ,,

Seedless ... ... 27s.

For shipment to the Baltic, a cheap form of raisin is put up
known in the trade as

'

' oft" stalk.
'

' This term is rather a misnomer as

it is only the large stalks which are removed the smaller fragments being

left attached to the raisins. Sometimes high grade fruit is put up in

this way but it is usually inferior tO' that which finds its wav to England.
The raisin drying season commences in August, extending into Sep-

tember and even October. The earliest dried are lighter in colour but
somewhat smaller than the September fruit which is looked upon as the

best. The size has a good deal to do v,'ith value but the substance of
the flesh is of equal if not greater importance. In appearance the chief
difference between our raisins and those of Spain lies in the colour

—

theirs are redder and not so golden as (Durs.*****
The Denia raisin trade is almost entirely in English hands. The

puddin"- raisin, though one of the necessaries of life in English sneaking
countries, and used to some extent in Germany and Scandinavia, is in

very small demand in most other continental countries where puddings
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are jn'acLicalh unknown. In Si>,iin, (> in Fr.niv. iIk- o-nl) iurni of

raisin largeU consunH-d is the tlcsstTl .\lalag;i, w liicli is, oi course,,

alwavs eaten raw. One really needs to lun'e resided in Latin countries

to realize this radical difference frtni the customs of English speaking.

peoj>les. ll is .1 feature which has a good deal of bearing on the Denia
raisin industry, which has thus no home market for it.s produce but has

to rely entirely on export, chiefly to London and Liverpool, but these

raisins are also largely shipped to Canada, Germany and Baltic ports.

In this respect Spanish conditions differ absolutely from ours. \n

Australia it is the home market on which we rely and which our growers-

are making every effort to preserve, with the result that far higher re-

turns are lx*ing obtained than would be jjossii)le in competition with out-

side ]>rices. Don Juan Morand is not very hopeful as to the future.-

Faced as he is with the pros])ect of reronstitution on American .stocks at

an early date, this is not perhaps surprising, but he complains of other

unsatisfactory features. The life of the vine, he says, is shorter than

it used to be. After twenty years, even ungrafted \ines seem to be
worn c/Ut whereas in ofden times they used to last for a century. Smaller

\ields are also complained of. Twenty arrobas per hanegada (not quite

a ton and a half per acre^ is now considered a good crop of raisins

wdiereas in olden days 30, 35 and even 40 were (X)mmon. He explain.s.

all this bv saying that the land is tired of vines. Possibly insufficient

manuring or the use of fertilizers not thoroughly suited to the soil, may
be responsible for the trouble. In spite of all this, raisin production

appears to be profitable in Spain for the average price of non-irrigable

land, planted with raisin vines, is 80 dotiros jx^r hanegada or a little

over ^90 per acre.

Don Juan referred on several occasions to .Australian competition.

To my query whether he did not ratlu^-r fear that of California he pointed

out that the increasing home demand of the United States is absorbing

all the Caiifornian raisins—so much so that last year a couple of thousand

tons of Denia raisins were sold in New York in spite of the hostile tariff

and freight charges amounting to 30s. per ton. Our Victorian raisins

are becoming a frequent topic of conveisation among Denia merchants,

who view our recent shipments to London with a certain amount of

alarm.

1 had an interesting conxersation \\\\\\ Mr. Alfred Rogers, an

Englishman who has for many years been interested in the raisin business-

in this part of Spain. He knew something of Mildura shi[)ments and
had only recently been w'arned by a Liverpool friend that Australian

raisins were likelv to spoil the spring trade in the Denia article.

The raisin trade is most .active, in England, about Chri.':tmas time when-

the new^ season's fruit arrives from Spain. Some sto:"ks usually remain-

over from the December sales and the demand lixcns up for the.se in the

English spring. Fresh .Australians, arriving at this time of \ear, are

naturally ])referred to the 6 months old Denias. Tn this way our shi|)-

ments, small though the\ were, liad a disturbing ell«:Tt <in the trade and,

according to Mr. Rogers, created a certaii; amount of alarm in English

raisin circles.
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VINE PRUNINGS AS FODDER.

/'". dc Castella, Government Viiienlturist.

This subject, which was briefi\ referred to in the October number of

the Journal, is dealt with in the " Progres Agricole et Vitieole " of 20th

September last, published at Montpellier, France, in an interesting article

by M. Paul Heran, a few extracts from which may prove of intere.st.

The following analyses of vine prunings (canes and leaves) in dif-

ferent forms will give some idea of their high fodder value :
—
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more usually mixed with bran or some other fodder. The following

is an example of the dailv ration given to his working horses by one large

agriculturist :--

4I lbs. beetroot leaves.

25 ,, bran.

3^ ,, crushed barley.

22 to 26 lbs. vine ensilage.

A dain is mentioned where for nearly 3 years the cows ha\e been

exclu.sively fed on vine ensilage, the yield of milk being entirely satis-

factory and the health of the herd excellent.

The article deals with the cost of production which it is estimated

would not in any case exceed 8s. per ton of ensilage including the pruning

of the vines and cartage to the chaffer and crusher. The average yield

of green prunings, immediately after vintage, in the south of France

would be from 3 to 5 tons per acre. It must be remembered that in

that district vines are planted at 5 x 5 feet. Tn Australia the yield

would not be so high.

garnier's vine shredder.

It is not only as fodder that this vineyard by-product is of value;

dry vine prunings, chaffed and crushed by the same machine constitute

excellent bedding, more absorbent than straw, and therefore capable of

furnishing better manure. Several vinegrowers are already employing

it in their stables.

The importance of this hilherlo neglected by-product of \iticulture

is worthy of serious consideration in Australia. Its use in sucK a

season as last year's would doubtless have saved many thousand head

of stock from starvation. In vineyard districts where fodder is scarce

its value is evident. Nothing is said in the article referred to as to

the effect of such early i)runing on the \ine. \o doubt total pruning

before the leaves have fallen would l^e injiuiiJiis as it would interfere

with the accumulation of reseive materials by the vine. The removal

of one half of the canes w-ould probably :1;> little harm pnd vet provide

a very large quantity of fodder.

An illustration of Garnier's machine for treating \ine prunings is re-

produced, showing a general view and also a section. In the latter, the

arran""ement of the six cutting knives, on a horizontal drum, is shown.
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STUD MERINO EWES.
H. W. Ham, Sheep Expert.

Through the months of November, December, and January merino

breeders have occasionally to go through their stud ewes and clean eyes and
tails. To cut the wool away from the eyes during the time the grass is

seeding is a necessity, but it is of greater importance that die tail parts be
cleaned. Often ewes cannot be served by the ram through this.

As soon as a stud flock is worked up to be of any merit and fair length

of staple, and fair density and good body covering is reavhed, then more
or less tail and head covering comes along with it. The better and more
high class a flock of merino sheep becomes, the more attention is needed.

No matter what a breeder's aim may be, sheep will always vary ; some
become excessively covered and others too bare pointed and thin. Bare

legged and bare faced sheep are usually thin and wasty below and not

filled up very well with w'ool under and about the tail. These give less

fly-blow troubles than the better covered class.

Stud ewes should be cleaned well about the tail, and burrs, &;c.,

removed from under the rams to give them the final chance at this time

of year to serve the ewes well. Burrs, both around a rain's pizzie, and
over the tails of ewes, conduce to make the ram sore, for he ineffectually

serves the ewes many times owing to them being excessively woolled. Som.e

ewes will be found with the nipple cut off, the result of careless shearing.

It nearly always contracts somewhat in healing and this makes it harder

for the ram to serve quickly. Often ewes are closed up like mares, but

this can be rectified at times by similar treatment to that prescribed for

mares.

There is also a scald caused by a black gummy substance on many
stud ewes that is very sensitive and sore. It is worse some seasons than

others. Ewes will not carry a heavy ram for more than a few seconds as this

scald is very painful. The wool and folds are pressed on it bv the ram's

w-eight and if a ram is (as a stud rami usually is) thick set and heavy,

and consequently slow of service, then very few ewes get in lamb. For
scald there is nothmg to equal three or four of the leading sheep dip

powders, at a strength of one pint of powder to five gallons of water and

kept well stirred. Put the ewe on her side, cross the hind legs, holding

the bottom leg across behind the hocks of the topmost leg and mop the

dip water on with a cloth. The water will evaporate, leaving the powder

adhering to the skin and wool and its action is then to dry up the scald.

It will also', after three or ffiur ;i])plications, begin to turn the folds and

loose skin a dark colour, and later on, come right away. When shearing

the wool and dirt awa\ , care should be taken that no very severe shear

cuts are made, as the action of the powder dips, if the strong sediment

that settles in the bottom of the liquid be put on, is likel)' to be too severe

and a few ewes may be lost if carelessly treated.

In stud weaner ewes the scald is always getting flylihnvn. If it is

dried up, and the folds removed, the cause of flvblow in this class of sheep

disappears. ?^Iaggots cannot live and thrive if they come in contact with

powder dip provided it is of fair strength. Applying spirits of tar,

sprinkled out of a bottle with a hole in the cork, or from a scent bottle

with an adiustable top, is the best way to immediatelv kill the maggots,

and this method is adopted by the best Tasmanian breeders ; it is instant

death to the maggots, is very searching, does not take the wool off nor

discolour it.
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VV^ith flock ewes the method mentioned in the Sydney Wool and Stock

Journal by Mr. H. H. KeHy (if Ga.iriw ilhi Station, Gunnedah, N.S.W., is.

tt he commended fi,r speeti and for being effectuah His plan is to have

a trough made of an\ length to suit the number of sheep to be treated and

the number of men employed and to sit the ewes in a mixture of sheep

dip, at a strength according to the degree of damage the flies are doing.

In some districts, twice the strength of ordinary dipping may be found

necessary, but some classes of sheep are worse than others. Where sweating

is caused bv folds meeting, these parts will need to be hand dressed witfi

a stronger mixture. In a few cases the skin will crack and the flies may
leave the maggots in these cracks, but they never develop to any size. It

is onlv when the sediment from the bottom of the tin is put on that this

cracking happens.

In manv stud ewe lanibs the growth of wool over the head forces the

evelids in, and these ingrowing eyelids cause great irritation and pain
;

in ram lambs the horns lessen the pressure of wool over the eyes. A
small piece of skin immediately above and below the eyelashes can be

cut out, and the gap made by this means, when healing together, will

draw the e\elashes out, causing the irritation to cease. Complaints

regarding ingrowing eyelids are much more prevalent than many breeders

are aware of.

Inerowing evelids, scald, and wool blindness, if not attended to, will

pre\ent stud weaner ewes from thrivmg, no matter how one may study

constitution and feed them. The narrow made, short stapled, excessively

volky tvpe of sheep are not worth this trouble, as tb.ey are not stud sheep

in anv sense, and are a very unsuitable type in the general flocks. They

are bred in flocks where weight per head is made the desired aim, although

thev will cccasionallv come in anv stud.

SPRING SOWN RAPE.

H. ir. Ham, Sheep Exfert.

Spring .sown rape cannot l)e advocated for general lamb-raising pur-

poses. It is the earlv sown April rape, mixed with oats and allowed to

grow to a heavy bulk of feed till about August, that turns off the surprising

numbers of lambs and ewes.

Even in good rainfall areas all soils arc not <'xactlv suitable for suc-

cessful summer rape growing. Any soils that set hard will retard the

growth of roots, y)reventing them striking out sufficientlv far to gather

moisture. If it is the nature of the ground to harden and crack, it is no

use for profitable summer ra])e growing. Of course, in many instances,

even on cement like soil or on cold so-called crab holey country, it pays

to grow rape, not so much for the profit to l>e made from sheep or lambs,

as for the change and consequent good it does the soil. The objection

manv farmers have to spring sown rape is that they have to plough the

land the second time, and this makes them late getting their crops in. It

certainly is an advantage to have a good i)ortion of bare fallow, as it can

be kept worked ready to sow immediately after the first rains in March.

With ground that is at all liable to set and where early sowing' is necessary,

a bare fallow Id allow of carh working is, generallv speaking, the wisest.

On loose buck shot countr\. if it lias been ploughed well in the winter, a
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crop of rape can be grown and fed off, and in many cases a strong culti-

vator will bring the ground into good order for sowing, especially if the

sheep have been removed whenever the ground was at all wet.

New fallow land is not nearly so good for spring rape as older ground.

In the first place it is ne\er sufficiently fine for the small rape seed to

germinate in, and it gets more or less sunbaked, especially if ploughed

when ver\ wet. It is cheaper to let the sun and moisture do the work of

breaking it down for the March sowing, than to attempt to work it up
in time to sow rape. Rape on sunbaked new fallow does not get its roots

away at the same rate as in older cultivation ground.

Old ground with the stubbles ploughed in will hold the moisture longer

after each shower, and even in ground bad to set, straw assists towards

checking this setting.

As growth must be made in a shoa't space of time, all spring sown rape
should be sown with superphosphate.

Rape sown in late spring does not go to seed to anvthing like the extent

winter sown rape does.

In country like the Western District plains, possessing a fair rainfall

and a good chance of thunderstorms through the summer, a fair amount
of picking can often be expected right through the summer, especially on

buck-shot country. On suitable parts of fallow that are of such a nature

as to retain moisture and, at the same time, allow of free root growth, rape
is being found very profitable when the right breeds of store lambs are

bought at prices allowing a margin. As this branch of farming grows, it

will be possible for the freezing works tO' procure enough to warrant con-
tinuing operations further into the summer than has been the case in the

past. Lambs from roomy merino ew^es, by good shaped Lincoln or

Leicester .rams, or, better still, lambs by good Down's rams from coarse

ewes, will suit this demand best. When the system of rape fallow is more
generally understood there will be no need to sell the above breeds of lambs
to freezing companies at seven to eight shillings, now too often the case in

the rush from the northern areas, hastened by the short spring there.

Farmers who have a fair area of buck-shot fallow into rape will do
well to buy lambs of the right breeds at about eight shillings, either in the

wool or shorn. Those who have room to graze them until the stubbles and
rape fallow are ready can buy to the best advantage.

Lambs from either of the two crosses named, if carefully bred (for

there are lambs of these crosses that are only second raters), will shear

bulky fleeces, worth about three shillings. After being shorn, lambs would
cost the farmer this year about six shillings only, and being of a fleshy

breed they will fatten easily by end of January or beginning of February.
Merino, and fine comeback lambs will not suit the farmer for his purposes,
as they are slow to thrive and cannot be made thick fleshed enough to

please the export trade. Apart from the profit to be made directlv from
fattening of lambs there must be credited the advantages that rape fallow

give& to the soil for the following grain crop. A good crop is a certaintv

after sheep and rape, e\'en if sown Inte.

Lambs affected with tape \vorms need not be passed by when a supply
of rape is available. Rape is lietter than any drenches for clearing lambs
of .stomach and intestinal worms, and even lung worm, unless they have
gone too far.

Equally with the buying of the right sort of lambs at the right prices,

fodder growing is largely a matter of judgment and good management.
Thorough methods are as much a necessity in growing spring fodder crops
as for grain growing.
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THE PROBLEM OF oril l\\rUODLUTlVE LAN])8.

T. Cherry, M.D., M.S., Director of Agriculture.

The Necessity for Scientific Farming.

There is no doubt but that the problem of the utilization of our unpro-

ductive lands is of the greatest importance at tlie present moment. Nearly

all the remaining Crown lands are, in then" natural condition, ot much lower

value than those already alienated. Vet it is on these lands that we must

look for a great proportion of the new settlement in the immediate future.

In addition, a great deal of the redgum and box country which has already

been taken up—country which carries perhaps a sheep to the acre on the

natural grasses—is susceptible of rapid improvement when proper metiiods

are adopted.

The total area of these lands in Victoria is very considerable, compris-

ing, first, approximately 4 million acres of the inferior and poor parts of

the Mallee ; second, at least double that area of hilly country forming the

main part of the great Dividing Range and its northern and southern

spurs; and third, perhaps three million acres of the sandy land along the

coast. The total area is at least one-fourth of the entire extent of

Victoria. The quality of this land of course varies, but it is all charac-

terized bv producing little vegetation of food \alue in its natural state, and

when cleared, the scrub and native plants show a great tendency to

re-establish them.selves. In the coastal areas the timber is mostly stunted

stringybark and peppermint with scrubs of dwarf sheoak and grevillias.

Grass' trees are not uncommon, and the smaller plants are largely heaths

and cutting grass. In the Mallee, a dwarf variety of this eucalypt grows

in much of this area, heath and grass trees are also found, and the place

of the cutting giass of the South is graduall\ taken by splnifex or

porcupine grass.

The hill country comprises most of the slopes and upper parts of the

hills, consisting of slaty or granite formation, with considerable quantities

of quartz and hard sandstone rock. In the soil, which .is usually covered

by a small varietv of ironbark, stringybark and peppermint, the essential

plant foods exist in considerable quantities, but the difificultv is that they

are for the most part found in forms that are unavailable for the plant.

That is, some change must take place before they can be utilized by the

plant as food. On such poor lands one characteristic of Australian soils

is exaggerated—namely that there is very little difference between the sur-

face soil and the subsoil. Another fact which has been brought into pro-

minence by the work of the Department of Agriculture, is the fact that

such soils rarely require anything except phosphoric acid to be added in

the form of artificial manures. Nitrogen is generally fairlv abundant,

while it is very easy to rapidly increase the amount by growing peas,

clover, lucerne, and similar leguminous plants and by adding to the soi}

the residues of each year's crops after thcv have served as food for farm
animals. In other words it is essential on such soils to feed all the

produce to live stock, and the ])rofit must come not directiv from thp crop

but indirectlv from the animal. Potash is \ery altundanf in tlie Mallee,

and present in large quantities in ;)11 the clavs that are deri\ed from the

decomposition of the gold-fields slates nnd granites. Sufficient is generallv

available for all the requirements of ordinarv crops, but it is now a well-

established fact that anv additional amount mav be set free In tl'e act'on
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of the bacteria existing within the manure of the animal. It will thus

be seen that under the existing conditions of Victorian climatic inliuences

it is certain that farming may be carried on profitably and the fertility

of the land Ims steadily increased as far as these two es.sential ingredients

are concerned.

In regard to phosphoric acid, this is the plant food whose absence gives

the character to the vegetation on the poor lands. It is present in very

small amounts—amounts so small that from chemical analysis alone much
of our soil would be classed by European and American standards as very

close to the point of inefficiency. Moreover there is very little difference

in the amounts found in the surface soil and the subsoil ; frequentlv in

fact if cla\- is met with a few^ feet below the sand) surface the percentage

of phosphoric acid at once undergoes ai marked increa.se. I am inclined to

think that its peculiarity of the practical identity of the surface and the

subsoil is a character which marks off Australian soils from those of the

old world, just as clearly as the prevailing characteristics of our plants and
animals. Very probably indeed all three are associated, and because our

plants and animals retained the type of tho.se of the mesozoic geological

ages in the other continents, our surface soils have failed to become pro-

gressively richer with regard to phosphoric acid. Perhaps our climate

has had its share in the want of development, but whatever may be the

cause, of the fact itself there can be no question or dispute.

The Plant Food Available in the Soil.

An examination of these soils indicates that while they differ somewhat
from one another, they all have the same characteristics. In the coastal

plain, the prominent features are the variations in the amount of nitrogen

and potash. In the case of nitrogen the amount varies chiefly in conse-

quence of the character of the vegetation. Many of these plains are very

wet in wantex ; the rank vegetation therefore gives them many of the charac-

teristics of peaty land. 'I'he surface is occupied by a dense fibrous net-

work of roots, extending for 6 to 12 inches below the surface. The
amount of organic matter consequently makes these soils very rich in

nitrogen. When they are turned up with the disc plough, exposed to the
atmosphere and allowed to sweeten, the w^hole surface breaks down into a
rich sandy loam. This type is seen in the best parts of the Portland heath
land, the Heytesbury grass tree plains, the market garden areas near
Brighton and Mordialloc and much of the plain country in South Gipps-
land. The quantity of potash varies chiefly in relation to the nearness of
the clay. Many of the sandy loams rest on the clay at a distance of from
I to 3 feet from the surface. In such cases the amount of the

potash is relatively large. In other cases, however, the sand is inter-

spersed with coarse grains of quartz or with ironstone, and the clav may
be several feet below the surface; in such cases the amount of potash is

comparatively low. With regard to phosphoric acid, the amount present

appears to depend on the proximity of the clay subsoil. In manv cases it

is fairly large and the quantity is increased in the alluvial drift which is

found at the foot of the undulating hills and rises which are often met
within Southern Victoria.

In the hill country these soils are characterized bv the relative amount
of potash and phosphoric acid which they contain and bv their comparative
poorness in nitrogen, except in the alluvial .soil at the bottom of the

gullies. On the hill sides the phosphoric acid usually runs from forty to
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eighty parts per 100,000 ; that is approximately the same amount as is-

found in the yellow slaty rock which forms the basis of many of the hills.

The potash is nearly always high, this again being a characteristic witlx

both the slate and the granitic ruck. .Nitrogen is compaa-atively po^r, but

owing to the relative ai)undance of the other plant foods, it is very easy

to make up the deficiency by the growth of the leguminous plants.

In the Mallee the prevailing characteristics are modified by two con-

ditions—the dryness of the climate and the extent to which the light sandy

soil drifts with the wind. On the better class of soil we find that the

concentration of plant food characteristic of dry regions is present. Con-

sequently the Mallee soils respond in a wonderful manner to every shower

of rain or application of irrigation water. The nitrogen is in a chemical

condition very readily available for plant food. The potash is nearly

always present in great abundance. Lime is also a prominent constituent

of the soil, in many cases running up to as much as from 10 to 25 per

cent, of the total weight of the soil. In the Mallee then the deficiency of

phosphoric acid is much more marked than in the hill country or even in

the greater part of the plain. Consequently the chief problem in the

Mallee is a, qtiestion of supplying phosphoric acid in easily available form

and of having the necessarv amount of moisture available. To put the

matter in a tabular form the results of average composition of these soils-

work out as under :

—

Resitlt.s of
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Analyses of Soils.

Soil. Subsoil.

Locality.

Footslopes of (irampians

" {Valley soil)

Ararat

Wyuna, Plain ... ...
1

// Timber
Edi ...

Colbinabbin
Moormbool Forest
Dandenong
Werribee .Sewage Farm

original soil ...

Werribee Sewage Farm
11 years' sewage

Fern Tree Gully
Kinglake
Croydon
Toorak
Springvale

Rosedale
„ clay subsoil 4ft.

« gravelly soil

sandy
/' red gum flat ...

Trawalla

Coudah
Moolap

Geelong
II

Irrewarra
Yeo
Cobden
Loch ...

Leongatha
Mallee, Kow Plains

// heavy Mallee
scrub

II pine country
II porcupine ridge

// Pinnaroo, S. Aus.

Port Lincoln ,

66
73
S5
193
81

\n\

93
148

71

96
81

.16

179
110

1-26

290
67

210
93
162
1.0

210
150
90

176
269
204
266
241

81

75
43
8.5

87
21

83
87
276

69

20
20
33
123
43
21

49
80
52
66
70
80
57
16

45

171
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Solution of the Problem.

The utilization of the Mallee must be looked upon as a separate

problem owing to the fact that the extent to which it can be made use of

profitably is dependent upon the rainfall. \\'liere the rainfall is over

15 inches or where water can be supplied for irrigation, all Mallee soils

respond in a most satisfactor) way to treatment. On the coastal plain

and in the hill lands the rainfall is ample, in some places too copious, and
the problem becomes somewhat more complicated. in the first place

drainage must always be looked to. Much of the poor grass tree plain

country requires draining before anything can ije done to it. On the

average the question of clearing the timber and scrub is not a formidable

one. The ploughing of the surface, however, has been one of the great

obstacles to the profitable utilization of this country in the past. The
introduction of steam ploughing and the stump jump disc plough has,

however, put an entirely new complexion on the matter, and it may be

safely stated that no land in Victoria which is not too steep to carry an

engine presents any great ob.stacles in the way of being brought readily

under the plough. So much for the mechanical difficulties of ploughing

and draining. In the general management of farms on such land the great

fact which 1 wish to emphasize is that grazing does comparatively little to

ameliorate the condition of the soil while cultivation rapidly causes it to

assume an entirely new character. Three unanswerable reasons may be

given why large areas of every farm on such land should be continually

under cultivation :

—

1. In the old days the peculiar value of phosphatic manures on

Victorian soils was not known ; consequently such lands

became easily exhausted and we were not able to lay down
with certainty the conditions requiring to Le fulfilled in order

to maintain and increase their fertility. Artificial manures
used were usually nitrogenous in character, the most expen-

sive kind to purchase and the sort which themselves pro-

duce the least effect upon such land. Consequentlv large

areas after being cropped for a year or two were allowed to

go back to the state of nature. The experience and the

experiments of the last 10 years have clearly demonstrated

that with the judicious use of phosphatic manures the fer-

tility of this land can not only be maintained but rapidly

increased.

2. Ten years ago it was a well known fact that the keeping of

live stock on the farm tended to maintain and increase its

fertility. The full explanation of this fact was, however,
unknown. Researches carried oat during the last few years

have demonstrated the peculiar functions of the manure of
all kinds of animals not only in enriching the land bat also

in setting free the stored up pla.nt food of the soil and in

increa.sing its water holding capacity. In other words,
farm-yard manure not only su])plies the crop with plant

food but it also carries with it something which enables the

growing crop to draw upon the locked-up plant food origi-

nally present in the soil. We are not therefore dealing

with theory. The scientific fact is clearly proved as any
fact of science when we state that by means of cultivation,

the use of phosphatic manures, the feeding of the produce
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to animals will inevitably lead to a steady increase in the

fertility of the lana. So much for theory. To indicate

the extent to which this theory is borne out by practical

rc^sults I would refer to a few well-known localities. Much
of the market garden area near Melbourne—the land lying

between Dandenong, Brighton and Cheltenham is represen-

tative of the poorer parts of the sandy coastal plain.

Specimens taken from virgin paddocks indicate that

all three constituents of plant food are very low, yet this

land is being readily sold at an average of jQio per acre,

and converted into market gardens. The market gardeners

make a success of it by carting loads of stable manure and

by using 4 or 5 cwt. of bone-dust or superphosphate to the

acre. There is therefore ample proof that the transforma-

tion is easily brought about. The question is whether it

will pay for the ordinary farmer to attempt to do it. We
shall see this a little later on.

To the south of Geelong there are large areas of the cutting

grass country representative of an immense portion of the

3,000,000 acres in the south of Victoria. In the old days

it carried a sheep to four or five acres. Since the advent of

the disc plo'Ugh and phosphatic manures it has been brought

under cultivation chiefly for crops of hay. The faxm-yard

manure is furnished by the grazing of sheep on the stubble,

and in some cases grazing down the crop during the winter

months. The fact that large areas of this land are being

leased at from 6s. to 8s. per acre per a.nnum is an indica-

tion of what can be done by such methods.

3. All through the coastal area of the hilly country we meet with

flourishing orchards. Sometimes specially good spots are

selected, but on the other hand in many cases the top of a

sandy ridge is occupied by the fruit trees. Such orchards

often have peas or other leguminous plants grown as winter

crops to be ploughed in early in spring. The market price

of orchard land of this character in the neighbourhood of

Doncaster is sufficiently proved to show that the venture

has turned out a practical success.

It will be seen from the foregoing examples that in many cases the

reclamation of the poorer lands in Victoria has already been successfully

accomplished. It may be argued that the market gardeners who have
made a most conspicuous success of this method have merely been trans-

porting the fertility from the Melbourne stables on to the land. This is

certainly true, but it must be remembexed that the same end may be
obtained by grazing off with sheep or by w^orking the holding as a dairy

farm. Naturally the climatic conditions are more favorable for sheep in

the northexn parts of Victoria and fox dairy farming in the southern.

In the case of sheep, the land is brought under cultivation and the first

crop grown with the assistance of superphosphate. Wheat, oats, rape
and peas can all be grown in areas where the rainfall is 20 inches or
upwards. In the course of a few years part of the farm may be laid

down to lucerne in many localities, while there are a number of successful

examples throughout all the wheat-growing areas of the adoption of a

rotation system of crop, grazing and fallow with the substitution, to some
extent at least, of a green fallow of rape over a portion of the bare
fallow usually adopted.
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In the southern districts where the rainfall is 30 inches or over, dairy

farming is the most suitable form of industry for the soils which we have

been considering. The cultivation should regularly include peas w^ilii either

barley or oats, or better still a mixture of peas, beans, barley and oats

sown early in autumn as a green fodder crop. On the same paddock a

crop of maize or of one of the sorghums can be grown in the summer.
Half of the main portion of the cultivation each year should be devoted

to oats and the other half to peas, and these crops grown alternately. The
effect of this rotation of jx^as and oats, combined with the steady applica-

tion of I cwt. superphosphate to the acre, and a few loads of farm-yard

manure in addition, is simplv marvellous. The soil is exposed to the

sweetening influence of the sun and air, the fertilitv is increased bv the

peas and the regular ploughing in of the stubble very rapidly improves

the tilth and general condition of the soil. Smaller areas of a dairy farm
may be planted with potatoes, mangolds, cabbages and pumpkins, all of

which crops are \-aluable not only for keeping up the supply of milk on
the farm but also through the large amount ot manure which they produce
and which directly or indirectly becomes incorjxvrated with the soil.

The transforming influence of organic matter on the seals we have been
considering is very well exemplified in the vicinity of everv dwelling house.

A back yard rapidly becomes an oasis in the desert. It matters not how
poor the soil originally was, whether the gravel and clays of the gold-

fields or the sand dunes near the sea shore, the fact very speedily becomes
apparent. A little attention soon produces a garden where flowers,

vegetables or fruit trees flourish in accordance with the skill and taste

of the owner. If the back yard is simply allowed to look after itself

marsh mallows, nettles, Cape weed and a <lozen similar plants speedilv

flourish in rank luxuriance. It must be remembered that Australia is still

in the pioneer stage of settlement. In Europe and Asia the land has been
in continuous occupation bv civilized men for thousands of years. Large
tracts have therefore been transformed practically into continuous areas

of garden soil. There is nothing new or mysterious about the methods
adopted. The great reason why we may go forward with absolute certainty

of success is that we are following on the lines tested bv experience ever

:-:ince civilization l)egan. We have full assurance of continuous success on
account of the facility with which we can bring large areas under cultiva-

tion, and the remunerative returns obtainable from such cultivated land.

At the same time the knowledge of phosphatic manures enables us to

overcome the first obstacles at a jump instead of laboriously working round
them as our forefathers did in former centuries.

Confirmation by this Season's Results.

The fact that the aljove views are borne out In jnactical experience
has received a ve.r\- striking confirmation by the results of the harvest
which has just been gathered. In almost every district cultivation is

being steadily pushed in the direction of the jjoorer lands. The past
.season has been less fa\orablp than the average, the Umg spell of drv
weather in the sj)ring being against a lieaxy yield of lia\. \'et the results

of the cultivation of poor land combined with the u^e of phos])haiic
manures have in nearly e\cr\ case exceeded the expectations of the farmers.
In quite a numl)er of cases the remark has been made that the poor land
has scored this season all right. As specific instances may be mentioned
the country between Mount Duneefl and the sea coast to the south of
Geelong, the goldfields clay country in the neighbourhood of Ballarat,
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inferior "buckshot" volcanic country at Monegatta near Romsey, and

the sandy coast lands not only round Brighton, Spring Vale and Dande-

nong, but also to the south of Leongatha and other portions of Gippsland.

On these areas oaten hay has been the chief crop. Generally from

I to I cwt. of superphosphate has been drilled in with the seed. In many
cases the resulting crop of hay has been over two tons to the acre. Every-

where, the remark has been current that the effect of the phosphates on

poor land is much more marked than on rich agricultural soil. The
experience of former \ears has not only been confirmed but the fact that

many of the areas tried this year were chosen deliberately because they

were below the average of fertility has made the results appear still more

striking. What I have described above as the first step on the up grade

has thus been accomplished. In many cases the ploughing in ct the

stubble and the more thorough working of the land will insure a better

crop next year, but there is no doubt that after one or two crops of oats

the introduction of peas has a markedly beneficial effect on all the poorer

classes of soils. If to this be added the farm yard manure which is

produced by the consumption of the hay crop harvested this season the

system necessarv to continue the progressive development of these soils

will be in full working order.

Improvement in the Mechanical Condition of the Soils.

Very striking evidence is accumulating as to the importance of " tilth
"

as a measure of the productivity of these soils. Two instances may be

cited. On the Mount Xavier farm, Ballarat, the soil is a stiff silurian

clay in many parts denuded of what little surface soil which once existed.

The surface had been partly carted away to enrich the surburban gardens

in the neighbourhood and partly had been worn away by the old cart

tracks which traversed the slopes of the hill in all directions. The con-

ditions under which this farm was taken in hand were therefore as

unpromising as possible. Several large heaps of material from abandoned
shafts remained from the early days of the goldfields. The slate and

sandstone which had thus been brough^t to the surface had to a large

extent weathered down to a coarse sand consisting of grains of quartz

and other hard rocks. Such quantities of this material as were not used

in filling up the abandoned shafts were scattered on the clay land in the

neighbourhood and incorporated with the surface soil by ploughing and
cross ploughing. On such portions the crop of oaten hay was decidedly

heavier than on the average of the 50 acres. The improvement in the

mechanical condition has been very marked. A similar state of affairs

has been brought about by three seasons' work in the experimental farm
on the Heytesbury grass-tree countrv. Originallv the surface soil was
so permeated by the roots of the dwarf scrub, heath and bushes that,

when the ground was first broken up, an immense quantity of the larger

sized roots (averaging perhaps an inch in diameter) had to be picked out

by hand. The smaller roots have now rotted and become incorporated
in the surface loam. The result has been two-fold. Not only have the

crops steadilv im,oroved but the labour of working the land and the finish

which it was possible to obtain bv ordinarv implements has improved
year by year. It will be seen therefore that evidence is readily available,

both in the experimental work carried out by the Department and in the
results obtained by the more enterprising class of farmers, that the problem
of the profitable utilization of such soils is practically solved.
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THE ELEMENTS OF ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY.

W. A. Osbonie, M .B., D.Sc, Professor of PJiysiology and Histology, Dean

of the Faculty of Agriculture in the Vniversity of Melbourne.

{Continued from -page 721, Vol. VI.).

XVII.—Reproduction.
In all vertebrates, except the degenerate sea-squirts, reproduction takes

place sexually, that is to say each individual arises by the union of a cell

called a sperm cell or spermatozoon derived from the male, with a cell

called an ovum derived from the female. In Chapter II. it was shown
that every higher animal and plant is built up of cells each of which con-

tains a nucleus. Now in every nucleus there are present a number of

structures like short pieces of microscopic twine called chromosomes (see

Fig. 9). The number of chromosomes in each body cell is constant for

the members of a particular species. Thus in some snails there are 32 ;

in the mouse, trout, and lily there are 24 ; in the ox, guinea-pig, man, and

the onion there are 16. Now it is found that in the spermatozoon and

also in the ovum the number of chromosomes is exactly one half that in

each of the body cells ; when therefore these two cells fuse together in

what is called the fertilization of the ovum the correct number of chromo-

somes—and therefore an efficient cell—is produced. There is some reason

to belie\'e that the chromosomes are these structures w hich are responsible

for the transmission of ancestral characters to the offspring.

The spermatozoa arise in two testes or testicles. Each spermatozoon

is composed of a head, a neck and a tail, the last mentioned part keeping

up a constant side to side or wriggling movement, sO' that the spermatozoon

can move spontaneously and is thus able to travel several inches or even a

few feet on a moist surface before pvhausticn sets in. The spermatozoa

are microscopic in size, being about '^\^ inch long for most of the larger

mammals. The spermatozoa floating ni an albuminous fluid pass from

each testicle through a highly convoluted tube and then through a straight

tube close to the neck of the bladder where in most mammals a seminal
VESICLE or reser\'oir is found. In the sexual act the secretion of the

testicle is mixed with the secretion of other glands such as the prostate.

and the mixed fluid or semen is ejaculated through the urethra to the end
of the penis and thence into the vagina or uterus of the female. The
number of spermatozoa injected in a single insemination is very large

being expres.sed as hundreds of millions for most mammals. When the semen

arrives in the vagma or uterus the powerful tail movement of each sper-

matozoon urges it forward, the direction heing always the same and probably

determined b\' a chemical substance which is present in the moisture of the

genital passages of the female and which increases in strength from without

inwards. What may now be described as a race takes place. The sper-

matozoa travel through the uterus and up the l^'allo; ian tutes attached to

the uterus. Should an ovum be present in the upijer part of a Fallo-

pian tube, or even at the beginning of this tute in" the abdominal cavity,

the first spermatozoon to arrive enters it and fertilizes it aiid immediatelv

the ovum alters its outer layer or tunic so that no more spermatozoa can

enter. (Fig. 62.) There is ];robably here a provision of nature for

selecting the most vigorous spermatozoon in somewhat the same way that

the queen bee selects the most \igorous drone during her nuptial flight.
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The cells that give rise to spermatozoa in the testes are laid aside for

this purpose at a very early stage of development—long before birth—but

they do not become active until puberty which takes place at an age

varying with each species. The i-roduction of spermatozoa is not the only

function that the testes carry out ; these two glands are undoubtedly the

seat of formation of chemical messengers or hormones which pass into the

blood stream and influence most regions of the body. At puberty, beside

sexual power and desire, a number of secondary characters cccur in the male
such as changes in the ^•ocal chords and larynx giving the broken voice,

increased growth of hair, increased muscular, mental and emotional

activity, &c. , which are referable to hormones derived from the* testes. If

an animal be castrated before puberty these secondary sexual characters

do not appear ; in such an animal however development of these niissing

characters can be stimulated by grafting a testis from a male of the same
species somewhere in the body.

l^^-^r^.

I a.

^'^^'n^m'.

Fig. 62. Fertili/atiou of an Ovum, Highly Magnified. - I. A nuinl)er of

spermatozoa have readied the border of the ovum. An alteration in the tunic of the
ovum takes place opposite ihe foremost spermatozoon. II. and III. Stages in the
entry of the foremost spermatozoon ; the others are refu^-ed admittance. (After
Hagemann

)

The ova are formed in the two glands of the female called ovaries. The
cells from which the ova arise are already laid aside in the mammal long

before birth, but do not become active until puberty is reached. After

this age until sexual activity ceases, a process of ripening of the ova can

be observed in each ovary. (Fig. 6^.) From time to time an ovum sinks

in the ovarian tissue and gets enclosed in a 'hollow sphere of cells or

FOLLICLE containing a fluid ; this .sphere gradually works to the edge of the

ovary and then bursts, liberating the ovum into the abdominal cavity.

This process, ovulation as it is called, will occur if access is denied to the

male but though not entirely dependent upon the sexual cycle it is hastened

both by the state of the genitalia in the period of oestrus or sexual desire

and by copulation with the male. The ovum in the abdominal cavity in

some m.anner not thoroughly understood is carried (pO'Ssibly in a purely

passive way by the writhing of the pelvic gut) to the mouth of one of the

two FaMopian tubes. It is then apparently seized by the tentacular mouth
of the tube and driven slowly towards the uterus bv peristalsis. Should
no spermatozoon be present the ovum passes through the uterus and thence

into the vagina and so is discarded. But should a spermatozoon enter into

the ovum fertilization will occur. When the spermatozoon bores into the
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ovum its tail drops off but the head and neck parts enter and blend with

the nucleus of the oxuiu. When fertilization occurs the ovum at onc<-

begins to change. It divides into two, then into four, and so on, each

daughter cell growing at the ex^^ense of nutriment derived from the mucous

membrane of the tube. In this process of division it is interesting to note

that each daughter cell has the same number of chromosomes as the original

fertilized cell ; for by a process of division, like the splitting of a cane

longitudinal Iv, each of the chromosomes of the mother cell divides into two,

making a complete set for each cell, and each of the daughter chromo-

somes caji divide longitudinally and so on. Thus it is that in every cell of

the adult body the chromosomes are derived half from the mother and half

from the father. The mass of cells to which the ovum has given rise passes

down the FallojHan tube into the uterus and there lodges becoming firmly

adherent to the uterme wall. Its further development will be considered

later. In the mammal an ovum is utterly incapable of developing unless

fertilized bv a spermatozoon, and the spermatozoon must emanate from a

male of its own species or at least of species \-ery closely akin. Thus sue-

x:essful pairing can occur between hare and rabbit, but not between hare

or rabbit and dog.

Fig. 63, Section of tlie Ovary of a Cat.— i, outer capsule ; 5, cells from wiiich ova
arise ; 6, similar cells enlarging and sinking deeper, and ultimately forming follicles ;

7 and 8, unripe follicles; 9, ripe follicle, about to l)urst and siied ovum ; 10, corpus
luteum. (After Scliion.)

In the tt-malc, as in the male, secondary srxual characters are dependent
on hormones emanating from the active ovaries. If the ovaries are

removed before puberty these secondary sexual characters will not appear
but they can be induced by grafting into som.e organ of the body (sav the

kidney) the ovary of a female of the same species. The ovary can also

through its hormones produce a number of significant changes in the body.
Thus the sexual cycle in the female, the growth of the mammary gland,
the regulation of the amount of fat in the l)ody, the changes in the uterus
during pregnancy, and even the continued existence of the uterus itself

are due to chem.ical messengers arising from this important organ.

The ova in a mamma 1 are microscopic in size, being al)OUt ^l ^- inch
in man, whereas in the bird the ovum is enormously swollen bv a supplv
of food for the embrvo called the volk.
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THE SEXUAL CYCLE IN THE FEMALE.
In all female mammals after puberty a definite cycle of changes is

obser\ed in the genital organs when pregnancy has not occurred. These
changes have been named as follows

—

proce strum or period of preparation,

CESTRUS or period of sexual desire, metcestrum which occurs if fertiliza-

tion is absent and is a period of suljsidence of genital excitement, and
the ANCE STRUM or period of rest in which the sexual organs lie fallow.

At the end of the anoestrum a new sexual season occurs and the cycle

begins again with the prooe.strum. Animals that conform to this type are

termed moncestrous. Examples of moncestrous animals are many wild

sheep in which the sexual season occurs once a year and the anoestrum or

fallow period extends over several months. Another monoestrus animal is

the domestic bitch in which however the anoestrum last only a few months
and so three or even four cycles can take place in a year. The other type

has been termed polycestrous; in this case, in the absence of fertilization,

there takes place after the metoestrum instead of a long anoestrum, a very

short fallow period of a few days called the dicestrum, then a new cycle

beginning with procestrum starts again. After a few of these cycles a true

anoestrum appears and lasts until a new sexual season occurs. . As an

example of a polyoestrouis animal the mare may be taken. During .a certain

jH;rtion of the year she passes, when net pregnant, through a series of cycles

separated each from the other by a short dioestrum, then a true anoestrum

occurs and ends with the advent of a new sexual season. The polyoestrous

condition is shown bv domesticated cattle, sheep, and pigs. An extreme

form of polvoestrous rh\ thm is displayed by man, certain monkeys, and
some domesticated sheep. Here the anoestrum is absent and the cycles are

separated only by short dioestral periods and the female is therefore cap-

able of being impregnated throughout the year. But in most polyoestral

animals the dioestrcus cycles are only two or three in number. Domesti-

cation and change of climate and food have a marked effect on these cycles.

Generally stated domestication tends to shorten or even obliterate the

anoestrum and thus make the periods of oestrous or desire more frequent

though possibly less intense.

The period of prooestrum has been term.ed the period of preparation,

i.e., preparation for a fertilized ovum. The external genitals become

swollen and a discharge takes place from the vagina which may be bloody
;

there is also some general excitement and in some animals special indica-

tions, such as drooping ear in the sow, and blood-shot eye in the rabbit.

But it is in the uterus that the most significant changes happen.
^

The
lininor membrane thickens and its blood vessels become enormouslv dilated

;

some extravasation of blood beneath the surface generally occurs and may,

in some animals, be so pronounced as to cause true bleeding into the uterine

cavity. The innermost layer of the uterus breaks down in part and passes

out as a mucous discharge, in some animals mixed with blood. These

uterine changes may be regarded as all preparatory for the reception of a

fertilized ovum. Immediatelv following the prooestrum is the oestrus or

period of desire in which the' male is sought. Its duration is short and

rarelv exceeds twentv-four hours. In manv animals the female in oestrus

possesses an odour which informs the m^ale of her condition and excites

him sexually. The oestrus in some animals, e.g.. sheep, may overlap the

prooestrum. to some extent. If the sexual act takes place, and should a

fertilized ovum arrive in the uterus from either Fallopian tute, the uterine

wall is now in a fit condition for the attachment and nourishment of the
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ovum. Pregnancy begins and the sexual cvcles are intermitted. But
should no such ovum arri\e the uterus returns to its normal state in a
period of metcestrum. Then follows a resting stage of anoestrum or

dicestrum and then the cycle begins afresh. Not only pregnancy but

lactation (nursing) may check the occurrence of these cycles. This rule,

ho\ve\er, is not without exceptions for man\- rodents may suckle a litter

of young while pregnant with another litter, and the mare generally

experiences oestrus nine days after giving birth to a foal.

PREGNANCY.
The numl)er of fertilized ova that reaches the prepared uterus at one time

varies with the species of animal. In the larger mammals one onlv is the
rule. In the cat three to six, in the dog four to ten, and in the pig six

to twelve ova are fertilized at the same time. In the bird and lower animals
the fextilized ova leave the body with a supply of nourishment and continue
their development outside the mother. In mammals however the ova
depend from the first for nourishment on the maternal uterus. When the
small mass of cells formed from a fertilized mammalian ovum reaches the
uterus at the proper stage in the sexual cycle it remains adherent to the
uterine wall. Subdivision and growth of the cells occur rapidlv. After
a short time a grouping of cells is evident, and the beginnings of skin, gut,

and central nervous s}Stem become apparent. So far the nourishment
required has been derived by simple absorption from the secretion of the
uterine lining membrane, but when the embr\o develops a system of blood
vessels and a heart a more efficient method of obtaining nourishment is

required. The em.bryo encloses itself in a bag containing a watery fluid

and compo.sed of a fairly tough membrane. The wall of the bag fits itself

to the wall of the uterine cavity. The chief use for this is to shield the

delicate embryo from injury and also to bear the brunt of the work of
dilating the neck of the uterus and the vagina when the young is born.

From a point in the embryo, which is afterwards recognised as the navel,

a curious outgrowth arises called the allantois, which eventually blends

with a portion of the wall of the membranous bag to form the placenta.
The placenta sends long finger-shaped processes into similarly shaped de-

pressions in the uterus which are lined bv walls richly supplied with blood

vessels. Two arteries from the embryo pass along the stalk of the allantois

and break up into a dense meshwork of capillaries in the placenta ; then the
blood is collected into venules and finally into one large vein which runs

parallel with, and close beside, the two arteries mentioned and brings back
purified and enriched blood to the embryo. It must be remembered that

there is no direct connexion between the blood of the foetus and that of

the mother. The embrvonic heart pumps blood tl^icii'^h its own
todv and through the placenta. In the finger-shaped jwocesses or

villi of the placenta the .separation from the maternal blood is

effected bv a verv thin membrane through which the exchange
takes place. The blood of the foetus takes up oxygen from, and
gives off carbon dioxide to. the maternal blood. Tt was formerly thought

that the nutriment required t)v the embryo simi)ly filtered throi'gh from

the uterine blood vessels into the capillaries of the placental villi, but there

is reason to believe that the placenta is a tligestive organ breaking down
the necessary constituents of the maternal blood pnd opssing them into the

blood of the foetus. The stalk of the allantois with its vein and two

arteries is known in the later stages of embr\onic development as the
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UMBILICAL CORD. The shapc and attachment of the placenta varies in

different species of mammals ; in some the finger-shaped processes or villi

are simple ajid when the young is born are detached from the uterine wall

without producing any tearing. In such cases the placenta comes away
without any portion of the uterus being attached to it—such placentas are

termed non-deciduous. In others the villi are so locked in the uterine

tissue that when the young is born the \illi drag with them pieces of the

inner wall of the uterus and leave what may be termed an open sore at the

site of the placental attachment. Such cases are called deciduate. We
may classify placentation roughly as follows :

—
rMeta-discoidal—the villi are at first scattered, but are collected into a

-p. . 1 I disc— man and monkey.

I

Discoidal — the villi are restricted to a cake-like disc— rodents.

(Zoiuiiy— the villi are restricted to a beltdike V)and— carnivores, elephant.

T.T 1-1 ( Cotyledonary— villi in patches—ruminants.
Nondeciduous \t\-c^ -n- ..4. 1 1

\ Diiiuse—villi scattered—pig, horse.

As development proceeds the cells of the embryo increase continually

by subdivision and the organs approach nearer and nearer to the condition

that thev present at birth. One extraordinary fact about embryonic de-

velopment is that a number of stages are traversed which are singularly

reminiscent of stages in the evolutionary ascent of the race. Thus all

mammalian and bird embrvos at one period of growth show clefts in the

throat like the gills of a fish, and the human embryo at one time possesses

a tail.

From the moment of entry of the fertilized ovum the uterus begins to

change. Instead of the metoestrum a long series of important alterations

takes place too complex for full description here. The uterus grows
parallel with the growth of the embr\o and the membranous bag of the

latter, its muscular walls increase enormously in thickness and in the size

and power of the constituent muscular cells, and, where the placenta is to

be formed, an alteration in the inner wall is effected. These important

changes in the uterus are the outcome of hormone stimulation. The de-

veloping ovum unquestionably furnishes one set of hormones, but these

would apparently be useless unless backed up bv hormones arising from
the O'vary and probably from one particular part of the ovary called the

•corpus luteum (Fig. 63). The corpus luteum is produced from a burst

follicle and was originally thought to be only a lump of scar tissue

but its secretorv importance has been proved beyond doubt for if it be

destroyed or if it fail to develop pregnancy comes to a premature end.

What exactly determines the onset of parturition or labour has not been

•discovered. The muscular walls of the uterus contract powerfully in a

series of " pains." Thanks to the membranes containing the watery fluid,

the narrow neck of the uterus can be dilated without injurv being done to

the head or fore Fimbs of the foetus. The pains continue until the mem-
branes burst and the young, after undergoing a characteristic rotation, is

driven through the vagina ; after a variable interval the membranes and
placenta are ejected by further uterine contraction. Once the placenta has
been detacbed from the uterine wall the young animal can no longer get

its oxygen from the maternal blood ; slight asphyxia therefore ensues and
through the stimulation of the respiratory centres by the asphyxial blood

the first breath is taken. Coincidentally with this a change takes place in

the heart .so that the right ventricle which in the foetus sent its blood into

the aorta now drives blood into the lungs through the pulmonary artery

.and the condition of the circulation present in the adult is established.
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After the expulsion of the jjh\centa and membranes the uterus rapidly

contracts upon itself and undergoes a sort of degeneration, becoming smaller
and less muscular, and finally approaches the state characteristic of the

non-pregnant female. Its contraction is greatly aided by a nervous
reflex started by the young sucking at the teat.

Time Ixtekv.m. jsetwkkn (Estkis and
Qi.STRr.S IN NoN-l"KE(!N.\NT StATK.

Mare ... 3—4 weeks
Cow ... ,S— 4 wt'cks
Sheep ... 17—28 days
Sow ... 0-12 (lay.s

Bitcli ... 12— 14 Aveeks (aiKL'struni)

AvERAcK Duration of Ge.statiox.

Ass
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When small infested patches are found, a trench should be dug round
the patch over which straw or long chaff sprinkled with kerosene has been
spread. After firing and burning off, the soil can be thrown over the
quarantined area, covering and burning any parts that have escaped
destruction. It is wise not to remove the infested plants for burning as
pieces left on the field or dropped in fresh places re-establish themselves and
spread the evil. To attempt to tear out the Dodder with a rake is even more
foolish. Spraying with copper sulphate o,r iron sulphate solutions have
been recommended, but a badly infested crop cannot be saved in this or

any other way. It is better to lose completely a small area of the crop by
burning than to risk a much more serious infestation next year. Care
should also be taken to use only clean seed. Indeed, the sale of seed con-

taining Dodder should be a severely punishable offence.

Infested Clover or Lucerne should not be fed to stock, as seeds may
be voided unaffected in the manure, and reinfect new ground. Above ah,

good cultivation in the widest sense should prevail, and all fields, hedges

and ditches should be kept clean and free from weeds, especially legu-

minous ones. Dodder also grows on St. John's Wort and other weeds, but

usually not on Compositae. Several native species of CassytJia (Lauracese)

are often mistaken for Dodder, which they closely resemble in habit and
external appearance. They mainly grow on native plants, especially near

the sea, but are not agricultural pests like the true Dodders, though, like

them, they have no assimilating lea\es and obtain food from the host

plants on which they grow by means of their attaching suckers. Cassyiha

is a coarser pLant, the fruits larger, less fleshy, not so densely clustered,

and each one enclosed by a closely investing calyx barely open at the

top.

NAPHTHALINE TREATMENT FOR CUT WORMS.
In view of the damage recently done to young vine plantations in several

vineyards in the north-east by agrotis caterpillars, commonly known as cut

worms, a recent article by M. P. Hoc in the Progres Agricole et Viticole

of Montpellier (France) should prove of interest to vinegrowers.

M. Hoc deals with the damage caused bv another shoot eating insect,

Helops lanifes, and describes how young vines were saved from the ravages

of this grub by the use of naphthaline at the rate of i to | oz. per vine.

He also refers to the use of another insecticide known as vaporite, but it is

not obtainable in Victoria.

Naphthaline should be well worth a trial against our cut worms. The
drug is obtainable in Melbourne at 4d. per lb. wholesale. The earth

around the young vine should be removed to a depth of a few inches,

thoroughly pulverized, and the coarsely powdered naphthaline well mixed

with it. This soil should be employed to reform the protecting mound
round the base of the vine, which will, owing to the poisonous vapour of the

drug, no longer serve as a shelter for the cut worms during the day time.

Another method would be to apply it in holes a few inches deep on,

say, three sides of the vine. As soon as the drug is placed in the holes

they should be blocked up with soil. This was the method followed in the

case of " vaporite."

It would be well to try a few experiments in order to make sure that

no damage is done to young shoots by the naphthaline. According to

M. Hoc, up to
jt

oz. per vine would appear to have had no injurious effect

on vegetation.—F.C.
15164. B
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EXPERIMENTAL WORK AT LONCIERENONG
AGRICULTURAL (OLLl^X4E.

E. G. M. Gibson, Science A/as/cr.

Wheat Selection.

While main \alual>le varieties of wheats have been raised l)y crossing,

there is plenty of scope for improving varieties found suitable for a par-

ticular district, by careful selection. At the College last harvest, an experi-

ment commenced on these lines has already shown itself worth recording.

Dart's Imperial and Federation were chosen as l^einsf the best of the
various varieties under cultivation. Plants were selected for their

tillering and productive qualities, the preference being given to the largest

heads with the least number of unfertile florets. The average number of
unfertile florets in the general crop was four ; in selected ears of Federa-
tion, two: and of Dart's Imperial, one.

SKLECTEU HEADS OF FEDERATION AND DART S IMPERIAL.

In this manner two pounds weight of seed from each variety was

obtained and sown in plots last June under field conditions. The plants

liave made vigorous growth, flowered early, and developed ears wonderfully

true to type, the majority being full from base to tip. It mu.st be noted

that the selected ears were not phenomenal, but the best i)roduced_ in the

rrop, and as good as anv in the district. No attempt is made to raise new

varieties, and although the ])roce.ss of hybridisation is familiar to the

students, the seeds thus obtained are only grown for their experimental

interest.
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experimentaj^ grass plots.
:. English Rye Grass. 2. Itiliaii live Grass. 3. Prairie Grass. 4. Toowooniba Canary Grass.

B 2
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Grasses.

Various plots have been sown to test the relative values of grasses and

other fodder plants. A number of those tried have partially succumbed to

the dry weather. The most promising of these unsatisfactory grasses will

be tried under irrigation, and the re.st discarded. Good growth has been

made bv Lolium pcrenne (English rye), Lolium lialicum (Italian rye),

" Phalaris Commutata " (Toowoomba canaiy grass), and Bromns unioloides

(Prairie grass). The latter seems to be a better winter grass for our district

than the much-bcK^med " Phalaris commutata.""

5fi« rmiJ#:^^i

\M\m
STUDENTS CROSS-FERTILISING WHEAT.

NITROGEN AND NITRAGIN.

Alfred J. Ewart, D.Sc., Ph.D., F.L.S., Government Botanist and
Professor of Botany at the Melbourne University.

The chemical element nitrogen takes an essential part in the compo-

sition of all plants and is especially abundant in buds, seeds, flowers,

growing tips, and. in fact, in all parts rich in the living plant substance,

protoplasm. Hence a steady supplv of nitrogen must be obtained in the

food of plants, although in this respect the plant is far less wasteful than

the animal and may use the same nitrogen over and over again once it

has been absorbed. The source of the plant's supply of nitrogen is

.almost solely from the nitrates of calcium, magnesium, potassium, and

•sodium which are continually being produced in the presence of the requi-

site bases in every fertile soil during the decom]X)sition of its nitrogenous

"humus. The nitrogen of this humus is oxidized in the presence of free

oxvgen bv nitrifying bacteria, which are present in all ordinary soils.

Ultimately nitric acid is formed, usually with ammonia and nitrous acid as

intermediate products, and this nitric acid combines with the alkaline bases

present in the soil to form nitrates.

This process is a continuous one, and takes place most rapidly when the

soil is warm, moderately moist and well aerated. It stops, or becomes

very slow, if the soil is at all acid, completely dry, very cold or in a

swami)y, badly aerated condition owing to an excess of water.
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When a soil dries up in which nitrification has been acti\e, the nitrates

may sometimes be so abundant as to form an efflorescence on the surface

of the soil. Since all these nitrates are, however, soluble in water, any

heavy shower of rain will tend to wash out the excess of nitrates from the

soil before the roots have time to absorb them. Hence there is far less

danger of loss, and a more permanent effect is produced when the nitrogen

needs of the plant are supplied by the bacterial oxidation of humus manures
applied to the soil, than when the same amount of nitrogen is directly

applied in the form of a dressing of Chilian saltpetre ^ sodium nitrate).

Although the air, which contains four-fifths by volume of nitrogen,

represents an enormous total amount of this element, it is not directly of

use except in a few special cases. Ordinary green plants can make no

use whatever of the free nitrogen of the air. It enters the plant, and is

found dissolved in the sap in everv part, but cannot be assimilated or used

as food any more than horses can digest the sand which they often swallow

when grazing. Every thunderstorm, however, and also certain slow chemical

processes of oxidation like that of phosphorus in moist air cause the

oxygen and nitrogen of the air to combine, ultimately forming nitric acid,

which is washed down bv the first shower of rain. In the same way, when-

ever the air contains ammonia derived from manure heaps, or from de-

caying animal or vegetable matter, this is washed down by the rain, and
oxidized to nitric acid and nitrates in the soil.

The amount of combined nitrogen available for the plant's use which

reaches the soil in this manner, although quite appreciable, is never more

than a small fraction of that removed from the soil by drainage and by

the crops. Under the most favourable circumstances it does not represent

more than a tenth or twelfth of the annual loss of nitrogen from a well-

drained, cultivated soil with an average rainfall, and is usually consider-

ably less.

Certain organisms exist, however, in most soils which have the power of

assimilating the free nitrogen of the air and ultimately enriching the soil

with combined nitrogen available for the plant's use. The most important

of these organisms is Clostridium Pasteurianum, an anaerobic bacterium,

which is unable to exist in ordinary soils unless supplied with free nitrogen

and unless associated with certain other micro-organisms. The latter shield

it from the oxygen of the air, which is poisonous to this organism. If all

the required conditions were fulfilled, soils containing this bacterium might

gain from 20 to 30 lbs. of nitrogen (= 120 to 180 lbs. of sodium nitrate)

per acre per annum. As a matter of fact, the actual gain due to the

presence of this and similar micro-organisms appears usually to be com-
paratively small, partly because the conditions are rarely the best possible

and partly because denitrifying bacteria are usually also present which
set free the combined nitrogen of the soil and may in some cases cause

a loss instead of a gain to occur. In addition, the conditions which favour
the fixation of nitrogen by soil bacteria not dependent upon leguminous
plants are, in general, not the most suitable ones for the development of

ordinary crops.

It is well known that leguminous plants differ from ordinary ones in

having the power of assimilating the free nitrogen of the air, and hence
can exist on the poorest and sandiest soils where nitrates are practically

absent or very deficient in amount. They have, however, this power only
when peculiar tubercles are developed on their roots which contain nitrogen
fixing bacteria derived from the soil or originally present on the coats of
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the seed. These root tubercle bacteria penetrate the young roots and there

give rise to tubercular swellings, in which the bacteria are nourished and
carry on the assimilation of free nitrogen for the benefit of the plant bearing

them. If the root tubercles are not formed, then leguminous plants are as

dependent upon supplies of combined nitrogen (nitrates, etc.) as are

ordinary plants, so that whenever a leguminous crop, which usually does

well on aj particular soil in the absence of nitrates, fails to grow well, the

first investigation to make is to pull up some of the plants and see whether

the failure is due to the absence or deficiency of root nodules. In this

connexion it must be remembered that the use of nitrates as manures tends

to suppress the formation of root nodules, since these are then less neces-

sary.

If a leguminous crop fails owing to the non- formation of root tubercles,,

it may succeed if the necessary bacteria are supplied to the soil or young
seedlings. The root tubercle bacteria appear all to belong to a single

species, Bacillns radicicola, but several varieties grow on different plants

and these are not mutually interchangeable. Thus, the variety from the

pea will infect the bean, but not clover. The soja plant of Japan usually

forms no tubercles in Europe although they are abundantly produced in

Japan, where the appropriate variety of bacterium occurs. In such cases,

the bacterium may be supplied to the soil from a plant of the same kind

as that which is to be grown, by crushing its root tubercles to a thin paste

with cold water and either spraying the diluted mixture over the land or

soaking the seeds in it before planting. A single large root tubercle may-

contain several million bacteria, and only one bacterium is needed to start

each fresh root tubercle, so that the root tubercles from a small number
of plants would be sufficient to infect an acre of soil or several bushels of

seeds. Once added to the soil thev appear, however, to die out before;

long in the ab.sence of an appropriate host plant, so that the direct appli-

cation to the soil usually involves considerable waste and may be quite

ineffective.

CuFtures of nitrogen fixing bacteria, usually termed niiragin* have

been placed upon the market and extensively boomed both for direct

application to the soil and to the seeds before planting. The.se cultures

are only effective when they contain the particular variety of bacterium

required, and thev are no better than the material which can be derived'

directly from the root nodules. The cultures soon lose their efficacy, and'

in many cases have been shown to contain none of the required bacteria

at all.

In fact, in certain cases, unscrupulous persons have taken advantage

of a useful scientific discovery to make money by .palming off wotthlcss-

rubbish upon farmers eager to adopt scientific methods. It cannot be too

strongly emphasized that no heavy outlay for a sujiply of " nitragin " is

justified unless the farmer :

Firstly, is unable to grow certain leguminous crops satisfactorily,

even in the presence of lime, potash and phosphoric acid in

sufficient amount m tlie soil.

Secondly, finds by direct observation that this is due to the non-

formation of root tubercles.

*A very unfortunate term, well adapted for booming a commercial product,

but highly confusing to farmers since "nitragin" is the phonetic spelling of the-

( lieinical element, nitrogen, as customarily pronounced, and all farmers now
realize the importance of nitrogen in plant nutrition.
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Thirdly, is unable to procure a supply of the same plant-bearing

living root tubercles which can be directly used for infecting

the seed or soil.

Some of the forms of "nitragin"' have been supposed to contain the

'bacteria which live freely in the soil and enrich it with nitrogen. This is

probably a misstatement. In any case, the use of such cultures would not

be profitable, because these soil bacteria are usually present in all soils

•capable of maintaining them, and when added to a soil from which they

were originally absent, they usually rapidly tend to disappear again.

Further, the net result of the activity of soil bacteria in rich, well-

manured soils is to produce a loss rather than a gain of nitrogen, and

hence no advantage is to be expected bv the addition of cultures of any

kind of bacterium toi such soils.

To sum up, in the present condition of our knowledge, the use of

"nitragin " in agriculture is not at present to be recommended except under

v'ery special conditions. Even then the same results might be obtained by

the far better and cheaper methods indicated above.

WHITE SCOUR IN CAL\ ES.

A correspondent (Mr. W. H. Chesterfield) writes :

—
" Having often

aioticed inquiries in various papers for remedies for White Scour in Calves,

perhaps a method of treatment I have followed may be successfully

adopted by others. With us the egg cure was the most effective of all

•we tried. Sometimes the calves would be so bad that they could only

lie on their side and pant.

We would break an egg .so tlvit it would pour njcely, and slowly empty
it down the calf's throat out of a gravy boat or anything handy. An
•egg was given three or four times a day ; sometimes it would take, per-

haps, 3 dozen to make matters right but eggs are usually plentiful and
•cheap when scours are prevalent. As .soon as the ailment is noticed,

reduce the milk allowance by quite half, and vvhen very bad give nothing

but eggs, gradually coming back to the milk allowance. Clean, warm
and dry quarters are necessary for young calves. I think White Scour
is most prevalent during the wet weather in earlv spring, especiallv if

bot and muggy.
For any loo.seness of the bowels, we mix, say a pint of lime water in

the calf's feed for a day, but with the poddies always give the eggs for

the curdv and bloody stage. We place the affected animals on a bag out
in the sun and persevere with them, and I have seen some very bad cases
Tecover; in fact, we rarelv lost one after the treatment described."

•^^
•-^Ao
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THE ORCHARD.

Janus Lang, Harcourt.

During December the weather has been ver) dry, no raiai^ of any

cx>nsequence having fallen, and as far as appearance goes, the outlook

for January is much the same. Where the surface of the orchard has

been kept well scarified and free from weeds, there is still a good supply

of moisture in the subsoil which will carry the trees on for some time

yet. It will be well to keep the scarifier going after any shower of rain

w'e may get, as it keeps down weeds ajid leaves the surface soil in good
condition.

Where water is available for irrigation the trees should be liberally

supplied. In a season like the present the advantage of a good supply

of water is apparent to all, as trees having plenty of moisture are enabled

to mature their fruit to a good marketable size, and are left in a much
better condition for next season's crop.

Gathering and marketing the fruit will now take up a good deal of

time. Cherries have been a good crop, and owing to the hot weather they

have ripened earlier than usual. Apples will be fit tO' gather for export

quite a week earlier than usual. The apple croj> promises to be very

good, the fruit so far having swelled up to a good size, larger than usual

so earlv in the season, and if the development continues the qualit}' for

export should be excellent.

Bitter Pit has not yet so far affected any of the apples ; it may,

however, appear later on. Orchardists should make a note of the time

wd:ien they first observe any sign of the disease so far as to know at what

stage of the growth of the apple it makes its appearance. Th's disease

has become more prevalent of late years than formerly, and no remedy
has yet been discovered to check the spread, of it. Scientific observers

in different parts of the world ai^e now engaged in investigating the cause,

and it is to be hoped that success will attend their efforts, and lead to

the discovery of some remedy that will check its spread.

Spraying for Codlin Moth will still require attention during the

month, as the second brood of moths will soon appear, especially in

those districts north of the Dividing Range where the climate is warmer.
To neglect spraying now, is to undo a great deal of the work already

done. Bandages should be examined carefully, every ten davs and all

grubs destroyed. This should not be neglected, as many of the grubs

have now left the apple and entered the chrvsnlis stage and will soon

develop into moths ready to lay a second lot of eggs.

Where the Woollv Aphis has appeared on the apple trees, the thin

spray wood in the interior of the tree, if affected, should be cut out and
the diseased parts dressed with the sulphur potash remedy previously re-

commended (page 126, February, 1907).

Newlv planted Citrus trees will require water to help them over the

summer ; also mulch around the roots with straw or other litter as it keeps

the ground damp for .some time after a watering.

Budding stone fruits mav be done towards the end of the month, and

on through Februarv. Where the bark of the stock does not run freely,

give a good soaking of water two or three davs before the operation is

to be done. This will cause the bark to rise much more frt^ly, aaid

facilitate the success of the operation.
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DISEASES OF FARM ANIMALS.

S. S. Cameron, M.R.C.V .S., Chief Veterinary Officer.

DISEASES OF THE BLOOD AND CIRCULATORY ORGANS.

{Continued from Page 754, Vol. VI.)

Toxaemia or Blood Poisoning.

(Sapr^mia, Septicemia, Pyemia.)

Blood poisoning in a wide sense may perhaps be made to include

all the conditions in which it is altered or untowardly affected by the

presence in it of foreign matter or excess of matter naturally present as
urea in ureamia, bile in jaundice, &c. j but blood poisoning proper or
toxemia is limited to that diseased condition of the blood brought about
by the absorption into the blood of germs or their products (toxins).

The absorption usually takes place through wounds which are septic,

that is, wounds in which a .state of putrefaction exists resulting from the
presence of pyogenic (pus-forming) germs.

Poisoning of the blood also occurs in tetanus (lockjaw), anthrax, milk
fever (probably), but in these cases the toxins are the products of specific

germs.

Saprsemia and Septic Intoxication is that form of blood poisoning
due to the introduction of the chemical products of the septic germs
without the germs them.selves being introduced. Unassociated with septi-

caemia the condition is not a common one because a comparatively large

amount of toxin is required to produce deleterious effects and if the excre-

tory organs (kidneys, liver, skin, &c.) are acting well they pass the toxin

out from the blood before there is sufficient accumulation of it to produce
a poisonous effect. Sapraemia may however occur immediatelv after

parturition from absorption from the congested lining of the wombs ; or

from wound surfaces which are extensive ; or from ulcerated wounds,
either internal or external, when the excretory organs are below par and
so by failing to discharge it allow of the accumulation of the poison in

the blood.

Septicaemia or Septic Infection is the most common and dangerous
form of blood poLsoning. In this case there is actual absorption of

septib germs and multiplication of them in the blood. On account of the

latter feature the condition may be set up from even the smallest of

wounds ; especially punctured wounds in which there is imprisonment of

the discharges. Once the germs are absorbed they grow and increase

enormously in the blood and so keep up a continuous supply of their

poi-sonous products or toxins.

In both sapraemia and septicaemia death occurs quicklv and is usuallv

preceded by delirium. The post mortem appearances are also similar

although somewhat indefinite. Putrefaction sets in early and rigor mortis

is hardly observable. The serous membranes, particularly the lining of

the heart and blood vessels, are often blood stained in patches from the

rapid disintegration or Hcemolysis of the red corpu.scles. ^Minuter haemorr-

hages (called ecchymoses) may be found through the tissues. These are

probably due to increased perme.ability of the wall of the blood vessels
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where it has been ;\ttached by the chemical poisons produced by the germs

circulating in the blood. The lungs are frequently congested and the

spleen is enlarged. The blood is darker than normal and may not

coagulate readily.

Pyaemia. — " Pvaemia differs from septicaemia in that the absorption and

dissemination of the poison give rise not only to a general infective

diseases but also to scattered abscesses. It is always accompanied by

some septicaemia. The source of injection is usually some suppurating

wound. Any of the pyogenic organisms are capable of producing pyaemia

but the streptococcus pyogenes is the one most frequently found " {Green).

The abscesses mostly have their commencement in small blood vessels

and result from embolism. Small particles of pus, or fragments of pus-

impregnated clot from a wound, are passed into the blood vessels and

carried by the blood stream until they form an embolus by blocking at a

junction or in a narrowing vessel. A tHrofnbus is formed in which the

pus germs commence their activities and an abscess results.

The best example of pyaemia' in the lower animals is " Navel ill " or

umbilical pyaemia of foals and calves, a condition fairly common and
troublesome which will be dealt with in the chapter of Diseases of Young
Animals.

Pvaemic abscesses are sometimes met with in the liver and other internal

organs of cattle and sheep and they may occur as a sequel to suppurative

disease of any organ but it may be said with the above mentioned excep-

tion, that the pvaemic condition is a rare one in veterinary patients.

Ureamia.

This is a condition of the blood in which there is accumulation of an

excess of urea and other urine elements. It occurs as a result of disease

or inactivity of the kidneys. The retained materials have a toxic effect

on the nervous system producing drowsiness and death by coma preceded

by convulsions. During the progress of the disease the excretory powers

of the liver and skin are invoked to rid the blood of the contained poison,

and a marked symptom is the urinous odour of the sweat which is also very

profuse. Ureamic poisoning does not occur from reabsorption of secreted

urine; nevertheless when the bladder or urinary passages are blocked, and
preventing from employing their contents, the accumulating urine dams
back up into the uriniferous tubes and malphigian bodies of the kidneys

and so arrests their function of excreting the urine elements from the blood

and ureamia supervenes. This occurs occasionally after inoculation of

cattle for pleuro-pneumonia when the swelling passes up the tail to the
rump and inside the pelvis; the immense effusion that occurs pressing

on the bladder and preventing the expulsion of urine.

Jaundice or Icterus.

There are two forms of jaundice brought about in different ways. In

one case there is accumulation in the blood of the bile forming elements
which should be removed by the liver. This occurs when the liver is

deranged to the extent of total or partial loss of bile-secreting function.

In the other form there may be no abnormality of the liver at all ; the

bile has been formed and passed into the bowels, from where, on account

of impaction or other blocking of its elimination, it has been reabsorbed
into the blood. In both cases there will be an attempt on the part of the-
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Icidneys to relieve the blood of its excess of biliary matter and the urine
will be changed in composition. In the former case it will contain only
the biliary pigments or colouring matter which is formed in the blood from
decomposition of the haematin of the red blood copuscles. In the latter

case it will contain in addition the bile acids which have been formed
during the process of secretion of bile by the liver. Hence a means of
diagnosis of the two conditions is ready to hand in the analysis of the
urine by Gmelin's test for bile pigments and Pettenkofer's test for bile

acids*.

The jaundice resulting from non-secretion of bile is simply a symptom
of liver disturbance and will be treated of in another chapter. That
however resulting from reabsorption of secreted bile has usually nothing to

do with the liver and will require different treatment—usually an aloetic

purgative—physic ball in the case of the horse—is prescribed for the

purpose of removing any obstruction to the onward flow of bile through
the intestines.

The SYMPTOMS of jaundice are :—yellowness of the visible mucous
membranes—eye, nostril, &c. ; slow pulse; torpidity and flatulence of the

bowels ; faeces scanty, dry—and may be dark coloured ; urine high

coloured, thick and gummy or mucilaginous; in milch cows the milk be-

comes deepened in colour. The animal is dull, lethargic and debilitated

and has little or no appetite.

Rheumatism.

Although it is likely that rheumatism will be proved to be an infective

or germ disease, the experiments of Poynton and Paine (1902) seeming to

establish the existing of a specific diplococius in the blood, it is preferred

to treat of it here as a blood disease on account of the excess of certain

minerals (principally bi-urate of sodium, lactic and lithic acids) in the

blood being an almost constant association of the disease. In any case

only slight reference is considered necessary for it has been by no means
well established that rheumatism at all commonly, if ever, affects animals.

As remarked by Hayes, " a verdict of rheumatism is not unfrequently

used as a convenient ' get out ' by persons who in certain cases are unable

to determine the cause of lameness or pain" but that by no means establishes

the prevalence of the disease. Occasionally cases are seen presenting

symptoms corresponding to those exhibited in acute rheumatic fever in

man and some horses are affected with intermittent and metastatic lameness,

which is ascribed to rheumatism but which it would be perhaps more cor-

rectly to consider as gout. An undoubtedly gouty habit is shown by

some horses when indulged with a highly nutritious diet without a corre-

spondingly heavy amount of exercise. It is exhibited by a stiffness in move-
ment in the stable and stiffness awkwardness or actual lameness for a

time on being put to ordinary work.

Conforming however to the accepted notion of the prevalence of rheu-

matism in animals the following remarks are submitted :

—

The disease is stated to be brought on by exposure to dampness and

cold especially after profuse perspiration. There is decreased activity

of the skin of an accumulation within the blood of the normal consti-

tuents of sweat. It may become localized in the loins, causing lumbago

or " chine felon " in cattle, or in the valves of the heart or in the joints

For the details of these tests any work on Practical Chemistry may be consulted.
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of the limbs (rheumatic arthritis). In the latter case the joint becomes

swollen, hard and painful and this condition may exist for some time

snd then subside and reappear in another limb. When fixed in a joint

rheumatism results in removal of the articular cartilage in parts and the

deposition on the surface of the denuded bone of calcareous matter which

becomes highly polished from friction, and is hence termed " porcella

neaneous deposit." The urine contains excess of salines.

Treatment.—Alkalies such as carbonate of soda and potash are

given to counteract activity
;
purgatives and diuretics to cause elimination

of the foreign matter. Colchicum and iodide of potassium, salicylic acid,

and the salicylates of sodium and potassium are advised as being especi-

ally beneficial. Locality, for affected joints, hand rubbing and the

application of stimulating liniments or even blisters are advocated.

Heart Affections.

Diseases of the heart are very raxe in animals. Occasionally racehorses

may present a so-called hypertrophied heart but it is merely increase

in muscular tissue—an increase in size of the muscle fibres—the result

of a long period of high training and is never associated with structural

disease.

Fatty infiltration of the heart muscle is seen in over-fat show cattle

and in fat pigs but here again the condition is one of atony and not of

disease. Heart weakness from such a cause will be shown sometimes by

respiratory distress of the affected animal on being unduly bustled, and

this may develop into congestion or apoplexy of the lungs.

Rupture of the heart is practically unknown.

By aneurism is meant a local dilatation of a blood vessel so as to form

a sac in w^hich a quantity of only partially circulating blood is contained.

Aneurisms occur principally in the heart and large arteries and in the

horse they occasionally exist in the left auricle or in the posterior aorta.

Aneurisms are really partial ruptures of the vessel and they form when
there is some weakness of the coats of the vessels. Most often they take

the form of "dissecting aneurisms;" that is, the internal coats of the

vessel are ruptured and the blood impinges against and distends the

external coat ; it may also push its way for a considerable distance

between the coats. It is when the strain on the outer coat becomes greater

that the tissues can stand the vessel ruptures and death from internal'

haemorrhage results.

Phlebitis.

Phlel)itis is an inflamir.ation of tlie coats of a blood vessel. In

animals its only occurrence is as a sequel to blood-letting. The wound
made in the jugular vein mav l)ecome inflamed. Thrombosis follows and
the vein mav become obliterated.
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DISEASES OF FARM ANIMALS.

5. S. Cameron, M.R.C.V.S., Chief Veterinary Officer.

POISONINGS.
OccLTRREN'CE IN Australia.—Evidence of plant poisoning.
Classification.—Mineral, vegetable, animal—Irritant poisons—Narcotic poisons.
Antidotes, mechanical, chemical, phj'siological.

Mineral Poisonisos. Arsenic—Lead—Phosphorus—Mercury—Acids—Alkalies—Carbolic—Cyanide—Brine.
Plant Poisonings-—Native Tobacco (tobacco blindness)—Strychnine—Nightshade—Sorghum—Homeria

(Cape Tulip)—Zamia—Tutu or "Toot"—Eaphorbium Drumniondii—Potato—Stinkwort—Yellow rash
lily—Castor plant—Indian Mutter— Native Lucerne—Darling Pea or Indigo—Other plants reputed as
poisonous to stock, exotic, indigenous.

Moulds. —Rust—Smut—Scum—Fungi—Ergot of rye.

Animal Poisonings.— Snake bite— licks.

In Australia the subject of animal poisoning is vested with more than
ordinary interest, particularly that form of poisoning whicli is attributed to

the eating of noxious plants. As in all new countries, the vegetation is

unfamiliar, and consequently many plants which in reality are quite harm-
less are apt to be suspected as harmful to stock. There exists a tendency
to ascribe any sudden or considerable mortality amongst sheep or cattle

to the eating of some supposed poison weed. Even when the idea of any
particular plant being poisonous has been thoroughly discredited, as in the

case of Euphorbiiim Drunimondii and Black nightshade, the plant poison-

ing tradition still lingers. Oftentimes also, when no evidence is adducible

that poisonous plants have been eaten by stock, or that they even exist

on the pasture, the plant poison theory is stuck to. It affords the most
ready explanation of fatalities, and is consequently more acceptable to the

illiterate than any hypothesis regarding anthrax, blackleg or other con-

tagious disease, as accounting for the mortality.

The minimum evidence that should be required before a reliable deter-

mination is come to that the cause of death is plant poisoning should

include :—
(a). The finding of undigested parts (leaves, stem, berries, etc.) of the

suspected plant mixed with the paunch contents.

(b). The finding of evidence in the pasture that the suspected plant had
been recently nibbled or eaten in quantity sufficient (according to the

number of animals affected within a given time) to produce poisonous

effects.

(c). The experimental feeding of other animals with the suspected plant

or the drenching of them with a decoction made from the plant.

(d). The identification of the plant by a competent scientific authority

as a recognised poisonous plant, or, failing that, the finding of a dele-

terious poisonous principle on analysis, and in such quantity as to constitute

a poisonous dose. In the latter case the analysis must be corroborated by

experiments on animals.

The statement may be ventured that, if these conditions are complied

with, not more than five per cent, of the reputed fatalities from eating poison

plants will be proved to have been so brought about. To hold this view

it is not necessarv to deny that many indigenous Australian plants possess

poisonous properties, nor that a large number of exotic poisonous plants

have been introduced and flourish here ; it is onlv necessary to know that

healthy animals but rarelv, either wittingly or unwittingly, eat vegetation

that is poisonous. Animal instinct is usually sufficient to prevent herbivorous

animals eating a sufficient quantity of noxious plants to produce toxic
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effects. The perfumes or acridity of such plants act as a deterrent, except

when the taste is depraved and the animal ravenous from starvation. Field

experience in the in\estigation of outbreaks of contagious disease tends to

discredit the alleged frequencv of plant poisoning. At all events, when
dealing with disease outbreaks it is but rarely that the " plant poison

"

theory to account for the mortality is not trotted out. Recently there has

been a slight di\'ersion from the previously universal plant-poison hypothesis

in the direction of " impaction " or " starvation from soil -exhaustion
"

as accounting for many fatalities amongst stock apparently otherwise

unexplainable. The average stock owner is loth to believe that he has got

contagious or infectious disease amongst his flocks or herds and he prefers

to encourage the feeling of security against the continued losses which he
knows will accompany a disease outbreak. It is a further solace to him
that mortalities from plant poisoning do not involve visits of inspectors or

the imposition of isolation, quarantine or other annoying and, as he thinks,

unnecessary restrictions.

Nfany deaths of cattle and sheep occur from a kind of pseudo-poisoning

which is really onlv acute indigestion, resulting from a too free indulgence

in indigestible foods which therefore often get the credit of being poisonous.

If, when these animals are ravenous for food, they are injudiciously

allowed access to highly succulent herbage such as lucerne, trefoil, rape,

young thistles, clover, larkspur. Cape weed, dandelion, marsh mallow,
milk weed (Euphorbium Drumniondii) and several other plants which have

rapid growth, the animals oftentimes gorge their stomachs beyond the power
of ordinary digestion. Chemical changes in the food as it lies in the

stomach, give rise to the formation of gases which cannot get exit. A
condition of "hoven " or flatulence is set up and many beasts die—suffo-

cated, not poisoned. Stock should only be allowed to feed sparingly on

such food until they become accustomed to it.

Classification of Poisorjs.

Poisons are classified as Mineral, Vegetable and Animal
Poi'=ONS, according to the kingdom thev are deri\ed from.

They are also classified according to their action into two main divi-

sions :

—

(a) Irritant Poisor\s which have an inflammatory or destructive action

on the tissues with which they come in contact, and give rise to svmptoms
of pain, colic, fever and inflammation. Of these, arsenic in the

mineral kingdom, euphorbium in the vegetable kingdom, and cantharides

(Spanish fly) in the animal kingdom are typical examples.

(b) Narcotic Poisons which exert a depressing influence on the ner-

vous svstem and produce stupor, unconsciousness, staggering, paralvsis,

and convulsions. Narcotic poisons principallv belong to the vegetable

kingdom, the most marked exception lo this being perhaps the venom of

snakes.

Antidotes.

Antidotes are agents which mitigate, arrest or counteract the action

of poisons, and according to the manner in which the antagonizing of the

poison is effected they are classified as mechanical, chemical and physiolo-

gical antidotes.
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Mechanical Antidotes include such substances as charcoal, earth, white
of eggs, flour gruel, starch gruel, milk, butter, oils and fats. These
either mechanically absorb or envelop the particles of poison and so retard
their absorption, or they ensheath and protect the mucous surfaces from
contact with the poison and so prevent irritation. Iheir use is principally

indicated in cases of irritant poisoning. The artificial production of
vomition and the emptying of the stomach with the stomach pump may be
regarded as mechanically antidotal measures.

Chemical Antidotes are those which bv acting chemicallv on the

poison so change its character as to render it innocuous, whether b\ a lessen-

ing of causticity or by transforming it into an insoluble substance. For
instance, alkalies counteract acids, as when lime water is prescribed in

sulphuric acid poisoning the insoluble sulphate of lime is formed ; albumen
(in the form of white of egg) combines chemically with corrosive sublimate

and forms the insoluble and non-irritating albuminate of mercury ; and
sulphuric acid in contact with lead salts forms insoluble sulphate of lead.

Physiological Antidotes, while having no action on the poison itself,

produce an effect on the animal directlv antagonistic tO' that produced
by the poison. Thus, stimulants are physiological antidotes to narcotic

and sedative poisons ; ammonia for example being correctly prescribed in

prussic acid poisoning, strvchnine as a nerve stimulant in snake-bite and
atropine in tobacco poisoning. Opium, chloral hydrate, conia and other

sedatives are used as phvsiological antidotes in poisoning by irritants or

stimulants.

MINERAL POISONS.

Arsenic Poisoning.

There has been at various times very great mortality amongst stock in

the vicinity of pyrites works due to poisoning by arsenic. In the roasting

of the ore, arsenic in the form of arsenious oxide (As2 O3) is driven off and
if its escapee is not prevented by condensation at the w^orks it is deposited

on the surface of the ground in the vicinity. The herbage becomes coA-ered

with a layer of arsenical dust, and when eaten by stock, arsenic poisoning

results. Of course the greatest deposition occurs immediately adjacent to

the works where the herbage, shrubs and trees may be completely destroyed.

Creek waters may be impregnated to such an extent as to give rise, on

drinking, to symptoms of poisoning. In the direction of prevailing winds,

however, the fumes may be carried a considerable distance and the danger

of stock poisoning, even upwards of a mile awav, mav he evidenced by

the sickly paleness of the grass and the " pitting " and shrivelling of young
leaves of trees in exposed situations.

In 1898 I undertook an investigation regarding an allegation of wide-

•spread poisoning of stock by arsenic on one of the smaller Victorian

goldfields. On a common on which pyrites smelting w^orks w-ere situated

forty-one horses and eighty-one cattle (total stock 122) had died

at different periods during the previous twelve months. All the lambs

born on the common during the vear had died, and out of a flock of forty

sheep, placed there in the belief that they would withstand the arsenicated

herbage, fifteen died. A numter of turkeys and fowls also died in

the vicinity of the works. The investigation resulted in bringing to light

convincing evidence that the majoritv of these deaths had been directly

caused by arsenic poisoning. Some of the victims succumbed to an acute-

attack and others were affected chronicallv. One resident lost eleven head
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of cattle within forty -eight hours, and at another time fourteen horses died

within a period of three weeks. Arsenic was found thickly deposited on

the leaves of grass and trees on the common, in the water of a creek near

by and in the stomach and intestines of animals found dead near the

works. It was ascertained that from 480 to 640 tons of ore containing 10

f>er cent, of arsenic were treated per month and in spite of the consider-

able market value of arsenic the condensing plant was of the crudest, so

that a large proportion of the arsenic was allowed to escape with the

fumes.

An account of some of the typical cases encountered during the investi-

gation will serve to convey an idea of the salient symptoms and post

mortem appearances.

Case i. A nine months old calf examined when virtually at the

point of death. The sym-ptoms exhibited were extreme weakness and
emaciation with evidence of foetid diarrhoea, coat long and staring, skin

dry and hidebound, loss of muscular co-ordination, pulse imperceptible,

temperature elevated, respirations hurried, dry muzzle, furred tongue, with

slimy froth issuing from the mouth, blind with longstanding ophthalmia
and ulceration and staphyloma of each cornea. The calf died about six

hours later, and was at once examined. Post mortem examination re-

vealed redness and congestion of the alimentary tract, especially on the

fourth stomach (abomasum) and first portion of the small intestines (duo-

denum) amounting to gastro-enteritis. Other parts of the intestines were

congested in patches, on some of which was a blood-stained effusion. The
contents were fluid and dark coloured. In parts the omental membranes
(caul net) were infiltrated with a straw coloured and slightly gelatinous

exudate. Lungs congested. Heart flabby, with ecchymosis of the heart

sac (pericardium). Tongue enlarged and dark coloured. Eyes ulcerated.

A portion of the duodenum about 4 inches long with its contents was pro-

cured and ligatured and sealed at each end. This was preserved in a jar

in a 3 per cent, solution of formalin, and submitted to Mr. C. R.

Blackett, Government Analyst, for analysis. His report, dated ist IMarch,

1898, was as follows :

—" Intestine of calf—weighed 92.6 grammes.

Liquid in the jar measured 200 c.c. and contained arsenic which weighed

4 milligrammes."

Case 2. This was a cow which died about three hundred yards from

the works. Post mortem examination was made about thirty-six hours

after death, and at that time decomposition was only slightly advanced, there

being comparatively little putrefactive odour. The first stomach (paunch

or rumen) was moderately full of ingesta, mainly grass. The mucous

lining of the rumen was black and easily detachable from the submucous

coat. A large quantity of straw-coloured gelatinous exudate was distri-

buted—in some cases to a thickness of over two inches—in the external

interstices between tlie divisions of the paunch, also in the external covering

of the third and fourth stomachs and particularly surrounding the junction

of the fourth stomach and small intestine. The remaining organs did not

exhibit any changes other than those which may be common to a variety

of disorders.

Case 3. A two vear old heifer found dead about a mile from the

works and known to ha\e been grazing on the common for onlv five weeks.

On -post mortem examination the appearances seen were mostlv similar to

those exhibited in Case 2, particularlv the straw-coloured gelatinous exudate

of Ivmph on the external surfaces of the stomachs and small intestines.
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Case 4. A four year old horse stated b}' the residents to be " in the

middle stages of the arsenical poisoning disease." Symptoms. On being

approached quietly he walked off with a staggering uncontrolled gait ; head,
neck and ears depressed and with a generally listless and drowsy action.

On being excited by being bustled into a trot or canter the loss of muscular
control or co-ordination of all four limbs was much more marked, and,
when on steeply sloping ground, he more than once almost fell. When
excited the head was thrown in the air and shaken from side to side in

spasmodic and paroxysmal jerks, the eyes meanwhile protruding and fixed.

Defective vision could be judged from the action of the animal diuring

progression at different paces, and by the erratic method of striking a

course to get away from pursuers.

Other evidence went to show that, in the majority of cases, horses

showed no untoward symptoms for about a month after being brought to

the neighbourhood. They then developed feverish symptoms, " shivers

and sweats," a staggering gait and " madness" and died in from two to

three days from the onset of these symptoms. In cattle (as would be ex-

pected from the greater dilution of the poison in the large quantities of
ingesta contained in the paunch) the onset was more prolonged and the

affection was characterized by symptoms of a more chronic character such
as unthriftiness. capricious appetite, " pining," and extreme emaciation.

The acute "madness" which was a prominent symptom in all severe

advanced cases was manifested by violent contortions and convulsions suc-

ceeded by unconsciousness during which the animal often succumbed.

Acute Arsenical Poisor\ing.—The symptoms which may be looked
for other than thr)se detailed above are :—Great prostration of

strength, nausea, loss of appetite, purging, colicky pains, redness of the
visible mucous membranes, pulse frequent and wiry or imperceptible, cold-

ness of extremities, quickened breathing and latterly coma

Chronic Arsenical Poisoning.— In reference to this it has to be re-

membered that, if the amount of arsenic is limited in quantity and
partaken of continuously over a lengthened period, a tolerance of the

poison is acquired ; and animals mav then take with impunity a dose that

would be sufficient to kill an animal unused to it. The practice of giving

arsenic regularly to horses in small doses with a view of promoting con-

dition, as evidenced by sleekness and glossiness of coat, is in vogue in

various parts of England and Southern Europe and has been followed in

some training stables in Australia. As long as the practice is continued, if

it is not overdone at any time, excellent health appears to be maintained
;

but it is when the practice is stopped that the ill effects of the arsenic on
the constitution are made manifest. Horses then quickK lose strength, fall

off in appearance and become veritable "bad doers" for manv months
or even for two or three years. Racing men in Australia should have no
difficulty in recalling many cases in which a change of trainer has sufficed

to transform a brilliant two or three-year-old into a suburban plater, and
the persistence with which complete loss of form, sometimes never re-

covered, has followed on the removal of horses from certain stables noted

for the high performances of their youngsters, has been often remarked in

this connexion.

The Symptoms of chronic poisoning are those of indigestion, unthrifti-

ness, dry staring harsh coat, continuous thirst, depraved appetite, perhaps
a chronic cough, irritation and swelling of the eyelids, staggering gait and
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lameness, swelling of ihe knees and other joints caused by a chronic inflam-

mation, loosening of the teeth in their sockets, and blindness.

Post-mortem Appearances. Some idea of these have been given
in the previous recountal of cases. While thev are very similar in all

classes of animals they differ considerably with the severitv and duration

of the case. In acute cases the mucous lining of the stomach, particularly

the villous portion, and of the anterior parts of the bowels is reddened and
thickened and presents patches of inflammation and extravasation of amber-

coloured exudate. The lungs are usually congested and the urino-genital

organs are also more vascular than normal. The substance of all the solid

organs and tissues has an unnatural oily or greasy quality, the result of a

fatty degeneration of the tissues which goes on under the intiuence of

arsenic. Putrefaction of the carcases of animals poisoned by arsenic is

delayed and the tissues sometimes become dry and mummified.

Treatment. In acute cases treatment must include :

—

Firstly, the

getting rid of any absorbed poison by the giving of emetics in dogs, the

use of the stomach pump in horses and cattle ; or in the latter by operative

removal of the paunch contents through the flank (see page 71, vol. v.)

Secondh', the giving of chemical antidotes by which the poison may be
converted into a harmless, insoluble and unabsorbable salt of arsenic. The
freshly made moist sesqui-oxide or carbonate of iron is the best for this

purpose ; it converts the free arsenic into insoluble arsenite of iron

(Fe^ 2 As O^). Dialyzed iron is also' effectual and is more likely to be

obtainable at the chemists. Thirdly, the retarding of the absorption of the

poison by the giving of oils, lard, glycerine, gum mucilage or milk and
eggs, all of which mechanically coat the walls of the stomach with a pro-

tective layer. Finally, the subduing of the violent pain and irritation by

the administration of laudanum, morphine or other sedatives should be

attended to. For some days after the acute symptoms have subsided soft

food with an admixture of boiled linseed should be given.

In chronic cases recovery is best expedited by rational feeding on

nutritious and easilv digested foods, but considerable time must elapse be-

fore the normal vigour and tone are regained.

Lead Poisoning.

Lead poisoning in animals may be exhibited by acute, subacute or

chronic pneumonia; the slow^ development of symptoms in the two latter

Ijeing accompanied by the slow solubility of the poison.

Acute cases usually result from the eating of lead in the form of

white lead, red lead or lead pain^ picked up on rubbish heaps by cows with

a depraved appetite. The symptoms usually presented at first are those of
acute abdominal pain—getting up and lying dow^n again, switching the tail

and kicking the abdomen, wdth occasional fits of bellowing ; the eves are

glassy and protruding ; bowels constipated, excreta coated with mucus,
bloodstained and dark in colour ; respiration is hurried ; there may be hoven
(tympanitis) ; the gait becomes unsteady and, beginning in the hind limbs

and extending forward, motor paralysis follows ; after which death takes

place without much delay.

On post mortem examination some evidences of the ingestion of lead

may be found in the stomachs, generally in the reticulum. The fourth

stomach and small intestines wdll be blackened, may be inflamed, and the
contents are harder than normal. The li\'er and kidneys will be pale and
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friable and the spleen shrunken. The characteristic blue line round the

gums at their junction with the teeth, so commonly met with in chronic

lead poisoning in man, is seldom observed in animals. The presence of

lead either in the stomachs or tissues may be easily delected by chemical

analysis.

Treatment. Diluted sulphuric acid is perhaps the best chemical

antidote, but sulphate of magnesia in the form of Epsom salts will usually

be readiest to hand. Either of the.se will transform any lead with which
they come in contact into sulphate of lead, which, being insoluble, cannot

be absorbed into the system, and therefore, not being irritant, cannot pro-

duce any poisonous effect. The Epsom salts may be given in doses up
to a couple of pounds, and by its purgative action it assists in expelling

quantities of the poison from the bowels.

In chronic lead poisoning animals become thriftless, emaciated and
affected with progressive paralysis. Appropriate treatment is the giving

of small doses (two drams) of Potassium iodide daily over a lengthened

period. It would appear that the iodide enters into chemical combination

with any lead deposited in the tissues, dissolves it and forms soluble iodide

of lead which is excreted from the system by the kidneys.

Phosphorus Poisoning.

Poisoning by phosphorus is credited with the deaths of many cattle in

rabbit infested districts. Cattle which have contracted the bone chewing
habit are prone to eat dead rabbits which they come across ; and, where
poisoning of rabbits with phosphorous baits is carried on, they must
frequently eat some which have been thus poisoned. But in view of the fact

that the small quantity of phosphorus necessary to kill a rabbit would
have but a slight effect on cattle, it is likely that deaths do not occur from
this cause as often as is suspected. The immense capacity of the cow's
paunch and the consequent dilution which any poison undergoes when
mixed with the paunch contents must always be taken into consideration

in this connexion ; and it would appear, therefore, that a fair number of

rabbits must be eaten, and that, too, within a rhort time, before fatal

effects may be expected. On the other hand it is conceivable that a slow
poisoning may result from the eating of phosphorized rabbits or baits

over a lengthened period, and doubtless many cattle so become affected

chronically.

Symptoms.—In acute phosphorus poisoning abdominal pain (colic) is

exhibited ; there is increase of respiration and pulse, body tremors, perhaps
jaundice and sometimes swelling of the tongue. The gait becomes reeling

and uncontrolled and death is preceded by paralysis. Haemorrhages such

as exist in petechial fever may occur in sub-acute cases. In milking cows
the supply of milk falls off considerably and may cease altogether.

PcsT Mortem Appearances.—In a genuine case of acute phosphorus
poisoning the fumes of phosphorus may be smelt and seen rising as a

whitish vapour when the stomach is opened. The contents or walls of the

stomach will also appear luminous when seen in the dark. The stomach
Avails or those of the anterior intestines will present inflamed patches with

exudation of a quantity of straw-coloured lymph. In cases where the

phosphorus has been acting over a lengthened time punctate haemorrhage

may be ob.served on the mucous and serous membranes, and the liver,

kidneys and other organs will be lighter coloured than usual and greasv to

the touch on account of the fatty degeneration which phosphorus induces.
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Treatment.—Milk, gruel, boiled starch and gum-water should be
given, but not any oily substance because of the solubility of phosphorus-

in oil. Turpentine is also a recognised antidote and may be given in doses

of from two to four ounces. Full doses of magnesia (i to 2 lbs.) mav.

also be given with good effect.

Mercurialism.

Mercury poisoning is not common in animals. When it occurs it is

usually a result of the indiscriminate use of mercurial sheep dips, or of
mercury ointments applied to wounds used as dressings in skin diseases.

In such cases the mercury is readily absorbed into the system through the

skin. Young cattle which ha\e been treated for ringworm, and dogs,

under treatment for mange with mercurial ointment, ha^•e occasionally been

so poisoned.

Symptoms.—The most marked svmptom in mercurialism is what is

known as " salivation " or ptvalism which is a profu.se secretion of

saliva, accompanied by an aimless masticatory movement of the jaws. The
saliva drips from the mouth, the gums are swollen and sore, and the

secretion of tears is also profuse.

Treatment.—When mercury has been taken into the stomach the appro-

priate antidotes are sulphur, which forms the insoluble sulphide of mer-

cury ; and albumen, in the form of white of egg or milk or curds, which
combines with the mercury and forms an insoluble albuminate of mercury.

Other treatment would include the giving of sedatives to allay pain and
irritation.

Acid Poisoning.

The three mineral acids, Sulphuric Acid or Oil of Vitriol, Nitric Acid
and Hydrochloric Acid or Spirit of Salts, are responsible most frequently

for acid poisoning. Thev may be given in mistake for more bland medi-

cines and their poisonous effect is due to their irritant and corrosive action

on the lining of the mouth, gullet, stomach and intestines. The dis-

coloration of the parts attacked by the acid varies. Sulphuric acid chars

organic matter and imparts a black stain ; nitric acid produces a vellov

coloration, and acetic acid whitens the tissues.

Treatment consists in the giving of large doses of opium preparation>

to subdue the pain, followed bv oil and mucilaginous drenches to alla\

the irritation. Lime water, soap-water, washing soda, magnesia, chalk

or other alkalies should be given as neutralizing agents.

All^ali Poisoning.

Poisoning by Caustic Soda. Ammonia, or Potash should be counter

acted bv the giving of copiously diluted doses of vinegar, lime juice,

lemon juice or other mild acid. The symi>toms of both acid and alkali

poisoning are similar to those common to other forms of irritant poisoning

descriljed above.

Carbolic Acid Poisoning.

Poi-soning bv carbolic acid or anv of the other derivatives of coal or

wood tar such as creosote, crc<^)lin, phenyle, Jeye's fluid and Macdougall's

dip, occurs occasionally through inadvertence in giving one or other of

these in mistake for another medicament.
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The Symptoms are those of irritant poisoning previously described,

and sometimes narcotism with staggering gait and ultimate paralysis.

Oftentimes there is exorciation or f>eeling of the skin of the lips and the
mucous membrane of the mnuth, and the smell of the poison can be

detected in the breath.

The best antidote is oil of turpentine given in a large dose (from two
to four ounces) in a pint of olive oil. Epsom salts should also be given.

In addition to acting as a purgative it combines wdth carbolic acid and
forms phenylsulphuric acid which is devoid of poisonous properties. De-
mulcents such as previously recommended in irritant poisonings are also

advantageous.

Cyanide Poisoning.

Since the introduction in recent \ears of the cyanide method of gold
separation complaints have been received from various districts regarding

the poisoning of stock through drinking the effluent water from the

cyanide vats. That stock has been so poisoned however cannot be re-

garded as certain ; for, so far as the author knows, the suspicion has

never been scientifically investigated ,; no authentic description of svmptoms
and post mortem appearances have been recorded ; and the possibilitv of

the fatalities reported having been due to other cau.ses has not been
eliminated.

An appropriate antidote for cyanide poisoning would be the adminis-
tration of carbonate of ammonia in doses of from one to two ounces
dissolved and well diluted with w^arm water. Ammonia, vapour from
strong liquid ammonia may also be given as an inhalation. The hypo-

dermic injection of tw'o dram doses of sulphuric ether is a reliable heart

stimulant such as is required in these cases.

Prussic acid jx>isoning will be more properly described when plant

poisons are being dealt with.

Brine Poisoning.

Pigs are sometimes poisoned by the drinking of brine or the eating

of over-salted meat or salted fish refuse. The poisoning is associated

with nervous excitation and spasm ; later on partial paralysis, stupefaction

and unconsciousness supervene. There is alwavs more or less straining

and pregnant sows may abort. Red discolorations of the skin in pmtches

are often presented and are evidences of intestinal irritation or inflamma-

tion. Great thirst is a constant symptom.
Treatment.—Allow frequent drinks of gruels, boiled starch or gunv

water. The spasms m:;v be counteracterl by chloral hvdrate.

(T n he confhmcd .)
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PROGRESSIVE FARMING.
No. 1.—Near Lara.

T. Cherrw M.D., M.S., Director of AgricuUiirc.

In all parts of Victoria the process of subdivision of very large estates

is taking place, the resulting type of farming being usually from 300

to 400 acres in extent. On the other hand—and especially in tlie wheat

growing counties—the opposite process is in operation, the original 320

and 640 acre blocks being purchased by successful neighbouring farmers

to augment their own holdings. In this way farms of from 2,000 to

•:;.ooo acres are found over large portions of the northern plains.

The development typical of the first-mentioned process of subdivision

may be illustrated in many parts of the central counties. Here the

reliable climate and proximity of the Melbourne market has encouraged

a class of farming approaching what may be called " intense culture.''

Our illustrations have been taken from Mr. H. M. Sutherland's Elcho

Estate, situated about 4 miles north of Lara Railway Station, and 14

miles from Geelong. The soil is partly alluvial and partly volcanic

deposits, the form^er being particularly rich in lime. The gentle slope

by which the volcanic plateau rises from the alluvial plains is known as

"Lovely Banks." Within the last few years private enterprise and the

operations of the Closer Settlement Board have cut up a number of the

large estates in this district into comparatively small-sized farms. Where
formerly not a single homestead could be seen, comfortable dwellings

are now found at intervals of half-a-mile or less. The rainfall averages

22 inches, and while the summer may be long and dry there is seldom
anj shortage of rainfall in the autumn and spring. Consequently the

whole of the land is well adapted for agriculture. The proximity of

the Geelong and Melbourne markets makes hay growing as remunerative

as in any part of Victoria, while heavy crops of oats, barley, and wheat
are also raised. Our illustrations, taken whilst the harvest was in full

swing, give some idea of the up-to-date developments.
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Steam traction ploughing is per-

liaps more largely developed in this

district than in any other part of

Victoria. One great advantage is

that it sets free the farm horses

for other work, and the accom-

I)a:nying illustration shows the

engine j)ulling two five-furrowed

disc ploughs following close on the

reaper and binder. Ten acres are

ploughed a day, while harvesting

operations and turning in the

stubble ready for next season's

crop are going on at the same time.

It will be remembered that this

plan of turning in the stubble

without a moment's delay after the

crop is cut is one of the essential

features of dry farming methods
in America. While the crop is

.standing the surface of the ground
is to a very large extent sheltered

from the dry influences of the sun

and wind. A certain amount of

moi.sture is always held amongst
the roots of the growing crop. By
turning over the stubble at once all

the aivailable moisture is conserved,

and the land is placed in the best

possible condition for receiving

and absorbing any stray thunder-

storm that mav happen during the

summer months. The stubble and
residue of the crop begin to rot at

once, so that plant food for the

next season's crop is being pre-

pared all through the hot weather,

ajid finally the land is in a condi-

tion to allow of its being seeded

earlv in the autumn. Every con-

dition favorable for next season's

success is thus assured. The only

disadvantage is the fact that the

grazing of the stubble after harvest

is lost. The value of this grazing

is much less now when the binder

is in almost universal use than it

was a few years ago, and it can-

not' be considered in any wav
equivalent to the advantage de-

rived by ploughing the paddock at

once.
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Oats are one of the standard crops in all parts of the district. A
new variety known as "Banner" oats was introduced by Mr. H. M.

CUXriNG OATS FOR GRAIN 40 BUSHELS TO THE ACRE.

Sutherland from Scotland last year. The first season's crop averages

over 5 feet in height. The straw is very strong with a large amount of

flag, and this variety gives every pr!omise of being very suitable both

for ensilage and hay. On the hill behind this view is seen the stooks

of a mixed hay crop—wheat and oats—yielding approximately 2\ tons

to the acre; another view is of the oat crop being cut for grain, estimated
' to yield over 40 bushels to the acre.

Sheep on Small Holdings.

With the subdivision of estates the sheep industrx has undergone

considerable modifications. Small flocks of sheep owned by the small

border LEICESTER STUD EWES, 1 5 MONTHS OLD.

farmer are rapidly displacing the large flocks owned in former days by
the squatter. Since 1906 the number of flocks containing less than t,ooo
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sheep have increased in number by 5,150, the number of such small flocks

having increased from about 14,000 to nearly 20,000. The sheep in

these small flocks have increased by 1,420,000 during the same period.

At the same time the flocks of sheep over 1,000 in number ha\-e increased

by 28 per cent., Avhile the number of sheep in them shows an increase of
1,200,000.

The following table shows the changes in Victorian flocks during the
past three years :

—

Sheep in Victoria.

Size of Flocks.
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Our sheep dipping illustration brings out a feature in the back-ground

hitherto neglected on most Victorian estates. The fine old plantation of

trees surrounding the homestead aftdnls adinirable shelter in the centre of

mmi% iiii»M*iAilBJwA

SHEEP DIPPING AT ELCHO.

a nearly treeless region, while the young plantation in the intermediate

distance indicates how easy it is to make ample provision in this direction

if the matter of tree planting is looked upon as a regular portion of farm
work.

SOME POULTRY EXPERIMENTS.

H. V. Nawkhis, Poiilirv Expert.

From time to time statements have appeared in various publications,

ihat Leghorns and Wyandottes are pre-eminently the best for all round

purposes, and farrmers have been advised to keep no other. It is my
duty to again jxjint out this erroneous idea. In the first place, locality

is of great moment, when recommending breeds. For example, no one

who knows anything about the business would urge the farmers in the

Buffalo Ranges to keep Leghorns, neither would he be wise to recom-

mend them in many parts of Southern Victoria, for the good reason that

thev feel the cold weather more than any other breed. The cold has

a deleterious effect, and mortality would be a serious factor to reckon with.

The Leghorns are peculiarly adapted to the more arid north, and for

«gg production are c'jual to an\ known breed, provided they are rightly

selected.

Equally good results mav be looked for by keejiing Black Orpingtons

in the cooler climates. When their second season, of usefulness has
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passed, they will, bv judicious feeding, bring good prices in the market.

The flesh of the Orpington is, at 2% years, much more eatable and suc-

culent, than that of the Leghorn, which is fibrous, dry and tasteless after

the second season has passed; in fact, the Leghorn was never intended

for the table.

To determine the question, I have during the past few months con-

ducted exhaustive experiments as to the quick maturity of the breeds under

review. Attention has also been paid to the all important breed with

which we hope to build up an export trade, the Dorking-Game, and
•which, at the recent World's Poultry Congress, was recognised as being

the breed far excellence.

Details of Experiments.

'en.
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BALLAN MIXED FODDER CROP COMPETITION.

Report to the Secretary, Ballan Agricultural Society.

H . Ross, Field Oficcr.

I beg to report that 1 have inspected the forage field of JNlr. H.
Vaughan, Ballan, who was the only competitor who entered for the prize
offered b}- your Society. The area of the field is 5 acres and comprises
maize, rape, jjotatoes and prairie grass. The land is of poor quality and
is generally considered not to be fit for cultivation. It was ploughed this

year for the first time.

Two acres were sown with maize, with the addition of i cwt. super-

phosphate, and the crop is ma,king fair progress. A mistake has been miade
in sowing the maize only about 8 inches apart, thus not allowing room
for any intertillage. The potatoes (snowflakes) look very well and are

superior in growth to most of the crops in the district ; J cwt. of super-

phosphate was used. Prairie and cow grasses have done well ; it would ap-

pear that this class of soil is well suited to the growth of imported grasses-

and clover. Two acres were sown in October with rape and thousand

headed kale ; 5 lbs. rape and 35 lbs. superphosphate were used per aJcre.

The kale is affected by blight, but the rape is making vigorous growth.

The Ballan district being one in which dairying is carried on ex-

tensively, it is surprising to find how little provision has been made in the

shape of summer fodders. The idea prevails amongst the local farmers-

that the poorer class of soil will not grow summer fodders or potatoes.

With the view of determining for himself Mr. Vaughan has carried out

practical experiments in his field -which have haid very satisfactory results-

The dressings of superphosphate appear to me to be rather light

and I think that, with a heavier dressing and the addition of a small:

quantitv of sulphate of ammonia, still better results would be obtained.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

The Staff of the Dt'iiartment has been organized toalar,uf extent for the purpose of givirg information

to farmers, (.^»uestions in every branch of aj{ricnlture are yladly answered. Write a short letter, giviiiff as-

full particulars as )>!)s<ilile, of 'your local conditions, and state iirecisely what it is that you want to know.

All inquiries must be accompanied by the name and address of tlic writer.

Se.\SONIXG Timber.—A.K.C. wishes to know the best and quickest way to

season timber.

Answer.—To season timber rapidly, cut into as tliin pLmks as possibh",

stack so as to leave air spaces between, and keep in a warm place with a steady

current of air circulating through the pile. Very rapid seasoning (by superheated

steam, &c.) usually dam.iges the timber more or less, and needs special apparatus.

To rapidly season standing timber, cut when the leaves are on in summer, previously

removing a large ring of bark at the base of the stem and the outermost rings of

wood (usually i to 2 inches deep is enough). Complete the cutting soon after all'

the leaves on the tree have shrivelled and finish the seasoning of the timber in the

usual way. The Forest Department would probably give additional or more de-

tailed information on seasoning.

Lemons going Bl.\CK.—H.H. wishes to know the cause of lemons going

black.

Answer.— Tt is due to a fungus consequent upon the trees being attacked

by scale insects. Spray with red oil emulsion at a strength of i in 30.
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Black Spot (Apricots).—H.H. asks when to sprav apricot trees for Black

Spot.
A7i<;wer.—Spray with Bordeaux 6, 4, So (6 lbs. bluestone, 4 lbs. unslaked

lime, and 80 gallons wat-'r) when the bloom is coming out and again just after the

petals of the flowers fall.

Identification of Plants.—Specimens of plants have been forwarded by

various correspondents for identrfication.

Answer.— i. (A.K.G.).—Woolly Head Clover, &c. [Trijoliiim tomentosuni, L.)

A native of the Mediterrmean and now naturalized in this State. It is an annual

affording a small amount of feed but dying down in summer. Of some use in

spring on poor soils but not a good clover.

2. (J.M.)

—

Calandrina caulescens, H. B. and K. One of the Portulacese. A
native of North America, introduced into this State 30 or 40 years ago. It is

only a small annual, and, although it seeds freely, can hardly be classed as a

serious weed. It is not poisonous or actively injurious, but is certainly not a

good fodder plant. Clean cultivation, root crops, and leafy fodder crops will

keep it down.

3. (C.E.R.)—Alsike Clover [Trijolium hybridiim, L.) It is a good fodde-
plant, and will grow on soils too sandy for lucerne and too wet for Red Clover.

Taut does not stand drought so well.

4. (J.Y. )—White Mulberry {Morus alba). The flowers are unisexual and
sometimes one kind only mav be borne on a tree, in which case if growing by
itself it sets no fruit. On rich moist soils again the plant sometimes runs en-

tirely to foliage.

5. (J-B.)—Chicory [Cichorium Ititybus, L.) One of the C(Mnpositae. It is an
introduced plant which may become a pest if allowed to spread unduly. The
seeds are sometimes present in pasture mixture, since it is of some use for grazing,

but only on good moist soils. On poor dry ground it soon becomes hard and
woody. It is useless to cut for fodder, and when dried the leaves turn black, un-

less very rapidly dried, and spoil the appearance of hay.

6. (L.J.)—Bladder Campion (Silene Cucubalus, Wibel.) An introduced weed
widely spread over the Globe from warm temperate regions to Alpine summits.

The plant is a perennial, hence the root-stock must be removed from the soil. If

the pest is in large quan ities the ground should be ploughed and the perennial

root-stocks raked together and burnt or treated with quick-lime. In addition,

flowering and seeding should be prevented by planting crops which can be

harvested early before th? weed has seeded freely (early potatoes, &c.), and the

field cleaned thoroughly after harvesting. The same effect would be produced by

growing a catch crop and ploughing it in early, and later raking off the root-

stocks as before. In small patches the plant could be dug up and the roots piled

and burnt. It has no ap reciable fodder value.

Rhizome.—A.J.G. asks the meaning of the word Rhizome.

Anszver.—Rhizome is the term applied to stems which grow more or less

horizontally on the surface of the ground (Indian couch grass, Buffalo grass,

&c.), or beneath it (English couch grass, Bracken, Iris, &c.). Such stems are

often termed " roots," but the leaves and roots arise from them, even when they

are more or less swollen and stored with reserve food materials as in Iris,

Bracken, &c. Such stems can always continue to grow if left in the ground,

and hence the eradication of plants with root-like rhizome stems is always diffi-

cult.

Harvesting Lucerne for Seed.—W.J. inquires when lucerne should be

harvested for seed.

Answer.—The first spring crop of lucerne is usually too dirty with weeds

to give a clean crop for seed. The second or third cutting is more likely to be

clean. Allow the flowers to turn brown before cutting for seed. The threshing

will render the lucerne of smaller service for feed on account of the leaves

being knocked off. Some experience is necessary before deciding when to cut for

seed, as the crop may mature unevenly. The seed should be well screened be-

fore marketing. If there are any patches of dodder in the crop, do not cut the

lucerne for seed.

Saltbush.—Nemo, who is desirous of experimenting with a plot of saltbush,

with a view to providing fodder, asks for names of best species.

Answer.—Saltbushes should only be grown as fodder plants on soils where

the conditions do not allow lucerne,' clovers, maizC; sorghum, or similar good

fodder plants to be grown. They are easily eaten out, and have nothing like the
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productive capacity of the better fodder plants. Among the more useful species
are :

—

Atriflcx halimoides, Dod., A. >iu»imiilarium, Lind., A. semibaccatutn, R.
Br., A. vcsicarium, Heward. Sow in drills when the soil is moist and still warm.
If too cold, wait till spring.

Tanning Cotton Nets.—G.C.B. asks how lo tan cotton nets used for cover-
ing fruit trees.

Answer.—Soak the nets first of all in a i per cent, solution of formalin
for an hour. In tanning them with wattle bark use the bark of the black wattle
that has been well dried. Make an infusion of the bark. Start tanning with
very weak solutions, gradually increasing the strength. Leave them in very weak
solution for two days, then put into a little stronger, and so on for a week.
Then for the second week put them in a strong solution. Do not overtan, or else
the nets will crack. The process will cover a fortnight altogether.

Silver Wvandottes.—C.J. states that he has a strain of Silver Wyandottes.
The cock and two hens were imported by him from England, and their progeny
were mated with a cock from a prize-winning strain. In every clutch this year
there have been two or three white chicks. He wishes to know whether he could
show the latter as White Wyandottes.

Answer.— It is not unusual to get 10 to 20 per cent, of white chicks from
Silver Wyandottes. Thej- are termed sports. Many breeds, Silver Wyandottes
and others made up rom other breeds much older, throw back. It is quite
a common practice to sell or exhibit the sports as White Wyandottes. Andal-
lusians are very troublesome in this respect, often as many as 60 per cent, hatch-
ing w-hite and sometimes with black spots. Breeding sports with silvers is not
advised, but mate up the whites together and the trouble will be gradually re-

duced. Dorkings and Old English Game are never troublesome in this connexion,
they being the oldest breeds extant.

Er.^dicatiox of Rushes.—G.R.H. has a farm of fairly good land, but it is

covered with rushes. Most of the land has not been cultivated. He wishes to

know how to eradicate the rushes.
Answer.—Drainagcand liming (1-2 tons per acre) to keep the soil sweet, open,

and pervious so that the rain goes into it instead of running off, making the top
alternately sodden and baked, are useful to keep down rushes, but cultivation with
the disc plough and the growth of fodder crops are the onlv profitable ways of sup-
pressing them. If not too abundant on pasture land the tussocks may be mat-
tocked out in summer, piled and burnt when dry, or if mixed with manure while
moist they form valuable compost in time. If allowed to dry they onlv rot

slowly.

Spontaneous Generation.—D.W. asks (i) Whether it is necessary to have
seed to produce plant life? (2) Whether it is not a fact that different herbs are
propagated under atmospheric conditions?

Answer.—No cases of spontaneous generation are known. When Acacias-
spring up after bush fires the seed have been dormant in the soil, where they may
retain the power of germination for 50 or more vears. When water plants suddenly
appear in a pond or lake the seed has usually been brought by birds. Every known
case can be explained without assuming ny spontaneous generation.

Fodder for Pigs.—R.A.M. asks what is the best fodder to grow now for

pigs.

Answer.—Maize is practically the onlv green fodder which can be planted
now. A regular succession of green foods, such as barley, rape, lucerne, or sugar
beet is strongly recommended for breeding sows. Mangolds, turnips, pumpkins,
&c., are also good fattening foods. As the young pigs come in, do not allow them
to lose their baby fat, but keep them in good condition right from the time they
are weaned. To produce fat pigs for market no food is better than crushed barley
or wheat soaked in milk or water, topping them up for the last week or two with
dry peas and plenty of clean water in a separate trough. Cooked potatoes mixed
with barley or wheat also makes an admirable fattening diet, though care should
be taken to see that the water in which the potatoes are boiled is drained off and'

thrown away.
The following are a few useful hints to those interested in pig-rearing :

—

Do not make the food too sloppy.

Keep plenty of charcoal in pen.

Put a packet of Epsom salts in the food occasionally.

Castrate pigs at three weeks, not later.

Observe regularitv in feeding, and let them out for a run occasionally.
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DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEQE.

T]ie College offers every facility to students to become competent agriculturists,

vignerons, and diiirymen. The work is carried out on a large commercial scale, tlie

ploughing, drilling, manuring, harvesting, threshing, and shearing being done by
students under comjjetent instructors. Over 2,000 sheep and lambs, 150 head cattle,

50 horses, including stallion, are on the farm.

Fees—£28 5s. per annum, payable half-yearly.

Sessions begin first week in March and September.

LONQERENONQ AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

One aim of this institution is to fill in the gap between the State School and
Dookie, i.e., to take students between the ages of fourteen and sixteen years.

The farm contains an area of 2,386 acres, and is admirably' adapted for demon-
strating what can be done in farming with irrigation. There is a large area of the
farm under cultivation, and the orchard and vineyard cover an area of 30 acres.

Fees—Resident, £18 5s. per annum ; Non-resident, £5 per annum, payable half-

yearly.

Sessions begin first week in March and September.

BURNLEY SCHOOL OF HORTICULTURE AND SMALL
FARMING.

The School Course includes regular lectures in Agricultural and Horticultural
Science,Veterinary Work and the Management of Animals, Dairying, Pig and Poultry
Management, and kindred subjects.

Fees—Permanent Students, £5 per annum ; Wednesday half-day Studeutfi, £1
per annum.

School year commences second week in February.

LECTURES ON AGRICULTURAL SUBJECTS, 1909.

Agricultural or other Societies wishing to have one or more public lectures
delivered during lOuO are reciuested to make early application, so as to permit of a
complete syllabus being drawn up. Many of the lectures are illustrated by limelio^ht

views. The hall, advertising, &c. , must be provided locally, free of cost, but all other
charges are borne by the Department.

Staff—The Director, and Messrs. Archer, Cameron, Carmody, Carroll, Castella,
Colebatch, Connor, Cronin, Crowe, Ham, Hart, Hawkins, Kenyon, Lee, McFadzean,
Robertson, Seymour, Smith, and Strong.

AGRICULTURAL CLASSES, 1909.

At least forty students, exclusive of school children, must be enrolled at each
centre, the rent of the hall and all local charges to be paid by the Agricultural Society
under whose auspices the Class is held.

As only a limited number of classes can be held during the year, it is essential
that Agricultural Societies should make early application.

Applications relative to the above Institutions, Lectures, and Classes sliould be sent

to the Secretary, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne. On receipt of Post Card a copy
of the Prospectus of either College will be posted.
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THE ORANGE IN EASTERN SPAIN.

F. de Castella, Government Viliculturisi.

In the rich irrigated lands of Eastern Spain orange culture has during

the last few decades become one of the most popular rural industries. The
vine, the olive, and the algarrobo find their home in dry situations above

the level of the water channels, known loc;illy as Scano, but the orange
is only cultivated in the rich irrigable land which constitutes the Huertas
or garden plains of which there are several in the region. Wherever the

soil of these is free, rich and well drained one is bound to meet with the

orange and sometimes also the lemon, though the former tree is by far the

more widely cultivated of the two in Spain. The orange is one of the

features of the landscape in the Levante, as the Eastern coast of Spain
is usually known to Spaniards. Travelling south, from Barcelona, one
crosses the Ebro near Tortosa and shortly afterwards orange plantations

are to be seen. These become more and more numerous until, near Cas-
tellon de la Plana, the whole country side becomes one vast orange grove.

The trees, laden as they were at the time of my visit with a heaw crop of
handsome fruit, presented a sight not easily forgotten. Here and there
other crops displace it, but wherever soil conditions are specially suitable

the orange once more occupies the land to the exclusion of other cultures.

In this way we have several distinct orange centres, among the most im-
portant of which are Castellon, Carcagente, and Gandia, as well as several

areas in the Huerta de Valencia itself.

Unfortunately, over production appears to be making itself severely
felt and "el desastre naranjera " (the orange disaster) was a frequent
heading to local newspaper articles whilst I was in Valencia. Oranges
were being sold at the orchards, unpacked, at from 5 to 8 pesetas per loo
kilos, or £^2 to ^2> 3S- per ton. At such prices there can evidently be
little profit for the grower, even in a country where labour costs onlv is. 66.
to 2s. per day of over ten hours. I was told on good authority that if the
grower cannot get lo pesetas per i,ooo oranges he loses money. Within
the last five years oranges have been worth as much as 28 to 30 pesetas
per 1,000 ; such prices have led to extensive plantation entailing over pro-
duction, which is to blame for the present unsatisfactory situation.

53. C
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Apart from consumption in the fresh state, there are no uses to which
the orange can be put in Spain. Spanish habits in the way of eatables

differ altogether from ours, and marmalade—in fact jam of any kind—is an
unknown commodity. The high price of sugar, kept up as it is by a pro-

tective tariff, prevents the manufacture of marmalade for export so that

shipment in the fresh state is the only outlet growers have for their

oranges, and this appears to have been somewhat injudiciously managed
in the early part of last season, the enormous quantities shipped at its

opening having glutted the market.

It was at Gandia, a small town some 20 miles N.W. of Denia, that

I was able to see something of orange culture. The few notes that follow
Avere chiefly made there. They apply, how^ever, to the whole region of the

Levante, the same cultural methods being followed throughout. Intense

culture is everywhere the rule and it would be difficult to see healthier,

finer, or more heavilv laden trees.

AX GRANGE PLANTATION IN EASTERN SPAIN.

I arrived in Gandia on 14th January, 1908, bearing a letter to Senor
Romaguera, the British Vice-Consul in the town, whom I have to thank for

his kind assistance, and for what I was able to see of orange culture during
my brief visit. Sefior Romaguera drove me, in a galera, a sort of four-

wheeled tartana, to see one of the best orchards in the neighbourhood, that

of Don Jose Rausell, situated a mile or so from the town. This orchard
covers 500 hanegadas, or about 83 acres, under citrus fruits, chiefly oranges.

The whole of it is irrigated, a small portion situated at a higher level

than the district channels being supplied by a special pumping plant draw-
ing its water from these. From three to four waterings are usually given

per annum, the water being applied by flooding The land is carefully

graded and supplied from massive .stone channels.

Several different oranges, including a fine " blood " variety, were
grown, as well as a good many lemons, but more numerous than any other

was the ordinary Valencia, almost oval in shape, known locally as the
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Naraja de extraccion or export orange. This is a variety most largely

cultivated throughout the Levante.

The lemons were chiefly of two sorts, an early and a late one; the

former is said not to keep well. Another variety of lemon, known as "La
Reina," was remarkable for its strikingly aromatic fruit.

Oranges and lemons were all planted at 16 feet x 16 feet on the square

system. The most remarkable peculiarity in connexion with the cultiva-

tion of citrus fruits in the Levante is the system of growing the trees over

a hole, with the collar and starting point of the main roots exposed to the

air. This system is very generally followed. It was at the Granja
Valenciana (Experimental Station and School at Valencia) that I first

remarked this curious method, but all the orange trees which I saw subse-

quently were treated in the same way.
The photograph on this page shows this clearly. The tree is reared,

budded, and planted in the usual way, and until about three or four years
old is treated much as we would do in Victoria. By this time its surface
roots have become suflficiently strong to support it ; a hole is dug under-
neath it and the tap root is entirely cut off with a saw.

SPANISH SYSTEM OF GROWING ORANGE TREES.
By the adoption of this system, the collar and the starting point of the main roots

of the tree are exposed to the air.

The hole, which is a foot or so in diameter, and of about the same
depth, is not filled up. It remains always open, any dirt or rubbish
which may fall into it being regularly removed. When irrigating, which
is usually done by flooding, a small dam is made around the tree at a
distance of a couple of feet from it to prevent water from getting into the
hole. The appearance of these trees is very striking; their bases may
be compared to large spiders sitting over holes in the ground. The
object of the treatment is to prevent collar rot and gumming {Mai de Goma),
which used to be prevalent, but now seem to give little trouble. The
sour orange stock is the one usually employed, even for lemons ; lemons
worked on lemon stock are said to be liable to Alal de Goma.

The trees struck me as being very healthy. They were loaded with
an abundant crop of fine fruit; in fact, everything seemed satisfactory
excepting the price.

c 2
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Citrus Pests.

When in Valencia I had an interesting conversation with Don Jose

Maria Marti, Director of the Granja Valenciana, to whom I am indebted

for the following notes:—
Fruit Fly is not much dreaded by orange growers. It is known in

the district, especially in some other fruits, such as the peach, but it

appears to only do harm in occasional seasons. It is not nearly so much
dreaded as Poll Roig, or even Serpeta, two scale insects which are the

orange pests most feared in the Levante. Beyond picking up and
destroying wormy fruit, nothing is done to combat fruit fly.

Poll Roig (pronounced Poll Roch), as it is locally known in the

Valenciano dialect, and Piojo Rojo (red louse) in Spanish, is the most

dreaded pest ; the entomological name by Avhich it is known in Spain is

Aspidiotus lichtiosfermum. This scale is only found in a few parts of the

Levante. It has not vet appeared in Gandia.
The most successful treatment is a spray recommended by Don Jose

Maria Marti, and known locally as the " Formula Marti.'' It is made
as follows :

—
Heavy oil of tar ... ... ... 3 lbs.

Wlialeoil ... ... ... ... 4^11)8.

Caustic soda .. ... ... ... ^ lb.

Soft soap made from whale oil ... ... 2 ll)s.

Water to ... ... ... ... 22 gallons.

The ingredients should be mixed in the following order :—In a couple

of gallons of boiling water dissolve the soda, then the soap, then remove
from the fire and add the oil of tar. The whale oil should be added
last of all and when the mixture is not too hot. Dilute to 22 gallons

before use.

Don Jose recommends a spraying in August and again in September ;

also one after pruning, making three in all. He claims that his treat-

ment is as effective as fumigation with hydrocyanic acid, and that it co.sts

one-quarter as much. He finds fumigation dangerous, and is of opinion

that only eggs atout to hatch are destroyed ; those well protected under
the scale covering may survive the treatment.

Serpeta is a local name for Mytilaspis Gtoveri, a scale allied to the

lemon scale, M. citricola* It does not appear to do so much damage
as the previous one, and can be combated by the same treatment. Several

species of Dactylopius or mealy bug are also known.
Negretta is the name given to sooty mould, the black fungus feeding

on the sugary secretions of scale insects. Should it be troublesome. Dr.
Marti recommends the addition of a little sulpliate of copper to the

formula given above.

Packing and Shipping.

These constitute the chief industry of the small port of Gandia, in

which a large sawmill for the construction of cases testifies to the import-
ance of the export trade. The timber used is chiefly Pinus rnaritima
from Galicia, in N.W. Spain. The roughly-squared logs are brought
round by steamer, for timber is very scarce in the Levante, though attempts
are now being made to re establish forests.

Specilization is the rule here, as in other parts of Spain, and all

oranges grown near Gandia are shipped from that port, even those grown

See Frencli, Handbook of Destructive Insects of Victoria, Part II., p. 85.
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near Denia are sent up to Gandia for shipment in the same way that the

few raisins grown near Gandia are shipped from Denia.

The photographs reproduced give some idea of grading, wrapping
in paper, packing and forwarding of oranges.

The system of packing and variety of packages used appear at first

sight very confusing to an outsider. The most usual case for oranges

GRADING ORANGES FOR EXPORT.

is a large three-compartment one, capable of holding a variable number
of fruit. Oranges are carefully graded, and the number contained in

the case is stencilled on its end, thus we see on the wharf cases marked
420, 700, and even 1,200, but the cases themselves vary in size. The
large cases are very tightly packed, the cover being slightly bent in nailing

WRAPPING AND PACKING,

instead of being flat, giving the top of the case a characteristic curved

appearance as seen in the photograph on this page. A case to hold

90 kilos of oranges costs 1.75 pesetas to put it f.o.b. on steamer. All
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charges (case included) would come to about 5 pesetas, or 4s. Mandarins
are differently packed to oranges ; as compression would damage them,

they are put up in shallow trays, or flat cases, sixteen of which are usually

made up into one large crate by means of laths nailed to the sides. Man-
darins are graded, and the diameter of the fruit in millimetres is stencilled

on the case; we thus have crates marked as 6^ m/m or 50 m/m. All

cases are supplied from the sawmills in the form of boards of cut lengths;

they are nailed together by the packer, to whom the fruit is brought by

the grower.

Oranges are sold either by the thousand or by the arroba of 12.78 kilos

(28 lbs.), from 88 to 112 oranges going to the arroba. Unless the grower
can obtain 2)h reals (equal to 87 cents) per arroba, or 10 pesetas per 1,000,

he does not cover expenses. According to advices received from Mr.
Harker, H.B.M. Consul at Valencia, since my return to Australia, the

orange situation was improving somewhat, and a more hopeful view of
the situation was taken than a few months previously, when matters were
so critical that the Spanish Government had been induced to remit the

Excise duty of 15 centimes (ijd.) per case which had, the previous year,

contributed 200,000 pesetas (;^8,ooo) to the revenue.

VITICULTURE IN THE LEVANTE.
;

F. de Castella, Government Viticultunst.

The I.evante is the name given in Spain to the eastern coastal p>ortion

of the peninsular south of the Ebro. It comprises the provinces of

Castellon, Valencia, Alicante and Murcia and constitutes a region which
from several distinct points of view differs a good deal from the rest of

the country.

The climate is mild—even more so than in the celebrated Riviera of

Southern France. Though snow is not unknown, as witness the fall near

Denia, of which a photograph was reproduced in the January issue of

the Journal, such an occurrence is exceptional. The date palm thrives

and ripens its fruit; at Elche (province of Alicante) these palms are

grown on a commercial scale. The Levante justifies the title frequently

bestowed on it of the garden of Spain, and so far as climate is concerned

strongly reminds an Australian of his native land.

The region consists of a long strip of land of varying width, between
the high rocky hills which form the supports of the central plateau of

Spain, and the sea shore. It comprises three distinct types of soil as

follows :

—

1. Rich, iriigable level land.

2. Undulating land above the water channels and intermediate be-

tween the irrigable land and the rocky hills.

3. High rocky hills, mostly unfit for cultivation.

It is the second category which concerns us here, as it is in this non-

irrigable land that the vine is almost exclusively cultivated. The tirst

division will be dealt with in a separate article devoted to irrigation, which
is very extensively practised for cultures other than the vine.

One is struck by this fundamental difference between Australian and

Spanish methods. In Victoria we have large areas under irrigated vine-

yards in such places as Mildura and the Goulburn Valley, whereas ir*

Spain the vine is confined to land of what is known as the " secano
"

or non irrigable type, the areas of rich soil to which water can be applied
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being made to grow oranges, tomatoes, onions, fodder plants and the

numerous other products which will be dealt with in connexion with irri-

gation problems. The vine is limited to land that cannot be utilized for

such crops. Together with the olive, the algarrobo, and the almond, it

is exclusively to be found in the dry but deep soils in which none but
deep rooting plants can be depended on to give satisfactory results.

No doubt in such a climate as that of Mildura, without artificial

watering the vine could not be cultivated, whereas in Eastern Spain the

rainfall is fair. For the ten years ending with 1896 the average annual
rainfall in Valencia amounted to 20 inches. Being a coastal town, the

atmosphere is moister and consequently evaporation is less active than in

inland Victoria.

The limiting of vine culture to land essentially suited for the vine,

though often of little use for other crops—excepting, of course, the olive;

almond and algarrobo,—is an almost invariable rule in Eastern Spain.

When grown on land rich enough for wheat and, in a still higher degree,

on irrigated land, quality falls off to an extent, more especially in the

case of wine, that the increased yield is not able ^o compensate for.

This point is worthy of serious consideration by intending planters in

Victoria. It is one which has not always received sufficient attention in

the past. Some of our vineyards have been established in a haphazard
way with little consideration as to the suitability of the land for vine

culture. Unless soil conditions be such that quality and quantity may
be combined in the highest possible degree success cannot be logically

expected. One of the most precious qualities of the vine is to enable use

to be made of soils of little value for ordinary farming— -deep friable

land, often, where its powerful roots enable it to thrive but where cereals

&c. give poor crops. We thus find, in Spain, the vine running up
mountain gullies or up the sides of hills in company with other deep

rooting plants, leaving the rich flat land to crops demanding more fertile

soil.

The rich irrigable land is chiefly to be met with where rivers or creeks

empty themselves into the sea. It is therefore somewhat limited in extent,

whereas that of the secano type is far more prevalent. We thus find

vine culture to occupy an enormous area. The following statistics, show-
ing the area under vines and olives as well as the quantitv of wine and
oil harvested in each of the four provinces that constitute this region, are

instructive :
—
Vines and Olives in the Levante in 1906.

Province.
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Cataluiia, in the North- East, produces more wine. The three regions

of Levante, La Alancha and Cataluna pvossess between them 1,879,495
acres or more than half the area under vines in Spain (in 1906).

Phylloxera has appeared in each of the four provinces which were

officially declared to be phylloxerated in the following order:—Murcia
in 1874, Alicante \x\ 1900, Castellon in 1901, and Valencia in 1905.

Large areas are as yet free frorr. the insect (^Denia and the raisin districts

for example). The distribution of the vine lands, running as they do
up valleys, separated from one another by large extents of barren rocky

hills, or by areas of rich irrigated land in which vines are not grown,

retards to some extent the free spread of the invasion. Nevertheless,

there are several important outbreaks in the province of Valencia, the one
I was able to see most of, and the spread of the pest to all vineyards

is merely a question of time. Though the most recently attacked of the

four provinces, it is Valencia that is taking the most active steps to

combat it and to aid growers in the work of reconstitution. Viticultural

work in this region is in the hands of Don Rafael Janini y Janini, an-

other charming and highly trained Spaniard—a man of the same type
as Don Nicholas de los Salmones and Don Victor M. de Zuniga who
are doing such good work for their Government in connexion, with the

reconstitution in Navarra and La Rioja. Don Rafael is, in addition, en-

trusted with the management of the Royal vineyards, the private property

of the King. On 12th January I arrived in Valencia from Barcelona.

Don Rafael being absent, I went on to Denia, a description of which
place and its raisin industry, appeared in last month's Journal. I got back
to Valencia on 17th January and was pleased to find that Don Rafael had
also returned. He received me most cordially and gave me much valuable

information concerning viticulture in this most important region of Spain.

Unfortunately, the few days I was able to spend in Valencia were
marred by continual rain, which rendered it very difficult to get about

;

I was frequently able, however, to call on Don Rafael and from him to

collect information as to the work the Government is doing in connexion

with reconstitution. He does not share the views of Don Nicholas

de los Salmones as to the propagation of grafted rootlings being outside

the province of the state. He is taking active steps to meet the demand
for grafted vines which he is propagating on a large scale and supplying

to growers at £,^ per 1,000. During the 1907 season 300,000 grafted

rootlings were raised, and at the time of my visit arrangements were

being made for the grafting, callusing, and striking of over half a million

cuttings.

Operations on such a scale have necessitated the raising of considerable

quantities of resistant wood. In order to obtain these cheaply and with

the least possible loss of time, grafting on old viniferas, not as yet suffering

from phylloxera, has been largely resorted to. Fears were at first held

in some quarters lest cuttings from such grafted vines might not suffer some
change, especially in the direction of loss of phylloxera resistance. Don
Rafael is altogether reassuring on this point in a recent report wherein he

states

—

As the well-known French vine authority, M. L. Ravaz, said to me a few months
back—"You may feel perfectly secure. Tlie scion is in no wise moditied by the stock,

and American vines grafted on viniferas are as resistant as those taken from American

stocks " (on their own roots).*

* This example has been followed in Victoria The Agricultural Department has leased an area of old

viniferas at Chateau Tahbilk, which, grafted this season, are rapidly producing a large quantity of

resistant cuttings.
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Callusing by Artipicial Heat.

In Valencia I was much impressed with the importance of the modem
methods of grafting which have recently been introduced from France
with the most satisfactory results. This method, which I have already
referred to in my second report, is the one usually followed by the large

nurserymen of the South of France. It was practised on a large scale

prior to 1898 by M. F. Richter, the well known nurseryman of Mont-
pellier, who generously described the process, giving full details, in

La Revue de Viticulture of i6th April, 1898. M. Richter is the in-

ventor of the process w^iich is usually known as Moss Callusing, as the

grafted cuttings were at first callused in cases lined with moss. Suitable

moss being often hard to procure, washed seaweed was substituted for

it and has proved more satisfactory, chiefly in the direction of freedom
from moulds and other fungus giowths which were prone to develop in

moss.

The system, which will be described in detail in a later issue, may be
summarized as follows :—The grafted cuttings are packed in cases capable
of containing about 1,000 grafts each and separated from the sides and
bottom in the case by a layer of seaw^eed about 4 in. in thickness. The
grafts are very carefully placed in position, a little clean pine saw^dust

being filled in betw-een them at their base. Tying is dispensed with, being
unnecessary, and even slightly injurious as it interferes to some extent with
the formation of callus.

While being filled the cases are placed on one end, the grafts being

packed in horizontally. When filled the case is up-ended so that the

grafts assume their normal, vertical position. The cases are then
saturated with water by means of a w^atering can and placed in an arti-

ficially heated room, kept at a temperature of about 75 deg. At the

end of about a fortnight callusing is complete and after being hardened
off at the ordinary temperature the grafts are planted out in the nurserv
in the usual way.

The graft adopted in the Government nurseries is the whip tongue,

which is practised exclusively. Machines have been abandoned as giving

a less perfect union. Don Rafael engaged one of M. Richter's foremen

to initiate the system in Valencia. He spoke most enthusiasticallv of the

results obtained the first season, and looked upon the method as a com-
plete solution of the grafting problem. In his opinion field grafting,

which had hitherto been largely practised in Eastern Spain^ would have

to give way to the use of nursery raised bench grafts—an opinion w-hich

is not universally shared by his countrymen, especially in the south, as we
have already seen. There is no doubt, however, as to the excellent

results obtained and the superiority of the method over all other systems

of callusing. As Don Rafael points out, it is moss callusing, with the

aid of artificial heat, which enables the substitution of bench grafting

for field grafting, a change which would not otherwise be financially

possible.

A method of reconstitution which is decidedly interesting was brought

under rny notice by Don Rafael. It is known locally as the Injerto Vidal

(Vidal's graft) after the name of Don Jose Vidal who has practised it

on a rather extensive scale. The aim of this system is to permit re-

constitution of vineyards, as yet undamaged by phylloxera, without the

loss of time entailed by eradicating and replanting. The accompanying
diagram will give an idea of the method.
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A deep la\er is brought down from the European vine it is intended

to replace, into the end of which is grafted an American cutting. This-

cutting, supplied as it is with sap from the vine bearing the layer on
to which it is grafted, makes very vigorous growth so that towards the

end of the summer following, it can be bud grafted with the European
scion desired. Fruit will be produced the following year. As soon as

properly established the young vine is separated from the layer at the

point marked A. The original vines are eradicated and one would thus

have a grafted resistant vineyard, almost without loss of crop. Attractive

as the system is in theory, things do not appear to work out so well in

practice and, although tried on a fairly large scale by Don Jose Vidal,

he has since found it pays better to root out and replant in the ordinary

way, that is. either with Barbados to be field grafted later or with

nursery raised bench grafts.

VIDAL S GRAFT.

As rej^ards stocks the same ones are to be met with as in Navarra
and La Rioja. So far as they are concerned there is nothing very novel

to report, except perhaps that Don Rafael is less severe on V. Riparia as

a stock than some of his countrymen. In deep fertile " Riparia soils,"

particularly if they be free from excess of lime, he considers V. Riparia

to be a stock of value.

As regards scions, the chief varieties used are Garnacho, Maseguera,

Monastrell, Forcalla, and the various other red varieties, common to

northern Spain for the production of rather full bodied wines. For the

wines of the Levante are amongst the heaviest blending wines in Spain.

One variety peculiar to the region deserves mention and may possibly

prove a valuable introduction to Australia. This is the Bobal. a heavy

bearing sort producing a fairly full bodied wine. This variety had
alreadv been mentioned to me by Don N. de los Salmones in Pamplona
as being superior to the French Aramon as a quantity sort. Don Rafael,

in answer to my question, explained that it is very difficult to adopt to

its surroundings and that only in a few localities does it find itself at

home. In the neighbourhood of Requena, in the hills above Valencia,

it is cultivated to the exclusion of nearly all other sorts^—here it gives

heavy crops of good wine. Remove it from its home and quality suffers

whilst the yield is no longer sufficient to render its cultivation profitable.

Possibly we might find a district specially suited for it in Australia, our

climate being so similar to that of Span. At any rate its several good

qualities in a locality which suit it should make it certainly worthy of

a trial.
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I paid a visit to Utiel, a rather important wine growing centre

some 50 miles inland from Valencia. The railway passes through Chiva
and Cheste, to other centres now in active reconstitution, and where the

Diputacion (local assembly) has established important nurseries for the

propagation of grafted rootlings. The country is most picturesque, the

line following a rough valley most of the way with stretches of undulat-

ing stoney land of varying extent suitable only for vines, olives, &c. The
vine especially is very much in evidence.

STREET SCENE IN UTIEL.

Several large wineries are to be found in these viticultural centres,

the growers usually selling their grapes to them. High temperature

during fermentation, high gravity of the must, and deficient acidity are

frequent causes of trouble, but up-to-date appliances have come into

general use and enable these difficulties to be overcome. In these

wineries very thorough crushing of the grapes is brought about by special

and energetic machinery, it being considered necessary to thoroughly

crush so as to completely empty the berry in order to obtain a rapid fer-

mentation. Grenache or Garnacho, grown on sorr.e of the hillsides, yields

wine containing nearly 30 per cent, of proof spirit.

Since the French market is closed to the wines of this part of Spain,

owing to her own production having oveitaken her requirements, matters

viticultural are very much depressed and much of the wme is now turned

into spirit. In Utiel, for example, there are no less than 27 distilleries.

Formerly these strong wines were largely shipped to France for blending

purposes. Nevertheless, reconstitution is being actively pushed on with,

growers having confidence in the future and finding it difficult to turn

their hillsides to better advantage than vine culture, even at the low

prices now ruling.

Shipment of Fresh INIuscats from Benicasim.

A small local vine industry which is of interest is ihe cultivation of

Muscat grapes for shipment in the fresh state from Benicasim, a small
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town on the coast some 50 miles north of Valencia—another instance of
Spanish viticuUural specialization. Here the vine zone is narrow, for the
rocky hills are close to the shore. The soil is a rather special one, a
light reddish soil resting on a stiff clay at a depth of a few inches. In
such a soil, and in such a dry situation, the grapes though rot large have
a thick golden skin and excellent fla\-our. They are able to stand packing
far better than is usual with Muscats, for the Moscatel grown here is none
other than the Muscat of Denia which appears to be identical with the one
we grow here under the name of Gordo Blanco.

The fruit is gathered between the 2olh of July and the middle of
September. Large quantities are sent to Pans in baskets. It would
appear that there is a future for the shipment of some of our Gordos in

the fresh state. For such a destination they would no doubt require to

be specially grown—planted in dry situations and not irrigated too short

a time before maturity. Without going into the question of the possi-

bility of landing properly grown Gordos in Europe, there should "be a
large demand for this class of fruit in India, China and Japan, as well

as in New Zealand.

M. Poirier has an article on the Benicasim grape trade in La Revue
de Viticulture of 26th November last. He describes how water is stored

for the use of the vine by the opening of trenches to be filled with vine

prunings and also manure, rubbish, &c.—a practice I observed in different

parts of Europe.

THE FRUIT CASES ACT IDOO.

/. G. Turner, Senior Inspector, Fruit Exports and Imports.

This Act, although it has been over two years in operation, is only

now being put to a thorough test. In some respects it has been copied

from the Tasmanian Act, but it differs from that Act chiefly in the fact

that the local measure provides for the marking of the cases with the

maker's name, address and guarantee. It is around this particular sec-

tion of the Act that, at the present time, so much controversy is raging.

A large number of persons have been ref)orted to the Department for

exposing for sale fruit in cases which, although of the standard size,

were not marked with the maker's name, address and guarantee. Some
of these offenders have already been prosecuted and fined and it is ex-

pected that others will be shortly dealt with similarly.

The committee (representing the fruit-growers, retailers, patent case-

makers, &c.) which was responsible for the recommendations made to the

Minister concerning this measure, foresaw that unless sections were intro-

duced into the Act making it compulsory that the maker's name, address

and guarantee be stamped on every case, there would be little use in

expecting uniformity of size. The official view coincides with this. It

is obvious that if no visible and easily-understood standard of measure-

ment be «;hown on every case, buyers and sellers will conduct all their

business bv guess-w^ork, rather than by foot-rule measurement, and the

result will be that things will soon drift into the old haphazard method

of former days.

Concerning certain sections of the Act, a period of two years was

allowed so as to enable dealers and others co dispose of irregular-sized

cases. During that period such cases could be freely exchanged pro-

vided that the weight of the contents had been marked on the outside.

Upon expiry of the time of grace (28th December, 1908) no cases, other
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than those of the standard measurement, would be allowed sale. But,

despite oft-repeated warnings, many of the dealers and growers have now

found themselves with hundreds of contraband crises thrown upon theip

hands. The Act prohibits the sale of fruit in such cases and the owner

is confronted with the option of passing them on to others at the risk of

prosecution or destroying them at a loss. This awkward position applies

also to the vendor who finds that many of his cases which were carefully

branded with so-called " indelible " ink, now show no trace whatever of

the brand, exposure to sun and rain having done their work, and the case

is now innocent of any maker's name, address or guarantee.

In order to get over some of these difficulties, which, after all, are

only of a transient nature, the Minister for Agriculture has agreed, pend-

ing' the amendment of the Act, to permit the holders of unmarked standard

cases to stamp the guarantee themselves upon each end of such cases.

This will remove much of the trouble, but persons who take upon them-

selves this responsibility will do well to remember that they will be held

liable should their guarantee be wrongfully or falsely applied. Cases

that are under the standard size may be disposed of by shipping them to

other States where similar legislation is not in existence.

In instances where the marking has become indistinct by exposure to

the weather or has become defaced by accident, no action will be taken

if the examining inspector is satisfied that the cases have been branded

at anv time with the required m.aker's name, address and guarantee

—

provided, of course? that such cases are of the standard sizes.

A liberal allowance is made for shrinkage on second-hand cases,

viz., 5 per cent, on the cubical contents; but many instances have come
under the notice of the Inspectors where cases, although bearing the

maker's name, address and guarantee, have been much below the standard

allowed by the Act. Makers are reminded that penalties are provided

against persons placing an untrue or incorrect guarantee on cases. Some
makers have protested that these provisions are somewhat unfair to them,

as it is possible that purchasers of cases bearing the name and guarantee

rnay cut them down to below the size after purchase. In answer to this

it may be pointed out that the makers are protected in this direction bv

the heavy penalties provided against persons altering the size of or

tam.pering with cases bearing the name, address and guarantee of a maker.
These penalties are so heavy in fact, including as they do long terms of

imprisonment, that it is unlikely manv vendors would be found with suffi-

cient hardihood to take the risk.

It has been pointed out in many quarters that the problem of deleting

from circulation the numerous old and undersized fruit cases now in ex-

istence will never be properly settled until som.e measure is passed by the
Legislature regulating the sizes of cases for the sale of potatoes and
onions, or which will prohibit their sale in cases altogether. Many
growers and fruit merchants have asked that these commodities be in-

cluded in the Fruit Cases Act, but the Crown Solicitor has advised that

this is ultra vi^es.

The following are the standard sizes of cases prescribed bv the Act
for the local sale and export of fruit :

—

For local trade.— i. Double or two-bushel cases:—26 x 12 x 14J
inches (4,446 cubic) inside measurement and clear of divi.sions.

2. {a) Single or one bushel ca.se s :—26 x 6 x 14J inches (2,223 cubic)

inside measurement and clear of divisions ; or

{V) 18 X 8| X 14 inches (2,237 cubic) inside measurements and no
divisions allowed.
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3. {a) Half or half-bushel cases:—26 x 6 x 7I inches (1,112 cubic)

inside measurement and clear of all divisions ; or

((^) 18 X 7 X 8^ inches (1,119 cubic) inside measurement, no divi-

sions allowed.

For export trade.—See 2 ih) and 3 (Jb) above.

THE ORCHARD.

James Lang, Harcourt.

Gathering and marketing the fruit will take up a good deal of time

now, and will continue to do so for the rest of the season. The plum
crop has been disappointing this year ; in most districts there has been a

shortage. Pears are a good crop generally, especially Williams' Bon
Chretien. The export of apples and pears will commence this month.

the first shipment leaving on the loth. It is almost certain that the

quantity available for export will be much larger than in any previous year

since the business started.

In packing apples for export, great care should be taken to see that

the fruit is sound and free from disease, especially bitter pit. Numerous
complaints have been made by the London brokers during past seasons

about the bad condition of many shipments, bitter pit rendering them
almost unsaleable. In selecting apples for the first shipments, those

varieties which mature early should be given the preference, such as Cox's

Orange Pippin, Cleopatra, King of the Pippins, Dumelow's Seedling, and
Munroe's Favourite, the latter when they are of a good size. Gravenstiens

also may be tried, if picked very green
;
good returns were received from

this variety two years ago. The foregoing are all good varieties for early

shipment, and are not so likely to develop bitter pit as some of the later

sorts.

There is always a good market for pears provided they arrive in good
condition. The shipping companies are now taking more care of this

fruit than formerly ; separate cool chambers are set apart for pears, and

a much lower temperature is maintained during the voyage. During the

last vear or two pears have, on the whole, arrived in much better condi-

tion than in previous years. The varieties that so far ha^e carried best

are Winter Nelis, Josephine d'Malines, Beurre Clairgeau, Glou jMorceau,

Vicar of Winkfield and Forelle, Winter Nelis being the best. The last-

named pear seems to suit the demand in the London market and is becoming

quite a favourite with the buvers.

Another spraying for Codlin Moth should be given this month.

Where the regular spraying of the orchard has been attended to, very

little of the moth is observable. On many trees it is difficult to find a

grubbv apple, and in a great many orchards where the spraying has been

done regularlv and effectively not more than 5 per cent, of the fruit is

affected. If all orchardists were to carefullv and effectivelv spray their

trees, the moth would be so reduced in number that it would no longer

be a menace to the fruit industry. Fallen apples affected wnth the grub

should be gathered up regularly and destroyed.

Citrus trees should not be allowed to suffer from want of water; a

good snaking should be given now and again as required.

Budding of fruit trees of all kinds may still be done during the month.
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MANAGEMENT OF PULLETS DURING AUTUMN AND
WINTER.

H. V. Hawkins, Poultry Expert.

Cleaning Pens.—When the cold nights begin to come—about the

end of March—it is time to bring the pullets into their winter quarters.

They should then begin to show signs of maturity. Prior to penning them,,

clean up the pens thoroughly, disinfect the sleeping quarters, renew perches,,

close up all crevices and cracks, see that the floor is level, and cover it

with sand or gravel ; also place a board under each perch so that the

droppings may be easily removed and the floor kept perfectly clean.

Feeding.—The question of feeding is very important. During the

spring and summer the pullets will have had an abundance of green grass^

seeds and insect life. This being so, suitable substitutes must be pro-

vided, adding to, rather than reducing, the quantity of animal food they

have been accustomed to get in the shape of insects. If skim milk can be
obtained at a reasonable price, or is available on the farm, it will be
found excellent food. Very often one can secure green bone and scraps

of waste meat from the markets at a reasonably low cost. Any of these,

provided they are fresh, may be utilized, as well as kitchen scraps. No one
should be guilty of feeding decayed meat to poidtry. Good prices for fresh

eggs cannot be expected if fowls eat putrified food of any kind. The green

food may be supplied in the form of chaffed lucerne, clover, or beets, and a

little raw onion ; boiled potatoes may occasionally be added to the morn-
ing ration.

Morning.—I am strongly of opinion that the morning meal should
consist largely of pollard, 2 parts (by measure) ; bran, i part ; with i lb.

at least of animal food (lightly boiled) to 30 pullets daily. A fair amount
of green food should be added and mixed well, and the whole should be
thoroughly worked up to a crumbly consistency.

Should some of the pullets appear backward in their adult feather

production, a teaspoonful of linseed per bird in the mash will have bene-

ficial effects.

Evening.—Half an hour before roosting time, give a good handful
of mixed wheat, short oats, and crushed maize—equal parts. Scatter the
grain in dry litter, and make themi v/ork, as it helps to promote egg,

production.

There is great variety in thus feeding, and as eggs are usuallv worth
2d. each in April and May, it pays to pen in small yards, protected from
cold bleak winds and provided with comfortable houses. Well-fed pullets

so treated will net at least 6s. profit per bird.

Shell, Grit, and Water.—Ground oyster shell has no equal for the
production of firm egg-shells. Each pullet will annually consume 7 lbs.

Provide a box with plenty of sharp pieces of grit, such as gravel and
broken crockery. The addition of charcoal and crushed burnt bones twice
a week will be found beneficial. Keep the water vessel always full

;

clean out daily and place in a sheltered spot.

Nest Boxes.—Encourage the pullets to lay in a secluded corner.
Make the nests dark and inviting. Do not allow them to lay in the house.
Shun all bad smelling disinfectants, as the eggs, being verv porous, mav
easily become tainted ; for example when the nest has been sprinkled with
carbolic powder or other similarlv strong deodorizer.
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Egg Yield.—Bear in mind tliat the real cost of eggs can only be

estimated by the quantity harvested. You cannot expect a large egg yield

by feeding the stale loaf to your pullets.

SELECTING LAYING STOCK.

H. V . Hawkins, Poultry Expert.

There are a great many methods advertised in various pamphlets and
papers stating that, if you will practise this or that method of selecting as

laid down in the paper, you will be able to determine the drones from the

workers. The writer has tried a few of these so-called certainties, and has

come to the conclusion the trap nest is the only accurate test. It is by

selection and keeping records, that advancement is made along this line.

Each hen has her own individuality, i.e., certain hens lay eggs that are

in nine cases out of ten hatchable. Some hens lay well, but, although their

eggs are usually fertile, they wall not hatch whether set under a hen or

placed in the best incubator. The chicks develop to a certain size, in many
cases being fully formed, but die in the shell. Again, many hens lay eggs

that are seldom fertile.

In selecting birds one has several objects. The saying " that the hen

that lays is the hen that pays " is often heard. The majority of those en-

gaged in the poultry business consider egg production the best end of the

business. It is often the surest. There is not the same amount of risk

attached to it. At the same time, if people are foolish enough to believe

that Islr. So-and-So can supply eggs from hens, tested by the so-called new
system, which have produced 300 eggs per annum they have more faith in

the advertiser and the hen than the writer has.

There is no doubt that certain characteristics should be looked for in

a good laying hen. She should be low set, and stand on a pair of shanks

fairly wide apart. The head should be nice and clean cut with a full

bright eye. In other words, hens should show feminine character and not

wrinkled and sunken features. Hens of the latter type should be dis-

carded ; in short, masculinity in the hen is a bad sign. A hen with a large

capacity for food, i.e., has a large crop icraiu), is usually a payable bird

to feed. The smaller the sack of food she takes to roost at night the fewer

eggs will she produce. Dairymen know that a cow must have plenty of

room for food, in order to produce a large milk yield.

The advertised systems serve one purpose, viz., by examining the lay

bones the amateur knows which bird is about to lay, or is laying. Should
the lay bones be relaxed to the extent of about three fingers (closed) the

bird is laying ; if they are almost in contact, that is the hen to market,

but so much depends on the time of year one wishes to sell table fowls.
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THE ELEMENTS OF ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY.

W. A. Osborne, M.B., D.Sc, Professor of Physiology and Histology,

Dean of the Faculty of Agriculture in the University of Melbourne.

{Continued from page 32.)

XVII.—Reproduction—cOTiftjmec?.

LACTATION.

The mammary glands vary in number in different animals. In_ the

cow there are really two, for the udder, though apparently single, is divided

completely by a fore and aft partition of strong connective tissue which

completely separates the two glands. Each gland has one or more main

ducts and teats. The mammary glands increase in size at puberty but

such increase is largely due to connective tissue and fat. When, however,

the animal becomes pregnant the true glandular matter undergoes great

increase. This response of the mammary gland to pregnancy has been

proved to be due to hormone stimulation, but a doubt has arisen as to the

origin of the hormones. Probably such origin is twofold—from the ovary

and from the foetus. In an animal in the wild state no secretion of milk

takes place, except when suckling, but, in domesticated animals, milk

secretion may occur throughout pregnancy and even in the virgin state.

Certain evidence points to the fact that from the foetus or its placenta a

hormone enters the blood stream which, reaching the gland, holds secretion

in check. The moment the placenta is detached this restraining agent is

removed and the gland begins to secrete actively. In the highly selected

and domesticated milch cow pregnancy does not stop the formation of milk

though it certainly lessens the amount secreted in the later months.

The mammary gland is a true gland and its product a true secretion.

The chief ingredients of milk do not appear preformed in the blood but

are manufactured by the gland cells out of the nutriment supplied by the

blood. In one respect the secretory epithelium of the mammary gland is

unique. The lining cells, when active, not only produce a secretion but

apparently break up, in whole or part, and pass into the secreted fluid.

Milk is to a certain extent a cell pulp as well as a fluid secretion. The
cells that are thus mutilated or lost are speedily repaired or replaced by
cell growth and subdivision. The mammary gland has a fine substructure

of connective tissue, embedded in the meshes of which lie the true gland

cells. It is plentifully supplied with blood vessels, lymphatics, and
nerves. The ducts leading from the small gland follicles or acirii join

together to form larger ducts, and so on until one or two large ducts are

formed which pass each through a teat. One peculiarity of this duct

system is the presence of reser\'oirs, the largest being just at the root of

the teat. Another curious and important fact is, that in the branching part

of the duct system, sphincter muscles occur over which the animal has some
control. The teat is also well supplied with sphincter muscles. Closure

of the ducts can occur reflexly through fright, unfamiliar surroundings, or

oestrus, but it is certain that cows can acquire a pernicious habit of volun-

tarily holding their milk on the slightest provocation. In some cows the

sphincter of the teat is so toneless that the mere pressure of the milk in

the udder is sufificient to force it open. If milk is allowed to stagnate in

the ducts and their reservoirs there is a partial back absorption of some
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of the ingredients ; such milk tends to check further secretion and_ may
induce inflammatory trouble through irritation. The secretion of milk is

not under the control of the will but can be affected by the physical and

mental state of the animal. Thus the quantity will diminish through

sexual excitement, fatigue, insufficient food or water, &c. The secretion

of milk becomes very active when the calf is sucking, and even during

the act of milking. In consequence the milk gained by the calf or milker

may be more than that simply stored in the ducts and reservoirs.

Physical Characters of Cow's Milk.

The average specific gravity of cow's milk at 60 deg. F. is about 1,032,

that is to say, 1,000 volumes of milk would weigh as much as 1,032

volumes of water at the temperature specified. As the fat in milk has a

specific gravitv lower even than water it follows that the specific gravity of

separated milk is higher than that of whole milk. The white colour of

milk is due partly to the fat being' in a state of emulsion and partly to the

caseinogen of the milk being to a slight degree also in a state of suspen-

sion. The yellowish tinge is due to a pigment associated with the fat.

The sediment present in uncontaminated cow's milk is very slight in

amount and is composed of fibrin threads which have formed in the milk

itself and epithelial cells shed by the lining membrane of the ducts in the

udder and teat. During the colostral period (lasting a few days after

parturition) milk contains cellular elements—colostral corpuscles—which

represent the debris of incompletely broken-down gland cells. Fresh milk

is slightly acid to some indicators owing to the presence of phosphates and

caseinogen.

Constituents of Milk.

I. Caseinogen. This is a complex protein containing phosphorus. It is

an acid and is insoluble in water. In milk, however, it occurs as a salt

of lime which is soluble. When acid is added to milk, or if the milk

develops lactic acid on standing, a clot is formed which is due to the added
acid seizing upon the lime and turning the insoluble caseinogen out of

combination. When milk is subjected to the action of a protein-splitting

ferment such as rennin, trypsin, &c., a totally different form of clotting

occurs. The caseinogen is altered chemically being transformed into casein

and cannot be restored to its original state. Caseinogen in solution as salt

is not precipitated by boiling but it forms a tough skin on the surface.

The whole of the caseinogen in milk is not in solution
;

part is in sus-

pension unattached to lime and thus the white colour of separated milk

is produced. Caseinogen is soluble in alkalies and in strong excess of

acids, but it is insoluble in weak acids.

2. Lactalbumen. This is a true albumen being coagulated by heat. It

differs only slightly from the albumen in blood. In colostral milk the

content of lactalbumen is very high and the milk will, if heated, torm a firm

clot.

3. Fibrinogen. A very small amount of fibrinogen is present which
undergoes spontaneous transformation into fine gelatinous threads of fibrin.

4. Fat. Milk contains a mixture of fats, each being composed of a

fatty acid and glycerine. The preponderating fatty acids are oleic, palmitic,

myristic, and butvric. The fat is held in suspension in the form of

microscopic globules each surrounded by a jacket of precipitated casein-

ogen. When milk stands the globules rise to the surface as cream. This

action, as is well known, can be accelerated by centrifuging.
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5. Lactose. This is a disaccharide sugar, as already explained in a

previous chapter. Lactose does not readily undergo alcholic fermentation

but is very readily attacked by various bacilli, becoming transformed into

lactic acid—hence the spontaneous souring of milk.

6. Salts. Chlorides and phosphates of soda, lime, potash, and mag-
nesia are present, but the preponderating salt is phosphate of lime as this

is needed for the rapid bone growth of the young animal.

7. Lipoid. Lecithin and cholestrin are present but not in such quan-

tities is cow's milk as in human.
8. Organic acids. These reckoned as citric acid are present in cow's

milk to the extent of about 0.25 per cent.

9. Other substances. Without doubt there are many substances present

in small quantities which further research will discover and estimate. There
is evidence that milk contains antitoxins which are absorbed best in the

colostral period ; also enzymes, the use of which is unknown ; the precursors

of hormones, &c. The pigment has already been mentioned.

We may regard milk as a perfect food for the young of the same
species as the milk-secreting animal. It is impossible to alter the milk of

any animal to make it suit the requirements of the young of another species.

Average Percentage Composition of the Milk of Various Animals.

Water
Casein- gen
Lactalbumen
Fat ...

Lactose
Salts ...

Cow.
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HEREDITY.
It has been shown that in the fertilised ovum and therefore in every cell

in the adult body the chromosomes are derived half from the mother and

half from the father. If we regard the chromosomes as conveying the

special characters of each parent we might expect to find that the offspring

is a blend of its parents and ancestors. In fact Galton has framed a noted

law of ancestral inheritance which states that the two partnts contribute

between them on the average one half of the total heritage of the offspring

;

the four grandparents one quarter ; the eight great grandparents one eighth,

and so on. It should be noted, however, that this law would only hold

true if a large number of cases were taken and the average computed.

Elaborate statistical investigation has shown that such qualities as size,

duration of life, and fertility, follow Galton's law. But it must

be admitted that certain qualities do not, and here we enter on controversial

matter. In 1865 Gregor Johann Mendel read a paper on the results he had

obtained with crossing peas. His work excited no interest until 1900,

when the experiments were repeated and confirmed and MendeV s law, as

it is called, gaining a footing in biological circles. In Mendel's law there

are two distinguishing features. One is that certain characters may he

dominant and others recessive. Thus a grey mouse mated with a_ white

mouse will have grey offspring. Greyness here is dominant and whiteness

recessive ; but the offspring are true hybrids for they will have some white

among their offspring. The second feature in Mendel's law is that it

allows us to calculate the distribution of certain characters amongst the off-

spring. An example or two will make this point clear. A black fowl of a

certain tvpe mated with a splashed white of a certain type will give a

hybrid which the fancier in his ignorance has termed pure-bred Andalusian.

If we mate Andalusian with Andalusian the result is that the offspring

arise in the following ratios—one black, two Andalusians, one splashed

white. If the parental characters are represented by D (dominant) and R
(recessive) then if D is mated with R the offspring will all be DR. If DR
be mated with DR then the offspring will be DD, DR, RD, RR, which

may be written DD, 2DR, RR ; if the dominance be very m.arked the pro-

portion will appear as three dominants to one recessive. Take as another

example the susceptibility of wheat to " rust." The quality of immunity

is recessive, that of predisposition is dominant. When an immune strain

and a predisposed strain are crossed the resulting hvbrids are all sus-

ceptible. But if these hybrids are allowed to self-fertilize then dominant

susceptibles and recessive immune plants are produced in the calculated

ratio of three to one. A more complex example is that in which a pea

plant vielding green and round peas is crossed with one yielding yellow

and wrinkled peas. Now round and yellow are both dominant, whilst

wrinkled and green are both recessive. The hybrid therefore will be

yellow and round. If such a hybrid pea plant be self-fertilized the

progeny will be found to follow the proportions which can be calculated,

namely 9 yielding yellow and round peas, 3 yielding yellow and wrinkled,

3 yielding green and round, and one yielding green and wrinkled.

It is a matter of the greatest importance that future research in this

field should give such results that the breeder will know what characters

follow Mendel's law and what do not. As an example of an exception

mav be mentioned the crossing of Border Leicester rams and Cheviot ewes

giving a hybrid which breeds true to its type. Also the various characters

may, in the future, be classified according to their degree of dominance or

recessiveness. Thus, in the case of poultry, rose comb, white plumage,

feathered shanks, and brown eggs are supposed to be dominant as against

the recessive leaf comb, black plumage, bare shanks, and white eggs.
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SOME DEBATABLE POINTS IN HEREDITY.

Maternal Impressions.—That the offspring whilst still in the uterus

can be influenced by faulty nutrition or disease of the mother is admitted

by all; that it can 'be influenced by things witnessed or cogitated by the

niother is an idea as old as Holy Writ. While firmly believed in by the

majoritv of breeders it is regarded as due to unscientific observation by most

if not all expert biologists.

Telegony.—This word is used for "the supposed influence of a pre-

vious sire on offspring subsequently borne by the same female to a different

sire." This also is believed in by most breeders, but all experiments at

biological laboratories and farms have failed to give a single instance of it.

Inheritance of Acquired Characters.—Acquired characters are those

which result from the action of external agencies upon the organism in

contrast to those that arise or reside in the sexual cells. Thus, in man,

change of residence to a hotter climate will darken the skin ; certain trades

will give distinguishing characters of hand, skin, limb, and muscle ; a

skilful movem.ent repeated many times will give facility in performing the

movement through changes in the nervous system and the limbs. The
question arises—can these be transmitted to the offspring? Some of the

earlier upholders of the evolutionary theory believed strongly that such

was the case. A giraffe, for instance, was supposed to have acquired a

long neck through the perpetual stretching of it for many generations in

order to reach the leaves of trees. Though the subject is still sub judice it

may be stated that by far the majority of biologists declare that such trans-

mission does not exist. There is not only evidence against this view such

as the non-transmissibility of mutilations, but further it may be definitely

stated that there is no instance so far of supposed transmission of acquired

characters which cannot adequately be explained by assuming that variations

took place in the reproductive cells and that natural selection was able to

insure permanence to those animals that possessed an advantageous varia-

tion, and was able to weed out those that did not possess it. The repro-

ductive cells, both of ovary and testis, are set apart in a very early stage

of embryonic life and it is difficult to see how they could be affected by
alterations in an animal's structure due to the animal's own activity or to

the action of an altered environment. Of course malnutrition or disease

may influence the sexual cells like any other cells of the bodv but this does

not affect the argument.

Variation.—The Darwinian doctrine of evolution assumed that varia-

tions of almost imperceptible character were constantly occurring. If a

variation were of any advantage it persisted through natural selection and
so in course of time the variation became cumulative. There is however
some evidence for the viev/ that, at any rate in plants, variations may arise

of unexpected magnitude and further that such variations do not arise at

all times in the history of a species or race but are limited to restricted

epochs. Thus all the specimens throughout the world of chelidonium
laciniatiim, a celandine, are descended from an ancestor that appeared in

1590 in the garden of an apothecary in Heidelberg. In 1887 Professor De
Vries found two new specimens of evenmg primrose in a deserted potato

field near Amsterdam. These bred on the whole true to type, but showed
unmistakable evidence of a power to alter by leaps and bounds and not bv
the slow changes which Darwin considered the rule. To this form of
variation Professor De Vries gave the name mutation. So far instances

of mutation have not been clearly demonstrated in animals though " sports"

are known and, of course, reversions to ancestral types.
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NHILL FARM COMPETITION, 1908.

H. Ross. Field OiJicer.

Report to the Secretary, Nhill Agricultural Society.

I have much pleasure in forwarding my report and awards in connexion

with the recent Farm Competition held under the auspices of your Society.

It is most gratifying to have had such a large number of entries (31), and

while the number of entries for the large competition was rather small, the

entries for crops grown on INlallee and fallowed land exceeded those of

the previous year. A healthy spirit of rivalry has been evoked by these

competitions, and your Society is to be complimented upon the fact that it

has for years past taken the lead in such matters. A revised scale of points

from last year gives greater prominence to water conservation and permits

of more detailed criticism in regard to stock. In reviewing the whole of

the farms and crops inspected, I trust that my comments will be accepted

in the light of friendly criticism.

Best Worked and Managed Farm of 640 Acres and Over.

(A) Best System of Cropping, including Cultivation Methods, Rotation,

and Manures—2j points.—The system usually adopted by Wimmera
farmers, that is—wheat, then oats, followed by two or three years in

grass and fallow again leaves very little to be desired. I have been shown

some excellent results obtained by a system of wheat, then barley, followed

by oats—in fact some of the best oat crops seen were those which had been

sown on barley stubble. The question of manuring, kind of manure to

use and quantity per acre has been settled, at all events for some years.

The superiority of superphosphate over other manures is an established fact

upon which Wimmera farmers appear to have agreed. The usual practice

of early winter fallow is universal.

(B) Cleanest and Best Crop, including Oats—20 points.—The varieties

of wheat favoured most by competitors were Federation, Dart's Imperial,

Purple Straw ; and the oat varieties—Algerian for seed, and Calcutta oats

for hay. The majority of the crops were more or less dirty with wild oats,

mustard, poppy, and wild daisy, take-all and white-heads also having made
their appearance in some of the fields. A remarkably clean crop, however,

promising to yield about 20 bushels per acre, was exhibited by Mr. W.
Sanders. Trueness to type and freedom from foreign heads still leaves a

good deal to be desired and more attention should be given by farmers to

the purity of seed wheat. A point which struck me as being worthy of

notice is that white-heads had made their appearance far more in late

worked fallow than in the earlier worked fallow. Very little smut was

met with in wheat and this no doubt can be attributed to the almost

universal practice of pickling. On the other hand smut was evident in

some of the oat crops and it may be well for farmers to consider the

advisability of pickling oats as we'l as wheat.

(C) The Fallow in Best Order, Area to he Considered—20 points.—
The fallowed land on the whole reflects credit upon the competitors. In

most cases it was well worked, the exception being the red land which of

course will not stand the same amount of working as the black land. Mr.

G. Crouch exhibited 460 acres of fallow in first-class order, well-worked

without being too fine, and very clean.
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(D) The Best Quality and Serviceable Classes of Stock kept on the

Farm; Horses—20 points, Sheep—20 points, and Cattle, Pigs, and Poultry

—5 points.—In awarding points for stock, attention has been given not only

to quality but also to general utility for farm purposes.

Horses.—The quality of the horses inspected was throughout of excellent

character. The practice of breeding compact, nuggetty horses able 10 cover

ground actively appears to me to be an improvement in the right direction.

A splendid lot of yearlings and 2-year olds, also g'ood classes of buggy

horses and hacks, were exhibited by the competitors.

Sheep.—The continued high prices ruling for export lambs and wool

have been responsible for a good deal of attention being paid by farmers

of recent years to this adjunct to the farm. The question which is the most

suitable or payable class of sheep to breed is one which the farmer is best

able to decide himself. Merinoes appear to be favoured most by com-

petitors—Messrs. Sanders, Allen, and Crouch gCiing in solely for this

class, while Mr. Dickinson, besides merinoes, has a sprinkling of cross-

breds. The whole of the sheep were in good condition, and those of Mr.

W. Sanders, including ten fine rams, were of particularly good class.

C'Ows, Pigs, and Poultry.—Very little attention is given by any of the

competitors in this section, the reason no doubt being of minor value.

Cows and steers were of mixed quality, mostly shorthorn crossed, the excep-

tion being a few pure bred dairy cows belonging to Mr. Sanders.

(E) The Most Complete Equipment and Class of Implements and Ma-
chinery—20 points.—Machinery and implements play an important part on

the farm and labour-saving appliances are always welcomed by farmers.

A number of the competitors elect to use strippers while others again prefer

harvesters, and something may be said in favour of both, for while the

stripper has the additional advantage of saving the blow chaff, the harvester

on the other hand can be worked with less labour and more economically.

Ploughs, harrows, cultivators, discs, drills, scoops, farm Avaggons, &c., were
in good evidence, and those competitors possessing oil or steam engines scored

a few points higher than those who w-ere content to use horse-works. In
addition to a very complete set of all kinds of implements, Mr. W. Sanders
has also installed a complete shearing plant.

(F) The Best System of Boundary and Suhdivisional Fencing, including
Gates and Sheep-yards—75 points.—Messrs. G. Crouch and R. Dickenson
appear to m_e to have the best suhdivisional system, that is to say they have
divided their paddocks into suitable blocks that are easily accessible.

Fences in all cases were of good serviceable quality. Messrs. Sanders and
Crouch have erected no less than 26 and 10 new iron gates respectively
since the previous competition. Good sheep yards and a verv conveniently
situated sheep dip were a pleasing feature on Mr. Sanders' propertv.

(G) The Best Kept Orchard and Vegetable Garden—10 points.—Only
one of the competitors (Mr. W. Sanders) had made provision in this respect
to any extent, and his fine orchard, containing fruit trees of almost all

varieties, entitles him to first place. Mr. Crouch's orchard is on a smaller
scale, and Messrs. Dickinson and Allen have their dwellings beautified bv
very nice flower gardens.

(H) The Best Arranged System of Water Storage. Points to be given
for Number of Dams and Windmills, Capacity, Location of Catchtnent,
Accessibility to Stock and case of Watering—^5 points.—The greatest
number of points in any section has rightly been allotted to water con-
servation. The importance of having a large number of dams convenient!

v
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situated together with windmills, troughs, &c., cannot be overestimated.

It is highly pleasing to note that such a good storage of water has been

provided for by all four competitors. Mr. Crouch has erected a new wind-

mill supplying troughs in paddock, stables, &c. Mr. Sanders' water

supply extends to orchard, piggery, sheep dip, stables, and paddoclcs, and
his two fine dams are well worthy of mentioning. Mr. R. Dickinson has

also a splendid supply of water for stock, each one of his paddocks being

provided with dams ranging from 1,000 to 2,000 yards. In Mr. Allen's

case I have had to consider that in some of his paddocks, so far, no water

has been conserved.

(I) The Best Arranged Dwelling and Outbuildings-—20 points.—Ele-

gance and comfort for the dwelling and convenience for the outbuildings

are evidently the factors which guide the farmers in your district. I was
much impressed with the up-to-date conveniences in existence, not only in

the dwelling, but also in stables and wool-sheds. Mr. G. Crouch's new
well-ventilated galvanized iron stable, replete with the latest improve-

ments, installation of acetylene gas, and water pipes for troughs, ad-

jacent chaff-shed, &c., is indeed a model of construction and comfort.

Mr. W. Sanders' splendid wool-shed, with shearing machine, has also

much to commend it. Both these gentlemen make use of acetylene gas

in their commodious homesteads. Dwellings and outbuildings of the

other two competitors, Messrs. Allen and Dickinson, while perhaps lacking

in some conveniences, are no less substantial and comfortable, the well-

kept flower garden of INIr. Dickinson deserving a special word of praise.

(J) Best Reserve of Fodder of Any Kind—15 points.—^\t\\ the ex-

ception of a little straw, no provision has been made by any of the com-
petitors, the prospects of a good season and the high prices ruling for

hay having induced them to part with their stocks.

(K) Best Efforts in Direction of Tree Planting—5 points.—Little

comment need be made in this direction, but, if anything, I think that

all four competitors err rather on the side of not having planted a sufficient

number of such quick-growing and ornamental trees as sugar gums or

pepper trees.

(L) Farm and Stock Insurance—10 points.—In three cases the rule

prevailed of insuring dwellings and stock, the exception being Mr. Allen,

who only insures his entire horse.

After having very carefully considered the different points from which
a judge should look upon every detail, I have come to the following

conclusion :
—

Competitor.
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The points upon which the judging were based are :

—

Cleanliness, 10 points; trueness to tvpe, 10 points; freedom from
disease, 10 points; apparent yield, i point for each bushel.

Competitor.
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Best Fallowed Land not less than 80 Acres.

Only seven farmers competed. The reason for such a small entry is

hard to find. Twenty possible points was the scale fixed, and the follow-

ing are the results :

—

Points.

K. .1. Ilod'iiiaun ... .. ... ... ... ... 19

Mis. Uickeiison ... ... ... ... ... 18

(i. Bitson ... ... ... .. ... ... 18

G. (Jrouoh ... ... ... . . iS

W. Sautlors ... ... ... 17

F O. Allen . ... ... ... ... ... 17

Walsh aud Wunl ... ... ... ... ... ... 16

Experimental Work.

Messrs. Geo. Batson and H. Dahlenburg were the only competitors in

this section. The work carried out by those two gentlemen affords some
very useful and interesting information. Manurial tests, wheat variety-

tests, experiments with grasses, lucerne and rape, and rotation of crops,

different methods of pickling, have been successfully carried on ; but the

two experiments, or, perhaps I should say demonstrations, which struck

me as being of the most practical value are:— ist, a rotation of crops

carried on by Mr. Batson : and 2nd, a successful attempt by Mr. Dahlen-
burg to make mellow and friable those hard red clay patches with which

the northern farmer unfortunately is only too familiar. Mr. Batson.

instead of sowing oats after a crop of wheat, put in a crop of barley, with

the result that last year he obtained a vield of 28 bushels of English

barley per acre. A crop of oats was sown on the bailey stubble, and
promises to yield better than any other oats he has in. This year a

similar practice was followed with Cape barley, yielding 40 bushels per

acre. The methods of Mr. H. Dahlenburg to mellow those red hard

patches to which T have previously alluded is to plough in a liberal appli-

cation of stable manure. The result from this treatment is that the

ground does not run together, and as a matter of fact becomes in all

respects et^jual to the surrounding black land. Extensive experiments
have also been conducted in cultivation methods. Harrowing the crop
after it was up about 3 to 4 inches with light poppy harrows has effectively

got rid of the poppies, and also increased considerably the yield of the

harrowed portion. Mr. Dahlenburg has conducted this experiment in

several paddocks, always taking care to leave a certain portion of the field

imharrowed so that the difference can be noted. The different wheat
variety tests carried out by this gentleman are rather on a large scale, and
should prove a great value to vour district. In making my awards I have
placed

—

H. Dahlenburg ... ... ... ... ... .1
G. Batson ... ... ... ... .. ... 2

In conclusion. I beg to offer my thanks to those gentlemen who have so

hospitably entertained me. and to you for the excellent arrangements made
durins: mv stav.
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SEPTICEMIA II;EM()R1UIAG1CA IN CATTLE.

(" Buffalo Disease.")

A. W. Curleivis, Stock Inspector.

During the last few months considerable moitality in cattle has occurred

in parts of the State through a disease which has hitherto remained un-

identified in Australia or but little known ; but which the Chief Veterinary

Officer (Mr. S. S. Cameron, M.R.C.V.S.) has classed as a form of Septi-

caamia HcTemorrhagica, known in some countries as "Buffalo Disease" and

in others as " Deer and Cattle Disease." As I have seen a good deal of

the disease recently I have thought that particulars of my observations, &c.,

might prove interesting.

In Friedberger and Frohner's work on Pathology, Vol. I., reference is

made to an outbreak that occurred in 1878 among deer in several of the

Royal Parks in the neighbourhood of Munich, and it is stated that :
—

" It

was originallv mistaken for anthrax, but is readily distinguished therefrom

by absence of the bacillus of anthrax ; absence of enlargement of the spleen

and of the characteristic tarry condition of the blood." Various forms of

the disease are described. Apparently however the most prevalent, at least

in this State, is the intestinal form and it is with this form principally

that I must therefore deal. The subject may perhaps be best put by
giving, briefly, particulars of individual cases which have come under my
notice.

Case A.—Cattle in fair condition running in good hill country, laid

down in English gras.ses and watered by running streams.

Mortality :—Ten head within a period of two weeks found dead by
owner. No symptoms of sickness observed. In most cases a little blood

had oozed from nose and anus after death. On paving visit of inspection

to this farm one cow was discovered down and at the point of death ; her

throat was cut and she bled but not freely ; the blood was thin and light

in colour.

Post-mortem examination showed extensive haemorrhages or extravasation

of blood on the peritoneum, walls of chest, spleen, covering of heart and
lungs, and small patches on outside surface of body, near stifle joints, pre-

.senting a strawberry or streaky appearance. There was an exudate of serum
in the abdominal and chest cavities and patches of adhesive inflammation on
peritoneum. The liver was somewhat enlarged and the contents of gall

bladder were thick and dark. The spleen was normal in size and firm in

consistence.

Case B.—Cattle kept under similar conditions as to country, grass, &c.,
and in forward store condition.

Mortality :—Six head within three or four weeks. Symptoms observed:—Partial loss of appetite, hollow flanks, slight stagger of hind quarters;
and toward the last stage frequent passings of small quantities of excreta
encased in thick layers of coagulated blood and mucus ; death usually
occurred in from two to four days.

The first cow examined had been sick for four days ; the temperature
was extremely high and she appeared to be in great pain. She was bled
to death but the blood was very pale and scanty. Post-jnortem appear-
ances:—Acute inflammation of colon or lower bowel; slight inflammation
of fourth stomach; liver somewhat large, other organs normal. The
second cow examined was seen in apparently good health one night and was
dead in the morning". She had passed quantities of blood-stained excreta
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as previously described. Post-mortem examination revealed much the same
condition as in the first case with the addition of hsemorrhagic spots on

the spleen.

Case C.—Loss of six cows out of twelve undei similar conditions as

above, within a period of three or four weeks.

I did not have an opportunity of making a personal examination in this

case, but a neighbour of the owner made a fost-mortem examination of the

last cow to die, and supplied me with a detailed description of appearances

which tallied in almost every respect with those noted in Case B with the

addition of some of the appearances observed in Case A.

Case D.—Mortality :—About fifteen cattle in fair condition under

similar circumstances to those mentioned in Case A. No symptoms ob-

served. The cattle died suddenly. Post-mortem examination of one cow

did not show such marked indications of disease as in the former cases, and

in that respect it bore out the statement in Friedberger and Frohner that

in .some acute cases very slight changes are found. Post-mortem examina-

tion made subsequently of a yearling heifer, however, showed acute peri-

tonitis, adhesion of coils of the intestines, and extravasation of blood in

the peritoneum covering the intestines.

Case E.—Loss of nine or ten head of three-year old steers in fair con-

dition. Mostly found dead, but one animal lost appetite and showed
general ill-health two or three days before death. This animal also

passed small quantities of coagulated blood, &c., as previously described.

Post-jfiortem made on this steer showed inflammation of fourth stomach

and intestines, particularly of the colon, with hsemorrhagic patches and
streakings on peritoneum, surface of heart, spleen, &c. Thus the features

observed in cases A and B were combined in this case.

Case F.—-Mortality :—Five or six cows recently calved, good condition.

Some found dead, others observed to stagger a little, " get down " and die

in a few hours. In most cases they continued milkmg up to the last.

Post-mortem examination of one cow showed slight inflammation of

stomach and intestines and haemorrhagic sireakings on surface of heart;

not a very distinctive case. This cow was in good condition with milk
still in udder ; no blood appeared to have oozed from nose or anus.

Case G.—Two neighbours had lost about twelve cows each within a

few weeks, fair feed. One owner stated that in some cases the head

and throat became much swollen, that the cows had died in from two to

four days, and that swelling was caused by a jelly-like substance. These
cases correspond exactly with the exanthemic form described by Fried-

berger and Frohner. One cow seen by me showed dulness and general

debility. In a fost-mortem examination of a cow on the next farm, how-
ever, in addition to appearances pre\"iously noted, there were oedematous

swellings along the course of the intestines and also to a limited extent

about the throat.

There has in some cases been a strong opinion formed that the mortality

was due to poison, and in others to impaction, or else to irritation of walls

of intestines through the stock eating ferns or other rough herbage, but
careful examination has proved the latter reason untenable in anv of the
cases brought under notice. The localities where mortalitv occurred were
frequently remote from one another.

Treatment and Prevention.

Treatment cannot often be carried out and is usually of little avail, but
where opportunity occurs the Chief Veterinary Officer has advised that
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2-oz. doses of laudanum may be tried, supplemented by i-oz. doses of a

5 per cent, solution of cyllin, or other non-irritating disinfectant.

As a suggested preventive, two or three drenches of cyllin solution

(two to four drams of cyllin to one or two quarts of water) may be given

to all cattle which have been exposed to infection and may have the effect

of checking an outbreak.

Inoculation has been tried in Italy with satisfactory results, but the

virus needs to be attenuated. Carcases of all animals which die should

l;)e burned thoroughly and the disinfection measures which are usually

imposed in respect of contagious diseases carried out as far as possible.

EXPORT OF BEST EWE LAMBS.

H . W . Ham, Sheep Expert.

By best ewe lambs it is not to be understood that they are the best

from an exporter's point of view, but the test from that of the lamb-

raiser and the wool-grower, for many lambs suitable to the exporter would

be almost useless to the grazier for future profitable work.

During the rush of the past season we have witnessed a condition of

things that all good sheep men regret to see, that is, the good sorts of

bulky-fleeced ewe lambs of the white-faced breeds principally that have

been sent to the freezing works. Many of them towards the end of the

season were far from being even good quality lamb when dressed, to say

nothing of being prime. This want of condition is caused in most cases by

being kept too long into the dry weather, and in other instances by

negligent feeding.

There is no regret to be expressed over the fine-woolled sorts, for

plenty of useful merino ewes will always be available at very reasonable

prices for general purpose lamb-raising and cross-breeding. Badly-bred

line-wool lambs are better out of the country at any price.

It is the first and second cross ewes^—in other and more correct words,

half-breds and three-quarter-breds—that produce our quality lambs, and

in the quickest time too, no matter to what breed of ram they may be

joined, so long as the ram is shapely and thick fleshed. Generally speak-

ing there can be nothing gained in the end by selling these bulky-fleeced

thick- set ewe lambs at under los. If grazing room can be found for

them they will pay better to hold.

This class will always compare favorably with others in wool return

per head. Held as a store sheep for another year this lamb in ordinary

seasons will increase in value to the extent of 5s. to ys. Adding this

and the two fleece values together (for the lambs if held would be shorn),

there is then as much profit as in raising another lamb. Apart though
from this, farmers know how difficult it is to buy good sorts of ewes,

even when willing to pay extren:e prices for them. A breeder as a rule

cannot buy as good as he can breed on his own ground. A proportion of

these best-woolled roomv ewe lambs should be kept by all who have grazing

room for them. It is the good roomy ewes, when allowed plenty of the

right class of grass or fodder, that rear the special quality lambs.

The prices that are taken each season when the rush from our northern

areas occurs should impress upon many farmers the advisability of breed-

ing only the very best crosses and classes, for then their ewe lambs will

always pay to keep for future use, if found necessary.
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ARSENICAL POISONING IN CATTLE.

IF. /. Colebatch, B. Sc. {Agr.), M.R.C.V.S., Assistant Chief Veterinary

OiRcer.

Outbreaks of arsenical poisoning amongst live stock are fortunately so

rare as to immediately attract the attention and interest of all farmers,

stockmen, and veterinarians. It is true that sheep are sometimes poisoned

through being dipped in arsenical solutions when over-travelled and thirsty
;

or again, they may suffer as the result of prolonged dipping, or from eating

herbage on which the drippings have fallen. Cattle however, are not as a

rule exposed to such dangers, and, except when located in the vicinity of

noxious chemical and smelting works or when made the victims of accident

or malice, they rarely suffer from arsenical poisoning in any form. In

those countries however where cattle require to be dipped, smeared, or

sprayed with arsenical mixtures, or where the practice obtains of spraying

trees or pastures with toxic preparations for the eradication of animal or

vegetable pests, serious losses not infrequently occur.

In this connexion, it may be interesting to refer to an article on
"Poisoning of Stock with Arsenic" which appeared in the November
issue of the Veterinary Journal. The author, Mr. L. E. W. Bevan,

M.R.C.V.S., Government Veterinary Suigeon, Rhodesia, there records his

observations in regard to a number of cases of arsenical poisoning amongst
stock grazing on sprayed pastures. It appears that, in Rhodesia, the

ravages of the locust are so serious that the practice of spraying the grass

paddocks with a solution of arsenite of soda and brown sugar has been
instituted. Whilst this may be efficacious in regard to the young locusts, it

is often followed by disastrous results amongst the cattle, as the latter

naturally cling to the sprayed areas on account of the sweet flavour of the

herbage. Arsenical poisoning arising from this practice, is peculiarly

interesting at the present juncture, inasmuch as two serious outbreaks have
occurred in this State during the past month. As regards one of these,

the particulars cannot at present be recorded as the matter may possibly be
the subject of review in the law courts. In the other case, which occurred
at Camberwell, the source of the arsenic was not discovered, but it is known
that the cattle were in the habit of road grazing.

History of Camberwell Outbreak.—There were 23 Jersey grade
cows, seven or eight calves, and a bull in the herd ; and of these, nine cows
and a calf died. The farm, which has been considerably over-stocked,

comprises 18 or 19 acres of bare land, no attempt having been made to
grow forage of any kind, and consequently the cattle are fed wholly on
dry fodder, viz. :—oaten hav, bran, and pollard. All the stock on the

farm have access to the same water trough which is divided into two parts.

The dairyman is cleanlv in his methods, feeds literally, and the stock are

all in good order. There have been no suspicious deaths on the farm
hitherto, only two head having been lost during the last two years. One
heifer died from eating sand this year, and another, about two years ago,

fell into a creek that runs through the property and broke her neck.

The cows were apparently all right on the evening of loth December
at milking time. During the night they got out on to the road and
wandered away to graze but returned to be milked next morning ap-
parently none the worse.

About half-past four that afternoon the owner observed that four cows
appeared dull, refused to eat, and gave very little milk. He noticed
further that two others were standing by themselves in the paddock, stag-
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gered on being moved, refused feed, and went right off their milk. The
dairyman however did not view the matter seriously as he ascribed the

symptoms to over-feeding. It is a common practice for dairymen to give

their cattle extra feed on Friday morning to insure a plentiful supply of

milk for Saturday's delivery. In the early hours of Saturday morning,

nth December, two died, and professional aid was then obtained. A
post-mortem examination revealed signs of irritant poisoning, especially in

the abomasum or true stomach, which was acutely inflamed. Four other

cows exhibited symptoms of sub-acute colic—moaning and grunting at

intervals—and were drenched with iron, chalk, and emollients. Medicinal

treatment however, proved of little avail as two more died between eight

and nine o'clock on Saturday morning, and a like number succumbed

through the night.

On Sunday afternoon (13th December) the second autopsy was made,

and the following morning another beast, whose udder had been inflated

during the previous afternoon, and which had subsequently regained

control of its hind quarters, died and was subjected to a post-mortem

examination. Another death took place on Monday, and the ninth beast

being " in extremis " was slaughtered and examined on the following

morning.

Chemical Examination.—Samples of the gastric and intestinal con-

tents of two cows were examined chemically and the presence of arsenic

detected. Qualitative analyses of the fodder (bran, pollard, hay) gave

negative results, but in the case of the water samples there were " slight

indications of the presence of internal poison identical with arsenic."

The results obtained by chemical analysis were supported by the appearance

of the post-mortem lesions and to some extent by the clinical symptoms.

Symptoms.—In his article on "Arsenical Poisoning," Bevan points

out that "where the drug has been swallo\ved the symptoms seem to depend

upon the quantity and the form in which it was taken. Thus a very strong

solution of a readily absorbed form of arsenic produces most acute

symptoms, but solid and compact pieces of arsenic, not easily dissolved,

or preparations of the drug not readily absorbed, give rise to less acute

symptoms and a slower form of poisoning." Possibly, as he suggests, such

solid lumps or particles may remain unchanged in the rumen, causing prac-

tically no svstemic disturbance till washed on into the more sensitive

abomasum and intestines by incoming liquids. In the true stomach and
intestinal tube, absorption is rapid and the delicate mucous membranes
suffer severely from the caustic properties of the drug.

At Camberwell, onlv sub-acute cases were encountered. Six died be-

tween the 24th and 48th hours and the other three after a longer interval.

The chief symptoms exhibited were as follows :

—

1. Dullness, weakness, loss of appetite, reduced milk flow, and in

some cases groaning and grunting as if in pain,

2. Diarrhoea—the discharge being slightly sanious. In one instance

the rumen was impacted and doughv but no violent col icy symptoms or

tenderness over the belly was observed.

3. Temperature subnormal and ears cold. The thermometer readings

ranged from 99.2 deg. F. to loi.g deg. F.

4. Pulse 90—120; small and weak; almost imperceptible in some
cases.

5. Respirations normal ; muzzle dry ; conjunctivae slightly injected.

6. Paralysis of hind quarters ; staggering gait, and difficulty in rising.

Autopsies.—Four post-mortem examinations were held—three on

beasts that had died twelve to twenty-four hours previously and one on a
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slaughtered beast immediatelv after death. No marked stiffening of the

hides was noticed, but putrefactive changes were considerably less advanced
than usual in spite of the fact that hot weather prevailed during the

outbreak.

The only really constant lesion discovered was acute inflammation of
the abomasum and duodenum. In the slaughtered beast the mucosae were
found to be excoriated in patches, varying in size from a pin point to a

large pea. These were distributed all over the abomasum, and the inter-

vening areas of inflammation were, in parts, covered with blood clots.

In three out of the four autopsies the leaves of the first, .second, and
third stomachs peeled off readily and revealed hypersemic mucous and sub-
mucous layers beneath, and in one instance, a straw coloured exudate about
I inch thick and 3 inches in diameter was discovered in the peritoneal folds
between the rumen and the abomasum.

With regard to the other organs, no constant pathological changes were
observed. Petechial spots on the endocardium and on the mucous lining of
the gall bladder were noticed in one instance, and an excessive amount of
fluid escaped from the abdomen at the second autopsy, but the outbreak
was too sudden to permit of the development of those morbid phenomena—

-

fatty degeneration, emaciation, mummification, ulceration—that characterise
more chronic cases of arsenical poisoning.

THE PROCLAIMED PLANTS OF VICTORIA.
(Continued from fage 32.)

Alfred J. Ewari, D.Sc., P/i.D., F.L.S., Government Botanist; and

J. R. Tovey, Herbarium Assistant.

Bindv;;-eed..

Convolvulus arvensis, L. {Conzolvulacece.)

A perennial with annual twining stems, arrow-shaped leaves, and rather

pretty, pinkish flowers. The plant is one of the later introductions, and
is very troublesome in cultivated ground. Its twining stems choke the

plants to which it attaches itself, aj.d its creeping underground stems
render it difficult to eradicate, since quite small pieces will start fre'^h

growths, and the stems are often a foot below the surface. The weed is

especially troublesome in light friable soil, and in corn crops. Badly in-

fected land should be deeply ploughed, and the underground stems
harrowed or raked out. Where patches are present they should be forked
out. The free use of the hoe in spring, and the growth of a leafy fodder or

a root crop well encouraged by manure will help to keep down the plant and
prevent its flowering. The seeds have a verv prolonged vitality in the

soil, and hence the prevention of flowering and seeding is very important.

The plant is less mechanically dangerous on pasture, but the leaves are

bitter, the underground stems purgative, and the seeds (four in each
rounded capsule) are poi-sonous to stock if eaten in any quantity. Rotation
farming coupled with occasional bare fallowing aids in keeping down a

weed of this kind. Great care should be taken to avoid introducing it with

impure seed, as has commonlv occurred during the past. Its dark, some-
what triangular and roughened seeds are easilv recognised. When ground
in flour they spoil its colour, and render it injurious if present in any
quantity.
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AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.

REPORT ON CLASSES HELD DURING 1908.

H. y. Haivkins. Sufcriniending Oiflcer.

The short courses of instruction to farmers and others held throughout

the State during the past year have again met with undeniable success.

The one great difficulty experienced was how to provide sufficient instructors

to meet the demand for lecture and demonstration work—and this is a

problem that must sooner or later be solved.

LECTURERS AND STUDENTS, MINYIP.

Applications were received from no less than forty-two societies.

Classes had previously been held in several of the centres. Thus there

was the difficulty of selecting! centres that had not hitherto participated

in the ten days' course. Classes were established at the following

places:—Alexandra, Ararat, Ballarat, Benalla, Bendigo, Bunyip, Cam-
perdown, Cobram, Dandenong, Echuca, Elmore, Euroa, Geelong, Hamil-
ton, Mildura, Minyip, Myrtleford, Redesdale, Rupanyup, Stratford, Tal-
langatta, Trafalgar, Warrnambool, Woodend, Whittlesea, Wycheproof,
and Yea.

In most districts it was found desirable to hold the classes in the

evening, and it is pleasing to note that a more regular attendance resulted

therefrom. Dr. Cherry has decided that for the present year the whole
of the lecture work when practicable shall be given in the evening, thus

affording the lecture staff better opportunit}- to visit neighbouring farms,
to advise, and give practical demonstrations each day. It is hoped that the
secretaries of the local Agricultural and Pastoral Associations will bear
this in mind and make arrangements with the organizer for the successful
carrying out of the scheme. Much depends on the energv and en-

thusiasm of the local secretary in keeping the farmers well advised by
means of advertising in the local press, and by circularizing the district.

The number of students who attended was 1,128, and the actual at-

tendances, inclusive of visitors, were 16,667, representing an increase on
53. D
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former years. Whilst the number of students is comparatively small, it

must not be overlooked that the majority of those classed as visitors

attended at least six days out of the ten days' course. Owing to the

lectures being held at night, it was found difficult to call the roll, and in

some instances, notably Mildura, time would not permit of it owing, in a

measure, to the very large attendances and the lateness of the hour when

lecture work ceased. It is questionable whether it would be wise to

continue the system of calling the roll, and of holding examinations, as

many of those who attend live 20 miles away.

The outstanding feature of the work carried out was undoubtedly the

actual demonstration of the instruction given. This was noticeable par-

ticularly in the case of searing and lamb-marking, "putting up" of

the farmer's wool clip, treatment of ophthalmia in sheep, and pruning,

grafting, and budding in the orchard. Other instances of the importance

of practical work to those attending can be cited, such as the selection of

dairying herds and tvpes, milk and cream testing, shoeing for unsoundness,

&c.

The following table gives an analysis of the attendances and the per-

centage of marks gained by those centres where short examinations were

held :—
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Orchard Work
Potato Culture
Poultry Breeding
Sheep Breeding

Veterinary Work

Viticulture .

.

Wool Classing

P. J. Carmody
G. Seymour
H. V. ha kins

H. W. Ham
W. A. N. Robertson, G.M.V.C.
C. D. Strong, G.M.V.C.
F. de Castella

H. Haile

Examinations in four subjects were conducted at twenty-five centres,

half-an-hour being allowed for each subject. Regarded merely as a test

of how the instruction had been received the results are satisfactory, and
are an indication that the students possess a good general knowledge of the
subjects dealt with.

The names of the students placed first and second in each centre, and
the marks obtained by them are appended :

—
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stock. This year the same method will be extended to agriculture, dairy

farming and all other subjects. The lectures will be delivered exclusively

in the evening, and in nearly every case these will be illustrated by lantern

slides.

District Secretaries are reminded that applications must be accompanied
with the names of at least 30 students who have promised to attend regularly

the whole of the ten days' course. The Department provides the staff and
pays all expenses connected with the course, with the exception of the rent

of the hall and advertising. This expense must be borne by the Society

under whose auspices the classes are held. The organizer will visit each
centre as soon as practicable after an application has been made, and will

select suitable farms for each demonstration. The local Secretary must
make all arrangements for the conveyance of students to and from the
farms should this be necessary.

DISEASES OF FARM ANIMALS.

S. S. Cameron, M.R.C.V .S., Chief Veterinary Officer.

POISONINGS.

{Continiitd from fage 5j.)

PLANT POISONS.

Homeria Poisoning.

Cape Tulip. {Homeria lineata or Homeria coLlind).

Description of Plant.—A bulbous plant from 2 to 3 feet high when
fully grown, long parallel-veined leaves springing at intervals from the

stem which is sometimes branched. The bulb is spherical and from f in.

to i.\ in. in diameter. It has a dark brown fibrous covering arranged in

layers, between which are held numerous small bulblets—as many as 500
to each bulb. Clusters of these bulblets are also found adherent to the

stalk at the nodes from which the leaves spring when the plant is mature.

The plant may be propagated from each of these bulblets, so that the

extreme rapidity of its spread in certain seasons, and the difficulty of

eradication may be easily understood. The flowers are from i to i^

inches across and are held on a flower stalk up to 2 inches long and pro-

tected in the bud stage by two bract leaves. Thev have a six-lobed penantn
of a brick red or orange colour, yellowish towards the base. The flowers,

a number of which are grouped together in the inflorescence, are delicate

and fade quickly when plucked. The plant has been declared a noxious

weed under the law of some of the Australian States.

Habitat of Plant.—Introduced into Australia from South Africa,

most probably as a desirable acquisition to gardens, from which on account
of its prolific capacity for propagation it has been allowed to escape into

neighbouring pasture lands. In this connexion, it is to be noted that

in the most authentic records of cattle poisoning by this weed the locale

of fatalities has been open ground in the vicinity of houses in suburban
and urban neighbourhoods—witness the fatalities at Pascoe Vale (Victoria)

in 1892, at Mitcham (S.A.) in 1903 and Penrith (N.S.W.) in 1904.
Homeria is one of those plants to which, it would appear, stock acquire

a considerable degree of tolerance when they become accustomed to it.
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Dairy cattle and young stock habitually grazed on land where Homeria
grows seldom show any ill effects from eating it ; but when a travelling

mob of strange cattle comes along the eating of it is frequently followed
by a number of deaths.

The only practical method of eradication which has given promise of

success is continued ploughing and cultivation. Where this has been done
year by year on badly infested lands few plants will remain, but if any
remain it is only a matter of time when the paddock will be again overrun,

so that it would seem safer that infested land should be given over wholly
to cultivation for a number of years.

Symptoms.—The symptoms successively noticed usually are:-—rest-

lessness, cerebral excitement, bowel and bladder disturbance indicated by
fiequent passage of urine and faeces, disinclination to move followed by
inability and partial loss of power in the hind extremities. Motor
paralysis of the limbs succeeds, and the animal cannot rise. The respira-

tion and temperature are below normal ; the pulse is accelerated, and there

is difficulty in swallowing. The paralysis becomes complete, uncon-

sciousness supervenes in fatal cases and death occurs in from one to four

days.

On post-mortem examination the appearances are indecisive. The
mucous lining of the fourth stomach (abomasum) and the first portion of

the small intestine is usually congested. Identifiable portions of the stalk

and leaves of the plant may be found in the paunch.

Experiments conducted by the Victorian Department of Agriculture in

1892 would seem to show that the mortality depends upon the quantity

of plant eaten and that death only results when' a considerable quantity

is eaten at a time. When small quantities are partaken of the symptoms
are less severe and pass off gradually. The animal after one or two

feeds appears to acquire a dislike to the food and refuses to touch it.

In this connexion it has been frequently noted that animals indigenous

to a Cape Tulip locality never suffer any ill effects. Whether this is

due to the gradual acquirement of a tolerance to the poisonous action of

the plant or whether such cattle instinctively avoid it has not been deter-

mined, but it appears to be a general experience that only cattle strange

to the district become affected. In two authenticated outbreaks amongst

cattle the mortality was respectively 9 out of 18 and -zo out of 95.

An extract of the leaves injected subcutanecusly caused death in 8 pigs

in 3 hours preceded by symptoms similar to those showed in cows. In

South Africa natives (Hottentots) as well as cattle are said to have been

poisoned by eating this plant. During the great Boer war 1900-2 the

British cavalry horses were on two occasions reported to have suffered

severelv from Homeria poisoning at Carolina. South Africa. The pro-

minent svmptoms presented \\ere those of flatulent colic with a dry, sour,

musty smell about the mouth. The hypodermic injection of half grain

doses of physostigmine was successful in effecting recovery in many cases.

Calcium chloride in half ounce doses was also found beneficial.

Zamia Poisoning.

The cause of the disease of cattle previously known as "Rickets"
in Queensland and Western Australia, although by no means a settled

question, is now generally considered to be the eating of the leaves of the

Nlacrozamia " palm " {Zamia Frazerii or Zamia Dyerii) from the bulbous'

underground stem of which the arrowroot of commerce is got. It is now
more correctly described as Zamia paralysis. The symptoms appear to
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closely resemble those exhibited by cattle affected with coast disease or

"cripples" in Victoria (see October, 1906, Journal). A series of ex-

periments were very ably conducted by Mr. H. H. Edwards, then Go-

vernment Veterinary Surgeon of Western Australia in 1894 with the view

of ascertaining the nature of the disease in cattle locally known as

'"wobbles," and by many regarded as a form of rickets. The result

of his inquiries proved conclusively that zamia poisoning and rickets were

different diseases. The latter exists in the southern part of the colony,

but its characteristics are, he says, entirely dissimilar to those of wobbles.

Mr. Edwards fed some healthy cattle on chaffed zamia leaves and other

food, and they soon showed all the symptoms of wobbles in a pronounced

degree. The intensity of the disease so produced was in direct

ratio to the amount of macrozamia given and to the length of

time the feeding of it was persisted in. The disease causes very little

systemic disturbance, and when the zamia ingesta has left the system and

the partial paralysis is not too severe the animal will fatten as well as-

ever. The meat of animals suffering from zamia poisoning is quite whole-

some, and the milk shows no appreciable difference from that of sound

cattle. The poison seems to attack the terminal branches of the arteries,

particularly those which run through the foramina of the vertebrae. In

old-standing cases several of the arteries become dried up, but still retain

a red colour. These dried vessels have a worm-like appearance, and have

l>een mistaken for dried up parasites by some who have suggested that

they are the cause of the disease. Mr. Edwards found that an injection

prepared in the following manner proved quite effective:—i^ gr. of

eserine dissolved in 2 dr. rectified spirit, and i| gr. of nitrate of pilo-

carpine dissolved in 2 dr. of water. The two solutions having been

mixed are injected in a downward cut made through the skin of the side

a little behind and above the elbow.

Later Dr. Lauterer in Queensland was successful in separating from
the leaves of macrozamia, when in the fruiting stage, a poisonous resin

which produced fatal gastro-enteritis in guinea pigs and cats when ad-

ministered internally, and local irritation and suppuration when injected

subcutaneously. Lauterer looks upon the disease as a Spinal Meningitis

and failed to produce its symptoms by feeding with macrozamia. Post-

mortem examination of his experimental animals repealed pronounced
appearances of gastro-enteritis (inflammation of stomach and bowels) but

as all the animals died within a few days it may be suggested the deaths

were due to a pronounced or acute effect of the poioon and that if the

animals had been given smaller doses, such as they would get naturally

when nibbling the plant in the bush over an extended period, the chronic

symptoms which Edwards was able to produce might have been developed.

Later experiments bv Dr. Tilley of Gladstone, Queensland, supported

the conclusions arrived at by Edwards in Western Australia; and Mr. P.

R. Gordon, late Chief Inspector of Stock for Queensland, informs me
that since Til ley's demonstration of the f)oisonous effects of the young
zamia shoots, " large areas of country have been abandoned on account

of the growth of zamia, while paddocks in the heart of the worst Zamia-

infested country have been completely cleared of the plant and with their

removal the disease has disappeared."

In view of the varying character of the results of zamia-feeding ex-

periments the author is inclined to speculate that the disease may be only

produced by the eating of zamia when that plant is itself attacked by

disease—possibly by a fungoid character. The instance of ergotismal

abortion and other derangements being produced by the eating of rye
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only when the rye heads are attacked by the Clavicufs purpurea fungus
suggests the speculation. Or, it may be that macrozamia is only poisonous

at certain seasons of the year or in certain stages of growth, as is un-

doubtedly the case with the sorghum family, thistles, &c.

Tutu or " Toot " Poisoning in New Zealand, ^

Of the poisonous plants of New Zealand none have caused so much
loss to the agriculturist as the shrub known as " tutu,"^ and it is stated

that the existence of the shrub on the coast was one of the most for-

midable obstacles to the stocking of the country with cattle and sheep.^

The animals brought by Captain Cook died in what to him was a most
unaccountable manner, but the general description of the symptoms re-

corded by him leaves little doubt that they died of toot poisoning (Lauder
Lindsay). In 1863 Lindsay states that the stock losses from this cause

reached 25 per cent. Many deaths of human beings from eating tutu

berries have also been recorded, and domestic fowls have also been

poisoned in the same way.

There are two poisonous varieties of tutu, the " tree toot" {Coriaria

mscifolia) reaches a height of 20 or 25 feet, and the "ground toot"
(C thymifolia) a succulent shrub seldom exceeding 3 feet in height.

The poisonous principle in each of the species is a crystal lizable gluco-

cide called " tutin " which exists in the plant in the proportion of one-

twentieth per cent, by weight. It ranks among the most toxic of the

vegetable poisons. Two grains will kill a pig, a twentieth of a grain a

cat, and one -hundredth of a grain causes sickness and incapacity for

twenty-four hours in a full grown man.

The SYMPTOMS exhibited in animals affected by tutu-poisoning are

successively :—uneasiness, accelerated breathing, nausea, vomiting, tetanic

spasms and convulsions accompanied by snoring breathing ; the convulsive

attacks last about a quarter of an hour and recur at intervals of about

an hour at first. Later on the interval is lessened and the attacks are

almost continuous. Death takes place within a few hours.

Antidote.—Lime and other alkalies have the property of neutralizing

tutin and these would appear to be the rational antidotes to apply.

Lindsay mentions that one of the antidotes used with good effect on sheep

is carbonate of ammonia which in addition to antagonizing the poison

also acts as a stimulant. The dose for a sheep under such circumstances

would be from a quarter to half an ounce dissolved in cold watei and
given as a drench. Bleeding has also been recommended as one of the

.most certain and rapid methods of affording relief.

Euphorbia Drummondii.

For many years this plant commonly known as " Milkweed " was
'generally credited with poisonous properties. Mr. Edward Stanley

F.R.C.V.S., late Chief Veterinary Inspector in New South Wales, under-

took an investigation of the matter and as the tradition as to its poisonous

". The info'raation given in this article is compiled from a pai er by Professor Kasterfleld and B. O.

Astcn, Chemist 'o the New Zealand Department of Agriculture, publisVed in thf- 19C0 Annual Repott.
• The Maori pronuncia'ion of the word tutu is not unlike " t' ot "

; by Europeans it is invariably

so pronounced, :in<1 stock suffrring from tutu-poisoning are said to be "tooted."
a The mnrtalitv from tulu-posoning still coniiuues, and in Auyust, 1904, heavy losses were rejirrted

from the Waikato district. Forty-three bull cks stniyed from a turniii paddock on to some rough
-country thickly grown with tutu ; next morning forty-two of them were found dead, and there was
ample evidence of thtir having eaten freely i,f the young shoots of tutu.
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character has not yet been conr.pletely di^-pelled it may be well to quote

the more important portions of his report, a revised edition of which

was published in the Agricultural Gazette of Nezv South Wales, September

1896. After mentioning that many losses of sheep had been attributed

to the supposed poisonous properties of the plant and that many specimens

of it were consequently sent to the Stock Office, Sydney, Mr. Stanley in-

timates that during his inquiry he failed to find any one acquainted with

the symptoms of illness produced or with the fost-mortem appearances

of animals alleged to have been poisoned. The report proceeds :-—

' Its evil reputation may be traced to two sources; first, under certain

circumstances, to be detailed later on, it may cause fatal indigestion;

secondly, botanists classify it with an acrid poisonous family, the

Eufhorhiaceoe. In structure it is allied to this group, but it has none of

the caustic medicinal elements that distinguish the order.
" Baron von Mueller gave the plant

a bad reputation, in consequence of

the known properties of the order to

which it belonged, and he was
confirmed in his opinion by the

voluminous correspondents who inun-

dated him with specimens of the

plant and statements of losses in

stock which he received year after

year from all parts of Australasia.

Messrs. Bailey and Gordon, in their

book on " Reputed Poisonous Plants

in Queensland," give this plant a

very bad character, but Mr. Gordon
has since refuted it.

'

' There can be no doubt that losses

of sheep do occur from eating this

plant, but there is no reason to con-

sider it the hete noir of Australian

herbage, as I shall prove later on.

I will now give my views as a

veterinarian from practical observa-

tion. I have noticed the wide-

spread distribution and hardy nature

of the plant. Euphorbia Drummondii,
which is probably eaten by tens of

thousands of sheep every day in the

various Colonies of Australasia.
' It flourishes all the year round,

resists drought, and rapidly shoots

up after light rain, then being tender

and tempting herbage. It is well

known that sheep after a drought or from enforced hunger will eat

greedily, gorging themselves with several young succulent plants, such as

clover, lucerne, green wheat, trefoil, thistles, mallow, wild parsnip, or

any other succulent green food that may be so rapidly swallowed as to

distend the first stomach, then chemical action proves stronger than the

vital functions, causing indigestion, fermenting in the stomach, distending

the abdomen, producing mechanical pressure on the vital organs, and death

from suffocation. Such deaths are not due to poison, but are purely

EUPHORBIA DRUMMONDII, BOISS.
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accidental, mechanical and not toxic. This condition ha& often been mis-

taken for poisoning, and explains, I think, the very conflicting views that

have been expressed on the subject of this paper.
" Messrs. Bailey and Gordon's work gives the following botanical

description of the plant:—
" Euphorbia Dnimmondii, caustic creeper. A prostrate or diffuse,

milky, much-branched plant, smooth, and of a light-grey colour, or here

and there stained with red ; the leaves oblong or nearly round, opposite

on the stems, obtuse or notched at the end, about \ inch long. Flower
heads small, on short stalks in the axils of the leaves. Capsule smooth,

the seeds rough. This little plant is met with throughout Australia, in-

cluding Tasmania.
" I found the plant freely distributed over a very wide area in the

Lachlan and Riverina, and noticed it cropped short, unless it was pro-

tected from sheep by a fence, as in a garden, on the railway, in a horse

paddock, &c. ; in such situations the plant is conspicuous, growing a foot

high, being very hardy in drought, and in slight rain it grows rapidly
;

^\'here sheep eat it, the plant grows close along the ground almost like a

creeper.
" Near Urana a large patch of the plant grows on the stock route,

where only very scanty herbage is seen for miles. Mr. Brett informed
me that in October, just after rain, a drover arrived at this patch with

3,000 sheep that had been starving for three or four davs previously

;

they stopped and ate up the patch of Euphorbia, and walked a mile or

so on to Urana Common to water and camp. In three hours about 1,500
were lying ill over a space of ground, and 229 died before mornmg.
Symptoms : Distended stomach, staggering gait, frothy discharge from
nose and mouth, unable to rise when down. The 1,280 sufferers that

survived continued to travel next day, with the others that were unaffected.

This instance is valuable, because the number that died was small, and
the recoveries being so large and so quick remove all suspicion of poison.
For years before and since that occurred, many thousands of sheep have
travelled the same road without ill effects.

Experiments on Sheep with the Plants.
" I took the opportunity of investigating the effect of this plant, on

sheep, while on Yanko Station in March, 1886, by carrying out a few
simple experiments.

" To the courtesy of Mr. Carse, I was indebted for the supply of
sheep from a healthy flock, in which no disease had occurred, and for

milk-weed, known as spurge wort, or better as Euphorbia Dnimmondii,
growing plentifully in the horse paddock, and for assistance of every kind
that I could possibly require for carrying out these experiments, which
were greatly facilitated by my obliging assistant, Mr. Brett, Inspector of
Stock. Both these gentlemen at that time believed the plant to be
poisonous.

" We put up seven sheep of various ages, and I carefully examined
the conditions and health of each, the skin, the conjuntiva, age, sex, pulse,

tem.perature taken by thermometer introduced three minutes, blood ex-

amined under a microscope for baccilli, noting the state of their evacua-
tions, and found them in perfectly good health. In most of the subjects

the respirations were panting, and the heart's action too excited to be of
value. The weather was hot and dry% temperature ranging from 80
degrees to 97 degrees in the' shade.
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"The weed was gathered fresh every day, and given to the sheep
morning and evening by three methods:— ist. In the natural state. 2na.
Chopped into small pieces and moistened with water, it was administered
with the thumb and fingers, by placing it on the roof of the tongue; it

was slightly chewed and swallowed; the little water left in the pan was
given as a drench after the feed; none was wasted; a pound weight of
the plant was found to be too large a feed at once, but halt-a-pound
night and morning was taken with ease and comfort, and evidently
relished ; (it has an agreeable odour when drying, like new hay, and a
slightly bitter taste). 3rd. Made into a decoction like tea, by steeping,

2 lb. of weed in one gallon of boiling water, and covering it up one to
two hours, drained off, and used when cool, it has a brownish colour, fra-
grant smell, and by no means an unpleasant taste. Those drenched with
this decoction fed with less relish than those starved into taking the weed,
but showed no nausea, lassitude, or any indication of illness.

" It may be observed that over 56 lbs. of the weed was procured fresh,

and used by weight. This was reduced by evaporation and some dirt.

The bulk of this weed was consumed by six sheep in six days without
the slightest evidence of medicinal effect ; their spirits never flagged,

their general appearance was of perfect health, and their evacuations

were normal in quantity, colour, and consistency throughout the experi-

ments.

" Paddock sheep do not take kindly to pen feeding ; hence, to save

time, resort was had to hand-feeding and drenching. Each sheep occu-

pied a separate pen. No food was given during the experiments, ex-

cepting a handful of saltbush and chaff, mixed with the first feed of

chopped plant in the troughs to tempt them to eat. Water to drink was
constantly provided in pans, excepting while drenching with the decoction.

" On the third day of the experiments the crossbred ewe dropped a

male lamb fully developed, and cleansed at once (not abortion). Both

were perfectly robust and healthy, the ewe feeding ravenously on the

green fresh succulent plant, without any other food whatever, and giving

plenty of milk. She reared the lamb.

" This was the triumph of the tests, as it not only proved that no
poison was in the plant, or the milk would have become contaminated

;

and also demonstrated that the plant was wholesome and nutritious

herbage.
" Subsequently, two years later, I repeated experiments with this plant,,

by feeding starving sheep upon it for several consecutive days, with some

sheep using the plant green and fresh, and on others dry, some sheep

living on the plant alone, others taking it with other food. Rabbits and

guinea-pigs also eat it. In every instance it proved to be a good nutritious

feeding plant.
" To ascertain if it had any caustic or irritant properties, I introduced

the milky juice into the eyes of sheep, and dogs, and applied it to the

skin of sheep, in everv instance without being able to detect the slightest

caustic or irritant action, either from its internal or external use.

" In order to have the plant examined, I made an extract and also a

tincture for analysis in the laboratory, and handed them to the Govern-

ment Analyst, with a bundle of the plant, with the following result:—
" Mr. Hamlet, the Government Analyst, 2nd August, 1886, reported

on Eu-phorbia Drummoiidii :
' The samples of plant, extracts, and tincture,

sent by you in April last, have been found to contain an alkaloid or
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crystalline body, capable of giving the usual alkaloid reactions and having
a bitter astringent taste. As tar as it was possible to ascertain, no
poisonous properties were observed.'

" To confirm this, I gave the concentrated alkaloid, to a sheep, un-

diluted. He simply turned away and went on grazing, and did not show
any symptoms of mconvenience whatever. These experiments and obser-

vations quite satisfied me that no poison exists in the plant EupJiorbia

Drummondii.'^

In an appendix to his report Mr. Stanley puts forward in support

of his conclusions the experiences of a number of stock-owners as

follows :

—

" In order to confirm my opinion, I have, from time to time, asked

stock-owners to make careful observations of its effects under ordinary

conditions on their runs, and having received written statements that sup-

port my views, I annex extracts from their letters, and take this oppor-

tunity of thanking them for courteously supplymg the information. The
Queensland authorities were very strong in their opinions of its being a

fatal and poisonous weed ; but, judging from a recent letter, the views

of Mr. Chief-Inspector Gordon are changing. He says
—

' We have im-

mense quantities of Euphorbia Drummondii in Queensland, and sheep eat

it in any quantity, and with no evil results.'

Messrs. Devlin and Co., Ganmain :
—

" Our sheep have picked out this

weed from amongst other grass, and have eaten it ravenously, and no ill

effects have resuUed. Sheep have been fed exclusively on this weed with

no ill effects. The herbage in the paddocks where the milking-cows were
kept last year was chiefiy composed of this weed, and no harm re-

sulted."

Mr. J. HoUoway, Murr.bledool :
—

" It is first-rate feed for our station

sheep. During the drought this run was badly off for feed, and stock

were very weak. In several small paddocks which had been eaten com-
pletely out, and the sheep removed, after a long spell and a little rain

this plant came up and grew luxuriantly, spreading in some instances to

12 inches from the centre. Into one of these paddocks I put a few
hundred of our best ewes; they were very hungry, famishing in fact,

and were yarded the previous night; they ate the Euphorbia Drummondii
ravenously, and had a good bellyful right away, without seeking for any-
thing else. These sheep were left in the same paddocks for weeks, and
did first rate the whole time, although there was little or nothing but the

plant in question for them. I am satisfied it is in no way injurious to

sheep, and consider it a good, useful plant."

Mr. J. E. Warby, Billenbah:-—"This plant grows more or less over

my estate of 8,000 acres, and on 50 acres that had been irrigated it grew
very abundantly, from plants half the size of the hand to a foot in diameter.

1 have had horses, cattle, and sheep—five or six to the acre—in the pad-
dock for several weeks at a stretch, and have noticed cattle and sheep
-eat large mouth fuls of it, and none of my stock suffered from it in anv
way."

Mr. D. McLarty, Bundure :
—"There is a large quantity of the plant

growing over the run here, and when other feeds were scarce stock could
get plenty of this said poisonous plant. I never consideied it poisonous,

and never saw anv bad results from it."

Mr. P. R. Brett, Inspector of Stock, Urana, formerly believed the
plant to be poisonous, and consequently has taken a good deal of trouble.
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and made several experiments to satisfy himself. He shut up 400
wethers in a yard for two days, and then turned them into a paddock full

of this weed, and next day he could not find one sick sheep, and he

says :
—" The fact is, in place of this plant being a poisonous one, I

think it is a very valuable one, being the first to show above ground after

summer rain. A small lot of sheep for killing purposes are doing very

well on this weed and crowsfoot, no grass."

Mr. Geo. Faithfull, Brewarrina :
—"I have frequently observed cattle

eating it in large quantities, and have watched individuals, but have never

observed any effects. It cannot be poisonous, or numbers of my cattle

would die."

Mr. J. H. Spiller, Tubbo :
—"My experience proves that it is per-

fectly harmless. I had a paddock covered with it, and was afraid to put

sheep in ; at last I ventured to do so ; the sheep ate it, and thrived

well on it."

Mr. David McCaughey, Coree:—"I have a great deal of this so-

called poison plant on the run, and never find any loss of stock or bad
effect from them eating it. Paddocks that have had a spell, after the

first summer rains, throw up an immense quantity of this milk-weed.
I generally put my most valuable sheep in these paddocks, and find they

do splendidly on the fresh green feed, of which this milk-weed forms a
very large proportion."

Mr. Angus Robertson, Yarrabee Park:—"As to the so-called poison

plant, I have really known sheep to thrive on it."

Mr. Arthur Devlin, Uarah :
—" I penned some sheep, and fed them

on Euphorbia Drummondii for about a week. They appeared to be very

partial to it, and were thriving on it. I also put a large number of sheep

into a paddock where there was an abundance of it growing very luxuri-

antly, and the sheep devoured it without any injurious effect."

Mr. J. A. Gunn, Yalgogrin Station :
—" I have seen the ground covered

with the plant after autumn rains, before grass had time to spring, and
sheep feeding on very little else for weeks without the slightest harm
resulting, either to station stock or to travelling sheep."

Mr. W. J. Elworthy, Inspector of Stock, Narrandera :
—" The plant

was growing all over the recreation reserve, and I watched to see its

effects on a flock of sheep that had eaten it,but no ill results followed."

The Department of Agriculture of South Australia in 1903 fed sheep
in pens on this plant without injury, and concluded that although the

plant had undoubtedly been responsible for many deaths in large and
small stock it would appear to be mostly dangerous to travelling stock

and stock that were not used to it. It was considered a safe practice

to put stock on it as soon as it appears, the stock then getting accustomed

to it before it becomes plentiful.

Strychnine Poisoning.

Amongst animals strychnine poisoning occurs most frequently in dogs

which have picked up poison baits laid for rats or other vermin. The
characteristic symptom is the occurrence of muscular spasms or twitchings,

which, in cases where a large dose of poison has been ingested, take the

form of tetanic convulsions. Gerlach's observation that small animals

recover from the convulsive attacks as soon as they are placed in s*^anding

position has not been generally corroborated.
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Treatment.—Chloral hydrate which subdues the spasm is the appro-
priate physiological antidote. Dogs should be induced to vomit by the
giving of salt and water. Putting the animal under chloroform is some-
times advisable. Solution of tannin may be given or a cupful of strong

cold tea if nothing else is to hand.

Nightshade or Belladonna Poisot|ir]g.

Many deaths of cattle have been vaguely attributed to "nightshade"
poisoning. The plant usually held responsible is the Black Nightshade
{Solamim nigrum) concerning which the Victorian Government Botanist

recently reported as follows:—^" An almost cosmopolitan weed, either in-

digenous or immigrated. The berries if ripe appear to be quite harmless

and are sometimes eaten by children without any ill effects. The plant

has in a few instances been sent to me as a suspected poison plant but we
have no reliable evidence that it has proved fatal. All stock seem to

avoid it either on account of its somewhat disagreeable smell or because

it is not palatable or by instinct. The word "nightshade" frequently

leads people to associate the above weed with the " Deadly nightshade "

{Atropa Belladonna) a very powerful poison plant."

In BELLADONNA poisoning, through the eating of the leaves or berries

of the Atropa Belladonna, the principal symptoms in cattle are staggering

gait, paralysis, and slow respiration. Death occurs rapidly. Tannin
is the appropriate antidote and stimulants should be given.

Potato Poisor)ir)g.

Occasionally young cattle and, very occasionally, horses are poisoned

by eating potatoes, particularly " greened " potatoes which have been ex-

posed to the sun, and sprouting potatoes which have been kept in the

dark. The symptoms are those of colic, followed by a staggering gait,

tremors of the muscles and distension of the abdomen. In some cases

there is superpurgation and in other cases constipation, and these two
symptoms have been taken as serving to distinguish two forms of potato

poisoning. One form in which the exhibition of pain and purgation are

the prominent symptoms is caused by an active poisonous principle in

greened potatoes called solanine which is an irritant poison. The other

form of potato poisoning is in the nature of a rapid fermentation giving

rise to the production of a nerve poison (ptomaine), and flatulence, con-

stipation and loss of muscular control are then associated symptoms.
Treatment.—Sedatives such as laudanum and belladonna in the first

form and ammonia stimulants succeeded bv laxatives and nerve stimulants

(strychnine) in the other form are the appropriate remedies.

Stinl^wort Poisoning in Sheep.

There seems to be very fair evidence that in some parts of South
Australia the noxious weed known as Stinkwort, when in the flowering

stage, is fatal to ewes heavy in lamb. During the months of April and
May there is every year in some localities a great mortality amongst
breeding ewes grazing in paddocks which contain stinkwort and the deaths

are stated to almost invariably cease when the sheep are removed to land
free from the weed. Sometimes young sheep of either sex are affected.

Prevention.—Removal of sheep before the weed has run to flower.
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Treatment.—Mr. C. J. Valentine, late Chief Inspector of Stock in South

i^ustralia, who has had extensive experience of the trouble, recommends the

giving of a drench composed of Epsom salts, 4 ounces; molasses or

coarse sugar, 4 ounces; ginger, \ ounce; and half a pint of linseed

tea. For 200 sheep the drench may be made in bulk in the proportion

of 50 lbs. of each of the two former constituents, 3 lbs. of ginger and

12^ gallons of water.

Yellow Rash-Lily Poisor]ir]g,

This bulbous plant which grows vigorously on poor land in some seasons

is a member of the Iris familv, and has at vaiious times been held re-

sponsible for the deaths of sheep. The most lecent instance was re-

ported in December, 1903, by Mr. H. W. Potts, Principal of the

Hawkesbury Agricultural College, New South Wales. Six sheep died

suddenly in a paddock extensively infested with the weed and, after

eliminating every other probable cause, the conclusion was arrived at by
Mr. Stuart Pottie, M.R.C.V.S., the College Veterinary Surgeon, that the

deaths resulted from eating the yellow rash-lily, seeds and heads of which

were found in the fourth stomach. That the plant had been extensively

eaten by the sheep was evidenced by the number of plants found cropped

close to the ground.

Castor Oil Plant. {Richms communis).

Occasionally cattle are poisoned by eating the young shoots and leaves

of the castor oil plant which flourishes throughout the States. The
poison is not an alkaloid or organic acid, but is an albumenoid ferment

called " ricina," which, when separated, is a white odorless powder having

a more intense prisonous action than arsenic. This action is explaine-d

bv an extraordinary power of agglutinating the blood which ricina pos-

sesses. Ricina is not present in the purgative oil, but remains in the

crushed seed, hence the poisonous properties of castor cake. Cosco re-

cords that in one regiment of cavalry in the Italian army where castor

cake was used 296 horses were affected and eleven died.

Iqdiaq Mutter or Vetch. {Lathyrus sativa).

This plant contains a poison which has a special action on the nerve

supply of the larynx causing paralysis of the laryngeal muscles and
roaring. The poison is a cumulative one, and its effects may not be ob-

served until some time after the plant has been continuously eaten, but its

effect is not necessarily permanent. Sometimes however the animals are

taken ill suddenly and die in a few minutes—on recovery all symptoms
of roaring disappear.

Acoqite or Monl^shood. {Acomtum Napcllus).

The common Tincture of Aconite is prepared from this plnnt. It is

strongly poisonous by virtue of the alknloidal active principle acojiiiine

which it contains. Deaths of stock have been occnsionally reported through

eating garden refuse containing withered monkshood.

Hellebore. {Hellehoms viger, veridis and foriidus).

Hemlcck. {Conium maculaium, /Eihusa Cynapium and Ciciita Virosa).
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UTILITY POULTRY KEEPING.

A Successful Industry.

A. Hart, Poultry Expert.

Valuable Adjunct to the Farm.

The poultry industry presents many possibilities and probabilities

which afl'ect poultry keeping to a greater or lesser extent. The opinion is

often expressed that there is money in poultry, and my ov/n ideas are

certainly with those who make the statement. But it must be borne in

mind that, although this may be quite correct, there are cases where

poultry-keepers have failed. While admitting that these failures may
have been influenced to a certain extent by the poultry kept, I am in-

clined to think that the greater weight of evidence would be against the

poultry -keepers themselves.

AMERICAN WHITE WYANDOTTES.

Noted for their table properties aiid egg production. Bred by Mr. G. E, Andrew,
Ormond Poultry Farm, Ormond.

That poultry can be made a success is quite certain, and many in-

stances could be given in support of this statement. But the strongest

point in favour of poultry keeping is that it can be practised as an ad-

junct to the farm, dairy or garden. It is in this form that I would
strongly recommend poultry breeding. To the farmer I would say,

keep poultry, for the dairyman I would advise a combination of poultry

with dairying, and to the fruit-grower I would suggest that fruit-growing

and egg-production could be successfully carried out. In each and every

calling there is ample room for the inclusion of poultry breeding, and the

Latter industry will fit in admirably with any or all of the three indus-

tries. Poultry kept on a farm can be fed at a comparatively low cost,

as nearly the whole of the food required can be produced from the land.

This not only lessens the cost of food by securing it on the spot at whole-

sale market value, but it also allows of the products of the farrr. being

marketed in a concentrated form in the shape of eggs and chickens,
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lessening the cost of transit and bringing in a regular return right through-

out the year. The poultry manure can also be reckoned as of consider-

able value. It can be used with advantage either as top dressing or xoot

fertilizing for root, vegetable, or other crops.

Dairying is almost always carried on in connexion with farming, and
the three industries will work well together. Fruit-growing is not, as

a rule, associated with farming or dairying to any great extent. But
where space is available, and the situation and surroundings are suitable,

the combined industries of farming, dairying, fruit-growing and poultry

keeping should make a \'ery valuable combination.

Does Egg Production Pay?

This question may be answered in the affirmative, especially sO' when
worked in conjunction with other industries. The results of the Govern-
ment egg-laying competition in the States of New South Wales, South
Australia, and Queensland for 12 months are here given in tabulated

form and fully support the answer given to the foregoing query :

—

Competition.

Now South Wales
Queensland
South Australia.

.

Totals

Number of

Birds that
competed.

360
168
450

Number
of Eggs

laid.

62,318
30,543
80,959

Cost of

Food.

£ s. d.

126 10
39 9 1

120 18 5

286 17 6

£ s. (I.

182 14 1

85 2 5
112 10

410 6 6

Average
Number
of Esiais

laid by
eacliHen.
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of one's own experience with the hints of poultry writers should be safe

ground to work upon. Many other requirements, such as proper food,

regularity in feeding, selection of stock, housing, penning, and other

surroundings, should all receive consideration. Situation of poultr)-

yards, climatic influences, &c., must all be thought out carefully. It

may appear somewhat difficult to comply with all these essentials, but

if anything is worth doing at all it is worth doing well. Starting on

correct lines will lighten the work afterwards and must certainly have

a very marked influence on the success of the undertaking.

Breeds to Keep.

In selecting stock to form the foundation of the general flock, the first

question is what is the principal requirement. If eggs are to be the

source of revenue then the best egg-producing breeds must be chosen.

If table poultry is wanted then the best breeds for that purpose must

be selected. As the production of eggs is generally the most profitable

to the poultry -keeper, I would advise that breeds with high egg-producing

qualities be secured. Of course, when space is available, both egg-

producing and table varieties may be kept. Breeds which possess both

qualities to a certain extent may also be chosen.

For the very best breed for egg production the White Leghorn must
be given the premier position. From the results of 12 months' tests in

Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland, South Australia, and West
Australia, the White Leghorn has asserted its superiority over all other

varieties. One pen of six pullets in the Queensland test produced i>538

eggs in 12 months, averaging over 256 eggs per bird. At the Rose-
worthy (South Australia) competition, the pullets in the first and second
pens produced 1,531 and 1,528 eggs respectively, from each pen of six

birds. Many other high records could also be quoted. There are of

course strains of White Leghorns which are not such prolific egg pro-

ducers, and this point must be borne in mind when selecting stock.

Of the other light breeds which can be reconunended for egg produc-

tion. Brown, Buff, and Black Leghorns, Anconas, Minorcas, Andalusians,
and Hamburgs are worthy of notice.

If a GENERAL PURPOSE FOWL is required, the Wyandotte must be placed
in the front rank. The Silver, White, Columbian, and Golden varieties

are certainly the best of this family. But as with Leghorns, there are

some strains much better than others for egg production, and care must
be taken to choose birds which are good in this respect, as well as being
typical specimens of the breed. The varieties mentioned develop at an
early age, and are so plump and shapelv that they can be placed on the

market when very young. This is a point in their favour as the cockerels

can be sold when 10 to 14 weeks old, providing they are in good con-

dition. For a general purpose fowl, either Silver or White Wyandottes
should be selected.

In the heavy breeds, which include Orpingtons, Plymouth Rocks,

Langshans, Dorkings, &c. , the first named can be placed in the premier

position. The Black are quick growers, very hardy, and develop into

large and shapely birds. They are also very good layers as pullets,

and when not allowed to put on too much fat, will also lay fairly well

during their second year. They make a first class table fowl, and al-

though not possessing the orthodox white, pink, or yellow shariks which
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are so popular in the Home market, their other good qualities must

alwa3-s make them a favourite. White and Buff Orpingtons are also-

really good useful fowls, and the former bids fair to run the black

variety very close for popularity.

SILVER WYANDOTTE PULLET.

Laid 263 eggs in twelve months. Property of Mr. E. A. Noble, Model Poultry Farm,.

Black Rock.
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Plymouth Rock is also a breed which has improved in all-round

qualities during the past few years. Several breeders have imported

high class stock from America, that are not only good table birds, but

have also proved themselves exceptionally prolific egg producers. This
combination must bring them into a prominent position. The yellow

shanks of the Rocks were at one time against them as table birds, but

this has changed, and they are now quite as saleable in London and
Manchester as either white or pink legged birds.

Langshans are very good layers, and the young stock are hardy and
easily reared. They are, however, somewhat slow in developing, and
for this reason the young birds have to be kept rather long before they

are readv for market.

AMERICAN PLYMOUTH ROCKS.

Good winter layers, and noted for their table properties. Imported by Mr. G. E.
Andrew.

Dorkings are certainly a breed which carry a fair amount of flesh.

Some strains of this variety are also fair layers, while others are very

inferior. As chickens they give their owners considerable trouble in

rearing. Although one of the oldest English breeds they are kept in

very occasional instances in our State, and in numbers are very far

behind all of the breeds of recent production. When all things are

favorable Dorkings succeed very well.

The game family includes a number of varieties, the strongest point
in favour of them all being their table qualities, but as layers they are

not as good as the breeds already mentioned.

Age of Birds,

When a hen has completed her second laying season it is, as a general
rule, the best plan to get rid of her, and replace her with a j^uUet. There
may be, perhaps, an occasional case where this rule may be broken, but
it should only be where an extra good egg producer is coiicerred. The
following table gives the result of an egg-laying competition for second
season hens held last year at the Hawkesbury Agricultural College
(N.S.W.). It will be seen that the 240 hens averaged nearlv 124 eggs
each for the 12 months, while the 978 pullets in the competition previously
referred to averaged 177 eggs each for the same time, being 53 eggs
more fronQ each pullet for the 12 months.
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EGG-LAYING COMPETITION, SECOND SEASON HENS.
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The supply of fresh water is very important. The water should be
kept in vessels which should be shaded and placed so that the fowls cannot
soil them. Fresh water is essential, both for health and egg production,

and care must be taken to provide it regularly.

The yards should be turned over two or three times a year with spade
or plough so as to provide fresh and clean ground for the fowls.

One of the best methods of providing shelter is to plant tree lucerne

in the yards. If these trees are trimmed from the top i;o as to keep
the foliage close to the ground, green food as well as shade will be
available.

FOWL HOUSES AND SCRATCHING SHEDS.

Messrs. T. K. Bennett and Woolcock's Fait view roultry Farm, Keilor.

Photographs of yards on the poultry farms of Mr, A. N. Pearson,
" Halton Grange," Lang Lang, and Messrs. T. K. Bennett & Woolcock,
" Fairview," Keilor, are reproduced in connexion with this article. These
yards, and also those of Mrs. A. J. Duncan's " Caulfield Poultry Farm,"
East ALilvern, depicted in the coloured plate, v/ere laid out under the

supervision of the Department of Agriculture.

Selection of Stock.

Purchase your birds from reliable breeders. The pullets should be

of high egg-producing strain (200 or more eggs). By selecting strong,

vigorous, and early-hatched pullets you should get a regular supply of
eggs. The male birds should be chosen with care, and should be of best

laying «;trains available. About .seven or eight hens mav be placed with

one male bird. If two male birds are purchased for each pen they can

be placed in the pen during each alternate month and this procedure will

insure fertile eggs .nnd strong chickens. If two or three pens of this kind
are put up, it will give the opportunity of breeding the laying stock

required, and it will also allow the owner to gain experience before keeping
a larger quantity of fowls.

Food.

The best staple food for poultry is certainly wheat. Good heavy
Algerian oats come next ; maize, peas, and barley are also useful.

The morning meal should consist of two parts of pollard, one of bran,

and one of lucerne cliaff. The chaff should be scalded with boiling water
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twelve hours before being used, being kept tightly covered for that time.

This can be given warm in winter and cold in summer. Mix it in a

crumbly form. About 3 ozs. per bird is a fair ration, but the quantity

of food given should be varied according to breed and appetite. Green
food or roots chopped finely may be given in the middle of the day.

The evening meal should be of grain. Wheat should be the principal

grain, but oats, maize, peas, or barley may be given as a change. If the

grain is scattered amongst litter such as short straw or pine needles, it will

give the fowls exercise in scratching for it. During the winter months,
maize or oats may be given more frequently, as they are of a heating
nature. The following table shows the composition of the various grains

and meal* :
—

Name of Food.
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fertility—potash, phosphorous, and nitrogen. Neither do the fats and
carbo-hydrates contain those elements, being composed of carbon, hydrogen,

and oxygen, in varying proportions. Protein—the muscle and tissue

builder—contains carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and sulphur in

varying proportions.

In 100 lbs. of wheat the farmer sells 11.4 lbs. of protein; in 100 lbs.

of eggs he sells 11.9 lbs. of protein. He sells 71.8 lbs. of nitrogen-free

extract, or carbo-hydrates composed of starch, gum, sugar, &c., in the

wheat and none in the eggs. Eleven pounds of shells are sold in each

100 lbs. of eggs, but none are contained in the wheat. He sells 2 lbs. 3 ozs.

of fat in the wheat
; 9 lb. 5 ozs. in the eggs. This fat is carbon, hydrogen,

and oxygen, all of which are largely drawn from the two free and abundant

elements—air and water. He sells 2 lbs. 6 ozs. nitrogen in wheat, pro-

bably about the same in the eggs; about 13 ozs. of phosphoric acid and

\ lb. of potash in the wheat, but only a trace of each in the eggs.

By the foregoing it will be readily seen that the farmer sells the

fertility away from his farm—nitrogen, phosphorous, potash—in selling

wheat. With the eggs he sells lime, water, oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, and
some nitrogen. The hen returns the elements not derived from air and
water back to the soil. Then feed the wheat to hens—4 ozs. of wheat
per hen is a large daily ration. The experiment stations figure on much
less. The 100 lbs. of wheat feeds a hen 400 days—call it a year. We
may safely say that the wheat with fairly good management will yield

ICO per cent, profit if turned into egg production. Moreover, you have

the hen left at the end of the year. The hen has returned fertility to the

soil—wheat robbed it for ever.

Success in '^gg Production.

Systematic Feeding at Dookie Agricultural College.

{From the Report of the Principal, Mr. Hugh Pye.)

Feeding, Etc.

table of a successful daily ration for 222 birds.

Proportion by weight of Food.
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Preparation of the Mash.—The quantities of the different constituents

of the mash being weighed out, the pollard and bran are put in the trough

which is 4 ft. 6 in. long by 3 feet wide by 12 inches deep. The pollard

and bran are then mixed up, and chaff (steeped over night until soft and

pliable) or chaffed green stuff is added. All are then well mixed together

and put at one end of the trough. Then the meat scraps and soup are

placed on top of the mixture, and a little at a time is worked into a nice

mealy mash, comparatively dry, but Just moist enough to enable the birds

to eat it without any trouble or waste.

Green Food.--T\\Q green food consists principally of kale, lucerne,

silver beet, and rape.

Comparison of Foods.

It is by comparing the action of the nitrogenous or flesh-forming foods,

with the heat givers, or those of a starchy or fatty nature, that the import-

ance of adopting a rational system of feeding is brought under notice. It

was noticed that, when much starchy food was given to the laying hens,

they did not lav nearly as well as when animal food was mixed with it,

also that growing animals did not thrive unless the starchy and flesh-

forming foods were present in the dailv ration in proper proportions. This
relation between the digestible protein or nitrogenous matter and the diges-

tible carbo-hydrates and fat in a food is known as the nutritive ratio. It

will be seen that, to compare the protein with the carbo-hydrates and fat, it

is necessary to reduce these two to some common term.

It is found that the heat energy of i lb. of fat is equivalent to

that of almost 2.3 lbs. of starch ; thus if the amount of fat in a percentage

composition be multiplied by 2.3 it enables us to add the product to the

percentage of starch given, as both are now in similar terms. The list of

foods to be mixed being given, and the parts of each supplied to compose
the ration being noted, recourse must be had to the table of analyses of the

foods giving the percentage of digestible nutrients. To the amounts of

carbo-hvdrates are added the equivalents, in carbo-hydrates, of the fat.

This, as already explained, is obtained by multiplying the total digestive

percentage of fats by 2.3, since one part of fat supplies as much heat

energy as 2.3 parts of starch. Then to find the nutritive ratio of barley

we look at the food tables and note that in the protein column it states

9.64, in the carbo-hydrates column 60.77, a"d in the fat column 1.86

Then the latter two are added, after reducing the fat to carbo-hydrate equi-

valents, and the total sum is divided by the amount of digestible protein,

which gives us a nutritive ratio of 6.7. If there be two parts barley in a

mixture, then the co-efficients are multiplied by 2.

TABLE GIVING THE APPROXIMATE NUTRITIVE RATIOS OF THE MORNING AND
AFTERNOON RATIONS AS A WHOLE.

Parts
by

Weight.
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The nutritive ratio of the morning mash is perhaps narrower than some
are used to give to laying hens, but undoubtedly the excellent returns from
the hens encourage me to believe that, in practice at least, it has been a
success. The wheat ration may seem to have too wide a nutritive ratio,

but I do not think the bulk wheat of the State has a much narrower one.

A nutritive ratio of i 14.5 is considered by many English breeders about
right, or the normal ratio. The term " narrow ration " is used to denote
that the proportion of protein pxesent in the food is higher than the normal,
and the ration is said to be " wide " when the proportion of protein is less,

or that the carbo-hydrates are in greater quantities than in the normal.

The difficulty of obtaining the correct nutritive co-efficients of the con-

stituents of the rations make such tables less reliable for fowls than for

cattle, yet they serve a useful purpose in concentrating thought on the
subject, and the feeding done is less empirical, and so less liable to mistakes.

It is only within recent years that close attention has been given to the scien-

tific feeding of poultry, and then only to a limited extent. The alimenta-
tion of poultry is so different to that of cattle, on which much research

work has been based, that we can only hope for approximately correct

results. We must supply a " maintenance ration " in order to keep the

birds alive, i.e., replace waste tissues and keep up the body heat.

We must also supply the necessary surplus for the making of an egg
for at least 200 days during a year. If it can be managed to rear a strain

of birds that lays 250 eggs in a year then greater prosperity is possible for

the owner. It is possible by continued selection to intensify the tendency
to regular and continuous egg production, which formed the characteristic

of the individual hen which was originally selected in starting the present

strains. Hence the type of prolific layers will take characteristic qualities

as do good milkers among cows. From the results obtained it is evident that

it is the strain and not the breed that qualifies a bird as a prolific laver, yet

I believe the White Leghorn, whether from more attention being paid to

It from practical breeders in the past, will, in a series of tests, maintain
the premier honours. It remains to be seen, however, when the prolific

strains of the heavy breeds are more commonly kept whether the above
statement will hold good.

Besults Achieved by Victorian Poultry Farmers.

Caulfield Poultry Farm.

The coloured plate opposite page 112 represents a portion of the Caul-
field Poultry Farm. These poultry yards are laid out on the most modern
and up-to-date lines, and may be described as complete in every detail.

The yards, runs, houses &c. , are constructed on convenient and labour-

saving principles, and are neat in design as well as useful, but it is not

in this direction that this farm has made a name for itself. The high

standard of egg production of the poultry bred at these yards is the strong

feature of its success. The breeds selected are White Leghorns and Silver

Wyandottes.

'White Leghorns.—In White Leghorns, the selection of stock was made
from guaranteed laying strains obtained from American and ^Australasian

breeders whose names were right to the front in the tests in the various

States of the Commonwealth. Amongst the stock purchased were six hens,

each with guaranteed records of 254 eggs for twelve months.
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Every hen selected for the stud flock has a record of 200 or more eggs
for twelve months. Male birds were also purchased from the very best
laying strains, bred from hens with 200 or over record ; type and general
conformation were also considered in selecting the stock as it was the
ambition of the proprietor, Mrs. A. J. Duncan, to breed typical birds, as
well as high grade egg producers. The mating of these birds was on
correct lines, and their stock have already provided undeniable evidence of
their egg production as well as their show qualities.

Silver Wyandottcs.—The excellent laying qualities of this variety are
now recognised by the poultry keepers generally. In making a selection

of stud birds, similar rules to the Leghorns were observed, laying qualities

combined with type having been the essential requirements.

Hens with highest egg producing records have been purchased and the
breeding pens are made up of high test birds. Amongst them is a pen of
six hens that produced 207 eggs each in twelve months at the Government
competition in South Australia, gaining the leading prize for the highest
egg production in the heavy breeds. The whole of the breeding stock are
from " 200 or more " egg strains, and sisters to competition winners in

Victoria and New South Wales. The male birds are also from noted laying
strains, and judicious mating with unrelated hens is practised.

A proof of the laying qualities of the Silver Wyandottes bred at these
yards, is here given. A pen of six hens, purchased for the Burnley
School of Horticulture, produced an average of 180 eggs each for twelve
months. The birds were not forced in any way, being kept for breeding
purposes. When it is considered that they were second season hens, the
average obtained must entitle them to be placed in the front rank as egg
producers.

The balanced ration consists of pollard, bran, lucerne chaff, blood
meal, green bone (freshly cut), wheat, heavy Algerian oats (tailed), and
crushed maize.

Morning.—Pollard 2 parts, bran i part, lucerne chaff (steamed over night)
I part. These are mixed together, and, when available, soup from meat scraps is

added. The whole is given in a crumbly condition, about 3 ozs. per bird being
allowed. Every other day during the laying season blood meal or green bone (5 oz.

per bird) is mixed with the mash.
Midday.—Green stuff (chopped finely).

Evening.—Wheat and oats. In winter crushed maize is added. About 3 ozs.

of grain per bird is considered a fair ration.

The yards are plentifully supplied with shell grit, gravel grit, and charcoal.
Fresh water is provided by means of low-pressure taps which drip continuously
throughout the dav.

Ormond Poultry Farm, Ormond.

utility and show points combined.

During the past fifteen years, thousands of high class birds have been
bred and distributed from the yards of Messrs. Rogen and Andrew at

Caulfield. The whole of the buildings, runs, &c., are constructed on the
latest and most up-to-date methods. The yards are under the supervision

of Mr. G. E. Andrew, who is well versed in all matters
connected with the industry. Before making a final choice of the

best poultry to keep, he tried all the well known breeds, in-

cluding Andalusians, Brahmas, Dorkings, Game, Hamburgs, Lang-
shans. Leghorns, Orpingtons, Plymouth Rocks, and Wyandottes.
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After tests extending over several years, he has decided that Silver

Wyandottes, White Leghorns, White Wyandottes, and Plymouth Rocks,

are the four best varieties to keep. In making this selection, he was
influenced to a great extent by the egg production, and all round quali-

ties of these breeds.

Wyandottes.—The Silver Wyandottes, without doubt, make up one of

the best collections to be found in any part of the State. Besides being

reallv good all round birds, they are excellent layers, and include many
choice exhibition specimens.

The White Wyandottes are bred from specially selected American and

Victorian laying strains, mated to produce birds which will combine egg

production and table qualities to a marked extent. They are of the

colour known as "stay white" and have already proved themselves to

be a variety which can keep up its end as an all round fowl.

White Leghorns.—This premier egg-producing breed has found a

place in the yards of Messrs. Rogen and Andrew, and' the high opinion

it has earned proves that it has " come to stay." Amongst the stock of

this variety, is the pen of six birds which won the last egg-laying com-
petition at Roseworthy, S.A. These six pullets produced 1,531 eggs

in 12 months, averaging over 255 eggs per bird. Many other high test

layers are included in the breeding stock.

Plymouth Rocks.—Plymouth Rocks have been recently added to the

stock kept on this farm. The birds which formed the nucleus of the

breeding pens were imported from America. They were selected from

the very best laying strains in that country, where the Plymouth Rock
is right on top as an egg producer as well as being a good all round

bird.

The poultry on the farm at present numbers about 1,400 birds, 1,000

of them being voung stock. Rigorous and close culling is practised to

keep up the standard of the breeds. As an indication of Mr. Andrew's
opinion of the value of the poultry industry, it may be mentioned that

he has just added 75 new pens for laying stock. He holds the opinion

that poultry keeping will, in the near future, be a very large source of

revenue to our State.

In a subsequent issue of the Journal, Mr. Andrew purposes dealing

fully with the successful methods of raising and feeding poultry practised

by him at Ormond.

Model Poultry Farm, Black Rock.

{Particiilars snfflied by Mr. E. A. Noble.)

Average number of eggs laid by each piiUet in twelve months .

.

. . 204
Averase price realized, Is. Id. per dozen .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . ISs. 5d.

Cost of food for each bird .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . 8s.

Not profit for each bird . . ' .. .. .. .. .. .. 10s. 5d.

Breeds kept . . White, Silver, and Columbia Wyandottes, White Leghorns, Black and
White Orpingtons, Barred and White Plymouth RoclvS.

Morninu Meal . . Bran, pollard, barley, oats, and rice meal, mixed with hicorne chaff

steamed. Once weeldy alternately, green bone and blood meal,
mixed with foods.

Mid(ln\i Meal . . Thousand-headed Isale, silver beet, and green lucerne, cut finely.

Evening Meal . . Wheat, clipped oats, and crushed maize.

The quantity of food given to eacli bird is varied according to breed and appetite.
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Conclusion.

In conclusion, readers are reminded that poultry keeping should prove

;i valuable industry, and that there is every chance of success when it is

combined with all or any of the industries enumerated elsewhere. There
i? practically an unlimited market in Great Britain for eggs and poultry

and the prices are generally a good deal above the market values here.

The price paid bv exporters for turkeys, ducklings, and chickens is 6d. to

6|d. per lb. live weight, according to size. Victoria has a climate second

to none for poultry breeding and there is ample room for the extension and

development of poultry keeping on correct lines.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
The Staff of the Department has been organized to a large extent for the purpose of giving- information

to farmers. Questions in e\ ery branch of agriculture are gladly answered. VV rite a short letter, giving as

full particulars as possible, of your local •onditioiis, and state precisely what it is that you want to know.

All inquiries must be accompanied by the name and address of the writer.

Chemical Composition of Milk.—Curious asks whether heifers give the best

percentage of cream.
Answer.—The quantity of milk varies according to age and is greatest at

third to fifth calving, but the chemical composition appears to remain unchanged

through life, except at great age when he fats diminish.

Skimming Scalded Milk.—Amateur wishes to know how long scalded milk

set in milk dishes should remain before being skimmed.
Answer.—24 hours is ample. Scalding, by destroying Lactic Acid bacilli,

delays souring, but does not prevent other changes which take place in milk so

treated.

BOT Flies.—H.J. states that his horses are worried with bot flies, although

he is applying kerosene and phenyle daily. He inquires re treatment and also

asks what are the symptoms when horses are affected internally.

Ansiver.— (i) The kerosene treatment may be assisted by tying a piece of

cloth saturated in that substance under the jaw. Any method adopted depends
for its success upon a frequent repetition. (2) There are no symptoms shown when
an animal is affected. Occasionally, if the horse is in poor condition, intermittent

colic is induced from indigestion, but the bot itself is not res})onsible for this nor

does it cause death. In the natural course of the life history of the fly, the larvae

are passed away from the horse, and they may be assisted in the spring time of

year by a drench of Linseed oil i pint, oil of Turpentine i oz.

Mammitis.—E.P. states that the udders of two of his heifers have become
hard and the teats are choked with some fibrous matter. The teats are also in-

flamed and swollen.

Answer.—The condition of the heifers as described is " Mammitis." Hot
fomentations three times a day should be persevered with, and after each, with
plenty of gentle friction apply camphorated oil. In bad cases syringing out the

udder with antiseptics and the application of belladonna ointment are beneficial.

Chronic Indigestion.—Quail Shot states that one cow in a herd of
twenty grazing on the same pasture is very subject to Hoven or Bloat. She is a

good milker and appears to be in good health.

Answer.—This is apparently a case of chronic indigestion with resultant

flatulence in an animal more disposed to it than others. Try the effect of daily
administration of Bicarbonate of soda (Baking soda) in 2 oz. doses given in the
damped feed or as a drench in 2 pints of water. Regulate the amount of feed
as far as possible, especially that of a fermentable nature, such as lucerne, peas,

&c.

Round Worms.—D.M. inquires re treatment for horse affected with small
red worms (about 5 an inch long).

Answer.—The small round worms are sometimes very difficult to eradicate.
Put the horse on bran mash for 24 hours and then give i pint Linseed oil with
1 ounce oil of Turpentine as a drench. If evidence of worms still remains, try

the effect of injecting into the rectum ^ gallon of lukewarm water in which is dis-

solved 5 ounce of common salt.
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Impaction of the Omasum.—W.G. wishes to know what is the cure for
impaction of the omasum.

Answer.—Impaction of the omasum is a condition which seldom, if ever, is

present in the cow. The normal condition of the organ is fairly dry and hard.
For the digestive troubles which follow he feeding with dry impactious foodstuffs
the administration of Epsom Salts i lb. in water 2 quarts, followed by powdered
Nux Vomica 2 dr.. Carbonate of Ammonia ^^ oz.. Ginger i oz., in water as a
drench twice a day is useful.

Excessive Application of BluestOne.—M.W.M. states that about three
months ago a draught mare developed a lump on the fleshy part of the cheek.
Since breaking, he has daily applied Bluestone and after treatment matter re-
sembling clots nf blood comes away.

Answer.—The continuous application of Bluestone is keeping the wound sore
and discharging—the substance is a caustic and so destroys the tissues. Washing
the sore daily with a i in 2,000 solution of Perchloride of Mercury and then
dusting dry Boracic Acid Powder on will be more useful.

Injury to Jaw-bone.—J.B.F. writes :
—" Three months ago a yearling

filly of mine got the side of its lip torn by a liook, which also chafed the bone.
The lip was stitched and the wound apparently healed, but a lump remains on
the bone, causing the side of lip to protrude. Would you recommend a blister?"

Answer.—The swelling on the bone has been induced by the injury, and it

is doubtful if you will ever get it away completely, though in time it will become
greatly reduced. It would not be wise to apply a blister but absorption may be
stimulated by painting three times a week with a strong tincture of Iodine.

Stamping and Biting of Fetlocks by Mare.—J.T.W. states that a mare
belonging to him is constantly stamping and biting her fetlocks.

Answer.—Give i oz. of Epsom salts in her feed night and morning for about
2 weeks. Cleanse the parts thoroughly and rub well into the roots of the hair
daily a mi.xture of equal parts of Methylated Spirits and Castor Oil.

Removal of Warts.—R.R. asks what is the best way to remove warts on
a cow's teats.

Answer.—Large warts may be removed by tying a piece of waxed silk around
their base. In a few days they will drop off. Smaller ones may be painted with
Lunar Caustic, but as any treatment is liable to make the teats sore the cow should
not be treated until dry.

Lump on Horse's Shoulder.—J.McP. asks what blister is recommended for

removing lumps on the shoulders of a horse. A lump, about the size of a hen's egg,
has formed on each shoulder, and when the horse is spelled the swelling goes down
somewhat, but the lumps can always be felt?

Answer.—Red blister may be used if the horse can have a good spell after

applying it. Should the swelling increase, as the result of such blister, it will be
necessary to operate, which, in most cases, is the most satisfactory treatment, the

swelling being a small shoulder tumour, due to pinching or jarring by the collar.

Cow Peas.—J.B. asks whether he could sow maize and cow peasi in the same
drill?

Answer.—It is not desirable to sow maize and cow peas in the same drill. The
cow pea is a shrub, and not a vine, and hence would not climb up the maize stalk.

Maize Silage.—J.B. finds thnt maize silage alone does not increase the flow of
milk to any extent, although it keeps the stock in good condition.

Answer.—Maize silage alone does not contain a sufficient proportion of the
flesh forming constituents of food to increase the milk flow when fed by itself. The
additions necessary to supplement it may be made with lucerne hay, good oaten or
w'heaten hay chaff, bran, or crushed oats, or peas.

Ploughing New Land.—M.S.R. inquires as to best plough to use for breaking
up hard ground for the first time. Disc ploughs are not much used in his district?

Answer.—Disc ploughs are thoroughly suitable for the first ploughing of stiff

land. After lying in fallow for some months, the land should be reploughed with
an ordinary 2 or 3 furrow plough, and well worked down with roller, disc, and
harrows.

Indentific.\tion of Plants.—V.W. forwards specimen of plant for identifi-

cation.

Answer.— It is Meadow Festue [Festuca elatior, L.), a native of Europe, now
naturalized in this State. It is an admirable fodder grass for land that is not too
dry, and does well under irrigation. Its yield is good, though not quite so high
as for Timothy, Foxtail, or Rye grass. It is better suited for cattle and horses than
for sheep, for which the Sheep's Fescue [Festuca ovina, L.), is a better grass.
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The College offers every facility to students to become competent agriculturists,

vignerons, and dairymen. The work is carried out on a large commercial scale, the
ploughing, drilling, manuring, harvesting, threshing, and shearing being done by
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LECTURES ON AGRICULTURAL SUBJECTS, 1909.

Agricultural or other Societies wishing to have one or more public lectures
delivered during 1909 are requested to make early application, so as to permit of a
complete syllabus being drawn up. Many of the lectures are illustrated by limelight
views. The hall, advertising, &c. , must be provided locally, free of cost, but all other
charges are borne by the Department.
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to the Secretary, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, On receipt of Post Card a copy
«f the Prospectus of either College will be posted.
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THE ALGARROBO OR CAROB TREE.

F. de CastcUa, Government ViticuUiirist.

This valuable tree is not unknown in Victoria, for healthy specimens

are to be found here and there in several of our country districts and its

extensive cultivation has been recommended by Baron von Mueller and other

botanical authorities. This advice has not, however, been acted upon and
no trials on anything like a practical scale seem to have been made.

A few notes concerning what I saw recently of this remarkable drought

resisting tree in Eastern Spain may prove of interest, and possibly lead to

it? further trial in Victoria.

CAROB TREES IN EASTERN SPAIN.

It was on the railway journey from Barcelona to Valencia that I first

saw extensive plantations of it; in this region the Algarrobo is one of the
striking features of the landscape. The beans borne by it, and" especially

the fleshy pods rich in sugar in which they are contained, constitute a large

portion of the fodder consumed by horses and mules. So much is this so

160(). K
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that in most villages of Eastern Spain the fact that a stable is attached to

a house is usually revealed by the penetrating smell of the bean pods, which,

roughly chaffed, almost always form part of a hors,e's ration. Considerable

quantities are also shipped to England and other countries.

The Levante, as the East Coast of Spain is usually termed, appears to

be the natural home of this remarkable tree in the Peninsula. North of
Barcelona the climate is rather cold for it but south of that town right down
to Alicante, Algarrobals, as plantations of tfiis tree are termed, meet the

eye everywhere. It is rarely planted on good land. Its deep roots and
power of resisting drought render it capable of living where scarcely any-

thing else will, and these qualities are taken advantage of in order to utilize

land which would otherwise be almost valueless and which is too dry for

the vine and the olive. Right up among barren rocks, wherever one can

find a few feet of soil and sometimes even where this is practically absent

but where the rock is sufficiently fissured for its deep roots to penetrate,

can one see the handsome, dark green, ash-like foliage of the Algarrobo.

Botanically known as Ceratonia Siliqua and popularly, in English, as

the Caxob ot Locust bean and sometimes, but it appears erroneously, as St.

John's Bread, it belongs to the order of leguminous plants and is a hand-
some tree, frequently attaining a height of 50 feet. Its longevity is

phenomenal ; most of the trees in the Levante are several hundred years

old. Like the olive it assumes, with age, most curious shapes; sometimes
the central portion of the trunk decays away, so that one tree is split up
into two or three. Frequently one sees a very old tree with the base of

its trunk built around to a height of 5 feet and even more, with big limestone

boulders from the hillsides
; propped up so to speak but continuing never-

theless to yield its crop of beans.

The Algarrobo is dioecious, male and female flowers being borne by
separate trees. Seedling plants must therefore be grafted, only a few males
being retained for the supply of pollen. The female trees, of course, alone

produce beans. Several distinct varieties are known. Plants of two of

the most papular, known respectively as Rogeta and Negreta were recently

imported bv this Department so scions for grafting will ere long be avail-

able.

Though capable of living and bearing its beans under the most un-

favorable circumstances this tree, like most others, responds to good treat-

ment and regular plantations are almost always cultivated whenever the

nature of the land permits the use of a plough. Even when this is not

possible the trees are usually dug round. Near Jaraco, on the railway

journey between Gandia and Carcagente, I was struck by one plantation

the soil of which consisted solely of fairly large stones—not gravel. The
regular lines in which they were arranged left no doubt as to ploughing

having been duly executed.

A few figures as to expenses of cultivation and yields may prove of

interest. For these I am indebted to Don Rafael Janini y Janini who
quotes them from D. G. Lleo Comin, Engineer-in-Chief of the Spanish

Forestry Dej^artmcnt.

The trees are planted very far apart; 24 trees per hectare or about 10

trees per acre is the usual number. At 10 or 12 years old they produce

84 lbs. of beans per tree and at 40 to 45 years they are in full bearing,

the usual crop of beans being about half a ton per acre. Cost of cultivation
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per acre is estimated to be as follows,

reckoning the peseta at par :
—

Ploughing
Scarifying
Pruning (paid for by value of firewood obtained)

Gathering and cartage
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Two statements made in Spain in connexion with the Carob tree deserve

considering here—one is that it will not do inland ; that it must have the

sea air in order to thrive. The other is that it must only be planted in

limev soils. The limited experience we have of the tree seems to contra-

dict both these contentions so far as Victoria is concerned. Several fine

trees exist in our inland climate, notably at Bendigo, Dookie. and Mildura ;

some of these are in soil very poor in lime and bear abundantly, though only

locally raised seedlings and therefore not of the best varieties.

The theory that the Algarrobo mu.st feel the sea breeze probably arises

from the nature of the country in Eastern Spain. As one leaves the coast

and goes inland the rise above sea level is very rapid and the climate be-

comes too cold for the tree to thrive. Strange to say I did not notice it

growing anywhere in Andalucia (Southern Spain), though there does not

appear to be any reason why it could not be successfully grown there.

Photographs of Algarrobos near Denia and near Gandia are here repro-

duced, and also of one at Swan Hill, in Victoria. The latter was 38

years old when photographed ; the height was then 27 feet and the girth,

2 feet from the ground, 5 ft. 3 in.

THE DAIRY BULL.

/. .S". McFadzean, Dairy Supervisor.

The statement " the bull is half the herd "'
is often made; and it is a

statement that indicates a fair and proper estimate when dealing with

pure-bred stock. With grade stock, however, the bull has anywhere
from three-fourths to everything to do with what that herd will be a few
)ears hence. Where haphazard breeding; has previously been practised,

the introduction to the herd of a pure-bred bull of milking pedigree will

most surely result in increasing the profit from that herd. The man who
persists in endeavouring to make a living by dairy-farming with mongrel

stock is " hoeing a hard row." To be successful at anything calls for

as much reasoning and common-sense method as it is possible to command.
To succeed at dairy-farming no branch of it should be neglected.

The first proposition in dairying is the obtaining of suitable cows.

Every bu\er knows that good cows are scarce. Almost all beginners know
to their cost how few cows prove satisfactorv out of the number purchased,

and also that the buying price of such good ones as they are lucky enough
to get hold of is invariably high. Good dairy stock are raised by dairymen
and from dairy stock only. Usually every dairyman keeps the best he

breeds for his own herd. It is therefore obvious that really good cows
are seldom obtainable at a reasonable price. In fact, except at clearing

sales, only poor and medium dairy stock are usually obtainable except at

high figures. The shrewd dairy -farmer therefore breeds his own good
milking stock, and sells his culls ; for, if he depends on the market for

good cows he will pay the full value for the bulk of his purchases, and
handle much inferior stock at a loss meanwhile. The breeding of high-

class dairy stock is profitable work, for there is. and must always be, a

steady demand for first-class milkers.

Among Victorian dairy-farmers there are many who possess highly

tremunerative studs of pure-bred dairy stock. Every progressive dairyman
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now recognises the value of pure-bred stock with a milking pedigree, and

many find it more profitable to raise their own bulls for breeding stock than

to buv them as re(quired. The former method unquestionably opens up

more opportunities for improvement, but ever\- one is not gifted with a

faculty for stock-breeding, and many have not the inclination. Breeders

of high-class dairy stock are, however, sufficiently numerous in Victoria

to allow of everv' dairyman obtaining a pure-bred bull at a reasonable

figure to improve the quality of his milking herd. This being so, it_ is

regrettable to note that the use of mongrel bulls and bulls of inferior

breeding is causing the dairying industry of this State thousands of pounds'

worth of loss annually.

The persistent intermixing of the various breeds and grades of cattle

in many dairy herds is probably the result of the old-time teaching that

cross-bred stock were hardier than those pure bred. The error in this

arises from the fact that pure-bred stock were handled much differently

years ago than they are now ; but the old-time ideas still live. Dairy stock

are not now pampered and forced for the show-ring. The judges do not

look for it. The pure-bred show stock of the present day are strong,

hardy animals, that for the most part of the vear are treated the same as

the rest of the dairy stock, with a little extra feeding and grooming as

show day approaches. At the shows the prize-takers aie strong, robust

cattle, and continuous breeding from sound-constitutioned stock has given

us pure-bred animals as hardy as can be desired. The milking capa-

bHities of the present-dav pure-bred dairy stock is also beyond question.

Occasionally a cross-bred or grade animal is found that is an extra heavy
producer. That this is not due to the actual crossing is demonstrated

by the variability shown in cross-bred animals as compared with pure stock.

Such dairying qualities as occur in cross-bred cows are due to the influence

of some pure-bred stock from which they have .sprung, and which the

effect of crossing has failed to annul. It is amongst pure-bred stock that

consistent milk production and evenness of quality generally are most in

evidence ; and the proportion of deep milkers amongst pure-bred stock is

considerably greater than amongst crossbreds. Even if it were possible to

consistently obtain good milking stock from first crosses, the maintenance of

pure herds is essential to the continued production of first crosses ; and the

keeping of pure-bred animals to breed first cross stock is \-erv like taking one

step forward and slipping back two. The crossing of pure breeds of dair\'

cattle to produce milking stock has. therefore, nothing to recommend it.

With two such profitable milking breeds of cattle as the Jersey and
Ayrshire in large numbers in the State, there is no reasonable excuse for

any dairyman using a cross-bred bull. Both of these breeds are long

established, and have been developed by breeders solely for dairv work.

On this account, bulls of these breeds stand far before those of any other

class of stock at present in the State in their suitability for improving
ordinary farm herds from a dairying stand-point. The longer a breed is

established the more fixed are its characteristics, and the more prepotent

may we expect the males to be in stamping their good qualities on their

progeny. When, therefore, a stock-owner wishes to improve his cattle for

dairy w'ork the use of a pure-bred bull from dairying stock is an absolute

necessity. To endeavour to attain the desired end wdth a cross-bred

animal will inevitably result in failure ; and it is significant that it is

from the users of inferior breeding stock that we inyarial)ly hear the com-
plaint that " dairying does not pav."
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Very noticeable, indeed, is rhe deterioration which results from the

use of an inferior bull in those cases where the farmer has succeeded in

getting together a herd of fairly good well-bred cows. If the bull used

is not from pure-bred dairy stock, the heifers from these cows are in-

variably inferior to their mothers, both in type and milk production. As,

however, three to four years must necessarily elapse before the progeny

of such a mating show their want of quality as milkers, even if the error

is then corrected, the dairyman has practically wasted those years by allow-

ing his herd to deteriorate when he might have been improving it.

Almost on a par with the user of the cross-bred bull is the dairyman

who, while using pure-bred bulls, varies the breed he uses from time to

time, and thus consistently " mongrelizes " his heifers. The whole in-

tent of using pure-bred bulls is to strengthen and perpetuate the dairying

qualities of the herd by the repeated addition of pure blood to it from

RESULT OF CROSS BREEDING.

one reliable breed. By this means the grade of the herd is raised in each

generation of heifers, till in time it should tecome almost indistinguishable

from a pure-bred herd. The only reason for advocating this grading up
of a herd instead of starting with pure-bred cows right from the outset is

that it is less expensive. It is, therefore, the more capable of being carried

to a successful issue by the man of small capital. Very few dairymen
can at the start buy pure-bred stock solely. The alternative is for each

to make the best of such cows as can be obtained. This can only be done
by following on the lines of pure breeding. Where an occasional cow or

heifer of good dairying quality and of the same breed as the bull that is

used can be added to the herd, improvement will be so much the quicker

;

but in any case satisfactory progress can be depended on by adopting the

grading-up process. If, however, a change is made in the breed of the

bulls used, exactly the same result will be obtained in the progeny of the

second animal as if a cross-bred bull had been used in the first instance.
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The onh' variation is that the deteriorating effect is postponed until the

progeny of the second bull matures. In such a case it is almost a cer-

tainty that the breeding of this second bull would be blamed for any such

deterioration ; whereas the whole trouble would be in the mongrelLzing

result which had thus thoughtlessly been brought about by the owner.

Breeders of stock recognise several laws which apply to all animals.

Among these are the laws of " heredity " and " atavism."
_
The former

is explained to a certain extent by the phrase " like begets like." This

law is reliable only when dealing with pure-bred stock of known breeding

and fixed traits of character. By atavism, on the other hand, is meant

a reversion to the type of some more or less remote ancestor. The occur-

rence is commonly known as " throwing back." The result is the

revival of some tendency which had previously been eliminated by per-

sistently breeding against it. All domestic animals have their origin in

^ome wild species. Through many generations past breeders of cattle

RESULT OF JUDICIOUS MATING.

have culled out animals that showed undesirable characteristics, and bred
only from such as possessed those which it was sought to perpetuate. In
this way the various breeds have been formed and perfected, but behind
them all lies their wild ancestry. If stock are permitted to breed indis-

criminately they tend to revert towards their original types with amazing
Tapiditv ; thus showing the potency of this power of '

' atavism
'

' or

"throwing back"; or, in other words, the strength of the blood of the

original species. Where a breed has been kept pure for a long period

the tendency to atavism is held in check. One object, therefore, of
maintaining and intensifying purity of breeding in dairy stock is to

prevent reversion or throwing back to an undesirable type.

The dairy-farmer, therefore, who uses any other than a pure-bred dairy

bull is working backwards from year to year ; and, in the end. he must
either give up dairying or begin over again by buying fresh stock. On
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the other hand, the user of the pure-bred bull each year improves the grade
of his herd in both appearance and production, and establishes his business

on a sound paying basis. While he is thus yearly increasing the profit

from his herd, such animals as he finds it expedient to cull out will find

a more ready sale on account of their showing some indication of having
been bred from dairy stock ; and the nearer his grades approach in

character to the pure stcxk the better will his selling prices be. In the

improved prices of culls alone the purchase of a good bull is often repaid.

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that the use of an inferior bull

in the dairy herd is a death-blow to the success of the next generation of

the herd. Valuable time is being wasted and money lost on everv dairv
farm where the owner neglects to make use of that most economical and
sure aid towards increasing his profits—the pure dairy-bred bull.

On pages 134 and 135 respectively are shown two opposite results in

stock breeding. Thei one on page 134 is a degenerate specimen, the

result of mating a cross-bred bull to a cross-bred cow. He is a 3-year-

old bull, and at the price of grass alone the raiser is probablv some ^4
^^ £S out of pocket by keeping him.

On the other hand, the Jersey bull demonstrates the result of judicious

mating. He is a winner of considerable prize money and, being bred
from dairy stock, he is highly valuable as a dairy stud bull ; in addi-
tion, his owner has an animal whose appearance is a considerable pleasure
to him. This bull is at present 25 months old, and has won 10 first

prizes and 4 championships. He was placed second in the yearling
class of 21 entries at the Melbourne Royal Show, 1907. That was his

first appearance in the show ring, he being then 10 months old. Since
then he has not been beaten in his class, winning in succession at Bacchus
Marsh, Cranbourne, and Dandenong in 1907; Lang Lang, Frankston,
Melbourne Royal, Ballarat National. Bacchus Marsh, and Dandenong,
1908 ; and he opened this year by winning first and champion prizes at

Frankston in January. These particulars were kindly furnished by the
owner, Mr. Wm. Ayres, who has a small dairv herd at Railwav Avenue,
Malvern. Mr. Ayres has been breedmg Jerseys for some 12 years past,

and his first exhibit—a cow—won ist and champion prizes at Bacchus
Marsh in October, 1901. That cow was Daphne, the grand-dam of this

bull, Favourite's Fox TT. His breedinrr is as follows :
—

Favourite

f 17 -ill? r Carnations Fox (inip.K
I J^avountes hex. ^ ., -f^^ i u n \

, -p jj I ( i<avonrite 111. by Beltesnazzar

1 D ii ' <^ (
Pretty's Boy.

I
'^^'•^"y s Queen.

| j^^^^J^^
^

(nnp.
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EXPERIMENTAL WHEAT FIELDS, \\m-\).

Report on the Seven-Year Fields.

/''. E. Lee, Agricultural Superintendent.

The present report deals witli the resuhs of the fourth year's crops upon
the experimental wheat fields conducted under agreement with the Depart-
ment for a term of 7 years. The endeavour has been made from year to
\ ear to investigate soil problems under practical conditions, and at the same
time to afford the owner of the land an opportunity to test the suitability

of a number of selected wheat varieties under local conditions of soil and
climate. In the carrying out of this policy the inspecting officers have been
able to familiarize themselves with the methods and prejudices of the wheat-
grower throughout the north. As the result of the mutual exchange of ideas,

I have formed the opinion that a great number of wheat-growers do not
give the necessary attention they should to seed selection, nor does there
appear to be much attempt made towards differential cultivation in soils of
widely dissimilar character.

These facts are stated not in any disparaging spirit, but simply because
they seem to be logical reasons why the average yield of wheat in Victoria

remains stationary. The want of uniformity in the character of many of
the soils in northern Victoria largely increases the difficulty of recommend-
ing any specific course of soil treatment which would meet all cases. It

must be patent, however, to any observer that the red cla^- soils throughout
the Wimmera differ widely from the black friable loams and sandy soils ;

this difference is not only in texture but in plant food constituents as well.

The moisture holding capacity of each type of soil also varies considerably.

To illustrate the necessity for a different method of cultivation to suit each

class of soil, where such is in sufficiently large areas, the following samples
were selected in the Echuca district, representing fairlv extensive areas of

each type. The samples are surface soils only.

Soil Analyses, Echuca District.
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are slow to absorb moisture ; hence it often happens that wheat sown on stiff

land is drowned out by water lying on the surface during the winter. Deeper
cultivation, as is the case in subsoiling, facilitates the passage of moisture
into the subsoil, and there is reason to believe from the evidence of these

fields that this system has certain advantages in altering the texture of the
soil. Something of the same nature can be effected by the growth of deeply
rooted plants, such as rape, peas, &c. It would be worth any farmer's

while to carry out a variety of experiments in cultivation methods on the

stiff clay soils on his farm in order to arri\e at a better understanding of

the behaviour under certain conditions.

I hold the opinion that the most that can be expected from these fields

is a suggestion towards improvement in any direction. It necessitates a
wider sphere and greater variety of conditions to test the utility of any
alteration in cultural methods before a linal conclusion can be come to.

Farmers are somewhat cautious in adopting changes of method, but there

seems to me sufficient logic in the chemical and mechanical analyses quoted
from a typical wheat-growing district, to make it worth while the attention

of some large wheat-grower, who has soil of a stiff clayey character, ta

approach the question of an alteration in soil treatment as a possible and
probable means towards increased production of grain.

Ordinary Cultivation versus Subsoiling for Hay.
One of the dangers attendant on constant cropping with wheat only, is

the introiluction of " take-all." To minimize this possibility and at the

same time to afford the soil an opportunity to recuperate its store of nitrogen,

a crop of Algerian oats and field peas was sow-n on Section A (ordinary cul-

tivation) and Section B (subsoiled). The results below indicate that for hay
growing in the Mallee, Wimmera, and Northern Plains the subsoiling has
been of negative value. It was pointed out in a report on these same fields-

in the March, 1907, Journal, that as regards increase in the yield of grain,

the subsoiling was beneficial in the Northern Plain country only.

YIELD PER acre OF ALGERIAN OATS AND PEA VINE HAY.

Mallee and Fringe.
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Returns from the Seven-year Wheat Experimental Fields, 1908-9.

1
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over a wide range of soils and \arying climatic conditions, but yet the Fede-

ration seems to hiave achieved this success. Federation, strongly advo-

cated by the Department, has been grown each iseason for four years against

the Dart's Imperial, which is generally accepted as being the variety most

extensi\"ely grown by the wheat farmer in Northern Victoria. The follow-

ing comparison is interesting :
—

Season.
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THE ELEMENTS OF ANIMAL PHFSIOL OGY.

W. A. Osborne, M.B., D.Sc, Professor of Physiology and Histology,

Dean of the Faculty of Agriculture in the University of Melbourne.

(Continued from page 85.)

XVIII.-The Ductless Glands.

So far as our present knowledge is concerned ihe most unsatisfactory

chapter in physiology is that dealing with those organs which have been

termed the ductless glands. As the name implies these structures are

devoid of any visible efferent channel carrying a secretion. In the case

of some of them it is indeed doubtful if any secretion is formed at all,

in which case the term " gland " is wrongly used. As regards the

functions of the ductless glands we know next to nothing. That the\

play a most important part in the economy of the bod\ has been proved

beyond doubt b\- pathological evidence and in the case of some of them
by the disastrous results that follow their removal.

LYMPHATIC GLANDS.—In the chapter on the circulation it was
shown that the living cells of the body are bathed in lymph, which fluid

can be regarded as a filtrate that has oozed through the thin walls of

the blood capillaries. Tlie spaces between the body cells are filled with
lymph and these spaces open into minute vessels, the lymphatic capil-

laries, which convev the lymph into larger lymphatic vessels and so on
until the whole lymph stream is discharged back again into the blood.

The flow of lymph is very sluggish and, in the case of the limbs, is

practically absent unless the limb be moved or massaged, in which case
the lymph is worked along the vessels owing to the rich supply of valves

with which these are supplied. But before the lymph is allowed to

re-enter the blood it is obliged to pass through at least one lymphatic
gland. The lymphatic glands are masses of lymphoid or adenoid tissue,

a structure composed of a very open frame-work loaded with round white
cells which are remarkably like some of the white cells of the blood.

The Ij'mphatic vessel as it enters the gland breaks up into a number of

finer vessels and the lymph thereby is brought into intimate contact with
the cells of the gland. It is highlv probable that here we have a pro-

tective mechanism bv which toxins, or the bacteria themselves, are de-

stro3'ed. If, for instance, inflammation occurs in a limb the lymphatic
glands (such as those in the human groin), through which the Ivmph
draining the infected area passes, swell up and become painful. If
the toxins be in excessive amount they mav be able to run the gauntlet

of the glands successfully and so enter the circulation producing profound
constitutional disturbances. Malignant tumours are verv liable to spread
along the lymphatic vessels and infect the glands often fairlv remote
from the original seat of mischief.

In the alimentary canal we find masses of Ivmphoid tissue placed
superficially in the mucous membrane. These belong to a slighth dif-

ferent category from the lymphatic glands proper because they are not
situated in the course of a Ivmph stream ; but the tissue of which thev
are composed is practicallv identical with that in the Ivmphatic glands.
At the back of the mouth on each side and guarding the entrance to
the pharynx we have the tonsils and m the upper part of the pharvnx
itself a ring of lymphoid tissue is found which, when swollen, constitutes
the well known adenoids. In the small intestine vhe Ivmphoid masses
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are known as Peyer's patches. Then in connexion with the coecum there

is a definite mass of this tissue which in some animals (as in inan) is so

pronounced as to constitute a distinct org^n, the vermiform appendix.
Of the functions performed by these lymphoid organs we know nothing.

The only surmise possible is that they act antagonistically to invading
disease germs, but it must be admitted that they are themselves singularly

liable to bacterial aggression ; thus, as in the human being, the tonsil 'S

attacked by scarlatina and quinsy, Peyer's patches by typhoid, and the

appendix by various inflammatorv processes.

^^iX.^ --•4^
,^» .

L
Fif^. 64.—Part of a section of the human thyroid

—

a, fibrous capsule ; b , thyroid

vesicles filled with, e, colloid substance; c, supporting fibrous tissue; d, short

columnar cells lining vesicles; /, arteries; g, veins filled with blood; h, lymphatic

vessels filled with colloid substances. (After S. K. Alcock.)

THE SPLEEN.—This organ, present in all true vertebrates, is com-

posed of a tissue closely resembling lymphoid tissue. It is well supplied

with blood vessels and its cells come into closer contact with blood than

those of almost any organ of the body, as lymph spaces are practically

absent. The blood circulating through it passes eventually into the

portal vein and so must traverse the liver before reaching the general

circulation. It has been supposed that the function of the spleen is to

pick out of the blood the red corpuscles that are the worse for wear and

to destroy them, but the evidence on which this view is based is not con-

vincing. Some have supposed the spleen to be the seat of formation

of white blood corpuscles but this liypothesis rests chiefly on the fact

that in some diseases, such as malaria in which the white cells of the

blood nre increased, the spleen is swollen. An animal deprived of its

spleen suffers in no detectable manner. This however does not prove

the uselessness of the organ as its duties may be taken up bv other

tissues, in fact, some of the lymnhatic glands throughout the body have

portions of their structure remarknblv like the spleen in appenrance, and

it has been coniectured that these glands can undertake the spleen's duties,

when this organ is removed.
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THE THYROID GLAND.—This organ when micruscopically inves-

tigated has a structure distinctly gland-like except that its acini are

closed, that is, do not possess any duct. The acini are filled with a

glairy fluid which may be a true secretion, and if so must be absorbed

through the blood capillaries or by ihe lymph system. It is however a

matter of doubt whether the thyroid adds something to the blood or

whether it remo\es some poisonous product from the blood. The one thing

certain is that in the majority of mammals removal of the thyroid is fol-

lowed by muscular weakness, sluggish movement, and finally death.

In man loss of the thyroid produces the disease known as myxoedema.

The human child, bereft by any means of its thyroid, does not grow at

the normal rate and at the usual age of maturity may remain a dwarf
in body and a child in mind. The marvellous fact is that such a child

(a cretin as it is called) may be induced to grow normally by administer-

ing the thyroid gland of any mammal with its food. Similarly young
animals bereft bv surgical means of their thyroid will grow normally if

the thyroid of a kindred species is grafted in a suitable place in the body.

It has been suggested that the thyroid manufactures hormones which regu-

late growth but it must be admitted that thyroid extract administered to

an adult has the reverse action, namely, induces loss of weight. The
thyroid gland is placed in the neck caudal to the larynx. It is very

richly supplied with blood vessels. When greatly swollen it forms the

tumour known as goitre. Associated with it are small glands called the

para-thvroids the function of which is unknown.
THE SUPRARENAL GLAND.—This organ has a double origin in

embryological development and displays a correspondingly twofold char-

acter in its tissue. The central portion, or medulla, arises from the

nervous system ; the outer portion consists of columns of epithelial

cells. Of the function of the outer portion we know nothing. As re-

gards our knowledge of the medulla we are in a more fa\'orable position.

It has now been placed beyond doubt that the medulla of the gland pro-

duces and adds to the blood a hurmone which can be obtained in crvs-

talline form and which is sold in the market under various names such
a? adrenalin, efinefhrin, hemiscitie, &c. The chemical constitution of
this substance has been determined ; it is a derivative of the well known
organic compound pyrocatechin. An extract of the suprarenal medulla,
or adrenali.n itself, if injected will produce all the effects of stimulation

of the thoracic autonomic or sympathetic ner\'es. Thus the arterioles

constrict, the pupil is dilated, the uterus contracts, the heart is accelerated,

the movem.ents of the alimentar\- canal are stopped, the hair is erected,

&c. The intensity of the effect produced bv even minute doses of
adrenalin is surprising. Thus tttVtt grain injected into the blood
stream of a dog may double the blood pressure owing to the powerful
constriction of the arterioles as well as the local stimulating action on
the heart. A dilute solution placed on a mucous membrane will so
constrict the vessels that complete pallor results. The effects of such
an injection or application are. howexer. verv temporary. If the
suprarenal glands be removed all those functions that depend upon
thoracic autonomic stimuli fall into abeyance and there is also a marked
muscular weakness and the animal invariably dies (Addison "s disease in

the human being). Adrenalin is largely used in medical and surgical

science on account of its poweiful propc^rties. If it accompanies a

local anaesthetic such as cocaine, wheii this is injected suljcutaneouslv or

intraspinally, it causes a much slower absorption of the drug.

If given by the mouth it produces constriction of the l)lood vessel.^
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of the stomach and so delays the absori^tion of the poison, hence its

use in emergenc) treatment. Injected into the blood it may tide over

a crisis due to a dangerous fall of blood pressure. It will also stop the

bleeding for a time of a raw surface and also, for a time, blanch an

inflamed conjunctiva, &c.

THE PITUITARY BODY.—This organ placed in the skull at the

base of the brain is also, like the suprarenal gland, of double origin and
structure. A nervous part we have met already as an outgrowth from
the thalamic region of the brain. The otiier part is epithelial in char-

acter. From the nervous portion an extract can be made which acts like

adrenalin but with much less intensity. An extract of the epithelial

portion is said by some investigators to increase the secretion of urine

by the kidney. That this organ is important is seen by the consequences

(or concomitants) of its disease, but of its functions we can say little.

THE THYMUS GLAND (True Sweetbread). —This organ, placed in

the thorax in the young animal, undergoes atrophy when maturity is

reached. A suggestion has been made that it undertakes duties in the

w^ay of hormone formation in youth that are afterwards carried out by

the reproductive glands, but we are reallv quite ignorant cf its

significance.

TOOWOOMBA CANARY GRASS.

Phalafls hiilhosa L. appears to include a large part of the specimens

received as " PJtalaris comtnuiata." This grass appears to have an exag-

gerated value attached to it as a fodder plant.

It certainly does well in good,

rich, fairly moist soils, and is

useful to that extent, hut for

poor and especially dry soils it is

far less useful and productive

than many already well known
grasses, both native and exotic.

The accompanying photograph

represents stands of Paspalum
vii-gatum and of the Toowoomba
Canary Grass after one year's

growth at the Herbarium with a

moderate supply of water, and in

rather poor soil. As can be

seen, there is no comparison

between the two grasses, al-

tiiough they were grown close

alongside each other under

closely similar conditions. The
fodder yield of the i'aspalum

would be at least three or four

times that of the Phalaris.

virgaliitn f^_

' "IMicilaris
Lununuiata

A.T.E.

TWO FODDER GRASSES.
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BUD-VARIATION IN CORINTH CURRANT VINE.

No. I.

D. McAlpinc, Vegetable Pathologist.

About the middle of January, the Horticultural Editor of the Mildura

Cultivator sent me a specimen which he described as " a freak of nature,

or a remarkable case of cross-fertilization, in the shape of a bunch of

grapes, half of which are Corinth currants and half Muscat Gordo
Blanco. One grape is half of each. It was taken from a currant vine, on

which all the other fruit is normal." Photograph No. i gives a good
representation of this specimen. Towards the foot of the stalk are the

ordinary seedless currants, then light and dark variations, alx)Ut double

the size, and the rest consist of round Muscat-like grapes, with a single

specimen about the centre, which is a piebald, or half-and-half. Both the

piebald and the large Corinth contained a single seed each, and the large

round ]\Iuscat-like berries contained several seeds each, which have been
preserved for future piantnig.

On further inquiry 1 found that the same vine bore two more abnormal
bunches, although, at hrst, not observed. One, a so-called tendril branch,

bearing about eighteen currants and six of the round Muscats ; and the

other, a ver\ fine one, shown in Photograph No. 2. This consisted of

54 ordinary seedless currants, two piebald, or half-and-half, and 38 of

the round Muscats, together with a large currant, about double the size

of the normal, and containing one seed.

It appears that, in the Mildura district, the Corinth vine is addicted

to such freaks, although not often to the extent of bearing three abnormal
bunches on different parts of the same vine, and they are not unknown
in some Goulburn Valley vineyards. But, apparently, no one has
hitherto followed up and tried to account for this remarkable phenomenon,
which is usually dismissed as being merely a " freak " or a " sport,"

and, therefore, not capable of any reasonable explanation.

On submitting the specimens to Mr. F. de Castella, he was not aware
of ever having met with anything exactly similar, even although he has

seen the vine growing in many lands, and Darwin, in his work on The
Variation of Animals and Plants under Domestication, gives several cases

of variation in the fruit of the grape, but none so striking as this. He
quotes Count Odart's description of a variety which often bears, on the

same stalk, small, round and large oblong berries ; though the shape of
the berry is generally a fixed character. He also mentions the case of the

Muscat de Frontignan, in which, on the same foot-stalk, the lower berries
" were well-coloured black Frontignans ; those next the stalk were white,

with the exception of one black and one streaked berry," and altogether

there were fifteen black and twelve white berries on the same stalk. But
in none of these instances is there anything approaching the production of
an ordinary seedless currant, a piebald, and a round Muscat berry, by a

Corinth currant vine.

I regard this as an extreme case of bud-variation, as opposed to what
might be called seed-variation, or the variation of a plant, as a whole, and
not of a part such as a bud. It has been suggested that the variation might
be due to cross-fertilization, but it is certainly not a case of crossing, for,

€!ven granting that a cross had taken place this season between the Corinth

and the Muscat, it would only have affected the seed inside, and not the
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Iruit generally. No doubt the production of seed might influence the

development of the flesh of the fruit, but that is all. It would not
account for the fertilized ovary of a Corinth currant assuming the form
of a Muscat, and even self-fertilization would only account for the forma-
tion of seed and the enlargement of the berry. There is a striking instance

of the self-fertilization of the Corinth currant given by A. Jurie, in the

Revue de Viticulture for 5th September, 1896. One bunch was selected

early in the season, before the commencement of flowering, and enclosed

in a paper bag, to prevent the access of any foreign pollen. Two other

bunches of the same vine were carefullv pollinated in the oj)en, one with

last season's pollen of Aramon-rupestris-Ganzin, and the other with fresh

pollen of the same vine, the object being to compare the virility of fresh

pollen with that of a year old. In due course he found, to his great

TWO ABNORMAL BUNCHES FROM CORINTH CURRANT VINE.

astonishment, tliat the two bunches, which were artiticially ix)llinated,

produced only the small grains characteristic of the Corinth, while, on

exposing the self-fertilized bunch, he saw a superb bunch with close oblong

berries, all equal, and containing pips. (See illustration on page 147.)

Thus, neither self-fertilization nor cross-fertilization would account for the

production of !Muscat-like and piebald berries on a Corinth currant vine.

It has been suggested that the dark and the light berries, with seeds, on

ihe abnormal bunches, from Mildura, represent the two parents, from the
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crossing of which the seedless grape was derived. It would be interesting

to settle, first of all, if the Corinth is the result of a cross; and, second 1},

if we have here the original parents from which it was derived. That is

one point, at least, which can be determined (although it will take some
time), from the seeming erratic behaviour of the bud of the Corinth, as

both seeds will be i)lanted, and the cross can afterwards be made. My
colleague, Mr. Castella, has kindly supplemented this brief account of a

remarkable occurrence, and his large experience and extensive knowledge
peculiarlv fit him for throwing some light on this perplexing subject.

No. II.

F. de Castella, Government Vitieulturist.

I have examined, with much interest, the curious bunches of grapes
borne, at Mildura, by a Corinth currant vine, which were brought under
my notice by our Vegetable Pathologist, Mr. D. McAlpine, who has al-

ready described the occurrence in detail, and obtained photographs of the

two specimens. I'his is one of the strangest freaks of the kind which has
come under my notice ; it is one which may lead to most interesting results,

and, when followed up, may throw light on several questions of wider
than merelv viticultural interest.

^

SELF AND ARTIFICIALLY FECUNDATED BUNCHES.

The large question of bud-variation and sporting is concerned, and
information may be obtainable which will enlighten us as to the origin

of the Corinth vine, which received so little attention in viticultural

literature.

Sports are not uncommon in the case of the vine. The Centennial
grape is an example. This is a sport from the Waltham Cross variety,

which has been fixed and perpetuated by cutting propagation. Sports are

responsible for frequent changes in colour, shape, and size of fruit.
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Several colour variations of well-known French wine varieties have
originated in this way, but such a complete and radical change as the

one under notice has not, to my knowledge, been so far placed on record.

Two varieties of vine are grown for the production of currants in Vic-

toria, viz., the Zante and the Corinth. The former, owing to its better-

filled bunches, has almost entirely displaced the latter, which differs

chiefly from the Zante by the Muscat flavour of its fruit. Like the Zante,

its berries are small and seedless, though an odd large berry, containing

pips, occasionally makes its appearance.

The number of regularly seedless vines is not large ; the two varieties

referred to above, and the Sultana (including the closely allied TFTomp-
son's seedless) are the only sorts cultivated on a commercial scale in

Victoria. The physiological laws governing the development of seedless

fruit have not received the attention such an interesting subject would
seem to merit.

According to Professor Muller Thurgau, the size of the berry is

directly influenced by the development of the seed it contains. Jurie
looks upon these seedless varieties as cases of the partial non-setting of the
fruit known in French under the name of Millermid—a faulty condition

in the case of vines which normally bear fruit containing pips.

The Zante, the Corinth, and the Sultana appear to be examples of

Millerand (a word which has no English equivalent) affecting every berry

of the bunch ; a condition probably intensified and fixed by artificial

selection extending over a long period, for these varieties have been cul-

tivated since early times in oriental countries. Millerand would thus, in

the case of these seedless varieties, have become their normal condition.

Several usually seed-bearing varieties, which are widely cultivated, present

the phenomenon of Millcrand ; for example, the Gordo Blanco and the

Bicane (known locally as Raisin des Dames). In seasons unfavorable

to the setting of the fruit, one finds bunches composed of a few normal,

seed-containing berries, mixed with small seedless ones. In the case of

the Gordo Blanco, it is these faultv berries, separated after drying, by

means of riddles, which constitute the seedless muscatels of commerce.

In an article dealing with the Sultanina, the name by which the

Sultana is usually known in France, in Rcvitc de Viticulture of 5th Nov.,

1898, M. J. M. Guillon writes as follows, concerning the absence of

seeds:
—" As authors do not agree as to the causes to wh'ch the absence

of pips in the Sultanina and Corinth are to be attributed, I sought, dur-

ing mv stay in Greece, for some varieties of these ' Cepages ' bearing

pips. I did not find any. If the Sultanina were a native of Greece, one

might conclude that this anomalv is not the result of an accident of vege-

tation (bud-variation), perpetuated by cutting propagation, but really that

of the constitution of the sexual organs of the flower which are sterile."

In the case of the Corinth, the reversion of an occasional berry to

what is probably the normal state, that is, containing pi])s, is not un-

common, but the appearance, in a bunch, of a large proportion of berries,

differing entirelv as regards size, colour, and texture of skin, from even

the seed-containing lierries occasionally to be found, is a truly extra-

ordinary freak, and one I should have experienced difficulty in crediting

had I not [personal I v examined the bunches, photographs of which are re-

produced.

The case under observation appears to be one of bud-variation ; pos-

sibl\ a reversion to the type of one of the sexual parents of the original
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Corinth currant vine. The Muscat flavour of this grape would hint at

one of its parents having been a Muscat-flavoured variety, possibly the

Muscat of Alexandria, so largely grown in eastern countries. Partial

reversion to this tvpe, though exceedingh curious, is not impossible, and

it is in this direction that the solution of this strange puzzle will probably

be found. At the present stage, it is premature to say more on the sub-

ject, but further developments will be anxiously looked for. It is to

be hoped that any vine-growers who note among their vines, anything of a

similar nature, w)il immediately communicate their observation to Mr.

McAlpine.

ZANTE CURRANTS GRAFTED OX RESISTANT STOCKS.

p. A. Wyatt, Travelling Asi->istaut Vitictiltiirist.

It is often asserted that the Zante currant vine " does not do well on
Ann-ri'-an n-sistan s^l^ks." The accompanying illustrations of Zante

ZANTE CURRAN'T ON RUPESTRIS ME TALLICA (CAPE).

currant vines grafted on to resista;!t stocks should go to prove that the
assertion is not a correct one. The photographs are those of vines
growing at Mr. C. J. Nash's '' Elysium " Vineyard, Broken River,
Nalinga.

The soil on which they are planted is sandy alluvial, river bank
loam, about 25 feet above summer level. The vineyard has never been
irrigated in any way. The vines are planted 12 x 10 feet apart, are
trellised, and were this season cinctured with a single incision only.

The crop on the vines M^hen the photographs were taken would yield
considerably over a ton of very excellent qualitv of dried fruit to the
acre.
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Plate No. I shows a Zante currant grafted on to Rupestris metallica
(Cape) which was planted as a cutting (as thick as a straw) in August,
1903, and vineyard grafted in October, 1906. The second illustration

represents a Zante currant grafted on to Riparia gloire. The stock was
planted as a cutting in August, 1903, and grafted in the vinevard during
October. too6.

ZANTE CURRANT ON kUAkiA GLOIRE.

In the same vineyard, are Sultana vines grafted on resistant stocks,

as well as the same variety on its own roots. These vines are all doing
very well. Although Mildura is supposed to be the home of the Sultana

in Victoria, INIr. Nash has certainly proved that it can be successfully

grown on the Broken River. He has vines of this varietv that for their

age are as good as any I have seen. Had they been irrigated this

season thev would have been even better.

RAPE AS A CATCH CROP.
H. TF. Ham, Sheep Expert.

Catch crops, as the name implies, convev the impression that there is

an element of chance existing about them. There are very few farmers

who can expect a catch crop to pay them. Only in areas of our heaviest

rainfall are they to be advocated, and only then under certain conditions.

A catch crop is usually sown among the stubbles and cultivated in,

or, in some soils, harrowed in. If rain comes through the summer in

sufficient quantity it will prove serviceable for putting the finishing touch

on sheep and lambs that have not been quite good enough before, but

considering that this is the time of year that mutton is cheapest, it is not

usually found very profitable. It pays best when the paddock sown is

intended to be left out through the winter, readv for spring fallowing.
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In this case the cleaning it gets, together with the sheep manuring, is a

considerable benefit. The richer the soil and the heavier the rainfall,,

the greater chance there will be of a fair shoot. A free soil is desirable,

not one that setg hard.

About 6 lbs. of good seed, sown evenly broadcast, is an average sowing;

4 or 5 lbs. if the ground is fine, 7 or 8 if the ground is coarse. If

the soil be of an exceptionally loose nature there will be a possibility of
the rape seed, running in behind the harrow teeth to too great a depth;
in this case a strong harrowing first, then sowing, and finally a light

harrow would be a more correct procedure. There is, howe\-er, no hard
and fast rule in these matters.

Many farmers hold that superphosphate sown with the seed through
the drill is of no great advantage unless it is intended to feed on through

the winter, the growing time being so short. Further, it is urged that

the fertilizer is very much against a summer crop should no rain come;
but if the dry weather plus the super, spoils it, it is not likely to have
been worth anything without the super., all the same.

Rape as a fodder plant is at its best for feed value when it bears a

blue tinge on the lower leaves ; this comes in warm weather. It has then

a warm taste and is most fattening for sheep. With summer rape, once
a good plant is obtained, it is more fattening in proportion than winter
rape, although, of course, nothing like the quantity of growth can be
obtained.

There is nothing to be gained by any mixture with rape at this time of
sowing, for as a general rule the ground is intended for ploughing in the
autumn, and no other fodder plant is so suitable and gives the same feed
value for sheep work in the time.

This catch crop is the most serviceable with stud sheep breeders in

good rainfall areas. It is splendid to wean ram lambs on to; it also

serves as a hospital paddock for weak lambs that have contracted Avorms
(for all lambs and weaners are subject to worms in wet districts), and,
as stated in the January Journal, rape is the best remedy for wormy
lambs. A catch crop of rape is also very useful for aged stud ewes in

lamb or rearing lambs ; at their age they must have soft feed to do at all

well.

While rape at this time of year is of great assistance in curing sick and
wormy weaners, and bringing weak sheep through the summer, it is not
a good feed from a wool-growing point of view. Apart from the fleece

gtetting earthy, rape grows a harsh, straight fibre. The best of merinoes,
showing all the characteristics of merino wool, will when put on a pad-
dock of rape come off after six weeks or two months with a much stronger,

harsher, and straighter fibre. For show merinoes it is not a success.

With British breeds it is not so much on account of the effect on the fibre

that it is disliked, although it is rather objectionable even then, but these

breeds allow more dust in the fleece than a merino with a fair amount of
yolk and density, and are then not so attractive for show purposes.

Before sowing a catch crop a farmer should consider his chances of
summer rain, his intentions as to sowing the paddock with a general

crop, and what chances he has of getting stock to turn on, to bring him
in a profit for the time and outlay.
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DISEASES OF FARM ANIMALS.

5. S. Cameron, M .R.C.V .S., Chief Veterinary Officer.

POISONINGS.

{Continued from page iio.)

FORAGE POISONING.
" Staggers " or Forage Poisoning in Horses.

The subject of " Forage Poisoning" also known as " Stomach Stag-
gers " was dealt with at length in the Journal for April, 1907.

Sorghun] Poisoqirig.

An article on "Sorghum Poisoning" appeared in the March, 1908,
issue of the Journal.

Eqsilage Poisoqiqg.

Ensilage is not a suitably food for working horses. Its nutritive ratio

is usually too " wide"; that is, for its bulk it contains too little nutri-

ment and consequently horses to be sustained on it alone need more than their

small single stomach is able to contain or digest properly. But it is seldom
a cause of sudden mortality in horses fed 00 it unless it has been impro-
perly made or has become deteriorated by toO' long exposure to air after

being opened up. Some years ago the deaths of a number of horses in

the St. Arnaud district of Victoria were attributed to poisoning by ensilage

that had become mouldy ; and a somewhat extensive series of fatalities

occurred in Coonong in New South Wales as a result apparently of feeding

on decomposing ensilage. In this latter case the horses had apparently

become weakened and debilitated by being fed on ensilage for six months
before the fatalities commenced. In this connexion the follovving extracts

from a report by Mr. Ed. Stanley, F.R.C.V.S., late Government Veteri-

narian of New South Wales, on the Coonong' cases is interesting and
informative. He says :

—

" For the last six months the station and working horses have been fed
entirely on ensilage, and are said to have put on fat for the first few-

weeks, while they were idle. At that time they were having a spell.

When put to work thev were soft, and soon lost their condition.

About the middle of June a second silo was opened. This contained
about 100 tons of wheaten hay, cut while green and with grain in the ears,

grown on 130 acres in the swamp paddock. This paddock was flooded
early in September, when the crop was yellow from drought and about
6 inches high. It grew rapidly until cut, and was not noticed to ha\e
been other than healthy. No one remarked rust or blight of any kind.
but such a condition may or may not have existed.

The ensilage appeared to be good ; but the horses were remarked to be
sluggish and spiritless. Thev sweated a good deal while at work, and all

got thin. Some had diarrhoea. These matters were not heeded at the
time, beyond the manager thinking that the work was reducing the animals.
The manager gave a few oats with the ensilage to the horses engaged in

tank sinking. The silo pit being 2 miles from the station, and 3^
miles from the tank work, necessitated a three or four davs' supplv being
fetched from the silo twice a week (instead of being fresh every day, as
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it ought to be). If kept over three days it became whitened with a fungus
like mould, and became rotten and stinking. Usually, the feed troughs

were cleaned out before fresh ensilage was given, but not always; hence,

the mould fungus was cultivated. This went on for three weeks, some
of the hoTses working down thin. As soon as the tank was finished,

they were turned into paddocks for a .spell. (Grain is very scarce in this

district.)

The first case of illness noticed was a station mare in a yard standing

at the feed trough at midday on 3rd July. She was bled, and a dose of

oil was given her. She died on the evening of that day. This mare
had eaten nothing but ensilage for the preceding eight days. Previously

she had been in a grass paddock.

The next animal noticed to be ill was one of a pair used to draw out

the dead animal. She had eaten ensilage for nine days. She was in a

low condition, and was nearly knocked up w'hile employed at the wo-rk.

On the same day she died.

The third animal taken ill was a valuable four- year-old draught entire

horse. He had never been in the paddock, nor had he been worked.

He was kept in the yard during the day, and was put into a stable at

night. He had been fed on ensilage only for the last six weeks. It was

noticed that he was lying in the yard on Saturday. He was bled, and

oil was given to him. He died the same night.

The fourth animal attacked was a station hack. He had been fed

on ensilage onlv for six weeks; was taken ill on Sunday and died on

Tuesday.
The fifth animal taken ill was a draught hoTse. He had been tank-

sinking, and had been kept at the tank with the other horses. He was

5 or 6 miles from the station, and there fed on ensilage and a few oats

for six weeks. He was turned into a paddock situate 4 miles from the

station with several others when the work was completed. On Monday

he was seen ill, and was too weak to walk home. He fell and died in

the paddock during Tuesday night.

The sixth, a draught 'horse (companion to the last-mentioned), seerned

all right on Monday. On Tuesday he was lying down. Upon being

roused up, he walked weakly. He staggered a quarter of a mile, fell

into a crab hole, and died the same night.

And so on with ten more hacks and draughts, every caie of them

working horses, fed on similar ensilage. Their water supply had been

obtained from various sources—crab holes in the paddocks filled by the

recent rains, tanks, and station creek water. Water from the same

sources was used for domestic purposes and for cattle, sheep, dogs, and

swine.

This mortality had oiccurred before my arrival. There were several

horses still alive, but ill. The svmptoms in all the cases I saw were

alike—varving only in degree. These were listlessness, prostration of

strength, sore throat (without swelling or pain upon manipulation). Ex-

treme irritation was shown by liquids being swallo'wed with great diffi-

cultv, although thirst was marked. Food and water were both returned

through the nostrils ; this often being accompanied by fits of coughing.

This abnormal process is still seen in the convalescents, now feeding well.

There was constipation with straining, the dung being dark-coloured

and most offensive. The urine was passed freely in large quantities.

It was of the usual colour and clear. It presented nothing diagnostic
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on examination. The pulse was small, hard, feeble and indistinct. The
heart was irritable and laboured, ranging from 40 to 60 beats per minute.
Respiration was slightly accelerated ; but with feeble chest and abdominal
movements. Visible mucous membranes were of a dirty brownish-
yellowish colour. The tongue was pastv and dry, emitting a horrid
nauseating odour, almost unbearable. The temperature ranged from 95
degrees to 100 degrees. The extremities were cold. There was no
indication of suffering from pain, of inclinatiqn to lie down, or of cerebral

or spinal disturbance. The animals were conscious up to the last and
attempted to eat and drink, even when lying prostrate and unable to rise.

Mastication was very slow, as if from muscular weakness, and quids were
often retained in the mouth. The horses could scarcely swallow fluids,

but could eat dry oaten hay. Drenching always caused coughing so that

medicine had to be given in other wavs.

I made two post-mortem examinations. One was Oif a horse that died
on the night preceding our arrival ; the ofther animal died on the night
after our arrival. (None of the animals under treatment died during
our stay.)

The fost-tnorteni appearances, as briefly as possible, and avoiding
technicalities, were as follow :—Congestion of the nasal passages, larynx,

and tracheae. This was moire marked in the first case. The tongues
were dry and thicklv furred. The pharynx was inflamed, but free from
ulceration or diphtheritic deposit. The stomachs and large intestines

were of a brownish-black colour, the mucous membrane being deeply
stained. The stain would not wash off. The contents were soft. The
bowels were lesis affected. The contents of the rectum were drv and
hard. The peritoneum was stained in large patches of a ruddy colour,

and the mesenteric veins were filled with black coagulated blood. The
bladders were ecchymosed' in a most remarkable manner. The heart was
flabby, dark in colour. Extravasations of bload occurred along the course

of the blood vessels, and also on the fleshv pillars inside the ventricles.

Both right and left cavities contained firm clots of blood, formed partly

of yellow lymph and almost black blood, separated bv gravitation. The
liver was dark, and slightly ecchvmosed. The spleen was healthy in

appearance. The lungs, in one case, were full of congested blood, and
the tracheae and' bronchial tubes were greenish-black in colour. In the

other case, the lungs were nearlv normal. I noticed the entire absence

of fat, which circumstance is verv unusual in the horse. I also noticed

the presence of manv intestinal worms, four \'arieties being recognised.

No bacilli were in the blood.

Treatment consisted in evacuating the poison, and restoring the blood

to its normal condition bv the judicious administration of salines and
antiseptics, with easilv-digested and nutritious food. The sufferers were

sheltered at night from the cutting winds. General attention was given

to cleanliness and comfort.

As a means of preivention, I suggest the institution of change of feed

for ensilage, such as chaff, with bran, oats, oaten hay, and grass—and a

constant supply of salt within their reach.

It is to be noted that these horses have been living on ensilage from
the first pit for the last six months, getting a fresh supply daily, and that

they did satisfactorilv on it.

Cattle and sheep do well on this artificially-preserved food ; but it is

never advisable to limit animals to one article of diet. Change of food
is as necessary for them as it is for human beings. No doubt, ruminating
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animals, which have only to eat and sleep and time to browse over the

paddocks, stand a far better chance of thriving on food of this character

than the single-stomached, hard-worked horse, who is required to exhaust

his muscular strength day by day, s.o that be cannot thrive and work

unless fed on clean and wholesome food with concentrated nutriment in

small bulk. Hence, grain of some kind or other is his usual fare.

Ensilage should be used in conjunction with other feed, and care

should be taken that it is not used if damaged by age or exposure to the

air. Mixed grasses would make a more nutritious ensilage for horses

than growing grain. Wheat and wheat straw are both unsuitable, and

are bad feed for horses. In the form of ensilage, this fodder is soft,

and is not wholesome as a stable diet.

The unfortunate fatality leads me to the conclusion that ensilage ex-

posed to the air for a very few days, under favorable climatic conditions,

such as moisture and temperature heat, forms an excellent seed-bed and
nourishing medium for fungoid growths, such as moulds and low forms of

vegetable life. Their germs, being always present in the air, are in-

creased to mvriads under favorable conditions, and such undoubtedly

existed in this outbreak. Rain having recentlv fallen, following on a

long period of heat and drought, and the horses being weak, predisposed

them to the ill effects of the fungus, which not only entered their systems

through the stomach, but also during respiration. Being exposed toi the

same poisonous agents day after dav. chronic poisoning and fatal conse-

quences followed.

Sixteen valuable horses died. Eleven horses were treated. Ten of

the latter are convalescent, recovery being a slow process. One animal,
I fear, is incurable, it being dangerouslv ill, utterlv prostrate and de-

lirious.

There are several other horses scattered on the station ; but these have
not had ensilage. Thev are all healthv."

POISONING BY MOULDS, RUST AND SMUT.
Moulds of various kinds, principally those of the genera Mncor,

Aspergillus and Pencillum, attack the different foodstuffs of animals.

When mouldy foods are partaken of in large quantity, which only occurs

when other foods are not available, the general toxic action is character-

ized by contraction of the pupil, paralysis of the vaso-motor system,

diminution of respiration, loss of power of muscular contraction, drowsi-

ness and convulsionss. The consumption of mouldy hay, oats and meal

generallv produces ccilic and diarrhoea and it has been known to cause

inflammation of the bowels (enteritis) in horses. The poisonous principle

is not the mould fungus but a toxic excretion (ptomaine) which emanates

from it during growth.

Rust.—The most common rust fungus is the Puccinea graminis which

attacks cereals. The feeding of rusty straw gives rise to flatulence, hoven

(tympanitis) and constipation which may be so aggravated as to end seri-

ously if the cause is not discontinued.

Sn^ut or Blacl^ Rust.— Tilletia caries is the most poisonous variety of
smut, Ustilago niaydis and Ustilago segeium being less harmful. When
grain attacked bv caries or smut is eaten, inflammation of the bowels may
ensue. Bronchitis and inflammation of ihe lung>^ may also be caused by
inhalation of pulverized smut grains. Abortion has frequently been-

known to supervene on the ingestion of Ustilago maydis. There is also a
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rust called Usiilago liypdytcs, a species of PcnciUiiim which attacks grasses

or hay and appears to be poisonous. It produces considerable irritation

of tissues or surfaces that it comes in contact with.

General Remarks.—Many cases of inappetence, colic, flatulence and

constipation are caused bv the eating of mould, rust, or smut-impregnated

food without the true cause being suspected. Hence the necessity in such

cases of always carefully examining the food. In acute cases of this

kind there is often great depression and stupor. The primary constipation

may be followed by a profuse foetid diarrhoea which may be accompanied
bv pain and straining. The coat becomes harsh and staring and the

animal rapidly falls off in condition. The fact of several animals in the

stable becoming ill at the same time should direct attention to the food.

Polyurea associated with parenchymatoms nephritis (inflammation of the

kidneys) frequently follows on the feeding over a lengthened period of
damaged food. Mr. Edward Stanlev, F.R.C.V.S., late Government
Veterinarian for New South Wales, had experience of considerable mor-
tality in sheep from feeding on rusty wheaten hay. It appeared that 30
or 40 tons of wheaten irrigated hay had become rusty, and were cut and
put along with seme old havstacks for the time of scarcitv, which came
this season during the drought. Seven thousand ewes were fed on hay,
and it was noticed that those fed on rust\ hav became ill, and many died
within a week with symptoms described as a sort of blindness, fits, stag-

gering gait, prostration and death ; the lungs w-ere of a blackish colour and
the liver peculiarly light in colour. The last two loads of the rusty hay
killed aliout 100 sheep ; between 400 and 500 were lost, and a good many
more affected before the cause of the maladv was suspected. The sickly

ewes were moved and fed on boree, and many recovered. Four thousand
weaners fed on good hay in the same paddocks, and using' the same water-

ing places, were not affected in the least.

Treatment.—A change of food must be at once p.dopted. The fer-

menting food in the intestines should be got rid of by purgatives and enemas
and the fermentation mav be arrested bv giving 15 to 20 gramme doses

of naptho. Intestinal aciditv should be counteracted with bicarbonate of

soda and some stomach cordial such as ginger, mustard or pimento given.

Mr. Stanley has also furnished me with the following notes of this

class of poisoning. He says:
—

" Fungi, moulds, ergot, rusts, &c., these

I am satisfied cause a great amount of obscure illness, which is only recog-

nised by scientific veterinarians, and many outbreaks of mysterious diseases,

and large fatalities to .stock are due to these insignificant parasitic plants.

Mouldy lucerne, not necessarily rotten, but merely dusty, is highly

•dangerous for horses. Being a slow poison it is unsuspected. Meanwhile

the horse suffers irritation in nasal membranes, bronchial tubes and lungs,

then the circulation is invaded, and finally the kidneys and bowels show

effects. The pulse is depressed and indistinct, breath foetid, respiration

short, bowels constipated, urine scantv, skin hide-bound. There is gradual

wasting of flesh, although the appetite is not impaired until the illness is

established. Then the throat muscles, neck, back and limbs become hard

and inelastic. The animal walks in a cramped position as if sore all

Ov-er, plaits his legs, cannot eat from- the ground, drinks slowly and with

difficulty from a bucket in the manger, rarely lies down voluntarily. If

he falls he lies with limbs extended and has very great difficulty in getting

up again. The limbs and joints all swell, in as.sociation with the dullness

and w^ant of exercise. The cough is low and often remains chronic from

-Structural changes in the lungs, and the resoiration resembles that of
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broken wind, that is requiring a double expiratory effort to expel air from

the lungs. The eyes suffer, the pupils being dilated and the horse afraid

to enter a stable door.

Treatment.—Complete change of food, saline aperients, and diuretics,

then tonics and several weeks rest before working.

Many horses so affected, because they continue to eat although losing

flesh, and being low spirited, are ignorantlv overworked and die, the cause

of illness being unsuspected.

Maize in the ear gets sometimes flooded, or is so saturated with rain,

as to get mouldy in the cob ; this is not seen outside the grain but at the

hilum, its point of connexion with the pith. Being discoloured it is not

readily marketable, and farmers feed it to horses and pigs. I have seen

much illness with fatal results follow.

Planter's friend, sorghum and corn straw are all liable to rust similar

to wheat straw, and are then dangerous food, as also is ensilage which
has become mouldy.

Where appliances are available fodder damaged by moulds, &:c., should

be steamed thoroughly before teing blended with other food."

Poisoqir]g by Scun] on Water.

" Francis, of Adelaide, records (in Nature, February, 1878) the effects

of a C'Onferva indigenous and confined to the lakes forming the estuary of

the Murray River. It is considered to be Nodnlaria sferm'igcra, allied to

Protococcus, and floats on the surface of the water, being wafted to the

lee shores and forming a dense scum like green oil paint, some 2 to 6 inches

thick, and as pasty as porridge ; it is swallowed by animals when drinking,

and sheep die from its effects in one to .six or eight hours, showing stupor

and unconsciousness, falling and remaining quiet as if asleep unless

touched, when convulsions come on, with head and neck drawn back by
rigid spasm, which subsides before death. The scum given experi-

mentally in doses of 30 ounces caused death in fifteen hours, and autopsv
showed no green scum in the stomachs, but their contents dry ; two pints

of serum in the abdominal cavity ; heart flaccid but not pale ; much effusion

of serum around the heart. Dura mater congested. Blood black and
uncoagulable, did not become scarlet on exposure to the air."*

Fungus Poisor|iqg.

" It has been observed that no hard and fast rule can be laid down
as to which of the fungi are poisonous, and which are not, e.g., the com-
mon mushroom (the Agaricus campestris), an article of diet in England
and Australia, is a deadly poison in Russia : and other species, which are

eaten with impunity in Italy and Switzerlaml are known to produce
poisonous effects when grown in England. Thus it is seen that climatic

and other influences have a great deal to do with the formation and
elaboration of its active-principle ' fungin," which is said to be of a
volatile nature and soluble in water. It is certain that if a fungus be
grown in any other than its proper season, or in a dark place, that the
elaboration of the ' fungin ' will he increased, and, therefore, the fungus
should be locked upon with suspicion."!

Poisonous fungi have a styptic astringent taste and are described by
Taylor as narcotico-irritant poLsons.

* steels Diseases of the Sheep.
t H. H. Edwards, in ihe AiiMralasilan Vftcrinarij and Line Stock Jonninl, July, 1F90.
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Edwards records^ a case of cattle poisoning from eating the common

toad-stool or puff-ball {Lycoperdon gigantcum). Two cows which were

afterwards found to have eaten from fifteen to twenty large puff-balls

were affected. The primary symptoms were:—Abdominal pain, bowel

disturbance and accelerated breathing. These were followed in a short

time bv great depression, reeling gait, tympanitis, unconsciousness and

death.
'

Puff-ball skins were found in the paunch and the fluid in the

fourth stomach and first part of the small intestines were tinged with the

purple contents of the fungus, which had produced inflammatory changes

in the lining of the stomachs and bowels.

Ergotism.

Ergot of r\e is a fungoid growth occurring on the ears of certain

cereals, principally those of the rye family. The plants become affected

just before the seeding period by the lodgment on them of spores of a

fungus called Clavicefs purpurea {Oidium ahortifaciens). The spores

develop a myselium and the growth ultimately assumes the appearance of

a cock's spur protruding from the ear in place of the natural grain —hence-

the common name "horned rye" {Secalc cornutum). Its poisonous pro-

perties depend on the presence of complex active principles of which

ergotin and ergotinin are named compounds. These active principles

have a special action on vaso-motor nerves and on the involuntary muscular

fibre which becomes tonicallv contracted under their influence—hence the

violent contractions of the muscular wall of the womb which produces

abortion, and the dry gangrene of the extremities resulting from constriction

of the blood vessels and consequent cutting off of the blood supplv. One
form of foot-rot in sheep is stated to be due to gangrene of the hoof con-

sequent on ergotism.

When a largely ergotized crop is eaten by stock a condition of ergoti.sm

is set up of which the most prominent symptoms are dysentery and
diarrhoea consequent on bowel inflammation. Abortion of in-calf cows-

is an almost constant accompaniment but pregnant ewes are not so fre-

quently affected in this way.
Treatment.—Tannin is the required antidote and agents which over-

come spasm such as morphine and chloral hydrate should also be given.

ANIMAL POISONINGS.

Snal^e Bite.

Deaths of animals from snake-bite do not occur so frequently in Aus-
tralia as might be expected considering the number and variety of venomous
snakes that infest partially-cleared bush used for grazing. This infre-

quencv of snake-bite in animals may in part be accounted for by the often

observed fact that most of the Australian varieties of snake are not

aggressive. Unless thev are attacked or unless they are intercepted in

their progress towards their hole they apparently prefer to make away from,

rather than to attack, man or animals ; and it mav be assumed that the

quiet movements of grazing animals do not excite them to the biting point.

The question of dosage has also to be considered in this connexion. It

may be that many animals are bitten but that the amount of venom in-

jected is not sufficient to produce a fatal effect, for it is easily conceivable

that what would be a lethal dose for a human being would produce only a

passing indisposition in the larger domestic animals. Again, the hairy

X H. H. Edwards, in the At'xti-(il(i><ian Vt'tirinorii aii<l fjn' Stock Journal, Julv, 1890.
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coat of cattle and horses ami the wooUv covering of sheep, together with

the thickness of the skin, is likely to have a mechanical effect in preventing

effective biting.

The most commonh- met with venomous snakes in Australia, in the

order of their venom-virulence, are:—The black snake {Pseudechys for-

phyriacus), the brown snake {Diemoiia superciliosa), the tiger snake

{Hophlocepliahis ciirtiis), and the copperhead snake {Demsoma superba).

The death adder {AcanthopJiis antarctica) is also particularly venomous.

The diamond and carpet snake {Python spilotes) is non-venomous.

Course and Symptoms.—Little opportunity is usually afforded for

studving the course and varying symptoms following on snake-bite or for

observing post-mortem the changes produced. The indisposition of

animals at grass is seldom noticed and in snake-bite death usually occurs

before suspicion has been aro^used. If the course is not too rapid, a local

swelling develops at the seat of the bite and this mav be observed on the

carcase until it becomes obliterated by putrefactive distension. According

to the \arietv of snake the venom produces symptoms of delirium or of

unconsciousness. They are preceded by shivering fits, trembling, a stag-

gering or reeling gait, profuse perspiration, hurried breathing, staring eyes

and anxious expression of countenance. These symptoms present them-

selves within half an hour or an hour from the time of the bite and in fatal

cases they graduallv intensify until a condition of profound torpor and

unconsciousness is reached in from three to thirty hours during which the

animal dies.

A peculiar effect of the artificial injection of snake venom was observed

during the carr\ ing out of experiments at the INIelbourne Veterinary College

in 1896 concerning the immunization of horses against snake-bite. A
maiden mare was one of the subjects and she was injected repeatedly

with graduallv increasing doses of snake venom. In addition to the ordi-

nary svmptoms after each injection the udder became congested and milk

was produced in such quantity that it spurted from the teats. The swell-

ing and formation of milk ceased on the subsidence of the other symptoms

and the udder remained normal until a succeeding injection. The pheno-

menon was repeated on six or seven different occasions.

Treatment.—On account of the dose of venom received being usually

proportionately less than in the case of man, the treatment of snake-bite

in horses and cattle is more likely to be successful. Promptness in the

application of remedial measures is a prime necessity. If the bite is on

a limb a narrow bandage or tourniquet should be applied above the seat

of the bite. It should be drawn sufficiently tight as to practically stop

the circulation or, at all events, the flow of blood in the veins towards the

heart. The bandaging will be more effective if a pad of cork or rubber

is adjusted over the course of the main veins of the part in such a manner

as to cause pressure on them and so stop the flow of blood.

If the seat of the bite can be located, excision of the part with a sharp

knife or scalpel should be promptlv effected, and the raw wound rubbed

with crystals of permanganate of potash (Condy's crystals).

The general treatment should comprise the giving of stimulants, which

act as physiological antidotes and antagonize the depressing effect which

the venom produces on the central nervous system. Sulphate of strychnine

(in half-grain doses dissolved in boiled water) injected subcutaneously with

a hypodermic syringe is the l>est stimulant for the purpose. Strychnine

liowever is not alwavs on hand and its administration presents difficulties.
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The next best remedy is perhaps ammonia. From one to two tablespoon-
fuls of the strong liquid ammonia (liq. ammon. fort.) may be given as a
drench in a quart of cold water; or the solid carbonate of ammonia in

ounce doses may be given as a ball or dissolved as a drench. Failing
either of these remedies being available, whisky or other alcoholic stimulant
should be tried, the dose in such cases being 5 or 6 ounces. Whatever
medicine is used it should be repeated at intervals of an hour. Strychnine
may be given with safety until a spasmodic twitching of the muscles is

produced.

STATISTICS.

Rainfall in Victoria.

Fourth Quarter, 1908.

Table showing average amount of rainfall in each of the 26 Basins or Regions con-

stituting the State of Victoria for each month and the quarter, with corresponding
monthly and quarterly averages for each Basin deduced from all available records

to date.
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Perishable and Frozen Produce.
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PROGRESSIVE FARMING.

No. 2.—Dean's Marsh.

T. Cherry, M.D.. M.S., Director of Agriculture.

I have frequently pointed out through the columns of the Journal that

the problem of progressive improvement of the poorer class of land in

Victoria is essentially one of the application of phosphoric acid combined
with the keeping of increasing numbers of live stock. Increased cultivation

may also be considered an essential part of the scheme, at least as far as

its practical application is concerned. In theory the same results may be

obtained by grazing, but in practice the amount of fodder necessary to

provide sustenance for the increasing number of animals can only be
obtained by the use of the plough. Our illustrations shoAv the above
principles turned to practical account at the farm of Mr. J. Stewart,

Dean's Marsh.

YOUNG CROP OF MAIZE AND MILLET.

This land originally formed part of the Yan Yan Gurt estate and consists

of the sandy soil and sandy loams, frequently met with in the coastal

districts of Victoria. The rainfall is approximately 30 inches per annum.
Originally the land was heavily timbered with fairly large trees. These
had been ringbarked from the early days, so that most of the dead trunks
have fallen and disappeared. As was so frequently the experience of the

pioneers, the growth of scrub and saplings proved a more formidable
task than the original forest with which the hills were clothed, and
consequently the land has not only to a large extent reverted to a state

of nature, but the task of bringing it again into cultivation is far greater
than would have been the case if the land were in its original condition.
In many parts the growth of wattle scrub is rather a noticeable featuie
of the landscape.
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Mr. Stewart lias taken in hand the systematic cultivation of both winter

and summer fodder rrojrs. The '^v:\7Ar\g off of the paddocks of oats and

MAIZE, JAPANESE MILLET AND RAPE.

barley together with the provision of autumn sown rape forms part of

the routine methods adopted, but a distinct step in advance has been

JAPANESE Mil

taken by the provision of maize, amber cane, Japanese millet and rape as

pasturage for (he sheep during the summer months. These crops are all
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"drilled in during the early part of

December. Some portions of the

paddock are sown with one variet)-

• alone. In other parts two are

mixed and in some portions three

••jnay be seen springing up together.

From the experience obtained last

summer it is found that the sheep

take to the Japanese millet and

. amber cane first, leaving the rape

and maize to be negotiated at a

later stage of growth. No diffi-

-culty has been experienced by the

sheep up to the present in feeding

-off the largest stems of the maize

and amber cane grown in this way.

Naturally it takes some little time

for them tO' become accustomed to

the unusual kind of fodder, but

like the pigs of Eastern Gippsland

it is not long before they become

thoroughly at home amongst the

largest maize stalks. The effect

of crowding a large number of

sheep on a comparatively small

area bearing a heavy crop of suc-

culent vegetation in the middle of

summer* rapidly becomes apparent.

Lambs, wethers and ewes alike

•continue thriving and sappy at a

iperiod when without this provision

'they would either come to a stand-

still or else go backward. From
the point of view of the sheep

there is no doubt that this method
is an absolute success. The effect

from the point of view of the land

•\vill take a few years to fully de-

>monstrate, but if we can draw any

•conclusions from the experience

which underlies the best farm
practice in all parts of the world

there can be no doubt, whatever,

that the incorporation of large

quantities of sheep manure into the

soil will very soon produce notable

effects.
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Mr. Stewart has up to the present grown the following areas of crop,

and .supplies particulars of the feeding off as under :
—

1907.—Seventeen acres sown on 8tli May with \\ bushels barley and

2 lbs. rape with 56 lbs. superphosphate.

BORDER LEICESTER AND SHROPSHIRE RAMS.
(.\t end of .seasoii--ii"\vly sliorn.)

Forty-one acres sown 25th August, with \ bushel each oats and barley,

and 2 lbs. rape, with i cwt. superphospliate. This crop was only disced

in, and was not a great success owing to the big growth of bracken ferns.

1908.—Seventeen acres Japanese millet, and eleven sorghum (5 lbs.

seed in each ca.se) sown ist January with 56 lbs. superphosphate. This

crop carried the lambs after weaning for three months.

SHROI'SIIIKK X CROSSHRIiD HORDKK LKie'KS I F.R X CO.MEHACK..

Sixty-two acrt\s sown earl\ in Ma\ with i bushel oats and 2 lbs.

rape to the acre, with 56 II is. ^Llp(:•rp!u>sphate. This crop was started
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to be fed off in September, and carried 760 ewes and lambs for 3^ months,

and in addition an extra 350 wcaners for one month of this time ; that

is for one month of this period the (i2 acres carried 1,110 head.

FoTty-.seven acres planted in No\ember—21 acres maize and 26

Japanese millet and rape. On the 8th January, 1909, 180 ewes with

their lambs were turned into this paddock. In two weeks, 60 lambs
were sent off fat, and 60 dry ewes Avere put in their- place. A fortnight

later, 107 ewes and 122 lambs were sent oft fat, and the paddock cleared

with the exception of 64 forward ewes (dry), which are on the crop now
and ready foT market.

To summarize : The crop carried 484 head of sheep (ewes and lambs)

for four weeks, of which 349 head w^ere .sent off fat, and since then 64
more have topped off. We found that the sheep left the maize alone at

first, giving their attention to the rape and millet. When they did start

on the maize, however, thev stripped the leaves off in a very short time,

after which they chewed the stalks, until now there is only about a foot

of the stalk left. There is still a fair amount nf feed in the stalk vet,

EXPORT LAMBS BORDER LEICESTER X CROSSBRED. SHROPSHIRE X COMEBACK.

and eventually, noi doubt, the sheep will eat the lot. With rain and a

spell, there would be a good second growth of millet and rape, but owing
to the abnormally dry season, and flie grasshopper plague, we have been

unable to spell the paddock yet.

In addition, 15 acres of millet and rape were sown in December,
1908. l)ut failed to get a start, as the grasshoppers nipped off the voung
shoots as fast as they appeared. We consider that much better results

can be obtained by having the crop in two paddocks, so that thev can
be spelled alternately.

The following notes on the sheep are supplied by Mr. H. W. Ham :
—

Mr. Stewart keeps about t.ooo ewes, half comebacks and half coarse

cross-breds. The comebacks are mated with Border Leicester rams and
the coarse ewes with Shropshire rams.

The comeback ewes lamb earliest, the coarse ewes later, but Mr. Stewart
is convinced that late lambing (about .September in his district) lessens
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the chance of the himbs getting a check. They come when he has-

jjlenty of spring feed, as well as in the warmer weather. Mr. Mountjoy^

who is a neighbour of Mr. Stewart's, and goes in mainly for wool growing,

also believes in late lambing.

Mr. Stewart's coarse cross-bred ewes are a splendid class of ewe for

raising export lambs from. His fine comeback ewes, being mated with

the Leicester rams, give him good wether lambs, and he finds it profitable

to hold the best ewe lambs over for future breeding.

Four Shropshire and three Border Leicester rams are in use on thir,

farm. They are level made sturdy looking sheep all on the one patterrt

in shape, irrespective of their breed. The lambs by the Shropshire rams-

.were the best when hanidled at the time of visit,, in January, but the fact

that these had the best framed mothers must be taken into account.

GROWING PUMPKINS ON FENCE.

The accompanying illustration shows how pumpkins, melons, and

vegetable marrows may be grown on a fence where ground space is not

available. A section only Oif the pumpkins, &:c.
,
grown in this way by Mr.

A. B. Weire, Bay-road. Sandringham, is included in the view, but the
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THE STINKING SMUT OF WHEAT.

D. McAlpine, Vegetable Pathologist.

I.—Answers to Questions.

In my forthcoming work on The Smuts of Australia there will be a

full account of the various smuts which attack cereals as well as other

plants, together with the best methods of treatment. The stinking smut

•of wheat holds a prominent place on account of its special economic im-

portance, and I have selected for publication a portion of the work dealing

Avith the answers to a number of questions which the farmer naturally

puts to himself.

Now that the sowing season will soon be on. it is important that he

should know the essential points in connexion with this smut in order that

he may take the necessary precautions to insure his crop being free from

the disease.

This particular smut has been treated at some length, because it is the

form with which the farmer is most familiar and it appeals to him as the

type of smuts in general. Therefore it has been deemed advisable, by
way of summary, to conclude by clearly stating a number of questions

which he consciously or unconsciously asks himself, and answering them
as far as observation and experiment will permit.

It is of fundamental importance for him to realize at the outset that

the smut plant is a fungus which develops from spores that are the

•equivalent of seeds in other plants, and that this plant grows as a parasite

within the wheat plant until it reaches the grain and there produces its

fruit or masses of spores (ball smut) similar to those from which it started.

In order to grow and develop proi>erly, this smut plant is dependent on

^surrounding conditions, just as much as the wheat-plant itself, and if we
imderstood those conditions, it would explain why the spores sometimes

germinate and sometimes do not, why the smut plant sometimes reaches

maturity and forms its spores and sometimes does not, just as the seed-

wheat may or may not germinate and the seedling may or may not reach

anatiurity.

It is also of prime importance to remember that the wheat is only

infected in the seedling stage, just as the young plant emerges from the

seed beneath the surface of the soil. Consequently, no infection can come
through the air, unless indeed the grain germinates upon the surface of

the ground and when it is properly planted only the spores adhering to the

seed can produce the disease. The farmer sometimes sees or fancies he

sees smut spores upon his fences and when he has treated his wheat after

a fashion and the smut still appears, he tells you that it was blown from

the fences. But when the wheat plant is above ground, it is proof against

infection from bunt spores, so that there must be some other reason for

the failure of the treatment.

There are questions sometimes put by the farmer, howe\er, which can-

not receive a definite answer, because his experience does not always take

note of the accompanying conditions and because his love of paradox some-

times overrides his experience. I am often asked by farmers, " Why is

one part of a paddock of wheat smutted and the other not, the seed in

each case being treated properly and sown at the same time? " It all

•depends here on what is meant by proper treatment of the seed, as it is

implied by the question that the fault must lie in the soil. But it is

found by experiment that when the seed is properly treated with bluestone

solution and all the smut-balls removed, there is no smut in the crop, even
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although spores of the smut mav be in the soil from a pre\ious crop or

fiom self-sown wheat. Then the farmer almost invariably upsets any
answer vou may gi\'e bv adding that the next season things were reversed,

the clean part of the paddock being smutted and the other not, even

with the aforesaid proper treatment. Bearing in mind that there is no
fungus disease known which can be mor<- readilv or more ab.solutelv pre-

vented than this smut, we will n<)w j>r()]i(iuiid a few of the questions which

arise in connexion with it.

First of all we mav state delinitelv that the smuts of wheat, oats, and

barley are not the same. Xo, thev are quite distinct ; for the smut of

wheat cannot infect oats or barlev, nor can the smut of oats or barley infect

each other or the wheat.

1. TI'V/r docs binit sometimes appear in a paddock 7clieii tlie seed is-

supposed to be properlx treated?

This may be due to various causes, such as returning the treated grain

to bags which have not been disinfected and thus re-infecting the grain, or

sowing the seed with a drill which has not been properly cleaned. It may
be, however, that the smut-balls had not been skimmed off in the process

of pickling and being crushed in the drill the seed is infected.

2. Will the bunt spread from one paddock to another, or from one plant

t,- another, like the rust, :.dien the crop is groivingl-

Since infection occurs in the .seedling .stagt only and the germ-tubes^

penetrate at the ix>int where stooling occurs, and that is beneath the ground
when the grain is covered with earth, there is no possibilitv of the disease

spreading from one growing plant to another.

3. Should seed-wheat be used from a crop known to he buniid'l

Decidedlv not, for there is a strong probability that the grain will not

be so plump as if perfectly healthy. A crop may have but comparatively

few actuallv smutted ears and vet give a much reduced yield and a poor

qualitv of wheat, because the smut was in the straw and affected the yield,,

although it did not reach the ears before maturity of the grain.

4. Will spores lying on or in the ground from last year's crop infect

the next 'i

This question of infection from the soil often crops u]). luit since it

was found by rej^eated experiments that [jrojx^rlv treated grain, evert

although grown on verv smuttv ground, was free, it may be concluded

%at soil -in feetion practically does not exist. I say practically because there

xs a possibilitv of stray infection taking place when there are numerous

spores around the germ end of the see(l where the young plant bursts

through

.

5. Ma\ bunt originate from self-sown wlieatl

Self-.sown wheat is rarelv affected by bunt; still it may occur in some
.seasons. I have usually seen self-sown crops perfectly free and have al.sO'

found a little, but not in sufficient quantity to injure the sale of the

wheat. It is generally stated that it is the heat of the sun in summer
which kills the bunt spores on self-sown wheat ; but Farrer showed that

the rains and the dews may also cause the spores to germinate and having

no germinating wheat plants to penetrate, they soon perish. The heat of

the sun and the dews at night are likely to prevent the apjiearance of

bunt in a self-sown crop, but if the interval between the harvesting of the-

crop and the sowing of the next, as \wl1 as between the ploughing of the

land and the seeding is short together with cool and dry weather, there

may be some danger of infection. In the early days many farmers used'

10 expose on a cloth the wheat intended for next year's seed. They found

that the weather—dews, sunlight, and hot dry winds—acting on the .seed"

for a period of several weeks, killed the sjiores, or rather they discovered'

that it gave a clean crop, without knowing the reason why.
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6. Why is there more hunt from the same seed in one -paddock than

another 1

There may be various reasons for this. The land may be fallowed in

the one case and not in the other. It may also be more moist in one

paddock and thus favour the germination of the spores at seeding time.

Actually wet soil would be inimical to germination. Whatever delays the

first growth of the wheat plant will be favorable to the increase of bunt.

7. Does the date of seeding inf.uence the amount of hunt in the cropl

Different conditions at seeding time are likely to affect the result,

but I have no definite experiments with regard to bunt which show it. I

carried out an experiment with flag smut which shows that the date of

.sowing has a verv decided influence. The seed was purpo.sely sown on

24th April and i6th July, or nearly three months between, on land that

had borne a crop badly affected with flag smut the previous season. The
first was sov/n when the ground was dry, but there seems to have been no

germination until the rain came, which germinated both the seed and the

smut, for there were up to 14 per cent, of diseased plants. The later sown

was about a month after the rain and the ground was in excellent order,

but the spores had evidently germinated and perished in the interval, for

there was only about i per cent, affected.

It does not necessarily follow that this would apply to bunt, but the

weather and soil conditions enter so much into the result, that a dry or a

v;et seed bed at the time of sow-ing, or a spell of warmth or of frost at

the time of germination, is bound to make a difference.

8. Why are some varieties more liable to hunt than othersi

As afterwards more fully discussed, this may be due to the fact that

the least liable variety germinates so rapidly that the smut plant is unable

to reach the growing point of the wheat and so dies, or there may be

something in the tissue of the variety unsuitable to the growth of the fungus

and so the variety is said to have the hereditary or inherent quality of bunt

resistance !

9. When all the grains are equally inoculated with sfores, why are

iome plants hunted and others not?

It is quite a common occurrence for inoculated .seed to be sown under

similar conditions and yet a number of the plants escape infection. It is

not easy to answer the question, but a few considerations may help in

this direction. First of all, the young seedling must be at the right stage

of growth in order that the germ tube of the fungus may penetrate and
this period is of a very short duration. Next, the germ-tube must grow
and reach the growing point, or it would not be able to develop and pro-

duce the disease. But the main reason for some plants being attacked and

others not, lies in the fact that there are certain substances known as

chemotactic substances in the plant which favour the entrance of the germ-

tube of the fungus and its development inside. There are also substances

which actually repel the germ-tubes and it is the presence or absence of

these which determines whether an individual plant will be attacked or

escape. The seed from plants, however, which escaped infection in one

season have been sown the next and found to succumb.

10. Why are some plants partially bunted—o)ily some of the ears being

affected and not all ?

It often happens that only the secondary or late ears are affected, the

others being clean, and this might arise from the fungus filaments at the

base of the plant only reaching the growing point of the slow and late

developing plants, while the others escaped. In other cases where the fully
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developed ears were bunted, the germ-tube had evidently reached the

growing point of the seedling and the mycelium had kept pace with the

growing plant.

11. Why are some cars only partially bunted?

Under ordinary conditions the whole of the grains in an ear are affected,

but in certain seasons it is not unusual to hnd ears in which the grain is par-

tiallv bunted and partially clean. It may be that one side of the ear has

escaped, but usually the sound grains are interspersed among the bunted. In

one case the lower grains were all bunted, then about the middle an occa-

sional one was clean, and at the top both smutted and sound occurred, the

topmost grain, however, being diseased. The normal condition is that all

the grains in an ear are attacked, and when some escape it can only be owing

to the spore-bearing hyphae failing to reach these particular grains. It might

be thought that the grains which escape the invasion of the fungus to form

spores, had some resisting power, but when the clean grains in a partially

bunted ear were infected and sown, they produced bunty plants, showing

that there was nothing in the grain itself to account for its escape.

12. Why are some grains of ivJieat only partially bunted'?

This was a comparatively rare occurrence, only appearing in one ear of

the ^•ariety known as Cedar grown at Dookie, and in one ear of Genoa

grown at Burnley. In the latter ear there was only one grain partially

bunted, three entirely bunted, and all the rest free. In the partially bunted

grain the fungus had evidently exhausted itself in producing its spores only

on one side, and why the whole of the starch was not utilized in the forma-

tion of spores, might be due toi the slow growth of the fungus, enabling the

contents of the grain to harden so that it could not penetrate. In fact, in

all these cases, whether it is smutted and sound plants on the same stool,

or smutted and sound grains in the same ear, or even when the grains are

only partiallv smutted, the explanation is the same, that by some accident

of growth the fungus did not undergo its full development, and was unable

to reach all parts of the plant as usual.

II.—Treatment of Stinking Smut of ^Wlieat.

Since it has been clearly shown that this smut is reproduced from spores,

it is evident that if the spores can be destroyed or their germination pre-

vented, the smut itself will not appear, and it is on this principle that the

direct treatment for smut is based. In the case of this smut, where the spores

adhere to the grain and infection occurs in the young seedling, all that is

necessary is to treat the grain with some substance which, while harmless

to the grain, will destroy or prevent the germination of the spores.

Quite a number of substances have been used for this purpose and found

more or less effectual, but there are only two which are generally used by

farmers in Australia on account of their ease of application and comparative

cheapness, and that is, first, a solution of sulphate of copper or bluestone.

and second, forn-.aldehyde, the trade name of which is formalin.

All methods of seed treatment known dei)end for their success to a large

extent on the precautions taken to prevent re-infection after dipping. Care-

less farmers put the pickled grain into smut-infested bags or omit to clean

the drill. ]f the seed-box contains bunt balls or spores of the smut, the

treated seed will be in part at least affected.

Bluestone Treatment.

This is the one most commonly used here, and consists in making a solution

at the rate of i lb. of bluestone to 5 gallons of water, or a 2 per cent, solu-

don. The seed is then placed in sacks and immersed in this solution until
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every individual grain is wetted, and that only takes about a minute, and

should not exceed it. The constant shaking and stirring of the grain while

being immersed should bring all bunt-balls to the surface, and these should

be skimmed off. The bag is then allowed to drain, and when dry the seed is

ready for sowing. It is to be noted that the solution of bluestone is always

of the same strength as when first prepared, no matter how much of it has

been used up in dipping or in coating the grain. It becomes of course

reduced in quantity, and if exposed to the hot sun for several days, it would

become more concentrated, but under ordinary circumstances the standard

solution remains constant in its proportion of bluestone to water.

Formalin Treatment.*

Formalin or formol is the trade name given to a solution in water of a

colourless pungent gas known as formaldehyde, and the solution ordinarily

used contains 2i^ to 40 per cent, of the gas. One pound of formalin (16 ozs.

avoirdupois) of the above strength is added to 40 gallons of water and the

seed is immersed in this solution for five minutes, shaking and moving it

about sufficiently to insure the wetting of all the grains. The bunt-balls are

also skimmed off as before.

Formalin is a well-known antiseptic, disinfectant, and preservative, and

is extensively and most satisfactorily used for the treatment of stinking smut

in both the United States and Canada. From its less corrosive action on the

seed and the higher percentage of germination which it yields, it has cer-

tain advantages over bluestone, and if the seed is sown within 24 hours of

treatment in a soil sufficiently moist to insure germination, the freedom of the

resulting crop from bunt is assured.

I recommend dipping the seed, because it enables one, by thoroughly shak-

ing and stirring, to wet every grain and at the same time to skim off the smut

balls ; but it may also be pickled on the barn floor by sprinkling the solution

over it and thoroughly turning the seed until all the grains are wetted.

In addition to dipping and sprinkling, the seed m.ay also be treated by special

machines made for the purpose.

Bearing in mind that the proper treatment is to wet every grain and skim

off the smut-balls, there is one machine known as a Smut Cleaner which per-

forms its work very satisfactorily. It consists of a frame made of carefully

selected hardwood ; a tank made of the very best galvanized iron, when for-

malin is to be used, or of copper for bluestone ; and a hopper in which the

seed is placed. There is also an elevator tO' elevate the grain from the tank

after treatment, and an automatic skimmer which sweeps everything from
the top of the solution over the back of the machine.

The wheat to be treated is placed in the hopper, then it drops into the

solution in the treating tank, the solution being kept in constant motion by
the elevator carriers and skimmer, so that every grain is wetted and the smut-

balls and light seeds skimmed off. The treated seed is thus taken up from
the bottom of the tank and carried over a strainer sieve, where it is

thoroughly drained and then deposited in a bag in front of the machine.

However the grain is treated, whether by dipping or by means of a

special machine, if done thorough! v and with the right strength of solution,

the farmer is insured against loss from one of the most destructive yet most

easily treated of smuts.

* By the new industry of wood distillation Messrs. Cuming, Smith, and Co. are producing' formalin at
Warburton, and can provide i-lb. bottles of 40 per cent, strength (same as Schering's) at is. 6d, per lb.,

Xiackages free.—D. McA.
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I llUlNATION IN EASTERN SPAIN.

F. de Castclla, Govcrniucnt \iiicuUurist.

'I'hough my mission was a viticultuial one and it was in connexion

with the vine that I visited Valencia and its neighbourhood, no descrip-

tion of agricultural development in the rich region of the Levante could

be attempted without reference to irrigation ; for this is one of the por-

tions of Euroi>e where the natural water supply has been turned to best

advantage and where irrigation practised during many centuries in a

remarkabh- enlightened manner has rendered it one of the richest and
most productive parts of the Peninsula.

The efficiency of irrigation and cultural methods, the variety of pro-

ducts raised, the density of population, and last but not least, the simi-

larity of the climate to that of the greater part of Victoria were facts

which impressed me vividlv. The necessarily incomplete notes which

follow can give, I fear, but an inadequate idea of the impression created

on me bv a region which is generally considered to be an object lesson in

irrigation.

I have already referred to the orographical structure of the eastern

coast of Spain and the distribution of the land fit for cultivation along

a strip of variable width between the sea and the inland plateau with its

high flanking rockv hills. Here and there, are patches of rich, level,

alluvial soil. These are of greater extent near the mouth of a river or

creek and, if the river be of any .size and sufficient water available, ad-

vantage is taken of it and one finds an irrigated plain or huerta—this

being the Spanish equivalent of garden. We have thus several distinct

irrigation areas. Each is complete in itself, and though presenting in-

dividual peculiarities as regards the arrangement and amount of waters,

and even as regards water laws and regulations, the methods of culture,

based as they are on long experience, are similar.

The Huerta de Valencia or wide irrigated plain surrounding the

town of that name is one of the most interesting of these. In spite of

its antiquity it has served as a model for many a modern scheme and

has been the objective of missions for hydraulic engineers and agricul-

turists from many different lands. That its works should have .=:urvived

unchanged throughout the long centuries of turbulent mediaeval times is

remarkable. Thev appear to have been always respected by combatants

and, though wars and revolutions have time and again devastated the

country, the channels and headworks remain unchanged—a striking tes-

timony to that strange Moorish race which for several centuries occupied

a large portion of the Peninsula bringing with it progressive ideas in

the arts of peace as well as of war, and which have had such a con-

siderable influence on Spanish civilization and more particularly on its

agriculture.

Though naturally much impressed by what I saw, I had some doubts

lest the Spaniards whom I met, and with whom I discussed the matter,

might not, through a very pardonable pride in one of the remarkable

features of their country, have led me to take an exaggerated view of the

efficiencv of their irrigation methods ; for these considerations belong to

the domain of the hydraulic engineer rather than the viticulturist.

Desirous of forming a correct opinion on these points, I consulted the

Chairman of our State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, l\Ir.

Elwood Mead, who informs me that the importance and efficiency of irri-

gation methods in these parts is very generally recognised, and that the
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high esteem m which tlie Spaniards hold them is not misplaced. He very

kindly supplied me with literature on the subject from which I have made
a few quotations. In his Third Biennial Report (1895-6) to the Governor

of the State of Wyoming Mr. Mead, then Engineer for that State, writes

as follows :

—

The European country which most nearly resembles ours (State of Wyoming)
is Spain. Its rainfall is less than that of Wyoming, hence irrigation is indispensable.

Spain is also the country which best repays study, since its code of water laws is

both the most concise and the most complete of any country in the world where
irrigation is largely practised.

These laws are the outcome of the experience of a thousand years in which local

laws and customs, widely different in character, have operated side by side in the

same province.*

The most impressive of these lessons, both to Spain and to the people of this

country, is afforded by the experience of the province of Valencia. The plain near
the city of that name is one of the oldest and most celebrated irrigation districts

in Spain The prosperity of its people and the success of its institutions

-have been admired and commended by every writer, and all agree that thev rest on

the inseparability of land and water.

Mr. Mead deals at length with the relations existing between land

and water. He contrasts the prosperity of Valencia, where the water is

attached to the land, with the less satisfactory conditions at Elche and
several irrigation areas further south, where the water is owned separately

and .sold to land-holders.

From Irrigation Development, a standard work by Mr. Wm. Ham
Hall, State Engineer for California, the following quotations relating to

Spanish irrigation are of interest. Speaking of Valencia on page 383
he say.s—

•

The Huerta or garden plain of the city of Valencia constitutes one of the

oldest and, justly, most celebrated irrigation districts of Spain. Its works date
from the time of the Moors; its water rights are founded on custom which antidates

existing property records in the country ; and its irrigation practice and regulation

are the outgrowth of centuries of experience unfettered by regulative laws or

administrative action other than those local and self imposed by the irrigators. . . .

The Huerta of Valencia is on a plain 7 to 9 miles in width, gently sloping

from the foot of the Sierra Molino Mountains to the sea on the eastern coast of

Spain. This garden plain comprises about 26,350 acres of irrigated land, supplied

by the waters of the Turia River, through eight main canals and their distributaries ;

and in the midst stands the city of Valencia. The property is for the most part

minutely subdivided in ownership, and is held by peasant proprietors or the

hereditary tenants of wealthy owners.
" The population of the whole province of Valencia is 120 per square mile, but in

the irrigated portions it is vastly more, and in the 26,000 acres watered by the eight

canals of the Turia there are 62 villages containing a population of not less than

72,209 souls; that is, at the rate of 1.774 per square mile; and this includes no part

of the city of Valencia."— (MoncriefT, p. 128.)

The Turia is a torrential river with a width of 200 to 400 feet through the plain,

over a shifting bottom, and with a much less width, over a cobble and gravel bed,

where it emerges from the foothills of the mountain. Its floods, rising 15 to 20

feet, were at one time a devastating agent to the city and its surroundings, but

levees now keep these waters to their proper course. Its low water discharge is 250

to 350 cubic feet per second, which is all taken up by the canuls for irrigation.

The eight canal headworks are placed four on each side of the river, alternating

and not opposite to each other, about equidistant apart, and within a length of

3.2 miles of the river channel ; the highest being 5 miles from the city and the

lowest 2 miles distant.

*01d irrigated Spain, therefore, never was subjected to feudal rulers; and as

a consequence, we find there no great water holdings, like in Italy, oppressing the

people and resulting in monopoly of land, but, on the contrary, we find the waters

attached to the lands, the lands held in small parcels, and the people an independent

peasantry.— (Hall's Irrigation Develofment, page 366.)
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These headvvorks are small but massive masonry structures, each with two sliding,
gates of sizes—proportioned to their rights—from 3^ to 7 feet in width. To each
headwork is a dam of masonry across the river channel, whose crest and length of
overfall is so regulated, with respect to the elevation and width of the sill of the
canal gates, as approximately, to divert the proper proportion of the waters into the
canal without the necessity of manipulating the gates for every small variation in

the river's flow
" All these weirs date from the time of the Moors, and nothing is certainly known

as to their foundation, but tradition says that the solid masonry is carried down
13 to 17 feet below the river bed, and that it rests upon piles, the heads of which
are embedded in masonry."—(Aymard, p. 20.)

Interesting details follow as to the apporlionment of water which is-

often made

—

In terms of a unit of measure whose real volume is indefinite. This unit is

called a " thread of water," and the volume of the stream when all in use is

divided into 13S " threads," each canal taking its proportionate part of the whole
according to a fixed schedule.

This system was frequently followed in other parts of Spain as well as in-

Algeria.

By this system of proportionality each one enjoys abundance of water or suffers

from scarcity in the ratio of his interest to the whole.—(Aymard, pp. 24-25.)

This, however, was over 40 years ago and Mr. Hall goes on to say

that

—

there were even then many irrigation works throughout other parts of the country,

which were due to the modern Spaniards, and where water was divided by measure-
ments of volume.

Mr. Hall then deals with Irrigation legislation and administration.

He quotes Mr. Scott Moncrieff, who considers the latter

—

"to be well worthy of study. Here more than in France or Italy, government by
a representative Assembly is fully carried out, and has been for more than 600

years, with the best results."—(Moncrieff, p. 136.)

Full particulars of curious local systems of administration and control

are given at length—Tribunal of waters, syndic labourers, &c. These-

extracts will suffice to show the efficiency of irrigation in this part of Spain.

Concerning the district of Jucar, im.mediately south of Valencia, he

writes

—

The Jucar River, like the Turia, rises in the Sierra Molino Mountains, and
. . . waters the district immediately south of the Huerta de Valencia, making
with it and the district of Murviedro (now called Sagunto), immediately on the north

a continuously irrigated garden land near 40 miles in length. The Royal Jucar

Canal . . . has a length of about 26 miles. . . . The very massive dam,
headworks, legulating gates, and main outlet structures are all of cut stone masonry,

and the gates are generally moved by screws. The area of irrigation is about

50,000 acres, the cultivation is principally that of rice, the waters are often used

over the third time, and the system is so perfect that but little waste is suffered,

but the supply of water is abundant and the use extravagant.

It will no doubt come as a surprise to many to know that to a certain

extent our own water laws are based on those of Spain. Mr. Stuart

Murray, late Chief Engineer of Victorian Water Supply, in reply to

some queries as to whether there were not some references to Spanish

irrigation methods in the reports published some years ago by the Water

Supply Department writes

—

I do not think there is any report issued by the Water Supply Department
containing direct reference to irrigation in Spain; at all events any reference that

would be likely to be useful for your purpose. There are references to the

Spanish law affecting rights in water and to the administration of the law in

Spain. . . . Part II., sections 4-24 of the existing Victorian law. Water Act

1905, is based, in great measure, on the Spanish Law of Waters; although of

course, no reference appears either in the text or marginal notes.
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Mr. Murray further refers me to the work of Mr. W. H. Hall from
which quotations appear above as well as the work of Sir Colin S.

Moncrieff concerning which he sa\s

—

The results obtained by irrigation in Valencia are there favorably spoken of
-and held up as a motive to our irrigators.

On 13th January, 1908. I arrived at Valencia, the capital of the

province of the same name, which, together with the adjoining ones of

Castellon, Alicante and Murcia, constitute the agricultural region of the

Levante. Valencia is the most important of the four and when one con-

siders what a large portion of its surface consists of barren hills the

fertility of the irrigable portion is but more evident.

IRRIGATING OLIVES AND VINES NEAR SAGUNTO.

The railway journey from Barcelona to Valencia is a most interesting

and varied one. The Ebro, the fine river I have several times referred

to in connexion with Navarra, Aragon and La Rioja, is crossed near
Tortosa, the railway line running inland for some distance lo avoid the
low lying, swampy lands of the delta. Near Tortosa, an unusual sight

meets the eye in the shape of large rice fields, for this is the chief rice

producing region of Spain. The total area in that country under rice

in 1906 was 90,750 acres; of this 70,750 acres were situated in the pro-

vince of Valencia. In 1906, the Valencia rice fields yielded 3I million

cwt. of rice or an average yield of 50 cwt. per acre.

Many fruit trees are to be seen near the river, but though fruit is

largely grown in the Levante, and especially in the irrigated areas, one
.seldom sees a large orchard according to Australian ideas. Mixed
farming is the rule and each small farmer grows a few fruit trees in

rows amongst his other crops. Occasionally, a block planted exclusively

with fruit trees is to be seen but, except in the case of orange groves, it

is rather the exception than the rule. Higher up in the hills, where
the climate is cooler, apple and pear orchards are to be seen but here

the fruit trees are in small patches and much mixed. Peaches and
apricots are extensively grown, though the former are apt to suffer con-

siderably from fruit fly in some seasons. Thus the line continues, the
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view from the carriage window loeina remarkable for its variety—dry-

stony patches devoted, as has been explained elsewhere, to deep rooting,

plants such as the vine, the olive, the almond, and the algarrobo', alter-

nating with irrigated Huertas with their almost endless variety of products.
Intermediate between the two are iields devoted to the culture of

cereals, for the province of Valencia possessed, in 1906, 86,000 acres

under wheat, of which 56,000 were irrigated, xo,ooo acres under oats^.

and over 25,000 acres under barley, the last two being almost exclusively

grown 1)11 unirrigated land. It is, howe\er, Castellon and ^lurcia, more
especially the latter, which are the principal wheat producing provinces
in the I.evante in which region 516,000 acres were sown in 1906 yielding
nearly 7,000,000 bushels of wheat. The 56,000 acres of irrigated wheat
in the province of Valencia yielded, in 1906, a little over 2,000,000'

bushels, or an average of over 35 bushels per acre.

ROMAN THEATRE AT SAGUNTO (mURVIEDRO).

The region is a beautiful and attractive one but one which oddly
enough appears to have so far remained almost undiscovered by tourists.

This seems strange, as for climatic advantages and varied interest it has

quite as much to recommend it as the far famed Riviera in S.-E. France.

At Sagunto, one finds the Saguntum of the ancients, the .scene of the

celebrated siege by Hannibal which led to the second Punic war. The
castle is situated on a high hill, close lo the village, and, though little

remains of the walls which existed in Hannibal's time, owing to fierce

fighting and much rebuilding by Romans. Moors, and Christians, and
more recently still by the French under Napoleon, it is an historical

monument of deep interest. It has for many vears been known a.s^

Murviedro, but a slight modification of the original name has recently

been reverted to. Among its many relics of great antiquity is a very

fine Roman theatre in very good state of preserwition of which a photo-

graph is here reproduced. On the lower land tetween the castle and

the sea are large plantations of olives and vineyards, remarkable as

being an exception to the usual rule of limiting these crops to drv un-

irrigabie lands. The photograph shows olives and vines lieing submitted'

to winter irrigation, an unusual sight in the region.
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About a dozen miles more and one arrives at Valencia del Cid, to

give it its full title. The approach to the town is heralded by the

numerous characteristic cottages or rather cabins of the farmers
^

known

as Barracas which are quite different from what is to be seen in any

other part of Spain. The two photographs reproduced will give an

A "barraca" (peasant's cottage).

idea of these queer high gabled, whitewashed huts with their scanty

windows and thatched roofs, a relic of the Moors who have left abun-
dant traces of their occupation in this portion of Spain.

Valencia is a handsome town of 220,000 inhabitants; it is, in fact,

the third town in Spain and possesses many historical monuments, most
of which are distinctly Moorish. One of the most interesting of these,

from an agricultural point of view, is the Lonja de la Seda or silk ex-

change, which, with its spiral columns and high vaulted ceiling of hard
marble like limestone, remains to-dav almost exactlv as it was at the

barracas near VALENCIA.

time of the Moorish occupation. Silk production and manufacture are

important industries in Valencia at the present day ; last year's prices

were verv satisfactory to producers.
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The morning following my arrival I called on H.B.M. Vice-Consul,

Mr. E. Marker, to whom I had a letter of introduction and who
received me most warmlv. It is to him that I am indebted for introduc-

tions which enabled me to see something of the lexia raisin industry of

Denia, a description of which appeared in the January number of the

Journal. Being directly interested in the preserved fruit and also in

the raisin trade, he was in a position to give me much valuable assistance

and advice, which he most freelv did. I take this opportunity of ten-

dering him my sincere thanks.

Fruit canning and pulping are important industries in Valencia. The
former has undergone some modification of late, owing to the Chicago
scare and the prejudice which resulted in England against tinned fruit.

Much fruit is now put up in Spain in large tins and transferred after its

arrival in London to glass jars.

The Escuela Pratica de Agricultura.

Together with Dr. Edouardo Bosca, one of the professors at the

Valencia Uni\ersity, to whom I also had a letter of introduction, I

visited the Escuela Practica de Agricultura (practical school of agricul-

ture) situated at Burjasot, just outside the town of Valencia. The
school is under the direction of Don Dr. Jose Maria Marti to whom I

have already had occasion to refer. He was absent on my first visit

but T w^as fortunately able to meet him on my return to Valencia from

Denia.

It has already been stated that the Spanish peasant in the irrigated

areas has attained a high state of proficiency in the working of his

holding. This is no doubt true, but his methods are often old fashioned.

They have as a rule been handed down from previous generations and

though, owing to thoroughness, good results are usually obtained, even

better are to be looked for from the infusion of knowledge of modern
scientific developments in agriculture. The Government of Spain has

recognised this fact for some time and, more especially of late, it is

doing good w^ork in the way of expeiimental work and the dissemination

of up-to-date agricultural information.

The Escuela at Burjasot performs toth functions. Until recently it

was what is known as a Granja Instituto de Agricultura (experimental

farm) ; it was converted into a practical school by Royal decree of 4th

January, 1907. This establishment is not an agricultural college. It

is essentially an experimental station Avhere labourers and sons of small

farmers can without great pecuniary sacrifice receive practical instruction

such as will enable them to better work their holdings. The students

are practical agriculturists of the neighbourhood. They perform the

work of the place and are paid at the rate of 1.75 pesetas (is. S^d.)

per day from which i peseta (lod.) is deducted for their keep. The
instruction given to these labourer students is mainly practical, though a

few lectures are also delivered—the course lasts twelve months. A
higher course, both practical and theoretical, is also given to qualify

students for positions of capataz (overseer) on large estates.

In addition to this regular work special short courses are given as

follows :

—

Courses of about three months' duration in connexion with some special

form of agriculture to students who receive no pay.

Short courses to soldiers in barracks, a small number of whom are

taken at a time, for four days a week, in rotation.

During the holidays special courses are given to State school teachers

to qualify them to give lessons on agricultural subjects in their schools.
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Sericulture receives a good deal of attention, and I saw several

students, attending a special course in this branch, engaged in the rearing,

of disease- free seed (eggs).

Nor is viticulture overlooked, though, as has been pointed out, the-

vine does not figure to any extent in the rich irrigable land—this school

was mainly established for the education of irrigationists, the main
viticultural branch being under the control of Don Rafael Janini v Janini
as has been alreadv described. Nevertheless at Burjasot there are some-

expyerimental vine plots and collections.

New fodder plants are being largely tried. Two of these struck

me as being worthy of note. One was a form of lucerne, called Mielga,
said to be more hardy than the ordinary lucerne or alfalfa, as it is.

known in Spain. Two plants closely allied to the ordinary globe arti-

choke, viz., Cyanara scolymus and C. cardunculus usually grown as

table vegetables were recommended to me as worthy of cultivation as

fodder plants in dry situations. Endeavours are being made to en-

courage the cultivation of hemp, which, at one time, was largely grown-
but has for some reason or other been neglected of late. In reply to*

a question I was informed that flax is not at all cultivated in the

Levante, hemp having been found a far more profitable crop. In addi-

tion to instruction, lectures, &c., in the Escuela, the staff are at all'

times willing to give advice to farmers in the district, and to conduct
analyses of soils, manures, &c. , for them.

It will be seen that the Escuela has a great variety of duties to per-

foim. It appears to be doing good work in the dissemination of agri-

cultural knowledge. Though at first it encountered much apathy and
had difficulty in recruiting students, these are now presenting themselves-

freely and local interest is being manifested in the work of the estab-

lishment.

Diversity of Products Grown.

The variety of crops raised on the irrigated land is most striking. I

regret that the official Spanish statistics in my possession only refer to

vines, olives and cereals. Concerning most irrigation products I have un-

fortunately no figures, but one cannot visit the region without being struck

by the variety of crops grown. Its general prosperity bears testimony
to the remunerative nature of the results obtained.

In the Huertas, specialization is no longer the general rule. In less

favoured situation many circumstances have to be contended against, and
one product usually stands out as pre-eminently suited to a certain locality.

It is found possible to produce it in sufficient quantity and in a high
degree of perfection. The result is the specialization which I ha^'e fre-

quently had occasion to refer to. In connexion with vine culture it is

especially noticeable, the products of the vine depending so largely for
their profitable sales on their quality-

This no longer applies in the rich irrigated lands where most plants
thrive equally well, and quantity rather than quality is the aim of the
grower. Such factors as the extreme subdivision of the land, the need for
rotation of crops, and the large consumption of vegetables and fruit in

Spanish households, have combined to make each holding rather a garden
than a farm. An extreme form of mixed farming is thus a striking

feature of the irrigated lands.

So numerous are the crops grown on each holding that it is difficult

to know which is first in importance. The orange certainly occupies-
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a high place. So profitable were the results obtained a few years ago
that over plantation has resulted, to which last season's low prices are no
doubt largely due. But the orange has been dealt with elsewhere, and,
owing to its permanent occupation of the land, it can scarcely be con-

sidered in the same light as the numerous annual crops the relative im-

portance of which often varies from one season to another. The same
remarks apply to fruit trees and white mulberries (for silkworms) which
are everywhere in evidence, though rarely in regular plantations. I'he

quantity of fruit grown near Valencia is very considerable, a large propor-
tion of it being exported.

Fodder Crops of various kinds are very largely raised, chief amongst
which are lucerne, maize, and beans; of the latter, a great number of

varieties are cultivated for the beans they \ield, for fodder, and for green
manuring. As my visit took place near the winter, there was little to be
seen of lucerne or maize culture, but beans were very much in evidence.

Onions enter largely into the human food supply of Spain, and in

Valencia they are raised in enormous quantities for export as well as for

home consumption ; large quantities are shipped to England.
The Tomato is another most important product. The Spanish cook

would be quite lost without tomatoes, the consumption of which in the

country is enormous. The area devoted to this culture is correspondingly

large, and the profits realized are heavy. The little I was able to see of

tomato and onion culture can be better described in connexion with my
visit to Gandia some 30 miles south of Valencia. In Andalucia, I have
seen tomatoes which, gathered on the unripe .side, and hung up in a dry

place, kept in good order right through the winter. I secured seeds of

this variety which, sown since my return, have produced plants now bear-

ing fine fruit, the keeping properties of whicli I propose to test. A large

proportion of the tomatoes grown in Eastern Spain is exported to other parts

of Europe, both preserved and in the fresh state.

All the usual kitchen vegetables are grown in great abundance, as well

as potatoes. I do not think there is an edible vegetable known tO' us in

Australia which is not largely cultivated, and in addition one meets with

some which we usually look upon as curiosities rather than as regular

articles of diet such as they are in Spain. Among those which interested

me most are the egg plant {Solanum mclongena). This botanical relation

of the tomato, called in Spanish berengena, though not unknown to us, is

not cultivated nearly so extensively as it merits. In Mediterranean coun-
tries it supplies enormous quantities of excellent, wholesome food for

rich and poor. A visit to the market in anv town in Spain or Southern
France, when this fruit is in season, is convincing as to the esteem in which
it is held. It is the large purple variety which is generally preferred.

Cooked in various way it constitutes a most palatable vegetable, meriting

more attention than it receives with us.

Capsicums or Chillies {Pimlcnto in Spanish).—Various sorts are

to be met with. The large mild ones are held in great favour, and enter

largely into the every day bill of fare. Cut into quarters and stewed in

stock, they constitute a most palatable, though novel vegetable. Dried
and ground into a coarse, cayenne pepper-like powder called pimenton they
constitute a sort of spice much used in Spanish cookery for colouring
and flavouring stews and other dishes. In many parts of the countrv the
fronts of the cottages are almost hidden in autumn bv long streamers com-
posed of these large mild capsicum threaded on strings and drying in the

sun to be subsequent! v ground into pimenton.
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Saffron is another plant in request with Spanish cooks for colouring

purposes, and is largely cultivated, especially in some of the upper

valleys where it sometimes becomes a special culture, as at Requena and

some other villages on the railway line to Utiel. Near that town 1

remarked fields of this plant, easily distinguished by its curious foliage

which reminds one of the grape hyacinth.

Melons of various kinds are largely consumed in Spain, especially the

Valenciano or Valencia melon of which several varieties exist. These

melons are dark green outside with firm, sweet, white flesh. They are

verv wholesome and stated not to disagree with children e\en. It is

strange that these melons should be practically unknown to us. They

constitute an important article of food in Spain. They ripen late and

can be kept through the greater part of the winter.

Many other crops are to be met with sometimes on a fairly large

scale, such as sweet potatoes, peanuts, &c., nor must we omit the ubiquitous

bamboo, which is largely planted as a breakwind, in whch form it con-

stitutes one of the features of the landscape. The cut canes come in

most useful for many purposes in a country so devoid of timber as Spain

has the misfortune to be.

Such is a brief sketch of a few of the plants cultivated. It is well

for us to remember that there is not a single one of these which will

not thrive equally well with us, more especially in our irrigation areas.

Manuring and Rotation of Crops.

A lesson the Valenciano farmer has long since learnt is the value cf

manure. In the irrigated lands especially, this has long been widely

recognised and of late years an enormous demand has sprung up for

artificial fertilizers, Spanish, English, and German firms, as well as local

factories, competing for the custom of the cultivators. It is a fatal mis-

take to think that irrigation lessens the need for manuring or that it can

act as a substitute for it in any way. The very reverse is the case. Irriga-

tion, by enabling the plant to grow more vigorously and yield more heavily,

also enables it to remove more plant food from the soil and therefore

hastens its exhaustion, unless restitution in the shape of manuring, be

made. The large trade done in artificial manures in Valencia and the

surrounding districts is eloquent testimon)- of the truth of the above. The
use of artificial m^inures has been a powerful aid to production and, sup-

plementing the inadequate supplv of ordinary manure, has contributed

in a very large degree to the present prosperity of the region.

Some idea of the quantities usually applied will be given by the follow-

ing formula of artificial manures applied to an experimental rice field on

which different varieties were being tested. The experiment was carried

out bv the Granja, the quantities of manures being those usual for rice

culture in the district. These quantities were as follows :—

First Applratiox (22ND .Iune).
\hs. per acre.

Sulphate of Ammonia (19 per cent, nitrogen) ... ... ... 356'4

Superphosphate of Lime (16 8 per cent, .sohilile phosphoric acid) ... 396-

Sulphate of Potasli (49-4.8 per cent, potash) ... ... ... 39'6

SkCOND Ari'LICATIO.V (14TH Jui.Y).

One-sixth of tiie first application.
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No doubt the soils of the Huertas are ideal ones for the use of artifi-

cial manures, owing to the large proportion of humus they contain. This

peculiarity is the result of hundreds, perhaps thousands, of years of con-

tinuous cultivation, during wliich all available manure has been put into the

soil so that, in addition to their being mostly of alluvial origin, they have

by gradual increase of their humic contents become practically garden

moulds. Green manuring has also largely contributed to this result, for

it is practised to an enormous extent, var'ous leguminous plants being sown
for this purpose, such as tares, vetches, peas, beans, &c. The tick or

horse bean is a very favourite plant for this purpose and one which is

very largely used. It appears to make more growth in the cold weather

than peas, ajid therefore to produce a greater weight of green stuff by

the time the moment for ploughing it in comes round. These beans

•should certainly be worth a trial for green manuring purposes in Victoria.

Rotation is looked upon as being of great importance and, with such

a varied choice of products as can be grown, there is no difficulty in

•carrying it out. Various systems of rotations are in vogue; one strongly

recommended by Dr. Maria Marti is as follows :

—

Commencing with a worn out lucerne field which has been broken up
to a depth of about 18 inches and manured with i cwt. of superphosphate
and about \ cwt. of chloride of potash, a crop of hemp is grown which
is followed in succession by crops of beans, to be harvested, maize, beans to

t>e ploughed in for green manure, onions, then potatoes or peanuts, after

which lucerne may be put in again. It is often sown with wheat as a

•cover crop. This rotation would extend over a period of six years, the

preparatory ploughing for each crop except the beans being about 12 inches

deep.

With such a variety of crops to choose from, it is not easy to lay down
hard and fast rules and many different rotations are followed according to

•circumstances.

Visit to Gandia.

I arrived in Gandia by train from Valencia on the evening of 14th

January, 1908, bearing a letter of introduction from Mr. Harker to his

brother-in-law, Senor Romaguera, who is H.B.M. Vice-Consul in Gandia,
and who very kindly showed me as much of this interesting neighbourhood as

it w'as possible to see in the brief time at my disposal. Senor Romaguera
is largely interested in orange culture and in the varied agriculture of

the region, which is practically the same as in the other irrigated areas of

Eastern Spain, for Gandia is on a smaller scale, a repetition of the

Huerta de Valencia. One finds the same intense culture and carefully

applied irrigation as well as the variety of products which has just been

•described.

From Valencia, one takes the train for Madrid {via Albacete) running

south some 30 miles along the coast to Carcagente. another important

Irrigation centre remarkable for the number of date palms growing about.

A snap-shot from the train which is reproduced gives some idea of these

trees laden with their crop of yellow fruit. At Carcagente, a change is

made to a small local line which takes one on to Gandia and Denia still

further down the coast. The carriages on this line are two-storied and
from the upper, third-class compartments one obtains an excellent view

of the very picturesque countrv through which the line passes.

Carcagente is some distance inland. Between it and Gandia the line

is separated from the sea by the Sierra de Murta, a range of fairly high
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hills. The line follows a sort of uneven valley where the land is much
broken and the variety of landscape, soils, and cultures is almost be-

wildering in its sudden changes. Vines, olives and algarrobos are passed
in rapid succession, alternating, here and there, with patches of richer

soil under cereals very often, or, if water is available, oranges and the

numerous other crops characteristic of irrigated land.* Norias, or water-

lifts of old Moorish pattern, are frequently to be seen ; these permit the

application of water to small patches—to which it cannot be brought by
gravitation—wherever underground water is available, at not too great a

depth and the soil is suitable.

Near Tabernes, are large plantations of strawberries. The soil here is-

poor and hilly. As soon as one leaves the rich land of the Huertas,

specialization once more becomes the rule.

Here and there, where the railway passes near the sea-shore, rice fields

are to be seen, the whole coiintrv side making a picture of prosperity and
fertility as striking as it is varied.

3^ .»^tJf- \ \
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Land is dear and its holders make tiie most of it, not permitting an\ of it

to remain idle long. As many as three crops are often raised on the same
land during the one year in something like the following sequence.

Work commences in February, or even January, when tomatoes are

planted ; the crop is harvested early and rcjiiacrd by maize at the end of

June. This occupies the land during Jul\, August and September, when
it in turn makes room for lieans either to be harvested or to be ploughed
in as green manure. The onion sometimes is substituted for the tomato
as the first crop of the .series.

Land in Gandia is, as is usual in centres of intense culture, much sub-

divided, very small holdings being the rule. Orange groves are usuallv

worked by their owners, but land for tomatoes, onions, and the almost
innumerable garden products so largely raised, is leased in small areas,

rentals varying a good deal. Average tomato land is usuallv leased at

6 and even to 8 douros per hanegada, which would be equiwalent to ^8

rOMATO SHELTER NEAR GANDIA.

per acre (at par). Raisins used to be grown about here, even in the irri-

gated land, until some 20 years ago when over production and the resulting
fall in price led to the substitution of oranges wherever water was avail-

able. The tomato and the onion also helped to oust the vine, which is now
no longer grown on irrigable soil near Gandia, nor are there many un-
irrigated vineyards in the neighbourhood. The olive seems to monopolize
the narrow strip of drier land, fit for cultivation, between the irrigated

land and the rocky hills.

Some 30 miles up the river Alcoy, the town of the same name is an
important wine centre but near Gandia there are now scarcely anv vine-

yards. Orange culture at Gandia has already been described.
The tomato, after the orange, is the most important export croj). In

the mild climate of Gandia the earlv market is largely catered for. This
crop is a risky one, for a severe frost may destroy everything and replan-
tation means missing the early market. The small farmers of Gandia do
not, however, devote themselves to one crop only ; thev are not so foolish as
to put all their eggs into one basket; nearly all of them raise a few early

tomatoes and at the time of my visit the bamboo and straw shelters in

which the young [ilants are protected from frost, were a striking feature
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of the landscape. The i)hotograi)h on tlie oi>posite page shows one of

these; the open front is protected at niglit by a sort of mat woven of

straw and string.

Planting out takes place in early February. As early as the middle
of January, 1 saw the complicated shelters to protect the newly planted

tomatoes against frost being placed in position and one or two farmers

more venturesome than their neighbours were already planting. The
young tomatoes were being planted in a shallow trench, the ground re-

moved from which was thrown out on the north side ; into this pieces of

bamboo a couple of feet long were obliquely driven which served to sup-

port the protecting straw mat. The onion is a favourite crop, cheaper and
less troublesome to put in than the tomato, and not nearly so risky. It

can be planted considerably earlier. At the time of my visit, onions were

mostly planted and were to be seen every here and there, usually arranged

on double drills each side of a small mound, the intervening gutter servmg
for irrigation and drainage. The arrangement was such that the rows of

•onions were equidistant and about i foot apart. The cultivation during

the growing period, necessary to keep down weeds &c., would result in

the gradual filling of the gutter and levelling of the soil. Onions come
in at Gandia a little before those from Valencia, for the former town is

nearly 40 miles further south. It is estimated that 50 cents per arroba

,(:=32s. per ton) will leave a small profit for the grower.

Beans of all kinds were everywhere in evidence, chiefly of the horse

or tick bean variety so largely grown as green manure.
* * * * * * *

It was with regret that I was obliged to leave this interesting region.

Though the season was just after midwinter, an unfavorable time of year,

my visit impressed me most forcibly and provided me with much food for

reflection. The general prosperity I had seen, due entirely to most intense

culture, on small holdings, with thorough utilization of land and water,

could not fail to make an Australian foresee the enormous future there is

before the irrigated areas of northern Victoria when once their occupiers

make up their minds to utilize natural advantages to the full extent.

Our climate is equal, if not superior, to that of Valencia, and there is

nothing to prevent the raising of products on our irrigated lands in similar

variety. There cannot be any two opinions as to the benefit which would
accrue to the general health of the community from the substitution of

vegetables and fruit for a certain quantity of the meat so lavishly used in

Australian homes. But, apart from new forms of human food, the pos-

sibilities in the way of the raising of fodder plants are not realized,

and certainly not developed, as they ought to be in our irrigated areas.

I asked myself if we could not, with advantage, induce some of these

Spanish cultivators to try their fortunes in Victoria. Accustomed as they
are to the working of their small holdings to such excellent advantage,
the homes they would establish here would serve as object lessons to many
of our own irrigationists.

We have, in fact, a precedent in the Bendigo district where the now
thriving tomato industry owes its origin to a few Spaniards, whose methods,
though at first openly criticised by their Australian neighbours, have since

been adopted by them.
Suitable men could no doubt be selected. Thousands of Spaniards

emigrate every year to the South American republics. Manv of these would
•make excellent colonists and some might be induced, in spite of the

language difficulty, to come to Victoria.
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WARRAGUL DAIRY FARM COMPETITION.

.4. T'. Becker, Dairy Supervisor.

Report to the Secretary, Warragul Agricultural Society.

I was rather disappointed to see only tliree competitors, but, perhaps^
now that the competition has been once started there will be a better entry
next year.

The stock seen on the farms were well above the average type, especially
Mr. Tyssen's Jersey herd, which includes such well-known strains as Werri-
bee Park, Woodmason's and McCulloch's. Mr. Strickland has some verv
nice Ayrshire cows, and the young cattle from these by milking Shorthorn
bulls look very promising. A very strong Ayrshire strain is present in Mr.
Gaul's herd, both bulls now used being typical pure bred Ayrshires. All

the cattle were in splendid condition and showed evidence of being kindlv

treated and well fed.

I would like also to specially mention Mr. Tyssen's pure Yorkshire
pigs, which were in excellent condition, especially a fine litter of ten by
his imported boar " Avalanche " out of one of his best sows. Mr. Tyssen
also had a very nice lot of white Leghorn fowls which had returned him

a profit of jQiT^ ids. 6d. for the twelve months. Mr. Strickland's stock

includes some magnificent medium draught horses for farm work, as well as

a very fine team of 14 working bullocks which do the bulk of the heavy work
with a set of disc harrows specially made for them.

The two leading farms are well equipped with implements, but Mr.

Tyssen gets his work done by contract, and his farm suffers owing to his not

being able to get the work done when required. The buildings on the

whole are good, and I should like to make a special note of the exjcellent

accommodation provided by Mr. Strickland for his men. The latter have

their own cook, kitchen and dining-room, and good wholesome food is

cleanly served ; all the meat is killed on the place.

The fences on the two leading farms are very good indeed, being solid

posts with wire well strained, and good gates provided where necessary.

The other farm lost a good many points in this respect, as the fences were

in very bad repair and there was not a decent gate on the place.

The sanitary conditions and cleanliness on the two leading farms were

satisfactory—especially at Mr. Gaul's. His yards, sheds and cheese room

were scrupulously clean. The milking methods were good, the udders of the

cows being clean and free from any signs of dirt adhering from wet

handed milking without washing. The winning farm lost points in this-

respect ; also for the dusty condition oi the >ards, which were covered with

dry powdered manure. The third farm lost heavily through general untidi-

ness of the cow shed and the quantity of weeds to be seen growing in the

yards, garden, orchard and crops.

The cultivation methods on the two leading farms were very good, the

land being well worked and the headlamls clean and free from weeds.

The maize at Mr. Strickland's was especially good, and so was his storage

of fodder. He had 25 tons of excellent rye grass and clover hay, and

about 120 tons of oaten hay besides good crops of millet, potatoes and

onions. Mr. Gaul had some nice maize but, being .sown on a hill, it had

suffered from the dry spell. The potatoes alongside were excellent.

Mr. Tyssen scored full points for the careful way in which he keeps

daily records of each cow's yield and regularly tests them, and I was glad
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to see a start being made in this respect at JNIr. Strickland's; a room has

been set apart with tester, &c., and the system \\ill evidently soon be in

full swing.

The returns per cow on all farms were excellent, viz. :
—

T. Strickland, ;^"i4 13s. gd. per head for 173 cows ( Milk).

J. Gaul, £12, IS. 6d. per head for 63 cows (Cheese).

J. G. Tyssen, ;,^"ii 12s. per he.id for 15 cows (Cream).

-Last season's prices were exceptional, Mr. Gaul having obtained as high as

IS. per lb. for cheese during Fleet week.

Mr. Strickland has all the up-to-date appliances for handling a big

supply; of milk for Melbourne, a 22-horse power Hornsby suction gas engine

•driving his refrigerator and pumping water for the general supply.

The water supply on the two farms at Darnum is excellent. Clean,

fresh creek water is laid on everywhere with troughs and ball taps at Jhe

winning farm. It is brought by gravitation to a large reservoir and is

then pumped by a windmill (or engine if the wind fails) into over-head

tanks from whence it is reticulated all over the farm.

It only requires one or two good silos at these two properties to make
.them complete up-to-date dairy farms.

The result of the judging is:—

Order.

T. Strickland, Darnum
-J. Gaul, Darnum
-J. G. Tyssen, Neerim

South
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THE ORCHARD.

/. Lang, llarcoiirt.

During the last week in February a good soaking rain was experienced

all over the State, an inch and a halt being recorded in a great many
places. This will be of great benefit to the fruit crop, and the late apples

should swell out to a good size. It is possible that further rains may be
received as the summer seems now to be completelv broken ; with a few
more showers it will be the best autumn experienced for many \ears.

Fruit export is now in full swing, picking and packing taking up most
of the orchardists' time. Care should be exercised in picking the fruit.

Careful handling is necessary, and all brui-sed and blemished fruit should

be rejected. Where apples are of unequal size they should be graded into

two grades—Nos. i and 2. The cases of apples always open up better

when the apples are all fairly of the one size, and the smaller apples

sometimes carry better than the larger ones and realize as good a price

as No. I grade. The apples that have been shipped so far are reported,

on the whole, to be of good quality and likely to carry well.

Bitter pit has again made its appearance this season. The apples most
affected are Cleopatra and Annie Elizabeth.

The season in London is likel}- to be much better than last vear, as

the market is now getting bare of American apples. The speculators who
cool stored a large quantitv of apples last vear are not likely to repeat

the experiment this year, as they all suffered severe financial loss over the

business.

Pears should be shipped to a moderate extent, as they always realize

a good price when they arrive in good condition. As much as 30s. per

case was realized last vear for Winter Nelis pears. This variety alwavs
seems to carry best, and is also one of the finest flavoured pears grown.

Josephine d'Malines is also good; so is Beurre d'Anjou, and Beurre
Clairgeau. These are all good qualitv pears, and realize top prices when
they arrive in good condition. Broomi)ark and Vicar of Winkfield are

pears of second qualitv and will not realize as much as those named alxDve ;

still, it is always advisable to send a few of them.
Quinces as a fruit are not much known in the London market, but there

should be sale for a moderate quantit\ . Some of our quince growers

.should make a few small shipments to test the market.

When time permits, a start should be made in April to sow down the

orchard in peas for the purpose of green manuring. They require to be
sown early, so that thev may get a good start before the cold weather

sets in ; if sown late, they never make satisfactory progress and there is

but a poor crop to plough under in the spring.



ANNUAL GRANT TO AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.

CONDITIONS TO BE CARRIED OUT DURING I9O9 BY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES
RECEIVING A GRANT FOR THAT YEAR.

A.—That the a-wards of prizes in Ull classes for stallions three
years old and over at the Society's Show must be subject to
the possession by the exhibit of a Government certificate of
soundness.

The examinations of stallions for the Government Certificate of Sound-
ness will not be made at Shows in the future. Stallion Inspection Parades
will be held at different centres throughout the State prior to the com-
mencement of the Show season. The centres will be so arranged that all

owners of Show stallions wall have the opportunity of submitting them for

examination for the Government Certificate of Soundness. Show Secretaries

or Stewards will require to obtain evidence of the possession of the Govern-
ment Certificate in respect of exhibits, either at the time of entry or prior

to judging.

At the close of the season, when forwarding the particulars required

before payment of a subsidy can be made, Secretaries of Societies will

require to forward the names of all prize winners in stallion classes,

together with the names of the owpers.

B.—That the Society arrange for:

—

(1) The holding of agricultural students' classes ; or

(2) The holding of a series of at least four lectures or
demonstrations on agricultural or live stock matters.

(B.i) Agricultural Classes.—The agricultural classes will last a fort-

night, a demonstration being given each morning and afternoon, and
four limelight lectures on evenings to be arranged tor by the Secretary of

each Society. Thirty students at least must be enrolled before a class can
be held. The rent of hall and all local charges are to be paid by the

Agricultural Society ; all other expenses by the Department. Arrangements
must be made to insure the unintexrupted use of the hall during the time

the lectures are going on. The conditions under which medals and
prizes axe awarded to the students are to be subject to approval by the

Department.
Subjects of First Week.

The Principles of Agriculture.

The Care of Farm Animals.

Subjects of Second Week.

Two or more of the following, to be selected by the Department :

—

{a) Sheep Breeding and Management (including Wool Classing and
Lambs for Export) ; {b) Dairy Farming (including Management and
Breeding of Pigs)

;
{c) Poultry Breeding and Management

;
{d) Orchard

and Garden Work.
(B.2) Lectures on Agricultural Subjects.—Many of the lectures

are illustrated by limelight views. The hall, advertising, &c., must be pro-

vided locally, free of cost, but all other charges are borne by the Depart-
ment.

The course shall consist of at least four lectures or practical demon-
strations during the year, and the Society must take sufficient interest in

the matter to insure a good attendance, otherwise the lectures will not

count for the grant conditions. It is requested that application

be made as early as possible, so as to permit of a complete syllabus being

drawn up, and the subjects of most interest to the district are to be men-
tioned. The Department will arrange for the lecture to be delivered as

nearly as possible on the date mentioned by the Society, but modifications

may be necessary in order to carrv out the complete programme. The day
of the week and hour most suitable for each locality should be given.

Societies may arrange for lectures bv experts other than Departmental
officers, but the subject and lecturer must be notified to and approved

of by the Department. Any of the following subjects mav be chosen :
—
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C—That the Society—

(1) arrang-e for the carrying out of field experiments on an
area and in a locahty to be approved by the Depart-
ment ; or

(2) provide and ofler a substantial prize (the amount to be
approved by the Minister of Agriculture, but not less
than five pounds) for improvements in farm practice
and management, or the cultivation of special crops
in the district.

(C.i) Experimental Plots.—The plot of land should be about 5 acres

in extent, so that the amount of produce may be of value to the Society.

It is desirable also that arrangements be made for the use of the land

for a number of years, so that a definite scheme can be worked out ; the

Society to furnish the land, with a written guarantee from the owner that

it will be available free of charge to the Department, members of the Society

to plough, harrow, and do the main part of the cultivation. The Department

will supply the manures and the seed free of cost, and superintend the sowing
and harvesting, two-thirds of the produce to belong to the Society, and
one-third to the Department. A committee of the Society to be appointed

to arrange the details of the work in conference with an officer of the

Department. This committee to inspect the crops at stated intervals, and
to sign the repyort drawn up by the officer of the Department.

It is suggested that one or more experimental plots should be developed

in each district. Three main lines of investigation may be carried out

;

first, the determination of the manurial requirements of the district; second,

the introduction of new methods of management and of new crops ; third,

by introducing new varieties of crops not already grown in the district.

The area of land selecteu should be typical of the district, if anything,

rather on the poor side. The location of the plot should be such that

it can be seen by as many farmers as possible. An area adjacent to the

principal town, or close to the railway station of the district, is therefore

suggested. The details of the experimental work carried on by the Depart-

ment are published from time to time in the Journal, and will be furnished

for the information of members on application to the Secretary for

Agriculture.

In the case of those Societies which select experimental potato plots,

it is requested that the Department be notified, and the site offered before

31st March each year. All such sites are subject to approval.

. (C.2) Special Prize.—In carrying out this section, the words "sub-
stantial prize" are to be interpreted in proportion of the income and

prize list of the Society. It should amount to from 2J to 5 per cent, of

the total amount distributed in prizes at the show. The objects aimed at

should be to make a distinct advance in farming methods as carried on in

the district, and it will therefore be advisable to state the amount of the

prize and the purpose for which it will be awarded several years in

advance. Several Societies at present award prizes for the best-managed

farms under and over 200 acres ; others for the best farm under irriga-

tion. These Societies fulfil all the conditions required. Suitable subjects

are—(a) The best 10 acres irrigated by a private scheme; {b) The best

5 acres of lucerne, maize, or other fodder crops grown with or without

irrigation
;

{c) The best-managed dairy herd of ten cows or upwards ;
or

{d) The best 5-acre crop of flax or beans, &c., &c. Two or three objects

should be suggested by each Society in taking up this condition. The
Department will, as far as possible, assist by arranging the details of the

competition, give instruction as to the best methods in attaining the object

sought, and, if required, an officer of the Department will judge the com-

petition, and a full report, wnth criticisms and suggestions for improvement^.

Avill be forwarded along with the award.
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SOME FACTS CONCEllXING MAIZE.

F. E. Lee, Agricultural Superintendent.

Public attention has been pointedly drawn of late to the maize-growing

industry in Victoria. That the crop can be profitably grown in many
parts of the State, both for grain purposes as well as fodder for dairy

stock, is generally admitted, but the fact remains that it is only within the

last year or two' that any extension of the area under this crop has taken

place.

Maize Statistics for the Commonwealth.
Season 190fi-7.
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The purpose of this article is primarily to explain the steps which
have been taken bv the Field Brani'h to prosecute inquiries into the

maize-growing industry, and, secondly, to make public the field observa-

tions which have been exhaustively collected during the last season for

the purpose of establishing guiding facts. We start with the knowledge
that maize is divided into two families

—

dent and flint ; the grain of the

former, when pure, are characterized bv a crease in the crown of the grain

whereas the flint varieties have a smooth rounded surface. We have
numerous examples of both in Victoria and it may enable some persons

to identify the two families by describing Flat Red as a " Dent " varietv

and Ninety Day as a "Flint." Arrangements last year were entered

into with Messrs. James Fisher (Orbost) and James McEwan (Bruthen),

both experienced maize-growers, to permit the establishment of " stud"
plots upon their properties. Field officers had in the year previously

gone carefully through the maize-growers' fields and had selected a number
of tvpical cobs of some twenty varieties, which provided the seed for the

r

STUD MAlZt: PLOi Ai BKUriiEN.

plots. Especial care was given to the preparation of the land by Messrs.

Fisher and McEwan, who also lent valuable assistance in the planting

of the seed at regular intervals of 3 feet in the row^s and between the

drills. A specified number of seeds of each varietv were planted which

enables us to learn something of the axerage germinative ability. During
the summer the plots were kept well tilled so that the plants had every

chance of success.

Cross Fertilization of Varieties.

B\ no means the least important of the objects of the stud plots

was the carrying out of a number of cross pollinations between varieties.

The varieties to be crossed were decided uix)n before the plots were sown,

so that everv facilitv was afforded to make a large number of crosses at

Bruthen and Orbost. .An experienced tidd nflfirpr, suppli<'d with a number

of muslin bags. w;is sent to each place in the firsi; werk in January.

The cobs to be crossed were enveloped in these bags in order to minimize

foreign pollination. Only a few of the most robust and well developed
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plants of each variety were selected to provide pollen or cobs as the case

might be. When the " silk," which is the female organ of the maize

plant, began to emerge from the protective sheath surrounding the cob, it

was covered with a muslin bag, sufficiently close in texture to exclude

polfen, but open enough to admit air and light. The development of

the pollen, which is carried bv the " tassel
'" or male organ of the plant,

was the signal for cross fertilization to begin. It may be explained that

each individual silk on a maize cob communicates with a grain and fer-

tilization is effected by means of the pollen being dusted on the silk, down

PREVENTING FOREIGN POLLINAIION.
(Enveloping a cob, selected for crossing

in muslin bag.)

CROSS FERTILIZING MAIZE.

(Dusting the pollen from the " tassel

on to the " silk.")

the centre of which the fertilizing element travels to the grain. Those

silks, which communicate with the grains lowest down at the butt of the

cob emerge iirst, and when their function is finished they wither off,

leaving the silks which fertilize the tip of the cob to emerge later.

The whole process lasts from ten to fourteen days, and may be said to

be the most critical stage of the maize crop grown for grain. In those

cobs upon which crosses were made, the officer carefully removed the

protecting muslin bag every second or third morning and du.sted p;,llen

upon the newly emerged silks. Crossing is usually carried out in the

early morning, the air at that time being calmer than during the da\ and

the silks are said to be more receptive.

G 2
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Varieties Crossed.

Varieties were, not cross-fertilized upon any liaphazard plan. The
\ery early varieties were crossed with later ones to influence the period

of maturity. Those varieties having a short cob were crossed with others

having a longer cob, thereby carrving a greater amount of grain. Some
varieties l)ear cobs high up on the stalk, others low down; cros.ses were

made between the.se to facilitate picking. Some varieties bear a long wedge-

shaped grain, others a shorter and thicker grain, the core of some varie-

ties is thicker and coarser than others, thus minimizing the weight of

grain that a cob can bear. All these characteristics as well as many
others have to be taken into consideration when producing hybrid varie-

ties. All crosses are not equallv successful, some of the hybrids being

inferior to their parents. In these cases, when a final examination of the

matured cobs comes to be made, onlv those which pass a rigid standard will

be retained.

Characteristics of Varieties for Fodder Purposes.

In order to ascertain some guiding information in relation to the value

of all varieties under review for both grain and forage purp>oses, a com-
prehensive set of measurements of average stalks of all varieties was
carried out. It must be remembered ihat these measurements represent

average plants, grown under identical conditions of soil and climate, all

sown on the same dav and all measurements taken within a couple of

days.
Varieties of Maize at Bbuthen.

Height in Inches to
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Two facts of interest are to be deducted from the table of measure-

ments. Tiie grower of maize for fodder will note that some varieties

naturally grow much higher thnn others under the same conditions of

soil. For example, there is a great difference between the height of

North-Western Dent, 76 inches, and that of Eclipse, 117^ inches. a
dairyman would be very unwise to grow the former if the latter were

procurable. Another fact of importance to the dairyman is that some
varieties produce more leaves than others. The average minimum number
of leaves appears to be thirteen and the average maximum number six-

teen. Three leaves extra on each plant in a field would make a great

difference in the tonnage per acre. To illustrate what a difference there

can be, the following dimensions of the leaves themselves are interesting :

—

Maize Varieties, with Length and Breadth of Top, Centre, and Bottom Leaves
IN Inches.
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varieties produce more cobs than others, but these cobs vary in height from
the ground. For example, the North-Western Dent i>roduces cobs at 18,

24 and 31 inches from the ground, whereas Eclipse produces one col) at

5 feet from the ground. High-growing cobs hinder rapid picking, for

the reason that the stalk has to be bent down before the cob can be

jmlled off. Low growing cobs are equally undesirable because they

compel the picker to bend down, thus increasing the fatigue of the work.

TAKING MEASUREMENTS OF MAIZE IN TITE FIELD.

Varieties extensively grown for grain, such as Learning, Siblev and
Solomon's Pride, produce their cobs at from 2 feet 6 inchts to 4 feet

from the grcmnd, thus making picking much easier.

Weights oi' GRt:KN I-'odder per Acre.

Li order to ascertain the relative values of the varieties under trial

for forage purposes, a given area was cut and weighed at the period"

when the grain was just glazing.

These weights should only be accepttfl in connexion with the previo'US

tables referring to the same varieties. Much superior \ields have beerr

obtained elsewhere and the following by no means re])resent the- maximum,

possible.
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Variety.

Funk's Yellow Dent

Longfellow

Eclipse

Boone County Special

Solomon's Pride

Sweet Corn

Hickory King

Sibley

.Hildreth's Yellow Dent

Learning

Sydney Flat Red

Learning Twin Cobs

Early Yellow Dent

White Horse Tooth

North Western Dent

Pride of the North

It is highly interesting to find from

the foregoing tables which varieties

appear most suitable for fodder pur-

poses.

ASCERTAINING WEIGHT OF GREEN
FODDER PER ACRE.

Tallest varieties :
—

Boone County Special, White Horse Tooth, Hickory King, Learning,
Sibley, Eclipse, Funk's Yellow Dent, Hildreth's Yellow Dent.

Largest number of leaves :
—

Boone County Special, Learning, Sibley, Eclipse, Funk's Yellow Dent.

Broad est leaves :
—

Learning, Sibley, Eclipse, Hildreth's Yellow Dent, Spanish.

Longest leaves :
—

Boone County Special, Hickorv King, Learning, Eclipse, Hildreth's Yellow
Dent.

It will be seen that two varieties, Leaming and Eclipse, survive all

te.sts, while all the remaining varieties have numerous advantages to com-
mend them.

The results of the first season's trials have been completely satisfac-

tory, inasmuch as they have gone far towards settling the suitability of some
varieties and the unsuitability of others for foxage purposes. Which is the

variety most likely to succeed under average conditions and in normal

seasons cannot yet be definitely determined. A wider trial, embracing a

number of other districts, is projected next season, after which, nO' doubt,

the merits of one or more varieties will be more conspicuous.

The co-operation of the dairv farmer and the enlistment of his sym-

pathy with the aims of the Department is asked for in order to achieve

•complete success. The stud plots will 'be continued next season, when
the hybrids of the first year's work will undergo further examination .so

that only the fittest shall survive.
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IMPROVED METHODS OF MAIZE GROWING FOR
MILK PRODl'CTION.

y. M . B. Connor, Dairy Supervisor.

Maize has been used as a forage croj> in Kgy|)t and otlier countries

for over 2.000 \ears. Columbus. \vht> introduced it into America, first

found it extensively cultivated

by the Indians on the island of

Hayti, where it was called

mahiz ; hence the name maize.

Mahiz or marisi is said to be
an Arawak Indian word of

South American origin. In the

United States of America,

where it is extensively grown,

corn is everywhere understood

to mean maize. From America
it gradually found its way east-

ward, until now it is grown for

both seed and fodder purposes

throughout the universe.

The area of land under
maize for grain in Victoria has

been fairly constant from the

year 190 1-2, as the following

table shows :

—

Year.
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out any return worth considering, is an exhaustive crop. These two dia-

metrically opposite practices must eventually produce opposite results ujx>n

soils, one making the rich richer, the other rendering the poor poorer.

Selection of Seed.

In the improvement of maize by seed selection an endeavour should
be made to start with the variety best suited to the locality. This should

I. YELLOW MORLVA, IILIGIIT II FT. 4 IN.

be ascertained by actual tests in. the field through a sufficient length of
time, so as to be able to eliminate unseasonable w^eather conditions before
.arriving at any definite opinion. It must be borne in mind that, in all
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plant improvement, the same principles and practicvs that have been so

long employed with such convincing results in the improvement of the

different breeds of animals must be followed.

With maize there are three general methods of obtaining imprcjxement

of varieties, viz. : First, b\ importation of seed from some reputable

grower ; second, by careful selection of seed from one's own plot or

from a neighobur's; third, by careful selection and growing of seed in

an isolated field, say, about 500 yards distance from an\ other seed

plot so as to minimise cross fertilization.

One of the reasons of the Chief Veterinary Officer, Mr. S. S.

Cameron, M.R.C.V.S., for getting into close touch with the farmer by
means of tests conducted by the latter on his own farm, under the super-

vision of the officers of the Stock and Dairy Supervision Branch, was to

secure definite facts regarding the varieties most suitable for fodder pur-

poses in particular districts. The main points considered during the ex-

periments were :—Bulk of growth, yield per acre, excellence of nutri-

tive quality in stalk and leaves, quickness of maturity at different periods
of growth, suitability for early or late sowing, drought-resisting capa-
bilities, and ultimate value as fodder of the different varieties sown, in

contrast with the Ninety Day variety or certain mixed varieties known
under the names of Flat Red and White maize.

Business Methods Essential.

In no department of profitable dairy farming is there more need for

absolutely reliable data than there is regarding the growing of suitable

fodder crops throughout the whole year. The time has long passed
when the farmer thought there were professions superior to his own. At
the present time, some of the most well-to-do men in the State deem it

an honour to be a farmer, or are working their large holdings on the
share system w^ith practical men. Thoughtful people are realizing that
agriculture is the foundation of all wealth, and that it must eventually
occupy its merited place at the top, recruiting from all classes of people
the most intelligent to follow the highest of all professions, farming.
Successful dairy farming must be conducted on business principles and
close attention paid to the details of the farm work. Farmers have to
use business principles in every day life throughout the year. If they
are not selling the produce grown on the farm, they are feeding stock to
make a profit, as the markets fluctuate to such an extent that the success-

ful farmer must be an all-round man, who is willing to pay close atten-

tion to this important branch of his farm, .so as to always have an
abundance of cheap and profitable feed on hand all the vear round for

his stock. The general practical lesson to be drawn from a study of the
comparative values of food, is that many foods can be substituted for
each other without altering the value of the whole diet. A farmer should
be able to introduce economy into his feeding by noting the markets, and
making use of those foods which are cheapest and bv alwavs growing
numerous fodder and root crops in rotation.

Feeding for Profit.

The food of animals has duties to perform which are not demanded
of the food of plants. In plants, the food merely provides the material

for building up the vegetable tissues. In the animal, besides building

up the body tissues, the food has to furnish the means of producing heat
- and doing mechanical work. Food must be provided for all these' factors
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before any of it will go to tlu' prnduction of fat or milk, and it is the

amount of food that the animal rt-ceives o\er the quantity required for

supplying energy for those factors, or o\er the maintenance diet, as it

is spoken of, which effects tht- gain in

Consequently, it is evident that there

maintenance diet to a cow giving milk.

i>''d\ wi-ight or the vield of milk.

can le no profit n\ feeding a

On the contrary, tk.e aim should
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be to get the cow to eat a maximum amount of fCio 1 in order that there

may be a large surplus for production. In this \va\ , a much smaller

proportion of the food gots for maintenance and a large proportion to
production purposes, with a corresponding increase in the profits.
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Naturally, it must follow that the animal which will eat the largest

amount of food, and which at the same time is of such a disix)sition as

to require a small amount for maintenance purposes, is the most pro-

fitable cow to keep, and this important point can only be ascertained by
weighing each cow's milk, testing it weekly, and judicious culling out

of the unprofitable cows.

Green versus Dry Fodders.

The advantages and disadvantages in feeding green as compared with

dry fodders has alwavs been a much discussed subject. After weighing

both sides, it seems feasible that the compounds- of a cured or dry

fodder, which has not deteriorated through fermentation, are practically

what they were when in the green, freshly-cut stage, excepting that the

water has evaporated out of the green tissues, and that in the curing

5. (10) eci (1 i) sim.KV, 8 I'-T. 6 IN.

there is a probable loss of an. imperceptible amount of ^'olatile com-

pounds, whose presence in the plant affects its flavour. It is obvious

that drying a plant diminishes its palatableness and increases its tough-

ness, thus increasing the work of mastication. It is not always possible

to dry fodders under perfect conditions, and when they are subjected to

long continued and slow drying in rainy weather, fermentation takes

place with the probable loss of considerable material. All these risks

can be done away with bv having a silo and conserving the fodder in its

natural condition, until required for feeding purposes. A very im-

portant point that is mostly lost sight of by the farmer is the absolute

necessitv of cutting his fodder crops at the right stage of maturity, and

it is here that a great amount of waste often occurs in the feeding value

of the crop bv cutting it in an immature condition.

In general, it is recognised that as a plant matures the proportion of

water, protein, and ash matter decreases, while the proportion of carbo-
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hydrates, especially the fibrous material, increases. As this latter sub-

stance is niostly indigestible, fodder crops deteriorate towards maturity.

Young grass is much richer in protein and contains a smaller propor-

tion of indigestible fibre than old grass, and is therefore more nourishing.

The same comparison may be made between young lucerne and that which
is made into hay. It follows that fodder crops should be cut for hav
before they reach maturity, and before the\' enter into the ripening stage ;

experimental work and general experience have full}- demonstrated that

these crops should be cut immediately full bloom is reached. Lucerne
is an exception to this, because it very readily becomes fibrous, and should
be cut in the earlv stages of blossoming to obtain best results. Witli

•i,*:^;^'

6. (12) PRIDE OF THE NORTH, 4 FT. 6 IN. ;
(13I W 111 1 E ilUkSE TOOTH, 8 FEET.

reference to root crops, it has been found that while fodder crops de-
teriorate and become fibrous towards maturity, because of the con-\-ersion

of soluble forms of carbo-hydrates into the insoluble and indigestible
fibre, root crops, such as mangolds and potatoes, improve owing to the
carbo-hydrates produced in this case being sugar and starch, both of
which are of considerable feeding value.

The present consideration of farmers should be the preservation of
their lands with relation to productiveness and the character of material'

produced. If there has been degeneracy of seed in quality or pro-
lificacy, appliances for restoration must be resorted to and a more careful
system of farming followed, a system based upon scientific investigation

and gathered experience. If plant growth is not supplied with its natural
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food, there is deterioration ; if there is no attention paid to the selection

of pure seed, there must follow degeneracy. It is perfectly true that

on account of climatic influences and through unmethodical management,
seeds deteriorate, that the product of to-day may not be that of to-

morrow. But the necessity for adopting means of change for the better is

obvious. The undoubted conclusion is that greater attention ought to be

paid to the conversion of material raised from the soil into valuable

form, thereby stimulating production and adding to che proceeds of in-

dustry. The wealth from this source to the State can scarcely be
estimated.

7. (14) NORTH WESTERN DENT, 4 FEET; (15 AND 16) BOONE COUNTY
SPECIAL, 9 FEET.

Mr. Wm. Young's farm of i8 acres, situated at Tooronga-road,

Malvern, is a striking illustration of keeping the land in good heart.

Twenty -five years ago this particular farm was carrying a good growth

of lx>x gum and i>eppermint scrub, and the first crop of oats sown was

a failure. The land has been continually cultivated and two crops taken

off it Yearly without a spell. Instead of the soil becoming poorer and

jjoorer each year, the land to-day, by the judicious system adopted by

Mr. Young of always growing a rotation of crops, has a wealth of

available plant food, good ph\sica1 condition, and capacity for holding

moisture and grows such magnificent crops as shown m photographs i to

8 wliich were taken on the 23rd Jaiuiary of the current year.

These good results have l)een brought about by replacing the plant

food removed from the soil by continuous cropping. This has been

done bv the application of farm vard manure conserved on the premises,

l>y the use of ploughing in green crops, the rotation of crops, and by

the application of blood manure. When plont\' of farm yard manure

is not available, the quirkest way to ])ut land in good heart and in-

crease the organic contents of the soil, and improve its phvsical con-

dition, is by the system of ploughing in green leguminous crops, such
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as peas, vetches, or clovers. Commercial fertilizers are always of value,

in that they supply available plant food but they will not take the place

of farm yard manure because they do not add vegetable matter to form
humus and therebv improve the physical condition of the soil. They
can, however, be successfully used at the time of seeding, in conjunction

with farm yard manure, to furnish the mineral elements—phosphorus and
potassium—and to supplv a greater abundance of plant food for the

crop while young and tender. It has come under my notice that when-
ever the farmer applies a large amount of farm yard manure, and goes

in for green manuring, his crops are the heaviest and the land is im-

proved in texture.

8. GENERAL VIEW OF MR. WILLIAM YOUNG S 3-ACRE PLOT.

Mr. Young's plot of 3 acres contained the following varieties :

—

Hickory King, Sibley, White Horse Tooth, Early Leaming, Eclipse,

Funk's Yellow Dent, Pride of the North, Boone Countv Special, and

Yellow Aloruva. These varieties were sown in drills 3 feet apart and

4 inches deep on the 14th October, 1908, and nearly all germinated by

the 2ist of that month.

Preparation of Seed Bed.

The soil is a dark sandy loam for about 4 feet deep wath a sticky

whitish gravel subsoil and a westerly aspect on a sloping hill. Early

in October, a very heavy crop of oats was taken off the land which was
at once ploughed 8 inches deep, and then harrowed and cross harrowed.

It was cross ploughed in a fortnight's time and harrowed twice again.

Mr. Young is a great believer in a thoroughly prepared seed bed. To
thoroughly pulverize the soil is the proper work of the plough, and whe-

ther the ploughing be deep or shallow, the more thoroughly the portion

turned is pulverized the better it will be. The object of this breaking
down of the soil into fine particles is to give the rootlets of the plants

an opportunity to anchor themselves in the soil and get the abundant
nutriment necessary for the full development of the plant. If the land is
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turned up into rough clods.

the roots are not furnished

with available plant food ;

hence the necessity of such

a thorough and minute pul-

verization cf the seal ihat

will not only bring it into

closer contact with the roots.

but will increase its water-

holding capacity.

The tirst condition there-

fore is a thoroughly pul-

verized seed bed. The

water is found in a film

around each particle of soil

and the more particles there

are, that is, the finer the

soil has been broken up, the

greater capacity for water.

The physical condition, that

is, the friability, openness,

or crumbliness of a soil, is

most es.sential to growing

good crops ; also its capa-

city for absorbing and re

taining water, its per-

meability to roots and its

capacity for absorbing and

retaining heat, are of more

importance than its chemical

composition.

The next important thing

is close contact of the turned

furrow with the subsoil be-

neath. Why ? Because

no furrow slice, however

thoroughly broken up, can

hold anything like the

amount of moisture neces-

sary for the plants that

grow in it ; hence it must be

in close mechanical contact

with the subsoil, in orde^r

that water may be drawn up

by capillary action and thus

be made available for the

plant. To plough as some

farmers do and let it lie

without subsequent pul-

verization and impaction to

make this connexion with the

subsoil, is simply to dry

it out.
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Method of Sowing.
After preparing this

good seed bed, the land

was marked out with the

plough in rows 3 feet apart

and ploughed 4 inches

deep. The seed was dib-

bled in by hand and sown
about 4 to 6 inches apart

and at the rate of about

14 lbs. to the acre. Tht-

land was then harrowed

the same way as the drills,

and cross-harrowed again,

so that the land was
actually harrowed six

times and was in splendid

tilth. When the plant;,

germinated in a week's

time and the rows showetl

clearly, blood manure at

the xate of 2 cwt. to the

acre was sown broadcasl'

and scarified in with the

horse hoe between the

rows. This surface cul-

tivation was continued at

different intervals (about

four times) between tht-

growing period with the

horse and hand hoes, and
during the whole growing

season there was not a

weed to be seen.

Conserving the
Moisture.

To keep down weed:;

and conserve soil mostur<'

is the great problem for

the farmer to grasp. Th<'

great agency employed for

this important work is

some system of mulching.

It is simph' a loose blanket

of earth wliich dries out,

preventing the water be-

low from passing uj)

through it to the atmos

phere. The effectiveness

of this simple method of

conserving the moisture in

the soil is beyond the

comprehension of th^' L
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average farmer, simply because he has not tried it. To be the most
effective, these stirrings of the soil should take place directly after each
rain, provided the ground will permit. Experiments have proved that

a mulch 3 inches deep prevents a loss of ^6 per cent, of the moisture

which occurs when no mulch is used. The average saving by means of
mulches ranges from 25 per cent, to 50 per cent., varying with the par-

ticular depth culti\'ated. A delay of one week in spring or after a

good rain will result in a loss of moisture by evaporation equal to if
inches of rain, ov enough to tide a crop over a couple of weeks' severe

drought. The farmers in the northern areas and the Mallee country
are fast realizing this important method of conserving the moisture in the

12. MR. GEORGE HOPE S PLOT.
(i) Little Yankee, 6 ft. 6 in. ; (2) Funk's Yellow Dent, 7 fr.. 6 in. ; (3) Boone County Special, 8 feet.

soil by a system of summer fallowing of their lands, thereby conserving
enough moisture in the ground before sowing the seed to tide the young
plants over a spell of dry weather next season.

Photograph No. i shows a plot of Yellow Moruya which was sown
14th October, and germinated on the 21st; 11 ft. 4 in. high. It stooled

freely, one stool of three shoots, weighing 15 lbs. (See page 200). It is a
vigorous rank growing variety, comes to maturity rather late, and has
abundance of flag. On the 5th February, it weighed 55 tons 19 cwts.
per acre, and was just starting to cob.
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No. 2 (9) Hickory King. This variety hias small white ears and
broad and shallow grains. This is a prolific variety and stands very

high as a fodder in my estimation, flowered the ist week in December,
and started to cob on 21st January. It has aoundance of luscious

leaves and is very sweet and sappy
; 9 feet high and weighed 30 tons

18 cwts.

Xo. 3 (i and 2) White Horse Tooth.—-Flowered second week in

January, 1909, is very similar in growth and appearance to the Hickory
King but does not stool so freely. Height when cut, 9 ft. 3 in., and
it weighed 25 tons.

No. 3 (3 and 4) Earh Learning.—This variety was the earlie.st to

germinate and for the first two months walked away from the other

varieties. It flowered the 2nd week in January and was cobbed and
fully matured on i6th January. Weight, when cut at 8 feet, was 20

tons 15 cwts.

No. 4 (5 and 6) Funk's Yellow Dent.—A good, hardy maize with

plenty of succulent leaves, stooled well, flowered second week in January,

half cobbed when cut and weighed 18 tons 3 cwts. on 12th February.

No. 4 (7 and 8) Hickory King.—One of the best srown, 9 ft. 6 in.

high.

No. 5 (10) Eclipse and (11) Sibley.—These are good growers, with

plenty of foliage, stool and cob well, and come to maturity early. Flowered

second week in December, and on 12th February were ready for cutting.

Height, Eclipse, 8 feet; Sibley, 8 ft. 6 in. Weight, Eclipse, 22 tons;

Sibley, 23 tons i cwt.

Contrast these results from up-to-date methods against the slovenly

out-of-date methods employed on the farm a few hundred yards along

the same road. This is clearly shown in photograph No. 16. The
crop (Ninety Day maize) was sown on the 4th of September, manured

at the rate of 20 loads of stable and cow manure to the acre and sown

at the rate of 2 bushels of seed to the acre. The crop was choked

with such bad weeds as fat hen, sorrell, and hogweed, was only li feet

high, flowering, with nn chance of ever cobbing. It would only return

about li tons of rubbish to the acre, and contained absolutely no

nutriment.

No. 6 (12) Pride of the North.—A verv early variety. Flowered

2ist November, 1908 ; 4 ft. 6 in. high, very heavy cobber. Should be sown

six weeks earlier. Weight 8 tons 16 cwts.

No. 6 (13) White Hor.se Tooth.— Stooled and cobbed well, flowered

early in December and was fully matured and ready to cut on 12th

February, plenty of green succulent sweet foliage. Height 8 feet.

Weight 24 tons i cwt.

No. 7 (14) North-Western Dent.—Flowered third week in November.

A very early maturing varietv, well cobbed on 14th December. Height

4 feet. Weight n tons. This variety requires to be sown early.

No. 7 (15 and 16) Boone Country Sjiecial.-—Is a splendid variety

of white maize, comes to maturity early and stools freelv with plentv of

succulent foliage. This and Hickory King are two of the most reliable

varieties to grow. Height q feet. Weight 24 tons 3 cwts,

]Vo. 8.—General view of Mr. Wm. Young's plot of 3 acres.

No. 9.—Shows how maize should; be sown so that it will come in for

'Cutting as earh plot matures.

4 shows on" week's errowth after seedinsr.

\ shows two weeks' erowth a'ter scedMi'r.

2 phow.s three weeks' growth aft t -Jccdiri};.

I shows tour weeks' growth on i;nl .January, lyog.
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No 10.—Shows the same crop taken on 4th March. Height 9 ft.

6 in. Weight 35 tons.

No. II.-—Shows plot grown on Mr. A. G. Xinnis' farm at East Malvern.
This soil is stiff, light, grey, clay subsoil, with a sloping northerly aspect.

The land was very roughlv worked, owing to the short time at Mr. Ninnis'

disposal between the cutting of the previous crop of oats and the planting

of the maize, and the results obtained under these circumstances
reflect great credit on Mr. Ninnis, junioT, who kepi the ground well cared
for and free from weeds. No. i in the picture shows the Longfellow
variety. This seed was sown in drills 3 feet apart, 4 inches deep, and
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was harrowed twice and manured with cow manure at the rate of twelve

loads to the acre. The seed was sown on the 12th October and ger-

minated on the 23rd of that month, slightly in advance of the four

other varieties— 12th to 20th November. AH the plants were 1 foot

high. The Longfellow variety came early into flower when only 3 feet

high. The other varieties did not flower until the first week in January.
On 1 2th February, Longfellow was 3 ft. 6 in. high, heavily cobbed, and
in the glazed stage of maturity, and i chain cut weighed 17 tons 13 cwts.

No. 2 (Solomon's Pride) 6 feet high, well cobbed and stooled, weighed
23 tons 11 cwts. No. 3 (Early Yellow Dent) cobbed up well, rather light

in stalk and stooled badly. Weighed 17 tons 15 cwts. No. 4 (Hickory

14. (5) MNEIV DAY, 3 It. IN., All;. GLUKGE HOPE's PLOT.

King) stood out verv much as the best variety in this plot. It stooled well,

with abundance of succulent leaves, col>be(l well and weighed 27 tons

10 cwts. No. 5 (Flat Red) made good growth, stooled well, and was next

to Solomon's P.ridc in wciglit. Weighed 20 tons 16 cwts.

Effects of Continuous Surface Cultivation.

No. 12.—Mr. Cico. Hope's crop at Caulfield. Three years ago this

particular land was a sandy waste, covered with bracken fern. The
soil for the first 18 inches is composed of a white sand, then 6 inches

of yellow clay oxcrlving a Ix^d of gravel. The land was ploughed 10

inches deep and harrowt^d and cross harrow<'(l three times. The .seed

was sown in drills 3 feet apart, and 4 inches deep, on the 29th Sep-

tember, and germinated on the 10th October. The seed was sown at

the rate of 12 lbs. of maize to the acre, and the land was manured
with twelve loads of .stable manure and i cwt. of superphosphate drilled

in at time of planting. The rainfall for the whole of the time was

3 inches 23 points and the crop received no artificial water. This speaks
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volumes for surface cultivation, as. during the whole of the dry spell ex-

perienced during the growing period, the soil was kept comparatively

moist, through the continuous inter-cultivation between the rows with the

horse hoe. No. i in the photograph shows the variety Little Yankee
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16. NINETY DAY MAIZE SOWN BROADCAST, ih FEET.

17. NINETY DAY MAIZE AND FLAT RED SOWN BROADCAST, 2 FEET.

Croj) full of " fat hen " and oIIrt weeds.
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6 ft. 6 in. high. This gave me the impression of requiring a stronger

soiL It did not stool very well and cobbed verv thinly. No. 2 (Funk's
Yellow Dent) 7 ft. 6 in. high, stooled well, showed more vigorous growth
and cobbed well. No; 3 (Boone County Special) 8 feet high, stooled

well, came to maturity early with plenty of cobs, and abundance of

succulent fodder.

No. 13 (4).—Hickory King, 8 ft. 4 in. high, was a vigorous grower,

came to maturity early with plenty of sappy sweet foliage, stooled freely,,

and was much the best varietv grown on this farm.

18. CROP FLAT RED VARIETY SOWN BROADCAST; HEIGHT, 2 FEET.

No. 14 (5).—Shows a plot of the commonly sown variety of Ninetv
Day maize, grown on the same farm under precisely the same conditions

as to climate, inter-culti\ation between the rows, and manure, and yet

it only grew 3 ft. 6 in. high and was stunted in grow'th, showing clearlv

that the time has arri\ed when more attention will have to be devoted'

by the farmer to the careful selection of a more suitable \ariety of seed
maize.

No. 15.—Shows a plot of maize planted by Mr. Hillard, Belgrave-
road. East Malvern, and reflects great credit on the grower, when one
takes into consideration the bad season and the difficulty the owner ex-

perienced in ploughing his land at the time of sowing. The soil is a

light loam with a yellow clay subsoil ; was ploughed twice 6 inches deep,

cross harrowed and manured at the rate of eight loads of stable manure and
a mixture of i cwt. of superphosphate and \ cwt. sulphate of ammonia
to the acre. The seed was sown on 28th October, and germinated ten

days later. It was .sown in drills 3 feeti apart and planted 4 inches-

deep. Longfellow, White Hor.se Tooth. Earlv Learning and Eclipse were
sown. No. 4 shows plot of Eclipse which grew the highest in the plot
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—8 feet. It stooled fairly well, but was \v\\ thin in the stalk and con-
sequently was disappointing in the weight, stooled and cobbed only
fairly well. Weight 12 tons 5 cwts. White Horse Tooth stooled and
cobbed well with plenty of succulent leaves and weighed 15 tons 14 cwts.

ly. MKSSRS. RALI'II IJROTIIII.'s' CROP. lO FT. 6 IN.

Early Lt-amiiig. 7 fe^-t high, matuifd carlit-r than the other varieties

and weighed 12 t(.ns 11 cwts. Longfellow was verv stunted, 4 feet

high; weighed 10 tens 2 cwts. Flat Red very stunted and badly
cobbed ; wir^ighcd 6 tniis 18 cwts.
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A little further along the same road can be seen a crop of Ninety Day
maize sown broadcast (see photograph No. 17). Here again one sees

the usual results of such methods. The crop was sown broadcast on

the 1 2th October, ploughed in 4 inches deep, and manured at the

rate of twelve loads of manure and 2 cwt. of bonedust per acre. The
crop looked very promising alx>ut the end of November, but as soon as

a. spell of dry weather set in and all the moisture evaporated out of the

soil, it commenced to wilt and go off at once. Then the weeds started to

grow, with the result that on the day the photograph was taken (13th

January) there was a better crop of "fat hen " and other weeds than

;maize, and the field of green fodder, containing practically no nutriment,

would onlv vield about 2 tons to the acre.

20. CROP OF NINETY DAY MAIZE SOWN BROADCAST, li FEET.

Still a worse illustration of absolute wasteful methods was employed
by a farmer at East Brighton (No. 18). In this case the land w^as

ploughed twice and harrowed, and White and Flat Red varieties of seed
ploughed in on the 7th November at the rate of 7I bushels to the acre

in every third furrow. The land was manured at the rate of 24 loads

of cow manure to the acre. The result was a thick growth of stunted
maize that wilted off after the first few hot days, and consequently

neither flowered or colli ed and onl\ returned about 3 tons of fodder to

the acre.

No. 19.—Plot of maize grown li\ Messrs. Ralph Brothers of Hamr-
ton, estimated to weigh 45 tons to the acre. It w'as sov/n early in

November in drills 3 feet apart and constantly cultivated between the

rows. It is of a very uniform crop and stands 10 ft. 6 in. high with a

tremendous wealth of green succulent foliage. It has stooled freeh-

and cobbed thickly. A great contrast is to be seen in a plot of broad-
cast maize (Ninety Day variety) at Waverley -road, East Malvern (No. 20)

which was sown at the rate of 2 bushels of seed to the acre during No-
vember, and manured at the rate of twelve loads of stable manure to
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the acre. This crop wouhl
not yield i ton of fodder
to ihe acie, and at the time

of inspection was dry and
wilted, and practically

useless as far as nutriment
is concerned.

No. 2 1 shows how the

waste land on the railway
lines can be utilized. Air.

\\. T. Picken at Hawks-
burn has successfully

grown the following ten

varieties of maize :—Early
Learning 10 feet high,

Longfellow 6 feet, Reflet

8 feet, White Horse
Tooth 9 feet, Hickorv
King 10 ft. 6 in.. Funk's
Yellow Dent 10 feet.

Yellow Moruya 11 feet,

Solomon's Pride 12 ft.

4 in., and Siblev 10 ft.

6 in. The soil is sandy
with a clay subsoil and the

plants were sown in check
rows 2 feet apart and
continuously cultivated.

The seed was sown on the

loth October, and all

germinated bv the 20th.

The land was heavilv

manured with stable

manure.

A Simple Method of
Obtaining a Well
Balanced Ration.

Photograph No. 22

shows the results of an
attempt made to obtain a

crop of beans and a croi>

of maize off the same land
in one year. 'I'ick beans

were planted in drills

6 feet apart early in July.

This was too late for a

satisfactory yield, but

owing to the unusual 1\

dry conditions prevailing

during last autumn an(l

winter the lati' sowing
was unavoidaljle. This
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crop grew about 5 feet high and yielded a satisfactory crop of seed.

In the meantime, on 15th November, maize (Hickory King) had been
thinly sown for cobs in drills 6 feet apart, alternating with the rows of
beans. The beans were harvested about the end of December, and the

intervals between the rows of maize kept cultivated at periods of about
a. fortnight. The heavy rain which fell shortly after the New Year made
it certain that a great number of the self sown beans which had fallen
from the lower pods on the stalks would speedily germinate. About \
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bushel of maize to the acre was accordingly broadcasted between the rows
on the last cultivation. The results on 3rd March are seen in photo-

graph No. 23. The young maize stands from 18 inches to 3 feet high,

while the dense mass of self sown beans completely fills the intervals

between the rows of tall maize now approaching the ripening stage.

This crop is growing on an old tea-tree flat subject to flooding during

the winter months. Each crop has l)een sown with i cwt. of super-

23. DR. CIIIiRRV -S CROl" OF MAIZE AND TICK BEANS SOWN BROADCAST.

phosphate to the acre. In many parts of America a somewhat similar
system is practised, crim.son clover being the crop most usually sown be-
tween the maize at the last cultivation.

vSatisfactory Results at Trikling Expense.

In pilot! igraph No. 24 are .seen tiie effects of superphosphates on a

clayey hillside at Glen Iris (silurian formation). An area of 4 acres

was planted on loth November with maize (Hickory King) at the rate
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of 20 lbs. to the acre in

drills 3 feet apart. No
ajtificial manure was

used on the six rows in

the foreground. The re-

mainder of the crop was
manured at the rate of

I cwt. superphosphate

per acre. All parts of

the paddock have re

ceived the same treat-

ment, namely, harrowing

about a week after the

crop was planted and
four scarifyings during

the growing season. The
jx>rtions without super-

phosphate have come up
very thin and irregular.

At pre.sent they an-

coming out in flower and
on the average are about

18 inches high. The
yield of green stuff will

probably be not more
than 5 cwt. per acre. In

the background the crop

is uniformly high, all

over 7 feet, the stalk^

large and the leaves

broad and luxuriant. Its

yield per acre will pro-

bably be at least 8 tons.

Summary.

The number of varie

ties in the different tests

ranged from five to ten

different varieties of seed

maize. They were grown
as nearly under the same
conditions of soil, time

of planting, and cultiva-

tion, as it was possible

to provide. To eliminate

all inequalities in the

character of the land (if

any) the varieties sown
on the different faxms

were each planted in

separate rows and ar-

ranged consecutively. By
taking these precau-

284.'?.
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tioiis, the results herein recorded should be reliable and of value to the
farmer, especially when one takes into consideration the dry and un-

seasonable weather experienced throughout the growing season.

In a general way, a ^-ariety represents a class of plant with one or
more distinguishing characteristics ; but with maize, whicli crosses so
readily, variety does not signify much unless proper precautions have
been taken in its growth. This fact emphasizes the importance of
securing seed from some reliable source.

The early maturing varieties were sown on 14th October and included
Longfellow, North Western Dent. Early Leaming, Pride of the North,
Hickory King, Boone County Special, Eclipse, Sibley, and White Horse
Tooth. The first four should be planted much earlier than the others

which are medium maturing varieties.
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The following items represent the cost of producticn :
—

Yellow Moniya.
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On the otlier hand, the farmer growing the Yellow Moruva and ob-

taining a return of 56 tons to the acre, secured a yield valued according

to its nutritive ratio, when contrasted with bran, as follows:—
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THE XITROGEN FOOD OF YEAST AND ITS BEARING
ON THE MAKING OF FULL-BODIED DRY WINES.

F . de Castella, Government Viiiculturist.

A new type of wine has been developed in Australia since the inception

of our export trade in wine to London. The full-bodied dry wines which
constitute the bulk of our shipments are different from, anything produced
in the wine countries of Europe, and in the making of them difficulties

have to be surmounted which do not occur in the fermentation of wines

of lower alcoholic strength.

The chief of these is to insure the conversion into alcohol of the last

portions of the sugar contained in the must or grape juice. Yeast grows
with difficulty in the presence of much alcohol ; as the proportion of this

substance increases the conditions of life become more and more difficult

for its continued existence. Of recent years, the control of temperatures

during fermentation has received considerable attention with most bene-

ficial results to the quality of these full-bodied wines, but there is another

point which merits attention and in connexion with which material aid

can be given to the yeast plant. This is the amount of yeast food present

in the fermenting mass, the exhaustion of which is in some cases respon-

sible for the premature cessation of fermentation.

Yeast is a vegetable organism and, in common with other plants, its

vital activitv is not possible, unless a sufficiency of food be available. Being
a fungus, it derives its carbon from the grape sugar instead of taking it

from the air like higher, green leaved plants. Like these, however, it

also requires a sufficiency of the three dominant plant food elements, nitro-

gen, phosphoric acid and potash. If any of these be deficient its growth must
cease and fermentation remain incomplete, even though the alcohol con-

tents are not sufficient to prevent a continuance of its life. Of these three

elements, nitrogen is the most important
;

potash is present in ample

quantities in the shape of cream of tartar, whilst phosphoric acid appears

to be seldom deficient. Nitrogen, however, is not always abundant enough
and, what is more important, a sufficiency of it is not always present in a

form acceptable to the yeast plant, the requirements of which in this direc-

tion are peculiar.

The Importance of Ammonia.

In the must, nitrogen exists in several forms—chiefly as albuminoid sub-

stances, peptones, nitrates and ammonia salts. The last named is the

form in which it is most readily absorbed by yeast. As fermentation

advances, the amount of ammoniacal nitrogen present in the fermenting

mass shows a progressive diminution. Nitrates appear to be quite useless

to the yeast plant.*

M. J. Laborde, in an article dealing with the nitrogen contents of wine

in the Revue de Viticulture of ist October, 1898, writes

—

Grape juice, like all natural sweet juices, contains nitrogen in a form essentially

assimilable for a large number of microscopic organisms and especially for the

yeasts of alcoholic fermentation. M. Duclauxf proved in 1866 that, apart from

* Paccotet, Viiiijication, p. 49.

t Sur Vabsorptioii d'animoniaque, &c., Annalcx de VEcole Normale Sitperigure, I., II., 1866.
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organic nitrogenous compounds (albuminoi.l substances and others), must contains
small quantities of ammoniacal salts, and that, even in presence of readily assimil-
able organic nitrogen, yeast absorbs ammoniacal nitrogen with great ease, only
leaving a few milligrammes of ammonia in the wine, whereas the must contained
as much as 120 milligrammes per litre.

In the same article he deals with the utility of organic nitrogen which,
though less readily absorbed, constitutes the greater part of the nitrogen
supply of the yeast

—

Nevertheless, experiments prove that organic nitrogen is unable to thoroughly
supplement the complete absence of ammonia under usual conditions of vinous fer-
mentation, and it is this that explains the almost invariably positive influence of
ammoniacal salts added to musts in order to increase the activity of fermentation.

In concluding, Laborde further states—

In a general way the ammonia naturally contained in must is greedily utilized

by yeast.

In the Revue de Viticulture of 20th Julv. 1901, M. E. Kayser dealing

with the use of phosphate of lime in winemaking says

—

Furthermore, ammonium phosphate seemed to produce more marked eff^ects than
bicalcic phosphate; besides, we know from other experiments that ammonium phos-

phate produces an energetic action on the progress of the alcoholic ferment. M.
Martinand has shown us that a dose of 10 grammes per hectolitre (20Z. per 100 gallons)

of the latter salt was sufficient to invigorate a languishing alcoholic fermentation,

even at low temperature. It is also known that slight traces of this salt enable the

last traces of sugar in a wine to be transformed into alcohol.

Semichon in his Traite dcs Maladies du ziti, p. 611, states that

amongst yeast stimulants, ammonia salts, especially phosphates, which

contain phosphoric acid as well as ammonia, hold first place. He describes

the tW'O principal phosphates of ammonia, viz., the mono-ammonia or

acid phosphate, and the bi-ammonia or crystallized form. The acid

reaction of the former is an advantage, in addition to its lower price ; it

is the one most frequently employed.

From the above references it will be seen that yeast most easily absorbs

the nitrogen it requires in an ammoniacal form. The addition of an

ammonia salt, towards the close of fermentation, at a time when the vitality

of the yeast plant has diminished and when the proportion of ammonia
salts present has been considerably reduced has, therefore, a powerfully

stimulating action.

Almost any ammonia salt may be used but, as yeast requires phosphatic

as well as nitrogenous food, phosphate of ammonium is to be preferred.

The Effects of Excessive Aeration.

Pasteur showed long ago that yeast behaves very differently in the

presence and in the absence of oxygen. In the former case it grows very

actively, producing a large weight of its own substance at the expense of
the sugar and other food substances at its disposal, but converting a rela-

tively small proportion of sugar into alcohol. Under these conditions its

vegetative growth is greater in proportion to its chemical activity. In the
absence of oxygen, its growth is less rapid, but its fermental power is far

greater. In other words, the quantity of sugar decomposed by a given

weight of yeast is very considerably increased.

Excessive aeration, by bringing about the growth of a far larger crop
of yeast, leads to an increased consumption of the plant food substances
present pn the must. In the case of high gravity musts, where there is

much fermentati'c^i work to be done, this may result in the exhaustion
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of the supply of nitrogen food present before fermentation has reached

the requisite stage and whilst there yet remains an appreciable quantity

of unconverted sugar in the wine. Owing to the very general use in our

wineries of pumps which often aerate the wine considerably during fer-

mentation, such cases must be of frequent occurrence. The artificial sup-

plementing of the depleted ammonia contents of the grape towards the

close of fermentation can then be of great service. Fermentation which

had almost entirely ceased may be caused to recommence, insuring the

production of a dry wine instead of a sweetish one which so readily falls

a prey to the development of bacteria (parasitic ferments as^ they are

termed in France) which render the wine unfit for anything but distillation.

Practical Applications.

So much for theoretical views. The writer was much struck by the

perusal of the above extracts, though somewhat surprised that more atten-

tion has not been devoted to the subject by recent French author's. It

must, however, be remembered that in France the making of dry wine from

such high gravity musts as we have to deal with in Australia is scarcely

€ver attempted. French musts seldom have a gravity of more than 10 deg.

or 12 deg. Baume (1.075 or 1.091 specific gravity). To cause these

to ferment completely is a matter of little difficulty.

The fermentation of the wines required of us in London, for which
the initial gravity of the must is usually about 15 deg. Baume, is a vastlv

different matter. With such musts, and more especially in the case of

even stronger ones, fermentation is apt to cease whilst the wine has a

gravity of i deg. or 2 deg. Baume, the unconverted sugar being a con-

stant source of danger to the wine.

In the hope that the above considerations might be taken advantage of,

and the last troublesome degrees of gravity be got rid of by the stimula-

tion of waning fermentations by the addition of ammonium phosphate,

some experiments were undertaken at the close of the 1906 vintage.

Several vats of red wine, which had been separated from the marc, and in

which fermentation had practically ceased, were treated. Ammonium
phosphate, dissolved in a small quantity of water, was added at the rate

of I oz. per 100 gallons of wine and well stirred in. The contents of the

vat were then aerated by being pumped into a tub, the bottom of which

was pierced with holes, through which the wine fell back into the vat.

Aeration was continued for about ten minutes, the vat being then covered

with a tarpaulin. After a couple of davs, a fairly brisk fermentation

was noticeable and, a few days later, a marked reduction in gravity was
obtained. It was then racked into a cask, the bung-hole of which was
closed by a sand bag; fermentation continued slowly, the wine eventually

becoming dry.

Several vats were experimented on, the results being most encouraging.

In some of these the initial gravity had been as high as 16 deg. Baum^
and over, yet fermentation was complete, the final wine containing, in one
•case, as much as 31 per cent, of proof spirit.

In one or two of the vats, although a reduction in gravity was induced,

the above dose of ammonium phosphate was not sufficient to complete the

fermentation ; a repetition of the treatment, however, followed as before

by aeration, secured the desired result.

In all the above experiments the temperature of the vats was controlled

during the earlier .stages. It is scarcely necessary to point out that wine
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from a vat which had become overheated at any period of fermentation

could not, with any reasonable hope of success, be treated in this way ',

the toxic substances excreted by the yeast at high temperatures would most

probably render further fermentation impossible, even if the wine were not

already invaded by bad ferments.

Care should be taken not to exceed the dose of i oz. to the 100

gallons in any one addition. Only sufficient phosphate should be used to

secure the desired effect, and not enough to leave a surplus in the wine.

If no more than the necessary quantity be employed it will be absorbed

by the yeast, the development of which it has rendered possible.

It must be remembered that phosphate of ammonia can act as food for

bacteria as well as for yeast. The danger of the presence of a surplus of

this substance in the wine after the completion of fermentation is therefore

evident.

The results obtained in the experiments described above were so

satisfactory, that no hesitation is felt in recommending a trial of the

process to viticulturists at the close of the coming vintage.

ORCHARD XOTES.

/. Crouin, Principal, School of Horticulture, Burnley.

Mr. James Lang, orchardist, Harcourt, has contributed articles on

orchard work and management to the Journal of Agriculture for nearly six

years. Dui-ing that period information of a practical and safe nature has

been placed before readers of the Journal who must have benefited largely

where they followed the advice and instruction afforded. The tenor of

the articles was of a nature calculated to materially assist fruit growers

who were aware of the elementary principles and could and would apply

them practically, being largely the result of the experiences and experiments

of a fellow orchardist of long standing and splendid repute. It is on
account of pressure of private business only, that Mr. Lang has ceased for

the time being to be a regular contributor to the Journal.

In future the aim will be to continue on the same lines as Mr. Lang
In regard to general notes of interest to fruit growers, and specially to in-

clude, as far as possible, items calculated to be useful to novices in the

cultivation of fruit, which culture is often attended with a deal of imagi-

nary difficulties. Fancy phrases and formulae and bewildering technicali-

ties will be avoided, with a view to reducing the matter to a simple form
without departing from a correct basis. The kinds and varieties of fruits

suitable for planting for home use or market in certain localities and soils,

the type of tree, how to plant, prune, cultivate, avert or destroy diseases,

insect and fungoid, and to utilize the product wisely will be the kind of
information aimed at under the heading of " Orchard Notes." Capable
orchardists—and they are numerous and well distributed over the State

—

do not need information of an elementary nature, but the beginners—and
they also are numerous and scattered—do, and it is specially for their

benefit, whether the product is designed for domestic use in the home or

for the world's markets, that the subject is dealt with in this Journal.
Seasonable work in established orchards at this season includes the

picking, and packing for market, or storing, of late apples and pears.
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cleansing of bandages (used to trap codlin moth), and trunks of apple and

pear trees; cultivating for green manuring, and draining, or otherwise im-

proving the condition of soil where improvement is needed.

All fruit should be carefully handled, especially so if designed for

export or long keeping. The best method of taking fruit from trees to the

storing or packing rooms with the least possible crushing or bruising is as

follows :—The fruit hanging pendant should be lifted up to break off the

stem, not, as is often done, pulled in any direction, which is liable to cause

the stem to leave the fruit, producing what is practically a wound that often

induces decay. The fruit should be carefully laid in a basket or other

vessel suspended by a hook to the branch which when filled should be

taken to the cases and be carefully deposited therein to be conveyed with

the least possible jolting to the packing or storing room. Many orchardists

use a bag to pick the fruit into. The bag is attached by a strap to the

waist of the picker, and when filled the fruit is taken to and carefully de-

posited in the cases. The bag system is attended with a deal of friction

and the bloom is generally rubbed from the fruit. The basket or, as a

substitute, a kerosene tin with one side taken out and a wire handle at-

tached, seems to be the best method.
Fruit intended for export to distant countries should be carefully

selected, graded, wrapped in paper and firmly packed. Good typical

specimens, well coloured, of moderate size and firm texture, should be

chosen. Any fruit showing traces of " bitter pit, "or in a gross overgrown
condition likely to produce that disorder should be placed aside for im-

mediate use or sale. An exceptionally heavy crop of apples has been
produced this season, and this fact, together with the character of the

season, which has been unfavorable to a large consumption of fruit, has

resulted in low prices for fruit of fair quality in the local markets. Still

a grower has no option but to sell his Truit at once, even at low rates if

it is likely to become " pitted." Many varieties of apples will keep well,

if handled as advised fox export, and should be retained until the bulk

of the earlier fruits is consumed. Rome Beauty, Rokewood, Yates, and
other varieties will keep until August and September, if carefully handled
-and stored in cases in a room of regular, even if not of low, temperature.

When the fruit is all gathered, the bandages should be taken from the

trees and be either boiled or burned. Good stout bagging is needed for

an effective trap for codlin moth and any that answers that description

should be boiled and put away for future use. Thin, old, or rotting bands
should be burned at once. The trunks of most trees afford a hiding place
for codlin moth " grubs " under the bands and in other places. The
places likely to harbor the pest should be examined and all grubs be
killed. Bands are often examined and cleansed, and replaced, to remain
on the trees during winter. This is not good practice as the bands act as

a shelter and harbor for red spider and other pests in various stages.

Where a soil is deficient in organic matter, and stable manure is scarce,

or expensive to haul, a crop of peas grown during winter and ploughed in

.early in spring is the best means to supply the desired element of fertility.

Land should be ploughed at once and cultivated well to insure a good crop
of peas. Manure should be carted and spread to be ploughed in later in

season. In some of the best orchards in the Doncaster district, new soil

is carted at considerable expense and used as a top dressing for places

where the trees are in full bearing. A remarkable result has been obtained
in many places by the addition of fresh soil, superior to that following the

use of stable manure. Hard and poor patches of soil should receive

special attention in this direction.
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PROCLAIMED HEDGE PLANTS.

Alfred J . Eivart, D.Sc, Ph.D., F.L.S., Government Botanist.

Surprise is often expressed that certain hedge plants should be on the

list of proclaimed plants and that being on the list no steps are taken to

insure their complete suppression.

This applies to such plants as Gorse, Cape Broom, English Broom,
Acacia-hedge, and Box Thorn all of which are more or less useful hedge
plants under special conditions, or, in the case of Sweet Briar and Black-
berry Bramble, do little harm in hedges, although highly obnoxious if

allowed to run wild. Strictly speaking, the Act requires the complete
eradication of proclaimed plants, but where a hedge plant is proclaimed
to pre\ent its undue spread on pasture and other land, common sense deters

Thistle Inspectors from doing more than to demand that, where an estab-

lished hedge exists of a proclaimed plant, it shall be kept properly cut

and trimmed within reasonable limits such as 3 feet broad and 6 feet

high.

The only cases in which the Thistle Act needs to be applied to hedge
plants in all its stringency, would be where the hedge contains plants which
are directly injurious or poisonous and apt when abutting on public roads
to affect passers-by or stock to their detriment.

As is well known, the administration of the Thistle Act is in the hands
of the Shire Councils, the functions of the Agricultural Department being
mainly to give advice and to see that no mistakes are made either as

regards identification, or as to the plants proclaimed. The usual way
in which a plant becomes proclaimed for the whole State, is that some shire

applies for its proclamation within their district. After an examination

of the plant and a report as to its properties, history, powers of spreading,

&c., proclamation is granted if the plant appears to be a really dangerou?

one. Usually the first proclamation is followed by requests from other

shires from time to time for the extension of the proclamation to within

their boundaries. As .soon as the plant has in this way been proclaimed

for a number of shires, it is then proclaimed by the Department for the

whole State, provided that doing so appears likely to prevent or retard

further spread, or, in the case of a hedge plant, to check its introduction

to districts for which it is not suited or where it is likely to prove

dangerous. The whole of the plants mentioned above have been proclaimed

in this way.

Gorse for instance was separately proclaimed for no less than 58
shires before being proclaimed for the whole State. An important reason

for uniformity in such cases is that, where a plant is widely proclaimed,

there is a manifest injustice to every land-owner in a proclaimed shire

whose propertv borders on a shire where a plant, proclaimed in his shire,

gr'^ws but is not proclaimed.

Private individuals rarely take action under the Act, but the sting of

the injustice is removed when the individual has the power to take action

if he thinks fit to do so.

Apart from the true thistles, barely half-a-dozen plants have been

directly proclaimed by the Department for the whole State, and these

have been all plants well known as poisonous (Hemlock &c.) or as

dangerous weeds (Dodder, Bindweed &c.). Naturally, an introduced plant

known to have great jx>wers of spreading and to be difficult to eradicate

is more readily proclaimed than a native one already spread widely over

the State. Thus Erechihitcs qiiadridoitata, the so-called Cotton weed, is
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in some parts as great a nuisance as any of the proclaimed plants, but it is

a native nuisance and the only practical means of suppressing it is by

the continued extension of cleanly cultivation and the spread of closer

settlement. On the other hand. Box Thorn {Lycium horridum) was

originally recommended by Baron von Mueller for introduction as a hedge

plant, and has been largely used in many parts of the State for this

purpose.

The plant is easily established. It is impenetrable to stock, stands

drought and exposure" to strong winds extremely well, is resistant to

grass fires, and has therefore many of the strongest recommendations for

a hedge plant in dry wind-swept districts. On the other hand, if neglected,

the plant soon forms an impenetrable jungle which cannot be destroyed

by fire while standing and is too dense to roll flat and burn. The roots

of a single plant may extend 20 to 30 feet laterally, so that they will

•draw moisture from the crop to a large extent round the edges of every

field. The thorny character and irregular growth of the plant make it very

difficult, and even dangerous, to cut. Several cases of blindness have

occurred through a thorn entering the eye and even on entering the flesh

it makes a painful wound, being probably slightly poisonous. The plant

fruits abundantly and the seeds are spread far and wide by birds.

Box Thorn soon showed such signs of becoming a dangerous pest that

the Shires of Bacchus Marsh and Melton applied for its proclamation,

which was granted in 1904. In 1907, after the receipt of a further request

for proclamation from the Shire of Bairnsdale where the plant was proving

troublesome, it was proclaimed for the whole State, to hinder its spread

into sparsely settled districts. Altogether the plant is a highly dangerous

one to use in sparsely settled districts and it soon turns neglected or

abandoned homesteads where it has been used for hedges into a vermin

protecting jungle, which can only be destroyed at considerable cost. Even
around the shores of Port Phillip Bay, this plant appears to be spreading

fast and it will be a matter of the deepest regret if the pleasant groves

of tea-tree along the coast become surrounded and iiiterspersed with an

objectionable scrub of this character. Every fire, and every neglected clear-

ing, will give it a fresh opportunity for encroachment unless it is kept

under control. Prickly Cactus was recently approaching this district along

the railway lines and might have done much damage, but for the prompt
action of the Railway Department.

If we are to judge from the context and from the practical application

•of the Thistle Act, its purpose is not so much to force a land-owner to

keep his land clean and free from weeds as to prevent him from allowing

such plants to flourish upon it as will be dangerous to or inflict damage
upon his neighbours. From this point of view Gorse, Broom, Acacia-

hedge (Prickly Acacia), Box Thorn, &c. could all be used for hedges

without infringing the spirit of the Thistle Act, provided they are kept

cut and trimmed and not allowed to exceed 6 feet high by 3 feet broad.

There would then be practically no danger to neighbours nor would such

hedges be anything but useful to the land on which they grew.

Hedges or stone walls, or turf banks are far better boundaries to a

land than wire fences. They act as wind breaks, checking sand drifts

and dust storms, they give shelter to stock, they help to arrest the spread

of floating seeds of many weeds, and the spores of parasitic fungi. Like

fire, however, which is a blessing or curse according to whether it is under

control or not, so also do many useful hedge plants become curses, if

allowed to spread unduly. An untrimmed hedge full of gaps, irregular

in height and flowering and seeding profusely ^s not only a useless drain
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on the land on which it grows but is also a danger to neighbouring land,
if it seeds freely and is prickly, or poisonous, or obnoxious in any way.

The only means of keeping such plants within bounds is by proclaiming

them as noxious pests, which has accordingly been done. Speaking with-

out prejudice and from a purely botanical point of view absolute extir-

pation is unnecessary in the case of any non-poisonous plant used for

hedges, but it is a moot point whether the State would not have been

better off had Gorse, and Box Thorn never been introduced. No such

reservation applies to Dodder, Bindweed, Thistles, Bathurst Burr, or St.

John's Wort, &c., but many days are likely to pass before these plants

become rare curiosities grown only in Botanical Gardens as living

mementos of the neglect in early days which allowed such objectionable

aliens to freely enter and colonize a fertile country.

THOUSAND HEADED KALE.
//. W. Ham, Sheep Expert.

We are obliged to a correspondent for suggesting a short article on kale

as a fodder plant for use by farmers in fattening ewes and lambs.

Kale is more a plant to be plucked of its leaves and sprouts, and hand-

fed to stock, than to be grazed off. It is very suitable for small patches of

rich soil in good rainfall and cool districts. To pluck the sprouts and
leaves for large numbers of sheep and lambs is, wdth our present labour

conditions, out of the question.

THOUSAND HEADED KALE.

It is not as suitable for wholesale cultivation as rape ; it takes longer

to establish, is slower coming to the feeding stage, and will not do so

well on average quality or plain clayey land, and besides, is very liable

to blight at the first approach of warm weather.

Broadly speaking, rape and oats, for the reasons explained in the

January number of this Journal, is the best foddej- crop for sheep work.
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As compared with rape, kale does not go very rapidly into seed.

The latter, when first showing, can be cut off and fed to stock ; the plant

then throws out additional sprouts and will last another year. For pad-

dock work, this does not suit ; the ground would be more profitably used for

a clean grain crop during this time, and besides kale cannot compare with

a mixture of rape and oats for bulk of fodder on ordinary grain growing

land.

Rape is the most fattening plant, except in its early stages, when it is

more likely to scour and, in wet weather, to blow stock. But any ver\

green feed, especially in showery weather, will scour sheep that have

l>een poor for a long time, and have consequently weak stomachs.

It does not pay to put poor sheep straight on to very green fodder crops
;

grass for a time to start them into a thriving condition is preferable. The
richer and more succulent the feed, the more likely it is to scour weak
sheep. Kale is a warmer tasted plant than rape, except, perhaps, during

the warm weather of spring. In rich soil, and a liberal rainfall, kale will

grow to 5 and 6 feet high, and if cultivated between the rows, will give

a surprising amount of fodder.

It is of value for keeping stock in good health through the summer, and
especially for feeding to sick animals at this time of year.

The writer has found kale most suitable for growing in very small
rich paddocks, but not for field planting. An acre or less of it, well

manured, with plenty of water, either by irrigation or rainfall, will last

two years, and a bag of leaves and sprouts to throw over the fence to

milking cows or stud sheep can always be obtained.

On the farm of Mr. W. H. Yelland, at Newlyn, near Ballarat, the
writer recently saw kale and chou moellier growing side by side under
similar conditions. The kale was not so tall, but it had a greater number
of sprouts and gave every appearance of producing more feed per acre.

Mr. Yelland speaks well of kale in his rich soil and, with such a
generous rainfall, he can pull a few bags of leaves and sprouts for his

stud Romney sheep or Hereford cattle every day through the summer.

MANAGEMENT OF EWES.

H. W . Ham, Sheep Expert.

Several correspondents are inquiring about crutching ewes, trimming
feet, and whether cold affects the supply of milk when woolly udders are

cleaned.

There are several reasons why ewes get fly-blown, and need crutching.

With special stud weaners, it is the excessive wool covering that is often

not well shorn away (coupled with folds) that retains the urine and gives

the maggots something to live in. Flies will blow nearly anything, but
maggots cannot live without moisture. With stud weaner ewes after shear-

ing, it is sometimes scald that attracts the flies, and produces conditions

under which the maggot can thrive.

In all classes of weaners of either sex, black scour, caused bv the
presence of worms, is the most diflScult to manage. To clear the worms by
rape feeding and drenching is the first step towards prevention of flv-blow

in this class of sheep.
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Ill the autumn, just before lambing time, ewes in some districts get

struck very badly. At this stage, in-lamb ewes, (especially if a flush of

green picking has come), pass a secretion, that is both an attraction for flies

and a home for maggots.
Lambing ewes, of course, offer special attractions to flies, for if not

crutched the cleanings and urine get caught in the wool, and the

better the class of sheep from a wool-cutting point of view, the more
trouble is found. If the wool is previously cut away, there is less likeli-

hood of there being anything retained for the maggots to work on. In

timber country, flies are most active and plentiful during the calm, warm
weather after the first autumn rains.

If showers keep the ewes damp after being blown, the maggots spread

rapidly, and will go up over the back in a very short period. Fresh

larva is deposited by flies at every opportunity during this time.

The action of powder dips is both to dry up the stain and moisture about

the tail parts, and to check the spread of maggots that may later on be

deposited there. The powder falls among the new growing wool, and in

many cases prevents the larva living. Strong bluestone wash is effective;

it dries up the moisture, and is deadly to maggots, but has not the lasting

effects of a finely ground powder dip at three or four times the ordinary

strength.

With aged ewes, especially if of the plain bodied bare pointed class, it

will be sufficient if the tail parts are done, but iii young Lincoln-merino

ewes, it is at times necessary to remove the wool from all woolly udders,

as the lamb in cold weather undoubtedly gets a better chance on first rising

to its feet. Many lambs from maiden ewes are lost on cold nights, owing
to their sucking locks of -wool and yolk fribs instead of the teat. After

the ewes are well crutched (unless the country where they are located is

very bad for flies), it is not necessary to put on any of the powder dips.

About six weeks before lambing commences is the usual time for crutch-

ing. It is rather dangerous later, especially with men who are careless or

inexperienced in the way of setting them down.
Feet trimming is usually done once a year on the shearing board, and

at any time when an odd ewe is seen in the yards through the year. Under
certain conditions, it is necessary to keep them trimmed, for it is a preventa-

tive of footrot in some soils to have tlie hoofs steadily growing and kept
short. In gritty country they keep their hoofs well worn by walking about,

and consequently need very little attention.

The cold getting to the udders when the wool is cleared away does not

affect the milk yield to any extent, although some farmers who have
crutched their ewes maintain that it docs. As a rule, ewes are poor about
crutching time. Poverty, and scarcity of good, milk-giving feed, affects

the milk yield most. If ewes are kept strong, as thev should be at

this time of the year, there is no need to fear that the milk yield will be
affected. Ewes of the Border Leicester t\pe have no wool at anv time
about the udders and they are the best of milkers—the cold gets to them.
Ewes, when cleaned about the udder and tail, seem to be better milkers
on that account.

Many sheep breeders often allow their ewes to get too low at this
time of year to have a successful lambing. Ewes heavy in lamb should
be kept strong. Thev may look well to a casual observer, but it is the
lamb inside that makes them appear full and in fair order, but who has
not noticed how very poor ewes are when the lamb comes awav in April
and Mav. ^

.

.^
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REPORT OF WHEAT IMPROVEMENT COMMITTEE.

F. E. Lee {Agriadtiiral Superintendent), Hon. Secretary.

The necessities of the wheat growing industry are so obvious, and the

extension of the area under this crop of such paramount importance to the

State that the creation of a departmental Committee to investigate the asso-

ciated problems needs no justification. It has been realized for some time
that the co-operative experiments with farmers lea\'e a great deal to be
desired as far as scientific inquiry is concerned. The problem of improving

APPLIANCES USED IN THE CROSS-FERTILIZING OF WHEAT.
I, Ear; z, Fovce]is; 3, Ear jiiotectcd fidiii foreign pollinnlion ; 4, Scissors.

the State yield of wheat is capable of solution through several channels, viz.,

improved methods of soil preparation and crop rotation, rational fertiliza-

tion, and by the introduction of wheat varieties especiallv fitted to meet the
soil and climatic conditions peculiar to northern Victoria. It is wdth this

last aspect that the work of the Committee will be most concerned for the

next four or five years.

The Director of Agriculture (Dr. Cherry), the Vegetable Pathologist

(Mr. McAlpine), the Principal of the Dookie Agricultural College (Mr.
Pye), and the Agricultural Superintendent (Mr. Lee) con.stitute the Wheat
Improvement Committee, which is charged with the initiation and conduct
of a comprehensive scheme for the breeding of new wheats which shall

combine as far as possible the desirable charm-tt-ristirs of numexous varieties.
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and which shall be capable of producing good yields in any season of

normal rainfall. At first sight, it appears difficult to reconcile the some-

what conflicting view points of the farmer, the miller, and the baker.

The farmer, under existing circumstances, unhesitatingly gives priority to

the varieties wiiich will fill the most bags per acre. The miller looks for

a wheat which will mill easily, and produce a large percentage of flour of

^ood colour. The ideal of the baker is to procure flour which will pro-

duce the greatest number of loaves per ton of flour, with a minimum of

•difficulty in handling. The evidence ascertained by the Committee during

the last season adds weight to the opinion advanced by wheat experi-

mentalists generally, that yield and quality do not always go hand in

hand. In other words, the most prolific yielding varieties are generally to

be found among the " weak flour " types of wheat.

The question of whether quality should be subordinate to yield depends
on whether the inquirer is a farmer or a baker. The Committee clearly

recognises that, for the present at all events, the prolificacy of any variety,

new or old, transcends in importance all other factors. Every effort is

therefore being made, both by means of selection and cross breeding, to

achieve success in this direction. At the same time, factors of equal im-

portance, such as quality of flour, and resistance to disease, are being care-

fully investigated, w-ith the view of ultimately associating them with a

variety of high yielding capacity.

The work of the Committee embraces ten-acre stations at Dookie
College, supervised by Mr. Pye, and 10 acres each at the Government
Farms at Wyuna and Rutherglen, also 50 acres for breeding plots and
for the provision of seed for sale at Longerenong College, the three last

•being controlled by JNIr. Lee.

At Longerenong, the field operations are under the care of Mr. J. T.
Pridham, who has had the benefit of three years' training under the late

Mr. Wm. Farxer, at Queanbeyan, and latterly at the Government Wheat
Experimental Farm, at Cowra, New South Wales. Mr. Pridham has fur-

nished the Committee with most of the tabular matter included in this

report.

Field Operations at Longerenong.

Five acres Avere set apart for single rows of all procurable varieties of
wheat. From these rows, typical plants were selected for crossing pur-
poses. Every facility was given, by hand-hoeing and weeding, to enable
the plants to attain their maximum development, so that the parents of all

hybrids were thoroughly matured. Nearlv 70 cross fertilizations were
•carried out, the objectives being :

—

{a) To increase yield.

[b) To reduce straw.

\c) To minimize smut liability.

[d.) To affect period of maturity.

{e] To improve capacity to hold grain.

(/) To improve rust resistance.

(^) To strengthen straw.

{h) To improve milling quality of grain.

Period of Maturity.

Upon this factor a good deal often depends. A late maturing w^heat is

more liable to the effects of dry weather, which may cause the grain to

pinch, or to the effects of storms which may destroy the crop entirely by

beating out the grain. A too early wheat may interfere with the hay

harvest. Generally speaking, it seems likely to be established that those
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varieties which mature in early mid-season as, for example, Federation,

College Purple Straw, Wallace, Jade, and others, give the highest average

vields.

The following table shows some interesting comparisons between the

periods of some familiar varieties :

—

Variety.

Bunyip
Florence
Comeback
Federation
Jumbuck
Plover
Jade ..

John Brown . .

.

Bobs...
College Purple Straw
Yandilla King
Australian Talavera
Marshall's No. 3

June 1

Date of

Headintr out.

Oct. 15

,/ -24

n 26
„ 31

Nov. 2

„ 2

„ 2
„ 4
n 4

,, 6

" 7

n 9
. 10

Datt
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QlALITY AND YlELI).

Variety'.

Quality of Grain.

Plumpness.

ri I'liiiirs.

Yandilla King
Florence
Dart's Imperial
Comeback
Federation
Jumbuck
Australian Tala
Bobs
Plover
College Purple
Jade .

.

John Brown .

Bunyip
Marshall's No.

Straw

Hardness. Tiuiislucem y.

5 Points. 10 Points.

•0
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per bu.shel. It may be mentioned, as evidence of the growing knowledge
in connexion with the question of the milling values of different wheats, that

several millers in Victoria are paying 3d. per bushel over current market
rates for Bobs wheat this season. There are other varieties of equally good-

flour strength, and possessing improved characteristics to Bobs, which
should become popular with farmers, if an additional price becomes general.

The most promising of these now being grown in Victoria is Comeback. It

has the merit of being an early variety, and should prove a good yielder in

the moist districts.

The softer-grained or weak-flour class.

1
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Characteristics of Varieties.

In order that readers may learn something of the general character-

istics of some of the varieties dealt with in this report, the following brief

descriptions may be of interest :

—

Bobs.—Stated to be a cross between Blount's Lambrigg and Nepaul

barley, susceptible to frost if sown too early. A quick grower, fair yielder,

drought and rust resistant. Has a slight tendency to shell. Produces tall

straw of excellent quality. A good hay wheat. Ears good size, white.

bald, grain rather exposed. Grain is small, white, plump, hard, and

translucent.

A PLOT OF comeback.

Bunyip.—Is a cross between Rymer and Maffra, the former having

Fife and Purple Straw blood. A jemarkably early ripening variety, produc-

ing plump grain when all other varieties show pinched grain. Not a par-

ticularly heavy yielder as a rule. Escapes rust, but somewhat liable to

smut. Straw rather short and harsh for hay. Ears medium size, white,

bald, holds grain well. Grain of good size and attractive appearance.

College Purple Straw.—A variety created by Mr. Pye from crosses be-

tween Dart's Imperial, Purple Straw, and Fife-Indian varieties. A prolific

early mid-season variety, drought resistant, and holds grain well. Straw

somewhat short. Likely to be liable to smut. Ears tip Ijearded, rather

short, broad, and clubbed. Not liable to shell easily.

Comeback.—Created by the late Wm. Farrer, from Fife x Fife-

Indian X Indian varieties. An early ripening, fairly prolific wheat.

Drought resistant, and withstands rust and smut fairly well. Produces a

very vigorous growth early in the season. Slightly inclined to shell. Straw-

medium height and good quality. Ears medium to small, tapering, white,

and bald. Grain small, white, plump, and hard.
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Darfs Imperial.—Originating from a selection made by Mr. Thomas

Dart in South Australia. Of the Purple Straw type, but rather later to

ripen than most of that family. Rust liable, but stands drought well, and

suits hot climates. Stools freely, and gives good results for hay or grain.

Strips well and holds its grain satisfactorily. Straw strong and stiff, good

height, and purple in colour. Ears tip bearded, white, medium size,

clubbed tip. Grain fair size, white, plump, rather long and soft.

Federation.—A cross between Purple Straw and Fife-Indian varieties.

An early ripening, drought resisting variety, yields most prolifically, and

holds grain well. Suits almost any district. Is unsuited for hay on ac-

count of shortness of straw. Is smut liable. Straw short, strong, and

harsh for hay. Ears brown in colour, good size, bald, square, and com-

pact. Grain fair size, white, plump, and soft.

Jade.—A cross between Purple Straw and Early Baart. An early

wheat, stools freely and yields well. Very rust liable. Does not shell.

A good hay wheat, but liable to lodge badly in wet or windy weather.

Liable to make too much straw on good soils. Liable to smut. Straw-

tall and weak. Ears tip bearded, good size, and white. Grain large,

white, plump, and soft.

foJin Broivn.—K cross containing two Fife varieties, Australian Tala-

vera, and other varieties. Fairly heavy yielder, fairly drought resistant.

Holds grain well. A good hay variety, but liable to bunt and smut.

Straw tall and strong. Ears brown in colour, rather slender and long.

Grain large, long, yellowish, and medium soft.

Jonathan.—Contains several strains of Fife, with Indian blood. Rust

resistant, but does not stand drought well. Holds its grain splendidly,

and easy to strip. Fairly smut resistant, and grain of excellent quality.

Straw tall and slender. Ears white, bald, and tapering.

Jumbuck.—A cross between Fife x Tardent's Blue x Australian

Talavera. A mid-season variety with rather tall straw and abundant flag.

A good hay wheat, but liable to rust and smut. A very vigorous grower

and stands drought fairly well. Not remarkable for yield of grain. Ear:*

good size, woolly, and white. Grain fairly large, white, plump, and
medium hard.

Marshall's No. 3.—Derived from Ward's Prolific, by Mr. Marshall,

of South Australia. A fairly rust resistant variety, matures in late mid-

season, fairly prolific yielder. Does best in cool districts. Holds its grain

well. Straw rather short, strong, and purple in colour. Ears white and

long. Grain fairly large, white, and medium soft.

Yandilla King.—A cross between Yandilla and Silver King created by

Mr. Marshall, of South Australia. A rather late maturing variety, but

prolific yielder of grain. Stools heavily and holds grain well. Fairly

drought resistant. Liable to smut, but should resist rust fairly well.

Straw on the short side, but otherwise strong and good quality. Ears

slightly tip bearded, large, and rather long. Grain fairly large, fairly

plump, and medium hard.

Wallace.—A cross between Dart's Imperial, Purple Straw, and Fife

Indian. A prolific mid-season wheat with rather short straw. Stools well

and withstands drought. Holds grain well. Straw strong and slightly

purple in colour. Ears medium size, tip bearded, broad, clubbed at tip.

Grain, white, fair size, soft, and inclined to be pinched.

Firbank.—A cross between Zealand and Maffra. A good hay wheat,

straw green to the base, with little or no dry flag. Hay of good quality
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rather than quantit\ . Very early to mature. Does not shell grain. Straw

good height and slightly puxple in colour. Ears tapering at tip, good

size, white, grain rather large, white, fairly plump.

Florence.—A mixture of several bloods including White Naples and
Fife. Good yielder, but liable to shell. Resists rust and withstands

drought well. Ripens early. Straw fairlv tall and good quality. Ears

medium size, tapering. Very open chaff. Grain medium size, plump,

white, and hard. A high quality milling wheat and strongly resistant to

smut for which it has been specially bred.

Medeah.—A macaroni wheat. Late maturing. Highly resistant to

rust, smut, and drought. Has solid or semi-solid straw. Most suitable

for silage. Stock do not like the beards on ear, hence not very suitable

for hay. Straw solid and flexible. Ears bluish black, strongly bearded.

Grain very large and long ; dark yellow in colour and very hard.

Kubanka.—Resembles the Medeah very closely in appearance. The
beards make stripping difficult, but otherwise a useful variety for green

feed or silage.

In subsequent reports the characteristics of a large number of other

varieties will be dealt with.

Summary.

In looking back to the results of the first season, the Wheat Improve-

ment Committee has cause for satisfaction in the general success attending

the work. It will require at least four or five seasons before any new cross-

bred varieties can be placed on the market. The variety and rigidity of

the tests to which all hybrids have to submit, before being deemed worthy

to find a place under field conditions, must necessarily limit the number of

successful crossbreds. Unless a crossbred is manifestly superior in one

or other characteristic to any variety now being generally grown, it would
serve no useful purpose to advocate its extended growth.

The Committee is keenly sensible of the importance of the work under

its charge, and for that very reason will exercise the most rigorous care that

none but proved types shall carry their imprimatur.

It is proposed to inspect as large a number of farmers' wheat crops as

possible during the coming season, for the purpose of accumulating leading

facts in regard to the behaviour of varieties under changing conditions. It

is probable, also, that advantage will be taken of the opportunity to make
selections from crops grown under field conditions with the view of improv-
ing the type by natural selection. Lectures on the objectives and results

of the work should do much to arouse the interest of the wheat grower
towards a more complete knowledge of true commercial value of his pro-

duct.

Farmers living in the neighbourhood of any of the experimental stations^

are cordially in\itpd to inspect the work at anv time during the season.

'vm
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EXPERIMENTS RELATING TO RUST AND SMUT
RESISTANCE.

D. McAlfine, Vegetable Pathologist.

As a member of the Wheat Improvement Committee I have carried out

-experiments relating to rust- and smut-resistance. Similar experiments have

be'en previously conducted, but they now form part of a general scheme

having for its object the selection of wheat, which in addition to good

yielding and milling, stooling, early maturing, and strong-growing quali-

ties, will possess the additional properties of resistance to rust and smut.

The work of improvement along these definite lines will involve systematic

effort, and can only be accomplished by constant and continuous experi-

ment.

Another important phase of the work is the testing of varieties from the

]>oint of view of disease, so that in crossing, parents may be selected

which possess the qualities desired. Further, the ultimate goal is to breed

rust-resisting and smut-proof wheats, so that the enormous losses due to

these diseases in certain seasons may be avoided.

For the proper carrying out of the work, one-eighth of an acre has

been enclosed with bird-proof netting at Burnley Horticultural Gardens,

•v.here smaller plots are established for special purposes. Thus the tests

for germination will not be interfered with by birds rooting up the grain,

and in other tests the ears will not be destroyed before arriving at maturity.

For the larger plots the Agricultural Colleges of Dookie and Longerenong
are chiefly utilized, and the experiments are conducted in conjunction with

Ihe respective Principals and Assistants.

The experiments during the first year have been necessarily of a pre-

liminary character and include

—

1. Testing varieties for rust-resistance.

2. Testing varieties for their liabilitv or non-susceptibility to stinking smut.

3. Experiments with flag smut.

I.

—

Testing for Rust-resistance.

A brief summary will here be given of the work initiated at Bumley,
Dookie, and Longerenong, respectively.

Burnley.—The land chosen is a loose sandy loam, and as this was the

first season of the experiment, manure was supplied at the rate of per acre,

I cwt. superphosphate, | cwt. sulphate of ammonia, and \ cwt. sulphate of

potash. There were 63 plots of wheat for testing rust, comprising 10

varieties or selections from Perkins, South Australia ; 13 from Sutton,

New South Wales, one of which (Nutcut) never germinated : 20 from Pye,

Dookie; 4 from Sinclair, Longerenong; 8 from Marshall, South Australia;
I from Potts, Hawkesbury ; i from Appel, Germany; 2 from Vilmorin,
France; 2 from Department of Agriculture, U.S.A.; i from Webb,
Rendigo; and i from Gumming, Nyah. In comparing different varieties

•of wheat as to their rust-resistance or rust-liability, it is desirable to have
some standard of comparison whereby the relative degrees of rust may be
•clearly shown. A scale of 10 points is adopted, as being the most con-
-\enient, and corresponding to each is a short descriptive term.

Scale of Rustiness.

Free to practically free (F. to P.F.) ... ... o to a few specks.
Very slight to slight (V.S. to S.) ... ... 1-2.

Very moderate to moderate (V.M. to M.) ... ... 3-4.

Medium ... ... ... ... ... 5-6.

Moderately bad to bad (M.B. to B.) ... ... 7-8.

Very bad to rotten with rust (V.B. to R.) ... ... g-io.
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In connexion witli rust, it is not only necessary to detexmine the

amount but also the kind of rust, for there is one species, Puccinia triticina,

which is comparatively harmless because it does not pinch and shrivel the
grain, and P. graminis, which is ver\- destructive. The latter is the
only one requiring to be specially guarded against.

It was not a particularlv rustv season, vet several of the varieties were
badly affected with P. graminis. Bobs and Queen's Jubilee were both
bad, while Jade, Fan, Jumbuck, Fife Essex, and Dart's Imperial, were
moderately bad, and Federation was moderately rusty. Red Egypt
from Vilmorin was the only variety without rust of any kind, and Thew
and Upper Cut were both practically free. These and others will l)e

further tested during the forthcoming season.

II.

—

Testing for Smut-resistance.

It is well known that different varieties vary considerably in their

susceptibility to stinking smut or bunt. Thus Allora Spring, which is most
susceptible, has yielded 95 1 pex cent, of bunty plants when the seed was
coated with spores, while under the same conditions Minnesota Blue Stem,

a strong flour variety, was the least susceptible of ten varieties tested, only

producing 12 per cent. But while a small proportion of rust is admis-

sible without seriously interfering with the yield or the quality of the grain,

a very small percentage of stinking smut is objectionable and it is necessaxy,

if treatment of the seed is to be dispensed with, to have a variety or strain

which is absolutely free.

Experiments in the direction of producing a bunt-resisting wheat have

been mainly carried out by the late Mr. Farrer and Mr. Pye, and they axe

now being continued at the CoWra Experiment Farm, N. S. Wales, by

Mr. Sutton. Farrer hit upon the idea of selecting clean plants from the

strains of his crosses which showed the smallest percentage of bunt, in

order to see if bunt resistance could be increased by a course of systematic

selection. He observed that the plants of the variable generation of a
cross differed widely in their liability to bunt just as has been observed

in the case of rust ; and he came to the conclusion that, if the plants of this

generation were exposed to infection, by inoculating the seed from which
they were grown, then a large proportion of the plants which might
otherwise have produced bunt-liable varieties, would be culled out and a

higher average of bunt-resistance would be secured in those retained. And
if the next generation was similarly infected, further culling out would
be made and a still higher average of bunt-resistance secured in the remain-

ing plants. The untimely death of Mr. Farrer in 1906, prevented these

experiments being carried to a final issue during his lifetime, but they

were continued by his successor, Mr. Sutton, who succeeded in producing
varieties which apparently resist bunt ; for he writes as follows in the

Agricultural Gazette oi N. S. Wales, for March, 1908:—

-

Florence and Genoa have in our trial plots shown themselves under severe trial

to be practically smut-proof, and in consequence seed of them does not require
to be bluestoned or treated with any other fungicide for the prevention of smut.

If this fxeedom from smut could have been substantiated on further

trial, it would have been a distinct gain to the farmer, if the

varieties were otherwise suitable, although it must be remembered
that stinking smut of wheat can be so easily and certainly pre-

vented by treatment of the seed, that there is not the same
importance attaching to a smut-proof as to a rust-proof wheat.

This question of immunity to smut is a very important one, and experi-

ments to test how far this immunity is hereditary or transmissible and if it is
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maintained under different conditions of soil and climate, heat and mois-

ture, were carefully planned. Mr. Sutton willingly supplied seed-wheat

of Florence and Genoa for the purpose, and a sufficient quantity of grain

was mixed with bunt spores to allow of its being sown in such distinct

districts of Victoria as Dookie Agricultural College in the

North, under the superintendence of the Principal, Mr. Pye;

at Longerenong Agricultural College in the West, under the

charge of Mr. Pridham ; and at Burnley Horticultuxal Gardens,

near Melbourne, in the South, under my own special supervision.

The seed was all dusted equally with spores of TiUetia levis, Kuehn, derived

from a common source, and it is important to note that the experiments

were all on an equal footing as far as the amount and vitality of the bunt

spores are concerned. A bulk sample of wheat was mixed with the spores

as follows :—Bunt balls were taken direct from the wheat plant and then

broken up by rolling them in paper. The spores were next well dusted

and rubbed over the moistened grains, so that every grain looked as if it

had been dressed with soot. The grain was sent out immediately afterwards
for sowing. The results of the experiments have been carefuUv tabulated,

and while they show that Florence may have as much as 12 per cent,

of stinking smut and Genoa 22 per cent., yet on the whole they are fairlv

resistant.

Burnley.—The plots were sown on i6th June in a moist seed-bed. In
all cases, the ordinary seed was sown as a check and the check-plots were
invariably free from bunt. Florence had an average of 5.66 per cent.,

and Genoa of 4.72 per cent, of stinking smut.
Dookie.—The sowing took place on 17th June, and the seed-bed was

a moist one. The average here was low, being 2.42 per cent, for Florence,
and 2 per cent, for Genoa.

Longerenong.—The seed was sown on ist June in a moist seed-bed.
There were only two plots of each sown, a large and a small one, together
with the check-plots. The general average was much higher here than
in the other two localities, being 9.20 per cent, for Florence, and 14.60
per cent, for Genoa.

The above are the results obtained by treating a bulk sample of wheat
v.ith spores from the same species of smut {T . levis) which is the one
u.sually met with in Victoria. The average varied from 2 per cent, to

14 per cent., and it is very noticeable the high average obtained at

Longerenong.
Since the weather conditions exercise an important influence on the

germination of the spores, it may be noted generally for the first quarter
of the year 1908, that the rainfall was scarcely 50 per cent, of the average
amount, and this was followed bv one of the driest April months ever
known. The breaking up of the drought occurred in May, and the rains
in June were abo\'e the average, so that altogether the conditions were
favorable for the germination of the spores and the seed-wheat at the same
time. It is not always easy to account for differences in the amount of
infection, but if we take into account the rainfall for Mav, the month
preceding the sowing of the infected wheat, it may throw some light on it.

At Burnley it was .87 inches, at Dookie 1.99 inches, and at Longerenong
3.22 inches, while the mean temperature was verv much the same in all.

The heavy rainfall at Longerenong immediatelv preceding the sowing of
the wheat on ist June, would have a tendency to cause a general germina-
tion of the spores, and the wheat being in the best possible condition for
infection, there was likely to be the maximum of infection.

2843. I
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At Burnley T. tritici was also used for infection, but no conclusions as

to their relative virulence could be drawn from a single season's experiments.

In the two plots of Florence and Genoa respectively inoculated with spore>

of T. tritici the average was 4.16 and 15.68 per cent.

At Dookie, the Principal tested the effect of re-smutting some of the

grain already sent with similar sj)ores. 100 .smut-balls were powdered
and then made into a soft paste with the addition of water; 100 grains

were placed in this paste, thus allowing one smut ball on an average fox

each grain, mixed thoroughly and allowed to soak over night. Bv next

morning the moisture had disappeared and the seed was sown the same
day. Infection in the xe-smutted grains was the most virulent, for while

it \ ielded 5.72 and 9.79 per cent, of Inmt respectively in Florence and
Genoa, there was only 2.42 and 2 per cent, respectivelv with the ordinary
dusting of the grain.

It is clear from these experiments that Florence and Genoa do not

possess the hereditary quality of bunt-resistance, and Sutton evidently
suspected this as he wrote to me as follows in May, 1908 :

—

I have been referring to the results of our tests with these wheats while ihey
were being fixed, and I find that in 1905 they were at Lambrigg fairly bunty, and
this may indicate that they are not constitutionally resistant to bunt, but they
escape bunt through some peculiar characteristic of their growth immediately after
germination.

Rapidity of germination is found to be associated with resistance to

bunt, and the.se two varieties are found to be relatively xapid in their

germination. But in order to secure complete immunity and the hereditary

quality of resistance, it will be necessary to breed from a variety which has

shown itself to be free, when expo.sed to the most severe infection for a

series of sea.sons.

Dookie Experiments.—Mr. Pye, Principal of Dookie Agricultural

College, had been working for a number of vears in conjunction with Mr.
Farrer in endeavouring to produce bunt-resisting wheats by selection after

seed-infection. He is still continuing this work and the most promising

line lies in breeding from crosses of the Durum variety that resist the bunt.

He found for instance that Medeah is not so liable to bunt as many others,

and he is using this variety as a parent. The seed of the progeny is

then dusted with bunt spores, and the seed from those plants which escape
infection is sown next season and so on until a strain is secured which
will be bunt-resisting. Among the numerous varieties grown there were

several which promised to he more or less bunt-resisting, and the.se were
u.sed as parents for further crosses, but the onlv one found to be absolutelv

free during the past .sea.son, after thorough infection of the seed, was
Medeah

Tripola

and TT-*!
"^1

'T-iid these will be tested in a similar fashion to Florence and

Genoa. The smut experiments carried out at Dookie were on a most com-

prehensive .scale, as during the past season there were over 200 plots

devoted to smuts aiont'. In addition to those alreadv enumerated, thev

included .seed treatment with a great vaxietv of substances and the effect of

planting smut-balls close to seed.

ITT.

—

Experiments witit Flag Smut.

This is a di.sease which is widelv distributed in the northern areas of

Victoria and in some seasons reduces tiie crop considerablv. The spores-
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of this smut not onl\ infect the young seedling when they are attached

to the gxain, but more commonly infection occurs by means of the diseased

straw or flag in the soil. Hence treatment of the seed is not effective, and
field experiments are being carried nut to see how far a suitable rotation

of crops can mitigate tlie disease. This Flag .smut was first found on

wheat in Australia and determined by Wolff in 1873, as being the same
as that .so abundant on rye elsewhere and named Urocystis occulta Rah.
An experiment conducted at Burnley showed that this was not so, 200

grains of Federation wheat were inoculated with the spores of flag smut

derived from a crop of wheat grown in the north of Victoria the previous

season, and 200 grains of rve inoculated with the same smut. Clean
seed of both was sown alongside, the date being 28th June, 1908. The

CLEAN AND FLAG-SMUTTED WHEAT. GRAIN FROM HEALTHY AND
DISEASED PLANTS.

object of this test was simplv to see if wheat and rye could be infected

by the same smut. The results were taken on 29th December, and while

the wheat was diseased the rye was absolutely clean. There were 190

plants of wheat altogether, 21 of which were affected with flag smut and
169 clean, so that 11 per cent, were diseased.

The di.sea.sed plants bore 85 ears and on counting the ears of 21 healthy

plants of the .same variety growing alongside, there were 165 or nearly

double the number.

The photograph of the two bundles of wheat, each representing the

produce of 21 plants, shows the difference of yield of the healthy and
disea.sed. A represents the growth of the healthy plants and B of the

diseased, and the proportion of ears in A is nearlv double that of B,
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indicating that tlie number of ears on each plant affected with the flag

smut fungus would l)e reduced, on an a\erage, about one-half. But when
we come to consider the grain produced in each case, then it is found

that the yield from the healthy plants is fully three times that of the

diseased plants, as shown in C and D.
Other experiments in pots and in plots proved that the smut of rye

and of wheat are not mutually infective, so that the name given to flag

smut of wheat b\ Koernicke in 1877, who received specimens from R.

Schomljurgk in South Australia should be retained, viz., Urocystis tritici.

During the forthcoming season there will be special experiments carried

out at Burnlev, Dookie, and Longerenong in connexion with the treatment

of the seed for smut with various substances, in order to arrive at the

cheapest, most effecti\e, and most easilv applied. In each case the ner-

centage of germination will he observed. Smut-resistant varieties will

also receive attention. The rust-free varieties will again be tested and

Triticujn monococcum. will be tried, as it is said to be exceptionally immune
to rust.

It is always well to have high ideals, even although they may seem

distant of realization, and who knows but a serviceable wheat mav vet be

evolved resistant to both rust and smut?

ALEXANDRA FODDER CROP COMPETITION.
-4. V . Becker, Dairy Supervisor

.

Report to the Secretary, Alexandra Agricultural Society

The crops (maize) were, on the whole, considering they were sown

broadcast, exceptionally good, and speak volumes for the quality of the

soil on the Goulburn flats. Thev might have been even better, had they been

sown at the rate of about f-lnishel per acre, instead of, as in three or four

instances, 2 bushels.

Nearly all the competitors failed in the Varieties they chose for

sowing, the majority sowing Flat Red and Ninetv Day—the two
worst varieties on the market for fodder. The difference in colour,

growth, and .strength of plant was most marked in those plots containing

White Horse Tooth and in one good plot of Hickory King.

The general dirtiness of the land impressed me more than anything,

manv ^•arieties of weeds being strongly in evidence on all the headlands

and around the edges of the crops; docks, fat hen, thistles, wild mustard,

Bathurst burr, and .several other prolific seeders were seen all over the

flats. The majority of the plots could be considerably improved by re-

moving the stumps, instead of ploughing around them and leaving them

to harbor the weeds enumerated, and letting them seed in the centre of

the cultivation.

Some of the competitors lost ]X)ints by allowing stock to wander

through their plots; and in one inst.nnce se\eral calves were to be seen

roaming through the maize during the inspection, whirh shows bad fences

or careless management. It is a .short-sighted j)olicy to grow a good fodder

crop, and then, for the sake of a few hours' work in straining up the

wires or repairing the fence, perhaps, waste a ton or two of good fodder.

The winning crop was an exceptionally fine one, being evenly and

lightlv sown (:^-bushel per acre), and evfn in growth. The land was
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well-worked and free from weeds. All the plots would have been

the better for a Uttle more harrowing and rolling. The best blocks \n

my opinion required rolling again and another stroke of the harrows.

Selected plants measured in various plots gave heights of 12 ft., 11 ft. 6

in., II ft., 10 ft. 6 in., which, for broadcast maize and bad varieties,

demonstrates what the land is capable of growing under the best conditions.

From what 1 saw of the country around Thornton, I think maize

could be very profitably grown for grain, and I should like to see a few

acres tried next season as an experiment.

In conclusion, 1 should advise all the competitors to sow their maize

much thinner next season, or, better still, in rows three feet apart, and

work it between the rows with the horse-hoe at fortnightly intervals until

the growth interferes with the passage of the horse. I would also advise

trying the following varieties :—Early Leaming, Sibley, Funk's Yellow

Dent (of the yellow varieties), and White Horse Tooth and Hickory King (of

the white or later varieties). With a little more care in sowing, cleaning up
the paddocks from weeds, &c., and working the ground a bit more, the

competition next season will be a very difficult one to judge, as the land

is practically all about the same quality.

Name.
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Mr. Glasgow deserves great credit for the splendid condition of all

his farm stock, especially when it is considered that this is a very dry

summer indeed for South' Gippsland. His two-year-old heifers were really

fine, and when one realizes that they were all reared on whey—which is

not generally considered very good stuff for successful calf rearing—it

speaks well for his method of feeding calves.

One thing that impressed me more than anything else was the lack of

anv attempt to conserve the farm yard manure. On all the farms the

absence of a compost heap was marked, and the manure was allowed to

lie about for the fowls to scatter and to be blown about by all the dry

summer winds. Since the advent of artificial manures, farmers have come

to look on their stable and cow-yard manure almost as a nuisance instead

of one of their best assets, and it is a great pit} they do not take more

trouble to properly conserve it.

Considering the smallest farm visited consisted of 320 acres, the small

amount of culti\'ation done seemed remarkable, ranging from 17 acres on

the winning farm tO' 40 acres on Mr. Williams' farm (about 640 acres).

Mr. Williams and Mr. Olsen lost points by not being able to show any

two-year-old or yearling heifers, which is, to my mind, an important

item, as they are very necessary to replace the older cows in the herd when
they are culled for age or other faults.

Mr. Williams had some very nice maize sown in drills ; also a fine crop

of potatoes, and a good crop of broad beans grown for his pigs. He had

the timber on the farm ready for building a silo. His stock were not in

nearly such good order as the other two farms, and I think he would have

been wiser to ha\'e begun feeding his maize earlier in order to avoid his

cows losing too much condition before the winter sets in.

Mr. Olsen also had some good fodder crops (maize, pumpkins,

mangels, and potatoes). His cows were in splendid condition, and seemed

to be well cared for.

The garden at Mr. Glasgow's was exceptionally neat, and the roses

made a very fine show indeed. I was also pleased to see a tennis-court

on this farm, which shows that the members of the family manage to have

some time for recreation and pleasure.

There was some room for improvement on all the farms in manure con-

servation, recording yields and testing, cleanliness, and sanitation of pig-

stves, larger areas and more variety of cultivation.

Name.
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C A T A L U \ A

.

B\ dc Castclla, Govenniicnt Viticiilturist.

The north-east corner of Spain has for several centuries been known
as Cataluiia. This roughly triangular area is bounded on the north by

the Pyrenees and France. It lies to the east of the once Kingdom of

Aragon, from which it is divided by an uneven line running in a more
or less northerly direction from Vinaroz and Ulldecona, near the mouth
of the Ebro. Its south-eastern boundary is the Mediterranean.

This region embraces the three coastal provinces of Barcelona, Tarra-

gona and Gerona and the inland one of Lerida—8,000,000 acres of

land, varying enormously as to its soil and climate, for it extends from

the mild Levante, with its palms and orange groves, to the everlasting

snows of the Pyrenees, the highest point of which, the Pic De Aneto

(11,063 feet), is situated near the point where the Aragonese boundary
strikes the frontier of France. In many ways Cataluna differs radically

from the rest of Spain. A new arrival from Madrid or Pamplona is

at once struck by the difterence in its inhabitants, iox the Catalan be-

longs to a different race to the Castellano' or true Spaniard. Though
he may admit that he does not possess the grace of manner of the

latter, he will tell you that his greater energy and business activity more
than makes up for it, and he looks upon himself as a superior, and
especially a more go ahead individual than his neighbours from the south

and west. The Catalan is the business man of Spain, and Barcelona, the

capital of the region, is the foremost manufacturing and business town
in the Kingdom. Its population now numbers half-a-million. There is

in fact a certain amount of jealousy between it and Madrid which has

of late years caused a good deal of political unrest. Cataluna has for

some time been agitating for "Home Rule" on similar lines to that

enjoyed by Navarra. Complaints are sometimes heard about taxes levied

on the energy and business ability of the Catalan being spent to beautify

the metropolis, &c. Political questions were, of course, foreign to my
programme, but it is not possible to write concerning Cataluna without
briefly referring to the unrest one occasionally hears about, especially

outside of Spain. The trouble is not by any means of recent origin.

It has existed since early times when each of the principal regions of

Spain was a distinct kingdom.
Racial differences have prevented the absorption of Cataluna being

as complete as that of other portions of Spain. Catalan, the language
chiefly spoken, is an ancient one, quite distinct from Spanish and nearly
identical with the French patois known as Languedoc, which is still

spoken in the adjoining Department of Roussillon, just across the border,
Avhich was at one time united to Catalufia, the two forming a coimtry
the ownership of which changed occasionally. Its history is most in-

teresting and a brief summary may be permitted.

Inhabited originally by the Ceretani, Indigetes and Ausetani, these

tribes were conquered bv the Romans who named the province Tarra-
conensis. In the fifth century Barcelona* became the head- quarters of
the kingdom of the Visigoths, from whom it was captured bv the
Moors. Retaken later by Charlemagne, it was divided into independent
" seigneuries," of which the county of Barcelona was the most important.

*Originally founded by Hanibal Barca the Carthaginian in 230 B.C.
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it evtntually absorbed the others. This count\ \aried greatly in si/e.

In Charlemagne's time its boundaries were mucli as they are at present,,
but sometimes it cinbraced tlie Roussillon, at one period extending even-

as far as Montpellier. In 1137 Raimond-Berenger, Count of Bar-
celona, a French subject, became King of Aragon and it was about this

lime that tlie name of Cataluiia came into general use. It is said to

be a corruption of Gothalania, a reference, no doubt, to the early Gothic
occupation. Raimond's son, Alfonso II., succeeded in freeing himself
from France in 1182 and henceforth Cataluiia formed part of the
Kingdom of Aragon; not without occasional revolts though, for on
several occasions it succeeded, for a time, in throwing off the Spanish-
yoke. Revolting against Philip IV. in 1641. it became French once
more for a period of eighteen years after which it reverted to Spain.
On several other occasions it was for a short time French, the longest
being from 1694 to 1697.

Such is a brief historical sketch of these descendents of the Visigoths.

who e\-en at the present day constitute a distinct race, remarkable for
its industry, energv and business capacity. Personally, I found the
Catalans I met to be charming people, perhaps a little more brusque in

manner than the true Spaniard; in many w^ays verv similar to their

.southern French neighbours from across the Pvrenees.

ACRICUI^TURE IN CaTATUXA.

Agriculture generally, and viticulture in particular, have attained a
high stage of perfection in the region. Wherever water is available,

irrigation is practised and we lind Huertas reminding one of that of
Valencia, though on a .smaller scale, for the extent of irrigable land is

not nearly so considerable as in the Le\ante. In these Huertas one
finds the same intense culture and diversitx of crops that has already
been (le.scribeil. The Huerta del Llobregat, quite near Barcelona, is-

one of these. 'Here the land is worth smcral hundred pounds per acre-

and is leased up to ^"10 per acre exclusive of house rent.

Where underground water is available, at a small depth, it is in-

variably utilized, the raising of it being effected bv Norias of similar

construction to those used by the Moors several centuries ago. A photo-

graph of one of these at Villafranca del Panades is here reproduced.

This shows the horse (or rather mule) works, wooden cog wheels, and lift

with earthenware buckets tied to an endless rope.

It is, however, cultures of the Sccano or unirrigable t)pe which are

of most importance, chiefly vines, olives, cereals and se\eral other less

usual crops, some of which may be briefly described.

The Cork Oak occupies a \ery considerable area, mostlv of p(K)r

land unsuitable for other crops. Cataluiia is one of the principal cork

districts of Spain and at present prices the results of this form of

forestrv (it can scarcely be classed as agriculture) are very profitable.

It is astonishing that we have so persistently neglected this tree, which
will thrive so well in Victoria and which demands no labour except at

the time of harvesting the cork crop. The value of acorns as pig food

should not be lost sight of.

The AvELLANO OR Barcelona Nut {Corylus avellaiia). Large

orchards planted exclusi\elv with this sni;ill tree are to be .seen on the-

train journex from Zarago/a to Barcelona, after passing the Fbro at
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Mora la Xueva, when one enters the Priorato district. Argentera is the

chief centre of this culture. In appearance the tree is ver\ like the

ordinary filbert ; the special Barcelona variety seems to thrive in much
drier situations. Several different sub-varieties are cultivated, the most

highly esteemed of which is that known as Negreita which is said to be

very prolific and to require little moisture in the soil. Some plants of

this variety have been introduced by the Department of Agriculture anrl

are now growing at the Burnley School of Horticulture.

The production of Barcelona nuts was highly profitable last season :

the demand was brisk and at the time of my visit all stocks had been

cleared at satisfactory prices ; 40 sacks of 58 kilos each are obtained

from an hectare, eguivalent in English measures to 2,041 lbs. per acre.

Algarrobos (Carob trees) are a familiar feature in southern Cata-

lufia. though north of Barcelona the climate seems to be too cold for

them. South of Tarragona, large areas of dry stony land are rendered

profitable bv fill' inlli\ation of this tree.

NORIA (moorish WATER LIFT) AT VILLAFRANCA,

The Garbanza or Chick Pea {Ciccr anctinum) is a typically Spanish
product which is grown in Catalufia though less extensively than in some
other parts of Spain, It was here, however, that I was able to learn

something about its culture. The Garljanza is a very important article

of human food in Spain. It is sold in the dry state and soaked in

water for a few hours before cooking. Garljanzas enter largely into

the composition of the Cocido—a form of stew which is the basis of the

food of the people. For this purpose they are as necessary to a

Spaniard as potatoes are to an Irishman.

At the Government experimental farm near Barcelona, I was able

to obtain some information as to the culture of this plant, which may prove

a valuable introduction to Victoria. It is sown about tlie first week

in January, in this part of Spain, in drills i foot apart, at intervals

of 10 inches. The Garbanza is a peculiar crop, only doing well in

certain localities; in manv places it fails owing to a fungus disea.se
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known locally as Rabia. In districts suited to it, large yields are ob-

tained and it is a most profitable crop. Sauco, in old Castille, is cele-

brated for its Garbanzas which are considered the best in Spain, for

there is much variation in quality. Some, on soaking and cooking,

become far more tender and palatable than others. The best Gar-

banzas are sown on land free from excess of lime.*****
The principal forms of agriculture are cereals, vines and olives ; ot

the former, the acreage of wheat, barley and oats sown, and the quan-

tities har\ested, in the whole of Cataluiia, were as follows in 1906:—
Wheat. Barley. Oats.

Acres sown ... 484,300 ... 189,300 ... 34025
Bushels harvested ... 6,647,520 ... 3,094,124 ... 727,133

The importance of vine and olive culture is shown in the following

table taken from the official statistics for 1906:—
Province.
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Points of Viticulthral Interest.

Before leaving Australia I had been told that I should find less to

interest me, so far as the work of my mission was concerned, near Bar-

celona, than in Andalucia, La Rioja, &c. I was therefore somewhat

surprised, on obtaining official statistics in Madrid, to find how vast

was the importance of viticulture in Cataluna, which produces more wine

than any other region in Spain. My visit was a revelation to me.

Nowhere else in Spain did I see wine handled in such enormous
_

quan-

tities. I had seen wineries which dealt with very; large quantities, in

La Mancha, The Levante and La Rioja, but these could not compare

with the Bodegas of the leading wine merchants in Barcelona and Reus.

The size of the storage vessels and the power and capacity of the wine

pumps were truly astounding. I was brought face to face with a trade

in wine on a scale of which I certainly had no idea, nor do I think its

importance is usually realized outside of the country. One feels in-

clined to ask. What happens to these rivers of wine? A good deal of

it is no doubt consumed in Spain, in which country, as in its Latin

neighbours, wine is looked upon as a necessary of life. A large quan-

tity is shipped to England under the name of Tarragona Port, and the

balance, a very large proportion, finds its way to South America. The
importance of the latter trade must still be very great, though it is

rather less than it was some 20 years back, owing to the increase of

the wine production of these countries. Their populations are mainly

of Spanish descent and, although long since separated from their mother

countrv, they still look to her for what is fashionable in the way of

eatables and drinkables. Being descendants of wine drinking people, they

take more kindly to wine than our beer and whiskv drinking people so that,

in spite of their own locallv grown wine, there is room for considerable

importation from Spain and most of this comes from Cataluna.

I regret that I was not able to secure statistics as to the quantities

shipped. Though I was treated with the utmost courtesy and shown

far more than was really to be expected, under the circumstances, T could

note a certain amount of reticence concerning trade with South America

which compelled me to limit the questions I should like to have asked.

I was shown samples of a good many of the wines shipped. Al-

though belonging to several different types, they all had for foundation

the wine known in old days under the name of Priorato—after a small

district some miles south-west of Barcelona and near Tarragona. The

modern Priorato type is different from the ancient which was essentially

what was known as a Rancio wine, a term which will be explained pre-

sentlv. The modern or table Priorato—Priorato de Mesa, as it is termed

in Spanish, the name under which it is largely shipped— is intermediate

between the older type and the " vin ordinaire " of Spain—a light coloured

red wine of fairly high alcoholic strength, either dry or slightly fruity.

This wine will be more fully described later.

From a geological point of view, Cataluna is most interesting, especially

to an Australian, for Primary formations, similar to our own, are much

more frequently to be met with here than in other parts of Spain. Espe-

cially in the Pyrenees, are rocks of this age plentiful, even in the lower

ramifications of the ranges they are frequently to be seen. Don NicoK

de Los Salmones at Pamplona had already drawn my attention to this fact

(see Journal, November, 1908, p. 690), and advised me to visit the pxovince

of Gerona, the northern part of which is largely of Primary geological

age. I therefore looked forward eagerly to my investigations in these
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parts, hoping in the flanks of the Pyrenees, to find soils similar to those

which will probably prove our most difficult ones in Victoria—the stiff lime-

less clays containing silica in a fine state of division, which set hard after

rain and dry without cracking. My quest after such soils was only par-

tially successful. Primary formations I certainly did find in abundance,

but the soils were usually fairly friable, and less '' difficult " than I had
anticipated ; rather the soils of the stony hillsides of Rutherglen than the

stiff" siltv clays of the Goulburn Valley.

The question of geological formation has a most important bearing on
the character of the wine produced, for it is only on Primar\- soils that

wines of the old Priorato type with a strong Rancio character are regularly

produced.

Cataluna from a geological point of view presents much variety. In

addition to the Primary soils free from lime above referred to, there are

large areas of Secondary age, usually fairly calcareous, as well as Tertiary

formations, often rich in lime and " difficult " so far as reconstitution is

concerned on this account, though their phvsical state is usually satisfac-

tory. Alluvial soils also abound, but these are only exceptionally devoted

to viticulture. *****
I arrived at Barcelona, from Zaragoza, on 6th January, 1908, leaving

on the loth January for Valencia, Gandia, and Denia, my investigations in

which centres ha^'e alread\ been described. I returned to Barcelona on
23rd, in which cit\- and its neighbourhood I spent nearly a week before

finally leaving Spain for France, via Figueras and Llansa.

On my arrival in Barcelona, I presented a letter of introduction from
our Agent-General to Don Jose Gras y Fort, for many years a resident of

Melbourne, but who, some little time ago, returned to his native land. I

cannot thank Don Jose enough for his kindness and the valuable assistance

he gave me. He retains the warmest friendship for Australia and took a

great interest in my mission. I have to thank him for introductions to

some of the leading wine merchants of Barcelona and of Reus, his native

town, the commercial centre of the ancient Priorato, and now of the Tarra-
gona Port trade.

Reconstitution.

The provinces of Barcelona and Tarragona were officially declared to

be phylloxerated in 1888. The pest spread rapidly in Cataluna, which
was thus one of the regions which had to face reconstitution at an early

jjeriod. It suffered in consequence from the same disabilities in connexion
with it as Jerez, Malaga, and other earlv infested districts.

Twenty years ago, the era of active Government assistance had not

commenced. Growers were left to their own resources, and had to work
out their own salvation as best they could. The information available w-as.

necessarily far less complete than it is at present, for even in France re-

plantations on a large .scale were comparatively recent. For that country,

it was still the Riparia period, though even at that time the Rupestris was
beginning to attract attention. Early replantations in Cataluna were there-

fore largely on Riparia stocks. The usual failures, for which this variety

is responsible, especially in dry situations and limestone soils, were ex-

perienced, entailing the rooting up and replanting of many thousands of
acres, chiefly with Rupestris du Lot which is at the present day the stock
most widely planted. Reconstitution has long since been practically com-
pleted, and on the whole with good results, though even now some of the
early planted vineyards are being replaced by vines on more satisfactory
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The discussion of religious or political questions at any of the meetings

is expressly prohibited by the rules.

The institute o^\ns a handsome building in the town of Barcelona con-

taining club rooms, where papers and publications (mainly agricultural)

are available for the use of members ; a complete agricultural library and

museum, containing specimens of all kinds calculated to interest farmers,

such as samples of soil, of agricultural produce, and special products,

as well as specimens and illustrations of diseases, &c. A well equipped

laboratory is included in the building where research work is being carried

out by an efficient staff. Lectures are given and meetings held for the dis-

cussion of subjects of interest to farmers, and everything possible is done to

encourage and aid in the dissemination of the most recent scientific and
technical agricultural knowledge. This object is aided by the publication

of a review of 16 pages, exclusive of advertisements, issued fortnightly.

Experimental plots and model farms are conducted by the institution,

which even undertakes to promote and protect institutions useful to agri-

culture such as banks of credit and crop insurance societies.

Members are of several classes, the first of which, known as resident

members, pay an entrance fee of 20 pesetas (i6s.) and an annual subscrip-

tion of 60 pesetas (48s.) per annum, payable monthly.

Branches have been established in rural centres to assist in the work.

The institute is represented in Madrid by a permanent Committee, which

communicates, when necessary, with the Central Government.

Very complete rules have been drawn up for the working of the whole
organization, whic;h appears to be thorough!} efficient, and to be of the

utmost value for the assistance and encouragement of agriculture in the

region at a moderate cost to members.
Similar organizations exist in France, but the Instituto Agricola Catalan

de San Isidro is, so far as my experience goes, unique of its kind in Spain.

Of recent years, the Central Government has certainly been making up
for its earlier inaction and has established experimental farms and schools

in several centres, so that those now replanting have everything greatly

facilitated. Had it not been for this institution and the good work it

performed in the early part of the struggle, the reconstitution of Catalan
vineyards could not have reached its present position.

In the laboratory of the Institute, I had an interesting conversation with
Don Jaime Raventos, who has charge of its scientific work. He explained
to me that reconstitution in the region could be summed up by saving the

stocks used were Rupestris, Rupestris and Rupestris (always du Lot). The
usual course was for the grower to try this stock : if it did not succeed,

which as a rule only happened in excessively calcareous soils ; he was
compelled to try all kinds of newer things. Riparias had on the whole
proved a failure. They were much planted at first but in a hot summer
many died out.

I also visited Don Ignacio Girona \ Vilanova, a member of the Spanish
Cortes (Parliament) and a large vineyard proprietor, who takes a deep
interest in the work of the Institute. It was he who explained to me
the great work it had accomplished and how the Catalans had combined
to help one another, and by means of ex[)erimental plots and co-operation,
to collect and disseminate the necessary information. Don Ignacio in the
early days planted Riparias mainly—it was then the Riparia period in

France. He has regularly filled in misses with Rupestris du Lot. His
vineyard was entirely reconstituted, as also most of those in the region,
by field grafting, and he expresses himself quite satisfied with the result.

He is a believer in summer grafting but, instead of the bud graft practised^
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in Andalucia (see Jerez and Almeria reports), he has employed the Cadillac

or side cleft graft executed in August (February in Australia), the scion

remaining dormant until the following spring.

He favours the use of scions with two eyes, rather than the original

Cadillac method with one eye only. In his opinion, summer grafting,

by dividing the operation into two stages—the first, a preparatory one
limited to the formation of callus, which has ample time to mature before

the start of growth in the following spring—insures very perfect unions.

Don Ignacio says that with the side cleft graft one is less exposed to

damage from high winds, in early summer, than with budding, which he
has also tried. As .regards scions, he has introduced several varieties new
to the region, in addition to those usually cultivated, notably the Cabernet
Sauvignon of France, which Catalan \ignerons know under the name of

Perpignan. Long pruning, which is unusual about here, enables him to

obtain good yields of light wine from it. Amongst the local red varieties,

he has a good opinion of is one known as Exquixagos. For white wine
he favours the Pedro Ximenes of Southern Spain which produces a clean

delicate wine in good quantity. The Xarelo, a good local grape, is in

his opinion very similar, if not identical with, the Palomino of Jerez.

This vine was probably introduced to the district as Jerez-lo or Xerez-lo

which gradually became Xarel-lo. Thus do local names possibly originate.

These have led to the verv complex synonyms and the general confusion
which exists in the nomenclature of the vines of most countries.

Don Ignacio is strong on the folly of sacrificing qualit^ to quantity,

and the need for specializing and limiting one's production to the type of
wine the \-ineyard is qualified to produce in greatest perfection and sufficient

^i"^"^^*>- {To be continued.)

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Wheat for Bacchus Marsh District.—Ivan asks which variety of wheat would

be best for the Bacchus Marsh district. His land is of a sticky, clayey nature—new
ground fallowed.

Answer.—Federation is recognised as being the most prolific yielding wheat
for grain. It is unsuitable for hay on account of its short straw. Dart's Imperial,
Jumbuck, and Bunyip are good hay wheats, and also good yielders of grain. The
seed sown with an ordinary grain drill is covered from i to 2 inches. Seed of any
of the varieties mentioned may be procured from the Department of Agriculture at
5s. 6d. per bushel which does not include railway freight.

Gypsum.—J. T. H. inquires whether it would be advantageous to use gypsum
with superphosphate on heavy clay soils.

Answer.

^

—Gypsum may be added to superphosphate in any quantitv without
fear of deteriorating the activity of the fertilizer. Upon stiff clay soils gypsum
at the rate of 4 to 6 cwt. per acre could be given with advantage. Superphosphate
contains a high percentage of gypsum, produced during manufacture.

Wheat Samples for IdentificatiOxV.—R. W. B. forwards several samples of
wheat for identification. Except in a very few cases, it is quite impossible to
identify wheat varieties from the grain alone. If specific information regarding the
period of ripening, colour of straw, length, strength, &c., is forwarded, a deter-
mination could be arrived at. Next season, when the varieties are growing, would
be the most suitable time for identification.

Irrigated Fodder Crops.—M. D. (Northcote), requests information relative
to the best crops to sow on irrigable land (deep black soil) for early winter fodde-
for dairy cattle ; also inquires re best grasses for permanent pastures.

Answer.—Rye is, perhaps, the earliest fodder crop. It could be sown imme-
diately after next rain. In March, barlev and peas or oats and peas make quicl<

growth, but if grazed heavily will not survive. Under irrigation, anv cereal crop
will do well, but care must be taken that cattle do not tread the land too much
after watering. It would be more serviceable to cut and hand feed anv irrigated
crop. The most reliable grasses and clovers for permanent pasture are Perennial
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Rye, Alsyke Clover, I'rairie Grass, Cow Grass Clover, and Fas-palum dilitatum. \\.

least a portion of the pasture should be fenced off and devoted to lucerne solely.

This should be watered frequently during the summer and will give live to seven

•cuttings.

CONCRETK Sii.OS.—R. G. wishes to know whether concrete silos are safe.

Answer.-—Concrete silos are perfectly satisfactory if veil made. They, how-
ever, require reinforcing to insure safety. See article in Journal for July, 1907.

Impaction.—S. C. asks whether there is any cure for impaction.

.4wj-w^r.—Simple impaction is best treated i)V giving 15 lbs. Epsom salts in a

quart of water and followed three times a day bv 5 oz. solution of strychnine in

I pint of water.

V.4LUE OF THE ESCUTCHEON.—J. S. inquires whether the escutcheon is of any

value as a guide when choosing a bull for the dairy herd.

Answer.—Guenon on Milch Cows lays great stress upon the value of the

escutcheon of the bull and as a guide when selecting calves. There is no doubt that

when properly interpreted, the escutcheon is a good guide. See page 466 of the

Journal for August, 1908.

Excessive Yawning bv Horse.—J. S. asks what is the cause of excessive

yawning by a horse.

Answer.—It is frequentlv a symptom of imligestion and also of too much feed

and not enough work.
Swelling on Udder.—Ivan states that one of his recently calved cows has

a large lump or swelling on the udder, just above the back teat. The cow appears

to be quite healthy, and gives no trouble during milking.

Answer.—Without an examination it is difficult to say what the swelling is

due to. It mav be merely mild mammitis or a case of tubercle. The Dairy Super-

visor in your district may be able to assist you.

Oats for Pigs.—Ivan asks whether oats (seconds) are good feed for pigs.

Anszver.—Oats form a valuable adjunct to the ration for pigs, and are espe-

cially useful for breeding sows. They are best fed crushed, not cooked.

Destroying Crickets.—J. M. states that his paddock of strong black land,

which has been laid dow.i in grasses for two years, is badly infested with crickets.

The ground is now very open with cracks, and the crickets are coming up in mil-

lions, and doing much damage.
Answer.—The feeding of turkeys (over 6 weeks' old) nn the infested land

has proved efficacious. The birds clear the place of crickets in no time, will fatten

well, and can be marketed at a profit. If foxes are about, the flock should be

shepherded and housed at night.

Grafted Resistant Stocks.—H. V. wishes to know where he could obtain a

small quantity of table grape vines grafted on resistant stocks.

Answer.—Grafted resistant stocks are only supplied by the Department of

Agriculture. Vines are only grafted to order, and applicants must furnish their

own scions. The Department provides the stocks. For the 1910 planting season,

orders, accompanied with a deposit at the rate of £\ per 1,000, should be submitted

before the end of May, 1909.

Wood Ashes.—F. J. E. asks whether ashes from a boiler furnace have a

manurial value.

Answer.—If wood ashes, they are of a beneficial nature on account of the

percentage of potash present, and also of their effect in neutralizing any soil

acidity and tending to ameliorate the mechanical condition of the soil.

Plants for Identification.—Specimens have been forwarded by A. G. H.
and T. W. H.

Answer.— i. (A. G. H.) Veldt Grass [Ehrharta longiflora, Sm.). A native

of South Africa now naturalized in this State ; a perennial grass of some use as a

pasture grass in moist situations, but by no means in the first rank of pasture

grasses. When growing in dr\- situations it dies off when pasturage is most needed
and is then almost an annual maintaining itself bv seed. This grass was formerly
sold under the incorrect name of Thcnieda avenacea, which is a much superior
grass. The Veldt Grass is more likely to thrive under Glppsland conditions than
in the Western or drier districts for which tli'' true Anthistiria [Themeda] avenacea
is better suited.

2. (J. W. H.) Escallonia montevidensis, D.C. A native of South America
Ijelonging to the Saxifragacece, and occasionally grow'n in gardens. It is a good
bee plant, can easily be propagated by cuttings, and would make evergreen hedges
so long as these were not in an extremel\- drv or exposerl situation. It would,
however, be of no use as a hedge plant to keeji in stock unless reinforced bv barbed
wire. The plant has no poisonous or injurious properties and is rather a handsome
shrub.
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DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

The College offers every facility to students to become competent agriculturists,

vignerons, and dairymen. The work is carried out on a large commercial scale, the
ploughing, drilling, manuring, harvesting, threshing, and shearing being done by
students under competent instructors. Over 2,000 sheep and lambs, 150 head cattle,

50 horses, including stallion, are on the farm.

Fees—£28 5s. per annum, payable half-yearly.

Sessions begin first week in March and September.

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

One aim of this institution is to fill in the gap between the State School and
Dookie, i.e., to take students between the ages of foui-teen and sixteen years.

The farm contains an area of 2,386 acres, and is admirably adapted for demon-
strating what can be done in farming with irrigation. There is a large area of the

farm under cultivation, and the orchard and vineyard cover an area of 30 acres.

Fees—Resident, £18 5s. per annum ; Non-resident, £5 per annum, payable half-

jearly.

Sessions begin first week in March and September.

BURNLEY SCHOOL OF HORTICULTURE AND SMALL
FARMING.

The School Course includes regular lectures in Agricultural and Horticultural

Science,Veterinary Work and the Management of Animals, Dairying, Pig and Poultry
Management, and kindred subjects.

Fees—Permanent Students, £5 per anniim ; Wednesday half-day Students, £1
per annum.

LECTURES ON AGRICULTURAL SUBJECTS, 1909.

Agricultural or other Societies wishing to have one or more public lectures

delivered during 1909 are requested to make early application, so as to permit of a
complete syllabus being drawn up. Many of the lectures are illustrated by limelight

views. The hall, advertising, &c., must be provided locally, free of cost, but all other
charges are borne by the Department.

Staff—The Director, and Messrs. Archer, Cameron, Carmody, Carroll, Castella,

Colebatch, Connor, Cronin, Crowe, Ham, Hart, Hawkins, Kenyon, Lee, McFadzean,
Robertson, Smith, and Strong.

AGRICULTURAL CLASSES, 1909.

At least thirty students, exclusive of school children, must be enrolled at each
centre, the I'ent of the hall and all local charges to be paid by the Agricultural Society

under whose auspices the Class is held.

Applications relative to the above Institutions, Lectures, and Classes stiould be sent

to the Secretary, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne. On receipt of Post Card a copy

of the Prospectus of either College will be posted.



Important Notice to Viticulturists.

In order that the viticultural works published by the Department
of Agriculture may be obtainable at nominal rates, it has been
decided to reduce the prices at present charged. The new rates are
£iven below.

Yiticulturists are reminded that a large amount of information
relating to the industry is published in the " Journal of Agriculture."
The 1908 volume contains over 100 pages contributed by Mr. F,
de Castella, Government Viticulturist.

WORKS ON VITICULTURE.
TRANSLATED PROM THE FRENCH

. . BY .

.

R. DUBOIS AND W. PERCY WILKINSON.

Now Obtainable at Greatly Reduced Rates (50 per cent. Reduction).

Minc=inalung in 1f30t Climates.

By L. Roos. 273 pp., 61 illustrations, 5 plates.

Cloth, Is. Postage, 5d.

dfirst Steps in Binpeloorapb^.
By Karcel Mazade. 95 pp., 48 illustrations.

Cloth bound, Is. Paper, 6d. Postage, 2d.

ITrencbiiuj anb Sub^soiliiio tor Hmerican Dines.

171 pp., 110 illustrations, 10 plates. Paper, 9d.

Postage, 3d.

IRew /iDetbobs of 6raftino anb :fiSu^^ino,

As applied to Reconstitution witli American Vines.

72 pp., 89 illustrations. Paper, 6d. Postage, 2d.

Bmencan IDines:
Their Adaptation, Culture, Grafting, and Propagation.

By P. ViALA and L. Ravaz. 297 pp., 150
illustrations, It) coloured plates. Cloth bound,.

2s. Paper, Is. Postage, 5d.

Stubies on Mine=Stenli3ino /IDacbines.

By U. Gayox. 10;5 pp., 45 illustrations, '2

coloured plates. Paper, 9d. Postage, 2d.

/IDanual of /il>o&ern Diticulture

:

Reconstitution with American Vines.

By G. Foiix. 270 pp., 5 coloured plates. Paper,

9d. Postage, ^d.

Applications, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and postage, should be

forwarded to the Secretary for Agriculture, Melbourne.
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WHEAT IMPROVEMENT COMMITTEE.*

I.—PROLIFICACY OF WHEAT.

H . Pyc, Principal, Dookic AgnciiUitral College.

In the opinion of wheat grO'wers, the one quality that sho'uld stand pre-

eminent in order that a variety may be popular is that of prolificacy. At
the present time, provided the grain is marketable in appearance, the

quality or flour-making properties of a variety does not receive the con-
sideration that it should ; still, indications point to the fact that more and
more importance is being attached to the quality of the grain as a factor in

its commercial success.

It does not, however, follow that a cast iron rule should be laid down,
since climatic and other en\ironal conditions must be considered. Thus,
the vigneron of high altitudes and poor soils cannot generally be expected
to make classic Ports and Sherries, any more than can the vignerons of hot
districts be expected to hold the market for such light and delicate wines
as Chablis and Moselle. The cool and hot districts respectively may pro-

duce wines of a high type, but wines are practicallv peculiar to given
climatic conditions. Thus, wines from a hot district are often branded
Chablis ; but they should not, with rare exceptions, be classed as such,

being in reality only substitutes Vignerons differentiate when selling wine
for distillation. They expect a higher price for a wine containing 28 per
cent, of proof spirit than for one containing 20 per cent., and the distiller

is willing to pay the higher price just as the dair^' factorv manager pays
a higher price for milk containing a high percentage of butter fat than for
that containing a low percentage. This is equitable, both to the producer
and to the buyer ; and the consumer reaps the benefit, as it tends to cheapen

^^his food by encouraging the breeding of cows that will supplv more butter

c:;fat from the same ^dven amount of food of similar qualitv. On the other
^hand, wine not sold for distillation is not sold according to its spirit-con-

,^tent but according to its bouquet, fla\oiir. and other qualities that make it

cvopleasant to the taste.

Xow, wine has a limited claim on the masses, as it is usuallv bevond
—,their means. With bread, however, the case is different; hence the

* The report of the Whear, Iniiirox eiiient Committee was published in the April Journal.

4595. K
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encouragement given by governments to the introduction and development

of wheats with muscle-making qualities. To be impressed with the im-

portance of this fact it is only necessary to turn to those countries where

meat, the other great muscle-making food, is a luxury and not an every

day part of the diet, and where the wheaten bread forms the staple article

of diet. The people fed on bread containing 14 ]3er cent, of gluten will

attain a higher state of mental and physical development than those fed

on bread containing only 12 per cent., unless the latter use, in conjunc-

tion with the bread, pulses and such vegetable foods rich in protein. In

passing, it seems a pity that Australians as a rule are not aware of the

many appetising muscle- and frame-forming vegetable foods that could be

grown and used bv them. In matters relative to their diet their conserva-

tism 'c m'-'.rp nronoimced than in their politics.

I. ILLUSTRATIONS OF WHEAT EARS AND DISSECTIONS OF SAME.

(i) Dissected ear showing rachis "r" and the rachillae " rc " arranged alternately
on the shoulder joint of either side. (2) Sp., front view of spikelet; Sp. i, a spikelet
opened out showing three fertile florets with a grain in each ; Sp. 2, a reverse view
of Sp. I ; Sp. 3, a side view of two spikelets ; S]). 4, the end or terminal spikelet. (3)

An «ar of Bobs wheat illustrating the rows of spikelets. (4) Illustrates the altach-
ment of the spikelets to the rachis. (5) An ear of Bobs wheat with the outer and
inner glumes removed, exposing the grain. (6) A side view of the rachis illustrating

the zig-zag form and the attachment of a spikelet to it. (7) Front view of a rachis

of Bobs wheat with spikelet showing the grain in the fertile florets. (8 and 9) Side
and Tront views of rachis of Durum wheat illustrating the heavy basal and lateral

rachis hairs. (10) Large grains of a bald Polish crossbred arranged in order to illus-

trate the side view, the front or bosom, the crease and crease folds, also the brush
ends, the germ ends, cross sections and longitudinal sections. The top two illustrate

another view of the crease and a side view of a grain. (11) Grains of a well-

developed Purple Straw ear. (12) (lowest) Sketch of germinated grain : b, the

brvlsh ; ra, radicle or root; i, first leaf, plumule; g, germ end; Sketch of cross

section of a grain of wheat; br, bosom or breast; cf, crease folds; c, crease; a, a, a,

three anthers with filaments attached enclosing the pollen or fertilizing grains (male)
;

Ov, ovule or immature wheat grain ; st, the two feathery stigmas (female) which, when
the anthers or pollen cases ripen and burst, become dusted with pollen grains and so
fertilization is efi'ected ; b, brush hairs.
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Certain varieties of wheat under some conditions produce grain that

makes a perfect flour; but, unfortunately, it happens that the same varie-

ties cannot be relied on to produce, under other conditions, grain of similar

high qualities. Hence, for each zone marked with similar climatic con-

ditions, a wheat suitable to it should be selected and grown. If the

variety is not in existence it may be bred. The commercial importance of

this is manifest in countries where the latitude of the wheat-growing areas

stretches over long distances, as the best economic utilization of the grain

depends on the proper blending of that from different zone areas.

Very interesting and important data could be furnished for both com-
mercial and scientific purposes were the gluten-content and the quality of

the gluten of the F.A.Q. standard wheat determined each season. The
demand for the best wheats bv merchants would create competition among
them ar.d fostt-r the spirit nf enterprise b«'t\\een growers in the direction

'
^

5

2. A DISSECTED SEMI-DURUM.

(i) Ear of Semi-Durum (Medeah x Purple Straw) showing one row of spikelets

removed. (2) Complete ear. (3) Ear with upper florets removed exposing crease of
grain in under set of florets. (4) Hairy rachis with terminal and part of lateral

spikelet. (5) One side of ear illustrating the spikelets dissected and arranged in

order. (6) Dissected ear illustrating the rachis, and the rachillae alternately arranged

on both sides of it. (7) On the left, illustrating the arrangement of the grain on the

rachis; on the right, illustrating the rachillse with aborted floret at the end of each.

(8) Ear showing the grain after the outer and inner glumes of each row of spikelets

have been removed, (g) Side or lateral view of ear. Note the solid straw.

of growing high class wheats where the factors bearing on success lay with

the choice of variety ; and, where thev depend on methods of cultivation,

thought would be concentrated in that direction.

Prolificacy versus Quality.

The wheat areas of Northern Victoria have been proved tO' be eminently

suitable for the starchy wheats. Under present conditions, however, it

is useless to attemp<t to grow the Fifes, the wheats that bring fame to the

Canadian grower. But it is possible to so improve the varieties naturally

suited to the country that they may rival or even out-do the Fifes. The
K 2
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wheat-grower.s of Canada and the L'nited States do not. 1>\ anv means,

generallv grow the best wheats a\ailable. They seek for the prolific

rather than the best milling variety; but it is only a matter of time when

the agriculturist in every wheat-producing country must be seized with

the importance of growing the latter. Strong commercial needs evolved

from a general public opinion will then play no small part in determining

what \arieties shall te produced ; and it is reasonable to expect that the

countr\- that produces what is most in demand wall prosper.

In order to encourage the settlement of the poorer land on wliich that

hardv plant, wheat, alone can at present te grown with commercial

success, a hard-and-fast rule cannot be laid down, but time will permit

the experimenter to produce suitable \arieties that can be grown success-

fullv in every district and on every soil that may reasonablv l^e suited to

the nature of the plant.

Prolificacv in wheat depends on se\-eral factors, of primarv and of

secondary importance respecti\ely. These may be considered under three

main divisions, viz. :
—

{a) Climatic conditions ;

U)\ Soil conditions ;

ic) Inherent qualities of the varietv

Climatic Conditions.—The climatic conditions naturally form the chief

factor in the successful growth of wheat, as with all plants. While wheat

lends itself to successful growth over wide latitudes and at variou.s alti-

tudes, still much discrimination has to be shoAvn in the selecticm of varie-

ties for special conditions of .soil and climate Naturally, the varieties

that are successful in the warmer parts of India will not succeed in

Northern Canada, because either the variety chosen has not the constitu-

tional power to thrive under conditions differing widely from those of its

native habitat, or it is...owing to its cellular structure, constitutionallv un-

able to withstand the attacks of diseases ; or. since the environment is un-

suited to the proper development of the variety, it is. nerhaps, unable to

form toxins that check disease.

That the quality and prolificacy of a wheat vary with the soil and
climate makes the work of the experimental station a necessity. There,

the breeding and selecting of varieties to suit the varying conditions to be
met with, takes place. It is not enough to produce onh high-qualitv

wheats. That can readily be done ; but to implant in such wheats the

qualit\ of prolificacv rcjuires patient research, often extending over long

periods.

Unless a wheat pays to groiw, it is of iio use to the farmer, however
high in quality it may be. Oncie the prolific, high-qualitv wheat is in

his hands, it is his business to so arrange the soil conditions that the croj)

may develop and produce a maximum return. Here he sometimes fails.

and blames the variety selected

Soil Conditions.—The soil conditions necessary to insure success are

included in the following :
—

A sufficiency of i)lant food in ih.- soil proijorfionati:- to the maximum
quantity of the soil-moisture that can be stored or given to it

by rainfall during the growing period ;

Proper drainage conflitions so that excess of moisture mav pa.ss off ;

A proper plnsical condition of the soil in order to insure a firm
seed I)ed and to allow of root -development, and. in dry dis-

tricts, to increase the moisture ca[>acitv of the soil
;
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A reasonable sufficiencv of humus in order to ameliorate the tem-

perature conditions of the soil and to encourage bacterial

development

;

And, above all, to so arrange the rotation that in good soils the soil-

fertilitv will be maintained, and in poor ones increased.

The most important point to be impressed on those who wish to go on

the land is the necessity of knowing the conditions that insure success

;

then intelligent methods can be put into practice and those of the empiric

•abandoned. And, as conditions vary in every district, methods need

modifying in order to meet them. Whether the inferioritv of soils ap-

parently rich in plant food is due to the excess of poisonous excretions of

plant roots, or to the failure to maintain a proper soil-texture, it is ap-

parent from practical experience that success will be assured by a proper

rotation which includes the building up of the humus-coaitent of a soil

when deficient in it. This is especiallv marked in the wheat-growing areas

•of this State. In Victoria, unfortunately, owing to- a lack of population,

a more diversified system of farming cannot be adopted, except in certain

favorable localities ; but the farmer who is able toi profitably carry on
mixed farming has a simpler problem before him in maintaining the soil-

fertilitv. and, so, the prolificacy of his crops. A rotation must, of neces-

sity, include as frequently as possible the standard money crop, provided

always that the soil -fertility is maintained ; and, while owing to fluctuating

markets, a fixed rotation is not always advisable, the main issue—to keep
the soil fertile—should receive paramount consideration. At the Dookie
College farm it has been demonstrated practicallv that, if the soil is well

prepared, and this is especially true of rising land, peas and rape sown
in ^larch and April will thrive and produce payable returns of fodder for
sheep and cattle during the winter, and at the same time prepare the soil

for producing prolific cereal crops.

As regards climatic conditions, there are no parts of Victoria where
wheat will not grow; but in the coastal districts the ravages of rust may
prove a bar to its successful development, and in any case the qualitv of
the grain would not be equal to that from the North. Still, it seems to

"be only a matter of time when rust-resistant varieties will h^ bred, and
thus make it possible to grow wheat successfullv in almost everv part of
the State.

InJu'rent Prolificacy of Varieties.—When the soil and climatic condi-
tions are favorable, the prolificacy of any gi\en varietv of wheat depends
on its inherent qualities. A cursory inspection of the twentv or thirtv

thousand varieties of seedlings growing in the College experimental fields

impresses this on the most casual observer. What frequently appears some-
what unaccountable is the fact that, under most favorable conditions, one
wheat may far outdo the yield of another, yet, when the conditions are
less favorable, the latter wheat produces a more satisfactorv return than
the former. This demonstrates the necessitv of determining the varieties
T^est suited for the different parts of the Commonwealth. The conditions
•on which depends the prolificacy of a wheat are apparentlv as follows :—

(a) Well developed root system ;

(i^) Strong tillering or stooling property ;

[c] Long ears
;

[d] Dense or close ears; or an increased number of rows of spikelets per ear;
[e] Increased number of fertile florets per row of spikelets;

(/) Large and heavy grain.
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Root System.

A well -developed root-system is the foundation of success, provided,

the development is in the dinection of making the most of the opportuni-

ties presented ; and, for this to obtain, a firm seed bed is essential-

Naturaily, the quick-growing varieties must have plenty of plant food at

hand, and this is found chiefly in the surface soil, where the drainage is-

best. Again, a vigorous root-svstem. whert^ the rootlets branch frequently

and present numerous growing points, encourages, rapid development and
ripening. Varieties with stronger root-

systems are not dependent only on the

plant food near the surface, but are

able to penetrate to the lower layers

of the soil and subsoil ; sometimes,

when the subsoil is in a healthy

condition, penetrating it for a distance

of several feet. These strong-rooted

varieties are later in ripening, and, should
they have the tillering quality pronounced,,

are irregular in ripening, and are for that

reason sown thicker, in order to hasten the

ripening and make it more even. The
roots do not, perhaps, obtain much nourish-

ment from the subsoil, but by good
tillage the moisture stored in it sup-

plies the richer surface soil with the-

means which enable the greater number
of the .rootlets to perform their functions

unchecked. Irrespective of the check

caused by the inability of the roots to-

properly perform their functions, owing,

to in.sufficiencv of moisture, the develop-

3. oKAiN 1 ROM riiK KAR OK A ment of the plant receives other checks by

PROLIFIC CLUBBED CROSSBRED, ^he drying of the root-hairs and by the

Arran-eri as taken from the spikeiet, 95
Snapping and bruising of the rootlets, due

Krains of the 98 .showing ;r,r, rachis and to the Contraction of the soil that has lost
part of upper interiioue lUubtrating- the , „ .

solid straw. much ot its moisture.

It is advisable to dwell a little on the question of root-development, for
on it depends to a considerable degree the prolificacy of a variety ; and
an appreciation of soil physics as applied to farm practice may then be
more readily attained. In dry districts, where the soil is good, the con-

servation of moisture is a dominant factor ; and, generally, the greater the-

thoroughness with which the work is done, the greater the success. Where
the foliage is abundant, it is still more essential that thorough cultivation

should fie carried out and thus a good supply of moi.sture made available,

otherwise the hot winds of early summer have too much surface to^ work
over, with unfortunate results as regards the yield. Such varieties are

more suited for districts ha\ing a good rainfall and a genial rijiening

season. Strong flag-development, especially in the later stages of growth,
is not advantageous in dry districts and it is frequently associated with
good tillering properties, which are also, as a rule, a disadvantage in these
districts. During the early stages of the growth of a wheat plant, an-

abundance of leaves naturally manufactures much starch and other
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nutrients, which are stored up and made available as soon as rhe stems and
flag are ready to complete the work of forming the ears.

Possibly the reason that the nitrogenous fertilizers as a general rule-

act detrimentally in the northern and drv parts of the State is that they

tend to produce flag-development and late ripening, thereby increasing the-

chances of loss due tO' the action of the hot winds early in November.
Doubtless, the natural conditions as regards climate are very favorable to

the formation of nitrates, but it is not often that the methods of farming
adopted give Nature a chance ; for, during the summer, the lack of mois-

ture and organic matter in most of the soils checks nitrification. Where
the conditions are favorable for nitrification, the effect of hot winds is not

so severe bet:ause, owing to the greater capacity of the soil for retaining

its moisture, the root-system has that moisture available to replace that

given off by the leaves.

The Straw.

The culms or stems, view-ed from a practical standpoint, should supplv

the needs of the plant and of the agriculturist respectively. The strength

and flexibility of the straw, its length, its fineness, and its feeding pro-

perties are, roughly, the main practical considerations that interest the

farmer. And on the relative development of these qualities the selection

of a variety for any given locality depends. A good hay wheat should

have long, fine straw, which is rich in palatable nutritive matter and which
possesses the proper marketing qualities as regards co'lour and weight.

For silage-making, stems that are solid, or nearlv so, are more suitable,

hence the breeding of solid-strawed varieties has been carried out at the

College, not only for silage-making, but for grain also.

Returning to the more important feature of this paper—the prolificacy

of wheat.s—and dealing with the question first from the practical stand-

point, the main consideration as regards the stems is that they should
be strong and flexible in order that they may stand until harvested. On
wind-swept plains and where the straw is not needed for fodder, short-

strawed varieties should be grown. But where, owing to the lack of
moisture, the growth is not sufficient for practicallv harvesting the crop.,

the use of these varieties is not advisable.

At the end of January, almost all the straws in the 5,000 plots of
wheat grown this season at the College farm, were still standing. There
were not 10 per cent, of the wheats with really Aveak straws. Up till the

year 1893, when only some 600 varieties were grown, 40 per cent, of the

varieties had weak straws. By selection and cross-fertilization, the stiff-

ness of the straw of varieties has h^^n intensified and, there being less

loss in harvesting, Avhat mav be termed the net prolificacv has been
greater.

The length of the straw is an important factor. Where the rainfall is

a fair one. and wiiere the straw is not required as fodder^ a medium length,
say from 3 to 4 feet, is, in the case of most varieties, quite sufficient tO' bear
a heavy yield. Where the straw- is longer, and, sometimes, even as long,

the wind in exposed situations lashes the crop about with such force as,

in most varieties, to thresh out much of the grain. For this reason, the

making of varieties on short straws has received a good deal of attention
here, as it did by the late William Farrer, the father of wheat-breeding
in Australia. To him we are indebted for Federation, on^ of the most
I>rolific varieties grown to-day. Owing to its short, stiff straw, which is

really one of its chief virtues, it is generally not a suitable hay wheat.
Some years ago I made a number of crosses with Federation as one of the
parents, and T am j)leased to be able to say that this season there is a
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promise of excellent results both in prolificacy and in quality. Some of

;the progeny have red chaff, while the remainder are white. The grain i.'i

plumper than the Federation grown in the same paddock. It will, how-

ever, be another year or two before the milling test can be carried out, as

all the seed at present in existence is required for sowing. And until the

new varieties have been tested under field conditions, their interest to the

farmer lies mainly in the fact of their relationship to such a well known

variety as Federation.

The Power of a Variety to Hold Its Grain.

The practical quality most desired in a pjolific ear is its power to hold

•the grain and ..yet permit of its being properly threshed or harvested by

the farmer. Among the crossbred seedlings there are many prolific varie-

'ties, but they are so difficult to thresh that they are useless for cultivation
;

on the other hand, there are .some that are useless for the opposite reason

—they shed their grain too^ readily. Such varieties are of interest only to

the wheat-breeder. To illustrate the different forms in which prolificacy

is made manifest, a number of ears have teen collected. These include

principally the forms produced by myself during the last fifteen or sixteen

years, mostly by cross-fertilization, but, in other cases, by selection of ears

showing mutation or a departure from the normal.

The simplest way to increase the prolificacy of a variety is to increase

the rachis— that part of the stem on which are arranged the spikelets which

form the ear. This lengthening of the rachis is naturally accompanied
by additional rows of spikelets, usually wide apart and forming what is

generally known as an " open " ear. To condense the rows it is necessary

either to shorten the rachis or to develop more rows in the same length.

In order to increase the prolificacy of the variety the latter object is the

one to be aimed at, but it is not readily achieved. In the plots this year

were some ears 10 inches in length, but they were rather open and con-

tained less grain than some varieties only half as long. These very long-

eared varieties are, for such varieties, more prolific than the varieties from
which they were derived, but only becau.se they ha^'e a few more rows of
spikelets. There are about sixteen rows of spikelets, and five florets to

each spikelet, usually two or three being fertile and the others abortive.

'These abnormal developments of the ear are the outcome of the variety

being grown under the best conditions. The experiments in this connexion
are not comi>lete owing to the question being of secondar\ importance, and
to the want of facilities, especially as regards time to devote to the matter.
Still, the illustrations might excite the interest of some young and progres-
sive agriculturists.

The length that can be attained by the rachis appears to be limited,

for when the conditions are favorable to a splendid growth and ripening,
the tillering is increased; and, instead of the spikes increasing in length,
they increase in number. Provided the straw is strong enough !| the wheat-
breeder endeavours to increase the number of rows of .spikelets. and either
to increase the number of florets in each spikelet or to crowd more spikelets
on to the joints of the rachis. This tends to make the ear more or less

irregular in .shape. It is only when the season is favorable that these
abnormal spikelets are well developed ; and it will be noticed that only the
well developed ears on any given plant show in any marked degree the in-

• crease in the number of spikelets.

The well known Mummy or Miracle wheat, which ha.s. been grown here
for over twenty years, has several smaller ears branching from the lower
part of the rachis, the rachillse being modified into strong branchlets.
If the environment is favorable, the development is very marked ;
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otherwise it is scarcely notice-

able. Even the branchlets re-

branch occasionally, this being,

more apparent in crossbred

seedlings from it. There are

a number of other varieties that

have this branching habit, most

of them being produced here

In selection and cross-fertiliza-

tion. Some of these are bald,

and they, perhaps, have advan-

tages ovej the bearded Mummy
wheat, which, in a few in-

stances, is one of the parents.

Some varieties show the de-

velopment of branchlets almost

from the base to the apex of

the ear, though the branchlets

are not as long as those of a

well-grown ear of Mummy
wheat. An effort will be made
to develop them. Perhaps no
real practical pujpcse would be

served, except to the wheat-

breeder who wishes to intensify

the yielding properties of an-

other variety ; for there is a

limit to the size to which the

ear should be de\'eloped. and
this is more or less dej^endent

on the physical attributes of the

straw, the climatic conditions,

and the methods to ite adopted

in harvesting the grain. The
Mummv wheat is of no practi-

cal value ; but it is possible to

develop from it better-quality

Aarieties that mav serve a use-

ful purpose.

Branching Wheats.

Among the varieties produced

bv cross-fertilization are some
in which the rachilla is pro-

longed, and arranged on it,

alternately and rather wide

apart, the florets. This arrange-

ment, Avhen onlv a few rachillse-

are developed, gives the ear a

fretful appearance (see Plate 5,

Fig. 2) ; and, when the de-

velopment is general, forms a

broad, flat ear (Fig. 4). A
few of these varieties have a

strain of a selected Bearded
Hunter's White in them.
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The development of new spikelets apjx^ars to be inherent in many
wheats, including the common varietie.^ when the conditions are favorable

to a good harvest. Under such conditions, there frequently appears, at

the shoulders of the rachis, two spikelets where only one is generally seen

(Plate 6 (15). By constant selection, this quality becomes more intensi-

fied, especially when crossing types both of which have this abnormal

development. The above peculiarity I have more frequently noticed on

the square, prolific, dense ears, than on the open ears. It is not a

specially rare thing to find two ears growing on one stem. As a rule it

is due to abnormal development and is not a mutation, because the charac-

teristic is not perpetuated. This season several such ears were found on

different plants; in each case, with the exception of the one mentioned

below, all the ears except the one being normal. On one occasion, tw'o

stems each with two ears were found on the one plant, but the ears of

6. FORMS OF PROLIFIC EARS ORIGINATED AT DOOKIE AND STILL UNDER
OBSERVATION.

(i, 3, and 5) Ears containing Federation blood. The lower part of the outer ear
on the right illustrates the duplication of the rows of spikelets. This may be noted in

7 and 13.

the better-developed pair did not measure more than an inch and a half

in length. In some cases the presence of two ears was possiblv due to the

central rachis being injured, and, owing to the good season, the inherent

quality of throwing out new spikelets possessed by some wheats mav have
been stimulated. In view- of the man) malforrriations due to in.sects, bac-

terial influence, sap-circulation, &c., a paper dealing with these alone

would pro^e of interest.

Clubbed Varieties.

Clubbed wheats are usually short in the ear and in the small space

between the apex and the base of the rachis are packed manv spikelets

and florets. Club-tipped ears are very common among some of the Purple
Straw varieties, and this fact is mo.st apparent during a good season.

The presence of this characteristic sometimes gives the impression of im-
purity of variety. Those clubbed wheats which are on short, stiff straws
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are suitable for exposed situations. Some of the varieties are prolific and
hold their grain well, while others do not. Generally speaking, the small^

clubbed wheats are not as prolific as the bold, long, dense, tapering or

the square-eared variety. The latter variety is sometimes found with a

clubbed top. A few types of clubl)ed ears may be noticed in the illus-

trations. The tight packing of the sj>ikelets may be noticed in Plate 4-

(10), where the closeness of the rachillse is also shown.

The Weight per Bushel.

The size and weight of the grain is an important factor and it fre-

quently determines the comparative prolificac\ of the varieties. The size-

of the grain is not always a criterion of the weight per bushel, as we find

by experience that the small, dense, thin-skinned grain often weighs more-

per bushel than the large-grained seed. This is because it is denser and

packs better into the bushel measure. Of course, it mav happen that the-

qualitv of the small grain is such that it weighs less per bushel than the

larger grain.

From each of four rows of seedlings, two of which were of the-

.Mummy type, and two in which Bearded Hunter's White was the male
parent, I took an average, well-grown ear. The ear of one of the Mummy
seedlings {a) contained 123 grains. It had a slightly clubbed tij). The-

ear of the other Mummy .seedling {h) contained 105 grains. The other

two ears (c) and {d) had 92 and 72 grains respectively. On weighing the-

grains from each ear, the following was the result:—
(a) 123 seeds weighed 4.95 grammes.
(b) 105 seeds weighed 4.15 grammes.
(c) 92 seeds weighed V07 grammes.
(d) 72 seeds weighed i;.oo grammes.

There was little difference in the tillering properties of tliese varieties,

but the last id) had straw that was barely stiff enough
, yet, in order to-

test their power to withstand the adverse weather conditions, all had been-

left standing a month after the usual time for harvesting. I usuallv allow

the wheats to remain unharvested for a considerable time. This tests-

the strength and stiffness of the straw and the holding power of the ear
;

and, where Spelt and Emmer blood enters, the brittleness of the ear also-

i.; tested. Wheats which pass this severe test have then to he tested for

prolificacy and quality.

Experiments have proved that howe\er prolific a wheat may be, it is^

only when the conditions under which it is placed are practically perfect,

that it will give phenomenal yields. Where the natural conditions are

not perfect, then the farmer must, as nearly as possible, so regulate his

efforts as to bring about the desired result. IBare fallowing has done much-

towards making the dry areas grow splendid wheat in pavable returns

;

but virgin soil has a good deal of organic matter in it, and this is, by
careless cultivation, gradually reduced, rendering the soil less fertile. It

is a pity that conditions are such that in many places it is found expedient
to burn the straw. When this is done it causes a loss of much organic-

matter, and but a trace of inorganic substance is given back to the soil.

Some farmers appreciate the limitations of the wheat jilant, and under-
.stand when and how to perform their part in order to bring about such
conditions as will render possible the highest development. The.se men
are fully aware that the work of the wheat-breeder is onlv part of the
means necessary to success. When the breeder has produced a prolific

wheat containing a high percentage of gluten of good quality, he has
done a go<>d deal. He has done still more if the variety possesses a stiff
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straw and is storm-proof. But this last-mentioned quality should not be

developed coo strongly, otherwise a loss is made in harvesting because of

the grain not being readilv separated from the chaff. Some wheats, other-

wise good, are rejected for this reason.

The varietv of high gluten-content is most useful for blending with

starchv wheats, in order to produce bread wholesome and easily masticated.

The dough of the flour of wheat of high gluten-content is more difficult to

knead, but this difficulty disappears where the work is done with machines.

Semi-Durums.

Among the semi-durums bred at the College are a number of bald ones^

derived principallv by crossing Medeah, a durimi wheat, with a bald

variet\- of common tvpe. The strong influence of the Medeah is marked
in almost all the progeny, especially as regards the colouring. It is in this

wav that the bald ^Nledeah varieties have l^een produced, several having been

grown here for a numter of years.

The variety Purple Straw x Medeah is represented in Plate 2 ; (2)

gives a side view of the spikelets arranged on both sides of the rachis.

It will be noticed that the rachis shown in Fig. 4. is very hairy compared
with that of Federation and some of the other wheats illu-strated. Fig. 9
gives a view of the same variety turned at right angles showing the rows
of spikelets. Fig. i presents the underside of the rows of spikelets and
shows how they are attached to the rachis. Fig. 8 illustrates the setting

of the grains in the spike or ear (in order to .show this two of the glumes
have iDeen remo\ed from each spikelet). It hap'pens that in this specimen
all of the florets are fertile, except one or \.\\o at the apex. Twentv-three
grains are depicted, with the rounded or bosom part turned outwards. In
the next figure, Xo. 3, a .side view of the florets is seen; also a view of
the line of grain with the crease side uppermost. Fig. 7 shows a line of
grain similar to those in Fig. 8, but on the right-hand side mav be .seen

the central and iliminutive florets with their attachment to the rachilla,

Avhile below are other florets. Fig. 6 is a good illustration of a dissected

ear showing the rachillse along which the florets are arranged alter-

nately. The grain is not jambed into a corner, as is commonly thought,

but takes a definite arrangement on the rachillae, just as the latter are
arranged on the rachis. This arrangement prevents the grain in an ear
which is apparently \'ery crowded in the spikelets from iTecoming mis-

shapen. In Fig. 6 the terminal florets of each .spikelet are shown. They
either are not fertile, or being fertile have not developed anv grain in them.
Fig. 4 is a representation of the rachis, or axis to which the rachillae

and florets are attached. The one under notice is very hairy, both the
basal rachis hairs of the spikelets and the lateral rachis hairs being long.

In the Durums I have just examined, these hairs .seem to be long, whilst in

the Spelts and Emmer they are fewer, and in some instances almost absent.

The zig-zag form of the rachis is shown in the different examples depicted.
From the shoulder-like parts of the rachis, the florets and rachillae spring;
also the tufts of what are termed basal hairs. The functions of these

hairs and of the lateral rachis hairs are not evident. It may be that they
pieserve a still atmosphere and check evaporation, and thus enable the

ear to loetter withstand a drought.

By carefully dissecting the series of spikelets on one side of an ear,

and laying out regularly the parts as detached, it will be noticed that

a fairly large percentage of the florets are infertile or have no grains in

them. ('See Fig. 5.)
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Stud Single Seed Plots at the 'College.

In these plots more tlian a quarter of a million seeds were sown by

hand in drills 2 feet apart, the seeds l)eing put in singly a link apart.

It was thus possible to study the characteristics of any plant desired.

If a critical examination of the ears be made during the flowering period,

it will be noticed that some varieties appear to be richer in pollen-bearing

anthers than others, and that the fertilization in the latter is often irregular.

Thus their prolificacy is reduced. With perfect conditions, their yield may
lie equal to that of a prolific variety ; but, as the conditions are seldom

perfect, the hardv ^"a^iety that bears an abundance of pollen is a more
consistent yielder. Frost sometimes checks the fertilization of tender

varieties, and diseases reduce the vield, either by checking the develop-

ment of the grain, as with rust, or bv converting the nutriment, as with

smut.

7. CLUBBED FORMS OF EARS OF SEEDLINGS ORIGINATED AT DOOKIE.

(lo) Illustrates a club-tipped ear. (12 and 13) are bald Polish seedlings.

If the soil and climatic conditions are good, Federation is a prolific

wheat; but in poorly tilled soils or where climatic conditions are unfavor-

able, it is not as hard\- as some other varieties. Judging by the results

in the plots de\oted to bunt experiments, seed apparently affected has its

powers of germination weakened. It often happens that there is more
meat on a game fowl than on a Brahma th.it appears to be half as large

again. In the first, the feathers are fewer and fit tightly to the bodv ; in

the second case, the feathers are many and fluffy. It is sometimes similar

in the case of wheat-ears. A large ear with thick glumes may have only

two fertile florets per spikelet, whereas an ear designed on finer lines may
have on an average nearly three florets in each spikelet fertile, as was the

ca.se this year with Federation. Some wht-ats on reaching their maximum
development have five fertile florets ; Imt this does not often happen,
usually the central f>ne heing inft^rtilc. TluMe is one prolific variety th6
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ear of which, when well filled, has six grains to the spikelet, the seventh

or central floret being infertile, though at odd times all seven florets in one

or two spikelets are fertile.

Peculiar Variations in the Grain and its Bearing on the Yield.

I have occasionallv reported on the variations in grain due to the ripen-

ing being affected by climatic conditions. The self-evident results due to

the absence of moisture, to the presence of fungoid pests, and to hot

winds, need not be touched on except in so far as they apply to a peculiar

variation which I desire to again specially bring under notice. Sometimes

a sample of wheat will show horny, translucent grains, opaque grains, and

others partly translucent and
partly opaque. It frequently

happens that farmers^ on

seeing this, come to the con-

clusion that the sample is of

different varieties. Such h

not necessarily the case, as

with some varieties all three

kinds may sometimes be ob-

tained, even on the one

plant. Yet in most cases the

surmise of impurity is prob-

ably correct, as most of the

varieties commonly grown dc

not show the variation. It

would seem that, when
ripening is gradual and the

conditions generally are good,

the opaque grains predomi-

nate in varieties subject to

this variation. The presence

of nitrogenous manure.^

seems to affect the seeds,

causing the horny or semi-

translucent grains to pre-

dominate. Whether it would
he otherwise were there no
hot winds to rapidly ripen

the grain, I have not had the

opportunity here to ascer- (i, 2, 3, 4, and 5) Seedling crossbreds originated

tain, as the nitrogenous fer- at Dookie. The ear represented by Fig. 4 is 10

tilizers lengthen the growing '"^hes long. (6) A Spelt wheat. (7) Bunyip selec-

. , J .1 • ^ 1 X tion. 8) Jade. g Comeback. 10) Double
periodand this extends to j,^^^^^/ \^{^ Federation. (12) Stanley (a Fife).
the time when the hot

(13) improved Steinwedel.

winds are experienced.

It is noticeable that when the soil is practically in its virgin state, and
when it is in good heart, the evenness of the quality of the grain as regards

opaqueness is usually assured in the varieties subject to the variation.

Where the crop has been forced with dressings of phosphatic fertilizers,

the abundant growth developed becomes as a rule prematurely ripe, and
the semi-translucent and the opaque grains are in evidence. To insure the

opaque, starchy-looking grains, gradual ripening appears to be the main
factor, followed by fertile conditions of soil. Stimulated growth, rapid
ripening, and premature ripening from whatever cause it mav arise, deter-

mine more or less the semi-translucency of the grains. I am not in a posi-

^^Qf^^^mHI
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tion to definitely state tlie cause, which mav be due to several factors, act-

ing either jointly or sei>arately. Tlie characteristic is rarelv noticeable

in the Purple Straw wheats, but in Durum, Poulard, and some Fife types
and their crosses evidence of oi>aque spots or splashes in a semi-translucent

base is frequently met with. The apjjearance of the semi-translucent grain

would lead one to expect it to be relati\el\- richer in gluten than the oi)aque
grain, because it more nearly approaches in appearance the grain of some
wheats of high gluten-content. It does not, however, follow that the
wheat will be relatively rich in gluten. The translucency may be due to

the thinness both of the walls of the starch cells and of the outside cover-
ing of the grain, i.e., the braiii ; or it may be due to the absence of a

medium checking the disintegration of the cells and so. the refraction of
light.

9. BALD AND BEARDED POLISH CROSSBREDS ORIGINATED AT DOOKIE.

As a rule, the vield is higher when the wheats assume the more starchy

appearance, as the variation, in size is not so great. Thus, in the grading,

the percentage of first quality wheat is higher than where the semi-trans-

lucency is more in evidence. It is only by building up our knowledge of

natural conditions from minute details that it is possible to implant in any

variety those qualities that make it desirable for practical uses. For this

reason the improvement of varieties is a slow prcx^ess.

With the establishment of a variety which will, under a proper svstem

of cultivation, increase the output of the farmer e\'en by a small fraction

over that of the general class of wheats, a not inconsiderable amount is

added to the wealth of the State. It is most probable, too, that the more
general cultivation of wheat in the areas of better rainfall will have an

appreciable effect on the average yield of the State. With a view to

effecting a still greater increase in the yield, the elimination of los.ses due

to fungoid pests has recei\"ed no little attention. And the prospect of pro-

ducing varieties that resist bunt, loose smut, and rust, is becoming more
encouraging season by season. The physical attributes as regards good

harvesting qualities are now readily implanted, thus checking other loss.

Thus the introduction of prolific varieties that stand out in those attributes

that commend them for practical purpo.ses must, in conjunction with good
methods of cultivation, bring prosperity to the wheat growers of this and
other States.
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II.—FIELD OPERATIONS AT THE DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE, SEASON, 1908-9.

//. Pyc, Principal.

The exi)erinnental plots arranged under the auspices of the Department
of Agriculture throughout the State include a set of experiments carried

out under my super\ision at the Dookie Agricultural College. The seed

wheat for these experiments was received already pickled and was similar

lo that distributed to the other stations. Accompanying the wheat was
commercial superphosphate sufficient to give a dressing to the field at the

rate of 50 lbs. per acre. Allowing for variations due to different sizes of

the grain, the seeding was, as nearlv as possible, 50 lbs. per acre. The
seed was drilled in with the manure.

The field set apart for the test plots had been in cultivation for over

thirty years, being in use before the foundation of the College. It was
cropped during 1906 and fallowed during 1907. During the spring of

1907 millets and maize were grown on it and kept well cultivated between

the rows. After the l)est of the fodder had been cut, the remainder was
grazed off.

On the '-'oth March, 1908, the field was cross-harrowed. On the 23rd
April it was cultivated with spring-toothed cultivators, leaving the soil in

a nice condition. It was then rolled, and on the 8th Mav the drilling

m of the seed was commenced. On the following dav it was completed.
The observations bearing on the practical side of the work are given in

the tabulated statements furnished.

On observing the sample of grain of Federation, it appeared to me to

l.f.' uneven, hence during the grading of the grain for seed I had the

weights of the six grades of each variety recorded. In the table given
below it will be .seen that Dart's Imperial with 92.04 per cent, of prime
or first grade seed, heads the list, with Jade and College Purple Straw
well up with 90.23 and 89.54 per cent, respectivelv.

Dookie Agricultural College Experimental Station.—Season 1908-9.
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90.08, the lowest on the list, with Federation next to it. It is somewhat

doubtful it" the graded seconds of Comeback would receive full market

rates, the grain being smaller than that of Federation. Eighty or more

bags of graded seconds of the last named wheat when sold in the open

market obtained the full market price.

From the miller's standpoint the variety wliich, irrespective of other

milling properties, gave the least amount of graded offal, should command
the higher price, as there is a wide variation between 90.08 per cent, of

Comeback and the 97.83 of Dart's Imperial or the 96.09 of College Purple

Straw. Possibly the high gluten-content and quality of Comeback would

narrow the relative worth considerably, did millers purchase wheat accord-

ing to test of gluten-content and quality, but as this is practically not done,

at least among grain buyers, then the variety that yields well and returns

the least offal should command the best price.

It will be noticed in the second tabulated list that the relative order

of the varieties coming into ear is more marked than the relative order of

ripening. In reality there is a closer relationship, but, owing to the few

hot wind days, the later varieties ripened rapidly and approximately about

the same time as the earlier ones. This accounts to some extent for the

variation in the size of the grain of each variety owing to the premature

ripening of the lateral stools.

For many years I have contended that the great problem is to develop

medium-large to large grained varieties of wheat rich in good gluten,

This is because our climatic conditions do not as a rule allow of a gradual

and even ripening of the grain, with the result that so much pinched grain

is found during some seasons. If the variety is small-grained and
pinched, it will not usually sell for milling purposes ; if the variety pro-

duces large grain, then, even if pinched, it has a market value. In this

respect I differ from several wheat-breeders I have met. They have en-

deavoured to acclimatize the Fifes of Canada, which have been grown
for twenty years at the College. A number of these, though rich in gluten,

are not suitable foT Victoria generally, and when at the best here are

only doubtful substitutes, as in Canada they grow under climatic condi-

tions which, for these varieties, are ideal. The problem, then, is to so

improve the varieties suitable to the climate that both as regards vield

and qualitv they mav compete successfully in the open market with the

best produced in any other country. I would suggest that sufficient of the

standard varieties from the diffeient .stations be in future sent to- a common
centre and there mixed in order to strike the weight per bushel for com-
parison wdth the iF.A.Q. sample of commerce. I believe, too, valuable

data for future reference could be obtained if the original F.A.Q. sample

of grain of each vear he tested for gluten-content and qualitv.

A considerable numlier of crosses between varieties have been made by
myself and my enthusia.stic assistants. I have some promising crossbred

varieties in which Federation blood plavs a conspicuous part. Over 200
experiments relative to the production of bunt-resi.stant varieties and the

effects of fungicides ha\'e been carried out by me and will be considered

in a future report.
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THE NON-GERMINATION OF CERTAIN SORTS

OF 15ARLEY.

Alfred J. Eicari, D.Sc, Ph.D., F.L.S., Professor of Botany

in Melbourne University.

It is a fact of common knowlt'dgtf that certain sorts of barley are

incapable of giving immediate satisfactory germination, even although each

grain contains a living embryo and is sound in every way. That fact is

sometimes a very serious mafter to maltsters, since the disposal of large

quantities of stored grain which has proved unsuitable for malting usually

involves considerable loss. Irregular germination is no use to the maltster,

but samples showing irregular germination on first testing may after storing

for a time give a satisfactory germination. In other cases, ho\ve\er, the

grain remains unsatisfactory, and largely refuses to germinate under the

conditions required for the making of good malt. Apart from the interest

on the capital represented by the stored grain, and from the cost of storage,

the germination capacity ultimately begins to decrea.se, so that in the long

run such grain may need to be discarded, usually at a low price. The
amount of money involved in large businesses may easily run into thousands

of pounds.

Messrs. Barrett Bros., the well-known firm of maltsters, recentlv for-

warded samples of grain at mv request which exhibited this i)eculiarity.

The grain was a form of Victorian grown Cape barley, apparently thoroughly

sound and good. It was harvested in line weather with the thermometer

alx)ve 90"* F., and probably ripened ra])idl\ . The only noticeable ]>ecu-

liarity about the grain is, however, that the germ appears rather small.

The grain has been experimentally tested, both at the malting establishment

and at the University. In the first malting tests, after soaking in water

at 55-65° F., and then keeping the grains at air temperature only 10 per

cent, on the average germinated satisfactoril\ for malting purposes.

After treatment with chlorinated lime water (45 grains per gallon), about

18-20 per cent, gave good germination, another 18-20 per cent, develoj^ed

radicles, and the rest failed. Kiln sweating, followed by ordinary floor

germination, was tried but was not found effective. Similar soaking in

saline solution, or in lime water (10 grains per gallon), had no appreciable

effect.

Mr. Arthur Barrett informs me tliat in some cases after the grain has

Ijeen knocked alx)ut in transport or li\ passing through the elevators he

has noticed a rise in the germination capacity. It is possible, therefore,

that the deficient germination may be due to the palea or scaly covering of

the barley hindering the entrv of the water and o-xvgen required b\ the

germinating seed. The palea might either be more impermeable or relativelv

thicker than usual. When the embryo is of normal size, it soon swells and
forcibly distends the palea, but when the emliryo is small and the palea of

the same thickness as in an ordinary grain it must exercise a relatively

greater binding and compressing force upon the smaller embryo.

If this is so, stripping off the palea, or its partial solution bv immersing
the barley in strong sulphuric acid, or the ac'tion of a high temperature
which favours the entry of water and oxygen should all tend to increase

the percentage germination. Experiments carried out at the University

showed conclusively that this was the case. The experiments were per-

formed during a warm spell, the average room -temperature being 25-30" C,
so that the results in the germination chamber are but little better than
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•those obtained at room-temperature. A later, series when the temperature

a\eraged 20° C, gave a much lower percentage germination.
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current is not too strong, and that a mixture of colloidal solutions of
metals has a greater stimulating action than the same solutions when
separately applied.

The influence of manganese sulphate was tested by dipping the seeds

in 0.2, I, and 5 per cent, solutions of the salt for i and for 3 hours,
followed by washing and soaking in water, and germination at 25-30° C,
with the following results.

BARLEY SOAKED IN MANGANESE SULPHATE SOLUTION FOR I HOUR.

Streiif^'th of Solution.

o'2 %
i-o%
5-o%

Percent. Germination
after s Days.

'4-

2S

I'ei- Cent. Gennination
after 12 Days.

68

46

BARLEY SOAKED IN MANGANESE SULPHATE SOLUTION FOR ^ HOURS.

Strength of Solution.
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If the palea acts by retarding the entry of oxygen and so maintaining

within the seed a percentage of free oxygen insufficient to excite germina-

tion, then it must do so in some special manner, for experiments performed

with the seeds under an air pressure of 2-3 atmospheres did not show
any increase in the rapidity or amount of germination. The soaked

seeds were placed on blotting paper in a strong flask, which was attached

to a large cylinder of air at a pressure of 3 atmospheres. An exit

tube from the flask terminated in a considerable length of fine capillary

tubing placed under water, so that the stream of minute escaping bubbles

only represented a very slow current of air through the flask. The total

germination was, however, lessened, and its rapidity lowered. Thus, after

the first week, only 8 per cent, had germinated, whereas 32 per cent, had
germinated of seeds in an open dish in the same time at 20-25 deg. C.

Possibly the slow current of air, by aiding evaix>ration, keeps the tempera-

ture lower within the flask than it is outside, but if the flask is filled with

air at 3 atmospheres, and then closed, the accumulating carbxDn dioxide

prevents any germination at all.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE TOBACCO INDUSTRY.

The following figures in relation to the tobacco industry show the pro-

gress made since Mr. Temple A. J. Smith was appointed Tobacco Expert
in 1901 :

—

Season.
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PROFITABLE DAIRYING ON SMALT. FARMS.

/. .S'. Mil-'adze ail. Dairy Supervisor.

Every dairy farmer should strive to obtain as much remuneration from

iliis herd as his circumstances will permit. To materially increase the

profits from his business without making a corresj)onding expansion in the

cost of production should be his daily thought ; for such an increasing of

the returns cannot but be satisfactory. When, therefore, a dairy farmer

is so located that he is within reasonable distance of a constant demand for

fresh milk at a payable price, he should endeavour to get a due share of the

trade available. Occasionally, cases may be met with where special cir-

cumstances preclude the possibility of making this line of business fit in

with some other work on a farm ; and in such instances the opportunity

must be let pass. As a general thing, however, it must be conceded that,

should a dairy farmer continue to separate his milk for cream-selling or

"butter-making, when he could as easilv take part in the wholesale milk

:supply business, he is not taking full advantage of his opportunities.

SIX HERD MOTHERS.

A gallon of standard milk is worth from 3d. to 42d., according to the

season, if separated or sold on its butter-fat content. But that same quan-

titv of milk is worth from 6^d. to 8d., and even much more, in a period of

.scarcity, if sold wholesale as fresh milk for household consumption. Of
course, the cost of handling and marketing the latter is somewhat greater.

and the principal features which tend to \-ary the cost of producing these

two lines of dairy produce may here be briefly commented on. The milk

seller must cool his milk carefully and deliver it daily, whereas the cream

or butter seller has only to get his produce to the railway station twice

in each week. The former is also not able to improve his land as cheapl\

bv manuring as is the man who utilizes his skim milk in the .raising of pigs

or calves. Allowing, however, for these disad\-antages there still remain

.several factors, other than the difference in actual cash returns, which are

almo.st sure to obtrude themselves speedily under the milk suppliers notice

to his ultimate profit. More often than not the necessity for reaching the

railwav station with the milk at a fixed hour daily will introduce a regu-

laritv into the dailv work of the farm which it would otherwise be difficult

to obtain ; and the result is l^eneficial in manv ways. Special attention

also must be siven to imiiroxinfr the standard of the herd in the wa\ of
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persistencv and consistency of milking; for cows that will give a regular

supplv of milk over a long period are particularly valuable for this work.

If the supply of milk is to be sustained with a regularity that will be satis-

factorv to both buyer and seller, it is further necessary that the cultivation

methods of the farm be systematic ; while the area cultivated must be suffi-

cientlv extensive to insure a supply of succulent fodder for the milkers

throughout the whole year. With these items provided for, and in a suit-

able locality, the wholesale milk supply business can be made much the

more profitalDle of the two branches of dairying.

In the Shire of Lilydale one of those who have changed from butter-

making to tills wholesale milk supply business is Mr. G. L. Fiedler, of

Dorset-road, Croydon. This farm of 120 acres has been rented by Mr.

Fifdler for several )ears past, and on it he now keeps 29 head of milking,

cows and a few young stock. Twenty-three acres are cultivated for oats,

maize, peas, rye, and a little market garden produce. A fairly regular

supply of green feed is obtained throughout the year by monthly sowings

of such of the alx>ve crops as are suitable to the season. Having pre-

viously been more extensively engaged in market garden work on this place

before his dairying operations developed to their present extent, Mr.

Fiedler has a good knowledge of the cultivation necessary to sustain the

requisite fodder supply. This, in some measure, counterbalances the draw-

hack which must necessarily arise from the absence of a silo on the farm.

When the first inspection of dairy farms in the Lilydale Shire under

the Dairv Supervision Act was made in 1906 this dairyman's name was
mentioned among those whose stock were giving the best returns in cream
or butter. At the close of that vear the seventeen cows on this farm
were making 114 lbs. of butter per week. Since then, progressive methods
have been suggested and adopted, the herd has been increased to 29 head

as stated, and during the year just past the herd has given an approximate-
average of 540 gallons of milk per cow. In February of the present year

27) cows (including heifers) were giving 50 gallons daily. A recent test

of the herd over 24 hours showed 5 per cent, butter fat on the total milk
yield, which works out at about 8| lbs. of butter per cow, or a good ad-

vancement on the 1906 production. However, the sale of the produce from
this herd, even at the high butter- fat average stated, is as a direct re-

turn, far more profitable when disposed of as fresh milk than it would be
if separated for the manufacture of butter.

The heifer calves from the best cows are raised each year ; and any
surplus stock find a ready local sale. Two photographs of the cows
are shown herewith. From these it may be seen that they are a fair

grade of Jerseys. All the cows are well cared for, being rugged in

cold weather, and stall fed at each milking. At the date of inspection

they w-ere being given chaffed hav and maize with about 4 lbs. of bran
each daily. They are a useful looking lot of cattle, with extra good
udder and milk-vein development, fairly low^ set, w^ell bodied, bright

looking, and very quiet—typical dairy stock throughout. The old cow^

at the right of the group of six is "Beautv." a 15-vear old " dain.'

queen." She calved in Xovember last, and is now, four months after
calving, giving 15 quarts daily. The one in front of her is

'•' Daisy,"
now calved ten weeks and giving 18 quarts dailv. This cow milks well

right up to her calving. These two cow's and " Dollv," the springer in

the front of the group, are three of the six cows that composed Mr.
Fiedler's herd in 1903. In January and Februarv of that vear, his six

cows made 75 lbs. of butter per week between ^hem. Bv breeding these
COW'S to pure Jersey bulls, his present profitable herd was built up.
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Another dairy farm in the same district, which, though on a still

smaller scale, presents several points of interest, is that of Mr. R. A.

Cummings, Kilsyth. This is a 40-acre block near the Canterbury-road,

in about the centre of that low-lying country which extends from the

Dandenong Creek at Bayswater to the foot of Mount Dandenong ; and
which is still largely in its imimproved state. There was a thick bush
growth of timber, scrub, and wire grass on this land w^hen it was ac-

quired bv its present owner some fifteen vears ago. It is a cold heavy

grey soil over rotten stone with a clay sub.soil.

The natural vegetation here is of no use for milk production, and the

low price of the land was the only inducement it then offered tO' settle-

ment. The last 5 acres of the block was brought under cultivation about

eighteen months ago; and a profitable farm is now the result of that

fifteen years' work.

r|^P^H
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brought under cultiwition, more fodder and surplus
_
market vegetables

were produced; and the stock were increased accordingly and handled

on the profitable lines that had been followed from the start. Mrs.

Cummings had charge of the dairy work, and the accounts were kept me-

thodicallv. The direct monetary result of the dairying was thus always

under observation. It was consistently satisfactory, for the stock were

well fed. This is another item in farm management that is too often

overlooked by the small settler. iFrequently, more cows are kept than can

be supplied with sufficient food from the area cultivated. The result is

ill-fed cows and poor returns. One well-fed cow will give a better return

than will be obtained from three others that are kept on short rations;

and it is much easier to milk and look after one cow than three. Usually

a settler's first cow is well cared for, and she gives a good return for

her keep. Too often, however, the stock are increased without allowing

for a corresponding increase in the available fodder ; and the result is

that all are poorly fed and none are profitable. On the farm referred

to, however, every cow is as well fed and well cared for as the first

was; and the profits from them have been eq'-ially sustained.

The 40 acres are now subdivided into nine paddocks, and ten cows

are kept. As the land came more under cultivation and the dairying

work extended, the growing of fruit and vegetables for market was re-

duced. The bulk of the fruit trees have now been graduallv removed

to make room for fodder crops. In the rotation of cropping, two or

more paddocks are usually down in grass. These are top dressed with

2 cwts. of superphosphate per acre per year till again broken up.

-Besides the farm manure, bone dust is also used in cultivation ; and the

land kept in good heart. Oats, maize, peas, and turnips are the prin-

cipal crops grown.

The cows are purchased stock, of fairly even medium size, but of

mixed breeding. From July, 1907, to June, 1908, inclusive, the re-

turns in cream from the ten cows amounted to ;^ii5 9s. rod.—an

average of jT^w iis. per cow. The milk is now being sent daily to

one of the Melbourne suburbs, the vield being 20 gallons per day.

Water has been found at various depths over most of this district,

but the quality varies. In different parts of his farm, Mr. Cummings
nas obtained both fresh and brackish supplies, more than sufficient for

stock purposes.

On a lo-acre block in this vicinity the owner, Mr. Helwig. after

sinking 30 feet came on a fine supply of good water that rose 9 feet in

the well. He erected a windmill and is using the water for irrigation.

By leasing a 50-acre block for grazing, and increasing his cows from two
to eight head, he is now also assisting in the citv milk trade. From
the several small farms that are in a similar state of dairy-farm develop-
ment here, it is evident that the value of the dairy cow on small holdings
is gradually becoming recognised.

/ , )
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MAIZE CULTIVATION.
A G-ood Crop of "Eclipse."

^fr. A. 'W P\)ristal of Hill Gro\e l-'aim, Bena, furnishes the follow-

ing particulars regarding his niai/e iilot, a photograph of which is repro-

duced :

—

" The seed used was ' Eclipse.' which T obtained last year from the

Department of Agriculture. It was sown on 31st October in drills 2 ft.

<5 in. apart, and the land was horse-hoed when croj) was about 1 fdnt high.

No manure was used, and the weather has been very dry. Cobbing com-
menced about middle of January ; the cobs are now (22nd March) fully

12 inches long, and are jjerfect and numerous. Average height of plants

is 10 ft. 6 in.
'

Growing Crop on Battery Sand.

In a recent letter to the Department, Mr. \V. C. Kidd of California

Gully mentioned that he had grown a si)lenditl crop of maize on battery

sand. \Vith a view to obtaining further particulars, Mr. George. Hejiderson,
Dairy Supervisor, was deputed bv the Chief Veterinary Officer, Mr. S. S.

Cameron, M.R.C.V.S., to inspect the plot.

ISIr. Henderson writes as follows :

—
" I have to report having insi)ecied

the plot of maize of Mr. W. C. Kidd of California Gully on the irytfi

March. The land on which the maize is growing has been covered with

battery sand to a depth of 21 inches. Stable manure at the rate of 10 tons

per acre was spread over land and ploughed in to a depth of 9 inches.

The seed was sown broadcast and harrowed in after ploughing. A further

top-dressing of stal>le manure was then applied at the rate of 2 tons per

.acre. Four bushels of seed per acre were sown and consequently the

stalks are verv fine and inclined to lie down in places. Although not

sown until the 2nd January, the crop is a very heavv one, averaging 8 feet

in heighit. It is now <iut in flower and is being fed to two cows and three
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horses without being chaffed. The crop was irrigated weekK- bv watei-

from the main, water being distributed by rubber hose with nozzle.

This is Mr. Kidd's first attempt at growing maize for fodder and lie

is naturally pleased with his success, especially as sand from the deep
mines was always looked upon as being barren and worthless. I advised
Mr. Kidd to- try sowing in drills 3 feet apart next season and to use half

a bushel of seed per acre instead of four bushels."

Best Varieties for the North-East.
Mr. G. Mahy, of Leneva, via Wodonga, writes

—
" Of the ten varieties of

maize I received from the Department, two are warthv of mention, viz.,

Hildreth's Yellow Dent and Boone County Special. Both are enormous
grain producers, but Hildreth's Yellow Dent has the advantage of being

much more drought resistant. Although the past summer was drv, the

latter was 11 feet high and yielded 70 bushels of grain per acre. It was
.grown on old cultivation land without manure and irrigation.

I have experimented with o^ver twenty of the best known varieties and
I can sav that, for fodder crops and grain in the north-east, there is no
maize to equal Hildreth's Yellow Dent. I trust that the merits of this

variety will l>e made known to dairymen and maize growers, as most of
them still try to grow the old out-of-date sorts with the result that gene-
rally their crops are failures."

YIELD OF RECONSTITUTED VINEYARD AT THE
VITICULTLTRAL COLLEGE, RUTHERGLEN.

G. H. Adcock, F.L.S., Princifal.

Owing to the ravages of phylloxera in several of the viticultural areas
-of our State, the question of the reconstitution of vineyards is a most
important one. At the present time many of the smaller growers are
hesitating to re-plant on account of the' widely-spread but erroneous
•opinions regarding the utility of these stocks in 'resisting the effects of
phylloxera, and also with regard to the probable yield of grapes, and the
character of the resulting wine. As an ounce of practice is worth a pound
•of theory it has been deemed advisable to give the actual results obtained
•during the recent vintage at the College vinevard.

To shoiw the value of reconstitution on the American resistant stocks,
somewhat extensive experiments have been carried out. Some vears ago,
under the direction of the writer, selections of the more important winei
table, and drying varieties were grafted on each of the stocks then known
in Victoria. The results were very interesting and instructive. Just
before vintage the vines in these plots were criticallv examined by Mr. H.
Wilkinson, foreman at the 'College, Mr. H. Snook, nurservman, and
myself. We assessed the value of each variety individuallv.

' When, on
<;omparing notes, we found that our verdict, arrived at independently, was
not unanimous, we most carefully determined on points, the value of
the par^cular stock in question. " This plot has been most educational,
and has_ elicited the highest praise from visitors from our own and other
States, including men whose practical experience entitles them to speak
with authority on viticultural subjects.

Besides these tests a commencement was made to re-establish the vine-
yard. On the very site where vines destroyed bv. or dving with, the pest
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had stood, grafted rootlings were planted. The ground had no rest.

The re-planted portion was surrounded by infected vines. The soil can,

by no stretch of imagination, be considered good, but is typical of thou-
sands of acres in this and other districts. Here, too, as in the smaller

experimental plots already mentioned, different stocks were used, so that

interested visitors might have a practical illustration of the behaviour of
the stocks in soil characteristic of the poorer kind of the locality.

The first plantation was of Shiraz in 1903. The subsoiling of this

block was not done as thoroughly as in later plantations. During 1905,
the vineyard was unfortunately allowed to become over-run with weeds,
and .the vines were almost smothered. The present season, too, has been
an unfortunate one for the vigneron. Owing to the absence of rain for

so long and at so critical a period for the crop, the grapes did not fill

out, and diminished yields are unfortunately the rule. The College
vineyard is planted near a belt of timber which is outside the estate.

This affords harbor to large flocks of birds. The vines are also in a
corner formed by the intersection of two roads along which there is con-

siderable traffic. Hence the crop was considerably reduced by the depre-
dations of birds, and the peculations of boys and others. The great

difference in the yields exhibited in the accompanying table cannot be all

attributed to the stocks themselves, but is accounted for largely by the
losses already referred to.

It should be noted that the reconstituted portion of the College vine-

yard is planted 10 x 8 and the vines are trellised on two wires. Rod and
spur pruning is the system adopted.

Cabernet is noted as a shy bearer. Those who saw the crop on the
College block of this variety were greatly astonished at the yield. A few
Merlot had become mixed in this block at planting. The soil of this

plantation has been considerably improved bv cultivation, green manuring
and fertilizing. In the opinion of practical vignerons, particularly from
other States, this block is a valuable object lesson. A noticeable and
rapid improvement in these vines followed the ploughing in of a vigorous
crop of peas for green manuring. The value of this practice has been
often insisted on, but, though its utility cannot be over-estimated, it has
not received the attention it merits. The presence of moisture in such
large quantity in the crop made itself felt when it was turned in, and
was as good as a watering. This is a point often overlooked when
speaking of the value of green manuring.

In the accompanying table, values have been computed at ^5 per ton
for the grapesi—a price that can readily be obtained locallv.

Mr. Wyatt has supplied me with particulars regarding the estimated
yields from grafted vines in various parts of this district. Here, too,

the season caused reduced yields, and in some of the vinevards the effects

of late spring frosts were disastrous.

Messrs. Campbell and Sons obtained about 800 gallons from an area
of 5 acres planted in 1903. Mr. C. Nash, whose plot of 4 acres was
planted partly in 1904 and the rest in T906, has 260 gallons. Messrs.
Ruhe Bros, obtained 260 gallons from rather more than 2 acres established
in T906. At Fairfield (Messrs. G. F. Morris and Sons), the yield was
700 gallons from about 7 acres planted in r9o6. Mr. T. Brierley, whose
vineyard suffered .severely from frosts, secured 1,500 gallons from 10 acres
that were planted in 1904 and 1905. Mr. Geo. Chandler field-grafted

3 acres in 1907 and obtained this vintage 60 gallons from the vines which
were only about eighteen months old. Messrs. Schlue and Sons planted
Chasselas in 1906 and have disposed of 20 cases of fruit to the acre this.
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season. Mr. J. L. Stanton from 5 acres, grafted 1904 and 1905, obtained

800 gallons. At the Mt. Ophir vine}ard (Messrs. P. B. Burgoyne & Co.

Ltd.), an area of 17 acres has been reconstituted. These were planted

in 1905 and have received thorough attention in the way of cultivation,

fertilizing and green manuring. Mr. T. Ray, the manager, estimates the

yield this vintage at 2,300 gallons. These are all in the Rutherglen

district. Mr. T. Darveniza of Mooroopna secured the prize offered by

the Viticultural Societv this year for Avine made from grapes grown on

grafted resistant storks. From these and other data that might be given

it will be seen that the outlook for reconstitution is distinctly hopeful.

Yield of Recosstituted Yimeyakd at Yiticiu.tural College, Yintage 1909.
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rubbish coming down the creek, and the gate is pushed up as it passes-

through and escapes down stream.

The span of each gate should not be more than about 12 feet, and the

number of gates required will be according to the width of the creek
bottom.

UPPER SIDE OF FLOOD GATE.

The photographs show the mode of construction very clearlv, the whole
being light, cheap, and effective.

LOWER .SIDE OF FLOOD GATE.
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BOOK-KEEPING FOR FARMERS.
11'. Mclvcr, .•1./..4.T., A.S.A.A. Eng., Accountcmt Small Holdings,

Croioi Lands Department , Melbourne.

The advantages of keeping books of account are so obvious and have
been so often explained at length in the various text-books on the subject
that it is considered unnecessary to refer to them.

I have endeavoured in this short paper to devise a method which will

enable the farmer by as few records as possible, made in a simple way,
to ascertain not only the state of his affairs and his profits or losses as a
whole but also the profits or losses made on the different branches of his

business.

For the purposes of economy in time and labour all unnecessary
books have been dispensed with, one book being used for nearly all the

records. The arrangement of the accounts, as will be seen from the

example, shows that the usual practice has not been followed. A simple

extension of the amounts into their proper columns obviates the necessity

of keeping a separate ledger and posting the amounts to different accounts

therein.

In commencing his records for the year, the farmer should prepare a

balance-sheet as shown in Statement " A." This is done by setting out

the value of all his assets on the one side and all his liabilities on the

other. The excess of assets over liabilities will represent his capital or

what he is really worth if his estate were realized. This excess or capital

is entered on the liabilities side of the balance-sheet making the total of the

two sides equal. The balance-sheet is then complete. If, however, his

liabilities exceed his assets he has no capital in the business. The assets

may briefly be described as his property and the liabilities as the debts

which he has to pay.

" A."—BALANCE-SHEET,
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CASH—Dr. LEDGER ACCOUNTS—Cr.

" B."

Date. Particulars.

1908.
JaQ. 1 Opening Balances

—

Capital, as per Balance-sheet
Creditors at this date
Cash in hand and at Bank a

Cash Receipts —b
2 pias. sold in market
J. Smith—120 lbs. honey,
at 3d. per lb.

F. Robertson—1 calf, twelve
months old

B. Jones—20 pairs fowls,

at 6s. per pair
J. Brown and Co.—25 bush.

barley, at 4s. per bush
E Oilhert.— 1 cow
J. Cameron—2 tons lucerne

hay, at £3
20 sheep, sold in market

at 20s. each . .

Milk sold to factory

(3 weeks)
J. Burrows—1 colt, two

years old
15 doz. eggs, sold in market

at Is. per doz.
G. Brown—2 tons lucerne

hay, at £3 10s.

Milk sold to factory (1 week)
J. Field—30 lbs. butter, at

Is. per lb.

H. McLeod—1 draught
horse

T. W. Brooks,—old plough
and harrows .

.

Totals .

.

Closing Entries

—

g
Farm produce consumed in

house
Farm produce consumed by

stock
Stock on hand at this date

(carried down)
Waggons, itc., land and
improvements (carried
down)

Debtors at this date (carried
down)

I

£ «

Losses .

.

..195
Depreciation on

|

waggon, &c., to ,

be added to losses
|
2 10

Balance net profit 52

64 3

1 Capital (brought down)
Creditors at this date (brought
down)

Cash in hand and at Bank ,

.

Cash receipts

—

50 5 6

7

1 10

1 10

6

5

6 10

6

20

5

15

15

7

3

1 10

30

12 10

178 10 6

£s

15

3 5

40 56 3

86 10 25

/70

20 12

29 5 19 5 11 5

1 10

0ul5

il

10

£ s.

A- 6

n a
a «

li.
=8 a

11

£

fc ioo

ivi 10

18 10

£

<?1,590

s. rf.

5 6

100 1,590 5 6

m 209

5

1,226

235 1,326

r 52 8

1,642 13 6

1,625 1«

24
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CASH—CR. LEDGER ACCOUNTS—Br.

Particulars.

Opening Balances —
Debtors at this date
Stock on hand at this date
Waggons, &c., land and
improvements

Cash payments—

c

H. Smith—2 tons manure,
at £4 .

.

. . 8
H. Drew—5 bush, seed bar-

ley, at 4s. per bush. . . 1

Thomas and Co.—groceries
(private) .

.

..15
H. Summers—draught horse' 25
M. McKenzie—2 heifers, at

:

£2 each .

.

.

.

J. Duncan—6 young pigs
J. Williams—S.F. plough
S. Joseph—butcher's ac-

count (private)

P. Roberts—1 dozen eggs
(white leghorns)

F. Smith—fowl feed
E. Martin— 3 hives for bees
Wages paid for cutting lu-

cerne crop
Interest on mortgage on

farm
Crown rents (part purchase
money)

New stable erected
6 calves bought at market
J. Black—seed potatoes .

.

J. Duncan—2 pigs at £1
each

Blacksmith's account to
date

Sundry private expenses
for month

10
2

15

10
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withdrawn must be added to the profit or deducted from the loss, as the

case may be, so that the true earnings of the business may be seen.

Though the foregoing is a ready method of ascertaining his profit or

loss as a whole, it is not by any means considered sufficient as a guide to

the management of the different branches of his business. To assist him
he should have a record of his profit or loss on each branch. If

he follows out the examples and directions given he will have such a

record and will be able to see which branches are paying him and which
are not. The number of columns required will depend on the number of

branches in the business.

Having completed the balance-sheet ("A"'), he should make the opening
entries in his book as shown in Statement " B " (pages 306 and 307). The
cash receipts and payments should be entered in the columns set apart for

them and each item extended under its proper head of account.

Column I is used to enter the cash on hand or at the bank at the coni-

mencement of the period {a) and all subsequent cash receipts {b), and
column 13 to record all the cash payments for the period {c) and the cash

on hand or at the bank at the end of the period {d). (This item is brought

down to the next period.)

Columns 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are used for entering the opening

balances from the liabilities side of the balance-sheet {c) and the extension

of the cash receipts (/), and the closing entries {g).

Columns 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21 are used for entering the

balances taken from the assets side of the balance-sheet {h) (except the

cash balance which has already been entered in the cash column i) {a), the

extension of the subsequent cash payments (i), and the closing entries (/).

Columns 10 and 11 are used for entering the opening balances taken

from the balance-sheet (k) and all subsequent cash receipts for the sale of

such items (/) and the closing entries (m).

Columns 22 and 23 are used for entering the opening balances taken

from the balance-sheet {n) and all subsequent cash payments for the

purchase of such items {0) and the closing entries {f).

Column 12 is used for the capital at the commencement of the period

taken from the balance-sheet {q) and the extension of any profit (r).

Column 24 is used for entering anv withdrawals of capital {$) (such

as private expenses and the farm produce consumed in the house) and the

balance between it and its corresponding column i:;. (This balance is

brought down in column 12 for the next period.)

Should the balances fall on different sides from those shown in state-

ment "B," the same principle applies and the balances are brought down
on different sides.

(JPENING AND CLOSING ENTRIES.

Rcvoinc Income and Outlay (crops, hor.ses, cattle, sheep, pigs, poultry,

dairy and miscellaneous).—To find the profit or loss on any part of the

business it will be necessary to ascertain (i) the total cost of the purchases

for the period, (2) the amount of the sales for the period. (3) the value

of the stocks at the beginning of the ])eriod, (4) the value of the storks

on hand at the end of the period.

As only the cash receipts and payments for the period have been re-

corded in the accounts, it will be necessary to take into consideration the

Debtors and Creditors at the beginning and at the end of the period. If

this be done the value of the Sales and Purchases can be accuratelv ascer-

tained.
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1

.

To ascertain the amount of the purchases, the creditors at the begin-

ning of the period are deducted (that is, entered in the Cr. columns)
and the creditors at the end of the period added (that is, entered in the

Dr. columns). The result will be equal to the purchases made.
2. To ascertain the amount of the sales, the debtors at the beginning of

the period are deducted (that is, entered in the Dr. column) and the

debtors at the end of the period added (that is, entered in the Cr.

columns). The result will equal the sales for the period.

3. The stocks on hand at the beginning of the period are added to the

purchases (that is, entered in the Dr. columns) ; and (4) the stocks on hand at

the end of the period are added to the sales (that is, entered in the Cr.

columns). The effect above described in i, 2, 3 and 4 is produced bv the

entries made of the opening balances and closing entries as shown in
'"' B."

The difference between the corresponding Dr. and Cr. columns equals

the gross profit or loss on the particular branch of the business.

Ad-justments bctiuecn departments.—It will be necessary to make some
adjustments to ascertain the net profits or losses.

Consumption of produce from the farm is equivalent (i) to a sale on

the part of the business and (2) to the withdrawal of capital by the farmer.

It is therefore entered on both sides (i) on the Cr. side of the items

-consumed and (2) on the Dr. side of the capital account.

Consumption of farm produce by stock is equivalent (i) to a sale on

the part of business represented by crops and (2) a purchase on account

of the live stock. No money passes, only a value being fixed for the pur-

poses of adjusting the profits. Crops account is credited and the cattle

and pigs account debited.

Depreciation.—Depreciation of the farm implements and plant must
l3e added to the losses, as the wear of the waggons, carts, ploughs and
machinery is certainlv a loss ; therefore the depreciation is entered in the

Cr. column of the waggons, &c., account, and then added to the losses as

shown in " B."

Xct Profit or Net Loss.—The difference between the corresponding Di.

and Cr. columns after making the adjustments and allowing for deprecia-

tion will be the j\et Profit or the Net Loss.

If the sum of the Cr. column is greater than its corresponding Dr.

column, the difference is profit and is inserted in the Dr. column to make
it balance (t). If the sum of the Dr. column is greater than its corre-

sponding Cr. column, the difference is a loss and is inserted in the Cr.

•column to make it balance {u).

Having treated all the revenue columns in the way indicated, the

totals of the balances inserted in each side respectively are added in the

inner column and the difference between the two inner columns extended
in the capital account column, being the net profit (r) or net loss. The
farmer will now be able to see not onlv his profit or loss as a whole, but

flow much of it is contributed by each branch of his business.

Balances Brought Down.—The debtors inserted in the Cr. columns at

the end of the period should be brought down in their corresponding Dr.

columns on the opposite side as thev will also be the debtors at the com-
mencement of the new period.

The creditors inserted in the Dr. columns at the end of the period

should be brought down in their corresponding credit columns on the

opposite side as they will also be the creditors at the commencement of

the new period.
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The stocks on hand entered in the Cr. columns at the end of the

period are brought down in the corresponding Dr. columns as the stocks

on hand at the commencement of the new jjcriod.

Capital Income and Outlay {waggons, implements, land and improve-

ments).—Capital Outlay ma\ be taken to mean expenditure on the items

used for the purposes of working the farm and not bought for the purpose

of selling at a profit and Capital Incotnc as income from such items if they

should at any time be sold. These columns, Nos. 10 and 11 and 22 and

23, after the extensions and the closing entries (including depreciation)

have been made are simply balanced by inserting the difference between
the corresponding Dr. and Cr., the balances brought down in the

proper columns on the opposite side being the book value of these items.

The capital account columns are balanced in the same way by inserting

the difference and the balance brought down in the capital account column
on the opposite side.

New Balance-SI/cct.—Having ascertained the net profit and balanced
all the columns for both the revenue and capital items, the new balance-
sheet (c) can be prepared from the figures brought down.
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would not be so treated. The}' would be divided amongst the revenue
items in the proportion in which the money was expended.)

Interest on Mortgage on Farm.—This expenditure is divided up amongst
the revenue items according to the area or value of the land taken up by
each particular branch.

Creditors and Debtors.—They may be divided into two classes (i) those
which refer to capital items (land, waggons, &c.) and (2) those which
refer to revenue items (crops, horses, cattle, &c).

Bills of Exchange.-—Bills of exchange or promissory notes are included
in the debtors and creditors and are not taken into account as receipts or
payments.

Horses.—Although horses are dealt with as a department, the crop
consumed by them is not taken into account as it is considered that the
work performed by them in putting in and taking off the crop is sufficient

repayment for the crop consumed.

Depreciation.—If great care is taken of the implements, &c.. the de-
preciation to be added to the losses each year need not perhaps be more
than 10 per cent, on the diminishing value, but if only ordinary care is

taken of them probably 15 per cent, will not be too much. Depreciation
will depend also to some extent on the nature of the machinery, &c., as

to whether they are likely to be superseded in the market bv later and more
up-to-date articles.

" D."

(Credit tramactious only to be entered in tliis Book.)

List of Debtors on 31si Decem-
ber, 1907.

J. Cameron

—

2 tons lucerne hay at £3
per ton—sold on 18th
November, 1907

G. Brown

—

2 tons lucerne hay at £3 10s.

—sold on 24th October,
1907..

B. Brew—
1 light horse—sold on 31st

October, 1907
E. Gilbert—

1 cow—sold 15th Novem-
ber, 1907

B. Roberts—
2 fat steers at £7 each

—

sold 18th November,
1907..

F. James

—

1 light cart—sold 1st Octo-
ber, 1907

8th January, 1908.

W. Robertson

—

6 tons lucerne hay at £3
per ton

2Sth January, 1908.

J. Smith

—

2 pigs at £2 10s. each

Date
of

Pay-
ment.

£ s. d. Creditors.

17.1.8 6
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Wages.—The wages of the farm hands should be divided up and
charged to the different branches according to the time given to each branch.

General.—The increase or decrease in the value of the farm and the
interest which could be earned by the capital invested in the land, if

placed in the bank on deposit or otherwise invested, as well as the salary

of the farmer for acting as farm manager, and the value of the assistance

given by his wife and family, are all matters which he must consider in

connection with his profits if he wishes- to know whether farming pays
him ; but his own judgment will determine the services which he should
bring into the account.

Memorandum Book.—-For the purpose of ascertaining the debtors and
creditors at the time of balancing, it will be necessary to keep a small

book in which to enter all the sales and purchases for Credit. These entries

should be marked off when payments are made. Those entries remaining
unmarked will represent the debtors and creditors as the case mav be. See
Statement "D." Most farmers buy and sell principally for cash so that

the entries in the Memorandum Book will be verv few.

DODDER INFESTED POTATO PLANTS.
Whilst judging a maize crop competition in the Trafalgar district, 'Six.

J. M. B. Connor observed that potatoes, cow grass and hog weed grow-
ing in different parts of the Aloe Swamp were infested with dodder. Some

POTATO PLANT COVERKI) WITH DODDER.

of the specimens secured by Mr. Connor were photogi-aphed, and are here
reproduced so that farmers and others may keep a keen look-out for the
pest and immediately eradicate it should it appear on their holdings.
Neglect to take prompt action will inevitnbl\ mean that the growing value
of any land infested will be greatlv depreciated.
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Recognising the importance of the discovery, the Chief Veterinary

Officer, Mr. S. S. Cameron, M.R.C.V.S., forwarded the specimens and
the following letter to Professor Ewart, Government Botanist :

—
" One of

iriy supervisors (Mr. Connor) the other day came across a patch of potatoes

heavily infested with dodder. The incident has created a considerable

amount of interest amongst officers of the Department, and I would be

glad if you would examine the sample sent along with a view of classify-

ing the dodder.

Last year, at Geelong, one of the supervisors (Mr. G. Harmer) found
weeds such as Cape Weed and Dandelion, badlv infested, and it appears
to me of importance to know whether this is the variety of dodder that has
hitherto been supposed to attack leguminous plants only, or another variety

which, is apparentlv cosmopolitan in its tastes."

Professor Ewart has replied as follows:
—"The specimen of dodder

forwarded is Cusciita epithymum L. European dodder. It is not usual

to find it on the potato, but this species and also Cuscuta eurofcca L. will

grow upon almost any herbaceous stem. The effect on potatoes is as bad
as upon lucerne or clover. Immediate eradication, burning all refuse, is

desirable.

Dodders are not confined to Legiiminosce, although one variety, clover

dodder, " C. trifolii,^^ usually grows only on clover; another, flax dodder,

C. efilinum, usually only on flax. The general preference nf dodders for

STEM OF POTATO PLANT WITH DODDER ATTACHED (ENLARGED).

Lcguniiuosa: results from the fact that these plants readily provide the

nitrogenous food which dodders especially need.

C. epithymum is proclaimed for the whole State. C. eiiropcca has not
hitherto appeared in this State, although large quantities of seed of the
other European dodder are imported annually."
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C A 'Y A L UNA.
{Continued from page 2J i .)

F. de Castella, Government Viticulturii>i.

Priorato Wines and the Rancio Taste.

These words have already been used once or twice; before proceeding

to describe the wine-cellars I visited it will be well to explain their exact

meaning. Priorato is really the name of a small district in the province

of Tarragona which has long been celebrated for the wines it produced

;

so much so that its name has come to represent a type of wine with a

distinct character of its own, known both in Spain and France as Rancio.

This special flavour is rather difficult to define. It reminds one, at the

same time, both of Port and of Madeira though distinct from either.

Muscat wines, which through age have lost most of their muscat character

and have become nutty, usually possess a distinct Rancio tendency. Certain

wines of high alcoholic strength develop this character very readily and in

several parts of Cataluha they have long been known and appreciated.

The development of this special flavour is accompanied by a marked
change of colour ; this lightens considerably and at the same time becomes
tawny. The exact nature of this transformation has not been thoroughly

studied ; it appears to be mainly an oxidation process, for it takes place

more readily in w^ood than in bottle. The two principal factors which
contribute to its development are the variet\ of wine grown and the type
of soil ; if both are suitable, it develops very xeadily.

The Garnacho or Grenache is the variety which most easily produces
this type of wine. When young, it has a bright red colour, similar to

that yielded by most other red grapes. With age, especiallv if made from
overripe grapes, this changes, gradually becoming more and more
"tawny"' or "onion peel colour" as it is described in French; very

frequentlv and especiallv if the soil on which the grapes were grown was
of the required type the Rancio taste develops at the same time. Instability

of colour, which in the case of an ordinary dry wine is one of the chief

defects of the Grenache, becomes in this special case an advantage. The
influence of soil is very striking. If this be of the right type, viz.

a stony hillside of Primary slate or schist, the Rancio taste is almost certain

to accompany the change of colour, which is less stable than when grown
on limey soils. Though Grenache is largely grown throughout northern

Spain and southern France, it is only on Primary soils that this character

develops. When grown in other formations, a red wine of good quality

is often produced, but without distinctive character. The more stony the

soil, provided the geological formation be nf the right kind, the more pro-

nounced is the development of the Rancio- flaxour and in the pi::aras (slates)

of the Priorato district, and some other parts of Cataluna. it is par-
ticularly pronounced.

Only in wines nf fairly high alcoholic strength—over 25 |ier rent, of
jjroof spirit—is t\-\\% transformation advantageous ; in lighter wines
it is a defect, and in the case of wines of a claret tvpe its occurrence,
even in a slight degree, is an accident to be avoided.

It is these Ranrio wines which form the basis of what is so large)

v

shipped to England under the name of Tarragona Port at the present dav.
The development of Rancio flavour belongs to the same class of changes
as that of the Port character in the celebrated wines of the Alto Douro in

Portugal. It is remarkable that the geological formation in that privileged
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district is also of Primary age. The varieties of wine grown are, liowever,

quite different in the two cases, the Garnacho of the Priorato not being

cultivated in the Alto Douro. Whether the true Port varieties, introduced

on the schistose hillsides of Cataluiia, would produce wine more similar

to that of the A!to Douro has not been tried ; it is at any rate quite

possible.

Tarxagona Ports, however, are not the only Rancio wines exported. This

class also forms the basis of many of the wines shipped to South

America, though in this case they are, as a rule, unfortified and
almost dry.

The Priorato type of 30 or 40 years ago is now a thing of the past, but

it has given rise to two distinct wines of which it constitutes the basis, viz. :

a stronger and sweeter wine for shipment to England and a lighter and
drier wine which has South America for its destination.

To Victorians, Rancio wines should prove decidedly interesting, seeing

that large areas in our State consist of poor stony hillsides of Primary
formation verv similar to those which vield Ports and Rancios in Portugal

and North-eastern Spain. 1 have, in Rutherglen and elsewhere, seen

wines grown on soils of this description with a distinctly Rancio tendency,
though made frorr, vaxietieSj such as the Shiraz^ which are not specially

suited for the de^elopment of this character. The Grenache and the true

Port varieties would in all probability, under similar circumstances, have
produced Rancios and wines of Port type of far higher commercial value.

It should be satisfactory to Australians to remember that wines of high
quality are frequently produced on Primary formations. So far as the
Peninsula is concerned, we find the Ports of the Alto Douro ; the Mountain
wine of Malaga, now unfortunately almost extinct ; and the Rancios of the
Prioxato. all of which are grown on formations very largely represented in

Victoria.

The Bodegas of Barcelona.

The magnitude of the Barcelona wine trade came as a surprise to me.
The statistics quoted above give some idea of it, but it requires a visit

to one of the bodegas of the large wine merchants to enable it to be fully
realized. Thanks to Don Jose Gras y Fort, I was able to visit two oi
these mammoth establishments. That of Don Pedro G. Maristany (pro-
nounced Maristang), Rambla Cataluna 83, is one of the oldest-established
houses in Barcelona. This business was formerly well known in South
America vmder the then name of the firm of Pera Grau, the trade mark
or brand of which, P.M.G., was equally familiar. A few notes I was
able to take during my hurried visit will give some idea of the enormous
quantity of wine handled. Don Pedro owns important vinevards of his
own which yield annually over 100.000 gallons of wine, but this constitutes
orily a small portion of the contents of these cellars, for he buys far more
wine than he grows.

The first cellar one is shown into is a high well-ventihited building with
a heavy tiled roof, such as is usual in Spain. In this, stand two giant
storage vats ; everything being well proportioned, their enormous size does
not at first strike one and it comes rather as a shock to learn that each
of these is capable of containing 88,000 gallons of wine. At fixst I
could scarcely credit this, but there could be no doubt about its correctness,
4,000 hectolitres of 22 gallons each are equivalent to 88.000 gallons
according to our measures. As these vats were some 25 feet in diameter
at the bottom, with staves over 25 feet long, a simple calculation will
:^uffice to approximately check the correctness of the gauge. These giants
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are of the usual vat shape, though closed in at the top ; the staves,
_

of

Norway pine, some 4 inches thick, are held together by hoops more like

heavy waggon tyres than those usually driven on vats, for they are of

iron about 4 in/x \ in. Though these are the two largest vats there are

many others not very much smaller, so that the total capacity of these

enormous cellars expressed in gallons must run well into seven figures.

Everything is in proportion and excellently arranged. Earthenware pipes

a.re fitted everywhere, for the handling of the wine, which is forced

through them by electric pumps, driven from the ordinary town circuit.

One of these pumps, a rotary one, made locally by the Industria Electrica

Barcelona, was very neat. Its cylinder was only about 6 inches in

diameter and of about the same length, yet il was capable of pumping over

1,200 gallons per hour.

The cement floor falls slightly to a sink, communicating with a large

reservoir, to guard against loss in case of accident through the bursting

of a storage vat. A large German filter (Gustav Seigel No. 4. size),

capable of dealing with 12,000 gallons per day was at work. One of the

most striking features of the establishment was the system of artificially

ripening wines by exposure to the sun, in large butts known as Bocoys.

This method, also practised in the south of France, has for its object the

hastening of the development of the Rancio taste. The scale on which

this sun ripening was being carried out was enormous ; no less than 2,000

bocoys of over 140 gallons each were enclosed m a single yard, as well

as a'considerable number of vats and larger casks. The wines undergoing

this jipening process, which lasts sometimes a year or two, were both red

and white, though chiefly the former. Red wines are frequently treated

in casks of chestnut wood which gives colour to white wine.

The second bodega I visited was that of Don Magin Pladellorens—

a

remarkable establishment which has attained its present enormous dimen-

sions by gradual additions from a very small start. The owner, as his son

was proud to tell me, was not so very many years ago only a working

cellar-hand. The stock in these bodegas at the present moment must

amount to o^'er a couple of million gallons. One is shown the four original

vats containing between them 250 cargas (6,000 gallons) which were the

.starting point of this vast business.

Here, also, did I find a giant vat capable of containing 750 pipes

(nearly 80,000 gallons). It was surrounded by smaller, but nevertheless

\ery large vatSj and the floor of the cellar in which they were contained

Avas formed by the stone flagged tops of large underground storage tanks.

The vats and tanks in this particular cellar—only a portion of the premises

—contained 6,500 pipes or considerably over half-a-million gallons. Here,
again, artificial development of the Rancio taste by exposure to the sun

is very largely practised. The main yard in which this sun ripening

process was being carried out contained 17 large vats and 6,000 pipes.

Wine under treatment remains thus exposed for a couple of years, during
\\hich time the casks are regularly filled and occasionally racked. Tlic

process is thus one of slow oxidation through the pores of the wood,
aided, perhaps, by the actinic rays of the sun. It has nothing in commoii
with the direct action of air, in ullaged casks, with or without the presence
of -jior on the surface, which is the most striking feature of sherrv

maturation.

These sun ripened wines are probably blended afterwards with wines
matured in the ordinary way. Their age and loss through evaporation no
doubt renders them somewhat expensive, but this is made up for bv their
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value for blending purposes. They seem to be absolutely
_
necessary for

the production of wine of the modern Priorato type required in South

America. The strength at which the wines are exposed seems to be about

28 or 29 per cent, (proof) in the case of dry wines and over 30 per cent,

for sweet. The majority, however, are dry, it being usual to sweeten them

afterwards, if necessary', by the addition of Arrope or Mistela. Arrope

or boiled must (what we erroneously term Geropega in Australia) was

being made in a large tinned copper boiler, heated by a steam coil of the

same metal, also tinned. It was being reduced to one-third of its original

bulk and was of dark colour and had the usual cooked smell.

Mistela is the Spanish name for w^hat is known as Geropega in Portu-

gal. It is the must of very ripe grapes, the fermentation of which is

prevented by fortification. I was informed that though the law permits

the use of any rectified spirit, that made from wine is solely used ; ample
quantities are obtainable and exemption from excise is allowed in the case

of wine spirit.

Filters are extensively used, a raised reservoir some 30 feet above

the ground providing the necessary pressure. Various types of pumps
were shown to me ; one of these, driven b\ a small gas-engine, could

handle over 100 gallons per minute. A large pasteuriser of French make
appeared to be in constant work. The value of pasteurisation for wines,

often more or less fruity but of onh medium alcoholic strength, can be

easily understood.

Both establishments struck me 1>\ the up-to-date nature and general

efficiency of everything in them. Each was equipped with a laboratory,

such as one would expect to find in a modern brewery rather than in a wine
cellar. The sun ripening process was a most interesting feature and one
which had not previously come undex my notice in Spain. But what
struck me more forcibly than anything else was the enormous volume of
trade done in these Barcelona bodegas. Don Magin Pladelloren's ship-

ments total 36.000 quarter-casks, or about a million gallons a year, and
Senor Maristany's operations are on a similar scale. Nowhere else in

Spain did I see anything of the kind. The wine I saw running, literally

in rivers, in the stone channels provided for the purpose, reminded one-

rather of water for irrigation. It was hard to realize that it was really

wine. South America is the destination of most of it. The wine is.

tehipped in bulk and bottled and sold on arrival. The average wholesale
price would be somewhere about jQg or ^10 per pipe of a little over
100 gallons f.o.b. Barcelona.

Principal Types of Wine.

The following were the principal types of wines shown to me :

—

Priorato de Mesa (table)—the modern type. This was a nice, clean
wine of rather light red colour, and an alcoholic strength of 25 to 27
per cent, (proof) with good bouquet, and a distinct, though not verv
pronounced Rancio character. It was probably a blend of a typical
Rancio with a good deal of wines not developing this flavour, for most of
the wine handled at Barcelona is grown between that town and Reus, on
limestone, and not on schistose soil. The colour was a perfect, bright
red, without any trace of purple, but not exactly tawny either. Its specific
gravity was that of water (0° Baume) which would indicate a small per-
centage of unfermented sugar, probably added in the shape of mistela

—

just enough to render it fruity but not' sweet. This wine would probably
be made from Garnacho blended with some other local varieties such as
Carineiia and Sumoll.
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Malaga Scco.—A white wine of light golden colour, of the same

strength as the Priorato de Mesa, and therefore less alcoholic than the

wine of Andalucia it is called after; the use of the name of which is. b\

the way, contrary to Madrid Convention rules. This was a nice, rather

neutral wine, not unlike some of our so-called Australian sherries, but less

alcoholic and with less distinctive character. Like the previous wine, it

is largely sun ripened and slightly sweetened with mistela ; its gravity was

also 0° Baume.

These two types constitute the bulk of shipments to South America.

It is strange that their alcoholic strength should be so similar to that of

our own export wdne. The red differs widely from ours, howe\er, in

colour and body being paler and thinner.

Priorato Dulce (sweet) a dark red wine with a rather purplish tint,

sweeter and more alcoholic than the Priorato de Mesa.

Malaga Dulce.—This is like the Malaga Seco, but sweeter and more

alcoholic—a somewhat neutral, clean s\\eet white.

In addition to these main types, other intermediate ones are made up

according to customers' requirements.

In one of the cellar laboratories I was in, there were framed formuloe

on the w\all for wines of different type to any of the above—wines of which

the alcoholic strength would go up to 32 per cent, and even 37 per cent,

(proof) with acidities between 2.2 and 2.6 per cent, of sulphuric acid and a

.sugar strength of about 5 per cent. Such wines used formerly to go exten-

sively to Brazil but that country is now chiefly supplied from Portugal.

I have not yet referred to the Tarragona Ports, .so largely shijjped to

England. These wines, which are handled at Reus and Tarragona and

r.ot at Barcelona, can more conveniently be described later.

Such is a brief description of what I was able to see of the Barcelona

wine trade. Of the South American shipments, I knew practically noth-

ing, nor do I think its importance is realized in English speaking countries.

Victoria is admirably suited for the production of wines of similar type

—

our schistose hills will, if planted with the right variety of vine, produce

Rancios of pronounced type. The area of land suitable for producing this

class of wdne in France and Spain is limited. The jiossibility of our find-

ing a market for such wine among our Spanish neighbours across the

Pacific is at any rate worth consideration. Perhaps not in Argentina or

Chili, where wine production is increasing steadily, but in the more

tropical republics of Peru, Ecuador, Bolivia, and Columbia business might

be done. These countries are much nearer to us than to S])ain.

The Priorato District—Tarragona Port.

In the preceding pages the word Priorato has been employed to desig-

nate a type of wine. It really is the name of a well defined district in

the province of Tarragona.

The railway line from Zaragoza to Barcelona crosses the Ebro at Mora

la Nueva after a most intere.sting though tortuous route on the right bank

of that great river, the cour.se of which, about here, is in very rugged

country. The picturesque ruins, villages, and churches near Flix and Asco

leave a vivid imjjression on the memory. .\ couple of stations past Mora,

the traveller finds himself in tiie heart of the Priorato district. Vineyards

once more become a feature of the landscape and \ery picturesque they

are, climbing up the hillsides in terraces similar to those of the Alto Douro

nnd the Rhiii^'. 'i"he\ are, however, less luiiiierous than thev were some
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\ears ago. The vine industry in these parts suffered most severely from

phylloxera which, on these dry hillsides, proved very deadly and where, as

at Malaga, early reconstitution failures owing to the use of the Riparia

stock deterred many from replanting. Falset, a large village near the

Marsa-Falset railway station may be looked upon as the centre of the dis-

trict, which is roughly a valley running E.X.E. from Mora la Nueva, be-

tween the Montes de Garrancha and the Sierra de Prades on the flanks of

which the best vineyards are situated. The Ciurana, a small tributary of

the Ebro, runs through the valley. After passing the stations of Pradell

and Torre de Fontaiibella, a tunnel through the Sierra de Prades range,

takes one out of the Priorato proper, wuth its pizarra formations, into lime-

stone soils where the wines produced are of quite a different type to the

Priorato Rancios.

Shortly after passing this tunnel Reus is reached, a town of 27,000 in-

habitants, which was formerly the headquarters of the old Priorato wine

trade and still is the commercial centre of the more recent trade in these

wines, which are largely shipped to England under the newer name of

Tarragona Port. As has happened in Portugal, the name of the port of

shipment has displaced that of the district where the wine is grown.

Falset and the adjoining villages Cornudella, Poboleda, and Porrera

produce the choicest Rancio wines. Next to these, so far as quality is

concerned, some Gratallops, Masroig, Guiamets, Marsa, and Capsanes

where the land is a little less .steep and rocky.

The district w^as divided in old days into Priorato Alto and Priorato

Bajo (upper and lower); all the above villages are situated in the former

division. Here the Garnacho was the variety exclusively cultivated ; a

Rancio wine was wanted, and this variety produced it in a more pro-

nounced form than an\ other in these typical pizarro soils.

Priorato Bajo consisted of the lower portions in the valley where the

soil is alluvial and often calcareous. Here. Rancio wines are not produced ;

other varieties, especially Ca.rinefia (Carignane), are grown as well as Gar-

nacho, yielding wine of more usual type.

The upper division, owing to its special nature, is the one presenting

the most interesting features. In many parts there is practically no soil

;

the vines are grown in the much fissured, slaty, schist in the same way as in

the Alto Douro district of Portugal. In pre-phylloxera days, when un-

grafted vines could be used, these were planted by sinking a hole in the

easily broken rock with a crow-bar. In the most arid situation, where the

best wines were grown, this hole was filled with a couple of baskets of soil

in which the young \ine could find some nourishment until such time as its

roots had established themselves in crevices in the rock. It was estimated

that it cost I pe.seta per vine to plant a vineyard. With about 1,000 vines

per acre the cost of establishment would come to about ^40 per acre, even

with the cheap labour available. Such conditions are not at all suited for

resi-stant stocks, and one can easily understand the unsatisfactory results

obtained when their u.se was attempted in the same manner as with the

ungrafted vinifera, especially with so exacting a stock as regards moisture

and richness of soil as the Riparia.

There is a marked difference between the district before and after

phylloxera. The tendency has been to replant the richer soils rather than

the dry slatv hillsides. Thus it is that the bulk of the trade is now in

cheap Tarragona ports, probably blends containing onlv a proportion of

Rancio wine from pizarra soils, such as gave the district its ancient repu-

tation.
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There was little to be learnt about reconstitution in the Priorato. The
Slocks used are Rupestris du Lot and Riparia Gloire. The former seems
to give satisfaction in all but the dxiest situations—wherever the rock is

sufficiently fissured for it to be able to get its roots down, and there is, at

least, a certain amount of soil. The soil being a poor one, no trouble is

experienced so far as non-setting of fruit is concerned. The Riparia stock

is confined to rich valley soils where it seems to do fairly well. No doubt,
some of the newer hybrids would give good results, but strange to say they

(io not appear to have been tried.

Wine-making is a simple process, the peculiar character of the wine
depending more on soil and variety than on any special treatment. The
grapes are gathered when very ripe, crushed, and vatted in the ordinary
way. Fermentation is allowed to proceed for a long time on the skins

—

sometimes for as much as twenty days—after which the wine is racked off

and fortified. The spirit is often added before fermentation.

In the Priorato, as is usual throughout Cataluiia, the wine is usually

made by the grower who sells his young wine to the merchant. Large
ivineries which buy the grapes are the exception.

KKliS.

Reus.

In company with Don Jose Gras v

Fort. I visited this centre on nth
Januar\. It is a small but well-

built town, possessing many fine build-

ings. The leading church, a photo-

graph of which is here reproduced, is

characteristic. The town has passed

through many vicissitudes, rising or

falling with the prosperity of the wine

trade on which it so largely depends.

It saw bad times some fifty years ago

when a crisis occurred in the wine

trade. Again, in the eighties, the out-

break of phylloxera did it much in-

jury. Though reconstitution may Ije

i(joked upon as an accomplished fact,

the volume of trade is considerably

less than it was formerly.

Thanks to the kindness, of my
guide, I was able to visit two of the

hirgest wine' merchants' establishments

in this, his native town.

These were the bodegas of the hrm of Mayner y Pla and those of

Don Roman Perpiha. They were both line, up-to-date establishments

handling very large (juantities of wine. The rule here is for the

ccsecherl) or 'farmer to make his own wine, selling it afterwards to the

merchant who blends, matures and exports it. Both the above houses

ship largely to England. Mayner v Pla are successors of the older firm

otf Pabto Oliva v Boule whose trade mark P.O.Y.li. in a circle, has

lono- been well known to the English wine trade.

I'asteurization is vcrv largelv practised in both bodegas and no secret

is made of the fact. 'At Mavner v Pla's there was a very large pas-
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teuiizer of special construction by means of which all wine was pas-

teurized to 75 deg. C. Don Roman Perpiiia uses a " Pastor " pasteurizer

—the well known Bordeaux make. An interesting addition to this ma-
chine was an air pump by means of which air could be forced into the
wine during its passage through the hottest part of the machine in order
to artificially develop the Rancio taste. In the case of ordinary dry
reds, contact with air at high temperature is carefully avoided. Dry
wines are usually treated at 80 deg. C. (176 deg. F.) but fox sweet
Avines temperatures oif up to 100 deg. C. (212 F.) are preferred. It

is remarkable that, once pasteurized at a high temperature, these sweet
wines seem to stand shipment, even to Canada, without risk of fermen-
tation though only moderately fortified. Much Tarragona Port is shipped
under 30 per cent, of proof spirit.

I tasted several different wines. One of these, a Priorato, though only

two years old, was already distinctly tawny in colour and Rancio in taste.

An Australian would probably describe it as "becoming portv. " I was
shown a ten-year old Rancio, a very fine wine which had lost most of its

colour. It reminded me somewhat of an old Rutherglen Pedro in taste

as well as in colour.

Young wines, on the other hand, were almost as dark as our Shiraz
and not unlike it in character. 1 was also shown some Mistela, very
dark and sweet with a gravity of 10 deg. Baume. This is sometim.es

shipix*d to Germ.any under the name of Geropega. In these Reus
bodegas, I again saw some of the huge storage vats similar to those

by which I had been so much struck in Barcelona, also pumps &c., prov-
mg the scale on which operations are conducted. Sun ripening of wines
was, however, less in evidence, the Priorato wines developing more easilv

the Rancio character, their natural maturation is, no doubt, usuallv

^sufficient.

Such is the state of the Priorato district at the present day. The
unfortified natural Rancio' wines for which it was famo'us are nO' longer

known as such. Under a modified form and probably largely blended,
one portion finds its way to South America whilst another portion, forti-

fied and probably also blended, is shipped tO' England as Tarragona
Port.

VlLLAFRANCA DEL PaNADKS.

The Panades is the name of a district, similar in size to the Priorato

but quite different in geological formation and in the wines it produces.

The former is mainly Secondarv (often 'Cretaceous) and Tertiary. Its

soils are rich in lime, usually containing 25 to 30 per cent, of carbonate.

Its wines are mostly vin ordinaire of good quality, both red and white.

It is said that a good deal of it finds its way to La Rioja to supplement,

by blending, the shortage caused by the ravages of phylloxera in that

district. The Panades has long been reconstituted, mainly on Rupestris

du Lot, which is, on the whole, giving satisfaction. Villafranca is a

small but prosperous town, depending largely on the wine trade. Casks
and cellars are everywhere in evidence. I saw here a curious form of

dray, of which a photograph is reproduced. It is very convenient for

the handling of butts and pipes, weighing when full, over half a ton

each. These casks are swung bv chains from the prolongation of the

shafts, one fore and one aft of the axle. The chains, manipulated by

winches, permit one man to do all the handling of these heavy vessels.
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The EsTACioN Enologica.

This has been mentioned as one of the experimental and educational

stations, established under the comparatively recent policy of State aid

to viticulture. Another similar station has (juite lately been opened at

Reus, but was not yet in working order at the time of my visit. The
Villafranca station itself, has lately Ixen entirely remodelled and brought

up to date, a thoroughlv equipped laboratory, capable of accommodating

50 students, being one of the chief additions. Experimental vine plots

of all kinds are conducted in connexion witii the station, which is under

the direction of Don Cristobal Mestre Artigas who has only recentlx

been appointed to the position. He received me most courteously and

I much regretted the unavoidable brevity of m\- ^•isit. Run on similar

lines to the other " Estaciones," I have described, this institution is

doing good work. Affinity problems are receiving a good deal of atten-

tion. I was informed that the small round muscat of the district does

well on 1202, but is less satisfactory on A.R.G.t.

CART FOR HANDLING HEAVY WINE CASKS.

Don Cristobal supplied me with some interesting figures as to gravi-

ties, acidities and vields of some of the leading varieties of Cataluna.

These observations were made at the Estacion, on grafted vines three

vears old.

Vavictv.

Trepat
Malvasia Roja
Suiiioll

(Janiaclia Roja
Teinpraiiillo

firaciano ...

Aranion (2 years)
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Cariiiena . .

.

Red \'.u;ii:tii;
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-.8
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to high lime contents in many of the soils. No. 93-5 of Couderc is

much sought after of late; No. 157-11 is in great favour in Andalucia.

It is a stock more suitable for field than for bench grafting. No. 16 16

is also in request in Andalucia for swampy soils. The Berlandieri x

Rupestris hybrids 301A and 301B are also frequently asked for. Man\

others are. occasionally ordered but in smaller quantities.

The market price of the different stocks is often a fair guide as to

their value. The following were Senor Sabate's prices for graftable

cuttings 16 to 18 inches long and not less than \ inch in diameter at

the small end last season, per 1,000:—
41B, 4c pesetas; 420A, 30 p.; i57-iJ[' 420B and 34E, 30 p.;

93-5 30 P- i A.R.G.9., 35 p.; 1202, 32 p.; A.R.G.I., 30 p.;

]6i6, Rupestris du Lot and 3309, 25 p.; 3306 and TOX-14, 22 p.

(i peseta=iod. at par.). It \\\\\ be noted that Riparias are not even

MUOted.

BENCH GRAFTING PREPARING CUTTINGS.

A fair idea of the scion varieties most in demand is to be obtained

by the number of grafted rootlings Senor Sabate has for sale. These

are as follows:—Tempranillo de Rioja, 1,531,990; Garnacha, 648,293;

Carinena, 287,093; Macabeo (known as White Hermitage at Ruther-

glen), 192,135; Graciano de Rioja, 1.^0,591; Alorastel, 78.55°' -'ind

various others in decreasing numbers. Of course it must be remembered

that Senor Sabate's orders do not come from Cataluna alone ;
he supplies

all parts of Spain. The large number of Tempranillos are required for

La Rioja where replanting is being actively carried on.

SeiiOT Sabate's callu.ses all his vines in moss, according to the method

first popularized by M. F. Richter of Montpellier, the same which Don

Rafael Janini has adopted with such excellent results at Valencia.

Grafting, as well as the cutting of stocks and scions to the requisite

length, is performed by women—our i)hotograph' shows one of the

workshops where the latter operation is being performed. Both as

regards the kind of graft and callnsing material, methods differ from

those in vogue at Montpellier and Valencia. Instead of the whip tongue
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graft, the shouldered cleft is practised, with a very naxrow wedge on the

scion. Senor Sabate employs a special grafting machine made according
to his own design ; the grafts are bound with raffia.

Instead of callusing in seaweed, ordinary moss is employed, such

as M. Richter suggested in his earlier trials. This is obtainable in the

Catalan hills at i peseta per bag—thousands of bags are secured each
season. It may be used a couple of seasons in succession, but fresh

moss is preferred, the previous season's being employed for the packing
of grafted rootlings. Charcoal is not mixed with the moss (to prevent
moulds) nor are the cuttings treated with any antiseptic. The raffia with
which the grafts are tied is, however, pickled in a sulphate of copper
solution. Moulds appear, nevertheless, to give but little trouble and
the quality of the grafted rootlings obtained appeared to me to be all

that could be desired. As regards other points, such as moisture and
temperature during callusing, the work appears to be conducted on
similar lines to those followed at Montpellier and Valencia. The cal-

lusing cases contain about 1,500 grafts each and are kept fo'r 25 davs
at a temperature of 77" F. The callused grafts are planted out in

March (September in Australia), in nursery rows 31 inches apart, at

intervals of 2 inches from one another. The depth at which the\ are

planted is such that the point of union is a couple of inches abovf the

surface so that when, later on, the protecting mound is levelled it is

above ground. Scion roots are cut twice during the season ; after the

first cutting the mound is reformed, but after the second the graft is

exposed so- as to harden it off and insure thorough seasoning. Irri-

gation is largely practised, the nurseries being watered about everv ten

days during the summer. Manure is generously applied though it is

never placed in contact with the young vines. Considerable quantities

of sulphate of iron are added in the manure pits. Apart from the

usual chemical effect, this is held tO' destroy man\- injurious beetles and
their larvse.

Seiior Sabate drove me in a tartana to see several of his outlying

nurseries and fields of mother vines. At one of these, grafted rootlings

were being lifted
;

g^^ngs of three men and a boy to each row were
engaged at this v/ork. Two men with forks loosened the soil on each
side, the third with a very strong two pronged fork was then able to

bodily raise the grafted plant from below so that the boy could lift it

out without breaking any roots. The photograph reproduced shows this

work in operation. I also saw some ground being got ready for plan-

tation in the following March. The work Avas very thoroughly done and
the land was in beautiful order.

We then visited the Finca de la Suerte. where there are some large

plantations of mother vines for wood production, and also a fine col-

lection of table grapes; among the former I noticed particularly 20.000

vines of 41B, 28,000 of 1202, 6,000 of 420A, 20,000 of A.R.G.9.. and
2,000 A. R.G.I. This property was formerly a vineyard yielding

50,000 gallons of wine liut it has now almost entirelv been transformed
into mothei vines, partly bv grafting. These were planted at about

6 -%. 6 feet apart and as usual in European mother vine plantations, they

are pruned according to the very short polla.rd system known as foda de
m'lmhre in Spanish (Tete de Saule in French). The vines are not

trained or tied up in any vray during the growing season ; wlien the
cuttings are removed, all shoots are pruned off flush with the old wood
of the crown.
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A large block of SumoU grafted on Rupestris du Lot had only recently

been converted to A.R.G.9. by regrafting, as this latter stock is coming, into

favour in the region; these vines were doing remarkably well, as was also

a block of 15-year old Rupestris du Lot which had been grafted to 93-5.

These few notes concerning Sefior Sabate's nursery establishment will

give some idea of the state of reconstitution in northern Spain. In the

south the demand is exclusively for barbados, to be subsequently field

grafted. Don Jaime explained to me that the preference for field grafting

in the warm and dry south is chieflv due to the fact that best results are

obtained with a ver) long plant—over 18 inches long—such plants being

more resistant to drought during the first few vears. To work and handle

in the nursery bench grafts of such It-ngtli is not practicable, hence the

preference for field grafting.

In the train, on the trip from Villafranca to Reus, I met a large vine-

vard proprietor from Vendrell, a neighbouring wine centre—Sehor Alegret.

His vineyard, which we could see from the train, was established at great

expense, a crust of hard limestone being removed with dynamite. He is

a great believer in Rupestris du Lot as a stock, and told me that he had
tried everything else but had found nothing so satisfactory. No doubt

in these poor, stony, but deep soils, conditions are just what is required

for this stock.

A Spanish Champagne Vineyard.

Casa Codorniu, the prop>erty of Don Manoel Ra\entos, at San Sadurni

de Noyes, is the largest sparkling wine enterprise in Spain. When I was in

Valencia, Don Rafael Janini strongly advised me to visit it and gave me a

letter of introduction to enable me to do so.

On 24th January, 1908, I took the train to San Sadumi, a large

and prosperous village near the valley of the Lobregat and on the line to

Villafranca and Reus. The land in its vicinitv varies a good deal,

being chieflv undulating hills of limestone formation, and alluvial soil

near the ri\er. Vines are to be seen everywhere; the soil though mostly

unsuited for other forms of agriculture, is an essentially viticultural one.

I had the bad fortune to miss Don Manoel Raventos who was absent

for a few^ days. He is one of the foremost viticulturists in the region.

Amongst other positions he holds, he is president of the Instituto Agricola

Catalan de San Isidro, to which reference has already been made.

His capataz (manager), Seiior Montserrat, very kindly showed me over

IxDth vinevard and cellars, enabling me to spend a most instructive after-

noon, for Casa Codorniu is, in every respect, a model establishment. It

is beautifully situated on the banks of a tributary of the Lobregat ; in the

far distance are to be seen the serrated crags of Montserrate whilst a few

miles away one sees the ruins of the Castle of Subirats, which has

played a part in the history of Catalufia.

The vineyard covers some 280 acres and has yielded in a season as

much as 198,000 gallons, or an average of 700 gallons per acre. It has

been remarkablv well established ; the whole of the land w-as sub.soiled

to a depth of over 2 feet with steam ploughs. Field grafting was the

method used for all but the newest portions, for it was planted before

the era of nursery-raised bench grafts. Don Manoel, however, prefers the

latter method which he applies to all new ])lantations.

The stcx^ks most largelv u.sed in the older portion of the vineyard are

Rupestris du Lot and A.R.G.2, on the hillsides; and Riparia Gloire in

the rich sandv alluvial soils : almost anything would grow in the latter

t\pical Riparia soil. Various newer storks are now being tried, and
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several interesting experimental plots have recently been established to test

them ; the above, however, constitute the basis of the vineyards. No.

A.R.G.3 is here pxeferred to A.R.G.i, which is rather unusual. I was
told that the grapes are healthier and hang better on the former ; they are

apt to fall off as soon as ripe on the latter. The yield and time of ripening

are the same on each; A.R.G.9 has not yet been tried. Nos. 3306 and

3309 are held in great esteem ; in the experimental plots there was little

to choose between them. They both bore a heavier crop than Rupestris du
Lot alongside; 3309 was if anything the better of the two, whilst A.R.G.2
held an intermediate position. The conditions as regards soil, manuring

and cultivation were the same in each case. Rupestris du Lot was best

as regards vigour of vegetation. The soil of this vineyard appears to be
rather rich for the latter stock.

As regards scions, the Xarelo constitutes about 90 per cent, of the vine-

yard. This local white variety is more largely grown than any other in

the district. Morrastel and Macabeo* are also grown.

BURIAL OF VINE PRUNING, SAN SADURNI.

^Manuring is extensively practised. In addition to all the marc of the
vineyard, some 200 truck loads are purchased annually from a neighbouring
distillery. This is supplemented by artificial fertilizers, such as super-

phosphates, sulphate of potash, &c., as well as large quantities of used animal
charcoal from a local sugar mill. Another curious form of manuring is

practised, which I had already seen in some other parts of Spain, though
nowhere so largely or so methodically applied as at San Sadurni. This
is the burial in short trenches of the prunings of the vines, as well as of
any sort of A-egetable refuse available. The photograph shows a row
of vines with these trenches, about 20 inches deep, open for the reception
of the stuff to be buried. The trenches are opened every 5th or 6th row,
.some years elapsing before a return is made to the same row again. The
beneficial influence of previous years' treatments on the vegetation of the
vines w^as very evident. This practice is considered to act quite as much
by facilitating retention of moisture, as by the plant food which is added

* Macabeo is tlie sort grown at Ruthertjlen under the erroneous name of Wliite
Hermitage.
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to the soil. Strange to say, this decaying vine debris does not seem to

bring about the growth of any parasitic vine root fungi, as might be feared.

The method is one which has long been practised about here.

The vines are usually planted 6 ft. 6 in. x 3 ft. 3 in. and not tied

up in any way. Some are, however, long pruned, the rod being bent round

and tied to the crown. In some portions of the vineyard a departure from
this method has been made, the vines being i)lanted 6 ft. 6 in. x 6 ft. 6 in.

and trained on a single wire to which the rods, two of which were left on
each vine, were lied.

LIFTING GRAFTED ROOTLINGS IN NURSERY.

In one of the bends of the river, was a small flat of beautiful rich soil

in which were 20 acres of Xarelo, grafted on Riparia Gloire, planted at

6 ft. 6 in. X 6 ft. 6 in. and trained on 4 wires. The growth was magnificent

though the vines were 12 years old, but the soil was essentially a Riparia

one. This block had yielded, the previous vintage, 21,000 gallons of

wine or a little over 1,000 gallons per acre.

The champagne cellars are on a very large scale and .splendidly

equipped. French champagne makers have been engaged and everything

is done exacth' as in the Champagne district. I was strongly reminded of

Great Western in these long galleries full of bottles, cork downwards, in

the usual shaped racks. I was further reminded of the similarity, as

most of the galleries were not vaulted over, the soft Tertiary sandstone

being sufficiently solid to dispense with such. The formation, however,

Avas quite different to the decomposed granite of Great Western.

These galleries, of which there are altogether 2.800 metres (nearly i|

miles), are at an average depth of 70 feet below the surface ; they are

well liuhted by electricitx and well ventilated.

• FiGUERAS.

On 27th January. I left Barcelona for the north and for France. I

decided to break mv journey at Figueras, the most north-easterlv town,

of any size, in Spain, in order to see the Viticultural Experiment Station

which had been created by Don Nicoln de I,o;s Salmone. before he was
promoted to Pamplona. My main nbject was to see something of lecon-
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stitution in the stiff primary soils I have already referred to, and which

I expected to find about here. Gerona is the capital of the province of

the same name and Figueras, also in the same province, is situated 25

miles further north and only a dozen miles from the French frontier.

Figueras is in the centre of a rich agricultural district, known as the

Ampurdan—an alluvial plain surrounded on three sides by steep hills, the

lower slopes of which constitute undulating land admirably suited fox the

cultivation of the vine. Figueras is picturesquely situated with the

Mediterranean and the Bahia de Ro^sas on one side, and Canizcu, one of

ALOES AS FODDER. FIGUERAS.

the snow-capped giants of the Pyrenees away to the north-west. The olive

is also much cultivated in the neighbourhood, but the algarrobo is no longer

to be seen. I was told that it is here too cold for it. Further inland are

immense forests of cork oak. Maize is largely grown in the Ampurdan;
it appears to be the principal crop in the richer land.

I presented a letter of introduction to Don Antonio Subias Gonzalvo,

by whom I was most kindly received and who took me for a long walk to

show me what was to be seen of most interest from a viticultural point of

view. I came across what w'as to me a new fodder plant. The season

had been a very dry one and hay being scarce and dear, anything that could

serve as a substitute w^as turned to account, even the aloe hedges (Agave

Americana) were used for fodder. The large fleshy leaves, after removal

of their thorny edge, were chopped up and fed to cattle. So far as I

could gather no ill effects followed the consumption of this strange diet.

The photograph shows some aloes from which the large leaves had been

removed for this purpose.

So far as my quest for stiff Primary soils was concerned, my visit to

Figueras was a disappointment. Its vineyards are situated on Secondary

and Tertiary hillsides. It was to Llansa, still further north, that I would

have to go to find what I was looking for. Don Antonio very kindly gave

me a letter to a friend who owned vineyards at this place, and I decided

to visit him the following day.
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The wines produced near Figueras are chiefly full bodied dr\ reds

with much colour, such as used to be shipped to France during the

phylloxera wine famine. These wines are chiefly made from Carigneha

grafted on Rupestris du Lot, A.R.G.i.. i^o:;. 3309? &c. No. 1202 is

said to do well in clay soils which are very prevalent.

Space will not j)ermit a full description of the viticultural station,

in which 1 was much interested. Among other experimental work, direct

producers are receiving much attention ; the most promising of these

were Nos. 251-150, 199-88, 89-23 and 81-115 of Couderc, 48-156, 209-

1028 and 1077 of Siebel, and Gaillerd-Girerd's No. 157. .Some of the

wines made from these were interesting; in particular, 251-150 Couderc.

with rather a sherxy character, and 48- [56 vSiebel, which was distinctly

Rancio.

{T'O he coiitnnied.)

ORCHARD NOTES.

/. Croiiin, PrnicipaL Scliool of Hortieidiure, Diiniley.

The i)roper means of adding to or maintaining the fertility of orchard

land is an important problem to fruit-growers generally and especially to

those new to the business. The conditions under which fruit trees are

grown in various parts of Victoria are widely difi'erent and the means that

would be most reasonable at Bendigo for fertilizing an apple orchard,

would not be at all suitable at Portland and other cool and moist districts.

The advice to plough into the soil large quantities of stable manure

annually, or to grow winter crops of peas for ploughing under in spring,

irrespective of condition of soil and climate, and age and productivity of

trees, is likely in many instances to entirely mislead the beginner who is

unable to distinguish, by the condition of his trees, between a fair and

rational supply of plant food in his soil and gross over-feeding. It may
be generally accepted that no manure whatever, and a minimum amount of

cultivation are required where the trees are young and \igorous, producing

no fruit, or fruit of abnormally large and gross character. On the other

hand, where the trees are bearing heavy crops of fruit, and the growth is

meagre, a great amount of cultivation and an abundant supply of plant

food material are absolutely necessary. The line of demarcation between a

sufficient supply of moisture and food and a deficient supply is often very

fine, and the cultivator is wise who decides to err on the side of abundance

when his trees are bearing well and the conditions are generally unfavorable

to excessive growth.

Farmvard manure is undoubtedly the most beneficial material available

for fertilizing i)0or and hot soils, while in cool districts—where it is

generally to be obtained in fairly large quantities—the efl^ect produced by

its liberal use is frequently a gross amount of growth, and a sample of

fruit particularly liable to " bitter pit " and other maladies. The keeping

of pigs, cows, and horses above the re(|uirements of the orchardist for the

sake of a supply of manure is positively bad practice, and this view is
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supported by the fact that the most successful orchardists at Doncaster,

Diamond Cxeek, and other districts where the conditions require a fair

amount of stable manure, find it far more profitable to buy and cart manure
than attempt to make it.

The most efficient substitute for stable manure is a leguminous crop
ploughed into the soil early in spring before severe evaporation begins.

The crop generally cultivated for the purpose is the field pea. The plan

of cultivation for the complete fertilization of fruit-growing land which is

now generally adopted in districts in Victoria remote from a supply of
farmyard manure is as follows :—The ground is broken up after the crop
of fruit is gathered, and cultivated to form a good seed bed. Peas are

sown, in drills or broadcast, with superphosphate at the rate of 2 cwt.

per acre. In some cases sulphate of potash, at rate of i cwt. per acre,

is added after the peas are sown, and lightly harrowed in, it being accepted
that a supply of this manure is necessary, especially in light soils. In
early spring, the crop of peas is ploughed in and the soil well cultivated

to produce a level well pulverized surface. By the means stated vegetable
matter, nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash, are added to the soil, thus
furnishing the most important fertilizing substances, and improving, bv
means of the vegetable matter, the physical condition of the soil.

The application of lime to orchard land is often a matter of urgency.

In addition to its being a plant food, lime is most important as a corrective

of acidity. In heavy soils well supplied with humus and fairly drained

and cultivated, fruit trees often fail to thrive, owing to a deficiency of

lime. Rather frequent and light applications are preferable to the old

plan of a heavy dressing about every five years. From 3 to 5 cwt. per

acre is a fair dressing for rich land deficient in lime. It should be

applied in winter after the soil is ploughed and be harrowed in, a freshly

slaked and finely pulverized sample being most effective.

An easy method of ascertaining whether one's land contains too great

a degree of acidity, is to place a piece of ordinary blue litmus paper on a

sample of moist soil ; if the paper rapidly turns a vivid pink, it may safely

be assumed that the land requires a dres.sing of lime. If the change of

colour is effected slowly, it is an indication that, while lime is needed, a

light dressing will suffice. Small books of blue litmus paper may be pro-

cured from any chemist.

Where it is intended to plant new orchards, or extend old plantations,

the soil should be thoroughly prepared before the planting season arrives,

by deeply ploughing and cultivating. In very poor soils, manure should

be added, principally with a view to moisture conservation during the

growing season. Intending planters should carefully read the excellent

article which appeared in the July 1908 issue of this Journal on the

subject of " Raising an Export Apple Orchard" from the pen of Mr.
P. J. Carmody, Chief Inspector of Vegetation Diseases.

Two very common and destructi\e pests are the Woollv Aphis or

American blight, and the Bryohia mite, commonly known as red spider.

The best time to attack these pests is during the dormant season. Woolly
aphis should not be allowed a moment's rest. It will probably require

two thorough sprayings to eradicate it. Red oil or crude petroleum
emulsions are effective against both aphis and mite. Prune affected trees

early and spray thoroughly. If any survive, spray again about August.
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A PIONEER OllCIIARDIST.

Mr. James Lang, " Langdale," Harcourt.

As mentioned by Mr. Cronin in the " Orchard Notes " last month.
]\fr. Lang has, on account of pressure of private business, ceased for the

time being to be a contributor to the Journal in which capacity he has
rendered valuable help to the fruit-growing industry. Mr. Lang's papers

on orchard work have been running on month by month since 1902, and the

Editor gladly takes this opportunity of acknowledging his indebtedness for

so many years steady work.

1
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ture, and for a number of years was on the Committee of the Royal

Horticultural Society of Victoria. He has also acted as examiner in

connexion \vith the selection of inspectors under the Vegetation Diseases

Acts.

STATISTICS.

Rainfall in Victoria.

First Quarter, 1909.

Table showing average amount of rainfall in each of the 26 Basins or Regions con-

stituting the State of Victoria for each month and the quarter, with corresponding
monthly and quarterly averages for each Basin, deduced from all available records

to date.
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Perishable and Frozen Produce.

Description of Produce.

Butter
Milk and Cream
Cheese
Ham and Bacon
Poultry
Eggs
Mutton and Lamb
Beef ...

Veal...

Pork...

Rabbits and Hares
Sundries

cases

lbs.

head
. . dozen
carcases

quarters
carcases

Exports from the State.

Quarter ended QuartPr ended
31.3.1909. 31.3.1908.

lbs. 4,756,988
|

9,578,492
8,610

•243,720

506,400
13,027

5, 100
20.'{,005

28
1,074
402

294,880

Deliveries from the
Government Cool .Stores.

Quarter ended Quarter ended
31.3.1909. 31.3.1908.

pairs

lbs.

4,519

120,000

375,120

191,474

3,239

608

503,616

2,627,688
96

29,7^0

397
3,819
17,193

543
301

876
149.638

10,454

6,392,064

108,810

1.701

10,090
22,465

110

201
23

78,264
34,725

B. CROWE, Superintendent of Exports.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
The Staff of the Department has been organized toalarire extent for the purpose of fi^iving information

to farmers. Questions in every branch of affriculture are tflatlly answered. Write a short letter, givitig as
full particulars as possible, of youi- local •onditions, and state precisely what it is that you want to know.
All inquiries must be accompariiid liy ihe name and address of the writer.

Xavei. RfPTi-RE.—R.C. and J.T.G. ask how to treat foals suffering from navel
rupture.

Answer.—Cast the foal on its back and carefidlv manipulate the rupture

until the contents have passed back again into the abdominal cavity. Great care

is necessarv that this is complete and only a sac of skin is left. This may then

be drawn together tightly, as close to the wall as possible, in a ligature of waxed
cord. In the course of a few days the portion of skin will drop off, and if the

reduction has been carefully done, the inflammation resulting will block up the

opening and healing will take place.

CoNTiNXOUS Breeding from Make.—H. McC. states that he has bred two
foals from a medium mare, 7 years old, and has stinted her for a third foal. He
asks whether it is advisable to keep breeding from her every year.

Answer.—No harm will arise from breeding continuously, taking into con-

sideration the age of the mare.

Cleaning Oats.—P.S. states that, among the oats threshed in his district

this season, there is a small percentage, in some cases, of barley.

Answer.—The only economical manner in which barley can be partially

removed from oats is by grading, which removes all foreign seed as well as cracked
and immature oats. There are numerous types of graders on tlie market.

Harvesting Maize.—E.S. inquires when maize should be harvested.

Answer.—When maize is intended for grain the cobs should be allowed to

remain on the stalks till about the middle to end of April. No harm will come
to them in this way, and there wall be no necessity to artificially dry them.
When the cobs are subsequently picked the husk should be removed and the cobs
placed in a "crib" with wire netting sides to allow free access of air. After
Tt.maining three or four weeks in the crib they can be thre-hed by hand or by a

mechanical sheller. If intended for silage the maize should be cut with the cobs

still attached just at the period when the grain is in the milky stage. If maize
intended for silage is left to completely mature cobs, it becomes too dry and
fibrous. There is no variety which will yield both grain and green stuff for silage.

Growing L;;cerne for Seed.—P. E.S. asks how to grow lucerne for seed.

Answer.—Lucerne for seed purposes is grown in the same manner as for

fodder. It is customary to kee]) the second or third cutting for threshing on
account of it being more free from weeds. When the seed pods are fully formed and

becoming drv, which can be found by examination of a number of plants throughout

the field, the crop should be cut with a mower or scythe. The threshing may be

done in any small machine or by flail. Threshing destroys the plant for feed

purposes by knocking all the leaves off. The stalks may come in useful for pigs

•or drv stock. Lucerne seeds always ripens unevenly, and the best that can be

done is to seize the moment when the majority of the pods are matured and then

cut and thresh shortly after. It may need a season's experience to judge the

correct moment for cutting for seed. A germination test of 100 seeds in wet
flajmel or blotting paper will be a good guide as to the vitality of the seed.

Grasses for Mountain Spurs.—X.Y.Z. writes :
—" Please let me know of

a good hardy grass to grow on the north sides of spurs which have become bare.

Average rainfall is about 26 inches, and the country is used for sheep. The soil

is good, but in places is very shallow, resting on limestone. Frosts are fairly

severe."

Answer.—For thin soils with a calcareous subsoil on mountain spurs at an

elevation of 1,500 feet and with a rainfall of 26 inches, the following grasses

.should be tried to cover the parts that have become bare with fresh vegetation :—

•

(i) Tall Oat Grass, Arrhenatherum avenaceu7n, Beauv. [Avcna elatior, L.) ; (2)

Golden Oat Grass, Triseium flavescens, Beauv. [Avena flavescens^ L.); (3) Crested
Dog's Tail, Cynosjirus cristatus, L.

The seed of Nos. i and 2 is oft^n impure, and that of No. 2 especially is

rather dear. No. 3 is perhaps the most generally suitable, and might be mixed
with (4) Sheep's Fescue [Festuca ovina L.).

To give the best results, the pasture mixture must include seeds of some
leguminous plants. Three suitable for the conditions given are :—(5) Common
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Jjird's Foot Trefoil [Lotus corniculatus L.); (6) Kidncv Vetch [AnthylUs vulncrar a
L.); (7) Sainfoin [Onobrychis sativa L.).

Wattle Cultivation.—H.H.W. inquires as to best variety of wattle for
production of bark. The land is in the Lillinnir district, and is poor white sand
growing honeysuckle, heath, oak bush, &c. ; mallee flats alternately between stringy
bark ridges. Rainfall is about ig inches per annum.

Ansioer.—'Y\i& tan wattles usually grown in Victoria for the production . of
bark are the black feather leaf species [Acacia decurrcns) and the broad leaf golden
wattle [A. fycnantha). It is not likely that either variety will produce a strong
tan-yielding bark in the district described, although A. fycnantha will grow fairlv
well there. It has been tried in the Ninety Mile Desert of South Australia under
varying conditions, and there, it is said, has produced weak bark. Strong loamy,
sandy, granitic, or ironstone soils suit wattles best, but they also require shelter
and moisture. The seed, after being steeped for about 24 hours in water heated
nearly to boiling point (to soften the outer shell), may be sown after ploughing and
harrowing, or it may be lightly covered with a rake on burnt areas, or hoed or
dibbleil in. A bulletin on this subject will be published shortly by the Forests-

Dejiartment.

Plants for Identification.—Specimens of fdants for identification have-
been forwarded by various correspondents.

Answer.—
1. (R.McM).

—

MelUotus farviflora^ Desf., Small Flowered Melilot or King
Island Melilot, and is the plant known as Hexham Scent in the Darling Downs.
It is an introduced plant now naturalized in this State. An annual or occasional!}'

a biennial. On good pastures it is a weed if present in excess, since its aromatic
principle then affects the health, meat, and milk of stock eating it. A small
quantity adds to the fragrance of hay and also its palatability, and is useful in
mixed fodder. The chief, and, in fact, the only practical use of the plant is to
grow on poor sandy or newly reclaimed dry soils where good pasture j)lants will
not grow, and where cultivation and manuring are out of the question. The plant
is an energetic nitrogen fixing one, and will grow on poor soils, which it srteadilv

enriches with humus and ultimately renders them fit for better plants.

2. (R.McM.).

—

Plagianthiis sficatus, Benth., Spike-flowered Plagianthus, a

native member of the Malvacea, useless for fodder but apparently not poisonous
or actively injurious. A New Zealand species yields a kind of cotton. P. s-picatiis

is very plentiful in Victoria. It takes up the place of useful vegetation and its

spread should be checked.

3. (H.S.U.).

—

Polygonum aviculare, L., Knot-weed or Hog-weed, a small
wiry annual prostrate on open ground, erect when between other vegetation. Its

triangular seeds are a common impurity among agricultural seed, and the plant

was originally introduced to the State in that way. It is spread over nearly the

whole world. The seeds last for some time in the soil, hence it can onlv be
kept down by continually working the soil, or suppressed by other vegetation. In

this respect the addition of lime to the soil (5 to 2 tons per acre) is usually of
great value. The plant has a slight value during part of the year as fodder for

stock, but on all cultivated land is a great nuisance, though hardlv a dangerous
pest. The plant was formerly used for healing wounds and ulcers, and has been
used in Algeria for malaria. Tt is not in any modern Pharmacopoeia and has no
recognised medicinal value at the present trne.

Crushed versus Whole Grain fok I'lcs.—A.C. in(|uires whether crushed
grain is preferable to whole grain for feeding jiigs.

Answer.—Crushed wheat or barley soaked is rccomninidcd ; if not cnisheil,

boil well. Cook all milk. The following is the most profit. iblc food for |)ig~^

and the best pork producer, viz. :— i gal. skimmed milk; 3 lbs. potatoes; and 4 lbs.

crushed barley per pig per day. On this food, pigs from 80 to 120 lbs. weight
will put on 15 lbs. of pork per week, which at 4d. per lb. is 5s. per pig per week.
The following are the values of the different feeds :

—
Crushed barley (4 lbs.), milk (i gal.), .ind jxitatoes (3 lbs.) ... 1,000
liarley meal (8 lbs.) and milk (i gal.) ... ... ... Q03
Maize meal (12 lbs.) and milk (i gal.) ... ... ... 877
Maize meal (6 lbs.) and l)c;in meal (6 lbs.) ... ... ... ^cjO

Barley meal (10 lbs.) ... ... ... ... ... ... 5x9

Maize meal (8 lbs.) and jica meal (6 lbs.) ... ... ... 480
Maize meal (14 lbs.) ... ... ... ... ... ... 484
Barley meal (8 lbs.) and bran (3 lbs.) ... ... ... ... 409
Maize meal (12 lbs.) and bran (4 lbs.) ... ... .. ... 404



Important Notice to Viticulturists.
-*c~jiS^i5~»v—

In order that the viticultural -works published by the Department
of Agriculture may be obtainable at nominal rates, it has been
decided to reduce the prices at present charged. The new rates are
given below.

Viticulturists are reminded that a large amount of information
relating to the industry is published in the " Journal of Agriculture."

The 1908 volume contains over 100 pages contributed by Mr. F.

^e Castella, Government Yiticulturist.

WORKS ON VITICULTURE.
TRANSLATED PROM THE FRENCH

. . BY . .

R. DUBOIS AND W. PERCY WILKINSON.

Now Obtainable at Greatly Reduced Rates (50 per cent. Reduction).

T(Iline=mal?inG in 1f3ot Climates.

By L. Roos. 273 pp., 61 illustrations, 5 plates.

Cloth, Is. Postage, 5d.

jfirst Steps in Hmpeloorapbv.
By Marcel Mazade. 95 pp., 48 illustrations.

Cloth bound, Is. Paper, 6d. Postage, 2d.

Hrencbino an^ Sub^soilino tor Bmerican Dines.

171 pp., 110 illustrations, 10 plates. Paper, 9d.

Postage, 3d.

IRew /nietbobs ot (Brattino an& J3n^^ing,

As applied to Reconstitution with American Vines.

72 pp., 89 illustrations. Paper, 6d. Postage, 2d.

Bmerican Dines:
Their Adaptation, Culture, Grafting, and Propagation.

By P. ViALA and L. Ravaz. 297 pp., 150

illustrations, 10 coloured plates. Cloth bound,

2s. Paper, Is. Postage, 5d.

•Studies on 1lIline*Sterili3ino /Ibacbines.

By U. Gayon. 103 pp., 45 illustrations, 2

coloured plates. Paper, 9d. Postage, 2d.

ilDanual ot /iDobern Diticultnre

:

Reconstitution with American Vines.

By G. FoEX. 270 pp., 5 coloured pUtes. Paper,

9d. Postage, 4d.

Applications, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and postage, should be

forwarded to the Secretary for Agriculture, Melbourne.



flgpieultural Education in Vietoria.

DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

The College offers every facility to students to become competent agriculturists,
vignerons, and dairj'uien. The work is carried out on a large connnercial scale, the-

ploughing, drilling, manuring, harvesting, threshing, and shearing being done by
students under competent instructors. Over 2,000 sheep and lambs, 150 head cattle,

50 horses, including stallion, are on tlie farm.

Fees—£28 5s. per annum, payable half-3'early.

Sessions begin first week in March and September.

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

One aim of this institution is to fill in the gap between the State School and
Dookie, i.e., to take students between the ages of fourteen and sixteen years.

The farm contains an area of 2,386 acres, and is admirabl}' adapted for demon-
strating what can be done in farming with irrigation. There is a large area of the
farm under cultivation, and the orchard and vinej'ard cover an area of 30 acres.

Fees—Resident, £18 5s. per annum ; Non-resident, £5 per annum, payable half-

yearly.

Sessions begin first week in March and September.

BURNLEY SCHOOL OF HORTICULTURE AND SMALL
FARMING.

The School Course includes regular lectures in Agricultural and Horticultural

Science,Veterinary Work and the Management of Animals, Dairying, Pig and Poultry

Management, and kindred subjects.

Fees—Permanent Students, £5 per annum ; Wednesday half-day Students, £1
per annum.

LECTURES ON AGRICULTURAL SUBJECTS, 1909.

Agricultural or other Societies wishing to have one or more public lectures

delivered during 1909 are requested to make early application, so as to permit of a
complete syllabus being drawn up. Many of the lectures are illustrated by limelight

views. The hall, advertising, &c. , must be provided locally, free of cost, but all otlaer

charges are borne by the Department.

Staff—The Director, and Messrs. Archer, Cameron, Carmody, Carroll, Castella,

Colebatch, Connor, Cronin, Crowe, Ham, Hart, Hawkins, Kenyon, Lee, McFadzean,.

Robertson, Smith, and Strong.

AGRICULTURAL CLASSES, 1909.

At least thirty students, exclusive of school children, must be enrolled at each

centre, the rent of the hall and all local charges to be paid by the Agricultural Society

under whose auspices the Class is held.

Applications relative to the above institutions. Lectures, and Classes sliould be sent

to the Secretary, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne. On receipt of Post Card a copy-

of the Prospectus of either College will be posted.
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HARVESTING LUCERNE FOR SEED AND HAY.

Elwood Mead, Chairman, State Rivers cmd Water Supply Commission.

Of all the hay crops so far tested in Victoria, lucerne gives the best

results. Not only is the average yield the largest, but it meets the greatest

variety of needs. It is the best hay croj) known for feeding and fattening

sheep and lambs. No crop gives better results when fed to the dairy herd

or to lambing ewes, because it contains all the constituents of milk. It

is especially valuable as a food for }oung stock or for run down ox

weakened animals of anv kind ; hence, it is well suited to meet the emerg-

encv demands of the lean \ears of drouccht.

I. DODDER (at left) AMONG LUCERNE SEED.

As the pastoral and dairying interests expand, so will the use of hay
increa.se and the demand grow, in like measure. It is now the leading
irrigated product in the United States and Italy, occupying two-thirds of
the irrigated area in the first and more than any other single crop in the

second ; and it seems likely to assume the same commanding position in

all Australian irrigated areas not given over to fruit. Everv question

5710. M
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connected witli its production and marketing has, therefore, a direct rela-

tion to the development of irrigation, for the l>enefits of irrigation depend

\\h()ll\ 111)011 the character of the crops grown.

Importance of Good Seed.

The fust thing to lie cc^nsidereil is seed. We need pure seed and a

variety suited to this soil and climate. To .secure these we must begin to

grow our own seed and to develop tvpes adapted to home conditions.

Victoria is already showing the ill effects of depending wholl\ on other

States or other countries for seed. This is shown in the large number of

fields infested with dodder and in the reduced yields due to sowing inferior

J^^^

2. IIAY .SU'EEP gathering LV LOAD FROM WINROW S.

varieties. Great benefits will result frrim a systematic mo\ement to grow
and improve our own seed.

The price and the assured demand make this worth the attention of
ihe Victorian farmer. This sea.son over too tons will l)e imported at a

3. HAV SWEEP CAR'KYING LOAD TO STACKER.

cost to farmers of alioui ^10,000. This is the situation when the grow-
ing of this crop is in its infancy. Its acreage is certain to extend wdth

the extension of irrigation aiul with the recognition of the value of the

crop in the sections of amjjle rainl.dl. It seems likelv that all the seed

that will \n- grown for several years will tind a home market.
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Growing and Harvesting Seed.

The yield of seed depends on the season and this influences the decision

as to whether a crop shall be cut for hay or seed. This is especially true

in districts with considerable rain. A luxuriant growth is not favorable

to a heavy yield of seed. Arid districts where irrigation is required are

much the best for growing seed, as here the growth can be controlled by

scanty watering.

The practice in Xew South Wales is to grow two crops for hay and

let the seed ripen on the third. To grow one seed crop requires about as

.£i*;Jiie.w..

.[. IIA\ SWKKl' DEPOSITING LOAli

much time as two hav crops, and in favorable years two seed crops in one

season have been secured. In order to still further check the growth of

foliage and increase the number of seed bearing heads, some growers in

America clip the tops off the growing shoots when about 8 inches high.

5. TOAD BEING ELEVATED BY STACKER.

This is done with a mower set high, and cau.ses the stems to branch. When
fullv ripened, the practice in New South Wales is to cut with a mow-er

and stack the same as hav, care being taken to have it fully cured, as

heating would destroy the germinating power of the seed. In America

some growers cut with a reaper and hindei.

M 2
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rhitshiiig may I)e done with an ordinary grain thresher by adjusting

the cylinder and ha\ing a special set of screens, but the practice in New
South Wales seems to be to thresh with a special machine. This looks

/ike a grain thresher and several makes are in use, one being made in New
Zealand, and others in England. The charge for threshing is 12s. to 14s.

for a sack of 300 lbs., or 40s. a day if the crop is poor and less than

four sacks a day are secured. This charge covers the use of engine, and
thresher and the wages of three men to operate them.

The straw which comes from the thresher is badly broken, and not

equal to hay, but it finds a sale as food for fowls or dairy herds.

The growing of a seed crop does not seem to affect the vitality of the

plant, as it starts growing as quicklv after the removal of a seed' crop

as after the removal of a hay crop. The ) ield varies from next to nothing

to over 400 lbs. to an acre, but varying as a rule between 150 and 300 lbs.

It pays well at 6d. per lb. and will be exceedingly lucrative at the prices

which have rirevailed in this State for the last five years. It needs, how-
ever, enough growers of a district to warrant the purchase of a thresher, as

these are expensive, costing about ^300.

0.\ SFACIv.

Professor Buffum, in his book on Arid Agriculture just published, makes
the following reccmmendatic.ns about sowing lucerne tor seed :

—

" Lucerne for seed should not be sown as the ordinarv hay crop. To
secure plants which are far enough apart to make strong, thrifty growth

;

to secure i)rnper fertilization ot tne tiowcrs
; to prevent crowding ; to favour

cultivation and irrigation, seed should be thinlv sown in row^s from two and

one-half to three and one- half feet apart. The method recommended is

to take off the shoes or stop up the holes of a drill to make the rows as wide

as wanted, and then ])lant as little seed as possible (2 or 3 lbs. per acie).

The small amount of seed may be mixed with ashes or .soil to help spread

it evenly. When iIk- plants come up. if thev are too thick in the row,

thev mav be spaced uiih a hoe. as with sugar beets, or when very small

ma\ be harrowed crosswise to take out part of the plants."

Varieties.

On its experimental farm at 'i'atura, the Commission has the follow

-

in" varieties now growing. \iz. :- Turkestan. Arabian. Hunter River,
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French and Peruvian ; also seed from Utah, California and Queensland,

of which the variety is not known. Seed has also been secured from the

Tamworth district in Xew South Wales, and Senator McColl has pur-

chased for the Commission 50 lbs. of seed from a plant breeding farm in

Wvomin'T, which it is intended to distribute for trial. Onlv one vear's

7. STACKER DESCENDING AFTER DROPPING LOAD.

trial has Ijeen had of the alKJve named varieties. In this, the Queensland
seed and the Arabian made the most vigorous growth and the last named
promises to grow well in winter. The yield was smaller, as, owing to the

seed being about twice the size of the other varieties, it was sown too thin.

There seems no doubt that Australian grown seed does better than imported

STACKER RETURNING FOR ANOTHER LOAD.

and this explains the popularity of seed from Hunter River. Still better

results will come, it is believed, from seed grown on sparingly watered
irrigated land.

It is claimed that Peru\inn is the best winter growing variety, but it

will be another year before any conclusion as to that claim can be arrived

at here.
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The Growing of Lucerne for Hay.

There is a wide spread belief that onlv rich river flats with exception-

ally deep soil are suited for growing ha\ . Time will show this to be a

mistake. The Mallee .soils with manure will give equal yields, and much
of the clay and sandy land of the North onlv needs such treatment as

will restore to the soil the humus it has lost by growing wheat to make
lucerne hay the best paying crop which can be grown. This does not

mean that all soils will grow lucerne. Some of the thin clav soils of the

Northern irrigated districts will not, and there are places where the growth

is checked by an excess of common salt in the soil. This latter has

proved the case in parts of the experimental plot at Tatura.

9. SMALL WHKEL HAV RAKE LMa» L\ NEW .SOUTH WALE.S.

On suitable soil from 3 to 6 crops a year can be grown, and yields

from half a ton to one and a half tons to a cutting are reported. Nothing
less than half a ton v\ill pay, and the aim of every grower should be to

raise the yield to a ton a cutting. It is believed that in most of the

irrigated area the yield can be doubled by careful watering coupled with

manuring the soil. The trouble with the clav soils is lack of vegetable

matter. To provide this, is an important problem of irrigation in Northern
Victoria.

Harvesting and Marketing Hav.

The quickest way to turn hay into money is by pressing and forwariling

to market. In this, the use of modern hay-making machinery is an im-

portant factor. It not only relieves hay-making of its most laboiious
and disagreeable features, but reduces its co.st by half. Using a sweep
rake, a hay stacker and a power press, hay can be cut, pressed and made
ready for sale or shipment for los to 12s. a ton. It can be cut and
stacked for 5s. a ton ; and it has been pressed this season b\ one Victorian

grower for 4s. 6d. a ton. The accompanying photographs taken at the

Cohuna demon.stration this \ear show the tools used for gathering and
stacking. With these implements the onlv hard manual labour required
in hay-making is to ])Iace the hay on the stack. Horses cut, rake, haul
and lift it on to the stack. Likewise, in i)ressing, all the hard labour
needed is to feed the hay into a hoi:)p-er. \\\m\ fasten the wires on the bales.

Hor.ses or a steam engine do the rest. In Xew South Wales, methods
requiring much hard manual labour are still largeK pmi)lo\ed.
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Illustrations 9 and 12 show scenes in the hay fields of the Tamworth
district. The rake (No. 9) has low wheels and makes small winrows. In

preparing for shipment, the bales are cut out of the stack the exact size

thev are to be pressed and then layers are placed in a hand press (No. 10},

and compressed to the right thickness. After this is done, all the ragged

edges are trimmed up and the corners rounded off with a knife. The final

result under this method is not as good as where the horse does the sweat-

ing. This is shown by the following extract from a letter received from

Messrs. W. S. Keast & Co., telling of sales of several consignments of hay

from the Goulburn Valley at ^5 per ton:
—

" We might say that the lucerne

from the Goulburn Vallev which we have received this year has gi\en great

satisfaction and is l)ringing a price ahead of consignments from Sydney.''

bAt.

10. BALING HAY.

The following figures as to the cost of making hay in the Tamworth

district were furnished b\ Mr. A. F. Burgess, one of 'the largest growers

of hav in that Vallev:—
£ s. d.

Making hay and puUing in shed ... ... ...090
Pressing ... ... ... ... •• ...090
Carting to railway station ... ... ... ...026
Freight and commission

Total cost per ton

o 16

When the.se figures were given, hay was selling in vSydney at £^\ 6s. cl.

per ton, leaving a net profit per ton of £^2 8s. lod.

By the use of modern tools and methods, the Victorian irrigation farmer

can reduce the above costs of making and pressing hay b\- 8s. or 9s. jjer

ton, W'hich is considerably more than all the expenses of irrigation ; while

the sunny days and the small rainfall which prevail in the areas requiring

irrigation are great advantages in haymaking.

While the present local demand for hay is far greater than the supply

and a ready market at g<Jod prices is likely to continue, it is not believed

that this will be the chief way of disposing of the crop. Many will find

it more profitable to feed their hay on the farm. A ton, by measure, of

green hav weighs from six to eight times as much as the same bulk of dry

hav and has greater feeding value. Its use in the liand ft^eding of dairv
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herds and the fattening of sheep and lambs is likely to reach the same pro-

portions here as elsewhere. Some results secured from hand feeding green
hay in summer, and silage in winter, would seem incredible if

they were not so well authenticatfil. One example from
the Agricultural Gazette of Xcw SohUi Wales of Ma\. 1903, is

worth repeating. During the drought of 1902, Mr. \. A.
Gatenhv of Forbes, said, in a public address. " that 200 acres of lucerne

CHEAP AND CONVENIENT SILO.

uould feed 15,000 sheep four months." This was challenged, and to

prove the correctness of his statement he turned over to the Government a

lucerne meadow of 22^ acres. On the hay from this meadow, 1,687

sheep, or 75 to the acre, were fed from October to March, and at the

end of the test had gained on an ;i\erage 3 lbs. each in weight. The
fattening of cattle, sheep and lambs in the United States consumes each

^W

HAY STACKS AND HAV SHEDS. TAMWORTH DISTRICT, N.S.W,

vear more hav than will be produced in Australia for manv years. The
market for these produrts is unliniilcd ,ind Iuikv no fear need be felt about

getting the market for ha\ . During a recent trip in New South WaleS;

and during visits to Bacchus Marsh, several farmers have given results of

culti\ation and feeding in which 1 acre of ground supported 3 cows. This

was under intense culture witli the soil hea\ilv manured and with a small

acreage of other b.ddcr crops to sujiplt nirni lucerne.
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In feeding lucerne a cliea]) and <'on\enient silo becomes an important
factor. Illustration Xo. 11 shows one that meets both conditions. It is

a trench 70 ft. long, i8 ft. wide and 8 ft. deep with sides of plank
extending 7 ft. above ground and w itli an iron roof. This gives a silo of

500 cubic yards capacity. In filling, the teams drive through over the

silage, and by using tip drays or sling ropjes to dump waggons, it can be
filled at very small cost. Where dairy herds are fed, the practice is to

-cut each day the quantity required until it has reached the proper period
of growth, when the remainder of the crop is cut for silage.

This article is onlv intended to deal with the harvesting of lucerne

seed and lucerne ha\ ; therefore no attempt has been made to describe

methods of planting, cultivation or watering.

Lucerne Hay Competition.

The State Rivers and Water Supply Commission has, with the con-

•currence of the Honorable the Minister of Water Supply, decided to offer

a series of prizes, as set out hereunder, to the farmers producing the

largest yield of lucerne hav from five acres of land in

—

(i) Rodne\ Irrigation District—One prize, value ^10 ;

(2) Cohuna and Koondrook Irrigation District—One prize, value

(3) Swan Hill and Xyah Irrigation District—One prize, value ^10;
(4) Remainder of the State—One prize, value ;^io.

The conditions will be as follow :
—

1. There must be not less than five contestants for each prize.

2. Those wishing to take part in this competition must notify the

Secretary of the State Rivers and Water vSupply Commission on or before
ist July, 1909.

3. The competition in 1909 will be restricted to land seeded after ist

March, 1909. Its location must be definitely stated in the notice of
competition.

4. The award will be made on or about i.st Mav, 1910, and will be
based on

—

(a) The total weight of hav cut and stacked between the time of
planting in 1909 and ist May, 1910. This to be deter-

mined by weight or measurement, as the Committee on
Awards may decide.

{b) Where two competitors tie for a prize .so far as weight of hay
obtained is concerned, the one using the least water shall

have preference.

{e) The hay when cut must be stacked by itself near or on the plot

where grown.

5. No condition will be imposed as to the method of seeding, water-

ing, tillage, or cutting. Each competitor will be left to use his know-
Tedge and experience to the best advantage.

6. The prize in each case will be a silver cup or a cheque for ^10.

7. The Committee on Awards will be

—

The Minister of Water Supply.

The Director of Agriculture.

The Chairman of the State Rivers and Water Supplv Commission.
And two others to l)e announced later.
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The attaclied notirt' of intention to compete for these prizes should be
filled in and forwarded to the Secretar\ of the Commission, Treasury-

Gardens, Melbourne.

(«) Cliristiaii luum- and
surname in full.

Qi) Name of i)arisli or
name of Ii-rifj^atioii and
Water Supply I>istiict.

Notice of Intention to Compete.

I, {a)

of {b)

wish to be enrolled as a conte.stant for the prize in

lucerne hay growing instituted by the State Rivers .ind

(() Name of iniuation Water Supplv Con>niissi()!1 in (t)
and Water Supply

and do hereby agree to conform to all the rules and
restrictions governing the said competition. Among
others the following; :

—

((?) Situation of

coinpeting plot, sriviiig-

number of allotment.

To seed not less than five acres, located as fol-

lows :

—

{d)

To the Secretarv,

To stack the ]ia\ as required bv the Commission
and to leave it untouched until weighed or measured
by the Committee on Awards.

To make a written report on a form, furnished

by the Commission, of the dates of watering and
cutting and the details of seeding and cultivation.

State Rivers and \\'ater Suppi\

Commission, Melbourne.

(Signed)

T'ost Office

—

Date

—

%
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CIDER MAKING.

/. Kiiiglit, Fruit Expert.

Cider is the pure juice of the apple and, in man) parts of the world,

is used as a bexerage. In the county of Dexonshire, few farmers are with-

out their cider orchard ; the\ take pride in the quality and quantity of their

products. I'rue Devonshire cider is recognised in most parts of the world,

and justly so, but unfortunately it is not all good that is made there. In

many cases proper skill and care are not bestowed upon it in its manufac-
ture and after treatment, and no doubt, the same remark applies to other

counties of England, such as Somerset and Herefordshire, where cider is

-extensively manufactured. Soil, climate, &c., determine to a great extent

the character of this product, but skill and care are equally important

factors in dealing with it.

Mr. J. M. Trowlbridge, who has written an excellent treatise on cider

making in America, which is available in Victoria, makes a statement in his

introduction, which is equally applicable to this State. He says:
—"Good

cider is a much greater rarity than good wine, which, all will admit, is

scarce enough. Few Americans have ever tasted a perfect cider. This is

a strange fact in a country so blessed as this with an abundance of apples,

and where the general intelligence and inventive genius of the people are

so great, and where all the necessary mechanical appliances have been

brought to such high perfection and convenience that the older nations seek

after and copy them
;

yet, with all these advantages three- fourths, yes,

probably nine-tenths of all the cider made, is utterly spoiled, either in the

process of making or immediately after becoming cider, and is totall\ unfit

for human consumption as well as entirely unmerchantable."

It may be pointed out that the orchards of this State are unlike those

in the old country, in that they are young and produce a much more succu-

lent article than the old established orchards of Devonshire, Herefordshire,

or Somerset, and we may add of Normandy and Britanny, the chief cider

producing provinces of France, where the character of the \arions apples

is known.
Until some system is adopted for ascertaining the chemical constituents

of our product, I fear we shall not be able to produce cider of the same
character, by adopting the treatment followed by the countries referred to.

In France, where it is said that the amount of cider manufactured
equals half that of the wine, and is estimated at 620,211,200 gallons, cider

making is conducted on the most scientific principles. In America also,

cider is verv largely manufactured, and has become a very popular
beverage, and large quantities are exported to England.

Australia is equally favourable for the growth of apples for this pur-

pose, but the climatic conditions are less favourable for its manufacture,

and greater care is necessary in manipulating the juice. I am acquainted

with the practice in Devonshire, and ha\e seen the same system adopted in

this State, but the result has not been as satisfactorv as desired, and this

is easilv accounted for, as the high temperature experienced necessitates

extreme care in all the various stages of fermentation and after treatment.

Our temperature requires that cider should contain a much higher per-

centage of alcohol to give it the keeping qualities necessary for the ordinary

•cellarage provided here. Apples of the right class for cider making are

not grown here and those that are available must be properlv tested to give

the best results. It must be borne in mind that Victorian orchards have
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been planted for the purpose of supplying dessert and cooking fruit, and

not for cider making. In treating these for cider making it is necessary

to test each variety, and blend in such a manner as to get the proper con-

ditions of sugar and acids.

The following table shows a number of \arieties which ha\e been tested

for that purpose :

—

Composition of the Juice of Various Victorian Grown Apples
Tested for Cider Making.

Name of Apple.

B.ymer
Scarlet Xonptiriel

Beinette de Canada
Cleopatra
Rome Beauty .

.

Golden Russet . .

Lord Wolseley .

.

Five CrowTi
Munroe's Favourite
Morgan's Seedling
Prince Bismarck
Statesman
Jonathan
Bome Beauty .

.

Cleopatra
Five Crown
Aromatic Cornish
Dutch Mignonne
Herefordshire Beefing

Lady Hennilver . .

Leaver
John Toon
Blondin
Eokewood
Yates
Cole's Rymer
Draper's Best .

.

Buncombe
Striped Beefing
Sturmer Pippin
Twenty Ounce .

.

Jonathan
Melon
Moss' Incomparable
Wagner
Northern Spy .

.

Scarlet Nonpariel
Newtowii Pippin
Jonathan
Kentucky Red Streak
Frencli CraVi

Stone Pippin
Rome Beauty .

.

Yates
Ben Davis
Shockley
Winter Majetin
Red Afriston
Pommo do Neige
Dumeldw's Seedling
Smith's' Cider
Cleopatra
Hoover
Five Crown
Rymer
Sturmer Pippin (gr

Morgan's Seedling
Ribsfon Pippin . .

Esopu^ S|iit/.i'nl)iTg

Reinetfc dc Canada
Munroe's Fa\iiurite

Sturmer IMiijiin (ripe)

Stewart's Seedling

Adams' Pearmain

Labour Colony

Mr. ('handler

Mi-. Davis

Mr. W. G. Gray

n)

Labour Colony

Mr. W G. Gray

Mr. Spry

District.

Leongatlia

Ferntree Gully

Bayswater
Mooroopna

Diamond Creek

Mr. W\ G.Gray

Leongatha

Diamond Creek

Per
cent, of
Juice.

Specific

Gravity.

/o

70
74
84
73
78
55
56
74
69
75
75
60

61
80
76
75
7-2

74
75
70
78
75
72
70
70
70

75
76
70
70
78
77
78
75
75
80
75
70
60
73

68
65
69
70
72
65
50

1.057
1.065
1.068
1.060
1.052
1.088
1.068
1.055
1.069
1.050
1.055
1.067
1.075
1.073
1.070
1.085
1.080
1.075
1.071
1.070
1.064
1.067
1.065
1.063
1.065
1.067
1.067
1.075
1.072
1.055
1.065
1.055
1.067
1.080
1.078
1.070
1.074
1.070
1.080
1.065
1.072
1.086
1.081
1.076
1.083
1.071
1.061
1.085
1.06)
1.063
1.064
1.051
1.061
1.058
1.056
1.056
1.043
1.085
1.070
1.063
1.065
1.065
1.062
1.071

Possible
Alcohol.

.7

.8
1.50
7.25
6.25

11.25
8.50
6.75
8.50
6.

6.75
8.25
9.25
9.00
8.75
10.75
10
9.50
8.75
8.75
7.75
8.25
8
7.25
8
8.25
8.25
9.25
9
6.75
8
6.75
8.25
10.00
9.75
8.75
9.25
8.75
10.00
8.00
9.00
10.75
10.25
9.50

10.50
8.75
7.50
10.75
8.75
7.75
7.75
6.75
7.50
7.25
7.00
7.00
5.00
10.75
8.75
7.75
8.00
8.00
7.50
8.75

Acidity.

.5

.4

.9

.6

.7

.7

1.1
1.3

.5

.5

.7

.9

.4

.5

.9

.6

1.0
.9

.9

.6
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Apples Suitable.

All apples are not equal in quality for cider making purposes; to say

that cider cannot be made from all, may not be strictly correct, but it is

to a large extent. What is required to make a good drinkable and keeping

cider, is an apple containing various constituents, such as sugar, acids, &c.,

in such quantities that when fermentation is completed, the cider will not

only be a good palatable article, but have natural keeping qualities as

well.

The tendency in Great Britain and elsewhere is, however, to produce

a cider which can be regarded as a semi-temperance drink, having a low

percentage of alcohol, even below that of any of the cordials now recog-

nised by temperance advocates, but this requires special treatment and ap-

pliances. No doubt it is a step in the right direction, and the object of

producers should be to cater for the public taste.

Cider drinkers, as a rule, are wedded to hard or dry cider, which is

altogether too tart and harsh for those unaccustomed to it.

Testing Apples Before Use.

[n order to avoid disappointment and loss, it would be well to care-

fully test the juice of all fruits before entering upon cider making. The
method is simple and may be practised by any one with ordinary intelli-

gence.

Secure a few (two or three) apples, a fair sample of those to be

treated. Crush them in some small vessel or grate with a bread grater

made of ordinary tin
;
place the pulp in a clean, strong, open cloth, and

press out the juice into some dry vessel, which should ibe narrow and deep.

In the absence of a test glass, an ordinary lamp glass with the bottom end
stopped up with a cork, so as to avoid leakage, answers well. In this,

place a cider maker's saccharometer which will register the amount of solids

which the juice contains. The solids are regarded as sugar with a small

percentage of about i per cent, of other matter, and it is from this that

the strength of the cider is made. The greater the percentage of sugar,

the greater will be the percentage of alcohol.

The list previously given shows how this generallv runs. In taking this

registration, care should be exercised to see that the temperature is about
normal. Instruments of this class are generally made to register at a
temperature of 60 degrees. It is important that all the tests should be

made as near that point as possible, or the readings will not be correct.

Saccharometers.

There are many of these instruments on the market, and they are made
for different purposes, and the scale of each varies. It is ad^'isable

u hen going into cider making that a proper cider maker's saccharometer
should be procured. The one recommended is " Lumley's," which gives

the specific gravity, also a scale .showing the amount of alcohol that it is

possible to get from that, and at the same time classify the cider from
its alcoholic strength. The instruments are inexpensive, and should be in

the hands of every one dealing with apples, as it is of the utmost impor-

tance to know what is the strength of the juice before being dealt with.

So far this deals with the test of solids or sugar only, with a view of

ascertaining the possiible strength of alcohol, but there remains another test

which is equally important in choosing apples for blending, and that is

as to the right proportions of acid to give flavour and bouquet. Apples
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deficient in acid give a tasteless and insipid cider and tliose with excess of
acid are equally objectionable, and it frequently occurs that acid which is

not easily detected by taste exists in fruits, and it is only persons ac-

quainted with the business who can form any idea of its extent.

If we look at the analyses of the apples given, we find that the acid,

like the saccharine matter, varies considerably ; for instance, the " Stone

Pippin ' gives a possible alcoholic strength of 10.7,5, its aciditv being

1.3 which is over twice that desirable, whilst the " Northern Spy " and
others only contain .4 of acidity. Each one of these apples would, so far

as saccharine matter is concerned, serve the purpose and make good cider,

but the \ariation in the aciditv would entirelv destrov it.

4

\

I. SACCHAROMETER. 2 . ACID TESTING APPLIANCES (a. BURETTE. B. PIPETTE.)

Now, if we desire to use the fruit to the best ad\'antage we not only

ascertain the amount of saccharine matter, but of acid also. The method

adopted in ascertaining this is to apply some alkali, such as soda or pot-

ash, having an affinity for acid which, uniting with it, will combine and be-

come neutral. The neutral ]wint is ascertained by inserting a strip of blue

litmus paper in the solution, or adding a few drops of phenolphthalein. If

the paper reddens, the liquid is still acid, but if it remains blue, the liquid

is alkaline. The neutral point is noted bv a slight change in the colour of

the paper, or where the p!ien(ili)htlKilein is used, the liquid under treat-

ment turns red.

The alkaline solution should l^e made of such strength that one centimetre

should neutralize one-tenth of i per cent, of acid, so that measuring off to

c.c. of juice, with a small graduated i^iiiettc fwliich ran be purchased for



1853.
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The accompanx ing table was taken from a scientific treatise on cider

making in the Journal of Batli and West of England Association, in which

are published the most up-to-date investigations in cider.

Table showing the Percentage of Sugar and Alcohol in ferment-

ing Juice provided the Specific Gravity of the original Juice

IS known.
(Present Gravity).
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Where fermentation is carried out until the whole of the sugars are
reduced, which is known as hard or dry cider, no silent fermentation
will take plaoe, and the cider is known then as " still " cider, and the
natural acids of the fruit are laid bare, consequently those unaccustomed
to cider drinking do^ not appreciate the taste. If each test is recorded,
it will be a simple matter to get the i>ercenta,ge of alcohol and sugar also;
the acids may reduce slightly, but scarcely to any perceptible degree.

By the following tables, the progress of fermentation of two casks of
cider made from apples selected from the list given pre\'iouslv. will be seen.

\ \ Progress of Fermentation in Cask No. 1, Season 1905.

Date.
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would have resulted. I'iltering under pressure is a ver\- important matter

in cider making, especially in this State, where the temperature varies more
than it does in the old country.

Gathering the Apples.

In gathering apples for cider making, it is necessary to be exceedingly

careful that the fruit is properly matured, as the principal constituent

(saccharine) for cider making, is deficient iu unripe fruit. The follow-

ing analyses, made by direction of a French Agricultural Society, show the

importance of this point:—
Over-ripe

Green. Bipe. or
spoiled.

Water ... 85.50 ... S3.20 ... 63.55

Saccharine matter... ... 4.90 ... 1100 ... 7.95

Celhtlar tissue ... 5.00 ... 8.00 ... '2 (.0

(liur ... ... 4.01 ... -AH ... ±m
Albumen. .. ... .10 ... .50 ... .00

Acids, oils and other matters .49 ... .50 ... '(iO

100.00 100.31 ... 70.10

The apples should be gathered carefully and placed in heaps under the

tree.Su in sheds, or house to ripen and mellow ; in many cases straw or hay is

spread under the trees so as to break the fall and prevent bruising. They

should not im an\ account be allowed U^ lie on the earth, as they become

earthy to the taste and impart a disagreeable flavour to the cider. This

also applies to musty straw or other matter giving off an odour of any

kind, but it is safe to use wood, stone, or cement.

3. PORT.AiJ.M: Ll\ i|.;; .Mll.i,.

In stacking, each varietv should be kept separate and as they mature

thev are carefully mixed, according to the constituents. When cider is

required for long keeping, apples having an astringent flavour are mixed

in freely, about two to one of the sweeter kinds; but when cider is made
for earlv u.se, less of the latter is required. The astringencv is attribut-

able to the tannic acid which is desirable in cider when required for long

keeping.

Mr. Trowlbridge recommends the u.sr of sheets, or " blankets " as they

are termed, spread under the tree, and supported on liie outside edges by

stakes lightly driven, and tied up with cords, thus l)reaking the fall of

the fruit, and preventing bruising and soiling with animal and other dirt.

As the apples rnav have to be kept for .some time to mellow and ripen it

is advi.sable to avoid bruising as much as ] -Kssible. Rotten apples should

be scrupulously avoided.
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Machinery for Cider Making.

Perhaps the most useful aud couvenient mill is the one illustrated

here. (Illustration Xo. 3.) It is some four or five years ago since the

Department introduced this mill, together with all the latest appliances

for producing good cider. As will be seen, it is mounted for travelling,

and this makes it extremelv convenient as it can be shifted about from
orchard to orchard. The grinding portion of this machine is capable of

treating 8 to 10 tons per day, but the press is limited in its capacity and
•cannot treat more than 2 tons per day. Since it was introduced, local

makers are making a similar mill which is quite equal to it. The carriage

portion is not necessary where the mill is required for one's own use.

The cost of the plant, mill, press, and carriage, in England is about

^35. whilst the locallv made mill, without carriage or press, runs to ^15
or ;£i6. The stone rollers which grind the pulp are slightly larger than

those of the imported one, and appear to give satisfaction. So far as the

press is concerned, anv kind is suitable. Many of the wine presses which

were so plentiful in this State, are being purchased for this purpose.

SMALL CIDER MILL.
5. SMALL CIDER MILL SIIOW-ING

PRESS WITH RACKS AND CLOTH.

There are smaller mills of different type and makes, as shown in the
accompanying illustration (Xo. 4). The Department has one of these also,

and for small quantities it works fairlv well. Thev are obtainable in the

State.

Pressing.

In working the press, it is necessary to make some provision to con-

fine the pul]), and also for the escape of the juice from the centre of it

when under pressure.

The old method was to build up alternative layers of straw and pulp,
thus keeping the mass compact, and at the same time allowing the juice

to pass out from the centre, but this has given place to a much more con-
venient and better method (see Xo. 5). A rack covered with strong cloth

is now used. The rack is made of strips of wood, half-inch or three-

-quarters square, with cross pieces as shown in illustrations X^os. 5 and 6.
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A frame consisting of boards stronyh put together, and made con-

venient to iiandle, is laitl on the rack, and the ch)tii spread over it (Xo. 7).

The pulp is then spread in to the depth of the frame, which is alx)ut 4
inches, and the edges of the cloth are turned in as shown in Xo. 8.

6. FORM OF RACK. 7. FRAME PLACED ON RACK.

There are different methods of folding the cloth, but those illustrated

are most usuallv adopted. The frame is then removed and another rack

laid on, this process being repeated until sufficient layers are obtained to

fill the press. The advantages of this system are not only in its conveni-

ence for working, but in its improved method for retaining much of the

mucilage which passed out under the old system.

8. METHOD OF FOLDING CLOTH.

When suitable cloth is used, it acts as a strainer and prevents the

mucilage from flowing awav with the juice, and giving trouble in the after

treatment. There were formerly various grades of cloth in use, hair-

cloth and also a coarse kind of wor.sted, but cotton is now almost univers-

allv emploved, and is known as cotton press cloth.

Illustration No. 9 shows the ty})e

of press which was imported with

the cider mill introduced by the

I )epartnienl. This is the usual

class of press now founti in most

of the wine cellars in the State.

For convenience, it is mounted

nil wheels and futed with metal

troughs all round to I'ollect tiie

juice and deliver it to a given

point. This press is very con-

venient, and can be worked or

packed away in a small space.

9. A CONVENIENT PRESS.
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Filtering the Juice.

As the apple juice when leaving the press is not in a fit state to pass on

to the fermentation \at or cask, it is usual to run it through a strainer of

some kind, and various appliances are employed for this purpose.

Where onlv a small quantity has to be filtered, the juice is allowed to

trickle through a small tub perforated at the bottom and filled in to about

3 or 4 inches with clean cotton wadding with a few clean pebbles on the

top to keep it compact; this senses as a funnel when filling the cask. The
cask is then stored awa\- into some place where the temperature can be

kept evenly, when fermentation will go on steadily.

Some French authorities advocate the heating of the freshly pressed

juice to a temperature of 160 degrees Fahr., or thereabouts, and keeping

it at this temperature for about two hours, the object being to assist in

converting into saccharine matter certain of the solids which otherwise

would remain undeveloped, but many maintain that by this system there

is a dried fruitv taste imparted. Brannt, in his excellent work on
" Vinegar and Acetates, '^ shows how this defect has been overcome, and

speaks highly of the system.

10. filtering juice.

The heating, if practised, should be done carefully, and on no account

must the juice be brought into contact with iron ; the best method is to

pass moderately heated steam through a coil made of block tin, placed

in the bottom of the vat or cask, and to gradually bring the juice to the

desired temperature.

As the heating is done prior to fermentation, the necessary ferment

germ will probably be destroyed, and in order to replace this a small

portion of the fresh unscalded juice should be added when the tempera-

ture has been reduced to below 100 degrees Fahr. If care be taken in

the selection of this juice, the character of the bulk may be improved.

Fermentation.

Fermentation is one of nature's methods of effecting a change in the

character of various substances. Pasteur has shown us that the various

ferments can be worked under perfect control and mav be regulated at

will. When dealing with perishable substances, such as fruit juice, fer-

mentation will soon cause serious injury unless kept under control and
properly directed.

J. M. Trowlbridge, in his "Cider Manual,'' states:
—"There are

three successive stages of fermentation, known severallv as the vinous,

the acetous, and the putrid, and it should not be forgotten that all fer-

mentation is decay. The vinous fermentation is no exception : it is only
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the beginning, and if it be not checked at the proper stage, the next stage

will follow immediately. That next stage is the acetous (vinegar) stage,

into which nearly all cider, and no small amount of ill-made or weak
wine, passes. After that comes the putrid stage, in which the vinegar is

•destroyed, and nothing but corruption remains. Sometimes, though rarely,

these successive stages manifestly go on simultaneously, or at least over-

lap and pass on from one to the other, as to loose all distinctive stages."

Thus we see that the first to act is the vinous fermentation which

reduces the saccharine matter to alcohol, and care should be taken to arrest

its progress when it has made sufficient advancement. At this stage there

should be sufficient alcohol to preserve the cider, and if the juice has

shown not less than 14 per cent, of solids, prior to fermentation, there

will be 12 to 13 per cent, of saccharine matter, and about i per cent, of

other solids. This will yield about 6 per cent, of alcohol, which is the

minimum amount for preserving the liquid, and unless extreme care is

taken to prevent acetic fermentation setting in, it will soon destroy the

already too limited aQiount of alcohol.

There is no part of this business which requires more care ; in a

climate like ours where the temperature rises to a high degree, the fer-

mentation is very rapid, and special skill and care are necessary to avoid

loss from this cause. In Devonshire the juice is run into casks, set aside in

some cool chamber, and fermentation allowed to proceed slowly. When
sufficiently reduced, it is checked by being racked off before the saccharine

matter is exhausted, and this frequently has to be done three or four times

before it becomes still. In England and other countries, experience alone

guides the operator, and at a glance he is enabled to see if anything is

wrong, and knows how to apply the remedy.

It is admitted that the conditions of cider making are vastly different

ir. this climate to what thev are in that of England, and manufacturers

here should recognise this fact and act accordingly. Making cider under

conditions frequentlv seen in this State is nothing short of folly. Open
sheds and outhou.ses, without any means of regulating the temperature,

are often used ; one day the thermometer is at 100 degrees or over, and

possible down to 50 or 60 degrees in a few hours.

Under such conditions it is utterly impossible to produce a good cider.

The limits of temperature in which the cider should be fermented range

from 60 to 90 degrees Fahr., but it must not be understood to mean that

the range of temperature during fermentation should ^•ary between these

points ; it should be kept as even as possible, not varying over 5 degrees.

For example, if fermentation is to be carried on at a high temperature, say

85 or SO', it should be kept to that as near as possible, and should not vary

more than 2 or 3 degrees above or below, and where the register of

saccharine matter is low, as it usually is with apple juice, the lower the

temperature the better, providing it is within the range given. It should

te borne in mind that the change from \inous to acetous fermentation is

much more rapid in weak juice than in strong.

A frequent and careful test with thermometer and saccharometer is

necessarv at this stage. A gradual rise in temperature within the vat or

cask during the early stage of fermentation will probablv be experienced ;

but as the saccharine matter In-comes exhausted, the tem])erature will recede

to nearly that of the lOom and when the saccharometer denotes that the

specific gravity has l^een reduced to the lowest point, the cider should be

immediately racked off, and allowed to cool down to check further fer-

mentation.
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In each operation care must be taken to avoid exposing the cider to

the atmosphere, as it absorbs oxygen and acidifies rapidly. At every stage

the air should be excluded as much as possible.

Artificial Ferments.

The cultivation of ferments or yeast is now practised largelv and
many assert that considerable ad\antage mav be derived from their use.

Mr. De Bavay, who interests himself in such matters, has, I am informed,
imported from France some of the latest ferments in use in that country,

and is prepared to distribute them in a similar manner to the wine levures

which have given such good results in wine at the Dookie College and
elsewhere. Full instructions are sent with each lot, and their application

is simple in the extreme. By the action of these ferments, the natural fer-

mentation is superseded, and as the character of the liquid partakes much
of the character of the yeast employed, it should be of service in helping

to produce a proper article.

Mr. De Bavay informs me that the sterilizing of the juice is unneces-
sary. The ferments are supplied in hermetically sealed bottles, and all

that is necessary is to open the bottle and fill it with a portion of the

liquid, when the ferment is started into life, and readv for immediate
use.

Class of Cider.

The cider generally met with in this State, has, until recentlv, been
such as would not recommend itself to the cider drinker. It showed defects
in the manipulation, but fortunately there were exceptions here and there
which proved what could be done by proper treatment ; and this leads us to

inquire what is the proper class of cider to produce. ^lanv who were
well acquainted with the industry in England find that something more
than that which they have been accustomed to, is required, and adopt
means to supply that want.

To produce a suitable article, much care and skill are necessarv ; many
try, and fail, and the article so produced is unfortunately placed on the
market, and disgusts those who may be induced to trv it. We cannot do
better than look carefully into the cause of the failure, and try and apply
£ remedy.

We have already pointed out that the first step is to test the various
kinds of apples wdiich we have to treat, and ascertain their character.
Then the chemical changes which occur in the juice during fermentation,
must take place under such conditions as will enable the operator to regu-
late the temperature at will, and he must also adopt a thorough system
of cleanliness. Crusher, pre.sser, vats, and all articles brought into con-
tact with the apple juice, must be carefully washed with an alkaline solution
after use. The cellar itself should be carefully dusted with lime
to neutralize any acid germs which may have been encouraged by juice or
any other particles which may be scattered about. Where these conditions
are complied with, cider may be produced which would be sought after,

whether it is still or sparkling, dry or sweet.

The production of these different clas.ses of cider is a matter of im-
portance, and it is during the stage of fermentation that the character
is given them. Hard or dry cider is that produced where all the sugar
has been exhausted, or converted into alcohol. No further vinous fer-

mentation can then take place, and the liquid remains still ; this is what
is understood by " still " cider, there being no sugar to create carbonic
acid gas, which causes the ebullition known as sparkling.
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Sweet cider is that in which the fermciilatioii has Ijeen stopped Ix'fore

the whole of the sugar has been clianged. 'J'hese natural sugars cover up
the acids, and give the cider a softness which is generally appreciated by

those unaccustomed to cider drinking. Sweet cider requires much mtjre

care in its after treatment than drv, as the saccharine matter tends to

assist in the development of undesiral)]e tendencies after fermentation,

but with proper care and treatment this can he overcome. What is

required is to remove all foreign matter contained in the liquid, and this

is best accomplished by filtration. From the sugar remaining carbonic

acid gas is created, and gives the sparkling effect so much sought after

by many.
Still cider is sometimes treated, when bottling, by the liquid being

charged with carbonic acid gas, similarly to our aerated waters, and this

svstem is now becoming popular in .some cider making countries. By this

means the maximum amount of alcohol is obtained, as the sugars are all

converted into S})irits, thus giving the cider .strength and keeping quality.

As to the proper stage in which fermentation should be arrested, much
depends on the class of article required.

*. I ARIFVING.

The object in clarifying is to remcne all floating matter, clear the

liquid, and remove all organisms which encourage undesirable fermentation,

thereby giving a clean, bright appearance. This object is obtained by two

methods, one by dissolving pure alibuminous matter in a portion of the

liquid and stirring it through the bulk, the other by filtration. There are

many clarifying agents used, and some are specially prepared for the

trade, but tho.se mostly employed are pure isinglass and white of

egg. A certain French clay is highly spoken of. Isinglass is expensive,

but only a small quantity is required, half an ounce being generally con-

sidered sufficient for a too gallon cask; the difficulty is to get the pure

article.

Filtering.

In the filtering of all alcoholic liquors, it is important that they should

he kept from exposure to the atmosphere, more especiallv those liquors

\\eak in alcohol, as the ox\gen in the air tends to de.stroy the alcohol by

1 J . FILTERING CIDER THE INVICTA FILTER.

setting up an acetous fermentation. For all such liquors which it is in-

tended to store, and esjjecially those light in alcohol, it is important that

any matter not perfectly soluble, should 1h- eliminated. This is most effec-

tuallv done bv the appliances shown in the accompanying illustrations.
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There are manv classes of filters in use, but no doubt the one most

approved for large quantities is that known as the " Invicta " (No. 11).

and when cider niakinf>- is entered upon
on a large scale, it is advisable to

procure this filter. The Department
imported one of these with its cider

plant, the piice being £85 in London.
For small growers it is expensive, but

Avhen co-operation is adopted, and
that system of treating tlie products

of the orchard cannot be too strongly

impressed upon growers, it will then be

found possible nud desirable to obtain

this and other modern a])p]iances.

Other less expensive filters are

available, and will be found to meet
the requirements of small growers.

Messrs. Dondey and Testro, of South

Melbourne, have perfected a filter (No.

12) which will serve the purpose for

small or large makers admirably. It

has been subjected to a severe test, both

in fermented ciders and in uniermented

juice, and I have no hesitation in

stating that it will meet all require-

ments at half the co^t of the above. 12. MESSRS. DONDEY AND TESTRO S

FILTER.

Pasteurizing.

This term is given in honour of the eminent French scientist, Pasteur,

and his system appears tO' be well adapted to light liquors, such as cider,

which have a tendencv, when the slightest cause is given, to pass on from

the vinous to the acetous fermentation.

Pasteurizing consists of raising the temperature of the liquid after fer-

mentation from 140 to 160 degrees Fahr., keeping it within these limits for

a given time, say, two hours, restricting its duration at the highest point

for a very few minutes, and scrupulously guarding against allowing the

air to come into contact with it after this treatment.

13. pasteurizer for bottled liquids.

The simplest and most general plan is that adopted and recommended by
the English cider makers. The accompanying illustration (No. 13) shows
the appliances employed. These are made by the firm of L. Lumley and
Companv, London.

When large quantities are being treated, the other design (No. 14) may
be of more advantage, but the cost is much greater.
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For treating large quantities in bulk, such as in -barrels, it is recom-
mended that tiiey be placed in a closed in room, and the temperature raised

until the heat has permeated the contents of the cask to the desired degree.

It may be kept at that (al)oiit 150
degrees Fahr.) for several hoius with-

out (letriineiit. The thermomctCT should

l)e iiiscileil iu a small hole made in the

bung, ill order to register the inner

portion of the eonteuts of the cask,

care lieing taken tliat tlie air i^i not al-

lowed 10 cnlei or the alcohol to escape.

If the tiiermomeler is permanently

fixed in one average cask, it will suffice

for tlic lot. The chamber is then

a 111 I wed to cool down, as (juicklv as

possil)le. Wet cloths are placed on

the casks, and any other means adopted

14. PASTEURIZER FOR TREATING thai niiiv l)c convenient.

LARGE QUANTITIES.

Smaller quantities may be treated in bottles in the following manner :

—

The cider should be well filtered and placed in clean strong bottles, care

being taken to allow room for the liquid to expand ; the bottles are then

tightly corked, and the corks securely tied down. The bottles are placed

in a boiler; the latter is filled with cold w^ater to the neck of the bottles

and heated up to 140 degrees, then gradually tO' 160 degrees and kept

within the range of 140 to 160 degrees for fifteen or twenty minutes. As
before stated the cider should remain at the highest temperature for a short

time onlv, five minutes being sufficient.

Pasteurizing is not universally adopted I)v cider makers, and with some
it finds no favour, but it is worthy of a trial. Trowlbridge savs :

—

' Juices in their various fermentations taking unfavourable tendencies, and
young wines assuming a prejudicial quality, are at once put to shelter from
any further untoward action, and in some cases wdiere damage has actualh"

occurred, are restored- to a sound and agreeable condition bv the process.

Juices starting in an unsound fermentatifm, pasteurized and filtered, can be
used wdth new- juices in a new and sound fermentation, and thus be saved
from the utter destruction which W'ould otherwise be certain to follow."

Temperance Cider.

'bhere is another very important brancli tliat has not been touched upon
in the foregoing treatise, namely, non-alcoholic cider. Experiments have
been conducted (by me during the last four of five years in this direction.

The extreme simplicity of making the pure non-alcoholic cider is such that

I cannot but refer to it, as I feel certain (hat there is an immense future

for this class of beverage in a climate similar to that of the Commonwealth.
The preceding instructions for the making of alcoholic cider apply

equallv so to the non-alcoholic cider, up to a point, with this difference

in its favour, that apples with a low^ percentage of sugars, which would be

undesirable in the alcoholic ciders, also ai)|)]es that are high in aridity,

can be used for this purpose indi-ScriminatrU . 'J"he crushing and pressing

are the same in all respects as that pre\i<iusly described. On leaving the

press it is filtered till it is clear ; if one liUering is not sufficient, then again

and again. This will depend on the class of filter used; with a pressure

filter it is sometimes found that it can lio <k)ne with one filtering, but I

prefer a lighter pressure and twice through. It should bt:- passed through
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before anv fermentation takes place, say 24 hours after being cruslied

;

it may then stand, if desired, for another 12 or 24 hours, but in no case

should fermentation be allowed to take place.

It is filtered and bottled, corked and wired down tightlx. The bottles

must be strong and sound, and the corks good fitting, tight, and well wired

down. Thev are then placed in the pasteurizer, illustrations of which have
been given, brought gradually to a temperature of 140, and from that

gradually up to 150. It should be kept at and between these temperatures

for an hour, then allowed to go up to 155 for another half-hour, and for

not exceeding five minutes, up to 160, when it should be brought back, by
the addition of cold water, to 150, and allowed to remain at about 145 to

150 degrees, making about twO' hours in the heated water. The bottles may
then be taken out, care being taken to avoid draught which may affect the

glass, and the process is completed.

Cider so treated has been made and stored at my office between four

and five years, and is perfectly sound, and as good as the day it was made.

This system of treating ciders, which applies to the juice of the apple,

also applies to the juice of the pear, or an\ other fruit juice, but to make a

pleasant beverage, it must be well filtered. The drawback to the system is.

the quantity of bottles required to carry on in a large way. Small bottles

are usually employed, but large bottles may be used where there is a fair

amount consumed, as a bottle when opened will keep without deterioration

for 24 or 48 hours, according to the temperature that it is kept in, before

anv fermentation sets up.

Experiments in small kegs have also been carried on, and there is no
reason why large casks should not be employed, but the difficulty is in steri-

lizing it in bulk quantities. Where it is desirable to carry it out on a large

scale, a small chamber similar to a drying kiln, may be erected, in which

the air can be kept at a regular temperature for a considerable time, so as

to raise the heat in the centre of the bulk to the temperature described. If

that is done whilst being corked or bunged down tightly, and made airtight,

the material will keep in bulk as well as in bottle.

I am basing this statement on an experiment made with a 5-gallon keg,

which has now been standing for twelve months. It is fitted up so as to

show the slightest sign of movement in the inside, and where this s\ stem

of treating in bulk is practised, it would be advisable to adopt something

similar. It is a well known practice with wine makers, and it indicates

when the fermentation has ceased. The appliance consists of a tube, a glass

tube for preference, fitted into the bung of the cask on one end and a

bottle filled with water on the other, and should fermentation take place,

the ebullition will Ije noticed ; such has not taken place in the instance

I have gi\en.

Where it is thought desirable to have a, slight amount of alcohol, say

half of I per cent., or even what is allowed by law for temperance drinks,

such as ginger beer, 2 per cent., that can be done by allowing a slight fer-

mentation to take place either in the bottling when corked down, or in the

juice before corking down. The former is preferable, but I may say here

that some of the temperance advocates object to the slightest amount of

alcohol. In making cider from time to time, I have tried .5 and also .8

of alcohol which is extremely low, but some object, so it is as well to know
that it can be done without any alcohol accumulating whatever.

It is pleasing to note that one of the cordial manufacturers in Melbourne
has taken this matter uj) and purposes dealing with it in various forms, such

as aerating artificially, and also bv natural fermentation. I trust he will
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FUMIGATOR.

have success; l)Ut for general use the simple method just described, an-

swers all purposes.

Sulphurizing.

This system of destroying and preventing fungoid growth is an old and
safe one. Although many antiseptics ha\c been introduced none appear to

be .so generallv used as this, but the clumsy way in which it is applied,

sometimes leads to disagreeable results. Where suljjhur is allowed to drop
about in casks, and ibecome mixed up with the cider, it cannot fail to have
an injurious effect; when sulphur fumes are applied, the sulphur should
be burned on the outside of the cask, antl the fumes led in h\ a pipe.

A simple contriviince (No. 15) has been

desiarned by Mr, Federli, wine expert at

Dookie Agricultural College. It is made
by Messr.s. Dondey and Testro of Soutli

Melbourne, and works well, but any method
wliicli allows tlie sidphur to be burned and
the fumes to be disseminated in the casks,

will answer the purpose. Any small tin

which will pass through the bung hole

and iiiive sudieienr depth to hold a few
embers, so as to bui'u a teaspoont'ul or two
of sulphur, will serve much better than the

ordinary sulphured ribbons, as they are termed,

which are simply narrow strips of calico with
brimstone and whi(di are suspended from the bung hole and burned within

the cask.

The process of sulphurizing is frequentlv emploved for preventing un-

desirable fermentation, but Pasteur's system of heating which has been
described, is undoubtedly preferable.

Sulphurizing empty casks to prevent them becoming mould\- and musty
is no doubt a good practice, but the cask so treated should lie well washed
before being filled again with cider.

Fumigating the cellars occasionally is a good practice, as fungoid germs
lodge in all manner of places, and can be destroved more effectuallv bv this

means than b) any other.

A liberal supply of whitewash and sulpluu- goes far to prevent troul^le

where fruit juices are stored.

Treatment of Casks.

'I'he treatment of casks, whether new or old. is of very great importance
for no matter how carefullv the various ojierations mav have been ]>reviouslv

carried out, the cider will be sj)oiled, or .seriouslv damaged, if put into

casks not properlv prepared.

If not jHe\ionslv treated, new casks will im[)art a strong woo(l\ flavour

to their contents. There are various methods of preparing casks, but where
steam is available, a jet turned on through the bung hole for a short time

will extract all lanniii and enter crevices or joints more effectuallv than

am other means.

Another ])lan is to fill the cask with water, adding a small amount of

lime which neutralizes the tannic acid ; after soaking for a few days
the cask should be emptied, then refilled with water to which a little salt

has been added, and allowed to stand lor a dav or so; it should then be

rinsed and re-filieil with clean water, and after soaking for a few huur.= the

cask mav l)e useil.
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Old casks are more difficult to deal with, but steam is one of the best

remedies. If the mould be deep seated a strong solution of caustic

potash may be used. Whilst boiling hot. pour into the cask five or six

gallons of this solution, strong enough to fioat an egg; roll the cask well

and stand it alternately on each end so that the solution will gain access to

all parts ; let it soak for a time, then fill with water leaving a gallon or two

of solution in the cask. I>et it stand for a day or two and then empty

and rin.se with two or three waters. It is risky to use old casks, and where

the mould has penetrated the wood it is better to discard them. A solution

of potash should be kept at all times where cider is made, and vessels,

crusher, press cloths, and tools of all kinds, washed frequently with it. A
liberal distribution of lime is also an excellent preventative against fungoid

and insect life.

The cellar for storage of casks, whether full or empty, should be free

of all disagreeable odours; where dampness exists, thev are difficult to

prevent, but this defect must be remedied. Good wholesome air with an even

temperature ranging between 50 and 60 degrees, lower if possible, is Avhat

should be aimed at where cider is stored.

Diffusion in Cider Making.

Cider is sometimes made bv a svstem known as diffusion, similar to the

most improved method of extracting the juice from the sugar beet. There
are various methods adopted in carry-

ing this out, but a French gentleman
named Mr, Jules Nanot, of Paris, lias

adopted a simple, effectual, and in-

expensive method by which small

-quantities of cider can be made where
there is no niachiiieiy available for

treating the f'l iiit otherwise.

The illustration (No. 16) sliows

his raediod, and although it appears

somewliat complicated at the start,

it is simple in the extreme when
once practised.

The following is his description of

the method :

—

Suppose we take 1 ^j kilogranunes

(about 3 cwt.) of apples reduced to
16. ARRANGEMENT OF TUBS.

pulp. Divide them into three lots of 50 kilogrammes (about i cwt.) each,

and put each lot into a \"at or tub. These tubs are then placed in steps one

above the other, and communicate with each other by means of spigots pro-

vided in the interior with small convex screens.

Care must be taken to keep the tubs closelv covered, not only to prevent

the pulp from floating, Ijut also to prevent oxidation, as otherwise, on ac-

count of the mass remaining exposed to the air for a long time (three times

24 hours) it would yield cider which afterwards would turn black.

First manipulation :—Pour 50 litres (about 11 gallons) of water into tub

No. I and macerate for 24 hours.

Second manipulation :—Draw off the liquid in Xo. r bv opening the

spigot into Xo. 2, and pour again 50 litres of water into Xo. i and macerate

for 24 hours.
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Third manipulation :—Draw off the liquid from Xo. 2 into No. 3. and
the liquid from No. i into No. 2. Pour 50 litres into No. i and macerate
for 24 hours.

Fourth manii)ulatioii :—Draw oft" the liquids from No. 3, then draw off

the liquid from No. 2 into No. 3, and from No. i into No. 2. Now re-

move No. I and replace its exhausted pulp with freshly ground apples, then

instead of putting it on the top step, place it at the bottom, and shift Nos.

2 and 3 one stei3 higher up so that No. 2 becomes No. i. No. 3, 2, and No.
I, 3; then draw off the liquid in No. 2 into No. 3 and that of No. i into

No. 2; now pour 50 litres of water into the upper tub No. i, and repeat

this every 24 hours during the process. The liquid, which is drawn off

every 24 hours from the lowest tub, is poured into the barrel in which it

is to ferment."

The water is first applied to the partlv exhausted pulp and passed from
there to the next stage, and finally on to the fresh pulp, and thence into the

cask. Where carried out on a large scale, the vats are placed on the

ground, and the liquid pumped from one cask to the other ; then any number
of tubs mav be employed.

The juice is then tested with the saccharometer to ascertain its density,

and if less than 10 or 12 per cent., sugar is added tO' bring it up to the

desired strength. If the cider is required for early use, less sugar is needed
than if required to stand over for a year or two. The juice is then treated

similarly to that extracted by pressure.

This system is well spoken of by those whoi have adopted it and should

answer here for those who wish to work in a small wav. without incurring

the expense of machinery.

Storing, Bottling, &:c.

The final operations in cider making are storing and maturing. If

properly prepared, it may be stored away in casks, jars, or

bottles ; but ciders weak in alcohol should be carefully bottled as soon

as possible after making.
Those which have a fair amount of alcohol, sav 8 to 10 per cent, (which

is the average amount in most of the ciders made in the State), will keep
well in good sound casks, if stored away in some cool place where the

temperature is fairly even and free from the sudden atmospheric changes

so prevalent in our climate.

The bottling is oxtremelv simple, \ et it must be done with care. The
liquid is run from the cask to the bottle by the aid of a long nosed tap or

syphon, and carefully corked down.
I cannot do better than quote the following extract by Mr. Lumley on

this subject :—

•

" The secret of bDttling wine with success consists in the exercise of

much care and cleanliness. (Cider is known as apple wine, in France and
elsewhere.) The l)nttles should be sound, clean, and (lr\ . and free, from
the least trace of mustiness.

Experience proves that wine bottlerl in fine dry weather preserves its

clearness and liquidity mucli better than that bottled in damp weather.

The wine should be clear and brilliant or it nuist be fine and clarified befo^'e

being finally bottled.

Care must be taken to ax'oid sliakiiii; tlie cask and so ilislril)uting the

sediment during the operation. The remaining portion whicli cannot be

drawn off clear should be strained off through a wine bag, and then bottled.

as inferior wine.
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The corks should be of the test quality, and before being placed in the

bottles, should be soaked and compressed by a cork squeezer. After care-

fully corking, either by the ordinary methods, or by the aid of a corking

machine, the top of the bottle should be protected by a capsule or wax.

In many cases both materials are used, as there is danger of ingress of air

through the pores of the cork, or from insects eating their way into it.

Before placing on the capsules, it is necessary to tie down the cork Avith

•either wire or string, as the pressure caused by the carbonic acid gas created

within, is considerable.

The .storage of bottles is l)est effected by placing in racks in a cool cellar,

and each class of cider should be placed by itself."'

Points to be Observed.

Briefly the points to be ob.seryed are as follows :
—

1. To haryest apples carefully.

2. When harye.sting, pile on boards or straw to mature.

3. Carefulh ayoid letting the apples come in contact with the earth for

any length of time.

4. Allow the apples to remain stored until ri])e when best results are

obtained.

5. Carefully test fruits for saccharine and acidity and blend accord-

ingly.

6. INIill or crush with machinery properly cleansed with potash lye.

7. Filter with suitable filter as described, to purify and clarify.

8. Ferment with even temperature.

9. Check fermentation, when necessary, by filtration or racking.

10. Rack through filter if po.ssible.

11. Filter through paper pulp, carefully cleansing same.

12. Pasteurize to destroy fermentation, and avoid oyer-heating.

13. Keep records of specific gravity , &c.

14. Record changes frequently.

15. When fermentation and filtration are completed, transfer to clean

bottles or casks, corking tisrhtlv with best corks and wire down.

16. Stack bottles on side, not end.
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AYHEAT IMPROVEMENT COMMITTEE.
DISEASES AND PES'JS OF CEREALS.

H. Pre, Principal, Dooklc Agricultural College.

If statistics could be published of the linanrial loss to the State, due
to the ravages of fungoici and allied pests, the amount would be
astounding. If we consider the loss to farmers due to the pre.sence in

their crops of Bunt, Black Smut, Leaf Smut, Take-all, and Rust, this

loss alone would impress on them not only the utility, but the urgent

necessity, of exhaustive experiments to produce varieties having the power
to resi.st the attacks of parasitic pests ; and, until this end is achieved,

to find methods of checking, if not destroying, them. The farmer who
studies and understands the life-history of these pests is often enabled to

keep his farm free from some of them. Others of them, such as rust

in wheat, are beyond the control of the farmer, except that he may grow
certain varieties that, in his district, ha\e the power to resist diseases.

Experiments in connexion with the production of such \"arieties have,

for many years, been carried out at the College. In the early days, the

production of rust-resistant varieties claimed considerable attention ; but,

as rust is seldom present at the College Farm in sufficient quantity to con-

siderably reduce the vield, the conditions were not such as to enable a

proper test to be made. It is possible, however, to carrv on interesting

experiments antl research work in connexion with bunt {Tilletia levis and
T. tritici), this disease being prevalent in all wheat-growing areas where
the pickling of seed is not systematically carried out. The experiments
in relation to bunt were carried out last season on a more comprehensive
plan than during the previous season. Over 200 experiments relating to

this disea.se alone were under observation ; but, as Mr. McAlpine. the

Government Vegetable Pathologist, had a free hand to acquire results

for his new work on the Smuts of Australia, it will not be necessarv for
mi' ti> dfil witii details of a more or less technical nature. The scope of
the work intended to increase our knowledge of bunt diseases is. in the

main, embraced under the following heads :

—

(1) The profluction of hunt-resistaiit varieties of wlieat

:

^

['!) To (letenniiie the most effective and economical fungicides or pickles and the
best metiii'ds of ii.sing tjiem ;

(3) To determine the losses due to pickling :

(4) To determine the loss due to sowing nnpicklcd wheat in soil infct'tcd by a
discasi.'d ci'o|i grown during the pre\ ions season ;

(.")) '\\^ note the (^llecls of reinfection due to placing pickled wiieat in infecti'd l-ags,
or utilizing infected seed-drills, &o. ;

(6) ComiJiirative tests of the moi-e comn-.only-grown wlieuts in regard to bunt-
resistance.

Comparative Tests of Varieties in Regard to Bunt-Re.sistance.

Tests of .some of the better known wheats were made to determine
their comparative resistance to bunt disease.

The fluctuations from vear to year are slight ; but, on th(^ whole, all

the wheats generally grown are much subject to iniertion. The harder

or somewhat .semi-translucent varieties appear to have a smaller per-

centage bunted. This mav be due to an inherent power of resistance, or

to th(^ pickle mere r(\Tdiiv reaching all parts of the grain. In some
varieties the ci'ease is deep and rather nari'w ; hence, sjiores could rest at

the bottom without K'ing wetted or destroyed, owing to the imprisoned

air preventing the fungicide from soaking in to them. Also, in some
varieties, the brush is large and catches bnnt spores, and the germ end
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sometimes shows a comparatively deep, narrow crease capable of

harboring occasional spores. In these cases we may account for an

occasional bunted ear in a crop sown with pickled seed. In another part

of the report mention is made of pickled and unpickled seed having

been sown in an infected field. The object of such an experiment is to

accentuate the importance of a rotation in checking diseases, ' and of the

necessity for pickling.

How long a field mav remain infected, my tests have not been suffi-

ciently conclusive to prove. On one or two occasions bunted ears have

been "found in soil infected two years before. This continued infection

may be due to a bunt ball teing detached from a diseased plant by being

threshed out before the plant was pulled up and destroyed, or to some

such means.

The life-historv of a spore has been worked out ; but, in order to

unravel the contributory causes of the prolongation of infection, it is as

well to consider the research under the conditions in which farmers are

generally placed. Mr. McAlpine, whose work shows so much painstaking

observation, will, no doubt, treat of the subject in his usual thorough

manner. A glance at the following table will show how very liable to

bunt is all of our commonly-grown wheats. In this set of experiments,

Medeah, a durum wheat, is the only one free from the disease. Although

not generally known to farmers, it is the best known durum variety in

the Commonwealth ; and for the comparative tests in bunt-resistance it_ has

been grown in the College plots. Early Barellett is an Argentine variety,

the name of which, I believe, is mis-spelled. It is somewhat translucent,

and of the Fife type. In the experiments in connection with bunt, I have

grown, adjacent to each infected row, one row of uninfected grain. This

was so that the comparison in all cases would be a proper one. It

happened in two instances that the apparently clean grain had by some

extraneous means become previously infected, or the infection was in the

grain from the first.

One interesting experiment, and one that I have carried out for years,

was the sowing of apparently clean grain taken from an ear part of

which was diseased. It was at first thought that if the clean grains of

a naturally-infected ear were sown after being artificially infected, they

might resist the attacks of the disease. But they invariably prove to be

liable to infection. Thirty-two grains were taken from the apparently

clean portion of an ear of a Steinwedel-blooded variety, the remainder

of w^hich contained bunted grains. Sixteen of these apparently clean

grains were artificially infected with T. levis, and sown 8 inches apart.

The remaining 16 were sown without being artificially infected.

Eleven of the infected seeds, and one of the non-infected seeds produced

bunted plants. It is, of course, possible, in the handling of the grain

in a bunted ear, for a spore to fall on and infect an adjacent grain ; or

the mycelia may have just reached the grain, and a spore been produced

just about the ripening period, and so no headway was made on the

remaining part of the grain, as partially infected grains have been

found.

Florence and Genoa, two varieties received through the Wheat Improve-

ment Committee, and, I believe, bred by the late Wm. Farrer, proved

to be bunt-resistant, but not immune from the attacks of the disea.se. It

mav be noted that the greater proportion of ears infected was those from

the secondary or late growth. It may also be noted that, in this experi-

ment, the germination of the moist-infected grains was comparatively

better than that of the clean seed and of the dry-infected grains.

5710. N
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Table B. — Test of thk Effects ok Diffehknt Fungicides oit Pickles
ON Gekminatiox.

No. of

Plot. How Treated.

1

2
3
4
5
6

7

8

9
10

Not pickled
Bluestone, 1 lb. to 10 gals, water ...

,. 8 „
4 „

„ 2 „
2

(and immersed in lime water for 5 minutes)
Formalin, 1 lb. to 50 gals, water

„ 45

„ 40 „
., 30 ,,

Percentage of Germination.

Comeback.
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Taulk D.—Tkst ok Wheats (Flokenck an'd Genoa) a.s Blnt-rlsisters.

Troatnu'iit of Seed sown ITtli .luiie. T.IOS.

No. of

I'lot.
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As usual, the steeping of the pickled grain in lime-water had a

marked effect on the germination, improving it considerably ; although

the results of the tests in which tlie lime-water was used alone do not

place it high as a bunt pickle.

In some instances, this season, owing to the unequal germinating

power of the wheat, the germination results obtained from pickled grain

were better than those from the unpickled.

The Production of Bunt-Resistant Varieties.

I have in previous reports introduced the subject of the production

-of bunt-resistant varieties. In the search for bunt-resistant varieties, I

ha\'e for some years been breeding varieties by crossing high-typed wheats,

possessing to some degree the p.ower to resist bunt, on others, especially

on Medeah, a durum, which has proved so resistant to bunt in this

district. Although it is not difficult to produce varieties that are, to a

•considerable degree, capable of resisting the attacks of the disease, it is

difficult to produce one that, in addition to possessing that quality, fulfils

•all the economic and practical needs of the miller and of the farmer

respectively.

In addition to the crossbreds enumerated in a previous report, I have

this season arranged other crosses. Until the\- have been proved to be

in every respect worthy of distribution, no practical ol:>ject is gained by

publishing the names of these crossbreds. Besides the bunt-resistant

varieties bred by me, I have two or three others forwarded by Mr. Sutton,

of Cowra, New South Wales, and two, Florence and Genoa, which came
through the Wheat Improvement Committee, from the same source.

None of the xarietie.'^ from New South Wales infected with bunt

spores produced clean plots, but the percentage of bunted plants was
low, and, in most instances, the bunted plants had only a few of the

later-produced ears diseased. Again Medeah proved to be bunt-resistant,

or practically bunt-proof, not one of the plants of this variety in any of

the experiments being diseased. The following other wheats proved to be
bunt-resistant, and were free from diseases after infection. Unlike

Medeah, however, they have not stood the test for several years :
—

Missogen ^r , , • r , • , i ,

77

—

-— ,—r^,^-— -—r Of the selections of this crossbred wheat, two
Medeah X White Fife.

Avere free from bunt. These selections are really distinct varieties, as

they differ so much from each other.

One selection of AUorite X Semi-durum was clean ; but the other

:selection in the row^ had plants partially bunted.

Blue Heron (an Emmer)
,

, , , . ^ ^ ,= ; ..^ ^—-. ,—=r-— had four selections free from bunt:
Egyptian X Tardent s Blue

•while other selections contained from one to three partially bunted plants.

Tripola
-

—

,
——— had three selections free from bunted plants. The

Tardent s Blue ^

other selections were slightly bunted.

Tripola
,

. . .

In —'

^. ^. 1

—
\
— three varieties were free.

Bobs X Medeah
Medeah ^, ^ .

, , . . r^r ^,
,— was the parentage of a number ot varieties. Ut these,

Bobs
eight were free from bunted plants grown from infected seed ; while nine

other varieties of the same breeding each contained a few partially-bunted

plants.
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ROMXEY MAR81I SHEE1\

//. '. Ham, Slicep Expert.

The Romney Marsh l)reed is gradually working into a good position,

and as long as a boom is not created for them, they have a good chance
of proving of service. In the history of all breeds of sheep there is a

class of breeder, usually with plenty of capital, who will take up a breed
with a deal of enthusiasm, but with little knowdedge of the purpose of

the particular breed.

Such breeders, as a rule, keep them true enough to pedigree, especiallv

with regard to such points as colour of face, legs, hoofs, and nose, shape

ROMNEY MARSH YEARLING RAM. " NEWBOLD. "

of ears, and (where the country encourages it) nice attracti\e wool. But
these points are only valuable when coupled with a well made thick set

carcase. When a Ix)om is on there are always some breeders who offer

grade sheep as pure ; but these sheep are not to be thought of when wishing
to commence a permanent flock, or for stud work.

Romney breeders, and others about to i)urchase, would do well
to consider the aim that the original breeders had in view when they
evolved this breed, for Romneys were bred mainK witli a \iew to being a

mutton breed of the best quality. At the same time ttiev w^ere to a large

extent a grazing sheep, having often to be kci)t on low marshv land until

four-tooth before being fattened. Consequent Iv the\ were bred to grow n

profitable fleece during this time.

The conditions of this class of country also demanded a particularly

good hoofed breed, and those that .stood these conditions best and came in

showing a thick set sturdy frame carrying a i)rofitable fleece, and showing
no feet troubles, were selected and bred from. As a result of this, the

Romney is a particularlv hardv sheep, and where the countrv is fairly
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healthy he is a verv g(x>d duer, and is particularly hardy in dry autumns
and in the depth of winter. But once they begin to be bred hastily for

numbers and pedigree onh. then thev will be found no better than any
other ordinary sheep.

Many enthusiasts credit the Romney with l«ing fluke, worm, and foot-

rot resi.stant. Thev hold that as they were bred successfully on low
marshy land they must be immune ; but we are not to forget that they

have been evolved on well drained marshes, ver\ different to much of our

cold unimproved countrv for which Romnevs axe recommended. No
matter how hard}" a class of sheep mav be, it has no possible hoj^e of
succeeding for anv length of time on some of our unhealthy countrv,

notwithstandinff drenches and licks.

ROMNEV MARSH E^^•E LAUV ELLAM.'

A typical Romney should possess alxne all else a full girth and lev^el

forequarter. As with all breeds, the governing principle is first to acquire

good thriving abilities, and this is attained (when the country is fairlv

healthy) by selecting good shaped stud sheep as broad and full girthed

as can be found, and then combining style of fleece and other minor typical

l^oints. Good width is mostly a sign of good constitutional vigour, and

this point, when coupled with improvement of the pastures and liberal

feeding, is the best preventive towards warding off such troubles as worms

and fluke.

The Romnev is credited with being evolved generations ago from the

English Leicester on one side and Ryeland on the other. Romneys as a

breed are finer in grain of mutton and grade of w^ool than the English

Leicester and secrete about the same amount of yolk. The wool is shorter

in length of staple and rather more dense, but yet sufficiently long to turn

the bulk of heavy rainfall and continuous showers in \-ery wet districts.

A good Romnev fleece, in grade and length of staple, is about mid-way

between good Shrnpshire and gnnd English T>eicester.
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AltliiMigli carrying a Imlkj

fleece of medium grade wool, they

are not a breed that directs the

main porlion of what is eaten into

wool and yolk : consequently

they thrive quickly, and when
fattened, produce a very sappy
mutton, and sappiness, combined
with fine grain of flesh, means
quality.

Good Roniney rams cross well

with roomy merino ewes, fine

comebacks, orfirst cross longwool-

merino ewes, especially the latter

—for the Romney is a breed that

compares closely in both carcase

and wool, to Lincoln-merino cross-

breds. With graziers depending
solely on good seasons and natural

pasture, lambs from this crofs, if

held over, will be found very

profitable woolcutters.

There is at the present time

some discussion as to the correct

type for Romneys. Some breeders

are selecting and breeding from a

longer stapled and more showy
wool type than was thought neces-

sary by English breeders, and in

30 doing must run a jisk of not

being able to maintain the highest

standard of form . For th e Roinnev

,

if selected and bred in this climate

to the longer stapled, and more
crimped character of wool, is

practically being bred back to

Avhat onr English breeders l)reil

partially away from— the English
Leicester type. Already we find

many pedigreed Romneys showing
the English Leicester style o!'

wo(d, having great length and
lustre.

True Roiuney wool is niediiiin

in grade,and demi-lustre in coloiii'.

Waviness, or character as it is

usually called, is desirable in a

young well bred healthy sheep,

but with ewes rearing lambs, aged
ewes, and rams that have been
to heavy service, this wavy
character, or crimp, is rarelv
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seen, and in these, want of character is pardonable. Although lustre

itself is created to a great extent by the country sheep are bred in, it is

usual to find with Romneys showing the most lustre and length of staple,

a tendency to the thinner and rather longer ear. This, when considered

together with lengthy style of fleece, is the first indication of drifting

from true type.

Hoofs, also, are a distinct and safe indication of type. The Romney
is a black hoofed breed ; all black hoofed breeds of sheep are more

resistant of foot disease than white hoofed breeds, and Romneys certainly

take pride of place in this respect. In the low lying land on which they

lived, hoofs had to be stout and thick. By way of comparison, merinoes,

as a breed, are the most susceptible to foot diseases, having a white hoof

with comparatively thin wall. From a wool point of view, especially,

merinoes do not breed true, if showing black, brow^n, or striped hoofs.

Breeders should be just as particular to see that Romney hoofs are all

black, as merino breeders are to see that merino hoofs are all white.

A danger our best Romney breeders have to face, is that flock

Romneys are too easily imitated. Rams, by neat Lincoln or English

Leicester sires, from selected half-bred longwool-merino ewes, resemble

Romneys so very closely, that it needs a fair judge of sheep to decide at

times what they really are, and the majority of our lamb-raising farmers

do not yet know sufficient in sheep matters to discriminate for themselves.

Pure Romneys should have a full level girth, even when in low con-

dition, broad level shoulders which spread the hand w^hen spanning it,

loin and hind-quarter as nearly as possible in proportion, short thick neck
with proportionately wide head, short broad muzzle, (not sniped nosed)

giving plenty room for wide sturdy teeth. Hoofs should be jet black, and
in size proportionate to the bone, hair on the legs should be short and a

clear white denoting hard bone, which bone should be in weight pro-

portionate to the carcase, whether ram or ewe. Ears should be on the

short side, thick and mellow, and covered with soft white hair. The
muzzle should be dark, and the face should be a clear white ; not the soft

white of the merino, or the bluish white of some of the English Leicesters

and Lincolns.

In choosing a stud Romney sire, a lengthy level back, with absence
of high hard wither, good point at brisket, full behind the arm, good
middle, full flank, good leg of mutton, (not too coarse In the breech) well
filled in behind, are all additional points to be sought for. In fleece

points, a medium grade of attractive wool, of fair length, and medium
density only, as well and eyenly covered down the fore arm, thigh, and
underneath as can be attained without neglecting carcase qualities, as well
as a neat top-knot, is sufficient.

Some typical specimens of the breed are here illustrated. The yearling
ram, " Newbold," is the property of Mr. W. H. Yelland, " Treverder,"
Newlyn, near Ballarat, and purchased by him when in New Zealand. This
sheep is a wonderfully thick youngster, and very true to type. The ewe,
"Lady El lam," was also bought by Mr. Yelland w^hen in New Zealand,
and at the last Royal Show in Melbourne, was awarded First and
Champion Prize. The group of Romneys are also New Zealand bred

;

50me of these afterwards went to Mr. S. Wrathall's stud at Geelong, and
a few to Queensland.
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SYSTEMATIC DAIRYING ON THE MOE SWAMP.
W. A. l/crkcs. Senior Dairy /'rodnee Grader.

To show what can be attained by the exercise of perseverance and
systematic effort, attention is drawn to the farm of Mr. J. J. Swingler on

the Moe Swamp. The property, known as '' Glen Iris Farm," is situ-

ated on the banks of the main drain. The illustration opposite (No. 2)

gives a general view of the swamp and sho'vvs the extent to which
settlement in this part of Gippsland has l^een brought in a comparatively

short time.

Previous to settlement, the land in question was covered with a mass
of trees, tussocks, and reeds. Some idea of its condition will be formed
from our first illustration. Readers can imagine the hardships en-

countered by the pioneers. Many of them, like Mr. Swingler, had large

r. CONDITION 01

families of growing boys and girls and practically no c pital when the\

commenced operations in this now famous district. The intelligence and
energy which this particular family must have expended to bring their

.small holding of 37 acres freehold and 35 acres leasehold to the present

state of excellence in the comparatiwiy short period of 9 vears commai' '

admiration.

A less suitable time could not ha\e been chosen for securing photo-

graphs than the time of my visit (27th .'\pril)
; my object, however, is to

I>lace on record the splendid j)rartic:il nsuhs achieved and the methods
employed to secure the same.

The farm buildings are not by anv means elaborate, but there is a

comfortable home. Improvements in the form of an up-to-date milking

shed and a modern piggery will short 1\ he erected, the opinion being held

by the owner tiiat the more comfortablt- the stock are made, the better wilf

be the commercial return.
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Illustration No. 4 shows the

herd at present in milk, just after

a most pxoductive season. With
few exceptions the condition of

the herd is good. As the cows,

Jersey-Ayrshire and Jersey-Short-

horn crosses, are certainly very

little if any better in appearance-

than many other herds in the dis-

trict, we must therefore look to

Mr. SAvingler's methods to

provide the key to his success.

Several notable features stand'

out, the principal being (i) system

of feeding, (2) treatment of cows,

(3) system of crop rotation and
cultivation.

/. System of Feeding. —

-

A\'hether a cow is in milk or not,

she is fed up to her capacity.

When dried off she is sO' fed that

when coming into production

again her condition is good and

no time is lost in making ud the

waste that too many of our herds^

show at this particular period.

2. Treatment of Cows.—As
shown in photograph No. 4
various members of Mr. Swing-

ler's family are amongst the cows.

Each of the children has a

favorite cow and the kind treat-

ment goes far to swell production

as evidenced by the cheques re-

ceived.

J. Crop R&tation and Cultiva-

tion.—The home farm of 37
acres, subdivided into paddocks,

lends itself admirably to the rota-

lion practi-sed. Such rotation, if

not complete theoretically, cer-

tainly leaves little to be desired

in the matter of production. The
rotation is oats, potatoes, maize
or Japanese millet, followed by

grass (rye grass, clover and cow
grass) which in turn is cut for

hay.

During 1908 there were 25 acres-

under cultivation, the crops

being as follows, viz., 7 acres

niai/e, 6 acres oats (for

ha\
), 3 acres oats (for greea
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fodder), 7 acres potatoes, 2 acres Japanese millet. This represented

nearly an acre under cultivation per cow. If the dairy farmers through-

out Viiiorin would put an acre per cow under cultivation in various fod-

W^T^^m-F^'j^^

4. THE DAIRY HERL).

ders on their respective farms, not onl_\ would they save their herds in

time of drought but the\ would, I feel sure, double the yearly output per

cow. Xeedless to sav ^Ir. Swingler has a system of feeding, viz., grazing

T. WHERE THE CREAM IS SOLD.

from I St September to about end of Januarv. Millet and maize are then

fed in conjunction with grass hay, followed during the autumn by oats

grazed and oaten hav.



I s-
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back ' of germination as instanced in vour Victorian barley. My results

when germinating in sand in a Coldar's germinator at a. temperature of 75
deg. F. show a germination of 82 per cent., most of the corns showing
a strong growth both of roots and plumules. Under similar conditions of

germination at 56 deg. F. 90 per cent, have germinated and grown
strongly, but of course more slowly than at the warmer temperature. On
the other hand, after steeping the barley in water under ordinary malting

conditions, subsequently only 29 per cent, showed signs of germination at

a temperature of 56 deg. F. Again, alternately steeping the grain in

water combined with very free aeration caused 60 per cent, to germinate

at 56 deg. F.
" I am inclined to think that for some very obscure reason the grains

axe peculiarly liable to being drowned when in steep. In the sand ger-

minators in which the dry grain is merely covered with wet sand, so that

water absorption and aeration go hand in hand the results of germination

are fairly good, and with intermittent steeping and aeration the results

also appear distinctly better than under ordinary conditions of steeping.

Combined .steeping and aeration is being largely employed bv Continental

maltsters now, and to some extent by maltsters in this country (England).

With average barleys it always tends to hearten germination very much
and as an experiment I am inclined to recommend such a method with the

Victorian barley. I should propose to steep the barley for say 8 hours,

run off the water, and if possible throw the barley into another cistern, or

at least turn it, and allow it to remain exposed to aeration for 8 hours,

subsequently steep again for 8 hours and repeat as before the aeration.

Continue until the barley is sufficiently steeped, when probably those corns

which are going to germinate will already shows signs of growth.
" Obviously, from the results of some of my experiments the majority

of the corns are alive and capable of vigorous germination and I think

.some modification of the aeration system is the most likely method to start

their growth. The whole question is a very interesting one and I should
like to know further about vour experiences."

Apparently therefore the grain received in England at the end of
March had improved somewhat in its germination capacity. Thus under
ordinary malting conditions the germination had risen from 10 to 29 per

cent., and in the germinators had risen from 46, 65 or 69 per cent, to 82
or 90 per cent., according to the conditions.

Mr. A. O. Barrett suggests that the germination capacity of barley may
be affected during transit by the warmth imparted to the hold of the ship

by the boilers, or by the sweating of the barley itself when stored in bulk,

and that this may favour the germination of difificultly germinable grain.

He mentions that in Adelaide the firm has germinative difficulties with the

Chevalier or two-rowed sort, whereas in malting the same grain in Victoria

none were found to be dormant.

In the particular case under discussion, hoAvever, Ave are undoubtedly
dealing with a case of delayed germination due to after ripening, for in

May, 1909, the barley harvested in December, 1908, which had previ-

ously shown so unsatisfactory germination suddenly gave 96 tO' 97 per cent,

germination in ordinary germination chamber tests without any previous

treatment. The same was given by the barley stored in bulk at the malt-

ing establishment under malting conditions. In this case therefore we
are dealing with a case of after ripening, the time required in Victoria

being 5 months, and being apparently cnmparativeh independent of the
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conditions of storage. The \'erv important ])r(Mlileni remains to determine
whether means can be found to hasten or control the process of ripening

so that from any given harvest in which the grains ha\e this

peculiar delayed germination a malting establishment may
be able to insure a supply for each month's consumption of barley
which has just reached its maximum germination capacity. The first step

will be to detemiine the processes involved in this apparent after-ripening,

and whether they involve a production of ferments, changes in the food-
materials or in the cellular or protoplasmic structure of the seed. For
this purpose a fresh supply of similar grain will be needed, which it is

hoped the next harvest may yield. Apart from the economic aspects of
the problem, it will be of interest to determine whether this peculiaritv is

a biological adaptation acquired by this variety of barley for the purpose
of delaying germination until the autumn and winter rains set in and pro-
vide moisture for the germinating seedlings.

KILMORE MAIZE CHOP COMPETITION.
G. H. F. Baker, Silo Supervisor.

The Kilmore Agricultural and Pastoral Society recently offered a prize

for the best 3 acres of maize grown in the Shire of Kilmore. At the

time of judging, 23rd February last, only three growers remained in the

competition although nine entered originally. Those remaining had

HARVESTING THE MAIZE CROP.

drill-sown crops; the rest had sown their crops broadcast. It might here
be mentioned that "broadcast " is the term usually applied to all maize-
sowing that is not done on the principle advocated by the Department,
vjz. .sowing in rows with sufficient space between each to permit of the
intervening ground being hor.se-hoed or scarified at least twice after the
maize has shown.

Drill-sowing as advocated Ijy the Department allows of the sowing in

every fourth furrow, or not less than that distance between rows. Any
closer sowing than this is equivalent to broadcasting, as such method pre-
cludes any inter-cultivation, consequently moisture is allowed to evaporate
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from the ground unchecked in dry weather, and the weeds get every

chance to make growth and spread freely. In a dry season such broad-

cast sowing means disaster to any maize plot that cannot be irrigated, and

it was the cause of the withdrawal of six of the nine entrants in this

competition. The three remaining competitors were Messrs. Budd Bros.,

Wallan; Mr. J. J. Ryan, Kilmore; and Mr. W. Richards, High Camp
Plain, and the result of the judging placed them in the order in which

they are named.

The first crop inspected was that of Messrs. Budd Bros. This

was sown 3 feet apart, using two hoes only of the farm drill. Flat Red
seed was u.sed at the rate of 281bs. per acre, and a mixed manure, con-

sisting of I cw^t. sujDerphosphate and | cwt. of sulphate of ammonia per

acre, was drilled in at the same time. The soil is of a red, friable, loamy
nature. It was kept well-worked and free from weeds. The growth
was very good indeed. The plants had attained an average height of

7 feet^ and, notwithstanding the dry weather, the crop was still doing well

at time of inspection, and would probably yield 12 tons per acre. This
yield on a rainfall of 150 points during January speaks well for the culti-

vation methods of the owners.

The next paddock was that of Mr. J. J. Ryan, who is Secretary of

the Agricultural Society. This was grey, loamy ground, which has been

continuouslv cropped for the past 40 years. It was also drill-sown,

but hardly enough space was left between the rows for proper working

—

they were only 2 feet 8 inches apart. In this case, also, too much seed

was used, it being sown at the rate of nearly a bushel to the acre. The
combined effect of overcrowding the plants, and the absence of effectual

inter-cultivation, was shown by this crop during the dry weather, for it

stopped grow'ing in leaf and stalk and began to mature, any height

made afterwards being mainly due to its flowering. It reached an average

height of 5 feet 6 inches, and would probably yield not more than 8 tons

per acre. The Flat Red variety of maize was also sown. The accom-

panying photographs were taken on ]\lr. Ryan's farm.

The other competitor was Mr. W. Richards, High Camp Plain, whose

crop was sown on newly-broken-up swamp land. The soil, very dark

grev, sandy loam, was densely packed with a network of marsh weeds

and roots which made ploughing very difficult and also materially

interfered wdth the inter-cultivation. This paddock was sown with the

Flat Red variety also, in drills 2 feet 6 inches apart only; the drills

were not laid straight and these factors prevented any further cultivation,

consequently marsh weeds choked the crop. One half-acre, which was
sown in drills 3 feet apart and well inter-cultivated, reached a height

of 8 feet. It was looking ^•ery fresh and green and promised a heavy

yield, probably 20 tons per acre, but the balance of the 3 acres sown

would be very much below that ; the whole would probably average not

more than 6 tons per acre.

On the winning farm, that of Messrs. Budd Bros., a small experi-

mental plot of .seed maize was sown to test the growth of different

varieties for fodder purposes. Eight varieties were sown viz. :—Pride of

the North; Solomon's Pride; Sibley; Funk's Yellow Dent ; Hickory King;
White Horse Tooth ; Early Learning ; and a small-grained South American
maize, the name of which was not obtainable. The quality of this last

variety was apparently much fancied by the rabbits, for they had destroyed

almost every stalk of it. Hickory King, a large, flat, white-grained
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Vcoriety, had made by far the best growth both in height and substance

of stalk, averaging about 8 feet high on very thick stalks. Solomon's

Pride promised well; it germinated satisfactory, and was growing

vigorously with a rich, heavy green foliage and stout stems. It was

standing the dry weather exceedingly well. Early Learning, which

attained a height of 5 feet with hea\\ foliage and good stems, was just

blooming; it also stood the dry weather. The germination of Sibley,

Pride of the North, and White Horse Tooth, was poor, and the growth

inferior. As these varieties have also shown rather poor growth in other

MAKING STACK SILAGE.

trial plots in this district it may be assumed that they are not the best

suited for fodder growing locally. Funk's Yellow Dent came early,

cobbed well, but the foliage and stems were very light. It attained an

average height of 3 feet 6 inches and would yield a poor return.

The following are the points awarded to each competitor:—
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cataluSa.
{Continued from fu^ge JJO.)

F. de Castclla, Government \iticnlturist.

Llansa.

Provided with a letter of introduction to Don Ramon Ballesta y
Sans, I arrived at Llansa on 29th January. I was very warmly received

and most kindly shown everything there was to be seen in this most
interesting neighbourhood by Don Ramon's son who accompanied me in

a long walk during which we visited several vineyards, situated in almost
inaccessible situations for the vineyards run up the sides of these steep

hills to a height of a couple of thousand feet and more. They rank
amongst the most picturesque vineyards I have seen, not excepting those

of the Alto Douro in Portugal. Here, once more, one finds Primary
geological formations, slates and schists such as we know so well in

Australia, and here also does one meet with the Rancio wines almost

identical with those of the Priorato in olden times. There is less forti-

fication and less blending, for everything is done on a smaller scale,

and more as it was in olden days, than in an important commercial
centre such as Reus.

After leaving Figueras, the line runs across rich level country in a

N.E. direction, approaching a gap in the high hills before one. At
Villajuiga, I saw once more, in a cutting, the rocks so familiar in Aus-
tralia, but only to be met with in odd localities in Europe, for I was
again getting into country of Primary age. Geological formations
are a good deal mixed up about here, granite being visible now and
again, l:>ut further on at Llansa scarcely any but Primarv rocks are to

l^e seen. The vineyards of Llansa almost baffle description ; viewed from
below, one sees little but the retaining walls of the terraces and the

diagonal lines of the storm water channels, placed every here and there

to provide, as much as possible, against the washing away of the scantv

soil. Our photographs give some idea of this arrangement and of the

queer patterns presented on a mountain side when a considerable portion

of it is, as often happens, covered with vines. The terraces here are

bv no means level, the retaining walls being only sufficiently high to reduce

the natural slope of the ground enough to permit work. They do not

constitute, as in Portugal, a regular series of steps. As in the Priorato,

it is the most inaccessible vineyards which produce the choicest wines—the

best Rancios- In the richer low-lying land, ordinar\- wines of fair

qualitv are grown but it is only on the Primarv rock that they can grow
Rancios of quality.

Much of what I have already written concerning the Priorato, applies

equally well to this district. There is but little difference. The soil is the

same ; the Garnacho is exclusively cultivated on the hillsides for the pro-

duction of Rancio wines and, except in a few rich valley soils, Rupestris

du Lot is the only stock used. The Garnacho is here usually known under

its Catalan name of Llorane ; a white varietv of it is cultivated to some
extent and yields wine of excellent quality. The grapes of the white and
red varieties are usually mixed at vintage.

I was able to take a 5 or 6 mile walk among these most picturesque hill-

side vinevards. We ascended the mountain to a height of about 1.600 feet

before getting out of the vine zone, though at this elevation the vineyards
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are not continuous, as they are lower down. Blocks of \ines, of a few
acres in extent, are separated by varying areas of uncultivated land, covered
with scrub, in which we put up several flights of partridges. These birds,

abound in this wild hillv country, feeding largely on olives, when thev

are in season, and affording good shooting to local sportsmen. The
Spanish variety of partridge would be well w-orth acclimatizing in Aus-
tralia. They are said to multiply rapidly and would find, in the scrubby

hillsides of many of our ranges, conditions almost identical to those pre-

vailing in the land of their origin.

No buildings are to be found in these elevated vineyards. The grapes

are all conveyed to the cellars and crushing houses situated lower down,
usually on pack mules with two baskets balanced, one on either side.

Where too steep for mules, the grapes are carried on men's backs,

but it is astonishing where these sure-footed animals can carry their loads.

The only roads are the stormwater channels already referred to—walled

in on either side and with the solid rock for bottom. ' These are torrents

wdien it rains and roads only when it is fine ; that is. if the uneven bed of

a torrent can be dignified bv the name of n ad.

TERRACED VINEVARl >S, LLANSA.

The view from the highest point we reached was magnificent. In the

gap in the hills, between the railway line and the sea, one could see the

ancient castle of San Salvador which dates from the time of the Saracens.

Our photograi^h gives but a poor idea of the grandeur of the scene.

Though the whole of the region our excursion took us through was in

the Pizarra (slate) formation, my guide informed me that a few vine-

vards are planted in granite. I was ratlier astonished to learn that these

also produced a superior wine, developing the Rancio taste. This is quite

contrary to the experience on the Douro (Portugal) where vineyards

situated on granite soils, even in the immediate neighbourhood of the cele-

brated Port wine vineyards, only produce " vin ordinaire " and not Port.

I saw several vineyards in course of establishment in rocky situations.

Subsoiling was oi course out of the question. Plantation with the crow-

bar is the rule. A hole is made in the rock in which an ungrafted root-

ling is planted. Growth is poor and two or three years usually elapse

before the voung vine is strong enough to graft. These are truly strange
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sites for vineyards, especially on resistant stocks, but it must be re-

membered that the vine is one of the few cultures possible. Under such
circumstances, it is surprising that profitable results can be obtained.
Judging by the scanty growth, yields must be very light, but qualitv
is high and the demand for these Rancio wines appears to be good. At
any rate, plantation is increasing and many growers are extending their

vineyards. Young vines are much in evidence, especially in the rocky and
almost inaccessible hillsides where the quality of the wine produced
renders it readily saleable.

I also visited some of the vineyards on lower land near the sea shore.

Here were some stiff clayey soils, as well as fairly sandy patches, in one
of which was still to.be seeTi a block of old ungrafted vines, which had
not yet succumbed to phylloxera, though it had completely infested the

district some 20 vears before. The stiffest soils were similar to many
of our own, and I much regretted that no experimental plots were to be
found, such as might give information concerning the adaptation of some
of the newer hvbrids in soils similar to our more difficult ones which I had

HILLSIDES UNDER VINES, LLANSA.

so long been on the look out for. Riparia and Rupestris du Lot were the

only sorts cultivated—in fact the only ones which had been tried.

Though far from perfect, I was on the whole rather surprised that

Riparia stock should do as well as it does. Probably absence of excess of

lime has much to do with its success. Even if not present in sufficient

quantity to cause chlorosis, this element would appear to interfere with

the general health and durability of this stock, which is one of the most

susceptible to lime of all American vines.

In these low-lying vineyards, the Garnacho is no longer exclusively

cultivated ; a good deal of Carineiia is also grown, the wine made from

the blend being the usual red " vin ordinaire " and not a Rancio.

Apoplexy (known in Catalan as feridoiira and in French as folletage) is

rather frequent, more so in the case of stocks grafted with Garnacho than

with Carinena. This disease—or rather accident—is more prevalent where
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affinity is not perfect, and iit is notewortln that the former of the above

varieties is the more " difficult " scion. Stiff clay soils appear to Ije

those in which vines are most liable to suffer from apoplexy.

Pruning was in progress at the time of my visit. I noted, in the

lower levels, where spring frosts are feared, the application of the precau-

tionary "preliminary pruning" which 1 had already seen in other parts

of Spain liable to similar trouble. The average yield of grapes in the

district, according to Don Ramon, is about 40 cargas (each 120 kilos) to the

hectare, or nearly 2 tons to the acre on the lower land. The yield on

the hillsides is about one-half this quantity.

WiNEMAKING.

Wine-making methods vary a good deal, but crushing without removal

of the stalks is the rule. Some wines are fermented for a long time on the

marc and are, in consequence, of deep colour when young. Others, again,

are separated immediateh from the crushed grapes and the juice fer-

mented separately, as for white wine. Much of the Rancio wine is made
in this way, the colour of the juice extracted by hard pressure being suffi-

cient to colour the whole, for Rancio wines are often very pale ; more
intense colour can easilv be obtained l)\ blending with a small proportion

of wine fermented on the skins.

Rancio wines are almost always fortified. The addition of the neces-

sary spirit prior to fermentation is very usual, even when fermentation

takes place in contact with the marc. Much variability exists as to the

type of wine made, from vintage to vintage. Some years, most wine is

made dry, whilst in others it is all sweet. In a good year the hillsides

yield musts of a gravity of 16 deg. and 17 deg. Baume {e.g. 1-125 and
1.

1 33). Heavy rains fell before the 1907 vintage, with the result that

most of the wine was made dry.

In Don Ramon's bodegas I tasted .several different wines and was par-

ticularly interested in the Rancios. These varied in colour, but when over

2 years old were all distinctly tawny and possessed of the characteristic

taste peculiar to the type, which commences to develop during the second

year. The influence of the cask is considerable, though no special

organism seems to be instrumental in bringing about the change, as is the

case with Sherry, nor are the casks ullaged. The same casks—usually

hogshead.s—are kept for many years, sjKM^ially for the maturation of Rancio

wines.

Some of these wines were very fuie. They were clean and delicate not-

withstanding the fairly high percentage of alcohol, usually fruity, if not

quite sweet, and with the characteristic bouquet and taste strongly

developed.

The Llansa vineyards have an additional interest in that they are re-

markably similar to tho.se which, in France, yield the wine .known as

Banyuls^ the nearest approach to a port, and one of the few fortified

sweet red wines made in France. In these, the soil is the same decom-

po.sed primary schist, the arrangement of the vineyards on terraced hill-

sides is practically identical, the Grenache is the variety almost exclusively

cultivated and wine making methods are \<m\ similar. Banyuls, Collioure

and Port-Vendres are the three viticultural centres in this small but

interestinfT district which is only distant from Llansa some 20 miles though

the Franco- Spanish frontier intervenes. They will be referred to later.

It is here only necessary to point out the great similarity with Llansa,

both as regards the vineyards themsehes ;ind their products.
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Recovery of Tartar and Spirit from Marc.

In the neighbourhood of Llansa I visited a small factory and distillery,

for the recovery of what would, otherwise, be waste products from the

marc. In Victoria, we allow many hundred pounds worth of by-products

of wine-making to be wasted annually, as was also the case, until recently,

in Europe. Nowadays, attention is being turned to their recovery, and
this Llansa factory was recently erected for the purpose. It buys and
treats the pressed marc from vine-growers in the neighbourhood—the

average yield per ton of marc being 88 lbs. of tartar and 9 galls, of

spirit of a strength of 65 per cent. o.p. The process of tartar extraction

was a new one and one which the manager explained to me was a secret

:

according to him, it gave entirely very satisfactory results. After extraction,

the marc was dried in the sun and used as fuel for the steam boilers of
the factory. In a country where firewood and coal are as dear as they are in

Spain, this was probably the most profitable means of utilizing it. Tartar
extraction is largely practised in France, and in a future report I pro-

pose to deal with French methods.********
On 30th January. I left Llansa for France, the frontier being only

some 4 miles aw\ay. The photographs show the last I saw of Spain, a

countrv which I left with very different feelings to those with which I

entered it three months earlier—feelings chiefly of gratitude to its hospitable

and courteous people for their many kindnesses to me, and assistance in my
work, and of admiration for much that I had seen of their agriculture and
especially of their viticulture.

AN UNRECORDED POISON PLANT.
Alfred J. Ewart, D.Sc, Ph.D., F.L.S., Government Botanist and

Professor of Botany in Melbonme University.

Specimens of the common red Pimpernel or Shepherd's Weather Glass
(Anagallis arvensis, Primulacece) have been forwarded from the Mount
Camel Estate, Redcastle, with a request fox identification and the statement

that a number of sheep had died, it was supposed, through eating this

plant. Neither Bailey nor Maiden include this plant in their lists

of plants poisonous toi stock in Australia but there is no doubt as to its

poisonous narcotic properties when eaten in excess, although it appears
usually to be untouched or eaten in small amounts insufficient to cause injury.

The plant formerly had a high medicinal value being used for a varietv

of diseases, from epilepsy to snake bite. In India it is still used for leprosv,

hydrophobia, dropsy, epilepsy, mania and cerebral affections generally.

Half a century ago it was known to possess distinct narcotic

properties, and this knowledge was based upon the experiments of Arfilas.

No active principle appears, however, to have been isolated, nor are there

any records of attempts to do so. This is therefore a case for investiga-

tion to determine {a) the nature of the narcotic principle, {b) its amount,

{c) the degree of intensity of its poisonous action.

In the East, the plant or an extract from it is used to intoxicate fishes

and also to expel leeches from the nostrils. Cases are recorded, however,

in which when used for this purpose on dogs and the juice has been sv;al-

lowed death has followed. In Baden-Powell's Punjaub Products, I., page

368, it is stated to kill dogs by producing inflammation of the stomach.

A blue flowered form of the Pimpernel, sometimes called Anagallis

coeriilea, also grows in Victoria as an introduced plant but is not common.
Both forms appear to have similar properties.
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ORCHARD NOTES.

/. Croii'ni, Principal, School of Horticulture. Burnley.

June and July are the most favorable months for planting deciduous
trees in the greater part of Victoria. Early planting is advisable in the

hotter and drier districts if the soil is well prepared and in a moderately
moist condition. The newly planted trees strike roots early and are able

to withstand warm and dry changes that are liable to occur far better than
those that are planted a month or so later.

Where the soil is sandy and porous planting mav be done shortiv after

a heavy fall of rain without prejudice to the future success of the trees.

In the case of stiff retentive soils that are liable to puddle, if at all wet,

it is necessary to wait until the excess of moisture has drained away before

attempting to plant. Holes must be made to a depth sufficient to accom-
modate the tree as it stood in the nursery row (or slightly lower), the soil

must be trodden firmly to prevent subsequent settlement, and must be

firmly packed about the roots. The foregoing points make up the proper

planting of trees and it is evident, if the work is done while the soil

is in a wet and sticky state, that it will bring an adhesive soil to a putty-

like condition, and prevent the admission of air. and when drv. in a great

measure, a sufficient supplv of moisture to the roots.

The most suitable soil for the culture of fruit trees generally is a sandy

or porous loam overlying a mellow clay subsoil ; the least suitable, the

black tenacious soils overlying basalt rocks. Whatever may be the chemical

value of these latter soils from a fertility point of view, it is undoubtedly

a fact that the physical features are such that fruit trees fail to thrive

when planted in them. The results of over fifty years' experience in fruit

growing in this State show that scarcely any profitable commercial

orchards exist, or have existed for any time, on the black clay loams men-

tioned, or on deep, peaty, swamp soils, while good fruit is produced in

every part of the State on the silurian or granitic soils, compared with

which the deep friable soils of older volcanic origin are decidedly inferior.

The sandy soils of the coastal districts are suitable for the culture of pears

and other fruits, and alluvial soils are also first class in many districts for

fruit growing. The character of the subsoil and clay is often of more
importance than that of the surface or true soil, a great depth of which is

not necessary for the production of trees that Avill bear fair and regular

crops of fruit of high qualitv. Drainage is probably the most vital con-

sideration in the culture of fruit trees and vines, and the most important

factor in this respect is the tenacity or porosity of the clay, or other bottom

soil. It has been often stated that the success of orchards planted on the

site of old mining diggings is largely due to the shafts, &c., acting as

drains. The same results can be seen in the same districts where no

shafts have been sunk. The subsoil is porous and rubble-like and, except

in odd instances, never becomes water-logged. The reefs that carry gold

bearing quartz are known as silurian and ordovician.

In addition to the soil consideration, aspect and moisture are very im-

portant matters in many parts of the State. In the Goulburn Valley and

other districts of a like character the dominating factor is the water supply.

Aspect does not require much consideration in such places, but it may

mean success or failure in other. A situation, say at Monbulk, where the

soil does not receive direct sunlight until mid-day or later is useless, no

matter what the soil, drainage, and moisture may be. An easterly or

north-easterlv slope is most suitable in such situations. Low situations are
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liable to frost and kinds and varieties susceptible to its influence should be

avoided there. Some of the finest apricot trees in the State are growing

at Bacchus Marsh, but they are frequently barren solely on account of

frost, while at Batesford, near Geelong, it has been found necessary to

protect the trees in spring by means of hessian sheets arranged on wire

frames overhead. Apples and pears do not suffer under the same con-

ditions and it would be more profitable and would relieve the orchardists

of a deal of anxietv if these fruits had been planted instead.

The outlook at present points to apples and pears being the best fruits

to plant, especially in the Southern districts. Inter-State markets absorb

a great quantity of pears and the opinion of most qualified people interested

in various departments of the industry is that the demand is increasing and

is sure to continue increasing. Prices obtained are, and have been for

some time, profitable and there are no indications at present that point

to a likelihood of a serious decrease. The prospect of an increasing trade

in pears with England and European countries is also good, but the sup-

ply to these markets is not likely to be of great value to growers in

Southern Victoria. The popular varieties, Winter Nelis, and Josephine de

Malines, are more suitable for planting in the districts north of the

Dividing Range and it is fairly certain that if shippers of pears^ to

England could obtain quantities of these varieties from Northern districts

they would confine themselves almost exclusively to them.

The expoTt of apples is largely increasing and is likely to increase to-

considerable dimensions. There are not many varieties worthy of con-

sideration in respect to general suitability for the export trade. Three

varieties stand far aheadof all others and there is not the slightest indi-

cation at present that either of them is likely to be superseded. One only,

Jonathan, is suited to the soil and general conditions of the Southern dis-

tricts, the others, Cleopatra and Munroe's Favourite, to warm districts

north of the divide. There are many places in the Northern districts, such

as the valleys of the King, Kiewa, Mitta and other rivers, where the con-

ditions are ideal for the culture of Jonathan apples and where thousands

of acres of suitable country are uncultivated and practicallv unstocked.

Of the others mentioned, Munroe's Favourite is the safest to plant.

Cleopatra is a verv fine apple and commands good prices in London but

is very liable to "bitter pit," the only disease of the apple at present, the

nature of which, and the remedy for, or against, is unknown.

In commercial orchards, the preparation of the soil for, and planting

of, fruit trees is as follows:—The land being cleared of trees and roots

to a depth of about one foot is ploughed to a depth of six or eight inches

as a general rule. In some ca.ses the land is subsoiled by ploughing in the

furrows again without a mould-board. This ploughing breaks up the soil

to a further depth of about six inches without bringing the subsoil to the

surface. The soil is harrowed and reduced to a fine tilth before planting

and the trees are set out in rows about twenty feet apart each way. Holes

are dug of a sufficient depth only to accommodate the roots of the trees

and the general success of the practice proves that it is correct. In places

where only a few trees are grown for home supply this practice should be

followed ks near as possible. Deep holes should never be dug for trees.

If the drainage is perfect it is only waste of time and energy ; if not on

a porous subsoil it is frequently the reason that trees fail. In addition to

sinking holes three feet and more in depth a liberal dressing of manure

is placed in the bottom to enrich the soil. In nine cases out of ten it pro-

duces soil acidity where the drainage is at all faulty. The best plan in

such places is to dig the strip of land that is to receive the trees through
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its entire length. If manure is necessary it should be dug in over the

whole of the worked area. No holes should be dug deeper than the rest

of the strip for the reception of the trees.

MANURIAL VALUE OF BATTERY SAND.
Considerable interest has recently been created in the Stawell district

bv the announcement that the battery and cyanide tailings from the gold

mines have been found to pos.sess wonderful fertilizing properties. So

that definite information could be supplied to inquirers, samples tor

analysis were collected at the local mines by an officer of the Chemist's

Branch. The results are published herewith.

The analytical examination shows that as far as phosphoric acid and
potash are concerned, the tailings are comparable with a good soil, whilst

thev are very poor as regards nitrogen. The latter is what one would
expect from material taken from such depths. It will, therefore, be seen

that a dressing of 56 lbs. per acre would be quite useless. Improved
conditions of soil, and consequently improved returns, would probably

follow the application of a few tons of the sand per acre on stiff clays;

but it would not be reasonable to expect an increased yield from small

dressings on ordinary .soils.

Analysis of Battery and Cyanide Tailings from Stawell Mines.
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CHAFF AND STOCK FOOD ACT Wm.
Attention is drawn to the fact that the Act to regulate the sale of

chaff and other foods for stock, which was recently assented to, will come

into operation on the ist Julv next.

Chaff and Stock Food Act, Xq. 2183.

Short t\tlc and commoiconoit.—
1. This Act may be cited as the Chaff and Stock Food Act 1909

and shall come into operation on the ist July, 1909.

Interpretation.—
2. In this Act unless inconsistent with the context or subject-matter

—

"By-products" includes husks, bran, pollard, brewers' grains,

and materials produced from any kind of grain in any

process of treatment or manufacture not being the primary

object of such process.
" Chaff " means hay or straw cut into short lengths.
" Foreign ingredients " includes substances which from time to

time are prescribed by regulations.
' Hay " means any dried cereal, legume, or grass from which the

grain or seed has not been removed.
" Hay chaff " means chaff consisting only of hay.
" Mixed chaff " means a mixture of hav chaff and straw chaff in

any proportion.
" Mixed concentrated or prepared stock food " includes

—

{a) all kinds of meals and foods for stock prepared
whether in whole or in part from one or more kinds
of grain or oils or juices or meats

;

(b) compressed fodder; and
{c) condimental patented or proprietary stock foods claimed

to possess nutritive properties or nutritive as well

as medicinal properties.

" Prescribed " means prescribed bv this Act.
" Stock " means any animal of the kind or .species to which any

of the following animals belong—horse, cow, sheep, pig,

domestic fowl, turkey, or duck.
'' Stock food " includes hay, straw, chaff, grain, mixed, concen-

trated, or prepared stock food and by-products
" Straw " means anv dried cereal, legume, or grass from which

the .seed or grain has been relmoved or which has been

stripped or threshed.
" Straw chaff " means chaff made from straw.
" This Act " includes any regulation under this Act.
" Parcel " includes sack, barrel, case, and package.
" Vendor " means anv person who sells or offers or exposes for

sale anv stock food.

Sale of mixed chaff prohibited.—
3. The sale of mixed chaff is hereby prohibited.

Chaff when offered for sale to be deemed hay chaff unless other-wist

stated. Penalty.—
4. In all sales, contracts, or agreements for the sale or delivery of

chaff such chaff in the absence of a written guarantee to the contrarv
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shall be presumed to be hay chaff; and any i:>erson who sells or contracts
or agrees to sell or deliver chaff shall in the absence of such a written
agreement to the contrary be guilty of an offence against this Act, if

ihe chaff so sold or contracted for is not hay chaff; and shall on conviction
he liable for a first offence to a penalty not exceeding ^£20, and for a
second offence to a penalty of not less than jQio or more than ^50, and
for each subsequent offence to a penaltv of not less than jQio or more
than ^100, or imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months, or to

l)Oth such joenalty and imprisonment.

Foreigu ingredients.—

-

5. The proportion or amount of foreign ingredients which may be
contained in any kind of stock food and the character of such foreign
ingredients may be prescribed by regulations.

Invoice. &^c., to constitute a warranty.—

-

6. (r) Every invoice, agreement, circular, or advertisement relating
to stock food shall state specificallv the materials of which such stock
food consists.

(2) Such statement in any invoice, agreement, circular, or ad\ertise-
ment as aforesaid shall notwithstanding any agreement to the contrary
constitute a warranty by the vendor that such stock food consists soleK
of the materials so specified and contains no greater proportion or amount
of foreign ingredients than is prescribed.

Invoices, &'c., as to mixed foods.—
7. Every invoice, agreement, circular, or advertisement relating to any

mixed, concentrated, or prepared stock food or to by-products

—

(a) shall state specifically the original grain or materials from which
such food or by-products were prepared, and

{b) shall constitute a warranty bv the vendor that such food or

by-products are prepared only from the specified original

grain or materials, and also that such food or by-products
are suitable as food for stock, and in the case of any
agreement, circular, or advertisement for the particular kind
of stock (if any) specified therein.

Invoice to be given by vendor.—
8. Upon the sale of any stock food (whether paid for at the time of

.«ale or not) the vendor shall at the time of sale, or within seven days after

delivery of the stock food or any part thereof, give to the purchaser an

invoice containing the statements required In this Act.

Offences a-tid penalties.— ^

9. Any person

—

ia) who sells or prepares for sale anv hav chaff and who mixes

therewith any straw chaff

;

{h) who sells or prepares for sale ox offers or exposes for sale

or contracts or agrees to sell or deliver any mixed chaff :

if) who sells or offers or exposes for sale or contracts or agrees

to sell or deliver any stock food which contains a larger

])roportion or amount of foreign ingredients than is pre-

.scril>ed
;

id) who iK'ing the vendor of any sto<-k food fails, neglects, or

refuses to give to the i)urchaser an invoice as required by

this Act or sells or delivers to the purchaser any stock food
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which does not consist solelv C)f tlie materials specified in

anv invoice, agreement, circular, or ad\ertisement relating

thereto ; or

(r) who improperly tampers with any sample or part of a sample

taken under this Act,

shall be guilty of an offence against this Act and shall on conviction be

liable for a first offence to a penalty not exceeding ^20, and for a second

offence to a penalty of not less than ;;^io or more than ;!^5o, and for each

subsequent offence to a penalty of not less than ;£2o or more than ^100, or

imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months, or to both such penalty

and imprisonment.

Power of officer to enter premises and take samples.—
10. (i) For the purpose of ascertaining whether the provisions of

this Act are being complied with any officer either generally or specifically

appointed by the Minister in writing

—

{a) shall have free access at any reasonable time to any building

or premises where stock food is prepared or sold or offered

or exposed for sale or to any portion of any farm or land

where any such stock food is kept for sale, and

(b) may examine and on payment of the ordinary market price

therefor take for analysis portions of any such stock food

as samples from any parcel whether in or on any such

building premises farm or land or from any vehicle.

(2) Such samples shall be of the weight required bv this Act, and
shall if possible be taken in the presence of the vendor or his agent or

of the person having the possession of such stock food or his agent, and

shall be taken from parcels comprising not less than 10 per cent, of each

w^hole lot sampled.

(3) The several portions taken from the whole lot of any one kind

of stock food sampled shall be thoroughly mixed and then divided into

three approximately equal parts. A label shall be placed on each such

part stating the name of the vendor or the person having possession of

the lot from which such sample was drawn and the time and place of

taking. Such label shall be signed by the person taking such sample

and also where practicable bv the vendor or person having charge of

the lot from which such sample was taken.

(4) Each of such parts shall be marked and sealed or fastened up
in such manner as its nature will permit ; and two of such parts shall

be forwarded by such officer to the chemist of the Department of Agri-

culture or his deputy, and one shall l:>e retained by such vendor or person.

(5) Of the parts forwarded to the said chemist or deputy one shall

be for analysis and for comparison with the invoice, agreement, circular or

advertisement relating thereto, and the other shall be retained by the said

chemist or deputy.

Pozver to take samples in absence of vendor.—
11. (i) If the vendor or his agent or the person having the possession

of such stock food or his agent fails to attend the taking of the samples

when notified so to do the said officer may proceed to take such samples

in the absence of any such vendor or person.
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Notice to vendor.—Portion of sample to be setit to vendor.—
(2) Where the officer has so taken any samples in the absence of such

vendor or person or agent lie shall forthwith

—

{a) give notice in writing of such taking to the vendor or his agent

or the person having possession of the lot from which the

samples were taken or his agent ; and
{b) deliver or forward one part marked and sealed or fastened up

in such a manner as its nature will permit to the vendor or

his agent or to such person or his agent.

Power to submit samples of stock food for analysis.—
12. (i) Anv purchaser of stock food shall on payment to the chemist

of the Department of Agriculture of the prescribed fee be entitled to have
such stock food analyzed by the said chemist or his deputy and to receive

from the said chemist a certificate of the results of such analysis.

(2) Any such purchaser intending to submit such stock food for

analysis shall within fourteen days after the delivery of such stock food give

notice in writmg to the vendor of his intention to have the same analyzed

and in such notice shall offer to take and divide at any time within seven-

days after the service of the notice and in the presence of the vendor or

his agent a sample of such stock food.

(3) Such notice mav be sent by registered letter through the post

addressed to the vendor to his address as stated in the in\oice or to his.

agent to the usual place of business of the agent.

(4) If the vendor or his agent does not w'ithin .seven davs after the

service of the notice accept the offer of the purchaser to take and divide a

sample of the stock food in his presence or in that of his agent or does

not attend personally or by agent at any time or place appointed by the

purchaser for the purpose the purchaser mav forthwith but not later than
fourteen days after the service of the notice take a samjile of such stock

food.

(5) Every sample taken under this section for jjurposes of analysis

shall be of the weight required by this Act.

(6) The several portions taken from the whole lot of stock food
sampled shall be thoroughly mixed and then divided into three approxi-

mately equal parts. A label shall be placed on each such part stating the

name of the vendor of the lot from which such sample was drawn and the

time and place of taking. Such label shall be signed l>y the person taking-

such sample.

(7) Each of such parts shall be marked and sealed or fastened uj) in

such manner as its nature will permit ; and two of such parts shall be for-

warded by such person to the chemist of the Department of Agriculture

or his deputy, and one shall be delivered or forwarded to the vendor.

(8) Of the parts forwarded to the said chemist or deputy one shall

be for analysis and for comparison with the invoice, agreement, circular, or

advertisement relating thereto, and the other shall be retained by the said

chemist or deputy.

Meaning of sample of hay, stra7L\ or chaff.—

-

13. (i) For the purposes of this Act

—

{a) a sample of hav. straw, or chaff shall mean an\ quantity not

less than 84 lbs. in weight ; and

{b) a sample of grain or mixed concentrated and jirepared stoc-k

food or by-products -shall mean any (iuantit\ not less than

20 lbs.
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(2) Where in any prosecution or proceeding under this Act a contra-

\ention of anv of the j)rovisions of this Act is proved in regard to any

such sample or anv part thereof such contravention shall be deemed to

have l:)een proved with regard to the whole lot from which the sample was

taken.

Prosecutions.—
14. Prosecutions for anv contravention of any of the provisions of

this Act may be instituted by any officer authorized by the Minister in

writing or by any member of the police force who is not below the rank

•of a sergeant or who is in charge of a police station or by any person

aggrieved under this Act.

Poicer to demand information.—
15. (i) The said officer or anv member of the police force mav at

;mv time require the purchaser of an\ stock food to .state the name and
address of the vendor from whom he purchased such stock food and the

price charged or paid therefor and also to produce for inspection any

invoice, circular, advertisement, or agreement given to him by the vendor.

(2) Anv per.son who withholds any such information or fails so lo

])roduce such invoice, circular, advertisement, or agreement, or obstructs

the said officer or anv meml)er of the police force in the execution of an}-

of his duties under this Act shall be guilty of an offence against this Act.

Saving.—
16. Nothing contained in this Act and no proceedings taken under

this Act against any person shall in any way interfere with any right or

remedy by civil process which any person aggrieved b) any contravention

of any of the provisions of this Act might have had if this Act had not

been passed.

Certificate of chemist.—

-

17. In anv proceedings against any person for an offence against this

Act where a copy of such certificate containing a notice to the effect of

this .section has teen .served with the summons the production of the certifi-

cate of the chemist of the Department of Agriculture or his deputy shall

be sufficient evidence of the facts therein .stated unless the defendant

within .se\enty-two hours after the service of the summons has notified the

informant that he requires that the said chemist or deputy shall be called

as a witness and that the parts of the sample in the possession respectively

of the said chemist or deputy or of the vendor or his agent as hereinbefore

mentioned shall be produced. Service of the copy of the said certificate

may be proved in the same manner as .service of the summons.

Penalty for contraventions.—
18. Any person who is guiltv of an\ offence against this Act or is

guilty of a contravention of or who fails to comply with any of the pro-

visions of this Act .shall Avhere no penalty is expressly provided therefor

be liable on conviction to a penalty not exceeding ^lo.
Penalty on ferson actiiallv committing offence.—

19. Where an offence for which a vendor is liable to a penalty has

in fact been committed by some agent, servant, workman, or other person,

such agent, servant, workman, or other person shall be liable to the like

penalty as if he w^ere the vendor.

Exemption of emfloyer from penalty on conviction of 'Jctiial offender.—
20. (i) Where a vendor is charged with an offence against any of the

pro^isions of this Act he shall be entitled upon information duly laid by

him to have any other person whom he charges as the actual offender

brought before the Court at the hearing of the charge, and if after the
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commission of the offence has been pro\t(l the vendor proves to the satis-

faction of the Court

—

{a) that he had used due diligencti- to enforce the execution of this

Act ; and
{b) that tlie said other person liad committed the offence in question

without his knowledge, consent, or connivance, and in con-
travention of his orders the said other person shall be
summarily convicted of such offence and the said \endor
shall be exempt from any penalty. The person so convicted
shall in the discretion of the Court be also liable to pay any
costs incidental to the proceedings.

(2) Where it is made to appear to the satisfaction of the said officer

or member of the police force at the time of discovering aii offence

—

{a) that the vendor has used all due diligence to enforce the
execution of this Act ; and

{b) by what person the offence has been committed ; and
{c) that it has been committed without the knowledge, consent, or

connivance of the said vendor and in contravention of his

orders,

the said officer or the memljer of the police force shall proceed against the
person whom he believes to be the actual offender without first proceeding
against the said vendor.

Authority of Munstcr for prosecution.—
21. Xo person selling as an agent on commission shall be prosecuted

for an offence against this Act in respect of such sale unless such
prosecution is expressly authorized by the Minister in writing.

Simplification of proof in certain cases.

22. In any prosecution or other proceeding under this Act instituted

by or under the direction of the Minister no proof shall be required of
any order to prosecute or of the particular or general ajjpointment of any
such officer.

Power to make regulations.—
23. (i) The Governor in Council mav make regulations as to any

matters whatsoever not being contrary to the provisions of this Act neces-

sary to give effect to this Act.

(2) Such regulations may prescribe fees for any analysis under this

Act and penalties not exceeding j[^\o for a contravention of any regulation.

(3) Such regulations may order that a copy of any regulation or

regulations shall be kept constantly affixed in legible characters in or on
some conspicuous place where it may be easily read by the persons

employed in cutting, selling, or distributing chaff.

(4) All such regulations when made bv the Governor in Council shall

be published in the Government Gazette and when so published shall have
the force of law and shall be judicially noticed and shall be laid before

both Houses of Parliament within fourteen days after the same shall have
been made if Parliament be then sitting and if not then within ten days
after the next meeting of Parliament, and a copy of any proposed regu-

lations shall be posted to each Member of Parliament at least twenty-one

days before such regulations are approved bv the Governor in Council.

Continuance of Act.—

•

24. This Act shall continue in force until the ist Julv, 1912.

iVote.^Copies, of the C//af and Stock Food Act 1909 mav be obtained

from the Government Printer, Melbourne. — Price 6d. each. Postage |d.

additional.
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REVIEW OF THE DAIRYING SEASON, 11)08-1).*

R. Croii'i\ Siiperiiiteiident of Exports.

A critical point has been reached in regard tO' the Dairying Industry
in Victoria. The time has come when all concerned must seriously con-
sider their present position and future attitude towards it. Is it to be
looked upon merely as a temporary occupation subject to exploitation when
other branches of farming become unprofitable ? To continue liable to wreck
and disaster whenever a shortage in natural pastures occurs? Will our
dairymen remain content with just a ring-fence around the whole of their
properties—absolutely without any provision for even rotation in grazing,

THE dairyman's STANDBY.

let alone the culti\ation nf fodder crops? Are the cows to be allowed to
die by the tens of thousands every time there is a prolonged drv spell?
Are the greater proportion of those'remaining to starve periodicallv,' to miss
calving and to remain unprofitable?

* Paper read at the Sixteenth Annual Conference of the Australasian Butter
and Cheese Factories Manajjers" Association, held May, 1909, at Melbourne.

6492. O
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There is similar laxity, too, in the trtMtnient of milk and cream in too

nian\ nlaces bv far. The use of rustv cans, the lack of provision for cool-

ing the milk or cream, and irregular and protracted deliveries are the

greatest drawbacks.

Turning to the factory manager, carelessness, and ultra-commercialism

are found to be the weak spots in his armour. The former is prolific of

every conceivable defect, and the other, a sacrifice of that high standard

of excellence and reputation which is incompatible with weight paring,

and a certain form of cream grading manipulation.

The far reaching consequences involved necessitate a comprehensive
review of all these questions to .see what remedial measures mav be possible.

With most of the matters mentioned, the cure is obvious. I wish I could

spend a few days at every dairyman's home so as to kindle his enthusiasm

and convince him of the importance of providing fodder and to .stir him
to act! "Act, in the living present!

"" Nineteen out of everv twenty
dairvmen one meets are theoreticallv well posted in these paramount sub-

jects, but on their farms they do not by any means evince a good use of

their advanced knowledge. Though able to dilate intelligentlv upon the

respective merits of various kinds of cow feed, they make not the slightest

attempt tn cultivate or save fodder of anv description. Since it is obviouslv

impossible for me tO' visit dairvmen individually, I trust vou to do all that

lies in your power to ^(7 each of your suppliers to act. I would suggest

that a printed slip be attached to, or enclosed with, each man's monthlv

account. It should read as follows:—
July Sow early spring lucerne which is very appropriately designated

" The King of Fodders "
; also more mangolds.

August ... Prepare land for fodder cro]l^. Sow lucerne. Overhaul harvesting

machinery.
Se-ftcmbgr ... Prepare land for summer fodder crops; sow sugar beet.

October ... Sow early maize, millet, jnimpkins, marrows and melons.

November ... Sow maize. Make sure that all mowing machines and harvesting

machinery are in good order.

December ... Sow more maize, millet, and sorghum.—Kefer to Journal ot Agri-

culture, April, 1909, for best varieties of maize, and methods

of planting.

January ... Sow late maize and sorghum.

February ... Sow barley, rye, and oats, rape and swedes, for green fodder if rain

has fallen.

March ... Earlv sowings of Algerian or black oats mixed with ])eas and tares.

Grass and lucerne should also be sown.
April ... Sow rape, peas, early cabbages, &c. Sow more lucerne.

May ... Sow oats with other mixtures for hay or silage.

June ... Further sowings of mangolds, peas, beans, and rye grass are recom-

mended.

This oiUline is of cour.se subject to modification or elaboration to suit

the different conditions existing in each district. Such a cour.se would

mean getting closer in touch, nearer home in each ca.se—like a "tickler''

in the office s\ .stem—a daily reminder. Factory managers can do a great

deal in this way, in the course of a \ear. by suggestion and encoin-agement.

The second \ear's " tickl.Ts " might <'nntain such matter as this

—

' October. Jack Jones ii.ul 15 cows this lime last year, and planted 3 acres of

maize, his milk che(iues for February, March, and April averaging 21s., 23s., and
19s., i)er cow resjiectivelv. This time last season Percy Smith owned eighteen cows

and did not plant anything. His cheques for February, March, and April were
13s., IIS., and 5s. per cow res])ectively. I hrcc of his cows died later on. Moral

—

r.row fodder. :\ow is the time lo put it in."
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Butter Exports.

The season about to close is one

of the most unsatisfactory yet ex-

perienced. Butl:er exports from ist

July. 1908, to date totalled only

9,456 tons as compared \vith

14,567 tons for the one preceding

and 21.562 tons for 1906-7 ; 5,983
tons were shipped to Great Britain,

614 tons to South Africa, 690

tons to Eastern Countries, and

2,169 tons to Inter-State Ports

Twenty -eight per cent, of that

shipped to Great Britain was un-

salted as compared with 28 per

cent, last year, and 30 per cent,

for the one preceding.

The cause of the falling off in

production is indicated in my
opening remarks, and the remedy
lies in the direction of adopting

dairying as a permanent and reli-

able industry—one that lifted

those on the land out of their

difficulties vears ago when no ex-

port trade existed for surplus

perishable products. Then it was

considered that dairying would
prosper if an average of 3d. per

gallon could be relied upon. This

bedrock limit has been far ex

ceeded, the average prices for tht

last two seasons having been from

30 per cent, to 50 per cent, above

that level. This has unfortu-

nate! v rendered many independent

of the constant work entailed by

the keeping and milk'ng of cows.

Successful dairymen have mad"
sufficient money to enable them to

purchase neighbouring properties

at extremelv high prices—to follow

the lighter occupation of grazini;

and lamb raising.

In a recent issue of the Age the

following paragraph appeared :-

Colac.—Several farmers in the dis-

trict have sold their farms and havf
gone to Queensland and New Sout'i

Wales.

In almost every instance the farms

referred to were purchased by neigh

bouring farmers who had acquired

eir capital chiefly out of dairying.
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Those who sold had so enhanced tlie value of their hohhngs during
recent years by dairying that they were able to sell them at an abnormal
price. At first sight, one would think that highly remunerativ'e returns

would encourage and develop the industi\ , hut the opposite has, in man\
instances, lieen the case. When other l)rcUK'hes of farming are remunera-
tive, affluent holders, not unnaturally, drift into more leisurely occupations
and allow themselves to become steejjcd in a sweet and drowsy somnolence.
Last season, I was reliably informed that whole herds were offered free
to any one who would take them awa\ , so emaciated had they become.
My friend refused to accept them at such short notice, as it was a certaint\

they could not live. Indeed, they all died very soon afterwards, their

hides being the only asset left.

Were farms subdivided into numerous paddocks and some of the plenti-

ful growths of spring conserved, their carrying capacity would be greatly

augmented. Much more extended culti\ation is required to maintain the
stock which it is now attempted to carr\ . It is strange that every one
who has working horses provides food so as to keep them strong and in

good profitable condition, and yet overlooks the like urgent need of taking

the necessary precautions to tide his cows over the season of scarcity.

In a previous report I stated :

—

" Our climate is too favorable. It would be better if it were much more rigorous."'

The more I dwell on that explanation, the more convinced am I of its

truth. Therefore, I must reiterate this statement that with a more severe
climate every one would be obliged to provide fodder for stock during the

leaner periods, even though it may appear cruel to criticise when the pinch
is most acute. Now, however, with a good season—I hope a c\cle of
good .seasons looming ahead—the suggestion that those who permit their

cows to starve should be liable to prosecution and penalt\ for cruelty to
animals, merits consideration. It might render cow-keepers more con-
siderate and force them to make pro])er provision for their stock. In m\
last annual report I pointed out that, even in the most drought-affected

areas of Victoria, dairymen were to be found who succeeded in keeping
their herds in full profit without losing a single head, the only possible

conclusion being that if all did likewise, the same creditable results would
be achieved. It is to be hoped that the monthly '^tickler" suggestion
too, will be put into practice.

Carelessness and Rustv Cans.

It is unfortunate that there is no authority to condemn and force out
of use cans and vessels unsuitable for holding milk and cream, for an
immense loss is annually incurred through the resulting contamination.
Some butter factories, more especialTy jjroprietary butter factories, have ro
a large extent overcome the trouble b\ taking the matter into their own
hands. Whenever a rustv -bottomed can reaches the factor\ it is refitted

with a new bottom and the suinilicr is debitt'd with the cost. It is one
way of meeting the difficulty and 1 am pleased to note that this system of
remedying matters is spreading.

Rxi>eriments were made recently li\ ih<' Dei>artnient to ascertain the
extent of the depreciation due to this cause. A quantity of cream was
divided into api>roximately equal parts, one part matured in proi>erly
tinned \es.sels, the other in ve.s.sels from which the tin was worn, with
the result that in every case a metallic flavour, like that of tallow, was
produced from the cream kept in the imtiniird \essels, whilst the other
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was free from that undesirable flavour. One parcel consisting of two 56-lb.

boxes of butter was kept at the Government Cool Stores for eight days

and then handed over to a firm of dairy produce salesmen to have each

box sold separately on its merits. The result was that the butter manu-
factured from cream kept in clean cans realized jd. per lb. more than

that made from the same cream which had been kept in vessels off which

the tin was worn. A separate experiment was conducted at another factor\

on the same lines, with exactly similar results; the parcels were three days

old when sold and realized |d. per lb. difference in price. A third

parcel was manufactured at still another factory and when fi\-e clays old

both portions realized the same price.

Duplicates were kept in each case and these with an additional one are

here for your inspection. They were all made in March and consequently

are now ten weeks old. For the past week they have been O'Ut of cool

store. They were examined yesterday by officers of the Department, who
report a difference in favour of i, 2, 5, and 7 points respectively in the

four experiments, the one showing the greatest variation being matured
in the vat containing the cream off which the tin was worn. The degree of

rust accounted for the difference.

Cream Grading.

Cream delivered to factories varies considerably in (|uality. Some may
be made into butter worth is., whilst the other produces butter worth under

rod. i^er lb., the intermediate loss being due to improper treatment. It

iL surprising how few there are who do- not cool their milk or cream. I

dare say there is hardly an individual engaged in the industry who could

not give an intelligent lecturette on the importance of cleanliness and the

necessity for cooling cream as soon after separating as possible, and yet

how few places are there where any serious attempt is made to comply

with these requirements.

The continuance of such laxity has at last stirred directors of butter

factories to request legislation providing for the compulsory grading of all

cream purchased for butter-making and payment accordingly. It is now
generally recognised that so long as the same price is paid for contaminated
cream as for the best, there is no impulsion to preserve and deliver it in

good order. As a matter of fact, the incentive to continue careful treat-

ment on the part of those already so disposed is destroyed.

Officers of the Department, who visit butter factories which dO' not grade

or wiiich do grade and pay the same price all round for their supplies,

get the same admission—that whilst other factories are not grading, or

paying according tO' grade, they feel powerless to introduce or maintain

such a system. Many of them have advised the Department that the\-

would be most willing to comply with such a procedure if others were
compelled to do likewise, thus fully recognising the necessity of some action

in order to check the existing laxity and downward tendency.

As overtures are being made at the moment to the Minister of Agricul-

ture by directors and managers of factories to have legislation passed which
will render the grading and payment accordingly mandatory a great

improvement during the coming season is assured.

Overlapping.

The long periods between some of the cream deliveries suggest a method
of collecting which has been so successful at some of our leading butter

factories, which reminds me of the necessity for factories having an under-
.standing regarding the territory to be catered for by each.
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Co-operative factories in Denmark protect themselves against exploita-

tion by dissatisfied members. Similar action has been taken by the leading

co-operative factories in Ireland. According to the last report of the Irish

Agricultural Organization Society Limited the following resolution was
passed :—

•

That, with a view to the prevention of overlapping and competition for juilk

supply ijetween dairy societies, and to promote in them the growth of a more co-

operative spirit, this meeting strongly urges on such societies the necessity for

—

[a) Defining, by mutual agreement, the area from which shall be drawn th.e

milk supply of each society.

[b) Requiring all milk suppliers within such area to become shareholders,

and refusing to accept milk from non-sharehohlers or from persons

whose milk has been rejected by other co-operative creameries on the

grounds of its inferior quality or condition ; and,

(r) Adopting, where practical, a rule binding members to supply all their

milk, except what may be required for household consumption.

It would be well if something similar could be done here. Many of

our co-operative butter factory companies are not co-operative in spirit, but

are now purely competitive trading concerns, encroaching on the territory

of neighbouring factories, and duplicatmg to some extent the cost of col-

lecting supplies. All this w'aste energy and additional outlay must come
out of the cows' teats, .so to speak; in other words, the dairyman in .some

shape or form has to pay the piper.

Defects.

With regard tO' the defects in manufacture, it is satisfactory to be able

to state that mottle was much less prevalent, but that improvement is

somewhat discounted by the presence of milky moisture and free moisture

in the butter. I am .sorry to state that in many cases there are good grounds

for suspecting delil^erate attempts at loading of butter by the manufac-

turers, which, however, have not been successful. When a purchaser draws

a trver of the butter and discovers free moisture, or worse still, free

moisture which is cloudy or milky, the quality and price are at once dis-

counted. In a few instances, under certain circumstances, there is perhaps

no help for it, but, as I have already stated, I have no doubt that clumsy

atte.npts are made to load the butter to the full capacity the law allows.

It is difficult, of course, to control either the moisture contents or the clean-

liness of the moisture contents in hot weather where insufficient refrigeration

is provided. Fortunately the number of factories w^orking with insufficient

cooling power is becoming fewer each year. Last season there should hn\e

been less reason for complaint because factories were not working up ;o

their full capacities as was the ca.se in previous seasons.

Altogether too much of the butter which arrived at the Cool Stores

during the warmer months was very soft, showing that it had been

despatched from factorv to railway cool trucks under exceedingly unsatis-

factory conditions. There are a number of well-managed factories in

Victoria whose butter ahva\s readies ilic Cool Stores in a faultless state.

It is part of a factorv manager's dutv to follow his butter from factory to

rail and to see that the vehicle in which It is to be conveyed is suitable,

and that it has not too long to wait before the cool truck arrives. In warm
weather, it is desirable tO' keep the current day's manufacture at the

factorv, and, indeed, to put all butter in the factory cool room before

sending it to the station. It is a great pity that more butter factory

managers do not follow their butter right through to the Cool Stores at

least once or twice each sea.son. It would be well worth the company's

while to arrange for them to do so. because of the valual)le information

to be gained under this and other headings.
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The quantity of butter finished in a slovenly manner is very suggestive

of amateur packing. Managers should not employ untidy men to do such

work. It is so easy, so pleasant, and moreover, so important to turn the

butter out in an attractive manner, that this detail should never be over,

looked.

Frequently we find butters of different colours in the one box showing
that this branch has been very carelessly attended to. It may perhaps be

considered hardly fitting to keep on repeating these subjects to a Confer-

ence of this kind every year, but I must again impress their importance

upon you. Hundreds of letters are written season after season to the

managers direct upon these topics and I have come to the conclusion that

whilst most men onlv require a reminder when necessary there are others

who have to be constantly urged to keep them up to the mark.

The number of samples of export butter analyzed this season was very

much greater than last, because, under the iron heel of competition,

managers are becoming keener ; and the authorities in England, on the

other hand, more alert. It would be a bad thing for Victoria if a series

of prosecutions were successfully instituted at home against Victorian

butter. The average moisture contents of the samples analyzed for the

season was 13.69 per cent, as compared with 13.44 per cent, for the

1907-8 season. The Western District butters averaged 13.4 per cent, as

compared with 13.32 per cent. ; the North and North-Eastern, 13.61 per

cent, as compared with 14.08 per cent. ; the Gippsland 13-94 per cent, as

compared with 13.51 per cent. ; and the City factories 13.8 per cent,

against 13.08 per cent. The total number of boxes intercepted on account

of samples having shown more than 16 per cent, was 776 or 0.28 per cent,

as compared with 0.08 per cent, for the season before.

Boric Acid.

A feature in connexion with the season's exp^orts is the falling

oft of boric acid contents. The average was only 0.17 per cent, as com-
pared with 0.23 per cent, for the season before. The Western District

iDutters showed an average of 0.22 per cent, as compared with 0.26 per

cent.; the North and North-Eastern 0.19 per cent, as compared with 0.25

per cent. ; Gippsland 0.18 per cent, as against 0.22 per cent. ; and the City

factories o.ii per cent, as compared with 0.14 per cent. Only one con-

signment of 38 boxes or o.oi per cent, was intercepted for containing more
than 0.5 f>er cent, boric acid as compared with 180 boxes or 0.03 per cent,

for the year before.

Deficiency in Butter Fat.

As a result of— I should say—technical education a new trouble was
more pronounced. An increased quantity of butter was found deficient in

butter fat as compared with the standard of 82 per cent, under the Com-
merce Regulations. It is only fair to state that in a few in.stances, this

result was incurred through inadvertence bv the use of combined churns
and workers recently introduced, and the difficulty at first of securing the

lower range of temperatures necessary to obviate the inclusion of high
moisture contents. The average butter fat and casein contents (casein

below I per cent.—the average casein contents of samples analyzed was
0.78 per cent.) of all the samples analyzed was 84.65 per cent. " butter

fat and casein " as compared with 84.1 per cent, of " butter fat " onlv
for the previous season. As it takes a considerable time to separate casein
and fat the whole of the returns under the Commerce Act last season were
grouped, whilst for the season before fat only was quoted. Western
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District butters showtd 85.43 per cent, tat and casein; North-Eastern,

84.54 per cent. ; Gippsland, 84.14 per cent. ; and City factories, 84.51 per

cent. The total number of boxes blocked during the season was 1,476, or

0.54 per cent, as compared with 0.15 j)er cent, last vear.

Quality.

It is unfortunate that a falling off in quality as well as quantity has to-

be recorded. The following table exhibits a comparison between this and'

the three preceding seasons:—
TABLE SHOWING NUMBER OP BOXES SCORING VARIOUS POINTS AND

PERCENTAGES, SEASONS 1905-6, 1906-7, 1907-8, and 1908-9.
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The proportion of superfine butter amounted to 29.02 per cent, as

compared with 34.45 per cent, for the year before; first grade butter

53.7 per cent, as against 51.4 per cent.; second grade butter 16.7 per

cent, as compared with 12.72 per cent., and third grade butter 1.05 per

cent, as against 1.19 per cent. There were only ten boxes of pastry, or

.003 per cent, as compared with 984 boxes or .2 per cent, for tlie year
before. The chief reason was discrepancy m flavour. Some of our milk
supply factories are undergoing exactly the same experience as all milk
supplied factories have encountered in the transition stage from a milk
supply to the home separator cream supply. In addition to the usuar

falling off experienced during this stage managers are incurring the full

complement of difficulties. Generally all the cream is pooled and one
quality made. At first the quantity of this class of cream is not sufficient

to warrant separate churnings for each can, or cream vat, and each churn-
ing is distinct in quality. This portion of the factory's output is placed
under one brand, the result being great irregularity in quality. In many
instances we find three different grades included in the one comsigment
under the same brand—each of half-a-dozen churn marks merits a different

.score, no two being alike.

Short Weights.

It is satisfactory to learn that only 520 bo'xes or .193 per cent, were
stopped from shipment during the sea.son as compared with 10,840 boxes
.or 2.24 per cent, for the season before. The firm and consistent manner

CHECKING WEIGHTS, EXPORT BUTTER.

-in which exporters we're dealt with has put an effective check on the undue
paring of weights. In the early history of deficiencies of this class the
private and proprietary factories were by far the greatest offenders, whilst

for the past season the co-operative factories have held this unenviable

palm; 376 boxes or 0.13 per cent, of co-operative butter was stopped,

20 boxes or 0.007 per cent, of the butter from private factories was inter-

cepted, 64 boxes of 0.023 per cent, presented for shipment by agents,

buyers, and exporters, not manufacturers, and 60 boxes or 0.022 per cent,

in the case of city companies and firms manufacturing and exporting.
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Penalties.

In all aggravated instances the Customs Department seized the con-
signments, they were under the Act forfeited to the King, and after a
deposit sufficient to cover any expenses and penalties which might be
inflicted the expoirters were permitted to amend the contents under official

supervision, so as to comply with the standard. The balance of the
deposit, if any, was returned after deducting the cost of seizure, together
with any expenses incurred and the penalty in addition.

Local and Export Brands.

Notwithstanding the periodical suggestions made bv the Department
that butter to be marketed locally should bear separate and distinctive

brands from that intended for export, most of the factories still use iden-

tical brands for both. A considerable jx)rtion is bought on the local market,

sent to one or other of the various cool stores and exported by the pur-
chasers. When factories were advised they sometimes disclaimed any
connexion with the transaction replying that they are not exporting any
butter the whole of their output being marketed locally. It can readily

be seen that, if these butters are not made up for export and .shipped in

competition with what has been specially manufactured for the export

trade, the result is against their interest.

Prices.

The prices realized on the home and local markets were satisfactory,

especially for the best butters, and compared favorably with those obtained

by other places, the highest average realized on the London market being

ins. Victorian butter still leads all the other States in regard tO' the

quality and prices for our best brands. However, the difference between
the demand for first and second grade butters has been much more pro-

nounced than for some seasons past. This was not so in the early part

of the season, but towards its close great difficulty was experienced in

quitting butters not of the best quality. This applied to the local as well

as to rne export market. There were times when choicest butter was readily

saleable at a shilling to is. id. per pound, whilst for mediocre a dragging
unsatisfactory market at from id. to 3d. below that was encountered.

This has had the effect of stirring the makers of poor butters into activity,

quite a large number having applied to the Department for help and advice

for which they have shown keen appreciation. For the past few seasons,

when lively markets were met with, manufacturers had no incenti\e and
were therefore not amenable to suggestions for improvement.

Grading Butter.

The criticisms of grading are becoming more kindlv as time goes on.

From the prices secured by individual factories per the various steamers,

it is found that, so far as particulars have been available, they have in

everv instance coincided with the grades of the butter. In every case

the very few criticisms made at home and abroad have, upon investigation,

vindicated grading. Early in the season, a most serious complaint was

received to the effect that a brand of butter with a fir.st-grade certificate

had turned out in .second-grade condition. On looking into the matter

it was found that four parcels of the brand referred to were .shipped Vjv

this steamer, two being of first and two of second-grade quality. The
second-grade parcels, however, were qualified with a distinctive mark.

The Department cabled the Agent-General to .secure the certificates, which

were used in connexion wdth the sale of the parcel. The tw^o first-grade
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certificates were procured, but the two second-grade certificates were not

available, and tlie Agent-General repo-rted that no certificate number was
discernible on the boxes complained of. In view of all the circumstances,

il; was evident that sharp practices had been indulged in and an attempt
made to throw the blame on the graders and the grading system. It is

,simply remarkable how slow some at the other end are in recognising the

necessity for always identifying the certificate number branded on the

packages with the number on the certificates. Probably it is because the

number marked on the packages forms such an insignificant portion of the

brand employed—it is meaningless unless the certificate is produced. This
raises the question whether the time has not arrived when all packages
should bear a grade mark. In the absence of a grade brand the difference

•between a 91 butter and an 89 butter is of little consequence, and this

holds good with a 95 or a 94 butter. If the standards already fixed were

applied to all packages managers would be able to grade their cream and
thus classify their butter. I venture to say that if the grading svstem

'had been applied in its entirety during the last few years Victorian export

butter would have been on a very different plane from what it is on to-day.

GRADING EXPORT BUTTER.

In spite of Departmental supervision Victorian buttef is still at times

maligned. Only a few weeks ago a letter appeared in the Age from an

Australian in South Africa, stating that certain reputable Victorian factory

brands were used to cover very inferior butter. It was found on investiga-

tion that no butter bearing any of the three brands referred to by the

writer had been shipped there since 1906—three years back. Such low-

down trade tricks must do much harm to the reputation of Victorian butter.

The brands, as far as could be gathered, were not registered there. The
m.atter was brought under the notice of the Transvaal Government and

copies of the Pure Foods Act and Commerce Act and Regulations were

forwarded to show the precautions insisted upon here to have goods, food

products especially, covered with a true trade description when offered for

sale. It is to be hoped that the South African authorities will take an

•effective rrieans of stopping these fraudulent practices.
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General.

The great question is how to resuscitate an interest in dairying in Vic-

toria. The large measure of success which we have attained has, as I have

already pointed out, had an enervating influence, and something must be
done to awaken people from their existing lethargy for

—

" 111 fares the land to hastening ills a prey,

Where wealth accumulates and men decay."

The universal use of the plough is what is needed, green fodder

—

fodder of any kind to commence with—and its judicious growing and con-

servation as silage or even hay, to provide a stand-by as an insurance

against drought. Most excellent advice is published in the agricultural

columns of the weekly papers, and in the Department's own Journal of
Azriculture.

Prospects at the moment are certainK bright and encouraging compared
with what they were twelve months ago. We have had splendid rains

from the Murray to the sea. In many districts there is a superabundance

of feed, particularly in portions of the North East. Dairy cows will be
able to pass the winter in good condition, and when such is the case thev

invariably come into full profit immediately upon calving. It is to be

hoped that we have reached the bottom of the cycle of depression and that

it will be a long time before it returns. I do trust that dairymen will be

made wise by their recent reverses, due, very largely, to their own want of
forethought, or, rather, to their neglect to provide against climatic contin-

gencies.

Last winter Victoria sent many shiploads of young dairv stock to New
South Wales, and for years men of experience and capital have gone in

an almost continuous stream to New South Wales and Queensland. The
disastrous results are reflected in the figures relating to the exports from
the three States. Only two years back, Victoria exported as much butter

as the whole of the sister States put together ; that is to say, half the

butter shipped from the Commonwealth was produced in Victoria. For
the season now closing, our exports will amount to a little over one-third

of the total. New South Wales has already caught us and Queensland
threatens to do so in the near future. Shall we allow ourselves as a State

to be outstripped by our neighbours when we have held the lead so long ?

Success or failure, progress or retrogression is entirely in our hands. The
answer which Victorian dairymen and land-owners give will not only be

vital to themselves but vital to Victoria as well. For " There is not one
of us so mean and base " that has not an interest in this all-prevading

issue. You. collectivelv and individually, you, can do much to revive^

assi.st, and establish this trulv national industry on a sound and permanent

basis.
* * * * -v- -x-

In the discussion on this paper the foUowinor notes are of interest :
—

Overlapping.

Mr. Crowe said— I believe we have too many factories ; it is not con-

sistent with the true co-operative spirit for them to be at daggers drawn
with one another. If there were a better feeling between some of the fac-

tories there would be more likelihood of amalgamation. The factory which

is conducted on the lines likely to secure the test result to the producer is the

one which will gradually draw in the neighbouring factories. It is the

close competition existing for cream which is doing all the harm. One
purchaser of cream keeps his suppliers up to the mark, and then another
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comes along and makes proposals which relieve them of the necessity of

being so careful and so gets custom. Some purchasers of cream make
quality a secondary matter—they want to get the business and make the

turnover i>aramount.

Cow Testing Associations.

Mr. Crowe remarked— Unfortunatelv we ha\e no Cow Testing Asso-

ciations in Victoria. There are two or three in Xew South Wales and
Tasmania. I had some correspondence with New South Wales Cow Test-

ing Associations who wished to get in touch with Victorian organizations,

and I gave them the address of one in Tasmania. The system is for

farmers to combine and have cows tested at certain periods. I dare say

the Department would supervi.se the milking of the cows, taking of .samples

and testing at long intervals, whilst intermediary te.sts would be made by

the local butter factory managers.

We have room in Victoria for at least 100 Cow Te.sting As.sociations.

This class of work in my opinion should be undertaken by the factories,

and if the manager cannot do it he should be provided with the necessary

assistance. Records of .some American Association cows con.si.st of per-

formances checked officially by the Experiment Stations.

I certainly think we should try and improve the existing state of

affairs. Whatever part of the State you go to you will find groups of

co-operative companies at enmity with one another. This is not as it should

be, and I think the co-operative companies should come together and agree

a.^ to their boundaries. It was mentioned yesterday that competition was
a good thing, and while I agree with this I do not approve of the methods
adopted. You know what happens when people are brushed the wrong
way. If factories conferred and helped one another amalgamation would
be achieved sooner. I know of half-a-dozen instances in which factories

should be combined, but the bitterness of feeling between them prevents
it.

Pasteurization.

Mr. Crowe.—Everywhere that pasteurization has been introduced and
carried out it has been a success. The degree varies according to the

manner in which the system is carried out. In the Goulburn Valley they

had some difficulty and an officer was sent there. Although he had some
difficulties at first he produced a reliable quality of butter before he came
away. Cream which had been on the farm three or four davs was treateci

successfully. Considerable improvement can be effected by pasteurization

where cows are fed on lucerne. It is an absolute necessity under such
conditions. The full advantages of pasteurization are not realized until

after a few weeks' time. Some of the officers intrusted with the carrying
out of these experiments may give their experience.

Mr. Herkes (Butter Grader").—The consistency of the cream has a good
deal to do with the success of the system. Cream of sav 35 per cent, after

three days will perhaps not pasteurize, but cream of 40 to 42 per cent, will

Some pasteurize and do not use a starter. The benefit in relation to first-

class cream is not .so much, l)ut the carr\ ing and keeping qualities are
greatly improved.

Mr. Watson (Colac).—I do not agree with the remarks concerning
pa.steurizing low testing cream. Our experience shows that it can be done
successfully. In pasteurizing cream which has a large amount of coagu-
lated matter in it. we find that we can get it through bv raising the tem-
perature to t8o degrees. If pasteurizing hardens the coagulated matter
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in the milk we get good results by straining it, and this leaves no white

specks in the butter.

Mr. Wilson (Leongatha).—Has it been a success on the Melbourne
market as against unpasteurized?

Mr. Watson.—Most emphaticalK ,
\e.s. In our case we have a good

many different clas.ses of cream to deal with, from totally different classes

of country, volcanic, (S:c., and some of this cream if unpasteurized would
turn out very inferior butter.

Mr. Proud (Korumburra).— If you get into a tight spot in the market

better prices are received for pasteurized Imtter.

Mr. McKay.—Ho\v often on average do you get your cream supplies?

Mr. Proud.—The bulk daily. Put rich cream three or four days old

would frequently give a better result.

Mr. Laffan (Hutler Grader).— I carrird out exi>eriments at Tatura

recently. On my return I made inquiries and found that there was an

increase of id. per lb. in one instance and lid. in the other on the Tatura

butter. At this time of the year there is not a great deal of butter for-

w-arded b) that factory to the city. The cream varfed from three to four

days old and was Ijadlv tainted with lucerne. Some of the cream four

days old was in a much better condition than some of the two days old

cream. In some instances, after getting ricl of the lucerne taint, I dis-

covered something worse which the lucerne had hidden.

Mr. Wilson.—Is it necessary to use a starter?

Mr. Watson.—We always use a starter. I can quite imagine that

there are instances to the contrary. The use of the starter gives uniformity.

One of the chief objects in pasteurizing is to get uniformity.

THE FUTURE OF DAIRY FARMING IN VICTORIA.*

T. Cherry, M.D., M.S., Director of Agriculture.

The non- progressive character of the dairying industry in recent years

may be .seen by a glance at the accompanying graphic representation of

Victorian exports of butter since the inception of the trade. The relative

number of tons each year is indicated by the depth of the black column

corresponding to the date. It will be seen that from a mode.st 365 tons

in 1889/90, the exports rapidly rose to 11,600 tons in 1894/5. During

the following four years, production remained nearly stationary at a slightly

low^er level. The second great expansion took place in 1899/ 1900, when

over 17,000 tons were exported. The axerage production for each of the

succeeding nine vears up-to-date has been much below this amount, although

on two occasions, 1905/6 and 1906/7, it has been slightly exceeded.

There can be no doubt whatever, therefore, that the industry is not only

stationary hut is actually retrograding. At the same time, the number of

agricultural holdings in Victoria has risen from 49,000 in 1904 to 57,800

in 1908, and as dairy farming is a form of industry (particularly well

suited for families taking up new holdings and making a start in agricul-

ture, one would naturally expect that it would l)e marked bv steady ex-

pansion. Several cau.ses may, however, be found for the reverse state of

affairs. Dairying is often looked upon as a stepping-stone to some lighter

form of occupation which involves less continuous labour, such as stock

fattening or wheat grG\ving. As soon as a family finds itself in a position

from the profits made from the cows to go into a less laborious although

* Address delivered before the Sixteenth Annual Conference of the Australasi.in

Butter and ("heese Factories Managers' Association lield Mav, iqoo, at Melbourne.
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less lucrative enter[)rise a clearing sale is held. I do not think that we

can complain of this movement ho\ve\er much we may regret it. The
dailv milking, morning and evening, year in year out, is an occupation

which is attractive to verv few. The remedy for this phase in the history

of the industry is to show that dairy farming can be carried on in such a

way that present profits can be enormousl\ increased, so that where a

family has several hundred acres of land in a district of good rainfall

the farm can be made a business concern of such size that the proprietor

requires to devote the whole of his time to managing his estate. He should

no more think of doing the work of a milk hand day after day than the

contractor for a line of railway thinks of earning his profits by pushing

a wheelbarrow all dav long.
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•dairy farming is carried on in districts with a rainfall of 25 inches per

.annum, or even in an irrigation area, there is no form of human industry

which is capable of such steady and uninterrupted expansion or which is

Jikelv to give such stable and profitable returns.

.SOME TVPICAi. ^11, 1 l^M .\^ <_M -MR. W . J. MAMIoLI. S MILKING SHORTHORNS.

While the clearing out sale of the successful dairyman has been re-

sponsible for many families relinquishing the industry, there has been in

too many cases a compulsory clearing out sale which is wholly unjustifiable.

This is due to the fact that the farmer has not been successful ; that his

returns have steadilv diminished ; and in too many cases a large number
of cows have died. Bad seasons are usuallv blamed for this state of

affairs, but as a matter of fact it is bad management. No proper effort has
been mnde to grow suflficient fodder for the cows to tide over a few months

" STELLA " (mR. W. T. M.-^NIFOLD S HERD OF MILKING SHORTHORNS).
In milk fi years

; produced 2,001 lbs. butter from 4,2.39 gals, inilk ; average per
year, 706 gals milk, ,337 lbs. Imt'.er. (At lOd. per lb. =£14 per year.

)

of dry weather. Consequently, there has been a long period in each
twelve months when the cows were dry. With good ordinary rains the
following season has been a so-called success, but on the other hand a
dry autumn followed by a dry spring has invariably meant disaster. Be-
fore Christmas everv cow is drv. Verv soon afterwards the voung stock
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are usuallv affected with cripples. Before long, deaths begin to occur,

and if grazing alone is relied upon in too many cases the herd has become
decimated. Again I say. that, in every district where the rainfall averages

25 inches per annum, or within an irrigation area, this state of affairs is

merely the result of mismanagement. By working along right lines there

is no reason whatever why each of these failures should not be turned

into a conspicuous success.

Another reason for failure is that many men have started on too large

a holding for the capital they have had at their command. This is largely

owing to the false idea that it is safe to depend in many districts on
grazing alone. On such a system as this, good luck is the main factor

towards a successful issue. Provided several years are encountered in

which the rainfall has been copious and seasonable, the inital diflficulties

may be overcome and sufficient money accumulated to enable the farmer

to think that he has been successful. Where cultivation, however, is neces-

sary, and I hope to show you that it is necessary on every farm in Victoria,

a farm of 60 to 100 acres requires a capital of not less than jQ^oo. This
is in addition to progress payments towards purchase mone\ or interest.

This sum is made up as follows:—
House, farm buildings and fences ... ... ^165
Implements and machinerv ... ... ... 135
First season's seeds and manures ... ... 35
15 cows and 3 horses ... ... ... ... 185
Mp.mtenance of famih' for 12 monlhs .. ... loo
Contingencies, s;iy ... ... ... ... 60

;^68o

Want of capital has caused a verv large number of farmers to become

absorbed in a lifelong struggle. Specially good seasons enable them to make
a little headwav, but a time of stress compels them to throw the whole

thing up. Even where the capital has been amply sufficient numbers have

failed simplv from want of method.

The Essentials for Success.

A.—The plough must be used to ])rovide sufficient fodder to keep the cows in

milk the whole year round.

B.—On everything except the richest ground the manure from the cows must be
systematically utilized, in order to increase the fertility of the farm.

C.—Proper records must be kept of each individual cow, so that the unprofitable

ones may be culled out and the general character of the herd improved from year

to year.

A.

—

Cultivation of Fodder.

First of all. the cows mu.st be properly fed. Grazing is all right for

a few months in the Western District and Gippsland, but the experience of

last season, during which 100,000 cows have been thrown out of action,

shows that grazing cannot be depended ujion if the industry is to be uni-

form! v profitable and steadily progressive. Taking a farm in a typical

.southern district such as the neighbourhood of Melboiu-ne, the first thing

a beginner requires to do. whether he has a large area or a small area, is

to make up liis mind to keei) a porlion of his holding under cultivation

and to increase this proportionately front year to year. Ultimately, all

parts of the farm which can be ploughed should be worked on a 5 or 6

vear rotation, and after a paddock has been grazed for a few years it

should he btdkni u]) and cropped before being laid down to gra.ss again.

Now, the number of different kinds of fodder which the dairy farmer may
grow is fairlv considerable, but there is no reason wh\ lie should take on

a large number at the commencement. In fact, I hold that the farmer

will do best at first by not attempting too many kinds of crops. When he
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has experience in the management of cuhivation, so that he can arrange

things in such a way that, while the routine work of milking the cows is

not ulterrupted, he may break up the ground and plant a crop at precisely

the right moment, the number of kinds may be increased ; but, to begin

nith, four main crops are quite sufficient—two for winter growth and two
for summer cultivation. In every case it must be remembered that success

depends more upon careful preparation of the land and planting the crop

properly at the right moment than upon the fertility of the soil. The old

Roman maxim that " In agriculture an opportunity lost one season seldom

comes back till next year " should always be borne in mind.

The earliest winter crop to be sown early in autumn should be a mix-

ture of oats, rye, peas and beans in the proportion of \ bushel each of

peas, beans and rye to i bushel of oats. In many cases wheat, barley and
tares may be added, the total amount of the seeding being fixed at from
2 to 3 bushels to the acre. The peas, beans and tares mav be sown broad-

cast before the paddock is harrowed ; the cereals sown together with the

drill if the farmer has one, but in any case broadcast sowing will give

nearly as good results as the drill. This mixture can be somewhat modified
as to give the heaviest crop that the land will carry and the one which
grows most rapidly through the winter. The richer the land, the more
suitable for barley. The poorer the land, the more important that oats

and rye should, form the main part of the mixture. The strong stalks of

the rye and beans help to support the crop during the later part of the

winter. The three or four cereals entering into competition for free air

and sunshine make each other grow so as not to be left behind. The ad-

mixture of peas and beans very largely increases the percentage of protein

or flesh-forming material in the crop and at the same time helps to replace
the nitrogen in the soil. The mixture, unless there happens to be too many
tares in it, can be readily cut by the reaper and binder. It mav be
utilized for feed as green fodder,' but what I want to insist on is that
every farmer should grow a sufficient area of some such mixture as this

to enable him to make enough silage to carry his cows in luxury through
the summer until the maize crop becomes available in the autumn. If this

crop is planted in an average year about the end of February it is ready
to cut for green fodder by July, and the balance can be made into silage

by the end of September or early in October. Remember that all the
leguminous plants attain their maximum food value when they are out in

bloom. There is no need to worry about the presence of pods. While
the grain is maturing, what happens is that there is merely a transference

of the materials already obtained from the soil into the seed. The total

fodder value of the plant as a whole is not increasing with the process of
ripening but is actually diminishing. These observations hold good also in

the case of the cereals. Provided the plant has attained full growth, hay
or silage made when the ears first appear is just as valuable as that made
at a later stage of maturity.

The Hay Crop.—The second winter crop is an ordinary sowing of
either oats or a mixture of oats and wheat for hay. On the average no
better advice can be given than a mixture of Algerian oats with some such
wheat as " Dart's Imperial." It should be sown early after the preceding
fodder crop has been got in, and it should be harvested towards the end oi
November after the maize has been planted. In this way seeding time and
harvest may both be extended so that the number of hands employed on the
farm may be reduced to the minimum. An average seeding on land rather

below the average in fertility is i| bushels of oats and f bushels of wheat,
or 2 J bushels of oats alone. One great reason why this crop should be
looked upon as the mainstay of the farm, is the fact that however long the
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oats remain in the ground before the rain comes they practically never
suffer serious injury from the drought.

The Mangold.—The two crops which make their main growth during
the hot weather in summer are mangolds and maize. Mangolds should be
sown from June to August. On the average, the best plan is to transplant
from a small seed bed. In this case, about the middle of June is the best

average time to sow a seed be(J, say 15 or 20 feet square in a warm corner
of the garden. The transplanting should be done on rainy days in Sep-
tember. In order to make a success of this crop an acre of land should be
deeply worked and heavilv manured with farmyard manure. It .should
be ploughed early in winter, manured and cross-ploughed about the end of

June, harrowed and scarified once or twice when the friability of the soil

is just right, and planted in September. The mangolds should be trans-

planted, when about the thickness of a lead pencil, into rows 3 feet apart,

the distance between the plants being either 8 or 16 inches. In the former
case, the intermediate ones may be removed and fed to the cows early in

the summer. The others will then continue growing through the summer
till the following winter. "Long Red'' and "Half Sugar" are the

best varieties for the average farmer, and, on the whole, success

is to be measured by the total weight of the crop. Fortv tons to the acre

at the least should be aimed at. To insure this requires a liberal supply
of farmyard manure and hoeing or scarifying several times during the

summer. The differences in the sugar content of the mangold are just

about equalized by corresponding differences in the tonnage per acre. An
additional reason for aiming at a very heav\ weight has been disclosed In

the recent discovery that the fresh juice of green leaves and tubers or fruit

acts as a powerful assistant to the digestion of hard, dry food. The in-

direct benefit of the mangold is therefore probably greater than its direct

value in furnishing food to stock. Another reason for selecting the man-
gold as the standard root crop is the fact that it is the hardiest of all this

class of plants. It stands transplanting, drought and excessive heat better

than any of the others, and in addition is practicallv immune from attacks

of disease.

Maize Crop.—Maize crojis for fodder should lie grown on every farm

in the south of Victoria and, wherever water is available for irrigation, in

the north. Under average conditions maize is to be preferred to Japanese

millet or the sorghums. I am willing to admit that under special circum-

stances one or other of the latter may be preferable, but my advice to the

beginner is to make a success of maize first and then try the others. Like

the mangold, maize should be planted on similarlv well prepared and

heavily manured land. It should be sown thinly in drills 3 feet apart, and

16 lbs. of seed is sufficient for an acre. For the main crop the proper

date, subject to slight local variations, is from the middle of October to

the middle of November. The seed should be dribbled in by hand mixed

with from i to 2 cwt. of superphosphate or other similar manure to the

acre. The paddock is then rolled and harrowed, and the harrowing may
l)e repeated when the plants are a few inches high. Subsequently, the

care of the crop consists in scarifying between the rows 3 inches deep at

intervals of a fortnight to three weeks—depending upon the soil and the

incidence of the rainfall. With this treatment a g(x>d crop will be grown

even in the driest season on record. Under average conditions of 8 or 10

inches of rain during the growing season the yield per acre should average

20 tons of green fodder. Our object is to grow large thick stalks and to

secure as heavv a weight of cobs as possil>le. The disappointment which

is often expres.sed as to the food value of maize fodder is chiefly based

on experience with thin s])indl\ stems and a great number of small leaves.
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Roughly speaking, half of the food value of the maize crop is in the inside

of the stem and the other half is in the cob. For dairy cows the stalks

should be chaffed; and when a farmer has a silo in proper working order

his object should be to make chaffed maize his main standbv for at least

six months in the vear.

It will be seen that in the above scheme the succulent food for the herd

is provided for in the mixed green fodder, the mangolds and the maize.

The dry portion of the cow's ration is secured by the hay. If a liberal

proportion of peas and beans is provided satisfactory results will be

secured without recourse to bran or grains of any kind. Here, again, I do
not wish to be misunderstood. In the case of a good herd of cows, each

of which is paying her way and showing a substantial profit on the year's

operations, it' will undoubtedly be a good investment to buy bran, crushed

oats or lucerne hay to add to the above food materials. What I want to

show is that by proper cultivation methods it is practicable to get satisfac-

tory returns from the herd without spending money outside the farm.

When a farmer has attained this position he will probably be quite ready

to increase the profits bv purchasing additional food from outside sources.

B.

—

Utilization of the Manure.

The ideal system of dairy farming, whether for milk production or

butter, is undoubtedly to house the cows under a properly constructed byre
during the cold nights in the winter. It is probably unfortunate for us

that our climate is just what it is. It is too mild to make this plan an
absolute necessity, while cold enough to entail a very considerable loss by
the neglect of proper housing. The chief objection to housinir. namely, the

dirt which accumulates on the flanks of the cows, may be overcome bv
proper methods of construction. In the Journal for February, 1907,
details are given of the construction of a proper floor on which the cows
are milked and subsequently sleep on a platform raised from 6 to 9 inches

above the level of the roadway down the centre of the shed. Provided
this platform is the proper length fore and aft the majority of the cow's

keep themselves absolutely clean. The variations in temperature during
the winter months are reflected immediately by the returns to the butter
factories and the general supply of milk. The simple scientific explana-
tion is that in cold weather the bod\ fat which would otherwise be utilized

for turning into milk is simply consumed by the tissues of the animal in

order to keep her bodv at the right degree of temperature.
The utilization of the manure is a simple thing once it is collected every

morning as a routine portion of the daily work. Messrs. Swan Brothers,
near Wangaratta, keep their fine herd of dairy cows to a very large extent
with the object of providing manure for their equally fine orchard. Manv
other examples may be cited in which the mutual dependence of the fer-

tility of the land and the manure from the live stock is recognised. On
the average, i ton of farmyard manure contains 11 lbs. each of nitrogen
and potash and 6 lbs. of phosphoric acid. At current market prices this

amounts, at a moderate valuation, to about ros. per ton. The value of the
manure when buried in the ground is, however, infinitelv greater than this,

for it transfers to the soil countless myriads of active micro-organisms
which can be obtained from no other source, and it is the incessant activity
of these micro-organisms which sets free the latent plant food of the soil.

Where the farmer thinks that housing his cows is too revolutionary a
method a small paddock should be provided handy to the homestead. If
the land is not too valuable it may be two acres in extent. The cows are
turned into this at night after their evening meal. If the western fence
is a hedge or of palings, or if there is a belt of trees in this direction.
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the cuws will very soon show how thev appreciate shelter. In the course

of three months, 30 cows will deposit approximately 100 tons of liquid

and solid manure on this small paddock, which should then be broken up
and used for cultivation and another one, similar in extent and equally

handy, provided for the stock. In this wav a number of extremely fertile

cultivation paddocks can be established close to the homestead. A handy
plan is to make use of a few posts with two or three strands of barbed

wire as a temporary fence in the corner of a jiaddock and shifting on the

temporarv fence as occasion requires. It will be observed that farmyard
manure is rich in nitrogen and potash and comparatively poor in phos-

phoric acid. In addition to this, phosphoric acid is the chief soil require-

ment of all our Victorian lands. Every crop, therefore, should be planted

with approximatelv i cwt. per acre of superphosphate, dissolved bones or

similar phosphatic manure.

C.

—

Culling the Herd.

This matter has been dwelt upon to such an extent that everyone

should be now familiar with the details of the method. Provided the cows
are properly fed, a record of the milk yield, combined with a test for per-

centage of butter fat carried out, say everv 3 months, changes the whole
position of the dairy farmer from one of guesswork and doubt tO' one of

absolute certainty. The first season will divide the great majority of the

cows into those which are worth keeping and those which are not. A few
may be on the border line and require observation extending over a longer

period, but once the habit is established, the ease with which it is carried

out and the benefits accruing therefrom are suflScient to make it part of
every day's routine work. The reason why records are so seldom seen in

Victorian herds is chiefly, I think, owing to the fact that the farmer feels

that his cows have not been receiving proper treatment with regard to food

during certain months of each year, and as to the milk yield a fair estimate
can scarcelv be made until the fodder question has received a satisfactory

solution. Another important point is that as soon as records are kept the
cows receive individual attention as to food and treatment. When hand
feeding is the rule it is soon found unprofitable to let the cows hustle after

a few sheaves or a load of maize scattered about the paddock. The hea^•v

milker requires most food, but very often she is a poor hustler. This is

simply another instance of the wav in which intelligent control spells

success.

MAIZE AS FODDER.

Departmental Demonstration Plots.

Those interested in the growing of maize for fodder purposes have
recognised considerable variation in the growth of the several varieties

;

not only as regards their individual peculiarities of early maturing and
stooling out, but also as regards the growth made by each under different

conditions. At the beginning of September last it was decided by the

Department of Agriculture to make a number of experiments during that

sea.son, to ascertain whether any conclusive evidence could be obtained

as to which varieties would be the most profitable to grow for fodder pur-

poses.

The seed for the denionstrat'on crops was furnished bv the Field

Branch through Mr. F. E. Lee, Agricultural Superintendent. The actual
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work was directly under the control of Mr. S. S. Cameron, M.R.C.V.S.,
Chief Veterinary Officer of the Stock and Dairy Supervision Branch,
and was carried out by the Dairy Supervisors in charge of those districts

where the demonstrations were conducted. The results obtained concern-
ing the bulk of the plots are now to hand. From a study of them, much
may be learned concerning the comparative growth of maize for fodder.
No one variety has given such results as would justify a claim for it

that it was superior to every other under all conditions and in everv dis-

trict. Several varieties, however, have proved their general adaptability
to many and varying conditions. On the other hand, several have been
found to be of little comparative value for fodder purposes in particular

districts.

ONE OF THE DEPARTMENTAL DEMONSTRAi XO.\ PLOTS.

Thirteen varieties of seed were made available bv ^Ir. Lee for dis-
tribution to the Supervisors ; and these were further supplemented by
small lots of other varieties obtained by the Supervisors elsewhere -

making altogether a total of twentv sorts. These were Siblev, Early
Yellow Dent, Early Learning, Solomon's Pride, White Horse Tooth,
Little Yankee, Boone County Special, Funk's Yellow Dent, Longfellow',
Hildreth's Y'ellow Dent, Hickory King, Eclipse, Pride of the North,'
Yellow Aloruya, Ninety Day, Reflet, North Western Dent, Blood Red,
Sydney Flat Red, Victorian Flat Red.

Forty-one reports have come to hand, concerning the crops grown in
twenty-nine localities, viz.—Malvern. Caulfield. Brighton, Narre^'Warren,
Dandenong, Lyndhurst, Monomeith, Yannathan, Caldermeade, Koo' Wee
Rup, Clyde, Cranbourne, Gembrook, Warburton, Yarra Glen, Coldstream
Mooroolbark, Croydon, Kew, Preston. Yan Yean, Wallan, Broadmeadcws^
Somerton, Tullamarine, Sunbury, Parwan, Werribee. and Little River.
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In all cases the seed was sown in rows 3 feet apart, so as to permit
of the systematic intercultivation of the growing crop. So far as the

amount of seed axailable would allow, each farmer who agreed to take

part in the experiment could obtain a sufficient quantity of seed to sow
at least half an acre of ground; as well as three or four i-lb. samples of

other varieties. A small quantity of the farmer's own seed which he was
using for the growing of his usual summer maize crop was also in most
instances sown adjacent to the Departmental samples, and under the same
conditions. It was optional with the farmer whether he manured the plot

or not. As a rule, the farmer picks out a good piece of ground to cul-

tivate for summer fodder ; but if manure was being used for the ordinary

crop the Department also supplied sufficient at the same rate for the

demonstration plots free of charge.

Apart from such notes as each Supervisor made on his several inspec-

tions of the plots under his charge, each grower was also requested to

fill in a short observation sheet regarding the development of each variety,

and its apparent value at maturity. Many of these sheets were full of

interesting details. Where the weight per acre is given this was arrived

at by weighing a section of the crop and calculating from that the

average of the whole. From the combined information thus obtained

the following epitome has been compiled.

Beginning with the coastal districts lying to the south-east of Mel-

bourne, those plots that were grown in Malvern, Caulfield, and
Brighton were dealt with in the April issue of the Journal by Supervisor

J. M. B. Connor.
In Berwick Shire, Supervisor A. V. Beecher reports :

—
" (i) Mr. F. Green, Narre Warren, sowed five varieties, viz.—Eclip.se,

Hickory King, Hildreth's Yellow Dent, Longfellow, and the farm variety

^ii Sydney Flat Red. Some variation in habit of growth was seen here,

particularlv as regards the stooling out. The three first-named varieties

made a fairly even growth; averaging about 6 feet high, and producing

3 to 4 stalks per seed. Longfellow, with an average height of 4 feet

produced as manv as 11 stalks per seed in some instances. The other

varieties, however, appeared to have had an extra advantage in the thick-

ness of the stalk, for the estimated weights per acre were as follow :
—

Hickory King 16 tons 14 cwt. ; Eclipse 10 tons 6 cwt. ; Longfellow 8 tons

4 cwt. ; Hildreth's Yellow Dent 8 tons. The sowing of the Departmental

samples of seed was delayed on this farm until 19th December in the

hope of a suitable rainfall, and the germination as a whole was poor.

This fact is probably accountable for the extra weight of fodder obtained
from the main farm crop (Flat Red). This was drilled in rows 3 feet

apart as advi.sed by the Department, but with i| bushels of seed to the

acre. With good germination this would ha\-e been a much too heavv
seeding; but as it was this j)artirular sowing resulted in a crop of 18

tons 12 cwt. per acre.

(2) Mr. J. F. Evans, Gembrook, sowed four varieties on 26th October,
viz., Eclipse, Longfellow, Hildreth's Yellow Dent, and Hickorv King. A
later sowing was made on 9th Noveml)er (f Eclipise, and the farm varietv

Victorian Flat Red. In I)Oth .sowings, the Eclipse showed best. Both
crops were harvested for silage on 26th April and following davs ; and
consequently the earlier sown crop was rather too drv to allow for a com-
parison between the two sowings. In the first sowing. Eclipse gave 7 tons

12 cwt., and Hickory King 6 tons 17 cwt. ]>er acre. The weights of

Yellow Dent and Longfellow an- not reconlcil. The second sowing gave
Eclipse 9 tons 12 cwt., and Victorian Flat Rod to tons 8 cwt.
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With reference to Longfellow, Mr. Evans makes a suggestion in favour
of making a small sowing of an early maturing variety at the beginning
of the season. His reason for this is that as it matures early it will give
n certain amount of more nutritious fodder some weeks before the later

varieties are ready to cut. This he considers mav often do away with
the necessity for cutting into a crop which is not matured, and is in. that

stage too sappy for good feeding."

In Cranbourne Shire, Supervi.sor G. McKenzie reports:—
" (i) Mr. G. Croskell, Clyde, sowed Hickorv King and Sibley on

9th December. The farm variety here was known as the Sydney White,

but in both appearance and result it was identical with Hickory King.

The growth in both the Hickory King and Sydney White was from^

7 to 9 feet high ; and the estimated yield was 25 tons per acre. The
Sibley, though not running over 8 feet in height, had a thicker stalk and
a heavier cob. When the samples were weighed on 23rd April, the Sibley

showed a 30-toii crop to the acre.

(2) Mr. A. E. Brunt, Clyde, sowed Hickorv King, and Siblev, with

Victorian Flat Red as a farm crop. Their relative heights were—Hickory
King 8 feet to 10 feet; Sibley 8 feet; Flat Red 7 feet. Mr. Brunt con-

sidered the Hickory King to be the best for his ground and was we'l

satisfied with the yield.

(3) On Mr. W. Brunt's farm at Cranbourne a similar sowing gave
like results, but on a shorter growth all round.

(4) Mr. Hudson, of Koo-Wee-Rup, sowed Hickory King, Funk's
Yellow Dent, and Victorian Flat Red on 14th November. In this plot, on
2ist April, Hickory King was estimated to yield 25 tons per acre on an
average height of 8 feet. At this date both the other varieties had
matured, and were too dry in the stalk for a comparative weight test, and
were also of much shorter growth.

(5) Mr. Edey, of Yannathan, sowed only two varieties. Hickory King
again showing better growth than Victorian Flat Red.

(6) Mr. Glasheen, of Caldermeade, made two sowings of two different

samples of Hickory King and Sibley. There was no noticeable d fference

in the result of either sowing. Hickory King yielded approximately 20

tons per acre, and Sibley 13 tons. A broadcast sowing of Siblev was
also made here at the rate of i| bushels of .seed per acre, and resulted

in what is described as a complete failure.

(7) A similar double sowing as in plot 6 was made by Mr. W. C.

Greaves, of Monomeith ; and, though of shorter growth all through, the

comparative results were similar.

(8) Messrs. E. and A. Cameron, of Yannathan, made a similar sowing

to that in plot 4 (Mr. Hudson's) on 20th November, and a somewhat
similar result was obtained. Here, however. Hickory King yielded at

the rate of 28 tons per acre, averaging 8 feet high on 19th A])ril. Yellow

Dent and Flat Red were dry at about 6 feet high on same date.

(9) Mr. R. Taylor, Lyndhurst, sowed Hickory King, Eclipse, and
Victorian P'lat Red on 5th November. In this instance there was little

difference in the growth of all three varieties, which were grown on soil

of a deep, sharp, sandy nature, the better growth being on the flats.

This was rather an unusual crop on the whole. It was on a well

cultivated paddock, manured with the rather heavy (comparatively)

dressing of 3 cwt. of mixed superphosphate and bonedust to the acre.

It was scarified weekly for 8 weeks, and yet a very patchv crop was the
resuJt. Mr. Taylor stated that the Hickory King appeared to wither

earlier than the other two varieties.
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(10) Mr. G. Williams, of Dandenong, made a similar sowing of seed
to that last mentioned (plot 9) on 22nd October; and i^ cwt. of super-
phosphate was used per acre. Here, again, diough Hi"ckory King was
estimated as a 20-ton crop it withered the earliest of the three. Eclipse
stood slightly the best as regards colour, and also cobbed heavier. Flat
Red was about equal with Hickory King. All three varieties were grown
on a flat of deep, sharp, sandy soil, and were about 6 feet high. The
crop was scarified four times, and hand hoed once. A later .sowing of
Flat Red averaged 10 feet high. The yields were found to be greater
and the qua litv better than when sown in the ordinary manner (broadcast).

Taking the plots as a whole all the varieties tested gave very fair re-

sults ; and, where maize crops in the Cranbourne Shire this season have
been drilled in and properly cultivated while growing, little fault was to

be found with the yields."

In Kew, Lilydale, and Upper Yarra districts. Supervisor J. S.

McFadzean reports:—
" Ten demonstration plots came under mv supervision; three at Kew,

one at Croydon, two at Mooroolbark, one at Coldstream, one at Yering,

and two at East Warburton. That at Croydon was a very interesting

trial of four sowings of six varieties each, with seed purchased l)v Mr.

Gwillam from the Department.

Besides the maize that was being sown for the usual fodder crop on
each place, nine other varieties were tested. The result was decisively

in favour of the large white-seeded variety Hickory King. The plots were
all sown in drills 3 feet apart, « with the seeds about 6 inches apart in the

rows. This allows for about 30 to 35 lbs. of seed per acre according

to the size of the grain. All but two- of the plots were kept culti\"ated

between the rows. One of these two was neglected on account of the

extra rush of harvest work; and the other was left to itself through a

misunderstanding as to the object to be gained by the repeated working of
the soil.

The importance of inter-cultivation in drill sowing of maize appears
to be a matter which many farmers fail to fully realize. If the ground
mellows down well, and. remains loose on the surface, the idea obtains that
further cultivation is unnecessary. This is wrong. In drv weather
evaporation from an unprotected soil is continuous. This is capable of
simple demonstration by obser\ing how moisture gathers at the surface of
the soil below wood, bagging, litter, stone or almost any such substance •

that has been left lying on the ground for a day or two. That moisture
which is apparent on lifting the protecting material would have evaporated
unnoticed from uncovered ground. Any such protection of the surface
soil from the direct rays of the sun when used in cultivation is known ;is

"mulching." In small gardens much of this mulching is done with
manure, loose stable litter, cut grass, fern tops or such light material.

On larger areas the same end may be attained bv keeping a coui)le of
inches or less of the loose surface earth reijealeilK stirred. In the course
of evaporation the moisture continuously rises through the soil along
capillary or hair-like passages through which it escapes mo^re readilv to

the surface. By repeated stirring of the soil these capillarv tubes are kept
broken, and a mulch of loose earth is formed mi the ground surface. The
upward course of the moi-sture is thus checketl ; and it remains and diffuses

just below that layer of loo.se soil where the rootlets of the growing plants
are abundant. The object of the repeated stirring of the surface soil in
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summer cultivation is thus apparent. This work, however, requires to be

done with some care.

Scarifying or horse-hoemg can do a lot of harm to a crop if done
carelessly ; for there is the dual danger of both the moist soil below being
brought to the surface, and the surface roots being damaged by working
too deep or too close to the growing plants. If too much soil is stirred

in the w^orking, too deep a layer of dry earth will be formed ; the surface

roots will then wdther and the growth of the plant will be retarded. Again,

although w'hen the maize- first comes through the ground scarifying can
be done quite close to the young plants without injuring them, it must be
remembered that roots grow and spread rapidly. Each successive hoeing
therefore should be of less width than the previous one ; and care must be
taken not to work below the already loose surface soil. Under this

treatment the maize plants soon make a heavy leaf growth ; and by the

shade they thus provide for their roots thev become self protecting; and
no further working is then necessary.

The varieties of maize sown were Hickory King, Eclipse, Sibley,

Hildreth's Yellow Dent, Victorian Fla,t Red, White Horse Tooth, Early

Teaming, Solomon's Pride, Funk's Yellow Dent, Hill's Blood Red, Pride

of the North, l.ongfellow and Ninety Day. The growth of the plots as

a whole varied considerably according to the weather' conditions immedi-

ately following the sowing of each. The varieties, however, maintained

their several positions in the plots with remarkable evenness. Hickory

King made a growth in the several plots, ranging frbm, 4I feet on the

poorest plot to 10 feet on the best; with a likely average of about 7I feet

throughout. Some of the sowings were fortunate in having a fall of rain

within a few days from planting ; while others did not get a good shower

for several weeks. One of these latter plots came very close to a

failure ; but all the drilled crops showed to advantage over broadcast

sowings under similar soil and weather conditions in each locality.

As previously mentioned, Hickory King stands out from all the other

varieties as having made a higher, stronger, and more continuous growth

of leaf and stalk thaai any of the others sown. On several of the plots

this variety was full;/ 18 inches higher than the next best, and far

heavier in the stalk. Its growth was a little slower in general than

several of the others for the first 3 or 4 weeks; but from then on it

made great headway, and continued growing after all the others had
matured. P'rom this it may be taken as a variety which would gi^'e its

best returns when sown not latef than early December. It would then

have full time to reach its full growth and mature before it would be in

much danger from frost. On the whole no marked difference was noticed

in the ultimate growth of the next 7 varieties as named, all making very

fair stalk, and cobbing well. Funk's Yellow Dent and Pride of the

North showed up well as early maturing varieties, making heavy cob, but

not much stalk as compared with the others. Longfellow and Ninety
Day were poor both in stalk and cob. Not enough of the Blood Red
variety was sown to express an ©pinion on its growth. What little there

was showed much variability, the best being only about equal to the

medium varieties. On Mr. Gwillam's plots at Croydon both Funk's
Yellow Dent and Pride of the North made very good cobs at about 3 feet

high. At <"he same date—about 100 days from sowing—the Eclipse,

Hickory King, and Sibley varieties were 6 to 7 feet high and growing,

Hickory King there also having the advantage a little in height and a

good deal in thickness of stalk.
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On one of the two plots mentioned as not ha\ing had proper working
after it was sown, what thus might have proved of some value in deciding
the drought-resisting properties of some of the varieties, was spoiled by
the inteTvention. of some of the dairy stock. Even this happening, how-
ever, was not without some interest as an experiment as to the more
nutritious growth resulting from wide sowing as compared with broad-
casting when tested b}- the stock themseh-es. Although sown a dav or
two later than some which had been close-drilled (broadcasted) on the ad-
joining land, this plot had made much the better growth of stalk at the
time the cows got to it. Neglecting the broadcast crop, which grew on
three sides of the wide drilled plot, the cows ate the stalks of the latter

down to within a foot of the ground. As seen a few days later it looked
as though the cows had been carefully herded on the drilled area, so con-
centrated was their work on that particular part. The onlv reason that
can be suggested to account for the partialitv of the cows for the drilled
maize is that it was the sweeter feed. This wo^uld agree with botanical
and chemical observations ; for it is by the action of the sun's rays on
the growing plant that it is enabled to build up within itself its valuable
food constituents. This action is in a great measure prevented by broad-
cast sowing; and the weak spindlv growth which usuallv results there-

from is of comparatively poor feeding value. Further details regarding
five of these plots are herewith furnished.

(i) INIr. C. Rout, Kew, sowed 5 varieties on 2nd October, viz.

—

Hickory King, Solomon's Pride, Early Leaming, Sibley, and the farm
sample White Horse Tooth. Of these, Hickory King and White Horse
Tooth made the best growth, the former being fairly even at 6| feet.

Later sowings of the farm crop gave a growth of 9 to 10 feet.

(2) Mr. G. Hobbs, Kew, sowed, six varieties on 2nd November, viz.

—

Hickory King, Funk's Yellow Dent, Earlv Leaming, Solomon's Pride,

Longfellow, and the farm sample of Victorian Flat Red. On 25th
January Yellow Dent and Flat Red were well cobbed at about 7 feet in

height. In the .second week in February. Hickory King was 8 to 10
feet high and cobbing. Longfellow was the poorest growth of the plot

being only about 5 feet high, and fine in stalk.

(3) Mr. R. Blair made a small sowing of Hickorv King. Eclipse,

Funk's Yellow Dent, Solomon's Pride, and Victorian Flat Red on nth
November. Owing to the dr\ weather, there w-as uneven germination.
With the showers in January the plot as a whole made fair growth.
Funk's Yellow Dent was the first to mature at 5 feet high, and. was
estimated to yield at the rate of 11 tons per acre. Hickorv King grew
to 7^ feet and was then estimated to yield at the rate of 22 tons per acre.

The other three varieties were fairly clo.se together at about 7 feet high,

and yielded at the rate of 19 tons per acre.

(4) Mr. F. H. Lithgow, of Coldstream, sowed six varieties on 17th
November, \iz., Hickorv King, Eclipse. Solomon's Pride, Hildreth's
Yellow Dent, Funk's Yellow Dent, and the farm sample which proved to

be Hickory King. All grew well. Funk's Yellow Dent was the first to

mature at about 6i fee't high. Hildreth's Yellow Dent matured at

2>\ feet and the rest grew to an average of 9 feet throughout. Hildreth's
Yellow Dent was very fine in the .stalk compared with the rest ; and both
lots of Hickorv King made the strongest comparative growth of the plot,

and were the latest to mature. This i)lot was l)eing kept for seed but it

was blighted by a severe frost. In this test Hickorv King is reported to

have been also the most liardv varietv.
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(5) Mr. Jolm Smith, of Cement Creek, East Warburton, sowed six

varieties in the third week in Novemljcr. These were Eclipse, Sibley,

Hickory King, Funk's Yellow Dent, Blood Red, and Victorian Flat Red.

This plot was on loose red volcanic soil high up on the range. Owing to

the extremeh- crumbly nature of this soil very little dry weather will

seriously affect any young plants. On this account the maize showed a

verv patchy growth. This, however, was partly remedied by diverting

one of the numerous small creeks that are to be found in every valley of

these mountains, and giving the ground a good soaking. The several

varieties made good progress from this on, and Hickory Ring again made

the best growth of all, running from 7 to 8 feet high. Eclipse and

Sibley at 6 feet were the next best."

Eltham Shire.—Supervisor W. Younger reports:—
" (i) Mr. A. M. Boyd, Yarra Glen, sowed three varieties on 14th

November, Hickory King, Victorian Flat Red, and Sydney White (?).

The Flat Red and Hickory King grew to 10 feet high; but the Sydney

White only reached 6 feet. The estimated yield of the whole crop was

20 tons per acre.

(2) Mr. D. H. Hunter, Yarra Glen, sowed Pride of the North and

Hickory King on nth November. Dry weather was experienced shortly

.after the crop came up ; and, as it matured, two frosts occurred. Hickory

King is reported to have come out the better of the two in both extremes

of weather variation. The final result showed an estimated average of

i2| tons per acre for Hickory King, against 8 tons for Pride of the North.

There was very little difference in the height of the two varieties."

Preston, Yan Yean, and Wallan districts.— Supervisor J. M. Kerr

reports :
—

" (i) Messrs. Bertram Bros.. Preston, sowed four varieties on 29th

October—Eclipse, Sibley, Longfellow^ and Solomon's Pride. About

the second week in Janauary the whole four varieties were nearly even in

growth, being then about 3 feet high. Longfellow then flowered. Sibley

and Solomon's Pride grew to 4^ feet ; and Eclipse slightly higher.

Eclipse stooled out best, and gave a very satisfactory return at the rate

of 17^ tons per acre.

(2) Mrs. C. Jeffries and Sons, of South Yan Yean, sowed Hickory

King, Solomon's Pride, Sibley, and Early Learning on 25th November.

Besides these, the farm sample, Sydney Red. was also sown. The Early

Leaming was the first to flower, about the middle of February ; and was

closely followed by Sibley and Solomon's Pride, all three being about

4 feet high. Hickory King was nearly two weeks later flowering, and

was then 4I feet high. The final result was very much in favour of the

Sydney Red for it weighed out equal to 22 tons per acre. Hickory King

17 J tons, Sibley 13 tons, Solomon's Pride 7 tons, Early Leaming

6J tons.

(3) Messrs. Budd Bros.. Wallan, sowed five varieties on 2nd Novem-

ber—Funk's Yellow Dent, Solomon's Pride, Earlv Leaming, Hickory

King, and White Horse Tooth. Funk's Yellow Dent matured early,

flowering when 4 feet high ; whereas the others grew to 5I feet. The
weights gave Hickory King 10 tons per acre; Funk's Yellow Dent, Early

Leaming. and Solomon's Pride about equal at 8J tons per acre ; and

White Horse Tooth 5 tons.

(4) Messrs. Hurry Bros., Yan Yean, also sowed five varieties—Sibley,

Earlv Leaming, White Horse Tooth. Longfellow, and Victorian Flat

Red. On this plot, the first three named gave about equal results ;
but
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the Victorian Flat Red was the best of all. The growth all round was
comparatively poor. The Victorian Flat Red yielded about 8 tons 5 cwt. ;

and the other three would average about 7 tons 17 cwt. each."
Mr. Kerr comments as follows:—"One of the most satisfactOTy re-

sults from these demonstrations is the changing of the opinions of many
farmers in this district as regards the value of drill sowing as compared
with the broadcasting method. The growth of the maize on the different

plots was watched critically ; and the results obtained have been an
effective demonstration to many. It is now apparent to those who pre-

vious!) doubted it, that, though under the broadcasting svstem in an un-
favorable season a farmer may not get a return equal to the value of the
seed sown, yet by the practice of drilling and intercultivation a fair crop
of fodder may, with tolerable certainty, be relied on always. Although
maize was sown broadcast close at hand to some of the drilled plots, in

no case did its growth exceed two feet. In plot No. i the ad\-antages of
the Departmental system were particularly apparent. In that instance a

hill top was deliberately chosen to sow on, because every attempt to get

a crop of maize from that place by broadcast sowing had failed. The
returns in this instance were highly satisfactory. Also on this same
farm—!Mr. Bertram".s—the maize crop broadcasted on the rich black

flats of the Merri Creek were a failure this year. On these flats in

former more favorable seasons the broadcast system had given good
crops. This shows that, in a bad season especially, there is only one

system of maize sowing worth considering, viz., drilling, followed by
intercultivation."

Broadmeadows and Bulla Shires.—Supervisor H. W. Budd re-

ports :
—

" (i) Mr. T. Wallbridge, Somerton, .sowed four varieties on 30th
October—Hickory King, Funk's Yellow Dent, Solomon's Pride, and
Sydney Flat Red. The growth on the whole was fairly even, being from
5 to 5J feet; Solomon's Pride being if anything the best. Funk's Dent
stooled out fairly well. The crop was estimated to be about 6^ tons
per acre.

(2) Mr. J. Twomey, Broadmeadows, sowed five varieties on 26th
October—Sibley, Early Teaming, Solomon's Pride, Little Yankee, and
Ninety Day. The sowing was made in two places, so a full comparison
was not obtained. Sibley reached a height of 9 feet and was estimated
to yield 13 tons 7 cwt. per acre.

(3) ^^''- J- ^- How.se, Tullamarine. sowed four \arieties on 27th

October—Sibley, Pride of the North, Early Teaming, and Solomon's
Pride. Owing to dry weather the crop did not come up regularlv. some
appearing as late as 16th January. Pride of the North averaged 4 feet

high ; Early Learning 4I feet ; Siblev and Solomon's Pride about 5 feet.

Siblev showed the better growth all round and the yield from it was equal

to 7 tons 17 cwt. per acre.

(4) Mr. McMahnn, Sunburv. sowed fnur varieties on 3r(l December—
Sibley, Eclip.se, White Hor.se Tooth, and Longfellow. This plot had a

good soaking a week previous to planting and the ground was moist. The
seed therefore germinated regularlv and the crop averaged a font high

inside a month from sowing. The ultimate height of each variety was
Longfellow 4 feet ; Sil>ley 6 feet ; White Horse Tooth 6| feet ; and
Eclipse 7 feet. Eclip.se made the most successful cropping, and gave a

return equal to 23 tons it cwt. per acre."

Mr. Budd adds:—"On the whole, it is satisfactory to be able to
rennrt that, though the sea.son was very dr\ . none of the demonstration
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plots were a failure. Owing to careless cultivation the same cannot be

said of the general run of maize sowings in this district. Too many of

the farmers leave the preparation of their maize land until just prior to

sowing This is too late. Instead of this, it should be ploughed as early

as possible, say as soon as the general sowing of the hay crop is finished.

It should be then worked over at intervals, so as to keep it in good con-

dition for a satisfactorv sowing of the maize crop when the proper time

arrives. It is not unusual in the.se districts to hear a farmer excuse him-

self for neglecting to provide green fodder for his stock bv saying that

"in a good year it is not required, and in a bad year it won't grow."

However, besides demonstrating that there is considerable difference be-

tween the yields from the several varieties of maize for fodder purposes,

these experimental plots have served as object lessons to many farmers to

prove that in a dry season, with drill sewing and proper cultivation, a

profitable crop of maize can be grown here."

Little River and Werribee districts.—Supervisor P. F. O'Bryan
reports :

—
" Owing to the verv dry season none of the experimental maize plots

sown here would be classed as a success when compared with the results

obtained in more favoured districts. However, the maize on them was from

3 to 4I feet high. Siblev, Eclipse, Hickory King, Funk's Yellow Dent,

and White Horse Tooth were sown. Of these, Sibley and Hickory King
showed to best advantage. Taken on the whole, Sibley was rather the

best of the lot. The onlv lot that was weighed was the Sibley variety

on Mrs. McXaughton's farm at Little River, and the yield was estimated

at 7 tons 9 cwt. per acre."'

Summary.

Reviewing the results of these experiments the outstanding feature is

the success of the Hickory King variety. Average samples ot this maize
were weighed on 18 plots; and the average estimated vield throughout

was 21 tons 3 cwc. of green fodder per acre. Out of 41 plots of which
reports have been furnished, Hickorv King was grown on 33. In 21 ot

the.se it was considered to be by far the best ; and in four others it divided

the honours. Its yield was surpas.sed in onlv 8 plots out of the 32. Siblev

with 7 fir.sts and Eclipse 6 firsts are those next in order of excellence.

In several instances, however, the.se two and the Sydney and Victorian

Flat Reds as well as a few others have shown up very well in comparison
with Hickory King. As other new varieties become more commonly grown
it is quite possible that they mav prove superior even to our present best

;

but, as it is, even with Hickory King, a much larger quantitv of seed

than can at present be obtained will need to be available before this

variety can be very extensivelv grown as a fodder crop. In many
instances, therefore, it will be necessary to make u.se of some of the other

prominent yielders ju.st referred to.

That there is also a further variation in the growth of the several

varieties under other climatic conditions is seen bv referring to Mr.
Lee's article in the April issue of the Journal. In Ea.stern Gippsland,
where ^Ir. Lee's experiments were carried out. Funk's Yellow Dent,
Longfellow, and Eclip.se gave the heaviest returns in fodder ; and Hickory
King was onlv 7th on the li.st. In the drier districts in which the Dairy
Supervision experiments have been carried out, the two first named, being
early maturing varieties, did not show at all to advantage. For all dis-

tricts Eclip.se appears to be the mo.st generallv consistent vielder. However,
enough proof has been brought forward bv this past season's work to show
that some varieties are more specially suited for each district than are
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others
; and from the data furnished it should be a very simple matter for

each farmer to decide for himself which variety will be' the most profitable
for his particular farm.

The results of the experiments also demonstrate that, with the excep-
tion of a few of the earlier maturing sorts such as have been just referred'

to, almost any of the varieties of maize dealt with will give pavable results

if properly cultivated. The better the preparation of the seed bed the
more evenly will the seed germinate. The more thoroughly the inter-

cultivation of the crop is effected, the mr;re satisfactory will be its growth.
In so far as up-to-date farming is concerned the day of the broadcast
system of maize-sowing is now past. Even where irrigation is practised,
the system of drilling in the seed in wide rows is the best. Much seed-

is wasted in broadcast sowing. There is an increase in the quality of
the fodder, as well as in the quantity, when the plants are given room ta
properly develop. Also, where the intercultivation of the crop is

properl) carried out, the land is cleaned of weeds which under other
systems invariably make strong growth under the shelter of the

maize crop. Broadcast sowing of maize for anv practical purpose is more
or less a waste of money; and few dair\men can afford to follow that

method of farming.

THE :s"ORTPTERN SPY APPLE.

J. Croiiiji, Principal, School of Horticulture, Burnley.

Fruit medium to large size, roundish, conical, slightly ribbed; eye
small, closed, set in a deep corrugated basin ; stalk short, in.serted in a

shallow cavity ; .skin yellow on shaded side, streaked and striped with red
on side, exposed to the sun ; flesh yellowish white, tender and juicv, fiavour

rich, aromatic, very fine.

The tree is a strong, vigorous, upright grower, a shy bearer when young,
but producing good crops when mature if properly pruned and managed.
It is thoroughly proof against the attacks of wcollv aphis, and is now
generally used l)y nurserymen as a stock <jn which other varieties are
budded or grafted. The apple growers of Australia, at least, are deep!
indebted to the late Mr. Thos. Lang, of Ballarat, who was the discoverer
of the blight-resi.sting qualities of this variety, and who svstematicallv used
it and the Winter Majetin as stocks for grafting in his nursery at Warren-
heip. It is certain that in many districts in Victoria the culture of many
of the finest varieties of apples would 1 e most difficult, if not impossible,,

were it not for the use of this and other immune \arieties as stocks as a
preventive of the attacks of woollv aphis at the roots.

Although one of the finest dessert apples in cultivation and a fairly

good keeper, this variety is not popular with orchardists on account of its

tardiness in bearing profitable crops, coupl.d with a tenderness of the skin
which bruises readily and prevents the fruit being displayed for sale in

good contlition, excepting under the most careful conditicins of handling
and transport.

In districts of hea\-v rainfall, and g<'neral]\ cool climatic conditions.

woolly aphis is the worst pest of the apnle grower. In comm.erciaT
orchards the employment of special knowledge and special equipment
keeps tliis {>est in check, but in the gardens devoted to the cultivation of
fruits for domestic use the skill and material necessary are usually absent.

Under conditions suited to woollv aphis. Northern .Spy is an apple that

should find a place in the garden of the amateur.
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ORCHARD NOTES.

/. Crojiin, PrnuipaU Scliool of Horticulture. Burnley.

The selection of kinds and varieties of fruits suitable for planting for

commercial purposes in any district in the State is a comparatively easy

task. Excellent articles have appeared in the section devoted to horticulture

in the leading weeklv papers on the results obtained by the most successful

orchardists, the kinds and varieties grown that were found to be most
suitable for the particular district, and the systems of cultivation, irrigation,

pruning, and spraying employed in each case. Fruit-growers have un-

doubtedly benefited by such information, and have shown their appreciation

by following in a great measure the advice deduced, or tendered. The
Journal of Agriculture has borne its part, and the orchard inspectors have
carried valuable information to places where doubts and difficulties exi.sted.

and by advice and demonstration have assisted fruit-growers in conducting
their orchards on safe and profitable lines.

One of the most important changes effected has been the reduction of

kinds and varieties of fruits grown, and the increase of those that are suited

to the place, and the requirements of the various and most profitable

markets. The problems of management have been decreased, it being much
easier to learn the peculiarities and wants of a few varieties than a host,

and a market for the disposal of the crop is more readily found, buyers
for export or manufacture seeking the growers who have large quantities

of the kind and class of fruit they require.

The average prices obtained for varieties of apples and pears in London
for Several years are a reliable guide to the intending planter who proposes

to export his fruit, when those prices are coupled with the regularity of

crop})ing and ease of culture, suitability to situation for the purpose, which,

in addition to points respecting management, includes time of the fruit

maturing. A good keeping and carrying apple that is not fit to ship by the

middle of April at latest is not likely to pay as an export variety. An
average price of about 9s. per case must be obtained to afford a fair profit

after all expenses are paid. Cox's Orange Pippin is one of the most profit-

able of export apples, judging onlv bv the prices obtained in London.

Compared with Jonathan it produces about one bushel of export fruit to the

three produced by Jonathan and is not as easilv managed. Esopus
Spitzenberg, a very fine apple, comes in the same category. Jonathan is

easily the best variety to plant in the Southern districts.

For local market requirements and Liter-State shipping, the finest export

varieties are always most profitable at their season, but earlier and later

varieties are needed to provide a sequence from beginning of January until

August and September, or later where cold storage is employed to retard

maturity. The earliest apples marketed in Melbourne are grown in the

Moorabbin district where the orchardists aim to produce early kinds chiefly,

realizing that they cannot compete with other districts for the production

of export and keeping samples. Early Margaret, Mr. Gladstone, Red
Astrachan, William's Favourite, Irish Peach, and Gravenstein, are the best

early varieties grown for dessert in the district named.

A selection that would provide a long succession for either market or

home supply is as follows:—
Apples.—Red Astrachan, William's Favourite. Gravenstein,

Emperor Alexander, Jonathan, Kentish Fillbasket, Pomme de

6492. P
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Neige, Cleopatra (in Xorthern districts). Munroe's Favourite
(in Northern districts). Reinette de Canada, London (five-crown)

Pip})in. Rome Beautv, Stewart's Seedling, Lord Wolseley,

Statesman. Rvmer, Yates (in gor>d moist soil), Rokewood.
Pears.—Williams' Kon Chretien, Howell, Beurre de Capiaumont,

Beurre Bosr. Louise Bonne of Jersev, Marie Louise, Josephine

de Malines. Glou Morceau, Winter Cole. Winter Nelis, Black
Achan. Harrington's Victoria.

Phtnn.—Earlv Orleans. De Montford. Angelina Burdett, Diamond,
Jefferson, Co^'s Golden Drop. Pond's Seedling. Silver Prune,

Reine Claude de Bavay, Grand Duke.

Japanese Plums.—Wright's Earl\. Burhank. (Climax. Satsuma,

Wicksnn. October Purple.

Peaches.—Brigg's Red May, High's Early Canada, Hale's Early.

Royal George. Late Crawford. Ell)erta, Lad\ Palmerston,

Wonderful.

Apricots.—Oullin's Early Peach. Cam])l)ellfield Seedling, Large

Red. Moor Park, Dundiinald, Roxal George.

In districts fairly free from late frosts a'l or any of the al)Ove would

thrive in a soil suitable for fruit culture. An assortment more varied in

species and varieties is often found in commercial orchards where the

market for the produce is a country town or district. There is no reason

why a similar result should not be obtained in the orchard designed to

supply fruit for home use. if the cultivator will protect his trees and their

products from the ravages of insects and fungi and minister to their needs

generallv. Small fruits thri\e in i>laces where the larger in a great degree

fail. Raspberries, currants, gooseberries, and strawberries reach perfection

in elevated and cool districts but, with the exception of the latter, are

totallv unsuited to coastal districts slightlv above sea-level, or where the

soil is light and poor, or the summer temperature very high. Cherries

need a cool soil and careful treatment. Tn some districts they are extremely

hardv, while in places near by they fail under any treatment. Vines,

citrus trees, and figs can also be grown in most districts, excepting those of

heavv rainfall and deep rich soil, ^\ here if thex grow well they generally

fail to fruit satisfactorily or the sample is poor.

An American writer, Stringfellow, in a book entitled The Xcic Horti-

culture, attacked various cultural methods universalh adopted by orchardists

and gardeners. He claimed among other matters that the system of planting

deciduous trees with as manv roots as i)ossible was Avrong. and advocated

the entire removal of the roots and the head, leaving onlv a stub at each

end. A hole sufiicientlv large to accommodate the stub only was also

advocated, and, after planting and the soil returned, a rammer was to be

used to solidify the soil. Various other cultural points were also challenged.

In respect to the planting it lias been admitted that he was right in a

great measure, and that roots may be safely cut back to within 3 inches

of the stem, the head being treated accordingly. Without knowing of

the before-mentioned author or his work, the writer has practised this

method of plaiitiiig for many \ears ami e.m vouch frir its correctness.
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A FUNGUS-LIKE APPEARAXCE ON IMPORTED AND
EXPORTED APPLE TREES.

D. McAlphic, Vegetable PatJiolognt.

In a consignment of >oung apple trees, chiefly consisting of Cox's

Orange Pippin, sent to this State from England, both the roots and stems

were covered with a loose white powder of mealy appearance which gave

the impression of the spores of a fungus and, in fart, they were submitted

to me for examination in order to determine the nature of the growth.

The trees arrived here on 24th May after a vo\age of a little over six

weeks and thev were packed in straw in a tight case without any ventilation.

They were inclined to be damp and the white mealy powder covering the

surface turned brow^n, as soon as it was freely exposed to the air. On a

careful examination of the stems and roots, it was seen that the outgrowths

invariablv arose from the numerous breathing-pores scattered all o\-er the

surface and which are known as leniuels from their being somewhat lens-

shaped in anpearnn"t'.

iX I-:i'IDERMIS.

In order to understand the appearance presented by the apple trees, it

will be necessar\ to consider the nature of some of the contrivances which

exist in plants to allow of the interchange of gases between the exterior

and the interior. It is just as necessary for a plant to breathe or respire

as it is for an animal, and there are numerous little openings on the surface

of leaves, gene.rallv on the under surface where they are more protected,

to permit of the aeration of the tissues. If the skin or epidermis be

detached from the under surface of a Geranium leaf and examined under

the microscope, it is .seen to be studded all over with little openings or

breathing-pores known as stomaia, shown in Fig. i. Each opening or

stoma is composed of two sausage-shaped cells, facing each other .with

their conca^•e sides and attached firmly at either end. The opening between

is like a little mouth enclosed by two lips and, although each one is

exceedingly minute, they make up for this by being exceedingl\ numerous.

In some leaves, there are as manv as 180,000 to the square inch and

generally thev are open during the day and shut at night.

p 2
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But the stem and roots have contrivances for the admission of air and

other gases as well as the leaves, and since the first skin or epidermis

perishes and is replaced by a layer of cork, whenever they become too bulk\

to be sufficiently protected by a single layer of cells, as in woody branches

of one year's growth, then they have a difl'erent arrangement. The corky

layer is easilv recognised in the Cork Oak, but it must be remembered that

this substance occurs generally in plants, although it would not be regarded

as such from the cork merchant's point of view ; as in the skin of the

potato. In many of our gum trees which are said to " shed their bark

instead of their leaves," this is simplv a shedding of the corky layer which

has become too small for the expanding stem, and if the smooth surface

beneath is scratched, even with the finger-nail, it will show the green

assimilating cells which are not found inside the proper bark, as we
know it, for instance, in the apple tree.

2. CROSS SECTION OF LENTICEL ON SKIN OF POTATO (AFTER SORAUER).

The structures found in those parts of plants invested b\ a corky

layer, corresponding in function to the stomata in the leaves, are called

Lenticels or Cortical pores. To the naked eye, they appear as little

M-arts on the surface of the stem, and just as the breathing-pores of the

leaves are formed from epidermal cells, so the breathing- pores of the stem

are formed from cork-cells. At these spots, the cork-cells do not form an

enclosed layer as they usually do, consisting of flattened cells arranged in

rows one above the other, tier upon tier, as shown in Fig. 2k. Where a

lentical occurs, the cork-cells are not firniK united together but loosely

arranged, leaving small spaces between which the air has free access to

the interior.

In the cross-section of the skin of a pot.ito (Fig. :;) it is seen to be

composed of cork-cells, as at k, l>eneath which are the cells containing

starch-grains, and at a, a lenticel is beginning to be formed. The cells

take in moisture, swell, and cause the skin to burst, as at /. and the lenticel

thus formed is filled with loose whitish mealy cells.

Even in normal growing plants, the wliite mealy appearance may occur

after a long spell of wet weather and I have seen it on the surface of

potatoes in wet growing seasons. Under the.se conditions, the cells at /

are multiplied excessively, they are pushe.l up from below, and the outer-
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most cells are thrown off in the form of Icjose fluffy material. After this

necessary preliminarx ex]>lanation, it will be easy to understand the

appearance presented 1)\ the imported apple trees (Fig. 4). The apple
trees confined in a close box, without ventilation, and possessed of a certain

aimount of sap, produced an excessive amount of corky tissue at those points

(lenticels) where the moisture escaped, and this swelling up and detachment
of the outer loose cells as thev became dry, fully explains the condition in

which they arrived at the end of the voyage (Figs, s and 4). When
planted, however, under proper conditions, they grow all right.

In the Tra)isvaal Agricultural Journal for January, 1909, there is a

splendid illustration of the fungus-like appearance presented by apple-tree

stocks, in the form of a photograph of some sent to Pretoria from Victoria

(^"%- 5)- It is, however, named " Apple Tree Canker {Nectria ditissima,

Tul.)," and in a report upon it by L B. Pole Evans, B.A., B.Sc, F.L.S.,

Plant Pathologist to the Department of Agriculture there, it is stated that
^' The fungus {Nectria ditissima) was found in a consignment of 5,000
young apple trees sent to Pretoria from Melbourne, Australia. All the

trees were infected and consequenth" were promptlv destroved bv the

3. CROSS SECTION OF LENTICEL.

Department of Agriculture as soon as the disease was detected."" If a

4^omparison is made between the apple trees imported from Britain and the

stocks exported from this State into Pretoria, there is seen to be a very

•close resemblance, as shown in the photographs, and when it is realized

that the .so-called fungus-growth is simply due to the excessive production

and swelling of the cork\ tissues in the one case, there are reasonable

grounds for supposing that it is the same in the other. It is worthy of

note that in the Pretoria consignment all the trees were stated to be infected

and when it is considered that every one of them was subject to the same
conditions on the voyage, it t)ecomes evident how the\- all presented a

similar appearance.

A brief history of the consignment in question will now be given.

There were 5,000 Northern Spv one-vear-old stocks forwarded to Pretoria

on 24th Augu.st of last year, 3,000 of them being 12 to 15 inches long,

and 2.000, 6 to 9 inches long. Thev were sent in an ordinary packing-case

and packed in moss obtained in the neighbourhood of the nursery. The
moss was laid out in the bottom of the case to a depth of 2 inches, then a

layer of stocks, above that a layer of moss, then another layer of stocks,

and so on, until the case was filled. Thev would reach their destination

\n about a month from the time of shipment. It was rather late in the
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season for despatching a consignment. ;ind the development of leaves on;

the voyage, as shown in the photograph, indicates that a certain amount of

growth took place, which would also tend to cause an excessive development

BRANCHES FROM IMPORTED
APPLE TREES.

5. APPLE TREE STOCKS (eROM
" rRANSVAAL AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL").

of tin- Iciiticds stinnilati'd li\ the escaiiing moisture. Tt mav be noted'

that the Northern Si)y stock is conspiruous ajiiong other varieties for its-

profu.se development of lenticels.
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Previous consignments of similar stocks, packed in the same way, had
ibeen sent from the same nursery to Africa in 1908—6,000 on 28th June,

5,000 on 24th July, and 3,000 as late as 14th September. One consignment

was also sent to England last season, and 54,000 in several consignments

to New Zealand, and not a single complaint had been made, with the

-exception of that from Pretoria.

There is a complete system of inspection of nurseries in force in

Victoria, and this is carried out by a body of trained inspectors, who have

all shown their practical acquaintance with diseased conditions of fruit

trees, before appointment.

I have not only personally inspected the nursery from which the apple-

iree stocks were sent ; but for the past nineteen years it has been my official

dutv to investigate the Fungi of Australia and make a complete list of

them, as far as known, and although I am familiar with the fungus known

as Nectria diths'ima, Tul. in its various stages in Britain, it has never been

found here on Northern Spy stock.

The simple proof of the existence of this fungus in Victoria would be

the production of a specimen, but that has not been forthcoming. Inter-

national courtesy, if not international law, requires that decisive proof be

given of the reasons for any wholesale condemnation of diseased plants or

parts of plants, and if, for instance, citrus fruits from a neighbouring

State are condemned, on account of being seriously affected with Black

Spot {Phoiua citricarpa), a specimen of the fungus causing the disease is

always available for examination.

As a warning against the danger of drawing conclusions from super-

;ficial appearances in the difficult domain of plant pathology, I cannot do

better than quote the concluding paragraph of Pole Evans' report on the

Pretoria consignment:—"The importation of this fungus(?) from

Australia onl\- serves to show how important it is that all plants from

oversea and elsewhere should be examined by a competent officer, before

thev are allowed to enter this Colony, and when it is realized that these

5,000 infected( ?) apple trees might have been planted in the Transvaal,

if they had escaped inspection, it can hardlv be wondered at that this

country is already so heavily burdened with foreign pests."

REPORT ON "BITTER PIT" OF THE APPLE.

D. McAlpiiie, Vegetable Pat/iologist.

I have the honour to report, as requested, on the subject of what is

•commonly known in Australia as " Bitter Pit " of the apple. It is un-

fortunately only too well known to apple growers, both here and in other

parts of the world, but it is necessary to understand clearly what is the

nature of the disease to which this name is applied, in order to pre^•ent

confusion.

The common name was first given to this disease by Dr. Cobb, for-

jnerly Vegetable Pathologist to the New South Wales Department of

Agriculture in 1895, although it had previously been mentioned in the

Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales for 1892 under the heading of
" Another obscure disease of the apple." The name of " Bitter Pit " was

suggested, because as he remarks "The brown spots, when several are

taken out and placed at once in the^mouth, have an undoubted bitter

taste," although he also found dead tissue between the skin and the core
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which had not a bitter taste. It is also interesting to note that in con

nexion with the disease so named, he had seen no evidence that wouM
pro'\e the disease to be caused bv a fungus.

The latest from America in connexion with this disea.se is by Brook>
in the BuUetiu of the Torre v Botanical Club for September, 1908, on

' The Fruit Spot of Apples." The writer states that there are two dis-

tinct fruit spots occurring on the apple, one of which is called the " Fruit

Pit "' and the other the " Fruit Spot," the latter being associated with

a distinct fungus.

It is the former which agrees with our •' Bitter Pit," although the

writer was unable to detect a bitter taste in the browned tissue. With
regard to the cause and occurrence of the disease he writes :

—" Micro-
scopical examination of fruit pits have given no indication of the pre-

sence of fungi or bacteria. Brown tissue from the surface pits and from
the more deeply seated vascular regions has been transferred to various

culture media but always without securing bacterial or fungus growth."

Although the cause is unknown, the disease it.self has characteristic

symptoms and these, together with its distribution and varieties affected,

will be given as a necessary preliminary to the recommendations to be
made for dealing with it.

Symptoms.—In some varieties the external indications appear while
the fruit is still on the tree, and in others they only appear after the fruit

is picked and stored. In the case of " Prince Bismarck " I have seen
fully 90 per cent, of the fruit "pitted" while on the tree and in the
case of Jonathans they may appear sound when shipped and the disease
develops on the voyage. Whether de\eloped on the fruit on the tree or

in .storage, however, there is no mistaking the appearance presented bv the
di.sease. Numerous small depressions, somewhat hemispherical in shape,
usually appear on the surface of the apple, and on examining the tissue

beneath these sunken areas the cells are found to be brown and shrunken
thus accounting for the depressions. The spots ultimately become dark
brown appearing almost black, and several of them mav run together to

form one large spot. This spotting of the surface is usually accompanied
by an internal brow'uing of the tissue. When the fruit is cut across

numerous isolated brown spots are seen, hut when carefully examined these

are found to be in reality continuous strands of brown tissue surrounding
the vascular bundles. The surface spots may occur without the internal

browning and the di.sease is then sometimes distinguished as " surface

pit," and the internal browning may occur without anv evident surface

markings. I have found both the outer and inner brown tissue to have a

bitter taste when kept in the mouth for a short time, but some good obser-

vers have failed to detect it. In the case of pears the bitterness is vers

pronounced, resembling that of quinine.

Distribution.—The disea.se known as '" Bitter Pit " or " Fruit Pit
'"

not only occurs in Australia but has been found in the United States of

America, Canada and Cape of Good Hope. It is also well known in Ger-

many where it is called " Stippen " from its supposed resemblance to the

dots u.sed in strippling bv artists. In the Australian States, it has been

the cause of severe losses for some years past in Victoria, New South

Wales, South Au.stralia and Tasmania, and the disease will probabK
loecome trouble.some in the other States as the fruit-growing area is

extended.

Varieties Affected.—The pear and quince are known to be affected

by this di.sease, Init it is in the apple that it is be.st known and has done
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most serious damage. There are some varieties mucii more susceptible

than others and there are e\en some which seem to escape it in one district

and yet succumb to it in another. The Cleopatra, for instance, is gener-

ally regarded as one of the most susceptible, but I have found Annie
Elizabeth, Shockley and Prince Bismarck equally bad. The following
i^ a list of varieties of apples more or less subject to this disease in

Victoria :

—

Annie Elizabeth Lord Wolseley Ribston Pippin
Cat's Head Magg's Seedling Rome Beauty
Cleopatra Munroe's Favourite Rymer
Cox's Orange Pippin Newtown Pippin Scarlet Nonpareil
Esopus Spitzenberg Nick-a-jack Shockley
Five Crown Northern Greening Stone Pippin
Gravenstein Northern Spy Stiirmer Pippin
Hoover I'rince Alfred Winter Majetin
Jonathan Princess Alexandra Vates (comparatively free)

Late Wine Prince Bismarck

Recommendations.—Although this disease has been known for at

least 30 vears, having been described in 1879 by Sorauer as occurring near

Berlin, and has received attention at the hands of scientists and practical

growers, we are still in the dark as to the real cause of it and conse-

quently no means of coping with it are known. Since no definite organism

has been found associated with it, one is led to the conclusion that it is a

-constitutional disease and the abnormal physiological conditions may be

due to a variety of causes. The advice to grow sorts that are not liable

to it is no remedy, any more than it would be a remedy to give up growing
apples altogether in districts affected with the disease. There is no doubt

.2i? to the .serious losses cau.sed bv it, and this, combined with the variety

of opinions expressed by leading growers as to the numerous factors tend-

ing to produce it, renders it imperative that a thorough investigation be
undertaken to discover the cause or causes of it and the exact conditions

under which it occurs so that some means may be devised for overcoming

it.

Since the disease is common in several States of the Commonwealth
and as it is not one that can be properly investigated by any single State,

li would be the duty of a National Department of Agriculture to under-

take it. But since there is no machinery at present in existence for this

purpose I would strongly recommend that the different States particularly

interested, viz.. New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia and Tasmania
should provide the necessary funds and appoint a skilled investigator who
v.ould devote his whole time to an experimental studv of this serious

disease both in the latoratory and in the orchard. Experiments co'uld

then be conducted in each State and from the verv nature of the disease

its investigation would require the co-operation of the leading growers in

the respective States. E\ery possible factor which contributes to the

growth of the tree and the formation of fruit would require to be dealt

with. The nature of the soil in which the affected trees grow, the rain-

fall and the season, the cultivation, manuring and pruning, and even the

stocks used, as Northern Spy is liable to it, would all demand attention.

The chemical composition of the apple when diseased would require to

he ascertained at different periods of its growth, with special reference

to the sugar and acid content and the increase or decrease of tannic and
malic acids in the cell sap. To trace this di-sease to its source and find a

remedy for it will tax the energies of the trained specialist, and the in-

creasing los.ses due to it each year call for an exhaustive investigation

without delav.
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SHERRY: ITS MAKING AND REARING.

/''. dc Castclla, Govcr)iincnt Viticidturist.

Since the 16th century, " sherrv
'" has been a household word in

Enghind and the wine known by that name, the object of a large trade
with Spain. The frequent references of Shakespeare, and the praises-

he has made Falstaff sing of "good sherris sack"' with its "twofold
operation "'

in " King Henry IV." and elsewhere are perhaps equally

convincing and certainly more picturesque than the statistics which could
be quoted.

According to the Duke de Almodovar del Rio, the expedition of the

Earl of Essex against Cadiz in the sixteenth century is largely responsible

for the development of the sherry trade. The Spanisi^ galleons there

captured, laden with wine for the American colonies, popularized the type
in England and led to its gradually replacing canary sack.

The Peninsular war and the increased intercourse between England
and Spain for which it was responsil)le, still further stimulated the trade,

which steadily increased until the sixties and seventies of the last century,

which witnessed the height of the prosperity of Jerez de la Frontera, the

centre of the sherrv district. In or atK)ut the year 1873 vineyard land
sold at up to ;^40o per acre, and Mostos

—

i.e., new wines—for as much as

400 pesetas per bota or butt, equivalent to nearly 4s. per gallon. In

that year the importation of sherr\ into England reached the total of

80,257 butts or over 8 million gallons.

The town of Jerez, though numbering only some 60.000 inhabitants,

ranked as one of the richest in Spain and its prosperit\ was entirely due
to the wine trade with England.

After this period of extraordinary prosperity a marked reaction set in

and since 1880, or thereal)OUts, there has been a steady decline in the

sherrv trade with England, its principal customer, which in 1896 only

imported 17,051 butts or less than a (garter of what it received in 1873

—

a decline which is mo.st difficult to explain and which is probably rather

due to the change of fickle fashion than to any other cause. Various

explanations have been suggested Imt iKme of them are really satisfactory.

The demand for cheaper wines, with the usual result of blending witli

wine of lower grade and consequent lowernig of quality, is one. Accord-

ing to Don Francisco Ivi.son y O'Xeale the average price of Sherries

shipped to London has fallen from ^40 per butt of 108 gallons in i860
to £^2\ in 7892. The attack of Dr. Thudicum on the wholesomeness

of sherrv, is a good deal blamed for it lo(\illy ; this will be dealt

with more fullv in connection with the use of plaster in the making of

the wine, a practice out of which capital appears. to have been made.- The
outl)reak of phylloxera is sometimes blamed, hut as tliis occurred in 1895,

or long after the decline in trade had set in, it cannot in any way l)e held

responsible; though it has certainly led to a reduction in ])ro(luction which

reconstitution has not, as yet, made good.

The falling f)ff in the demand for this wine may in certain quarters

be looked upon as a l)lessing in disguise, for it has permitted accumula-

tions of old wines in tlic l)odegas of Jerez which are more than ample

to maintain the quality of the wines shipped, until the produce of the

new vineyards is fit to take the i)lace of those destroyed by phylloxera.

Quite recently there are symptoms of a revival in the demand for sherrv.

It is at any rate hoped for by those interested in the trade and certainly

justified by the quality of the large existing .stocks of magnificent wines.
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Although it has fallen from its former high position, the present

volume of trade is considerable, and the district, both on account of the

quality of its wine and the special methods bv which it is obtained,

amply repays detailed study. Besides, the literature which exists on the

subject, especially in the English language, is very limited.

The situation of the district and its methods of culture and reconstitu-

tion en phylloxera resistant stocks, have already been dealt with in the

Journal for Mav, 1908. In the present article it is proposed to deal

with the making of the wine and its after treatment. The varied and

complex manipulations which result in the magnificent and unique wines

for which Jerez de la Frontera is renowned all the world over but par-

ticularly so in English speaking countries.

It is scarcely necessary to point out that the word Sherry is a corrup-

tion of the older spelling of the name of the above town which was in

former times spelt Xerez. The initial "X" being pronounced almost

like " ch " in Southern .Spain the English name of the wine is easily

.accounted for.

The Bodegas of Jerez.

Jerez has been chiefl\ built up bv its wine trade, and the main objects

of interest to \isitors to the town are the bodegas of the large merchants.

These are unique in their way and totallv different from what one usuall)

expects from a cellar. It will be well to endeavour to describe what

these wine stores are really like and the conditions which prevail in them
.since these are factors which have a good deal to do with the evolution

of the wine and its ultimate character.

The name '' Bodega '"
is one, the meaning of which has become per

^•erted in English speaking countries, where it has been adopted to desig-

nate a wine shop where a retail trade is conducted. Such distortions of

meaning when a word is transplanted from one language to another are

not uncommon, and the Spanish meaning in this particular ca.'^e is \erv dii

ferent to the one usually attributed to it in England.
A bodega is really a cellar, or warehou.se ; it also means the hold of a

ship, but never a retail wine shop, which in Spain is known as a Posadc.

O"- Parador. A bodega is thus reallv a cellar, or, more strictly speaking,

a wine merchant's warehouse or store, for being entirely above ground it

cannot be termed a cellar. In Jerez the bodegas are one-storied buildings

with a large and lofty roof of heavv tiles, usually supported by brick

piers. On entry the impression created is curious. The general view

reminds one more of a church than a wine store, though the t.ers of butts

soon dispel this first impression.

Everything in a well kept bodega, with the exception of the casks con-

taining the wine, is kept scrupulouslv clean. The brick work is white-

washed every year and the clean sanded floor is raked or swept as .soon

as foot prints have been left by anyone's passage. The first thing that

strikes one is the great height and, the loss of storage space between the

tops of the butts and the roof, the tiles of which contrast strangeh-

with the whiteness of the brickwork. Another curious feature is that the

casks are never cleaned. The solera svstem of handling precludes the

filling or emptving of a cask. Small additions or withdrawals are made
from time to time, but as a cask is never entirely emptied it can never hr-

wa.shed in the usual way ; except in the case of an accident happeninf; to

it^. it is never, after it has once been placed in rx)S'tion, moved. The dust

which forms on the out.side is respected as much as the lees in the interior,

.and the dingy appearance of these contrasts strangely with the marker!
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cleanliness of everything else alx)ut these remarkable establishments, the

fundamental features nf whirh are abumlnnre of li^lit and air. The crreat

KXTERIOR OK BODEGAS OF MESSRS. DIEZ HERMANOS.

height and massive roof prevents temperatures from becoming excessive-

in snite of the warmth of the climate, ricrht in the extreme .south of Spain.

INTERIOR VIEW OF PORTION OF ABOVE BODEGAS.

Nevertheless it is evident that in summer time temperatures must be far

higher than in the underground cellars, in which wine is usually stored iin

other countries.
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The size of vessel used is, with rare exceptions, the butt which usually

contains from 100 to 120 gallons. From the time of pressing in the

BODEGA OF DON JOSE DE SOTO.

casa de vina, or crushing house, until the wine is shipped, it is handled
exclusivelv in butts.

INTERIOR OF ONE OF THE BODEGAS OF DON M. DE LA RIVIERA.

Our photographs will give some idea of the outside and inside appear-
ance of these remarkable wine .stores. Messrs. Diez Hermanos' bodegas
are among the largest in Jerez, whilst those of Don Jose de Soto are tvpical

of medium sized, privately owned establishments.
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In the palmy days of the sherry trade, specialisation of a marked type
characterised the handling of the wines of Jerez—before reaching England
they had gone through the hands of three distinct classes of wine men.
The wine was grown, crushed, and fermented bv the cosechero, or farmer,
w^ho, after a varying time—from a few days to a few months—sold it to

the almacenista, or rearer, in whose bodegas it would remain until fit for

the extractor or cxfortador, who in turn shipped it to its destination.

Nowadays things are greatly changed, manv of the largest houses being at

the same time cosechero, almacenista and extractor. The tendency is for

the almacenista to disappear. In more prosperous times the almacenista's

stock was his banking account—fortunes were made by this class, out of
the increasing values of the wines thev matured. Many of them are now
in a very bad state financially, being forced to sell almost at cost price

the wines accumulated so laI)oriouslv manv vears ago. These accumula-
tions, however, are still very coiisi.ler-

al»le,aii(l it is, tiianksto the almaceiiistas,

tiiiif tlieie is so little danger of a

slioitage in the world's supply of well-

niainred sherry.

The photograph of die inferior of

Don M. de la Rivieia's l)odegas is

typical of the almacenista class.

The manner in which a sample is

drawn from the cask for tasting is

cnrioiis. and })eculiMr to the di?trict.

Instead of the glass or metal
'• velini'he " with which we are familiar,

an iiistrnineut termed a vencncia is

exclusively employed. This consists

of a deep, but narrow, silver cup
atlaciied to the end of a whalebone
handle. It is dipped bodily into the

wine, wiiiidrawn, and its contents

deftly poured into the glass, as shown
III the photograph. Though simple

in appearance, a good deal of knack
is ie(|uire'l, in order to avoid spilling

DRAWING A SAMPLE. anv wiru', The eidlarnien of Jert-z

pride themselves on their dexterity in using this appliance, which has the

advantage of enabling a regular, though small, sample to be taken from

every cask, irrespective of the distance of the liquid from the bung.

The venencias used in the brandv cellars of Jerez, and also at San

Lucar, are of a simpler form, being made entirely of bamboo, a convenient

form for the replacement of a cellar toul, which only too often comes to

an untimely end in our cellars.

In a general wa\ the bodegas were remarkable for their simplicit^ and

the absence of must mudern cellar machinery and appliances. Racking

is done with the bucket rather than the pump, and on the whole every-

thing is old fashioned and quaint, though absolute cleanliness is the

fundamental rule.

{1\> be eoiiti lilted .)
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GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLI0N8.

SECOND ANNUAL REPORT (SEASON 1908),

On the Veterinary Examination of Stallions for the Government
Certificate of Soundness and Approval.

.S". .S'. Camera)!, M .R.C A .S., Chief V eteriuary Officer.

The system of Government Control of Stud Horses inaugurated in

1907 was continued during the past season. Certain modifications of
the conditions, dictated by exi^erience gained during the first season,

were adopted. The most important of these were foreshadowed in my
first report on the working of the scheme (q.v.) It was therein stated that

considerable confusion existed during 1907 as to the difterence between
examination of stallions for the Go\'ernment certificate of soundness and
approval and examination of stallions at shows subsidized bv the Govern-
ment. Furthermore, it was found that the possession of the Government
certificate was no protection at shows against competition from uncertifi-

cated horses. The occurrence of cases in which a rejected horse was placecT

first by judges over certificated animals prompted the suggestion that the

possession o>f the "Government certificate should be made compulsor\ for

competitors at shows subsidized b\ the Government.

The principle of examination and Government certification had been

so widel}' accepted by stallion owners and so extensively supported by

breeders that it was felt no hardship would result from the demand that

the prize-winnmg stallion at shows receiving Government aid should
pC'Ssess the Government certificate of soundness. Accordingh , it was
made a condition that a Government certificate should be held in resi^ect

of all stallions three years old or over competing for prizes at shows or

parades held by societies participating in the Government grant.

Another modification in a liberal direction was the provision of a

regulation giving the right of appeal against the decision of the examinmg
ofhcer. It was thought to be only equitable, that, on the making of the

condition as regards subsidized shows compulsory, it should be accom-

panied b\ some means wherebv any owner who felt aggrieved at the

rejection of his horse should have redress against the possible error of a

single examiner. On most hands it was felt that the appeal provisions

would be largely availed of, but, contrary to exi)ectatio'ns, not a single

appeal has been lodged although J53 horses have been rejected through-

out the season.

Acceptance of Scheme by Societies.

In order that all societies throughout the State might be assisted in

conforming with the condition for the certification of show stallions a list

of parade dates and time-table w'as drawn upi and submitted to agricul-

tural societies throughout the State for approval. Onlv one society

("Rochester) refused to make the suggested arrangements, and altogether

118 parades were organized by societies and attended bv the Departmental
veterinarv officers. A notable advance towards the success of the scheme
was achieved when the firms connected with the Annual Stallion Sales in
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Melbourne and the Wimmera (Messrs. C"anii)l)ell and Sons. Melbourne,
and Messrs. Young Bros., Horsham) decided to sell by auction under
guarantee of the Government certificate. Large numbers of horses were

submitted for examination prior to these sales and it was significant of

the attitude of breeders towards the scheme that few sales of uncertifi-

cated horses were effected unless at prices far below usual, ^fanv of the
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horses rejected throughout the season were exported to other States, South
Australia and Queensland suffering most in this regard ; so that it is no
wonder that these States, as also New South Wales, have been earnestly

considering ways and means of introducing and carrying out a somewhat
similar system of control.

Support by Breeders and Educational Effect 01 Scheme.

As in last year's report, it is again satisfactory to record the con-
sistent support given by the great bulk of breeders to certificated as

against uncertificated hor-ses. This luis l)een especially the case in the

Wimmera District, but throughout llie State the advantnge of breeding
only from sound sires is inucli morn wide!v rqiprfcinted ihfui it was even
a year ago. In this connexion

it may be also mentioned that

the educational effect of the

system has been very marked.

The pointed attention that has

been drawn to the matter of

unsoundness in horses by the

veterinary examinations has

quickened interest in the sub-

ject. Amongst the yoiniger gen -

eration of horsemen especially.

earnest desire has been shown
to become acquainted with the

various forms of unsoundness

and their detection. Scope

has been afforded for the

spread of kufiwledge of the

subject at the practical

sidebones on outside of
both fore feet.

BONES OF SPAVINED HOCK.
A. Inside view. B. Front view. C. Outside view.

demonstrations given by
the examining officers at

the end of the parades
whenever time permitted

;

but the greatest impetus
to the accjuiremeut of this

"horse knowledge" has

perhaps been given by the

very excellently illustrated

Ian tern -lecture on " Un-
soundness in Horses" that

has been delivered wher-
ever possible on the even-
ing of the parade examina-
tion. This lecture has
been given in 85 different

centres, and has never
failed to be productive of

the earnest attention of

the audience and appiecia-
tive reference.
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EXA^nXATIOXS AM) REJECTIONS.

During tlie 1908 season 995 stallions have been examined. Ccrtifi-

cate.s haw been issued in respect of 7^-'. and 253 (25.41 ?<?• cent.) have

been rejected.

Rejections for Unsoundness.—Of the rejections 171 (17.17 per

cent.) wt-re on the Lrround of hereditary un.soundness, details concerning

wliit'li are iriveii in the table below. It

will liL' seen that, like last year, the hijrhest

percentage of icjcciions for unsoundness
ocenrreil amongst dranglit horses (27-33
pfr cent.) and that si'lebones were again

the greatest can.se of rejection, 19.76 per

cent, this vear iigainsf 20.35 V^^ cent, last

vear. The rejeedons in draught horses for

lioiie s])avin were tlie same as Ijtst year,

l)iif in th(! case of ringbone and bog spavin

there has t)een an increase. In liglit hor.ses

there has IxM'n a tlecrease in the number of

Injections Tor sidchone, bone spavin, and
iiog spavin. l)iit an increase in respect of

rinjjlidnH jind curl). Oidy tive pony stallions

have been rejected for unsoundness this vear

(2.q per cent.) as against ten last year (4.67
per (!ent.)

KE,rE( TIONS FOR DtSAPPRn VAL. — The
rejections on the ground of being below a

reasonable standard tor (rovernment approval

as regards hreeil, type, and conformation

have been practically the same in both years

—

and 82 (8.24 \y^x cent.) for 1908. By far

BO.XE SPAVIN.

A. Hock with bone spavin iu

living animal. B. Bones of same
hock.

(8.38 jjer cent.) for 1907

the largest number of rejections under this l^-ad tins \ear have been

Wk
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.amongst ponies—17.58 per cent, as against 8.41 per cent, last year. On
the other hand, the rejections of draughts this year under this head have

-only been one-liaif (4.59 per cent.) what thev were last year (8.9^ per

cent.). This latter circumstance is to be regretted for I feel convinced

that with the present activity in draught horse breeding, unless weeding
out of " Scrubber " sires takes place the State will, before many years, be

loaded with an undue proportion of low type draught horses and that

-consequently prices, as well as the reputation of the State in this regard,

will suffer a decline. It is therefore earnestly hoped that the appeal made
in my last report for the adoption of means whereby there may be effected

.a more radical "culling" on the ground of inferiority of type will not
be ignored. As then emphasized, it is not desirable, and most likely would
not be acceptable to the country, that the veterinary staff should undertake
the duty of selection in this regard. The requirement is for rejections on
this score to be made by competent experts on the judging of the various-

breeds of horses—men in whom the l>reeding public would have the same
confidence as they have shown in the veterinary staff on the matter of un-
-soundness.

For the purpo.ses of comparison, the table giving an analysis of the
defects for which certificates were refused for 1907 is given below that
for 1908.

ANALYSIS OF DEFECTS OF HORSES REFUSED CERTIFICATES, I908.
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ANALYSIS OF DEFECTS OF STALLIONS REFUSED CERTIFICATES, T907.

Dracohts.

05 .S

403.

32.75.

Unsoundness.
Sidebones .. .. 82 20.35

Ringbones .. .. 9 2.23

Spavin (bone) .. .. 3 .74

Bog Spavin and Thoroughpin 2 . 49

Curb .. ..

Cataract (eye)

Totals Unsoundness 1 90 123.82

Below Standard for Ap-
proval . - • • 36 8 . 93

Grand Totals .. 132 ,32. 75

:siil
.

So*

18.27

.99

1.32
4.95
1.32

1.99

32

23

10.63

.64

55 ,18.27

i\i.

II

28.

10

18

4.67

8.41

28 13.08

•2 "5

215.

85
15

19

6

12

1

703.

BE .

a; o
o a;

2a. 42.

9.25
1.63
2.06
.65

1.30
.10

138
1
15.04

8.38

215 23.42

BONES OF HOCK JOINT.

A. Normal. B. Bonr spavin.
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Aggregate Results to Date—(1907 and 1908).

So far, a total of 1,913 stallions has been examined, 1,445 having

been certilicated (75.58 per cent.), and 468 rejected (24.46 per cent.). Of
these, 309 (16.13 P*^r <'t*nt.) were rejected on the ground of hereditary un-

soundness, and 159 (8.31) were disapproved as being below a reasonable

standard for the Government certification. As regards breed, type and

conformation, the detailed particulars concerning the grounds for rejection

are given on the following table :

—

AGGREGATE TOTALS OF DEFECTS OF HORSES REFUSED CERTIFICATES,

SEASONS 1907-8.
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past year, further evidence in the same direction has been forthcoming in
respect of these same families and also in respect of at least one other
family.

—
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had been issued, and that notice be given that an Act of Parliament to

effect this, should be passed within five years. Since then, the feeling

has grown that some action should be taken in this direction more quickly,

• and a conference of all the agricultural societies of the State convened
by the Maryborough Society with a view of deciding on the requirements
in this respect and of promoting a Bill to give effect to its recommenda-
tions, is shortly to be held.

Officers.

The number of horses examined by each officer with the percentage of
rejections is shown in the following table :

—

Officers.

S. S. Cameron,
M.K.C.V.S., Chief
Veterinary Officer

W. J. Colebatcli, B.Sc.
(Ag.), M.R.C.V.S.,
Assistant C'liief Vet-
erinary oaicsr

W. A. N. Robertson,
G.M.V.C., Assistant
Veterinary Officer .

.

Norman McDonald,
G.M.V.C, Assistant
Veterinary Officer

J. Lyons, M.B.-C.V.S.,
Assistant Veterinary
Officer

E. A. Kendall, G.M.V.C,
Assistant Veterinary
Officer

Totals

Stallic
EXAMIN
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REGULATIONS

Governing the Examination of Stallions for the Government
Certificate of Soundness and Approval.

(N.B.—Condition "A" of the conditions to be complied with by
Agricultural Societies for participation in the Government grant is as

follows :
—

A.—Tliat the awards of frizes in all classes for stallions three years

old and over at the Society^ s Shozv must be subject to the possession by
the exhibit of a Government certificate of soundness.)

I.

—

Examination Parades.

(i) Societies within whose district an Inspection Parade is appointed

are required to provide a suitable place for the examinations to be con-

ducted, and to suitably and reasonably advertise the holding of the parade

on receipt of notice from the Department of the fixture. The secretary or

some member of the committee of the society is required to be in attendance

at the appointed time to assist the examining officer in the arrangements for

the inspection.

(2) The Parades will be conducted and the Veterinary Officer will

attend without expense to Societies other than that involved in advertising

and making known the occasion to the public and the Stallion owners in

the district, and providing the examination ground.

(3) The Examining Officer will attend Inspection Parades held at times

and places set out in the official Time Table for the year, and all examina-

tions of Stallions for the Government Certificate will be made at such

Parades or at Agricultural Shows or on some such publiclv advertised occa-

sion, unless under special circumstances and with the express approval of

the Minister.

(4) In the event of it being found impossible for local reasons to hold

the Parade in any district at the time and date set out in the Time Table,

notice to that effect—together with suggestions for alternative date and
time compatible with the rest of the Time Table—should be given not

later than ist June, after which no alteration in the Time Table can be
made.

II.

—

Grounds for Rejection.

(i) Refusal of Certificate on the ground of unsoundness will be made
only when in the opinion of the Examining Officer the horse is affected

at the time of examination with one or more of the following hereditary

unsoundnesses in any degree, \iz. :
—

Koaring Curb ThoroughiMn and Bursa! Enlargements
Ringbone Bog Spavin Nasal disease (Osteo-porosis)

Sidebone JJone Spavin Chorea C" Shivering " or "Nervy")

or such other hereditary un.soundness as the Minister may at any time

declare. (Blemishes or unsoundness, the result—in the opinion of the

Examining Officer on appearances then presented —of accident, injurv. and
over-strain or over-work, will not disiiualify.)

(2) The Certificate will also he refused in the case of animals con-

sidered bv the Examining Officer to be below a reasonable standard for

Government ai>])r()\al. as regards t\])e. eonforniation and l)reeding.
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III.

—

Certificates.

(i) Particulars concerning the identity of the horse—name, breeder,

pedigree, age, prior ownership, &c.—must be furnished to the Examining
Officer at the time of examination. If deemed necessary in any case the

owner may be called upon to furnish a statutory declaration as to the cor-

rectness of such particulars.

(2) Certificates will be issued within seven days of the holding of the

Parades, and will be forwarded to the Secretaries of the Societies under
whose auspices the Parades are held, and who will either forward them
to the owner direct, or deliver them to him on application.

(3) Until the issue of a certificate, or until the publication of the

official list of certificated stallions, the result of the Veterinary examina-
tion will not be communicated to any person except under circumstances
as follow :—The Examining Officer may, on request on proper occasion,

communicate to the owner or his agent—duly authorized in writing to

inquire—the result of the examination. In case of refusal of the certifi-

cate the reasons for refusal will not under any circumstances, save m
legal proceedings under the direction of the Court, be communicated to

any person except the owner or his agent duly authorized in writing, and
to these only on request in writing. Secretaries of Societies, persons in

charge of the horse, grooms or relatives of the owner will not be con-

sidered authorized agents for that purpose unless they deliver to the officer

the owner's signed authority to receive the information.

(4) The Victorian Government Certificate of Soundness can onlv be
issued in respect of horses three vears old and over, that have been
examined by a Victorian Government Veterinary Officer, or horses in respect

of which any of the following certificates are produced :

—

The Nevy Zealand Government Certificate of Soundness,
The Veterinary Certificate of the Royal Shire Horse Society (England),
The Veterinary Certificate of Royal Agricultural Society (England),
The Veterinary Certificate of Royal Dublin Society's Horse Show

(Ireland).

The Veterinary Certificate of Highland and Agricultural Society (Scot-
land),

' t,
.

V

The Veterinary Certificate of Glasgow and West of Scotland Agricul-
tural Society,

Any horse which has been' rejected by the Veterinary Examiners at a
Show of any of the five last-named Societies is not eligible for examination
for the Victorian Government Certificate of Soundness.

(5) The form of the Victorian Government Certificate of Soundness is

as follows:
—

" E.R.—Department of Agriculture, Victoria, No.
Certificate of Soundness and Approval, issued for the season
(or issued for Life as the case may be), given in respect of the {breed)
stallion {name and description of stallion) submitted for Government
inspection by the owner {name of owner) at {place of examination) such
horse having been found suitable for stud service and free from hereditary
unsoundness and defects of conformation predisposing thereto on examina-
tion by {signature of Examining Officer) Veterinary Officer on the
day of 19 .

(Signature).

Chief Veterinary Officer.

Issued by direction of the Minister of Agriculture.

(Signature).

Secretary for Agriculture."
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(6) Two-yeair-old colts ma\ be submitted for examination and a tem-

porary certificate will be issued in respect of such as pass the examination.

Such temporary certificate must not be taken to imply suitability for stud

service of approval as regards type, nor is the issue of it intended as an
indication of the likelihood of a certificate being issued when submitted

for examination at a more mature age.

IV.

—

Tenure of CERTiFirArE.

(i) Certificates issued during the seasons 1907 and 1908 are life certi-

ficates.

(2) In 1909, only stallions four years old and over, will be given

life certificates. Three-year-old stallions will Ije certificated for the season

•only, and will be required to be submitted for r^*- examination each season,

until five years old, when a life certificate will be issued.

(3) In 1910. and subsequently, only stallions five years old and over,

will be given life certificates. Tlircc-xcar-old and four-year-old stallions

will be certificated for the season onlv. and will be required to be submitted
for ^^-examination each season until five vears old, when a Life certificate

will be issued.

(4) The Season certificate issued in respect of anv horse must be handed
to the Exarnining Officer at the time of re-examination or forwarded to

the Chief Veterinarv Officer before a subsequent Season certificate or a

Life certificate will be issued.

(5) The Minister retains the right to at any time have a certificated

stallion submitted for re-examination, and to withdraw the certificate, in

the event of the animal being declared, to his satisfaction, unsound.
{The arrangement as to tenure of certificates, set out above, -provides

for the introduction of tJie system gradually, so that no hardship will be

imposed on oivners. I'nless i/i response to Ministerial request as above
provided for. ojcners or p'urchasers of stallions certificated in igoy and
igo8 ivill not he required to submit them again. Persons 7vho have

undertaken stallion keeping since igoS hcn'c had ample tiotice and have

had the fullest opportunity of making themselves anvare of the conditions

of certification of stallions, namely—tlie annual cxamituition of all horses

under five years old.)

V.

—

Board of Appeal.

(i) Any owner of a stallion who is dissatisfied with the refusal of a

Government certificate in resj^ct of his horse may apf>eal against the

decision to the Minister at any time within thirty davs of the examination,
under the following conditions :

—
(a) That the ai)peal be in writing and be accom[)anied bv the lodg-

ment of ^5, such amount to be forfeited in the event of the

appeal not being upheld, unless the Roard shall for good
cause otherwise direct.

{h) That tile appeal be accomj)anic(l b\ in undertaking to pay any
railway fares and hotel expenses incurred bv the Board of
Appeal in connexion with the settlement of the appeal.

(c) That, in tiic cycnt of refusal having been on the ground of
unscuindness. the appeal 1h' accompanied bv a certificate

from a registered Vcteriiiar\ Surgeon .setting out that the

horse has been found b\ him on examination since the re-

fusal ay)i)ealed against, to be free from all the unsoundnesse.s^

set out in Part IT. of these Regulations.
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{d) That, in the event of refusal having been on the ground of

being below standard for Government approval, the appeal

be accompanied bv a certificate from the President and two

members of the Committee of the Society under whose

auspices the parade was held, setting out that in their

opinion the horse is of fit and proper type, conformation,

and breeding to be approved as a stud horse.

(2) On receipt of Notice of Appeal in proper form, and with the above

conditions complied with, the Minister will appoint a Board of Appeal,

which shall consist of :
—

{a) In the case of appeals against refasal of certificate on the

ground of unsoundness, the Chief Vetermary Ofiicer and

two practising Veterinary Surgeons.

{b) In the case of appeals against refusal of certificate as being.

below standard for Government approval, the Chief

Veterinary Officer and two horsemen of repute and standing.

Such Board shall act and decide on the appeal, and its decision shall

be final, and not subject to review.

(3) In the event of the appeal being allowed, refund shall be made of

the deposit, and any expenses paid bv the appellant under Clause i (b).

Further, the Board may recommend to the Minister the allowance of such

of the expenses of the appellant in supporting his appeal as it may con-

sider reasonable under the circumstances of the case, and the Minister

may, in his discretion, confirm the recommendation in whole or in part,

whereupon allowance shall be made to the appellant accordingly.

(4) No stallion in respect of which a Government certificate is refused

will be allowed to be re-submitted for examination except in the case of an

appeal as herein provided for. In the event of any rejected stallion being

re-submitted for examination under another name or under such circum-

stances as in the opinion of the Minister are calculated to mislead the

Examining Officer into the belief that the horse has not previously been-

examined, the owner of such rejected stallion, if proved to the satisfaction

of the Minister that he is responsible for such re-submission, shall be

debarred from submitting any horse for examination for such period a!>

the Minister shall determine.
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LIST OF CERTIFICATED Sl'ALI.IOXS

(To 3 1 ST March. 1909.)

Cert.

No.
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List of Certificated Stallions—continued.

Cert.

No.
Name of Horse. Age.

Draughts—continued.

199
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List of Cektificated Stallions—continued.

^SF^- Name of Horse.
sSo.

Age.

719

233
438
929
436
841
85.5

122
186
712
439

803
590
53

145
44

1298
733

806
805
804

1035
933
339

1001
1247
1262
1072
988
807
152
28/2

71
561
90

178
475
808
258

1230
1289
1112
1396
789
268
282
54

30]
1352
112
294
364
698
109

362
96

1018
123

1332
1240
398

1012
518

592
858
728

Crown Prosecutor

Crown's Jewel
Dandy Dick
Dandy of Kuuat
Darnley's Best
Dawn of Hope
Defender .

.

Diamond Prince
Dictate
Dictator .

.

Dingly Dell Standard
Bearer

Don Albyn
Donald's Pride
Duke of Albyn
Duke of Athol
Duke of York
Dun Craig
Dunedia .

.

Dunmore . .

Dun Robin
Dunsmore Patriarch

Earl Garthlaud
Earl Grey
Earl Jock
Earl of Dalmuir
Earl o. Darnley
Earl of Dundouald
Earl of Roseneath
Eclipse
Elderslie .

.

Everlasting
Everlasting King
Experiment
Extinguisher IL
Falstaff . .

Farmer
Farmer
Farmer's
Farmer's
Farmer's
Fashion Again
Federal
Federal
Federal Charlie

Federal King
Federal Prince
Federal Style
Federation
Fitz Lion .

.

Flashwood
Flashwood
Forest Cliief

Forester .

.

Forest Hill

Glory
Glory
Pride

Fortune Teller

Gallant Lad
Gallant Lad
Gallant Lad
Gallant Scotchman
General Gorddii
General (inint

General llaniiltcin

General M'-Clclland

Gladbrook
Gladiator .

.

Gladiator .

.

Glancer

Draughts—continued.

3 years

3 years
Aged

4 years
3 years
3 years
3 years
3 years
6 years
3 years
3 years

3 years
3 years
Aged

5 years
Aged

5 years
3 years

3 years
3 years
3 years
3 years
3 years
4 years
6 years
Aged

5 years
Aged
Aged

3 years
Aged

2 years
Aged

4 years
5 years

6 years
Aged

3 years

Aged
5 years
Aged

3 years
4 years
3 years
3 years
3 years
Aged

4 years
3 "years

Aged
3 years
6 years
5 vears

5 years
3 years
3 years
Aged
Aged

3 years
Aged

3 years
Aged

6 years
3 years
3 years

Aged

and

Mitchell and
O'Brien

R. Ward
M. Ewart
J. Roberts, jun. .

.

J. Cummings, jiiii.

E. Francis
Jas. Hamilton
T. Hart
J. Bunge
R. Burrows
F. J. Cato

Wm. Weatherlcy

L. G. Calvert

M. Brown
A. Wallace
J. Russell
Mitchell

O'Brien
A. and J. H. Young
S. Clarke
P. Connell
N. G. Crust
McCann Bros.

D. McNamara
F. E. Peake
A. Miller

Jas. Booth
J. Carter
Wm. Nelson
H. Moss
Jas. Clark
Geo. Eraser
Shields Bros.

Dunning and Shea

J. Cockbill

G. Missen— Buckley
A. Robertson
W. J. Hiles

J. Carnev
Wm. Crozier

J. H. Poulson
Geo. Nixon
Jas. Killmistcr .

.

White Bros.

L. McLeod
T. T. Mulder
F. Haniill

E. J. Lewis
Dean Bros.

Mever Bros.

D. "W. Stewart

H. C. Lees
Balmattum

trict

Breeders'
elation— Stephens

J. Hamilton
A. Mitchell

Land

Dis-

Horse
.Asso-

A. Skirving

R. J. Wilson
T. Creighton
Robt. Craftcr

Healey and
wood

Tippett Bros.

J. R. Stokes
Mitchell
Obricn

W. Bolger

Melbourne

Nhill .

.

Royal Show
Swan Hill

Royal Show
Melbourne
Melbourne
Wangaratta
Warracknabeal .

.

Murchison
Agricjltural Offices

Melbourne
Maryborough Show
Colac
Sea Lake
Pyramid Hill

Smeaton
Melbourne

Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Rainbow
Kerang . .

Elmore . .

Rutherglen
Bacchus Marsh .

.

Ballarat
Bendigo
Numurkah
Melbourne
Yarrawonga
dunes .

.

Dookie . .

N\imurkah Show
Melton .

.

.Matfra

Morwell
Melbourne
Cobram
Bunyip .

.

Whittlesea
Baimsdale
Orbost . .

Melbourne
Shepparton
Tatura . .

Colac
Matfra . .

Yarrawonga Show
Euroa . .

Kaniva . .

St. Arnaud
Tallangatta Show
Kuroa

St. .\rnaud
.Murtoa . .

Hopetoun
Wangaratta
Warragul
Warrnambool
.Mansfield

Minyip .

.

Kyneton

Maryborough Show
.Melbourne
Melbourne

Traralgon

Officer.

14.7.08
I

S.S.C.

21.8.07
9.8.07

22.7.08
7.9.08

27.7.08
28.7.08
15.8.07
14.8.07
14.7.08
10.9.07

27.7.08
16.10.07

7.8.07
15.8.07
3.8.07

17.9.08

14.7.08

27.7.08
27.7.08
27.7.08
11.8.08
24.7.08
26.8.07
6.8.08

10.9.08
11.9.08
19.8.08
4.8.08

27.7.08
16.8.07
4.11.08
27.7.07
9.10.07
10.8.07
16.8.07
16.9.07
27.7.08
23.8.07
9.9.08

15.9.08
19.8.08

28.10.08
27.7.08
24.8.07
24.8.07
7.8.07

16.8.07
23.9.08
14.8.07
28.8.07
28.8.07
5.3.08

14.8.07

28.8.07
9.8.07

13.8.08
15.8.07
24.9.08
10.9.08
30.8.07
12.8.08
26.9.07

16.10.07
28.7.08
14.7.08

S.S.C.
s.s.c.
W.R.
S.S.C.
W.R.
S.S.C.
S.S.C.
W.R.
S.S.C.
S.S.C.

J. L.
S.S.C.
S.S.C.
N.McD.-
s.s.c.
J.L.
S.S.C.

J.L.
S.S.C.
S.S.C.
E.A.K^
W.R.
W.J.C,
W.J.C.
W.J.C.^
W.J.C.
W.J.C.
S.S.C.
W.J.C.
S.S.C.
E.A.K.
W.J.C.
W.J.C.
S.S.C.
W.J.C.
W.J.C.
W.J.C.
N.McD.
W.R.
J.L.
W.R.
E.A.K.
S.S.C.
S.S.C.
S.S.C.
S.S.C.
W.J.C.
J.L.
S.S.C.
N.McD.
W.J.C.
W.J.C.
S.S.C.

W.J.C,
W.J.C.
W.R.
S.S.C.
W.R.
W.R.
W.J.C.
W.R.
W.R.

S.S.C.
W.R.
S.S.C.

S.S.C.
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List of Certificated Stalmons—continued.

Cert.
No.

Name of Horse.

Draughts —conlinu:d.

870
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List op Certificated Stallions—continued.
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List of CERXTFicATEn Stvllions—continued.
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List of Certificated Stallions—comwweri.

Cert.

No.
Name of Horse.

726 i
Silver Cup

7/2 !
The Count

1339 ! The Don
1078 1

The Don .

681
I

The Duke

1109
421

562
506
912
259
1218
483
491

1293
837
224

311
121
536
309

The General
The General

The King .

.

The Maori Prince

The Marquis
The McGregor
The Missing Link

1

The Real Scottie

The Sirdar
, Tip Top .

.

i
Tip Top . .

Togo

i
Togo

,

Togo
Tommy Burns
Tom's Pride

Draughts—continwid.

3 years

715
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List of Certificated Stallions—continued.

469

THOROUGHBREDS.

1219
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Cert.

List of Cp:rtificated Stallions—zontinued.

Name of Horse. Owner. Parade. Date.
I

Officer.

LIGHT HORSES.

943
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List of Certificated Stallions—zontinued.
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Cert.

No.

List of Certificated Stallions—continued.

Name of Horse. Age. Parade. Date. Officer.

Light Horses—continued.

468
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List of Certificated Stallions—continued.
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List of Certificated Stallions—cmtinued.
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List of Certificated Stallions—continued.
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List of Certificated Stallions—continued.

Cert.

No.
Name of Horse. Age.

1

983
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STALLION INSPECTION.

List of Parades and Time Table for the Season 1909.

S. S. Cameron, M.R.C.V.S., Chief Veterinary Officer.

W. J. CoLEBATCH, B. Sc. (Agr.), M.R.C.V.S.,
jW. A. N. RoBERTSOx, G.M.V.C,
\ jj, -^^^

J. Lyon,s, M.R.C.V.S.,
V Examining Officers.

E. A. Kendall, G.M.V.C, j

'At places marked with an asterisk a lantern lecture on "Unsoundness in Horses " or other veterinary
subject can be given on the evening of the Inspection Parade, if desired and arranged by the Agricultural
Society.

District and Date.



STALLION 1 N S rECU {):^-<ontinued.

List of Parades and Time Table for the Season 1909-
coiiti)ii(cd.
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RECEXT PROGRESS AXD DEVELOPMENT OF
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION IN VICTORIA.*

T. Cherry, M.D., M.S., Director of AgricidUire.

In dealing with the Recent Progress and Development of Agricultural

Production in Victoria, the title which was selected by your Committee as

the subject of my address to-day, three conditions must be recognised.
First. Progress in nearly every department of the producing industries has

been more or less of a fitful character. While on the whole substantial progress
has been made, there has not been the steady expansion which might have
been realised with a proper employment of existing conditions of soil and
climate, of capital and knowledge.

Second. Many districts, some of them most favoured as far as soil and
climate are concerned, have shown retrogression instead of progress.

Third. There is a vast tract of Victoria, representing one-third of the

entire State, with a rainfall of from 20 to 30 inches in which progress has-

been extremely slow, and agricultural interests in many respects have been
lying dormant.

With regard to total production, cultivation had reached an area of

1,500,000 acres in 1880. It had reached 2,000,000 acres by 1890, and

3,000,000 acres by 1900. The area has increased from the latter figure

to 3,232,000 acres, and, in addition, about 1,000,000 acres are under

fallow every year. The unsatisfactory part of this return is the fact that

the area under crop reached its maximum in 1903, and has fallen slightly

since that year. Of the total area under crop, 57 per cent, was wheait,

21 per cent, hay, 12 per cent, oats, and 10 per cent, miscellaneous crops,

including potatoes, barley, vineyards, and orchards. The most satisfactory

part of the return is the steadilv increasing yield per acre due to im-

proved methods of farming. The use of phosphatic manures has become

almost universal, and the axea grown on fallowed ground each year is in-

creasing. Taking the wheat yield as indicating results obtained from the

country districts lowest in rainfall, we find that for each five yearly

periods since 1885 the average has been as follows :—

•

1885-9 9-2

>4
1895-y

1 900-4

1905-9

10.9

6.7

10.2

^^ * Address delivered at the Seventh Conv
^-'^Bendjgo, July, 1909.

§ 847.^;.

ention of the Victorian Chamber of Agriculture, held'at
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That is, the yield has been maintained, although cultivation has been

pushed into much less favorable districts than formerlv both of soil and
climate.

Another ^ery satisfactory feature is the steadv advance in the total

yield of the oat crop. Previous to 1900, a 5,000,000 bushel crop was
attained on four occasions only, whereas during the last ten years the

average has been nearly 9,000,000 bushels, fluctuating, however, consider-

ably from vear to year.
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Fluctuations in the yield of potatoes and of the hay crop exhibited a

similar history, and the truth of our original statement about the inter-

mittent character of Victorian agxiculture is clearly seen from the accom-
panying diagrams.

In many districts, some of them most favoured as far as soil an(d

climate are concerned, the last twenty years has exhibited retrogression

instead of progress. For instance, of the four counties, Villiers, Dal-
housie, Delatite, and Moira, the total area under cultivation has shrunk
from 586,700 to 493,200 acres. Villiers comprises the rich land in the
neighbourhood of Warrnambool, where cultivation is 28,000, as compared

20,000

15,000

10. 000

5,000
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It will be seen with regdrd to these returns that the highest maxima
are much greater than the highest average for the State, while the minimum

return in the drought year 1903 was 7I bushels, as against 1.3 for the
whole State. Similarly with regard to oats, the maxima are well above
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the average for the State, while the lowest yield of 20 bushels is

double the lowest average of the State, namely, 10 bushels. Similar facis

appear with regard to both hay and potatoes, so that there is no reason

to suppose that the falling off in cultivatioin in these counties is due to

conditions more unfavorable than the average with regard to either soil

or climate.

As far as live stock are concerned, these three counties show a slight

increase in all classes during the past ten years, but the increase is not

much greater than that of the State generally. Turning now to the map
exhibiting the distribution of the rainfall in the agricultural districts in

Victoria, it will be seen that the greater pajt of the Mallee is north of the

line of 15 inches rainfall. Between 15 and 20 inches, we have the southern

portion of the Wimmera and the southern parts of the counties of Kara

Kara, Gladstone, Bendigo, Rodney, and INIoira, the contour line entering

the State about 25 miles south of Serviceton, and .running through Goroke

and Stawell to Maryborough, then curving north to Bendigo, and thence

north-east through Rushworth, Shepparton, and Yarrawonga. The shaded

portions of the map indicate the parts of the State receiving from 20 to

25 inches (lightlv shaded) and 25 to 30 inches (heavily shaded). The un-

shaded portions included in these a.reas are the mountain ranges and parts

of the southern coast of South Gippsland and East Gippsland receiving

over 30 inches per annum. Now, the remarkable thing is that nearly the

whole of the cultivation in Victoria is in the areas receiving less than 20

inches of rain, for 3,000,000 out of 4,150,000 acres under the plough are

comprised in this area. Of cultivated land in the shaded portions of tne

map nearly the whole is found in the areas receiving from 20 to 25 inches.

The shaded portions represent nearly 18,000,000 acres, or nearly one-third

of the total area of Victoria, yet the total cultivation is approximately

1,000,000 acres, o,r less than one-third of the cultivation carried out in

the drier regions of the north. As we have seen from an analysis of the

retuims in the three typical counties—Villiers, Dalhousie, and Delatite,

the return.s per acre for all kinds of crops in the region of heavier rainfall

are much greater than those in the drier north, and in addition to this a

partial failure is never so disastrous as on the northern plains and INLallee.

Yet we are faced with the anomalous fact that cultivation has diminished

and farmers are depending more and more on the smaller profits to be de-

rived from grazing. Such a state of affairs is highlv unsatisfactory, for

to my mind it indicates that progress, if possible at all, will be an ex-

ceedingly slow process. By far the larger portion of the cultivation in this

area is comprised in the newly developed land around Melton, Werribee.

and Lara, the wheat-growing areas in Grenville and Ripon, and similar

areas in the south of the county of ^loira. Nearly all the cultivation is

comprised between the limits of 20 and 25 inches rainfall.

The area under question comprises what is undoubtedly the richest land

in the best rainfall districts of Victoria. Production per acre should be

vastly greater than any other portion of the State, yet farmers have given

over cultivation, and are resting on their oars. Thev are depending upon

grazing alone, and hence are at the mercy of every dry season or of an\-

similar unfavorable influence. No conclusion I think is more certain than

that the grazing capacity of even the best of the Victorian lands is strictly

limited. For instance, in the pick of the western district, a farm realizing

;^5o per acre will seldom carry more than one cow to three acres all
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the year round. None of the grasses are sufficiently deeply rooted to with-

stand the effects of our normal dry summer. They do not wake into suffi-

cient activity until the rain comes in autumn. Consequently, we find that

the grazing capacity and the number of stock carried on the farms in this

region is strictly limited. Cultivation clianges all this. Oats and other

fodder crops can be grown with the assistance of the winter rainfall, and
ripen before the dry weather of summer sets in. The weight of fodder,

whether preserv'ed green in the form of silage, or dry as hav, is at least three

times as much as the land will carry from the best natural grasses. Work-
ing up the land allows the rain to penetrate more deeply into the subsoil.

The growth of deep-rooted leguminous crops becomes a natural process of
subsoiling, anrl enriches the land with nitrogen collected from the atmo-
sphere. Increased fodder means increased stock-carrying capacity. This

MESSRS. THAIN BROTHERS SILO.

means increased animal manure incorpoxated with the soil, and, in addi-

tion to this, the essential artificial phosphatic fertilizers can be added
much more readily to cultivated land than the ordinary pastures. On many
of the stations in the county of Ripon it was boldly prophesied that break-

ing up the soil would ruin the pasture, yet these stations are carrying

more sheep than ever, while at least one-third of their area is under wheat
each year. Recently, at Beaufort, I was informed bv Mr. Stewart that on
one 50-acre paddock he has grown .rape and wheat for nine years in suc-

cession—five years wheat and four of rape. This year's wheat promises

to be the best of any.

Many more examples might be given of the complete change which can
be brought about in the productivity of land by means of cultivation. The
comparatively heavy rainfall for the whole of the area under consideration,

as compared with the lighter rainfall of the wheat-growing districts, makes
for luxuriance of growth of leaf, size and weight of crop, without
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necessarily increasing the yield of

grain in the same proportion. A crop

of hay yielding 2 tons to the acre will,

if cut at the right stage, yield more

than 7 tons of green fodder per acre.

By meaps of the silo this can he con-

served for use at tlie time of the year

Avhen pastures are denuded, and if

necessary can be carried on as a

reserve store for a number of years

in order to meet emergencies. Only
those Avho have had actual experience

of the silo can realize the enormous

advances w^hich its adoption has

brought about in the methods of Aus-

tralian agriculture. As an example,

I may quote Messrs. Tiiain Brothers

at Carapooee. Last Noveml)er, they

filled their silos with a crop of oats

grown on I 5 acres. They have been

feeding it during March, April, Mfiy

and June to 600 large framed merino

ewf'S and well-grown weaners. The
amount consumed by each sheep

averages between i lb. to i^ lb. per

day, the usual daily ration varying

from 800 to 900 lbs. The silage is

fed in wooden troughs made of three

6x1 flooring boards. These are shifted

every few days on lo a clean piece of

land. Every particle of silage is eaten

l)y the sheep. The troughs are cleaned

out as thoroughly as if they had been

brushed by hand, and there is no waste

silage lying on the ground close to

them. A fortnight ago, at the time

of my visit, the sheep were feeding

in a stubble paddock, and, as you
know, this season every stubble pad-

dock has a fairly luxuriant growth of

wild oats and self-sown coming on.

Messrs. Tbain Brothers' paddock was
certainly well above the average in

j

this respect. Yet, the moment the

sheep saAv the cart enter the gate, they

instantly headed for the troughs.

Now, consider what this means
A 15-acre crop produces enough fodder

to keep 600 ewes and we.iners in good
condition for three nmnths. This is

equivalent to 150 sheep for 12 months,
or in other words, by means of cultiva-

tion this paddock is made to carry the!

equivalent of 10 sheep (o the acre the!
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wliole year romul. Tlie three months in

which they are hand-fed is the critical

rime of the year. Sncculent feed dur-

iii": Marcli, April and May insnres the

success of the coming lamb and means
that its mother will have a good supply

of milk. Lambs reared under thes-e

conditions are just the ones which can

be sold with profit for the export trade

six months later on. Such a result

cannot be obtained by dry feeding

alone. The cost of harvesting the

crop, chaffing it into the silo and feed-

ing it to the sheep, including binder

twine, is less than 3s. 6d. per ton.

What other system can produce equal

icsnlts, and this in a district where the

annual rainfall is only 18 inches 1

But silage is only one of the possi-

l)ilities whicli may be exploited by-

means of the plough by the up-to-date

farmer. In all the area we have been

^4 considering, the extra rainfall means

H that rape can be grown either as an
^ autumn or a spring crop without much

^ danger of failure. Furthermoi-e, peas

^ can be grown for sheep and for alt

^ kinds of live stock with absolute

H certainty. There is no need to harvest

M this crop. Pigs or sheep will do this

< for themselves, and, moreover, the

farmer need not worry himself as to

whether the crop produces a large

number of bushels of grain per acre.

The pea crop is at its best when in full

flower. Instead of letting it go to

grain, if tlie land is wanted for other

purposes, it can be made into hay.

Pea hay has exactly the same value as

lucerne hay, and all kinds of live stock

very soon become exceedingly fond of

it. The additional advantages of peas

in adding nitrogen to the soil which
they have obtained fi'om the atmos-

phere, and also in producing that kind

of food which is richest in the flesh-

forming constituents, and therefore

most valuable to all kinds of live stock,

are two reasons why the area under

peas should be steadily extended from

year to year.

Again, of all the area under (|ues-

tion, summer fodder crops can l>j
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^rown for sheep without any difficulty. Maize, millet, sorghum, and rape
may all be sown during October, and will give a profitable crop for green
fodder in the following January and February. I am concerned now only
with these crops so far as they are fed to sheep, and therefore do not
claim that the same weight per acre can be produced as when the cop is

sown in drills and kept cultivated during the .summer months, as is usual I v

done by the dairy farmer. The latter system will certainly give a \erv
much heavier yield pex acre. The quality of the resulting crop is also

better, and it can all be profitably made into silage, and fed to sheep or
cattle. This, however, involves additional labour, and although the extra

labour will undoubtedly pay, and pay handsomely, still what I want to
point out is that enormous advances can be made in exploiting the area of
Victoria in which the rainfall is between 20 to 30 inches without the labour
problem presenting inisuperable difficulties. In addition, lucerne can be
grown over the greater part of the area in question. The chief difficulty

in establishing this variety of plant is not the lack of sufficient rainfall In

the summer, but the superabundance of rain in the winter, which keeps
the soil too wet to allow lucerne to do its best.

AFTER DINNER.

I see no reason why Victoria should not carry as many sheep, and
make as much out of them as New Zealand does. Yet, on the average,' New
Zealand carries twice as many sheep as Victoria, and the exports of meat
and wool usually exceed ours by ^4,000,000 per amium. It is true their
area is .somewhat greater, but it is questionable whether this is not more
than discounted by the immen.se and rugged mountain ranges which occupy
so large a_ proportion of the territory of the Dominion. The chief ex-
planation is to be found in the difference which obtains with regard to
the area under rape, swedes_ and artificial grasses in New Zealand. If the
18,000,000 acres of Victoria which we are considering were worked on
the same lines, I have no doubt that production could easilv be increased
to the extent of over /^i per acre, or in other words the cultivation and
grazing production in Victoria could at once be doubled.
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PROBLEMS IN IRRIGATIOX DEVELOPMENT.*

Elwood Mead, C/iainiiaii. State Rivers and Water Supply Commission.

The irrigation schemes of Northern Victoria already carried out or

known to be feasible will irrigate 1,000,000 acres of land. Settled as it

should be to secure the full benefits of irrigation this area will support

200,000 more people than now live on it, and if the products equal in

value the average returns from small holdings reported to the Commission

this year the annual return would be more than ^5,000,000. To grade

and improve this land, to build the houses, stables and fences required

by this area, to equip the farms and handle the products from them would

do more to increase trade and give added employment to labour than,

anything which has occurred since the discovery of gold, and it would
secure tO' Victoria its present relative rank among the States of the

Australian Commonwealth for many years to come.

This development is, however, beset by one serious obstacle. Unless

it is removed irrigated agriculture in this State is likely to continue for

many years a shadowy illusion, seeming more important and substantial

the farther one is away from it. The obstacle referred to, is the attitude

toward irrigation of the land-owners of the areas affected. As a class,

they do not believe in irrigated agriculture, and they are not willing to

do the things which success in irrigation requires. Until this distrust and

dislike are overcome progress will be slow and the ultimate outcome

uncertain. That there are exceptions to this general rule is true ; there-

are enthusiastic and successful irrigators in e\erv district, and there are

certain districts, like Mildura and Bacchus Marsh, where confidence in

irrigation and enthusiasm for irrigated agriculture is the dominating senti-

ment. But these exceptions only prove the rule, which is, that land-owners-

do not like small holdings ; they object to a change from the present

methods of farming and they are unwilling to pay for water what it

costs to supplv it. This sentiment is not in any way affected by the

obvious and easily ascertainable fact that irrigated agriculture is paying

handsomely wherever it is followed on right lines.

This opposition to irrigated agricuhure, in existing districts, is illus-

trated by the following statements made in a letter from a landowner in

the Rodnev district and printed in the A.rgus, of the 30th June :
—

The plain truth is that there is less water being used instead of more, and there

are fewer irrigators. Not that the land-owners are fools and cannot see where their

best interests lie, or not because they are too well-to-do to trouble their heads

over it, but because the bulk of our land is not suited for irrigation, and as we
are to our cost becoming aware of this fact, we are letting the water run past in

preference to ruining our holdings. The water is cheap enough—too cheap, in

fact—but the results obtained from its use, unless in small garden plots, is not such

as to mduce us to use it freelv.

If this statement is true, then the State has wasted a (]uarter of a

million pounds on distributaries in the district. Statements of a similar

character have appeared in the press elsewhere. Thev are definite and

thev cannot but have an injurious effect on the work of the State in

developing new areas or in .securing .settlers for the older ones, and the

disquieting feature is that there does not seem to be enough local loyalty

in the district to cause them to be refuted, not a single land-owner in the

Rodnev district has seen fit to dispute this sweeping condemnation of its

• Paper read at tlie Sevciilli Cniivcnlioii of the Victm i;in Cliainber of Aj;i-i<-ull ur.', lield at Bendi;,' ,.

July, 1909.
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soil or express any confidence in the value of water. This is all the more
remarkable becau.se the Commission knows that on the closer settled,

intensive!)' cultivated portions of the district irrigators have had the most

gratifying success. The returns this season from small areas of Zante

currants reached ;^5o an acre; and the average return from a considerable

number of orchards was over ;^36 per acre ; while the average return

from irrigated farm croj)s on small holdings not intensiveK cultivated was
over ^4 an acre.

Distrust like confidence is contagious. The truth of the old adage
about giving a dog a bad name was never more fully \erified than in the

influence exerted by this statement by land-owaiers in irrigated areas on

the minds of landowners in areas to be irrigated. They have heard so

much about being taxed off the land by charges for water that irrigation

is beginning to assume the aspect of a plague. This was illustrated at

Shepparton last Saturday, w-hen a large deputation from the parish of
Kialla waited on the Minister of Water Supply to protest against their

lands being included in the East Goulburn Scheme. The spokesman for

the deputation said that they had opposed the scheme for 20 years, and
that if water was offered them for nothing they would not use it, and that

if irrigation was forced on them they would sell their holdings and leave.

A really pathetic picture was drawn of the pioneer settlers of that district

who had carved homes for themselves being driven oft" their land bv this

proposed extension of irrigation.

That the farmers in an area contiguous to Rodney should be frightened

at the bogey of irrigation after the letter just quoted is onlv natural.

Irrigation to the beginners means the abandonment of a kind of agriculture

they understand and beginning a kind in which everything is strange and
new, and there is no wonder they are panic stricken when they read that

water would ruin the land. No one could talk wdth the land-ow-ners from
Kialla without realizing the weight of anxietv and dread with which they
are watching the progress of the East Goulburn works. To say to owners
of good soil that this apprehension is groundless does not remove it, nor

does it lessen the menace which this distrust presents to the development
of the State's irrigation resources. The position of the majority of the

deputation from Kialla was well taken. Their land is not suited to

irrigation. Even if it had been kept in the district, water would not have
been allotted nor would any charge for water have been imposed, but

there is also good land in Kialla—land which will under irrigation pro-

duce ten times as much as it will without, yet not one of the owners of

this land appeared to protest against exclusion, or to claim a share in the

benefits of the State's generous outlay on irrigation works.

The Goulburn Irrigation Scheme, of which the East Goulburn referred

to is a part, has cost the State an immense sum of money. Developed
on right lines, the returns from this expenditure will be all that can be
desired. The district has a great combination of natural advantages, and
I have never known a new irrigated area where the prosperity of farmers
under irrigation is more assured. Notwithstanding this, it is possible

here, as it has been in the Rodney district, to have these natural advantages
count for nothing, and to have the Goulburn Scheme saddle the State

with a loss similar to that incurred in older irrigation districts. The
reasons for this are clearly set forlli in the Age of last Saturdav, a por-

tion of which is as follows:-—

It is true enough that an immense amount of money has been poured out in
constructing irrigation works and building channels ; but bevond that—nothin". No
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effort has been made to teach the farmers how to utilize the irrigated holdings
properly. The water was brought to their hinds, and they were left in their
primeval ignorance to do with it as they pleased. Naturally in the great majority
of cases the farmers pursued the even tenor of their ancient habits. They lound
the water a uselul stand-by in droughty seasons for their stock, but it never
occurred to them that it might earn them incomparably larger profits by applying
it to the purposes of intense culture all the year round. The consequence is that

irrigation in Victoria has been a colossal failure. The irrigation districts, with
scarce an exception, instead of being split up into a large number of small intensely
cultivated farms, prosperously supporting, as they might, a densely settled popu-
lation, are divided into a few broad holdings, whose owners do no cultivation

worthy of the name. And the only tangible effect of our lavish expenditure in

irrigating those districts has been to increase the value of the land, and thereby
to stimulate the vicious process of land aggreijjation.

The anomaly of land-owners decrying irrigation and maintaining that

land is unfit for irrigation in districts where small holdings are giving

large returns, is explained by the fact that those who are not irrigating

or paying their fair share of the cost of irrigation works seek in this

way to justify their position. In the districts where these complaints are

made there is no compulsory charge for water whereby all of the lands

benefited must pay a proportionate part of the cost of providing water.

In the absence of such a charge those who have not used water have paid

nothing, and as the large land-owners have not used it at all, or else used

very little, they have thereby been made a favoured class, having the pro-

tection of irrigation without paying a fair share of the insurance cost.

Nearly all the .statements about irrigation being unprofitable and the land

unfit for irrigation come from the owners of land in irrigated districts

who are seeking to continue to farm them exactly as they did before the

channels were built. The man who is using water properly makes no

complaint about the cost of water, the man who is not using it at all

seeks to justify his action by the statement that it will not pay.

The absence of a compulsory irrigation charge has made the situation

in every Northern district agriculturally unsound, and financially inde-

fensible. Being absolutely free to use water, or to let it alone, the large

land-owner has most of his land in native grass and follows grain growing

and lamb fattening exactly as men are compelled to do in districts without

irrigation. If the year is wet he goes through the season without con-

tributing anything to the maintenance of the irrigation works. If the

next season is dry he claims his proportionate share of the water based

on the land acreage. In partly settled districts those who wish to follow

intensive methods of cultivation cannot do so. If they prepare their Utnd

and begin to cultivate it properly in the wet years they lose their crops

in the dry years through the increased demands of the large holdings.

This year the holders of 600 acres and over in the Swan Hill and Cohuna
districts did not pay enough for water to buy firewood for the pumps;
the holders of 1,000 acres and over, aggregating in all 41,750 acres, in

the Rodney district paid ^301 for water used in irrigation or less than

ifd. an acre; one owner of over 2,000 acres invested jQ\ in water last

year—this year he was more prudent and only squandered 13s. 6d. ; last

year being dry the owner of 3,796 acres paid ^^96 for water, this year being

wet he did not pay a penny; the owner of 1,351 acres paid 8s. for irri-

gation water last year and nothing at all this. It is allowing owners of

the large holdings to escape payment for water that has rendered irri-

gation works unprofitable, has caused the writing off of so much indebted-

ness in the past, and has deadened the sense of fair play in irrigation

districts. As an illustration of what is meant by fair play:—If I borrow
^i I am under an obligation to do all I can to repay it whether the loan
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was profitable or not, and if I am one of ten men who collectively borrow

;,(^io I have no right to shift my obligation to the other nine, even if not

satisfied with the results of the loan. In the irrigation districts the large

land-owner has not recognised his obligation. The cost of the irrigation

works built for his benefit is either being paid by the user of water on

small holdings or by the State.

The resolutions passed last week by the land-owners of the Swan Hill

irrigation district illustrate the lack of appreciation of the moral obliga-

tion assumed when the State at their request provides facilities for irri-

gation. Before the increased water supply was assured the land-owners

of the district gave reiterated assurance that if water was provided the>

would use it and pay for it. Now, before one season is passed, before

it is even known what water will finally cost, the same land-owners meet

and declare that it is impossible for a settler to pay los. an acre for

water and live on the land, and they call on their representatives to oppose

the Amending Water Bill because one of its features is to impose a charge

which will return from irrigation districts what it costs to supply water.

This declaration was made before these land-owners had done anything

towards introducing improved methods of cultivation or made any test

which would enable them to determine what the value of an improved

water supph would be. Now, the experiences at Mildura, Bendigo and

many other districts with less natural advantages than Swan Hill show

that men can pav far more than los. an acre for water and live on the

land, and the Amending Water Bill which they ask to have defeated

proposes the fairest allocation of cost which can be devised. All the

people are required to pay is enough to make the works self-supporting

and the benefits of irrigation will enable this to be done whether the

charge is 5s. or los. an acre.

No one has more sympathy than I with the hard conditions which have

confronted the irrigators in many of the districts of Victoria where the

water supply is not adequate and where each year they lose a part of

their crop because of this ; and I have the highest admiration for the

patient courage thev have shown, but I have 110 patience whatever with

the selfishness of a district which, when given a full supply of water and
an opportunitv to demonstrate its value, makes no effort whatever to

utilize this opportunity but announces in advance that it will not pay and
that somebody else must foot the bill.

Every debt written off an irrigation district is transferred to others

who had no benefit whatever from the expenditure. It is time for thi.<J

sort of procedure to stop and that a healthier tone should prevail in these

favoured areas. There can be neither equity nor profit in irrigation de

velopment until this is brought about. The remedy proposed by the

Government is a compulsory charge for water which, beginning with one

half of that cost, reaches the full amount in five years. There is no hard-

ship or injustice in this. Where land is properly cultivated irrigation will

pay and all who have tested this statement know it is true. The irrigators

in the Lerderderg Valley have agreed to pay 15s. an acre foot for water

if the State will build a storage work to provide it. Irrigators at Bendigo
and Castlemaine pay 25s. an acre foot and the Mildura price is 30s. an
acre. The good land at Swan Hill, Cohuna and Rodney will bring as

large acreage returns as the lands at Bendigo, Mildura and Lerderderg
and if properly cultivated can easily pav the full cost of supplying water.

It is true that the farmer who wishes to continue the old methods will find

it difficult, but unless he will use the land properly this ought to be so.
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In creating irrigated agriculture in this State, subdivision and closer

settlement are as necessary as water, but subdivision in new districts has

a feature of peculiar difficulty. Much of the land is owned by pioneers

who do not want to irrigate or change their farming methods. The

pioneer is wedded to the methods he understands ; he obiects to either

adopt new methods or to sell to those who will, and his feeling in this

matter is not modified by the fact that the State is willing to pay a fair

price for his land and incur all the risk and expense of securing settlers.

It becomes a question, therefore, whether it is better to leave conditions

as they now are, thus avoiding the opposition to change, or take the neces-

sary steps to bring about a full development.

There is no half way course, it should be one or the other. It is a

situation in which the inclination of the individual runs counter to the

welfare of the State. Every economic change creates situations of a

similar character. Those of irrigation will be far less serious than those

which have been wrought in many industries by new inventions. The
only obstacle to irrigation is that its methods are not under.stood and its

advantages not realized. Those who make the change will not suffer any

enduring hardship. On the contrary, I have the fullest confidence that

the land-owners who remain in the proposed new districts will, in a few-

years, regard the conditions of life under irrigation as infinitely superior

to tho.se they displaced. But whether this should prove true, or not, does

not lessen the responsibility of the State to develop its latent resources.

Northern Victoria has now reached a stage in its development when

agricultural methods must change if there is to be further growth. At

present it is retrograding. Schools in the Goulburn Valley long estab-

lished have recently been closed for lack of pupils. Sixty farmers left

the Rodney district in one month last spring, .selling their farms to their

neighbours. The aggregations of small holdings is going on faster than

the breaking up of large ones. The price of land has risen without a

corresponding increase in the value of products, until, as one man ex-

pressed it, " It has got so now that a farmer cannot afford to own land."

The potential wealth of Northern Victoria is less now than it was ten years

ago because the soil fertilitv is being imjjaired bv wasteful methods of

tillage. The extension of irrigation with increase of population and

better methods of tillage will change this, but if we are to have success

we must work for it.

TTI8T0RY OF THE BrTTEli EXPORT TRADE.

A'. Croicc, Siipcriiitoidciii of Exports.

A report dealing with the first shijDment of Victorian butttM- to England

is herewith reproduced. This interesting document, which was recently

discovered bv Mr. J. H. Mullalv, Chief Clerk, in one of the Departmental

vaults, carries the historv of the l)utter exj)ort trade further back than has

lieen hitherto recorded.

In 1899, I wrote an historical skelch of the Butter Industry in Victoria.

In order to .secure data regarding the first shipment of butter, the earliest

factory established, and so on, I had access to official reports and records,

and to communications from old residents in the various districts. After
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FACSIMILE OF REPORT CONCERNING FIRST SHIPMENT OF VICTORIAN BUTTER.

gathering all the information available nn the subjert I was able to write

as follows :

—

'"The late Mr. D. Wilson, in giving evidence before the Royal Commission on
Vegetable Products on i8;h June, i886, referred to his modern dairy, established
t'.vo years before, which was fitted with an engine and separator. He also alluded
to nn attempt made some eighteen years previous by twenty-three dairymen and
himself to ship butter to London. ' The result, he 'said, was disastrous, for the
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stuff was sold for cart grease; but, undaunted by this failure, he made a verv
successful shipment in November, 1881. The butter was consigned in the s.s'.

Protos, which sailed in December of that year. It was made up in prints, and sold
at 138s. per cwt. in I>ondon. There were 38 tons of other dairy butter in the same
boat, which was disposed of at Sd. per lb., against Mr. Wilson's return of 143d."

According to Mr. Wilson ".s evidence, eighteen years prior to the date on
which it was given, would carry the earliest shipment back to 1868. The
document in question, however, takes us to 1865—three years previous.

Reference to the disco\ery of the report was made in the daily press,

and .since then I have received the following interesting letter from Mr.
William Collins, "Glenlee," Colac :

—
I read with great interest the account of the first shipment of butter from-

Victoria, more particularly so as my mother was one of the competitors. We were
then living at Cowie's Creek, and I wed remember the keg in which the butter
went to England and back. It was branded " C.B." The keg was in my father's
possession until 1901, th^ time of his death, and I think it is still in existence.
I intend making inquiries about it, as it would be an interesting relic to possess.

At the present time I have a part of the brand , '^ed to mark the tub.

It may interest you to know that my motlu 1 came from Devonshire, and-
thoroughly understood the principle of scalding i.iilk. I remember my father
stating that all the milk that went to make the butter in question was scalded, as
there was a weed growing at Cowie's Creek which otherwise gave the butter a
bitter flavour. I think the butter was used by us after it came back from Eng-
land.

DAIRYING POSSIBILITIES IN THE SWAN HILL
DISTRICT.

E. A. R viand, Dairy Supervisor.

'J'hat there is a large amount of land in the Swan Hill district unider

irrigation, as well as a still larger area capable or being brought under this

system of agriculture, is not generally known to the holders or seekers

after land in this State. The Shire as a whole comprises 2,170,8^0 acres,

the largest portion of which (aboat 2,100,000 acres) is mallee land cul-

tivated, if at all, for the prcduction of wheat only. A total of 200 farms

are devoted, more or less, to the dairying industry, but the milking term

on mallee land is shortened to an average of five months in the year by
an excessive dryne.ss during the eail\ spring and summer months. On
mallee land, therefore, it may be sa'd that such dair\ing as is carried on
is at present a winter occupation only.

The remainder of the dairy farms are so situated that their conditions

comj>are very favorably with those in any other part of Victoria. Here,
on a stretch of land with a frontage of 25 miles to the Murrav River and
varying to 4 miles in width, are situated some 29,000 acres of land, which
with the combination of summer heat and irrigation facilities onlv requires

systematic working to make it inten.selv productive. Nevertheless, as often
happens, though these exceptionally favorable facilities might be turnetl

to very profitable account by those who are fortunate enough to possess
them, in many cases the only res'.dt noticeable is a less progressive sy.stem

of farming. The almost complete absence of subdivision of these large
areas also tends to minimise the results which rovld be obtained if .smaller

areas were properly farmed. Even where irrigntion possibilities aie made
use of, the returns are .seldom as sat'sfactory as thev should l3e, on account
of practically no attention l-eing given to s"bdivisinn .md to the proper
preparation of the land for the purpose of watering artinciallv.
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The Soil.—Th& soil of this district may be said to be of two varieties:

— I. Tile flat land along the river bank which is dark in colour and

heavy to work. 2. The mallee soil which is light and friable, being of a

sandv nature.

The flat land has apparently been formed by deposits from the floodirig

of the river for generations past. Both varieties of soil appear rich in

plant foods, particularly nitrogen. This is demonstrated by the strong

and rapid growth which all fodder plants make in this district when the

required amount of moisture is available. Both grass and fodder crops

appear to contain more nutriment than similar fodders in the more southerly

districts, the stock fattening more quickly and holding their condition

better on a less abundant supply.

Method of Water Distribution.—The rainfall throughout the district

averages only 11 inches per annum. Artificial means have therefore to

be resorted to for an average supply of this most necessary element of

plant growth.

The principal irrigated portion of the district is supplied by a large

pumping plant, situated on the :Murray, which delivers the supply into

several main channels. From these, the various farms are supplied by

gravitation through smaller channelling. The control of the system of

distribution is in the hands of the State Rivers and Water Supply Com-
mission, and farmers individually pay according to the amount of water

used. A large number of farms are not supplied from these channels

but depend on their own pumping plants. This entails considerable outlay

in the purchase of an engine, pump and fuel. The latter is an expensive

item in this district. There are also the Avages to be paid to an engine-

driver. Nevertheless, all this outlay is more than compensated for by the

results obtained from the possession of an independent supply.

Irrigation, as practised in. this district, does not produce the best

results. Fanners find it difficult to get labour sufficiently skilled to apply

the water properly and as a result the work does not receive anything like

the attention it should. Preparation of the land in the form of grading

and levelling is only in a few instances practised. Draining also is given

little consideration. The combined result of overlooking these first prin-

ciples of irrigation is unevenness in the distribution of the water supply.

Patches of dry ground are seen instead of regularly moistened areas

;

and in other places the soil is inclined to become water logged and sour.

When it is con.sidered that all fodder crops, and more especially lucerne,

can be very easily destroyed by too much water, or bv allowing water to

stay on too long, it should be readily seen how important it is that the

operation of watering should be properly carried out. If water lies too

long on a crop the supply of oxygen to the plant from the atmosphere is

cut oft'. The growth is thereby either checked, or the plant entirely

Icilled. In like manner also, if the draining of the lanjd has not been
given proper attention, there is always a danger of the same result being

brought about by the over stagnation of water in the soil.

In the mallee portion of the shire are Lake Boga and Long Lake, both

of which are filled from the Murray by overflow in flood seasons. From
Long Lake a system of channelling extends through a considerable area

of mallee country. Water for these channels is taken from the lake by a

large pumping planit and distributed by gravitation. Though this work

has been in existence for some three or four years, the .supply available

has up to the present onlv gi\en sufficient water for stock and domestic

purposes. It is hoped, however, that before long the supply will be im-

proved and the system extended to enable irrigation to be carried out.
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Should this come about, dairying operations could be put on a more sub-

stantial footing by the cultivation of succulent fodder crops over a much
larger area. At Nyah, situated on the Murray, 18 mdes below Swan
Hill, are 2,000 acres of mallee land which have recently been thrown open
as an irrigation settlement. This area is cut into blocks varying from

40 to 70 acies each, and the settlement will have its own independent
water supph-. The main object here, it is understood, is to produce fruit

on similar lines to Mildura : but no doubt dairving will be carried on in

many instances as the source of revenue until the trees or vines come into

bearing.

The Dairy Farms.—The number of dairv farms where irrigation is

practised is 81 ; and the acreage represented is 28,479 acres. The farms
vary in area from 47 to 1,700 acres, the average being about 350 acres.

From the results obtained by various farmers in the district it is clear that

such an arear is far too' large for one man to work profitablv.

The average number of cows per dairv farm in the irrigable area is 22.

While on all these farms a certain amount of cultivation is done

for grain, crops, the principal industry on the whole is dairying. Here
is exceptionally rich land with an abundant water supply, in a climate

warm enough to force its vegetation to almost a tropical growth and yet

the average farm of 350 acres with dairying as the main source of income
onlv carries 22 cows. The three essential features for the heavy growth

of fodder crops are here pre.sent, namelv, lich land, heat, and moisture;

but the pitv of it is that there are net three times the number of farmers

on the area, working the land as it should be worked and thereby greatly

increasing its productiveness as a whole. Given proper attention and treat-

ment this land should carry at the rate of fully one cow to 2 acres the

vear through. It can therefore be easilv seen that the holdings are far

too large to be kept up to their full \ ielding capacitv bv individual

families.

The smallest dairy farm in the irrigable area is that of Mr. J. H. W.
Baker, of Tyntynder South, whose holding consists of 80 acres. Ten
acres are de\oted to fruit-growing anid 24 acres of the remainder are cul-

tivated as follows :—5 acres lucerne, 5 acres sorghum, 2 acres millet, and
12 acres oaten hay. Fifteen cows besides some half-dozen farm horses

are kept on the remaining 46 acres. In December last, the cows were
in milk, yielding an average of 2 gallons per cow dailv. With the fodder
cut from the cultivation this number of cows is easily kept in milk
throughout the vear. This owner ackncAvledges that the remainder of
his land could le made very much more profitable if it were brought under
cultivation ; but he is satisfied with his returns (which for the previous
year were ^400 gross) as he is not inclined to emplov outside labour to

an\- further extent at pre.sent.

Lucerne Growing.—Lucerne is eminently suited to this district and it

is the staple fodder crop grown ; but the method of cultivation adopted
does not conduce to the production of the greatest quantitv per acre. The
general practice is to sow the seed broadcast at the rate of 8 to 12 lbs.

per acre, then as soon as the paddock is sufficiently well established, graze

it off. Another method is to sow in drills with a cereal crop which acts

as a cover and protection to the young plants. As the cereal crop ripens

it is cut, leaving the young lucerne to grow until fit for grazing.

The final results from either of these methods are unsatisfactory inas-

much as in either case the young ])lant does not receive the chance to

develop. Furthermore, the trampling of the voung plants bv grazing

cattle on these heaw black soils, anrl the biting out of the crowns of the
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plant by the animals tends to shorten the lite of the plant and conse-

quently the productiveness of a lucerne paddock. The term of profit of

a paddock under this treatment ends in from four to six years, during

which time it has not given anything like the yield it would have if it had

been cut instead of grazed, and towards the end of the term mentioned

it has become dirty with weeds and the lucerne more .scattered and un-

productive.

For improvement on the above wasteful method, the main points to be

kept in mind are that lucerne, to develop good crowns, must be sown
thinly and the land kept in such condition as to enable the plants to

become firmly established and properly developed. These points can be

gained by sowing thinly in drills, say 8 or 9 inches apart, and harrowing

at frequent intervals after the young plants have become established. This

cultivation will help to keep down weeds ; and, better still, it will break

the surface crust, and conserve moisture, if practised after it has been
irrigated. An implement, similar to that used for the cultivation of

cereal crops after they are up, would meet the purp>ose.

Lucerne should never be grazed but should be cut and fed either gi-een

or as hay. Grazing is a w^asteful method of harvesting lucerne and does

not give the plant a chance to do its best. The crop should be allowed

to make its full growth before being cut. The exact time for cutting may
be set down as when the main part of the crop is out in flower. If a set

of harrows is run over the paddock after each cutting it will improve it

greatly by loosening or opening out the indi\ddual sets of the plant and
dragging out weeds. A paddock under this treatment may be expected

to gi\e good returns for at least twelve years and produce several cuttings

per year.

Other Fodder Crops.—Though perhaps oats may be said to be the

principal crop grown for green fodder in most parts of the State, this is

not so in this district. Here it is only grown by the farmer who has no
lucerne—whether due to the fact that he has not given the latter a proper

trial on his farm, or on account of his not having sufficient water to irri-

gate it. It is also often apparent that the owner is too dilatory to make
any systematic trial of lucerne and shelters his negligence behind the state-

ment that " lucerne will not grow here."

As elsewhere, the oats are fed by grazing off the early growth and the

crop is subsequently allowed to mature for hay, or a grain crop. Cows
milk well when so fed but the source of supply dees not last long enough
and can also be easily overdone.

Ambercane and Japanese millet are both popular as summer crops in

the irrigation district, and some big yields are obtained. Like most

other summer fodder crops, those named come in abundantlv for feeding

purposes only at the one season of the vear.

As in other parts of the State, the dairy farmers here ha\e yet to adopt

silage methods in order that they may profitably conserve their bulky crops

in a succulent condition for later use during the autumn and winter

months.

One fodder crop, however, which is totallv neglected and for no ap-

parent reason is maize. It is a crop w^hich lends itself most especially

to the conditions prevailing here, namely good soil, abundant water supply,

and warm climate. While lucerne as a fodder crop may be said to stand

in a class by itself on account of its high nutritive value, still when placed
in comparison with maize, the bulk of fodder obtainable per acre from this

latter crop enables it to outweicfh lucerne on the ouestion of profit. Xo
matter whether there is an abundant supply of water available or net. the
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yield obtainable from maize will alwavs outweigh that from lucerne and
under fairly dry conditions there is no comparison. In this district two
crops of maize per year could easily be grown. Under irrigation, this

would mean 50 tons of green maize per acre per year, and no lucerne crop
can come near this as a fodder producer. The combination of these two
fodders on every farm would, however, be the most desirable, for, with the
bulk of the one and the high nutritive quality of the other, the dairyman
should be able to obtain maximum returns from his dairv herd.

It is interesting to note that farmers, l-ww under the present crude
ivorking system, have begun to realise the value of this land. This is

shown by its buying value having increased from ^4 per acre in 1903 to

^13 and over at the present time. When up-to-date methods are more
generally adopted throughout the district this price will probably be con-
siderably higher, for even the best farms in the district are as yet not

worked up to half their producing capacitv.

SPRING LOSSES OF BEES.

R. BeitJinc, President, Victorian Apiarists' Association.

In apiaries in various parts of Victoria and New South Wales the

increase of production of honey and l>eeswax, as well as the number of

hives controlled by individual bee-keepers, has beem considerably checked

during recent years owing to heavy losses of bees in spring. These losses

are experienced at intervals of one or two years. Spring losses also occur

in the Northern hemisphere, where they appear to be due to dysentery.

Although we experience losses from the same cause, the " dwindle " or

disappearing of bees in Australia differs so much in symptoms and effects

from dysentery that it is looked upon as a distinct trouble. In dysentery,

the bees become bloated and die in or near the hive, with wings and legs

in normal position, or rather, closer to the body, as distinguished from

bee paralysis when the wings and legs are extended even before death. In

the dwindle, no dead bees, other than the few present even in the case

of normal colonies, are found in or near the hive. The bees apparently

leave the hive in quest of stores and fail to return. Their inability to do
so is due to exhaustion and chill—the consequence of impaired vitality.

The latter is the result of malnutrition in the larval stage, caused by a

deficiency of protein in the pollen used in the preparation of the larval

food. This was fully explained by Dr. Cherry in an address on " The
Growth of the Grub," at the 'Annual Conference of Apiarists some years

ago. Thus, a deficiency of nitrogen in the larval food causes the dis-

appearing trouble with the adult bfu, while the nitrogenous matter in the

honev consumed by the adult bee during winter, if present in maximum
qualities, is the cause of dysentery. Taking this as a fact, it should

follow that during active work and brood rearing there would be no
dvsenterv and no disappearing should take place in a spring succeeding

a season of normal pollen supply.

Both these inferences are now well proved by the observations, experi-

ence, and experiments of apiarists, extending over a period of six years in

localities widely distributed over this State and New South Wales. It

is now generally recognised that certain honeys are totally unsuitable as

winter food for bees, excepting in the rare instances of a very mild

winter allowing continuous activity of the bees. Honey from ironbarks

trathered late in the season and from grey box, under certain conditions.
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are classed as the most unsuitable in Victoria, while in Northern America,

honey dew, and in Germany, heather honey, occupy the same position.

As to the nitrogenous matter in honey being of either animal or vege-

table origin, there is still some doubt, although the researches of Professor

Josef Langer Graz, as published in Leipziger Bienen ^Zeitung (January,
F'ebruary, and March, 1909), prove that the albumen in honey is a

secretion of the bee and the means of inverting the sugar of nectar, and
in this way, together with the elimination of surplus water by the bee,

creating the honey as found in the combs of the hive. Assuming that

this secretion or ferment is of animal origin, it follows that it is likely to

be affected by variations in the health and vigour of the bees producing

it. This would, in turn, alter the character of the honey stored, as well

as that of the larval food, and thus influence the health of the adult bee

during inactivity, in the first instance, and the vigour of the future genera-

tion in the second.

ONE SIDE OF A GERMAN BEE-YARD SHOWING TIERS OF SKEPS.

At present, Australian bee-keepers have no suitable substitute for pollen

to prevent losses from dwindling, and no practical means of forestalling,

dysentery. A thorough investigation, scientific as well as practical, would
probably discover a remedy in one or both and might possibly establish

an inter-relation between disappearing and dysentery.

In the heather country in the North of Germany, bees are still kept
in skeps, which have been reverted to, even by those who changed to

frame hives. It is the practice there to sulphur swarms for the new comb
honey they contain, which is heather honey, and retain, for stock, the

skeps from which the swarms have come and which contain clover and
Linden honey. With bar-frame hives, the latter went into the supers

from which it was extracted, while the brood chamber was filled by the

bees with heather honey for winter stores and bad wintering or total loss

followed. Thus the bar-frame hive got the blame which was due to the
methods adopted; the result is that skeps are universal.

The illustration shows one side of a square bee-yard of 120 skeps

formed by four tiled sheds with two tiers of skeps under each, the bees

towards the inside. This apiary belongs to Mr. F. Heddex and is situated
right in the village of Raven near Winsen, Germany.
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TRAFALGAR MAIZE CROP COMPETITION.

J. M. B. Connor, Dairy Supervisor.

Report to the Secretary, Trafalgar Agricultural Society.

The crops as a whole were very disai)pointing and certainly not worthy

of the district. The time has arrived when more attention will have to be

paid to the variety and selection of maize to be sown in the district. On
the majority of farms there was marked evidence of a general mixture of

seed and there were numerous instances of poor germination of seed. Mr.

Peter Stewart's crop was a striking illustration of the necessitv of testing

the seed before sowing. Out of twenty-five maize seeds sown in a test

plot bv Mr. Stewart only three seeds germinated, or equivalent to 12 per

cent, germination.

The first plot inspected was that of Mr. James Brannigan, Trafalgar.

The soil was of a grey clayey nature. It was in grass the previous vear,

ploughed in winter, and sown the last week of November with Golden King
varietv drilled in two feet apart and at the rate of one bushel of seed

to the acre with a Planet Junr. machine. The cultivation consisted of one

scarifying and moulding between the rows. The seed had germinated

very unevenly ; height of crop averaged about 7 ft. 6 in. and weighed

about 18 tons 13 cwt. to the acre. The approximate yield was estimated

by weighing a uniform area of each crop judged. Cobs were well formed

and there was a fair amount of good quality succulent leaves. The crop

was not as free as ic might have been from thistles and hogweed, and
through this neglect and the bad germination of seed, points were lost.

Total points 75.

The soil of Mr. Walter Giblett's plot, Moe Swamp, was of a black

peatv nature and was in grass last year. The seed, 50 lbs. per acre, wa^
sown in drills 2 feet apart, and the resulting crop averaged about 7 ft.

3 in. in height and weighed about 15 tons 3 cwt. to the acre. The crop

was verv uneven in places and appeared to have been checked at some

period of its growth by frost. The land was clean and. well cultivated,

and the headlands were .sown with peas. There was a good bulk of leaves,

but not much substance in the stem. The plants had stooled and cobbed

well. Total points 69.

Mr. Peter Stewart's plot was sown on 2nd October with the Flat Red
variety, drilled 3 feet apart and at the rate of 12 lbs. of seed to the

acre; average height of crop 6 ft. 6 in. ; weight about 12 tons 3 cwt. to

the acre. The seed had germinated verv liadly. The crop was thin, and

was almost ripe at time of judging. The leaves were dry and withered,

and the general appearance of the crop as a fodder crop was bad. It

was verv dirty with weeds of all kinds, and showed great neglect as

regards after-cultivation, and therefore lost heavily in points. Total

points 41.

^Ir. James Grant's plot. Moe Swamp.—This croo was the highest of

those inspected and averaged about 9 feet. Seed sown was the Sydney
White Horse Tooth variety (25 lbs.). It had stooled freely, but the

growth was uneven in ])laces and the cobs half formed. Not as free from

weeds as sorrell and thistles as it should have been. Germination of seed

verv uneven in places. Total points 63.
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Mr. Alfred Dean, Moe Swamp.—An entirely different soil. It con-

sisted of a grey clay mixed with peat with a yellow clay subsoil. The
land had been in pasture for previous five years. It was ploughed once,

disc harrowed twice, and during the first week in October was sown broad-
cast with seed at the rate of i| bushels of Yankee Flat Red variety to

the acre. This was a very even crop, and averaged about 8 feet in height.

It stooled and cobbed fairly well and weighed about 22 tons 3 cwt. to the

acre. Owing to it being broadcasted it lost points in feeding value; it

was also inclined to be dirty wdth sorrell, docks, sour thistles and young
blackwood trees. This farm generallv showed industry and enterprise, but

the present system of broadcasting the seed maize might be improved on
next year by drill-sowing the seed. The land should be broken down
much finer by surface cultivation before sowing. Total points 71.

The following are the details of the points awarded:—

Oidtr.

25

James Brannigan
Alfred l)ean

Walter Giblett

James Grant
Peter Stewart

20
15

22
'1^
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BUILDING HINTS FOR SETTLERS.

I. Plan and Description of a Four-roomed Weatherboard Cottage.

A. S. Kcnyon, C.E., Engineer for Agriculture.

The accompanying illustrations show the plan, section and details of

weatherboard cottages now being erected on the Government Experimental

Farms at Mario, Rosedale, and Moe for the accommodation of the

managers. The strictest economy consistent with a good job has been

observed in their construction. Hardwood is used throughout, except for

joinery and lining.

The building stands upon 4 in. x 4 in. red gum stumps, spaced not

more than 4 ft. centre to centre under walls nor more than 6 ft. centres

under floors, sunk deep enough to obtain a good bottom but not less than

18 in. These stumps can be made from bush timber split. The floor is

4I in. X f in. T and G hardwood on 4 in. x 2 in. joists supported on

4 in. X 3 in. bottom plates and sleepers. Hardwood is much more ser-

viceable as flooring than Baltic pine and costs about the same, but is not

always procurable. When hardwood cannot be obtained, 6 in. x ij in.

T and G white Baltic pine is recommended. Steps of 6 in. x 2 in. red

gum are fixed to the external doors. The studs are 4 in. x i| in. spaced

not more than 18 in centre to centre, with 4 in. x 2 in. window and door

studs and 4 in. x 4 in. corner studs, checked and well skew nailed into

4 in. X 2 in. top and vermin plates. The studs are well braced with

3 in. X I in. battens let into studs, top i)late, and vermin plate, and

stiffened with 4 in. x 2 in. hardwood between studs at levels of top of

dado and top of windows. The ceiling joists are 5 in. x i\ in., spaced

2 ft. 6 in. centres, and lined on the underside with 6 in. x f in. T and G
and beaded lining.

The roof is constructed of 4 in. x i\ in. rafters, spaced 2 ft. 6 in.,

centres having one 4 in. x i| in. collar tie to each pair of rafters, and

9 in. X i^ in. ridge, the rafters being well nailed to ceiling joists, collars

and ridge. The roof of the Mario cottage is covered with 26 gauge
galvanized iron on 3 in. x li in. purlins, spaced not more than 3 ft. centres.

The roof of the other cottages are covered with roofing felt on 6 in. x f in.

T. and G. and beaded lining. The cost of the felt roofing with the

lining costs about ^^5 tos. more than 26 gauee co;ru<.'--ited irrn. .Ap the

felt will keep the building much cooler in summer and warmer in winter

than the iron, it is considered to be worth the extra cost. The spouting

(4 in. galvanized iron, 24 gauge) is fixed with strong galvanized iron straps

to each rafter and connected by 3 in. down pipes to 1,000 gallon corru-

gated iron tank.

The studs are covered on the outside with hardwood weatherboards

having a 2 in. lap. On the inside they are lined with 6 in. x f in. T. and

G. and beaded lining to a height of 4 feet. The studs above lini-g are

covered with hessian up to the ceiling. The width of hessian, which is

6 feet, exactly fills this space. A f in. quarter-round mould is planted

over hessian on the top of the dado, in the angles of the walls and ceiling

and round door and window frames, making a neat finish and helping

to keep the hessian evenlv stretched. Two boxed wall vents fixed near

the ceiling are provided in each room, with flv wire faces inside and out,

and protected from the weather on the outside with a galvanized iron
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hood. A hood is constructed over front and back doorways, on strong

brackets bolted to the framework of building.

The window and door openings are lined with 6 in. x i in. California

pine jambs having 2 in. x | in. stops planted on. The doors are con-

structed of 6 in. X I in. ledges and braces covered with 6 in. x in. T. and
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G. and beaded liiiing^, fur-

•i"'] uished with rim locks

and hung on strong T
linges. The windows
are if in. easement
sashes of four lights

glazed with 16 oz. glass

lung on strong butt

hinges and furnished with
necessary fasteners, bolts

and hooks.

Brick fireplaces are

built in living room and
kitchen ; the flues are

gathered in quickly above
opening, bent to obscure

daylight, and finished off

smoothly. A colonial

oven is fixed in kitchen

fireplace, and brick hobs
with dished bottom are

built in the open fireplace

of living room. A cup-

board with shelves above
is constructed l)etween

chimney breast and out-

side wall in kitchen and
iving room. Two dozen
hat and coat hooks on

6 in. rail will be fixed in

convenient positions in

the various rooms.

The cost of the

material in Melbourne,
using the felt roofing, is

about <£68, and the labour

about £36 ; total £104.
Where it is not possible

to procure bricks, a single

iron chimney and fire-

place could be used on

an outside wall. This
would mean a saving of

ai)out &~j

.

"DEVIL'S GRIP" IN MERINO 811EEP.

//. ir. Ham, Sheep Expert.

" Devil's Grip," as this fault is railed, is found immediately behind
the shoulder blades, or more correctly, above that portion of the fore-

quarter where the loin flesh (or chops) and the shoulder blades meet. It

is indicated by a dark line, usually semi-circular, following the shape of
the shoulder blades, not immediately on the edge, but an inch or two
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back. It varies from two to eight inches in length, and from half an inch

to an inch in width, and from a dark thin line of yolk on the surface to

an inch in depth. In bad cases the wool is without body and character.

With merino sheep there are several other defects more serious than

devil's grip, from a yield per head point of view, but it (devil's grip) is one

of the greatest eyesores. The appearance of it creates a bad impression,

and in breeding stud sheep for sale, one should work with the view of pro-

ducing a good first impression. Devil's grip is found more in merinoes

than in the mutton breeds.

In all our w'ool breeds we find a close relationship between flesh and
wool. Wool grows best on sheep in good store condition—sheep that are

evenly fed throughout the year, and are neither too poor nor too fat at any

time. With some sheep, even when in this ideal condition for wool growing,

irregularities and weaknesses in the fleece, such as dead yolk patches on

the wither, open wasty patches, anB the fault at present under discussion,

are found. Some of the best constitutioned sheep show devil's grip; in

fact, it is more prevalent in sheep with loose open shoulder blades than

in the narrow sharp withered type.

Grip is mostly seen in old breeding ewes, and is more prevalent in

some seasons than in others; particularly is this the case when there is

a bad spring. It is possible for a sheep that is liberally fed on green

succulent fodder to show no sign of grip externally on the fleece after

being shorn ; vet, if not so well treated off shears, to show it badly the

following year. On the other hand, sheep that cannot be made to show

it under any treatment are met with. It is least noticeable on fleshy,

level, well-coupled sheep. The nearer the surface, and the more promi-

nent the shoulder blades, the more it is seen, especially if the sheep are

weak immediately behind the shoulder blades. Those having the loins

running full and strong right into and level with the shoulder blades, are

the least subject to it. Some sheep will cut flcshv chops right into the

shoulder blades. Others cannot be cut within three or four inches ; and

it is just here (where the best quality of chops cannot be cut), that devil's

grip is seen in the fleece.

But there are other factors. The movement of such shoulders in walk-

ing directs the yolk. Yolk always works into hollows, such as between

folds, and this to a certain extent accounts for extra yolk accumulating.

There is a depression, and in early summer, when the warrr.th causes the

yolk to melt, it rises to the surface, and the dust collects and forms a

black tip. Where the most yolk accumulates and rises to the surface,

there the most dust will be collected and retained, thus showing the darker
line.

It is between the higher level caused by prominent shoulder blades, and
the lower level of the first rib, that the mark called devil's grip appears.

With sheep in low condition, showing grip badly, a jelly-like secretion

will be found under this spot. This variation of flesh is not the cause
of the yolk being there, but it is the cause of the w'ant of body and
character in the wool immediatelv over it.

Extremely hot and dusty climates, and extremelv cold and wet ones,

will alter the outward colour of gi'ip, but in bad cases the want of body
and character in the wool are the same in either climate. Thin and wasty
parts in the fleece, or unevenness of covering (not necessarily unevenne.'S

of fitre or variations in grade) lare due to unevenness of flesh below it.

Variations in grade, or coarser parts found in the fleece, are mostlv due
to the coarse flesh on which it grows.
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MANGOLDS AS FEED FOR SHEEP.

H . TF. Ham, Sheep Expert.

A correspondent asks " Why, in view of mangolds being so prolific

and easily grown, they are not more used for sheep feed ? " Most farmers

find it necessary to raise lambs and mutton on such feed and in such a

way as will give the best results for the least amount of time, labour and

cash expended. Generally, the most suitable crops are found to be those

into which sheep can be turned and allowed to feed themselves, no atten-

tion, other than occasional cleaning and turning off in very wet weather,

being necessary. Fodder crops which can be put in with ordinary farm
machinery, and on a fairly large scale, are best suited to the majority of

farmers. Those crops which can be fed off, and will leave the land

in better condition and ready for ploughing and early sowing are especially

suitable. Still, there are very good patches which can be profitably used

for mangold crops, and mangolds certainly yield a great weight per acre.

Afangolds alone are not particularly fattening, but when fed in con-

junction with short oaten h,ay or oats, sheep, particularly the British

breeds, do remarkably well. In the latter case, economical troughs and
racks are necessary to prevent waste, and by this system aged, coarse

crossbred ewes are fattened at the same time with their lambs. Mangolds
are more suitable for feeding to dairy cows in late spring and autumn.

To get the best yield per acre from mangolds they must be sown in

drills, thinned out, and worked between. This means, at times, hiring

labour. Although heavy grain crops can be grown afterwards, the labour

which has to be bestowed on mangold cultivation does not admit of any

moderate sized area being available to sow for grain the following ,autumr.

Mangolds need a strong .soil, otherwise a liberal application of farmyard

manure is necessary. Sheep cannot be turned in on mangolds and fed

economically. They eat the crown out and the rain and dew cause decay.

Hurdling off is necessary to make the most of them. This plan entails

labour and attention, apart from the cost of the hurdles and maintenance.

When the mangolds are eaten to the level of the ground they should be

turned out with a fork. If forced to clean up deep rooting mangolds,

sheep eat too much dirt to thrive well. The best mangolds for sheep are

the Golden Monarch, Yellow Globe, and other varieties which grow on the

surface of the ground. The sheep then get all without the farmer having

the labour of turning them out.

Before mangolds are fed to sheep they should be out of the ground

a few days and allowed to soften—a crushing with the heel of the boot

will ther suffice. The sheep, even if they are " gummies," will then eat

them. There is no need for a slicing machine. No injurious effects have
resulted from feeding mangolds to ewes and lambs under natural conditions,

but only a quantity sufificient for each dav should be given. Mangolds which
have been lying open to the frost and rain will, at times, bring about

stoppage of water in wethers, and especially stall-fed merino rams if not

allowed full exercise.

.Sugar beet is very fattening, but tough, and cannot be eaten easily.

If sliced, it goes black in a few hours, and, in that condition, is not

readily eaten bv sheep. Sugar beet is more suitable for pigs than for

sheep.
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STORAGE EXPERIMEI^T WITH MILDIRA GRAPES.

/•'. de Cnstella, Government Viticnltarist.

This experiment was the outcome of the request of the Mildura Shire

Council of the 8th February last thaf an experimental shipment of half

a ton or grapes be made to London, in order to test the practicability of

disposing of surplus Gordo Blanco grapes by shipment in the fresh state.

Granulated cork was not at the time obtainable in Melbourne and a

few days' delay was experienced in getting some cork ground uj) locally.

During this time rain fell at Mildura and the Secretary of the Shire

suggested that under the circumstances it would be better not to ship the

grapes. The cases and cork dust having in the meantime been forwarded

it seemed a pity that the expense already incurred should be to no purpose,

and I suggested that the cases be fdled with various varieties of grapes

the keeping qualities of which could be tested by storing them for a

couple of months in the Government Cool Stores. Mr. Grossmann secured

the necessary grapes and attended to the packing and forwarding which

were carefully carried out.

The grapes were sent from Mildura in two lots on the 19th and 22nd
March respectively. On arrival at Melbourne they were stored in one of

the chambers at the Government Cool Stores and kept at a temperature of

35 deg. F. On the 27th April, Mr. Grossmann being in town, I visited

the Cool Stores with him and we inspected a few of the cases. They were

then in fair order. We decided to leave them for another five or six weeks

in cool storage in order to have a thorough test of the powers of resistance

•of the different varieties.

On the 17th June, in company with Messrs. R. Crowe and J. Knight,

I again inspected these grapes. As a result of our examination. I sub-

mitted a report recommending that, as the bulk of the grapes were not

marketable, they had better be utilized for a wine making experiment.

This recommendation, which was endorsed by Mr. Knight, was approved

and given effect to on the 21st, when the grapes were unpacked and

crushed.

A very marked difference was noticeable in the condition of the dif-

ferent varieties. The following notes are submitted for the information

of those interested in the question of grape shipment :
—

The bulk of the grapes were of the Gordo Blanco variety and these

stood the test far less satisfactorily than some others which were only

represented by small quantities. The experiment w^as first suggested in

order to test the possibility of profitably shipping Gordo Blancos. The

'Other sorts were included for purposes of comparison. The following is

a list of fhe cases showing the quantities and varieties stored. The cases

•were close bushel cases divided transversely by a partition. The grapes

'were packed in cork :
—

Cases.

Gordo Blanco
Gordo Blanco (second crop)

Doradillo
Waltham Cross
Waltham Cross (second crop)

Belas Blanc .••

Cases.
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When finally unpacked the condition of each variety of grapes was
noted as follows :

—

Gordo Blanco.—Very poor order. Some cases were a little better than
others, but taken as a whole they were a very poor lot. Less than half
the berries were sound. The berries which were not manifestly bad (dis-
coloured or mouldy) had nearly all .softened at the point of attachment to
the stalk. Few bunches could be lifted without numerous berries dropping
off. The second crop Gordos were, on the whole, in better order than the
main crop, probably owing to their having been less ripe when gathered.
The Gordos in Bradley's cases were in much the same order as those in

cork, so far as soundness is concerned. They were, however, much more
wrinkled owing to loss of water by evaporation due to free ventilation. A
curious feature was the almost complete disappearance of the characteristic

Muscat flavour which fresh Gordos, and even the raisins made from them,
possess in such a marked degree.

Doradillo.—This variety was in very much better order than the pre-

vious one. Though not attractive in appearance, chiefly owing to the dust\
nature of the cork, fully 90 per cent, of the berries were not onlv eatable
but very palatable; they adhered fairly well to the stalks which were
wiry and not too brittle. Had the cork been of cleaner quality (free from
dust) the.se grapes could have been marketed, and at this late season would
probably have brought a fair price.

Waltham Cross.—These were in fair condition, though not equal to
the Doradillo. The percentage of sound berries was about the same, but
the ease with which they detached them.selves from the stalk rendered
very careful handling necessary antl would prevent their being marketed.
The second crop w^as better than the main crop, once more proving the
need for picking on the unripe side. Tho.se in Bradley's cases were equal
to tho.se in cork as regards .soundness, but were a good deal wrinkled.

Belas Blanc.—A late white grape which, from its firmness and simi-

larity to the Spanish " Ohanez," made me hope it would store well. This
grape proved disappointing. Berries fell off freely and the number of
.sound ones was not equal to that in the Waltham Cross cases.

Red Prince.—Only fair—not equal to Waltham Cross.
Laie Red Grape. (Name unknown, said by some to l>e the Reel

Alicante.)—-This grape, the berries of which are round, firm and crisp and
of a hand.some red colour, stood the test best of all. Fully 95 per cent,

of the berries were sound ; they adhered strongly to the stalks which wen-
strong and wiry. These grapes were quite marketable.

Supposed Spanish Grape (Name unknown).—This oval while grape
also stood the test \ery well, almost as well as the late red. Furthe;

e.xperiments. in lari.^er cjuantities, are recommended with these tw(*

varieties.

Red Malaga.— Only fair, about equal to Waltham Cross in cork. In

Bradley's case not .so good ; manv berries damaged from pressure ar

point of contact with case.

Ladies' Finger.— Poor condition, not much better than Gordo Blanco.

White Crystal.—Very poor condition, nearly half the berries dis-

coloured or mouldy. The sound berries. However, were in good order and
remarkably fresh.

The varieties experimented with may be classed in the following order,

commencing with the l)est :
—

I. Late Red Grape
|

5. Red Malaga
z. Supposed -Spanish Grajie 6. Red Prince
T,. Doradillo 7. Belas Blanc
4. Waltham Cross >

8. Ladies' Finger
(). White Crystal

10. Gordo Blanco.
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Taking into consideration the poor quality of the cork dust obtainable

and the fact that rain fell only a short time before the packing of the

fruit, which was all groivn on irrigated land, the result? of the experiment

are not wholly unsatisfactory. The following conclusion? m^y be drawn

from it :

—

(i) Of the varieties tested, the Gordo Blanco was the least satis-

factory. As grown at Mildura (irrigated), there is little hope

of this grape being profitably shipped in the fresh state.

(2) Taking into consideration the very fair order in which a few of

the varieties were found after three months' storage and in

spite of the adverse conditions above referred to, the pos-

sibility of shipping fresh grapes on a large scale receives

further confirmation.

(3) That the variety of grape is the most important factor in the

problem. With the right sort of grape, properly grown

and packed, there should be a great future for the export

of grapes from Victoria in the fresh state.

* # * * -x- -x- *

The above is the substance of a report submitted to the Mildur^ Shire

Council. The following additional notes on the experimental importation

-of fresh grapes from Spain will also be of interest to growers :

—

The preponderating influence of the variety of grape on carrying power

was very evident from the excellent order in which several lots of Spanish

^riapes of the Ohanez variety, imported from Almeria, Spain, by this

Department, reached Melbourne last season.*

It v\as, in fact, the success of this experiment which led Mildura

growers to hope that something might be done in the shipping of Gordo
Blancos in the fresh state, and prompted the request of the Mildura Shire

Council. Some particulars concerning the Spanish importations may there-

fore be here placed on record.

The experiment was made in order to test the question in a different

manner than by making experimental shipments from this end—several of

these had in the past only met with very qualified success. If, however,

Spanish grapes could be landed in Melbourne in marketable condition it

would logically follow that Australian grown grapes could be satisfactorily

sent to Europe, provided conditions were the same as regards variety,

cultivation, and packing.

Two lots of Spanish grapes (2 barrels each) were imported by the

Department. These reached Melbourne respectively by tb.e P. & O. s.s.

Morea (early in January, 1909) and Mooltan (at the end of the same
month). One barrel of each shipment was conveyed in cool storage and the

•other as ordinary cargo. These barrels were all purchased in London at

Covent Garden Market at a price of 15s. 6d. each. They had therefore

been picked for over a week before being transhipped at London. In

addition to these, a barrel of the same grapes was shipjied per R.M.S.
Mongolia at the end of October, reaching Melbourne at the end of No-

\ember, 1908. This barrel was forwarded by the Agent-General at the

suggestion of a Melbourne correspondent. The grapes ex Mongolia and

ex Morea were opened in the presence of a number of gentlemen interested

in viticulture and in the fruit trade, at the Government Cool Stores on

8th December, 1908, and 21st January, 1909, respectively.

The condition of the fruit in each case was most satisfactory. A few

berries in some of the bunches had deteriorated, Ijut faulty berries were

* For particulars concerning the Almeria fresii grape industry, see JournalioT September, IfO.?, p. 545.
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only so inwardly ; though the skin was discoloured it was intact, decom-
position not having spread to adjacent berries of the bunch. The absence
of moulds was remarkable. The number of faulty bunches would not
amount to 10 per cent of the whole. If the damaged bunches were gone
over and faulty berries removed the proportion of fruit unfit for use would
be under 5 per cent. In only a couple of bunches in each barrel had
decomposition affected many berries and even these still strongly adhered
to the stalks—they had not fallen off or Ix^come juicy. The sound berries

were as plump and fresh looking as though only just gathered. The
stalks were dry and wiry, but the general appearance was excellent.

A striking feature was the very slight difference between the condition
of those barrels shipped as ordinary cargo and those which were carried

in the ship's cool chamber. The proportion of damaged fruit was the same
in each and it was scarcely possible to discriminate between them. Cool
storage was thus not necessary for the carriage of these grapes.

The Mooltan shipment was received in almost equally good order to

the previous lots, though in this case there was a slight difference between
the "cool chamber" barrel and the "ordinary cargo" one. This was
naturally in favour of the former ; being gathered late in the season these

grapes had benefited more from cool storage than the former lots but the

difference was only slight. The grapes were packed in thin oak barrels
in coarse granulated cork free from dust. The following particulars con-

cerning these barrels may prove of interest :
—

Length of stave... ... 16^ in.

Greatest diameter ... 15 ,,

Gross weight full of grapes 60 lbs.

^^'eiJ^ht of barrel ... 12 lbs

Weight of cork ... ... S| ,,

Nett weight of grapes ... 40 ,,

In South Australia recently I saw grcnving, under the name of Daira,

a grape introduced from Almeria some years ago by Mr. T. Hardy,
which, if not identical with the Ohanez, is very similar to it. A .small

box of grapes of this variety, packed in cork, was kindly sent to me by
Mr. Quinn of the South Australian D'^partment of Agriculture on the

26th April. These have remained in almost perfect order until now (5th

July) though kept in this office at the ordinarv temperature. Those in-

terested in shipping grapes are refeired lo Bulletin Xo. 11, "A Valua'^le

Grape for Export," bv Mr. George Quinn, issued bv the South Australian

Department of Agriculture in 1906.

Successful shipments of this gtajje have been made from South Aus-
tralia and also from Western Australia.

DESCllIinMOX OF .VPPLE.

Dunielov/'s Seedling.

(S\n. Wellington Pippin.)

]. Crouiu, Principal, Sc/iool of Horticulture, Burnlev.

Fruit medium to large, roundish and flattened ; eye large and open,,

set in a corrugated basin ; stalk short, inserted in a narrow russet cavity ;

skin pale yellow, with a reddish, often bright red tint on exposed side :

flesh yellowish white, firm, crisp, juicy ; flavour tart, sub-acid, slightlv

aromatic. Quality, first class for culinary purposes, unsurpassed as a-

jelly apple. The tree is a fairly vigorous robust grower of moderately
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spreading habit, the wwd bein^ cavre.l with white spots, the leaves
arge and thick. It thrives in most of the apple-growing di.stricls of
the State.

Dumelo\v's_ Seedling has been exported to England since the inception
ot the trade, its good keeping qualities insuring safe carriage under fair
conditions. It has always realized a price that is profitable, and is a
tavourite \ariety for shipping with manv experienced exporters. The
trui is ready for shipment during M.arch in the southern districts, earlier
in the warmer portions of the State. It is also a valuable variety for
exhibition, a dish of specimens of medium size and high colour scoringmaximum points from capable judges, particularlv in exrxjrt section!
ivhere it is classed as one of the best six.

_

On account of its spreading habit of growth. Dumelow's Seedling
IS an easy apple to prune. By carrving the limbs in an oblique direc
tion and entirely removing the heaxy laterals, it produces spurs along
the branches from the ba.se to the summit. On old trees, thinnin.^ the
truit spurs constitutes the greater part of the pruning. The fruh onyoung trees is usually large and gross, and should not be exported or
stored as it is liable to be affected bv "bitter pit."- The fruit froir-
mature trees wdl keep under fair treatment in handling and storing

SL r V "'
^^f' \ '' '"'"'''^"^ ^^-^ b^"^S "^ g««d condition in thi

IJurnley Gardens under the management of the late Mr. George Xeilsonon the 13th January of the following season
It is liable to attacks of woolly aphis and black spot {Fusidadium),

but
1 not a kind that the codlin moth favours. The trees at maturitvbear heavy crops in alternate seasons. On the whole. Dumelow's Seedling

IS a fair apple, especially for export; but in all districts there art
varieties which suit the local conditions and are more profitable, especiallv
IV hen marketed direct from the trees.

pe^^aiiy

ORCHARD XOTES.

/. Cromn, Principal, School of Horticulture, Burnley.

Planting and pruning deciduous trees should be completed this month.

ions of . nlff "l"^ "'"'^^ '""^^''"
'^ '''^^ ^'^-^h with important opera-

rebuts Lh.
^^f;\"g/haracter and will also tend to prevent maxi^mum

results I^mg obtained, even if proper means and methods are emploNcdIn warm Northern districts, particularlv, planting should be finished eart

veXr s
?' rt '-"^'^ '"""" "^ a measure^established before the hotleather sets in it is also important that the trees generally should bepruned before active growth begins or a decided check m.av follow

trees so'lh^.t^to T""^ ^'''''''^ "*^^^^ '^"^^^"^g "^^«^t« i"fest the

irD;rfec K s^fe tn"""^
'^?'-"'^, '''^'

I '*'^"S ''-''^ ^'^>- be applied. It

sre.^rHr/, . n /'f
^'^ ^^"I-^^o"^ before bud movement begins at astiengrth that will destroy any scales, red spider eggs or aphides that

Tpplic'tiora^fe; d''^'f"'^^?
''''''' ^^ ^^"^-^ --'« foll^fa sinfilapplication a few davs later. In some cases, the trees are spraved first and

cer^nrtrnple^^^^^^^^^^^^^
""''-'''--' -"'- '^ ^^^—^-^ -dStt

onlf'^'"""^^''-''"''
""^ ^'''^ ""-"'^ important operations connected with theculture of fruit trees, and considerable space has been devoted to the
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subject from time to time in the pdges of this Journal. Readers are

referred to Mr. Carmoflx s articMe. " Raising an Export Apple Orchard,"

which appeared in the number for July. 1908. for an exhaustive and

illustrated explanation of the subject. For the purpose of these Notes it is

sufficient to mention a few points of importance that are frequently over-

looked.

It is generally accepted that the best possible design for any fruit tree

is that which will enable the grower to easily work the soil near the trees

with horse implements, to spray, thin, and pick the fruit without use of

steps, &c., to force the tree to carry its crop on its strong branches where

it is safe against ordinary winds, and where it is the least strain in every

wav on the energy of the tree. The first steps to secure such a tree are to

plant only those with low formed heads, i.e., with a trunk not more than

eighteen inches long, and to cut back the branches severeh until the desired

form is obtained. A s\stem of ten or twelve branches rising from the

trunk at an angle of 45 degrees or thereabouts, and continued at that angle,

with the branches well spaced and strong, and the weaker lateral shoots

retained intact, especially in the lower portions of the tree, \\\\\ provide a

specimen capable of bearing at maturity six or eight cases of fine fruit

with the least possible waste of energy.

Some common errors in design of trees, particuhirly pear trees, nxay l)e

mentioned. A central system of strong straight branches is left, and.

as a consequence, a horizontal or depressed and weakened series of branches

are produced on the outside. The reverse is the correct method, and the

more any tree, of any genus or species whatever, tends to produce strong

upright shoots, the more necessary it becomes to begin at the beginning and

to force the production of strong branches in an oblique direction on the

outside, with an open or much weaker centre. In the latter case, the

tendency is to the production of spurs and light laterals in the lower por-

tions of the tree that will produce fruit regularly, and retain their vitality

for many years; in the former it is certain that the lower parts will become

barren on account of a rush of sap to the extreme points of the straight

strong shoots, and, finally, the crop will be borne on the parts least able

to bear a strain, alx)ve the reach and control of the grower, where winds

have full effect, and farthest from the sap supply—the roots of the tree.

It may not be out of place here to mention two books on pruning, written

specially for the conditions obtaining in the temperate parts of Australia,

one bv Mr. G. Quinn, the other bv Mr. W. J. Allen, and published by

the Departments of Agriculture of South Australia and New South Wales

respectively. They are the l)est, most reliable, and cheapest works on the

subject, and shuuld be in the possession of every orchardist and amateur

fruit culturist.

Emulsions prejiared from red oil and crude petroleum are the most

popular and valuable washes against sucking insects on deciduous trees

during the dormant season. When growth fairly commences in spring, and

during summer, damage to the trees is likeU to follow applications of such

washes, but trees devoid of foliage may \v safelv treated if a proper

mixture is made. The oil washes n.ay be considered as a substitute for

lime, sulphur, and salt wash, exceit in resjject of the action of the latter as

a fungicide, a point that is now scarcely worth)- of consideration on ac-count

of the value of Bordeaux mixture for that ]>urpose. The oils are more

easilv prepared, are cheaper, more pleasant to apply and handle, and not at

all destructive to the parts of a spray-pumi) as is the time, sulphur, and salt
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wash, and are at least as eftective. Oil wash is noAv used exclusively by

many peach growers against peach aphis in late winter, and the trees are

not at all damaged bv its use.

The formula for preparing either red oil or crude jjetroleum emulsion

is as follows :—Boil one lb. of soap, hard or soft, until dissolved in one

gallon of soft water. Remove from fire and add two gallons of oil.

Agitate thoroughly for a minute or so, and the mixture is ready for dilution.

The use of lime as an emulsifier is recommended by many growers. The
lime used must be freshly burned ; one and a half pounds are placed in a

tub and slaked with boiling water, one gallon of oil is added w'hile the lime

wash is hot, and stirred vigorouslv for a few minutes. The mixture is

then diluted as required.

Crude petroleum, and red oil. are derived from the same source, the

latter being a prepared article from the petroleum, the former more or less

a residual oil left after the extraction of kerosene, benzine, red oil. &c.

Red oil contains more oily matter, and accordingly spreads better. It is

effective at a strength, or dilution of one part oil to fifteen parts water.

In the case of San Jose scale it is by far the best insecticide yet employed
in Victoria. Crude petroleum is varying in quality. Complaints have

been made that an undue amount of resin has been found in samples

analyzed. A fair grade sample is a good insecticide against mussel

scale, woollv aphis, red spider mite (Bryobia), &c., used at a strength of

one in ten. It should be remembered that only a thorough application,

striking and covering all affected parts, is likely to be effective, and that

these washes are safe only when the trees are without leaves or blossoms.

There are various proprietarv preparations that are effective against

sucking insects. The.se are usually mixed ready for dilution as directed,

and are handy, and being fairly cheap are to be recommended for use

bv gardeners wdth a few trees only. " Scalecide " is a new^ miscible oil

preparation that is thoroughly effective. " Salva Fruta," a potash wash,

is also good, and " Soaperine.'" a well known Victorian preparation, is

one of the best aphicides.

SHERRY: ITS MAKING AND REARING.

F. de Castella, Government Vitictiltitrist.

{Continued from page 446.)

Changes of Fashion in Sherry.

Since Shakespearian times sheirv has undergone very radical changes,

and Falstaff would, no doubt, fail to recognize in a high class modern

sherry the sack he so frequently called for. In those remote times "sherris

sack " was a dark-coloured, rather bitter wine, similar to the brown

Malaga, which is still being made in the neighbouring seaport, and prob-

ably identical with the Vino de Color, which is still made in Jerez for

special purposes, as we shall see later. This class of wine was super-

seded by a more natural one, free, or almost free, from boiled must, arrope,

•or "Color," though slightly, and sometimes even distinctly sweet—the

after-dinner, or, as they were often called, East India sherries, of the

middle of the last century. More recently yet a further change of fashion

is to be recorded—a change in favour of a still more natural wine,
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usually known as the l'"iii(j tvpe; so that at the present dav the sherry in

greatest request is al)Sohitel\ ditierent to wliat it was loo years, or even 40
\ears ago.

Even at the present da\ the majority of the wines required bv the trade,

and with which one usually meets with in hotels, are very different from
what one is given to taste in the bodegas. Sherry is in its natural state

a dr\ wine—a fruity sherry is quite an excei)tion, and yet the usual sherrv,

such as we know it outside of Spain, is more or less fruitv. often quite dis-

tinctly .so. In the bodegas, on the other iiand, one is struck l)v the ex-

treme dryness of the wines, which in some cases even amounts to bitter-

ness. Some of the oldest and most valualile wines often strike a person
tasting them for the first time as distinctlv ami unpleasantly bitter. This
peculiarity grows on one. however, and, after a while, no longer shocks the

palate, but is appreciated, for it is often the finest and oldest wines which
have bv long storage in wood acquired this character.

Sherry a Blended Wine.

This apparent contradiction is explained by the fact that the sherry of

commerce is nearly always a blended wine. The elements which go to

make ud the blend are invariably sound, pure, natural wines, thoroughly
well matured, but of quite distinct tvces. It is .seldom that an unblended
wine is shipped, though a limited number of special customers who have

acquired a taste for a particular t\ pe may .send orders for this wine without

admixture.

As has been .stated, the majority of wines of Jerez are absolutely dry.

Besides blending to combine the different qualities required bv the trade,

the wine is nearly ahvavs rendered more or less fruitv by the addition of a

small proportion of sweet wine. In the case of the highest grade this is

added in the shape of the costly Pedro Ximenes, or Paxarete, whilst for

more ordinary (lualities a sweet white, made bv stopping fermentation with

spirit, known as " Dolce Apa:^0(Io " (sweet quenched), or of still sweeter
" Mistela," is used. Such wines are made in considerable quantities for

the sweetening, before shipment, of the cheaper grades of sherries.

The blending of wines before .shipment is an operation calling for

skilful management on the part of the merchant. It is one of their

principal jjreoccupatifins tn maintain an even .standard and to be able to

execute repeat nrders to the satisfaction of their customers. Complaints
are frequent as to the demands of the tr.ide ; indi\idual customers are

becoming more and more difficuU to satisfy, each one requiring his own
particular blend, so that nearly e\erv customer requires a different wine.

Thus it is that tlie sample nxim is an important feature of all the larger

bodegas. In the.se rooms one sees thousands of Ixittles. each of which is

a sample corresponding to an order whicli has been forwarded b\ the

establishment. With the aid of these and reference to the lx>ok in which
a record of each l)]end is kept repeat orders are possible, but a considerable

amount of work, thought, and tasting is entailed.. A photograph of the

sample room of Messrs. Pedro Domecq, the well known sherry shippers,

IS here lenroduced.

Prtxctpal Types or Sherry.

The \ariety of wines a \isit()r is shown at any of the large bodegas
is almost bewildering. His iirst impression is one of hopelessness of ever
correctly grouping the different wines he has .seen or of arriving at a

correct classification nf sherries t;enerall\ . He begins to realize how little
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.the average man—even the man who has a fair general knowledge of wine

—reallv knows alx)ut sherry. To form a correct idea with the wines

before one was difficult enough. To endeavour, by de.scription alone, to

convey a correct idea of such a complex question, and without samples to

assi-st the memorv by means of the palate, is harder still.

Before attempting to describe the different pure tvpes. reference must
be made to the characteristic taste of sherry and the organism by which it is

[)roduced. The sherry taste is almost too well known for it to be necessary

to attempt to descril>e it. That curious taste, reminding somewhat of ether

or, to be more correct, of aldehyde, which distinguishes sherry from all

•other wines, and which has, .sO' far. altogether eluded us in Australia.

Though we have achieved a con.siderable measure of success in the making
of wines of other t\pes. in the direction of sherrv we have not vet turned

out any wine which even a moderate wine judge Avould for a moment mis-

take for a genuine sherr\ . This ta.ste is not present in all the wines one

meets with in Jerez. In some—as we shall see presentlv—it is con-

SAAIPLE ROOM OF BODEGAS OF " PEDRO DOMECQ. '

"

spicuous by its absence, but some wine, which possesses it in a pronounced
form, is almost always blended into the sherries of commerce before ship-

ment, so that this peculiar taste is characteristic of all sherries one usually

meets with.

Sherries in their natural unblended state can, in fact, lie all divided

into two great groups, viz., those with this peculiar character and
those without it. This will be more readilv understood when the

agenc) by which the development of this character is brought about ha''

been explained. All wines possessing this sherry taste have, during ther.

first few years, been stored in ullaged casks, in which a film of a special

type of fungus has been allowed to freely develop on the surface. It is

the development of this fungus which is entirelv responsible for the pro-

duction of the .sherry taste. This fungus, which is known in Spanish as

flor (flower), is, in appearance at least, identical with ordinary " flowers

•of wine," or mycoderma Tini, with which cellarmen are onlv t<JO familiar,

.and which, in the case of light dry wines, is rightlv looked upon as evidence
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of faulty cellar management. In the case of sherry, however, the growth
of f-or is encouraged and regulated. The means bv which ihis is done
will be considered later ; at the present stage we shall confine ourselves to

the fact that the develo-pmcnt of what 7ve may call the sherry taste is en-

tirely due to the growth of this fungus filn. and proceed to define the

terms bv which the leading t\pes of unl>lended, sherries are known in the

bodegas of Jerez.

According to whether flor has been present or absent, we mav divide

all sherries into two great subdivisions. Tf the alcoholic strength of the

wine is under 25 i per cent, of proof spirit the growth of fior is possible,

and the sherry taste develops. If. howexer, the alcoholic strength is over-

27 per cent, the growth of fior is no longer possible, and no such develop-

ment takes place.

We can thus divide all sherries into two main divisions, represented by

the following wines:—
I St. Fino Type.—A wine which in its earl\ vears was reared with a

film of fior on its surface, and possesses a pronounced ether taste and
bouquet. This particular character is often described in Victoria by the

term Manzanilla ; a not verv appropriate word, as it should be confined to

the rather light wines of a well-defined portion of the district.

2nd. Oloroso Type.—A wane, which from the completion of its first

fermentation, has contained, too much alcohol for the growth of flor on its-

surface, and from which the characteristic ether ta.ste is absent.

Fino Sherries.

Each of these two groups includes several distinct wines. Uanzanilla,

for example, belongs to the fino class. As this term has been often u.sed

in Australia, and not always quite appropriately, it will be well to here

describe its true meaning. Manzanilla is the name given to the wine-

grown in the neighbourhood of San Lucar de Barrameda, which town is

situated 18 miles north-west from Jerez. Here the soil is sandy, and for

this reason these wines are lighter, both as regards alcoholic strength and

body, than true sherries, but thev pos.sess the characteristic sherry taste in

a very high degree.

The making of wines of the fino tvpe is a comparativelv recent introduc-

tion to Jerez, and is the outcome of the gradual change in taste in sherry in

England. Sixty years ago Jerez only produced wines of the oloroso and'

allied types. The solera system of maturation, which will be described in

detail later, and without which the methodical utilization of the fior fungus

would, .scarcelv be possible, had not then been introduced, though it had
been in use since \&x\ remote times at San Lucar, and also at jNIontilla,

about ICO miles away to the north-east. A manzanilla is thus essentially

a fino type, but being a special variety of it, the shorter and more compre-

hensive term can more aptlv be u.sed to describe wines of sherrv character.*

Amontillado is a term familiar to any one who has the slightest know-

ledge of sherrv, and yet the exact meaning of the word is not generally

understood. It must be considered in connexion with the fino group,

though it is rather a distinct tvpe. for all amontillados have commenced

bv being finos. An amontillado is nothing less than a very old fino.

which has entered on a second stage of its development.

* How the word Mnnznnilla r-aine to be iiscd to describe this juuticiUar wine is not clear. Literally

it means chamomile, and also a little apiile, npitlin of which iinaniiifrs conveys much information. The
bitter taste of chamoniilo can scarcely be implied, fur other sorts of sherry are di«tinctl\- more liitter than

the wine "f San I.near. There is a s'nall town, to niile< north >f San Lucar, called Manzanilla, but it docs-

not appear to huxc anything' to do with the naniini;- of Ibis wine.
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A remarkable feature of sherry generally is that it is a wine which can
Ih? almost indefinitelv stored in wood. Unlike most other wines, which
should be bottled as soon as their maturation in the cask has reached a cer-

tain stage, sherry undergoes a continuous evolution when stored iii wood—

-

an evolution which may be divided into several distinct stages. Amontillado
.is the second stage in the develofment of wine's of the fino type. The term
is derived from the name of the town of Montilla, which has already been
referred to, and means literally " like Montilla," a term which came into

use many years ago, when the development of fino wines was an innovation

in Jerez, and something was required to distinguish them from the old

fashioned brown sherries and wines of the oloroso and allied t\i>es.

The transformations which occur during the evolution of sherries are

most interesting ; one of the strangest is the gradual increase in the alco-

holic strength of the wine, which is the result of the curious conditions

prevailing in the bodegas in which it is stored—abundant ventilation—

a

drv atmosphere, and a fairly high temperature *—not onlv the strength, but

.also the colour, undergoes change becoming gradually darker, at first

very slowly, but afterwards more rapidly. Exceedingly old wines are

of a deep brown colour.

After a time the strength of the wine in a fino " solera " will have in-

•creased to such an extent that for can no longer live on its surface. The
Avine continues to develop, however, but no longer on the same lines. It

has entered the second, stage of its evolution and is becoming amontillado.

The exact age at which this change takes place is variable, depending on

the individuality of the wine. The transformation is gradual ; for some

years the characteristic " ether " taste of the fino is retained, but it even-

tual Iv gives place to a curious " bite," or sharpness, akin to bitterness,

difficult to define, but well known to connois.seurs of sherry. It takes

from twehe to twenty years, from vintage, before a wine can become

.amontillado. At first it is an amontillado fino, but as the length of time

since the disappearance of f.or increa.ses, so does the fino character also

-disappear, until the wine has reached the complete amontillado character

when it is said to l>e a vino hecho,\ or made wine.

Even after this, evolution continues, but again on different lines, for

the wine enters on its third, or final stage. This is a rather less distinct

transformation than the former one, nor is it distinguished by anv par-

ticular name. The result is simplv said to be a inno vie'/o (old wine).

It has by this time become stronger in alcohol, darker in colour, and usually

-distinctly bitter.

A curious fact is the similarity which exists between the wine at this

stage, and an old oloroso of similar age, a similarity which is in striking

contra.st to the marked difference which existed between them at an earlier

period of their contemporarv history. In their youth the fino taste,

•due to the growth of for, .separated them absolutely ; with the disappear-

ance of this flavour from one of them, in their old age. they become a good

deal more similar to one another.

All finos. howe\er, do not de\elop absolutely on these lines. It is

only finos possessing sufficient bodv which will make good amontillados,

and which are worth keeping for the long series of years the change de-

mands. Thin wines, such as the manzanillas of San Lucar, are not worth

*I had at first some difficulty in creditin,' that this increase in strength really took place. It is not

in accordance with the experience of mist esllirinen in Victoria. On eiquirv, the correctness of the

<-ontention was p'oved to ine in vari'ms ways. The question will he dealt with in detail later.

+ Hecho is th past panicijilc of the verb hacer, to do or make.
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keeping so long ; tliey mature tar eailier, however, and on account of their

pronounced fino character are much used for blending nowadays.
To recapitulate, amontillados, inchuling the final stage of vino hecho

and tho subsequent one known as vino viejo, are merely older forms of

the fino class.

Oloro.so Sherries.

If the alcoholic strength of the wine be 27 per cent, of proof spirit,

or over, the life of f-or on the surface is not possible, and the wine will

develop on entirely different lines, forming a class cjuite distinct from what
we are usually accustomed to look on as sherry. The best of these con-

stitute what is known as the " oloro-so " tvpe ; though several terms are

employed to designate different grades, the word may, for the sake of

simplicitv, be applied to the whole group of natural wanes which have

developed in the absence of f^or. These are full-bodied, unctuous, full-

flavoured wines, yet quite dry, for it is rare even for this type to contain

more than a trace of unfermented sugar. These wines remind the novice

somewhat of a dry Madeira rather than a conventional sherry ; but the re-

semblance must not be mentioned to a Jerez wine man, who considers

Madeira far inferior to his own.. The best wine judges of Jerez consider

the olorosos to be the chief glory of their privileged district. This-

strikes the visitor as curious, for he at once misses the characteristic ether

(or, more correctly, aldehyde) taste. When old, olorosos are brown in

colour, and often somewhat bitter. The older they get the more bitter and
darker do they become. I have tasted exceedingly old olorosos, still in

ullaged butts, as brown as stout or porter, which had become so bitter as to

be unpleasant. These wines are of very high value, but are used exclu-

sivelv for blending, a small proportion giving remarkable character and

qualitv to a blend.

The East India sherry of our fathers and other brown sherries, depend
chieflv on wine of the oloroso t\pe for their body and roundness; they, as

well as most after-dinner sherries, are usually more or le.ss sweetened before

shipment bv an addition of Pedro Ximenes or Paxarete, which conceals

bitterness and softens the wine. Olorosos are said by se\'eral authorities

to owe their character to a relativelv large proportion of higher fattv acids.

such as butyric, lactic, caprylic, &c. ; the ethers these acids give rise to

being responsible for the character of the wine. It is said that this

character is largely due to- the apiculatus veast ; this species is credited

with having much to do with the fermentation of these w'ines, which is

not brought about exclusively by the ellipsoideus yeast, responsible for the

fermentation of most other wines, as well as for those of the fino class at

Jerez. An interesting field for research is lierc presented, which will, no

doubt, receive attention in the recentlv established graiija, or Government
experimental station, where a fine laboratrirv was in course of erection at

the time of my visit.

In a general wa\ it will suffice to remember that olorosos are wines

which, owing to their higher alcoholic strength, have never had fior on their

surface. Once this fundamental difference between finos and olorosos is

thoroughlv grasped, the understanding of the complicated, sherry question

is greatlv simplified.

Our inabilitv to produce wines at all resembling the fino tvpe is nbso

explained. Our so-called Australian .sherries are almost always fortified

when quite voung. an operation which, by rendering impossible the growth

of fior, ab.solutelv prevents development on fino lines.
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Other Types of Sherry.

So far only natural wines have been dealt with ; that is. wines either

altogether unfortified or only very slightly so, the characteristic flavours of

which are due to natural evolutions under careful cellar management, ac-

cording to the solera svstem, peculiar to the district. Other tvpes exist,

however, mostly fortified wines, which are occasionally used for blending

purposes. Chief amongst these are \ino de Color, Pedro Ximenes, and

Paxareie, which are the only ones used in the blending of sherry. Excel-

lent Muscats are also made in the district, chiefly in the neighbourhood of

Chippiona and Chiclana. The Tintilla of Rota, better known to us

as Rota Tent, and at one time largely shipped to England, as communion
wine, is consimied as such, and does not enter into the composition of the

sherry of commerce.

Vino de Color.—This is quite different to any wine we know in Aus-

tralia, but a description of the types of sherry would be incomplete with-

out it. It is, in fact, a relic of the past, being identical with the wine

shipped to England in Shakespeare's time under the name of .sherris sack.

Such a wine is closely akin to that which is made at the present day at

Malaga, and largely shipped to France, under the name of Malaga de

Color, or Brown Malaga. Such a wine is made by mixing with one

portion of the wine, either during or before its fermentation, a certain

quantit\ of arrope, a thick treaclv svrup, obtained by boiling down another

porti>in of the must to the required degree of concentration (about one-

third to one-fifth of its original bulk). After a long, slow fermentation,

during which almost the whole of the sugar is converted into alcohol, one

obtains a wine of about the same colour as porter or stout, only slightly

sweet, distinctly bitter, and mainly characterised by its curious cooked,

almost burnt, fla\our. Such a \vine is certainly an acquired taste, but it

has its fanciers, e\en at the present day. It is said to be a great pick-

me-up—Falstaff certainly had a very high opinion of it. When well

made and very old it develops a curious indescribable flavour and bouquet,

which renders it very valuable for blending, and enables it to command a

high price. Very old " Color " is a valuable wine, which is to be found

in every bodega. It enters into the composition of nearly all brown
sherries, giving them their colour. Although, with age. the heaviest sherries

become (lark in colour, it is only in exceptional cases that the change is

due to natural causes ; in all but exceedingly high-priced wines. Vino de

Color is the colouring agent used. Of recent years large quantities of

brown sherry are forwarded annually to Scotland to be blended in with

whiskies; the.se often owe their colour to this particular type of wine.

Pedro Ximenes is the exceedingly sweet wine made from the grape of

the same name,* partially dried on esparto mats in the sun before being

crushed. The very high gravity must, thus obtained, ferments slowly, and

produces a wine which is almost a syrup, and very fragrant.. It is the

wine chiefly used for gi\ing dry sherries the slight amount of fruitiness

required by the trade, and is a wine which, owing to the small yield per

acre, is costlv to produce. An <ild Pedro Ximenes commands a

high price. Tliough too sweet for the majority of consumers Us a wine,

it finds a few fanciers, and there is a limited .sale for it in bottle in Jerez,

where it is sometimes served in small glasses as a liqueur. Pedro Ximenes

is essentially a blending wine.

The true Pedro Ximenes of Southern Spain is ;t totally distinct variety from the variety we know

as Peilio in the Rutheri;U'n and other districts of \irtoriff..
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Paxarete is another form of sweet wine made from the Pedro Ximenes-
grape, and called after a small town near Arcos. Since the destruction
of the vineyards of Paxarete by the phvlloxera, the old type of this wine
is almost a thing of the past. It differed a good deal from the Pedro
Ximenes, chiefly in the way it was made, portion of the must being con-
centrated by artificial heat.

Though Paxarete is still obtainable in the bodegas of Jerez, it is at the
present day chiefly a made-up wine, or blend of Pedro Ximenes, and some-

times even "Dolce Apagado, " with a certain quantitv of Vino de Color.

Modern Paxarete is not to be compared with the wine that made its place of
production famous in olden days. Paxarete was largely used in the pro-

duction of brown sherries. Its place in such blends is now largely taken

by the sweet wines and " Color " by which its imitation is made up.

Dolce Apagado and Mistela are sweet whites of ordinary type, made-
by stopping fermentation with spirit in the usual way.******

Such are the main types of wine one meets with in Jerez. The great

majority of them are very different from what one is accustomed to get as

sherry, outside of Spain. It is by blending wines of the fino, amontillado,

and oloroso types, especiallv the first-named, with a little Pedro Ximenes,.

or other sweet wine, that the high class .sherries of commerce are turned

out. These are all high class wines, matured on the solera system, which,

as we shall see later, considerably increases the cost of production. Such

wines can only be sold at a profit at a fairly high price, probably not less

than ^50 per butt. Many cheaper sherries are to l^e found on the market.

These are blends of varying proportions, according to price, of the above

wines and of wines from the neighbouring provinces of Huelva, Sevilla, and'

even La Mancha ; but the highest priced sherries are exclusively grown,

matured, and handled near Jerez. They are almost invariably blended

and slightly sweetened before shipment, and usually fortified also. The
increase in alcoholic strength suits the English palate, and insures the

wine keeping its condition.

The Factors of Sherry.

The Soils and Climate of Jerez have already been dealt with (see

Journal). To briefly recapitulate, the geological formation is of ter-

tiary age and the soil chiefly remarkable for its high lime contents. The
white marls of the Afuera or Albariza type, containing in some cases as

much as 80 per cent, of carbonate of lime, are the most characteristic-

ones and tho.se which produce the most valuable wines.

Nie?a- the town of Jerez one also meets with " Barros " or clay soils and
" Arenas " or sands, whilst at San Lucar de Earrameda, the home of

Manzanilla, at the mouth of the Guadalquivir, the vines are grown on

sandy soil. Xearlv all these soils are rich in lime, the abundance of

which element is one of the striking features of the sherry .soils.

The climate of Jerez is one of the warmest in Spain. As far as

temperature and rainfall are concerned, it reminds one a good deal of

northern •Victoria, with the difference that, being only .some 20 miles from

the se:i, the air is not so dry.

Varieties Cultivated.

Sherrv differs from Port in l>eing [iractically a "one variety" wine, nine-

tenths of the best vineyards being plant'Ml with one \ariety of grape, viz.,

the Palomino or Listaii. for it Is known l'\ hcith names. This vine reminds
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one strongly of the one we know as Sweetwater, by its leaves, fruit and
habit of growth ; like the latter sort, it is an early ripener. The similarity

-of the two was mentioned many years ago by Dr. Kelly in his works on
the Vine in vSouth Australia, and again by Mr. Thomas Hardv, of Ade-
laide.* The identity or otherwise of these two vines will shortlv be settled

as authentic specimens of the Palomino variety were imported into Victoria

by the writer last >ear. That the English Sweetwater should be of Spanish
origin is by no means unlikely, seeing the large trade which has flourished

for centuries between Cadiz and England. Any one introducing cuttings

into a cold country would naturally select the early ripening Palomino.
Pedro Ximenes, though often to be met with in the vineyards, is not

nearly so important a constituent of Sherry as is usually stated in books
•on wine. This variety is mostlv made into the syrupy wine of the same
name, used to sweeten the sherries of commerce before shipment. Though
very extensively grown in the districts of Malaga, Huelva and Seville, and
to some extent also at Montilla, it is not so plentiful at Jerez, though
some authorities consider its admixture, in small proportion, with the
Palomino to be an improvement. It is said in some quarters to be none
-other than the Riesling of the Rhine which, over a century ago, was
introduced into Andalucia by one Peter Siemen, whose name in Spanish
was corrupted into Pedro Ximenes. Though picturesque, this story cannot
be true, for this vine is absolutelv different from the Riesling.

Such varieties as Mantua de Pila and Mantiio CastcUa)io, Cano Cazo,

Perruno, Beba, Calon, and Uva de Rey, are also to be met with, but
usuallv in smaller proportion. The " Mantuos " are later grapes, chiefly

grown in the sand soils, where they produce wines worth up to ^£"2$ pe.r

butt. In some parts of the district, chiefly near Chippiona, some
muscats are grown ; from these is made a very luscious Moscatcl wine.

Muscats are never, by any means, mixed with the grapes used for making
sherrv.

Vintage.

This takes place about the end of September, or beginning of October,

when the grapes have attained complete maturity, but before they are

over ripe. For the lighter Manzanillas, they are picked somewhat

earlier; hence it is that vintage is usually concluded at San Lucar before

it has commenced at Jerez. As a result of the change of fashion from

the fuller "after dinner" wines of former days in favour of "Fino"
sherries, vintage at Jerez commences rather earlier now than it did twenty

or thirty years ago.

Judging from the strengths of the voung wines which I saw. the gravity

of the musts would varv between 13 deg. and 16 deg. Beaume (i.ioo and

1. 1 25 s.g.). For wines of the fino type, 14 deg. and 15 deg. would be

most usual. This wall give some idea of the state of maturity.

The grapes are carefully gathered into small wooden boxes fitted with

handles. Sometimes the vines are gone over twnce, in order to insure

that onlv thoroughlv ripe grapes are brought in. In these boxes, known

as tinetas, the fruit is conveyed to the casa de lagares or crushing house, f

where the extraction of the juice is carried out. A photograph is repro-

duced of that at Obregon, the property of Don Francisco Ivison y O'Neale,

one of the best vineyards of the district, which is typical of the majority

* See Notes on Vineyards in America and Europe, p. 67.

+ Lavp-e vinevai-iis are not the ru'e in the Jerez I'istrict. The n-oft profitahle size is said to be

between 50 and If'O'acre-. This oan be managed by a capataz (working overseer) with a jfansr of men
-nnrler liim more satisfactorily than those of larf;er or smaller size.
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of lliem. It sbows the heavy stone

aiclies wliich always constitute the

central portion of the facade, giving-

it a cliaracleristic appearance.

Alongside of the casa is a large

open level space, known as an almijar,

where the grapes are exposed to the

sun on esparto grass mats. The fruit

is cnrefnlly spread on these mats, with

as little crushing as possible, and left

in the sun for a varying time. The
mat< are made by sewing a long

stiip of esparta matting into a spiral

or requisite size, usually about 3 feet

in diameter. The object of this

insolation is to allow any dew or

moisture to he dried off; it is not

usually of sufficient duration for much
concentration of the must to take place.

Tlie length of time the grnpes remain
on the almijar varies greatly with

the type of wine it is intended to

produce. For the fino type, now so

much in vogue, a sliort exposuie of

usually only a few hours is suffieient
;

fur heavier oiorosos, a couple of days
may be judged necessary ; whilst, for

the luscious Pedro Ximenes and Mos-
c;itels, nearly a fortnight may he the

length of exposure— for these wines

the ginpes are reduced to a senii-

raisin state before they are made into

wine. When grapes are sold, in which
case they are conveyed to the crushing

house on pack mules, they have,

i)efore l)eing placed in the baskets,

alrea<ly undergone the necessary sun

ripening. Tliey are always carefully

handled and broken as little as possil)le

prior to tlieir exposure to the siu).

The treatment they receive in the

cnisliiiig house is vcrv diffe'ent from
what tii(^ colour and ciiaiacter of

the finished wine luiiiht lead one to

expect. I l)elieve it is commonly
thought in Aiisirnlia that sherry is

fermented in its skins—something
;i('ter the m.aniier of I'ort, tor examjde.
Nothing cdiilil 1)(. further from the

truth ; inie of the most striking features

in the making of thi.s wine is the

rapidity with whi(di the jeice is sepa-

rated I'rom the inaic ami the avoidance
of full her coii'act with tlie latter, as-
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soon as the grapes have once been crushed. Sherry in its youth is a light

delicate wine, totally different to the finished article. The greatest fault

in a young wine is coarseness, and one which for high-class sherries must

be avoided at any cost ; a wine which has any tendency towards coarseness

is said to be Basto, and never finds its way into the l^etter class wines.

It is, in fact, usually sent to the still. Distillation is the fate of all

inferior wines, the so-called " Cogn:;c Jerezano " enjoying great popularity

and meeting with a readv sale throughout Spain. The greatest care is

taken to avoid coarseness, and one of the main means to this end is the

rapid separation of the juice from the marc. So' much is this so, that

in former days it was customarv to separate the grapes from the stalks

over wide-meshed riddles before crushing and pressing. This, however,

is not so generallv prartised nowadays.

INTERIOR OF PORTION OF l.(-l)LG . UU ./ \1 ' /, b\ \^ T WD LO

The crushed grapes receive verv little pressing, in order to produce

the first qua lit v wine. Our photograph gives a view of some of the

lagares or wine presses at the Obregon vineyard. The most striking

feature of these is the lightness of the central screw, which is quite

mcapable of applying powerful pressure.

The making of the wine is practicallv as follows :—Enough grapes are

emptied on to each lagar to vield i butt (108 gals.) of juice. These are

crushed bv being trampled on by men wearing hea\y shoes of a special

make. The juice flowing from this crushing is carefully strained before

being filled into the butt. During crushing the grapes are dusted over

with a certain quantity of " yeso, '' which is Spanish for gvpsum or

plaster (sulphate of lime), the addition of which is one of the important

features in the making of this wine and one which will be dealt with

in detail presently.

When thoroughly crushed, the grapes are heaped round the central

screw and pressure is applied. In lieu of the cage of our presses, the

heap is kept in shape bv m.eans of a long strip of esparto matting held
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in place by two wootJen pegs. One of the.se is first stuck well into the
base of the heap of crushed grapes : the attached strip is then wound
spirally several times round and fixed by means of the second peg in the

upper part of the heap. It is easy to understand that after such treatment
a large percentage of juice still remains in the marc. It is, however,
only the produce of this first pressing which is used for the making of
high-class wine.

CASA DE LAGARES AT OBREGON.

The quantity of grapes put on to each lagar is usually sufficient to

yield i butt of first quality juice. This rapid and not verv complete
pressing is carefully carried out in order to obtain a delicate clean wine
free from excess of tannin, which seems to interfere w'ith the satisfactory

growth of the "flor" fungus at a later stage. The capataz, or vineyard
overseer, in his zeal to show good returns sometimes urges the workmen to

press rather too hard, and thus is unwittingK responsible for an odd butt

becoming coarse or basto.

LAGARE.S, OR PRESSE.S. AT OBREGON.

After this fir.st pressing the juice still retained by the marc is extracted

by a more powerful screw press, and sometimes a further extraction of

juice is obtained by means ct" hydraulic pres.ses. the marc being filled

into esparto grass bags similar to those used in the ])re.ssing of oil from

olives. The results of these latter pressings arc never mixed with the first
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WLiie; they are used for the distillation of brandy and for consumption by

workmen on the \'ineyards.

The good wine is filled into butts and immediately conveyed to the

large bodegas of the merchants in the town of Jerez. It is rare nowadays
for fermentation to take place at the casa de lagares. The butt is placed

on a waggon and taken into town. To guard against loss bv overflowing

at the bung, owing to fermentation, which usuallv commences before

removal, a funnel is inserted in the open bung-hole, in which the froth can

rise whilst the liquid portion finrls it way back into the cask.

The Use of Yeso or Plaster.

The plastering of the grapes or addition of gypsum or sulphate of lime

prior to their being crushed has already been referred to. It is of sufiicient

importance to merit detailed consideration, for it opens up a question

which has given rise to much discussion in wine-growing countries of
recent years, and which has been regulated by the Pure Wine Acts of

most of them.

This addition is bv no means peculiar to Jerez. It was common,
especially in warmer countries, where it was very freely used, until a limit

was placed on the quantit\ which could legally be added. This has

graduallv led to its almost compete disu.se in France and several other

countries.

The object of plastering is to insure making a sound wine under con-

ditions more or less unfavorable to normal fermentation. It has long

been known that fermentation in presence of sulphate of lime is far less

liable to give trouble than without it, and especiallv in hot climates its

use has been customary since the very earliest times.

According to Dr. Armand Gautier, one of the leading viticultural and
medical authorities of France

—

' The effects of plastering are multiple. It appreciably hastens the cleansing

(depoiiillement and clarification of wine and thus partly opposes itself to the action

of disease germs. It helps to dissolve certain colouring matters ... as well

as a certain proportion of salts of weak organi acids. ... At the same time,

the plaster acts upon the cream of tartar, from which it removes one-half of its

tartaric acid, in the shape of neutral tartrate of lime, which precipitates, whilst

acid sulphate of potash is dissolved in place of the cream of tartar."

He quotes the formula given bv Bussy and Buignet as follows:—
Cream of tarcai'. Suljihate of Tartrate of Acid sulphate Ci earn of tartar,

lime. lime. of potash.

•2 (KHO4H4O,;) + Ca. SO4 = CaCiHiO,; + KHSO4 -f KHC4 H4 Oe

In a foot-note he also gives M. Magnier's formula:

—

Cream of tartar. Sulphate of Tartrate of Neutral sulphate Cream of taitar.

lime. lime. of potash.

2(KHC4H4 0,;) + CaS()4 = Ca C4 H4 Og -f Kg SO4 + C4 H,; 0,;

which he. however, considers to be only the first stage in the reaction,

' The final result of which is always according to MM. Bussy and Buignet's

formula."

He concltides bv approving of the action of the French War Depart-

ment in fixing the limit of the contents of sulphate of potash in wines

purchased for the French Army at 2 grammes per litre. This limit was

eventuallv adopted throughout the country, a lead which has since been

followed bv most other countries. It is the limit fixed by our own Pure

Wine Act.
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M. -Marty in a report to tht- French Goxernment sums up the advan-
tages of the use of plaster very concisely as follows:—

*

" The addition of plaster to the grapes renders fermentation more rapid
and more complete; it prevents or renders more difficult, subsequent fermentations;
it raises the acidity of the wine, whence a more intense and more brilliant (ver-
meille) colour; it cleanses (depouille) and clarifies the wine and renders it more
marketable; it facilitates its conservation. . . . Thanks to their clarification and
iiif^her acidity plastered wines resist better to alterations known under the name of
diseases of wine ; they supjiort better heat, transport, manipulation and blending.""

The restriction if the use of plaster in southern France gave great

trouble to wine-makers, and was at first responsible for the making of
much faulty wine, until such time as other means were found of con-
trolling fermentation. The question of the influence of a certain pro-
portion of sulphate or bisulphate of potash in the wine, on the health of
the consumer, is foreign to the present report, but it is worthy of note
that many eminent men were against the limit being fixed at 2 grammes
per litre. Some claimed that the salt was quite inoffensive—certainlv
far more so than the products of fault} fermentation which the use of
plaster insures the ab.sence of.

In the case of sherry, plastering seems to be necessary, in order to

obtain the maximum of quality—without it, the complicated evolution of
the wine during the process of rearing in soleras, does not seem to take
place satisfactorily. In an unplastered wine the growth of the flor iilm.

which has so much to do with the character of most sherries, is less

regular. In fact, the Ijest authorities hold that without plaster in larger

•quantities than is permitted under our Act. it is not possible to turn out
high-class sherries.

The Spanish Pure Wine Act allows the use of a larger quantity of

plaster in the case of sherry than in that of other wines ; a rational course,

for it seems scarcelv logical to retain the same limit for a sherry, of which

one does not drink more than one or two small glasses, as for a light

vin ordinaire, of which one consumes several times the quantitv.

The quanity of plaster used in the vintage at ]^rez Jiaturally varies

somewhat—in a general way it is from two to three times as much as is

allowed by our Act. It thus follows that sherries usually contain from

4 to 6 grammes of sulphate of potash per litre, rarely more. Admitting

that the wine contained naturally 5 grms. of sulpliate per litre, a liberal

-estimate, and that 156 grms. per hectolitre {z2 gallons) will lead to the

presence of 2 grms. per litre, it would be necessary to supplement this by

the addition of 273 grms. of sulphate of iim^. in order to bring the

sulphate of potash contents to 4 grms. per litre : or 429 grms. to bring it

to 6 grms. j^er litre. If the grapes yielded wine at the rate of 130

gallons to the ton, this would mean respectively the use of y\ lbs. per ton

of gra{)es to bring it to 4, and nearly 6 lbs. j^er ton to liring it to 6 grms.

per litre. As plaster is rarcK pure sulphate of lime, allowance must be

made for impiu'ities 1)\ adding from 15 to 20 [)er cent, more than the

above (juantities.

'I'he pla.ster, which is l>urnt and reduced to powder, is added to the

grapes when these are being crushed in the lagar, in small quantities at a

time.
{To be coiifiuucd .)

* The iiiiotaticiii is from |)r. Frrcleiic Cazalis' Ti-niU' I'ratiijiii' dc Varl ili' fairc If riii, Moiitiiellitr

l^iWi, ill wliicli the iniestion is f.\l .aistixilv di-alt witli.
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MARKETING ON TITE HOOF.*

PROBLEM OF THE OAT CROP.

/. L. Doic, Agricultural l-.ditor of '' Tlic Leader.''

An interesting problem is the Victorian oat crop, the total annual yield

of which during recent vears has varied from 5.000,000 to 13,000,000
bushels. La.st harvests vield was 11,000,000 bushels, and the quantity

that the ordinary market can absorb averages about 7,000,000 bushels.

When the yield exceeds this quantity there is a glut, and the result is low
prices. This year, the prices of good feeding oats are quoted at from is.

8d. to IS. lod. per bu.shel ; which after, deducting threshing, bagging, cart-

ing, and railway freight to market, means something like from is. 4d. to

IS. 6d. on the farm. The safety valve against local glut prices is an export

trade. For wheat, butter, mutton and lamb there is an export trade, but

there is no export of oats. That Ijeing so. the question is whether it

w^ould not l)e profitable to take advantage of the mutton and lamb export

trade in dealing with the oat crop surplus.

Experiences in America.

Some notes in this connexion were taken during one of the agricultural

tours through America the writer of this paper made under instructions of

the proprietors of The Leader. Fort Collins, in Colorado, one of the mid-

wcsterii States, is an irrigation district which produces large quantities

of maize and lucerne ha\ . The Fort Collins business of lamb fattening is

so profitable that it is largely extending every year. This industrv was
started several years ago by a farmer who had bought 1,500 head of lambs
on the ^^'yoming range for the purpose of shipping them to the eastern

market, when a blizzard caused him to unload at Fort Collins and put his

lambs on feed. They thrived so well and so cheaplv on maize and lucerne

hay that his neighbours began following his example, and so the business

has grown. The farmers in the Fort Collins district contract with the

raisers of store sheep on the Xew^ Mexico and Wyoming Ranges earlv in

the spring for their lambs, and fatten them for the eastern markets. At
Fort Collins, the Iambs are unloaded and driven to the feeding pens, which
are to be found now on practically every farm. The ewes and lambs for

the first three weeks at the start are given all the lucerne hay they will eat,

and then they are given the maize. The feeders use onlv maize and
lucerne, the proteid of the corn combining with the carbo-hydrate of the

lucerne to form a well balanced ration. The maize feeding is commenced
with \ lb. per head daily, which is increased gradually until they are getting

I lb. each at the end of the month. The average increase in the weight of
lambs is 10 lb. per head per month. The grain is fed in low troughs in

a separate enclosure, which is close to the maize bin. Lucerne is kept
in small racks in the pens where the sheep may get at it day or night,

and they have access at will to a ])lentiful supply of good fresh water.
Last year, the Fort Collins Lambs returned in some instances as high as

8s. profit on the feeding. Few farmers feed less than 500 sheep or lambs,
which, after fattening, are put on the cars and .sent on to the Chicago,
Kansas, and other markets to the eastward. The Fort Collins farmers now
fatten 1.000,000 sheep and lambs each vear.

* Paper read at the Seventh Convention of tlie Victorian Chamber of Agritulture, held at Beudiso
-July, 1909.
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Victorian Experiences.

Already a beginning has been made in several parts of Victoria at sheep

and lamb fattening with oats and chaff taking the place of the American
maize and lucerne hay. The oats are found to he fully egual, if not

superior, in fattening value to maize, and if the oaten hay is not quite

equal to lucerne hay, it may be anticipated that, under Mr. Mead's
pushing forward of lucerne growing under irrigation, the production of

lucerne hay will steadily increase. Those farmers who are fattening with

oats explain that the oat crop is one that they have to grow, as it is the

staple cereal of the southern districts, and an essential crop in the wheat-

growing rotation of the north. The proneness of the land in the wheat-

growing districts to grow wild oats has been the reason for the most suc-

cessful men not taking off more than one wheat crop after fallow, which
of course means, wheat one year and fallow the next, or only one crop of

wheat from the same land every two years. It is now found that two grain

crops can be safely and profitably taken off after the one fallow bv making
one of them oats. A feature in this practice is that the objection to a

second crop of wheat after fallow, with regard to the difficultv of keeping

the Land clean, does not exist in the case of an oat crop. In the one case,

the weeds get the better of the young wheat after sowing, and in the other

the young oats get the better of the weeds. Then, again, tho.se who have
tested this practice as.sert that there is always a good oat crop after wheat.

Thus, the best rotation is found to be wheat after fallow, oats after wheat,

then a year or two out under grass ; then fallow after the grass, followed

by wheat again, and after that oats, and .so on w'ith the fallow, wheat and
oats and the grass, as before, while the manures put in with the crops are

found to greatly improve the grass and herbage that follows the crop years,

both in quantity and quality. Those who are adopting this system of

rotation remark that evidently an oat crop takes a different class of plant

food from the soil to wheat. In the fact that oats are shallower rooting

than wheat may he found some explanation of this. Consequently, taking

into account the advantages of the oat crop rotation in its greater certainty,

as a second grain crop after fallow, as compared with wheat, alike in weed
cleaning, yielding and benefiting the .soil, this is found to be remunerative

practice, even in the value of the oats as a grain crop alone, not to sjieak

of the sheep feeding profit.

Feeding in the Sheaf.

There are two methods adopted in feeding the oats, the one feeding in

the sheaf and the other manger feeding. As a representative example of

the sheaf feeding sy.sten.. Mr. G. \\'. Wallace, of Kamarooka, between

Bendigo and Echuca, may be nientiont'd. Mr. Wallace first resorted to oat

feeding in order to tide his sheep over the (lr\ months which often occur

between Januarv and May. His jilan is to feed the cro]) in sheaf form,

and in order to do this he har\fsts the bay on the green side after it has

come well into ear, so as to de\elop a good kernel of grain. In this way
he finds that the sheep do l:>e.st, because they get the oals ami the hay to-

gether in such proportions of grain and stem as to do them most good. In

carting out the hay from the stack, a rough estimate is made that the

.sheaves run on the average about 7 lbs. each, and on this basis the loads

are distributed through the parldocks according to the number in each, at

the rate of half a pound per head ; that is. grain and stem together. Thus

each sheaf of 7 lbs. ])rovifles a dail\ {vi-([ lor fourteen sheep. The
sheaves are dropped off at intervals ol a few yards apart, as the load is
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driven along, the bands cut (care being taken to collect the string, so that

it may not get mixed in the feeding), and the hay scattered about. As a

proof of the nutritive character of this class of feeding, it is explained

.how, during a recent severe .autumn drought, that a flock of ewes in a

paddock as nearly as possible quite bare of grass, was lambed down on

three-quarters of a pound of sheafed hav per day each, and the lambing

returns reached 75 per cent.

Feeding in P'ield Mangers.

Mr. Sproat, of Banvenong, in the Donald district, began with the sheaf

system, but now threshes the oats, and cuts the hay into chaff in order to

feed in mangers. His experience is that the hay cut into chaff is more
profitable than long hay, while an oil engine cornes in for the chaffcutting.

The field mangers consist of ordinary grain hags opened out and simply

made bv stretching a square of four wires between two trees any length

required, supported in the middle by low posts. The wires, being the

support for the bags, make an excellent trough. This plan is considered

the best, especially at lambing time, as the sheep can go to the mangers
.at any time and get a feed, taking their lambs quietlv with them, whereas

in scattering sheaf hay, the minute the sheep hear the rattle of the waggon
they rush off, and some of the lambs get mis-mothered. Another advantage
•of the chaff over the sheaf system, in Mr. Sproats' opinion, consists in

the sheafed hay having to be stacked, as again.st chaff, which, being stored

in a barn or silo, is thus better preserved from the mice. As against this,

however, Mr. Wallace sets the cost of threshing, which is saved in the

sheaf feeding method.

Profit of Oats Feeding.

^yhichever plan of feeding is adopted, however, the profit is generally

admitted. A wheat grower in the Benjeeroop district, Mr. Hugh Milvain,

has proved in his own experience that half a pound of oats per dav, either

with chaff or in the sheaf, will maintain sheep in good condition. Two
bushels of oats, fed at the rate of 2 lb. per day, together with hay or chaff,

and access to picking in the paddocks, will fatten a store wether fit for

market. A farmer, in his opinion, should not sell oats unless he sees

3s. per bushel for them in the stack, as by feeding sheep he is assured
of this, and for topping up lambs more.

The Advantages Summarised.

Another important point is the getting of lambs for export earlv on

the market, as the early market, from the latter end of August to the

beginning of October, always commands the best prices. In this way,
oat feeding gives extra profits in two ways—earliness and primeness of

quality ; because, with plenty of oats on hand the grower is rendered
independent of such contingencies as a poor grass season at the very time

when the feed is most required. Even before lambing, the ewes are

put in a better position for raising vigorous lambs by having the ad-

vantage of the oat feeding ; and, after lambing, the voung lambs are

kept rapidly improving from the beginning l)y the ewes being kept in

gCKjd milking condition. As one farmer puts it, " the best w'ay to

get early spring lambs of prime quality is to begin feeding them through
the ewe before the\- are born, and in every w'ay aou can name, growing
-cats as a second grain crop succeeding wheat after fallow, for sheep
feeding, is one of the most profitable movements connected with the

combined wheat growing and lamb fattening svstems ; because, over and
^bove all the other advantages, it further enables a farmer to at least
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double the numter of ewes he can carrv 011 his farm." Thus, in the

use of oats for sheep and lamb fattening, the value of the crop is proven

by those who are adopting this practice to be worth fully 3s. per bushel

on the farm, as compared with the is. 6d. which remains after deducting
cost of bags, carting, and railway freight from the present market prices.

Consequently, those who thus utilize their oat crop stand to benefit from
the sheep fattening profits, and those who do not also participate, owing
to the tendency to increase prices on the local market bv the oat crop
surplus being got rid of by the export trade in sheep and lambs.

A RECORD CROP OF POTATOES.
The accompanying illustration is that of some " Acme Snowflake

"

potatoes grown by Mr. S. S. Smith, of " lona,'" Gellibrand West, zid

Cobden.

Mr. Smith writes as follows :

'' Hti<\vith 1 forward a phntograjih of

a few potatoes from a record crop of Acme Snoxvflakes produced' by

thorough cultivation. The land was worked into a fine tilth about 10

inches deep with a Massey-Harris cultivator. The potatoes were then put

in as deep as possible with a mouldboard plougli during the Inst week

of October, 1908.
" No rain fell until after the blooms had died off. \et, owing to the

surface being kept well stirred until the tops 'shook hands" across the

rows, thev turned out in the beginning of June at the rate of 30 tons-

per acre. Single tulx^rs weighed as much as 5 lbs. each ; 62 filled an

old-style cornsack and weighed 190 lbs. Placed end to end the 62 tubers

measured 54 feet.

" Some lanrl immediatelv acijoitiing was ])lanted in the ordinarv way,,

but yielded only 9 tons per acre."
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THE PROGRESS OF ACIRICl LTURE IN THE STATE
SCHOOLS OF THE SALE (EAST GIPPSLAND) DLSTRICT.

E. R. Davev, J/. A., LL.B., Inspector of Schools.

Agriculture is now taken as the Science Course in 55 of the schools in.

this Inspectoral District. About 50 of them have undertaken the course

for the first time during the past twelve months, and the efforts made have

generallv been attended with much success. This may largely be accounted

for by

—

{a) The suitabilitv of the district

;

{b) The enthusiasm of the teachers; and

{c) The interest manifested in the work both by children and
parents.

MAIZE PLOT. ORBOST SCHOOL.

There is no doubt that this vast district has never been experimentally

treated, and soils which have long been discarded, are now l)eing found to

give results of which they were thought quite incapable. Some of the

most striking results obtained in the .school plots during the past year might

be mentioned :
—

At Bengworden, where the school plots consist of a bght sandy loam,

potatoes w^ere produced weighing as much as 2 lbs. 10 ozs.—the largest

ever grow'n in the district. On this sandv soil, too, the sugar beet, maize,

and pumpkin crops were ver\ good ; but the thousand headed kale,

which is new to the district, throve .so well, that it is now being planted

generally by the farmers in the locality.

Again, at Longford school, where the soil consists of almost pure sand.

a plot was sown with cow peas, which made such excellent growth through

a long ?.nd dry summer—while all the other plants, more or less, com-
pletelv succumbed to the heat—that they formed a verv valuable object

lesson to the farmers on drought resistance, manv of whom are now
planting them as a summer fodder for the'r cattle.
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Again, at the Fernhank school, where tiie soil of the district is \ery

sandv and undeveloped, a plot of paspalum aroused much local interest.

This grass proved itself to be particularly suitable for poor sandy soils.

having such vigorous growth as to gradually kill the bracken ferns which

grew up amongst it. Its success on the school grounds has induced many
of the residents to plant portions of their farms with it.

As the Gippsland district has been suffering from a succession of

droughts, it became a matter of intense interest as to which grass would

POTATOES GROWN AT BENGWORDEN SCHOOL PLOT.

Weight of largest, 2 lbs. l(t ozs., the heaviest urown in the district.

be best able to survive the long summers. At Ensay, however, it was

found that a plot of paspalum was luxuria,nt right through the hot season,

a .striking circumstance in connexion with it being the fact that it was

the only plant in the garden unaffected by tht^ dirnight or locust pest, lioth

of which had been particulnrlv severe last summer.

'S^-'-r^l^Si^!^

i«®Kjti':= .-!.^tiiisiaTtt. .-—i.t,-t^-rmw^h»^T-\

SOMF. OF Till', THE SALE SCHOOL PLOl

Enough has been shown in the foregoing to give an idea of the nature

and value of the experimental work done on the ]>lots, and of the possibili-

ties of a school subject which is. as yet, in its very infancy. Again, this

vast and unknown district presents a rare opportunity for collecting, polish-

ing, and advertising its great variety of timbers. Many schools now
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either possess, or are engaged in making collections of their local timbers,

both in the rough and smooth states, their economic uses and values being

investigated, the foliage and bark being also secured, mounted, and
labelled, for purposes of identification. In the same way, collections of
the local noxious weeds and pests are made, and the methods of their

eradication set out.

LAKE TYERS SCHOOL CHILDREN (BLACKS AND WHITES) TAKING OBSERVATION
NOTES ON THE GROWTH OF THEIR PLOTS.

Agriculture is treated educationally in the schools bv a series of scien-

tific experiments, in which the child's powers of observation and reasoning

are carefully and systematically cultivated. The results of all the exper'-

m.ents are clearlv set out in note-books.

'JURiVii TBHiiffr
-
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In the outdoor work cm the plots, the conclusions obtained inside are
further put to practical tests. In the school plots various \arieties of
cereals, fodders, fibres, grasses, fruits, and vegetables are cultivated. The
" comparative " method of experiment is employed, and the plots are

])repared with and without manures, which generallv consist of superphos-
])hates. sulphate of ammonia . ;ind sulphate of potash. But other kinds are

AOklClLTURAL PLOT.S, SOLTII BUCHAX .STAl E SCHOOL.

tried as well. The manures are su|)plied the sch(X)ls free bv the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, and I desire to express our gratitude to Messrs.
Cuming, Smith and Co. for their liberality in supjjhing. on api)Iication,

samples of their manures to the schools.

SAl.l .'
.

,

ilOOL, wrni GARDKX AMI I'LOTS.

Otlier useful lessons are gi\en incidcnlallv . r. _;,'., milk testiu". Several
schools now possess the I'afccrk tcslcr, and ihc ciiililrcn are re'ailarlv

taught to tfst die \alu(' (if the milk frum dilT'Tfiii cows in the neighliour-
hood.

TIk' imahuible aid ol" the silo to th;' farmer for preser\-inLc fodder for
•winter use is shown, a gradually increasing inmiber of the .schools haviu'^-

silos of their own, which are filled with silage grown on their plots.
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That most important part—the domestic side— is not neglecied, and

where practicable, lessons on the methods of preserving the products in

the form of jams, jellies, pickles, sauces, &c., are g'.ven the girls ac con-

venient times, either by the teacher or outside expert.

The teachers ha\e been enthusiastic, and have made the most of their

knowledge and the information awiilable. The various District Teachers'

Associations now mvariably discuss Agi-iculture and the forthcoming Royal

Show at their meetings.
' As indicated by the photographs, an enormous

amount of work has been done, and very satisfactory headway made. The
syllabus of work provided by Mr. J. P. McLennan, Supervisor of Agri-

culture, has been closelv studied, and each child and teacher provided with

a text-book (Kirk or Bailey), which is read and discussed both in school

and at home. Much, in addition, has been learnt from the experienced

farmers of the district, who look upon the work with a very friendly eye.

THE FORGE CREEK SCHOOL GARDEN.

No subject in the curriculum is viewed with greater interest than agri-

culture. This is only reasonable. Agriculture is the natural corollary

to Nature Study, and gives a striking finalitv to its teaching. Moreover,,

the pupil comes to school with a, more or less, rough and read\ acquaint-

ance with the subject, and is quick to see in it a means of gaining a future

livelihood, and improving his father's farm. He finds, too, on the part of

his parent, a sudden willingness to discuss with him the agricultural work
done in school and the progress made by the different plots.

A most gratifying feature, however, in connexion with the introduc-

tion of agriculture into the State schools of this district is the sympathy
and co-operation shown by the parents and general public in the work.

The required plots are invariablv given bv the parents. At Orbost (Snowy
River), the Head Teacher, Mr. N. F. Spielvogel, had six quarter-acre plots

Dffered, averaging ^50 an acre in value. At Eruthen, an acre of similar
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land was immediately provided. The parent.s. too, have always done the

greater portion of the fencing (wire-netting), clearing, and preparing the

])lots for cultivation. Xo doubt the\ r^'ognise in it a form of technical

EXPERIMENTS AT THE BUNDALAGL AH SCHOOL.

-education absolutely necessarx for the successful settlement of their children

on the land, and the development of the resources of the district.

The assistance so freely given by the parents has been very encouraging.

I also wish to record mv keen appreciation of the generosity of the follow-

ing public bodies in their response to our ap])fal for assistance in suitalily

AGRICULTURAL LESSONS, FRIENDS AND iOES, GLENMAGGIE SCHOOL.

furnishing a di.strict exhil)it for the forthcoming Rtnal Agricultural Show
in Melbourne next September :—Orbost and Hairnsdale Shire Councils,

the Bairnsdale. North Gippsland, Maffra. Ori)<>st. aui,} Omeo Agricultural

Societies, and the local B.ranches of the A.N. A.
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SUCCESSFUL l^OULTRY FARMING.

//. y. Na7i'ki/iS, PoiiUry Pxpcrt.

Poultrv raising is at last becominjr a leading branch of farm hus-

l)andr\ . The demand is increasing \ear by year; our own markets axe

able to consume all the eggs and dressed poultry we produce. The export

trade to Great Britain is verv small and can be greatly increased if farmers

will raise more poultry of the proper breeds and type and finish them off

before they are put on the market. Too many farmers are paying little or

no attention to the kinds of poultr\- they have, and they forward them to the

market without being fattened. A low price is obtained because tlie birds

are thin, and then it is said that pimltrv does not pay. Far too much
of this class of poultry is put on the markets every year, and the prices-

realized are not profitable, as the demand for this grade is limited. On
the other hand, good prices have been paid for properly finished birds. It

costs no moje to raise a pound of chicken than a pound of beef or pork,

and not nearly as much where the\ ha\'e free range of the fields after the

harvest is over. The farmer can raise chickens much more cheaply than

any one else if he has the proper equipment for handling them.

A farmer should endeavour to^ keep at least 100 hens of some good

utility breed, such as Black Orpingtons, White Orpingtons, White and
Silver Wyandottes. He should pav special attention to selecting the proper

type—low set, full breasted liirds. The successful poultry farmer selects

one breed, and sets his mind on that breed. By careful handling and breed-

ing at the right time of the vea.r (July, August, September), he succeeds in

raising large numbers of cockerels which find a ready sale and pullets

which will prove decidedly profitable in the autumn and winter when the

new laid egg is sO' scarce. Such a farmer I had the pleasure of visiting a

few days ago. His propertv is known as the " Yarrowee Egg Farm,"
and is about a mile from the Upper Fern Tree Gullv railway station.

The owmer, Mr. G. W. Chalmers, originally carried on dairying, and

had about 200 fowls, Avhich he fed exclusivelv on skim milk during the

flush of the milking season. His method was, after each milking, to put

the skim milk from 25 cows into six barrels, each having a tap at the

bottom to draw off the whev. The milk was left in the barxels until all

the solids had risen to the top. and all the whev had drained out. In

this condition, the solids are of the consi-stencv of crum.bly cheese ; and are

very much relished bv the poultrv. In the warm weather, the milk thickens

and drains very rapidlv. A close cover is kept over the barrels to keep

out the rain, as the milk will not thicken if mixed with water. In cold

w'eather it will not thicken unless first soured and warmed.
With the milk from 25 cows, Mr. Chalmers states he has fed 200 fowls

for three months, no other foods being given, at a time when eggs were
plentiful, and the health of the birds perfect. During this time, the fowls

had a wide range on good pasture.

Two years ago, Mr. Chalm.ers decided to go in entirely for poultry

farming. His success undoubtedlv affirms the oft-repeated question. "Does
Poultry Farming Pay? " At the present time, he has 650 Black Minorca
hens and 900 chickens all hatched bv incubators, and out within a week.

Last year, from 400 fowls, his gross returns were ^250. He has bv careful

selection built up a splendid laving strain, surely an evidence that " a

breed is Avhat one makes it.'' There is no reason to doubt that the Minorca
is capable of holding its own \\\\\\ the Leghorn, and at the same time it

produces a much finer egg.
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The whole of the flock run together, and are housed in a large well-
lighted shed, 120 X 40 feet, made of galvanized iron. In wet or
boisterous weather they are kept in. The outside run comprises the
whole of the surrounding luiddocks, but the birds seldom travel far ; in

fact, 7 acres is all they graze upon.
Special attention is given to the comfort of the birds. They perch

at night in the centre of the shed, that portion being paved with' bricks
The perches are less than 2 feet high, so no injury results from th<

hard floor. Only one drinking vessel is provided, in the shape of a securely
fastened jam tin placed immediately under a tap which is constantly
running; the overflow is carried away bv means ot an underground agri
cultural drain.

A rather no\el m,achine is used by Mr. Chalmers for mixing the mash.
He has a large square box which holds about ten kerosene tinfuls of feed.
Through this box is fixed an axle of i-inch iron piping, to which shafts
are attached, after the manner of a hand truck. On each end of the
box, wooden wheels are fixed, and on one side a lid securely closes in the
meal, which consists of 2| bushels of pollard, 50 lbs. of potatoes, and
2 kerosene tinfuls of boiled \egetables, .and occasionally a few minced
boiled rabbits, or dry blood mea], in all weighing about .150 lbs. Sufficient

hot liquid is added, and the box is wheeled down the incline where the
bird.sare usually fed. By the time it reaches the spot, the constant
churning has mixed the food to a fairly crumbly condition. The food
i.s then scattered broadcast on a space of about a quarter of an acre. Much
time is saved bv this novel, yet simple, device, which might well be
adopted by other poultry breeders having a large flock to feed.

At the writer's suggestion. Air. Chalmers recently made a drastic
change in the grain ration, short white oats teing fed in lieu of maize to

pullets, with the result th,at the egg yield from 275 pullets increased in

six weeks from 55 to 173 per day.
Twelve outside brooders are used. The\ are sheltered behind a thick

hedge, and the chickens are allowed out when a few days old. Care is

taken to place a wire-netting fence around the brooders until the chickens
become accustomed to their surroundings, when thev are given free range.

\^'hen tired, or cold, they return to their respective foster mothers. There
is no doubt that the early chicken thrives well; the loss is greatest with
those hatched out in November and December, when there is a shortage of
sweet and tender grass and insect life.

Many make_ the serious blunder of feeding voung chicks on grain.

When 24 hours old they should have hard-boiled eggs and stale bread-
crumbs, with a sprinkle of dry oatmeal, .slightly moistened with warm
.skim milk, given five or six times daily—a little and often. A few days
will sLifiice to strengthen them. They then require more freedom; scratch-
ing for themselves they pick up insects and eat ofl" the tops of young grass.

They thus .secure a m.ixed diet and thrive well. Mr. Chalmers markets
all his cockerels when ten or eleven weeks old. I,as( \ ear's \oungsters
realized 4s. 6d. a pair off the farm.

It is pleasing to record that Mr. and Mrs. Chalmers by their success
have exploded the idea that poultry does not pay. Their success also
indicates wherein lies the failure of others who ha\e foolishly attempted to
farm ])oultry and at the same time to carry on some other occujjation which
engages practically all their attention during the day.

It is hoped this l)rief account of the " 'V'arrowee Egg Farm " may be
the means of further stimulating a dee])er and more actixe interest in this
important branch of farm work.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
The Staff of the Department has been orjiaiiized t(i a liruv cxtint for Ihe imriiose of ffiving iiiforination

to furiiiers. Questions in every Ijranch of a^noiiltiire are l:1:i II.\ answered. Write a sliort letter, jjivinjf as

full partieularti as possible, of your local eonditions, and state i ricisely what it is that yoti want to know.
All iiiLjuiries must be acoompaiiied by the name and address ot the writer.

Strangles.—W.B. asks what treatment is recommended for horses affected with

Strangles ?

Ansiver.—Put the horses on a soft hixative diet ; steam the head twice daily with

30 drops of turpentine on boiling water ; rub the glands of the throat with a mild

stimulating liniment, and, when they " jmint,"' open them at the lowest point, and
then twice a day syringe out the wound with a solution of perchloride of mercury, i

part, water 1,000 parts. Give in the drinking water 2 ozs. hyposulphite of soda to

every bucketful.

Non-service by Bull.—H.J. states that his bull, 3 years old, refuses to serve

the cows. The bull is fed on lucerne hay and green feed, and is in first-rate condition.

Occasionally the bull goes out with the cows, but about half the time he is kept in

an enclosure, 8 }ards square.

Answer.— It would be wise to reduce the condition of the bull very considerably

and give plenty of exercise; the yard is far too small. If, when in poor condition,

lie does not show more vigour, try the giving in the feed, night and morning, for a

fortnight, of powdered nux vomica, i dram; carbonate of ammonia, g oz.
;
gentian,

5 oz. During the period of reducing his condition do not allow him service.

Injured Fetlock.—J.McP. states that a foal belonging to him got caught in a

plain wire fence, and both sides of the hind fetlock were cut deeply. The wound was
treated with Ivsol, lime-water, and olive oil, and has almost healed, but the swelling

remains. He asks how to reduce the latter?

Answer.—It would be impossible to reduce the leg to normal, as there will always
be a certain amount of scar tissue. In time, however, it will be found that the

swelling will slowly reduce without interference. It is not wise to apply blisters,

&c., for some time after healing of the wound. About three weeks after such
healing a red blister may be applied with benefit.

Nail in Horse's Foot.—A.H.I, asks which is the most efficacious method to

adopt when a nail enters deeply the sole of a horse's foot alongside the frog.

Answer.—The hoof must be pared away over the seat of puncture and right

down to the sensitive sole so as to insure perfect drainage for any pus which may
accumulate. Then the part is washed out thoroughly with an antiseptic, such as

carbolic acid i part, water 20 parts, and the opening plugged with cotton wool and
kept clean and dry by enclosing the foot in several thicknesses of sacking.

Discharge from Mare.—L.B. writes—" A mare of mine has for nearly two
months been passing small quantities of blood from the vagina. The mare is

aged and seven months in foal. Her health and condition are excellent, and there

is. no ap|)earance of pain or inconvenience."
Ansttier.—Without an examination it is difficult to sav the cause. Are you

sure she is in foal? If so, nothing can be done until after parturition, when if

Ihe trouble continues write again in regard to the matter.

Contracted Tendons.—J.B. writes— " I have a valuable medium draught
horse that I do not wish to destroy. It has had corns on one of its hind hoofs,
and somebody, in trying to cut them out, has so injured tTie foot that the animal
walks on its toe. The back tendons or finews are contracted. Can the horse be
cured by a surgical operation?"

A7iswer.—An operation can be performed for overcoming the contracted ten-

dons, but it would be advisable to try the effect first of a shoe having a project-

ing piece of iron in the toe some two or three inches long and turned laack

against the hoof so as to avoid catching in logs, (S:c. Gradually the weight of

the limb acting on this lever stretches the tendons back.

Lupins.—J.R.M. wishes to know whether the lupin bean has any feeding
value.

AnsTver.—Lupins are especially valuable for green manuring on poor sandv
soils rendering those fit for ordinary cultivation. They contain more digestible
albuminoids (nitrogen food) than any other crop, and hence are sometimes fed to

sheep green or in the form of hay. Their bitter taste usually make them un-
jialalable at first, especially to horses and cattle, and, in addition, they sometimes
contain a poisonous alkaloid, lufinot oxine, of which moderate quantities rapidly
produce fatal results. The poison is destroyed by steaming the fodder under moderate
pressure (1-2 atmospheres). Lupins have a deep root, stand drought fairly well,
but cannot stand chalky soil, stagnant water, or black peatv or humus soils.
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Ulcerated Penis of Horse.—
J.']", isks wiiat treatment is recommended for

ulceration of the penis. He thinks that tlie injury was caused by a driver cruellv
cuttinjj the horse with his whip under the flank.

' At times the 'sheath swells up
tremendously, and a bad smell arises from the scat of the injurv.

Answer.—It would be advisable to have the parts thoroughlv cleansed with
a solution of lysol and water; then cauterize the wounds with nitrate of silver.
Care should be used when applying the nitrate of silver, otherwise healthy tissues
may be destroyed. The wound should be slii^htlv touched with the caustic once
every third or fourth day.

Mussel Scale.—S.J. asks what treatment is recommended for mussel scale on
apple trees.

Atiswer.—Spray with crude jJetroleum oil emulsion in winter at a strength of
I part of emulsion to 9 parts of water. To make emulsion, boil one gallon of water
and 2 lbs. of soft soap until soap is dissolved, then add 2 gallons of crude petroleum
oil and bring to boil. Agitate violently until emulsified.

Best Spray for Codlin Moth.—G.S. asks which is considered the best sprav
and when it should be appljlied.

Answer.—The best spray for Codlin Moth is arsenate of lead and the best
times to spray are (i) When petals fall, [z] When eggs of moth are present on
fruit or leaves. (3) At intervals of 10 to 14 days, two more sprayings. (4) In
February, to catch late summer brood.

These are general instructions, and must be modified according to local
habits of the moth.

Manuring Vines.—R.G. (Hopetoun) asks several questions relative to manuring
vines.

Answer.—In a general way it is advantageous to manure as early as possible

—before the first winter ploughing. In the case of chemical fertilizers, phosphoric
acid and potash cannot be applied too early. Readily available nitrogenous manures,
such as sulphate of ammonia or nitrates, should be applied later on in early spring. In
France, an application of manure which contains, per acre, 80 lbs. nitrogen, 40 lbs.

potash, and 120 lbs. phosphoric acid is considered a very heavy dressing. It would
not be judicious to exceed these quantities, especially as regards nitrogen. A
complete manure, that is, one containing potash and nitrogen in addition to phos-
phoric acid, will give the best results. Nitrogenous manure should be applied'
separately.

Value of Kainit.—R.K. asks whether kainit is best used by itself or mixed
with other manures.

Answer.—Kainit is an impure form of potash containing 12^ per cent, of
potash and fairly considerable projiortions of common salt. It has a circum-
scribed value for root crops or vegetables, but its value for most other crops is

minor one. The great majority of the soils of Victoria contain abundant supplies-
of magnesia. Thorough cultivation of the land will do more to increase the pro-
duction of crops than expensive forms of artificial manures. Kanit can with safety
be mixed with all manures. If added to Thomas ]>hosphate or lime, the mixing
should be done just prior to use.

Manure for Oat Crop.—R.E.S. asks which is the most suitable manure for

growing oats for hay in the Box Hill district. The soil is poor, and appears to

contain a large percentage of clay. It appears to be suitable for fruit trees, but it

takes a lot of working to get it nice and mellow.

Answer.—Artificial manures should not be expected to effect an improvement

in the physical character of the soil. If the land is stiff clay inclined to bake into

clods in summer, it should receive a dressing of 5 to 8 cwt. of lime per acre, as

well as all the farm manure obtainable. Draining would also help to make the

land more mellow. For oat growing a mixture of one-half each of superphosphate

and bonedust to the amount of i cwt. per acre would give good results.

Cork Stripping.—A.V.B. inquires as to what time must elapse after planting

before the first crop of cork can be harvested.

Answer.—The first crop of cork is usually obtained at the age of 15 years.

A stripping of bark for tanning purposes is often removed at 4 years old. When
in regular production the trees are stripped every 8 or 10 years. Under exceptionally

favorable circumstances a crop of cork can be stripped from 10 year old trees.

Carob Trees.—P.L. asks where young carob trees can be obtained.

Answer.—Young seedling carob trees are obtainable from the leading
nurserymen in Melbourne. To obtain the best results these should be budded
with the heaviest bearing varieties. Many of the seedling trees produce male
flow-ers only, and are therefore incapable of bearing beans.
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Peas for Pigs.—P.H.L. asks which is the most profitable variety of peas to

rsow for harvesting as pig feed.

Answer.—The Dun pea, which can be phmted at once, is recommended for

pig feed. They should be stacked, not threshed, and fed to the jjigs in the straw.

Sowing Lucerne.—D.W. inquires whether lucerne can be drilled with the

ordinary seed drill.

Ans7Cier.—Lucerne can be drilled with an ordinary grain drill, if mixe<? with

manure or earth and sown through the manure box. It is advisable to stop every

alternate feed and sow about 14 inches apart.

Solids in Milk.—X. asks how much dry matter is contained in skim milk and
butter milk.

Ansioer.—The approximate quanlit\- of solids (protein, carbo-hydrates, ash,

<kc.), j)er 100 lbs. is as follows :

—

Separator Skim Milk. Butter Milk.

Protein ... ... ... 3.55 lbs. ... 3.60 lbs.

Carbo-hydrates ... ... 5.35 ,, ... 4.50 ,,

Ash, cVc. ... ... ... 0.80 ,, ... 1.30 ,,

Tot il solids ... ... 9.70 lbs. ... 9.40 lbs.

Poultry Breeding .and Feeding.—F.E.E. makes various inquiries relative to

poultry breeding and feeding.
Answer.— i. Breed from mature hens, second or third year, with vigorous

cockerel, nine to twelve months old.

2. The best time to hatch for the market is in June, July, and August, to

catch the Melbourne Cup, November, and December markets.

3. The time to hatch for winter layers is July, August, and September.
4. Condiments are not recommended for laying fowls. Feed 2 parts pollard

and I part bran ; add i oz. of meat scrap or dry blood for each bird to the daily
ration, also a 15th part of lucerne chaffed finely. Mix thoroughly with hot water
•or soup until crumbly and feed about 2^ ozs. to each bird daily. At night give
iibout 1 2 ozs. of equal parts maize and short oats or wheat.

5. Brown shelled eggs realize higher prices in London than do white shelled
eggs. Orpingtons and Plymouth Rocks lay the largest brown eggs.

Separ.ated Milk for Poultry.—E.G. asks whether separated milk is good
for poultry, and how it should be fed. Her practice is to allow some to stand
imtil it thickens ; it is then placed in a fire and when it curdles the whey is poured
off.

Answer.—Milk curd, but not in excess, may with advantage, be given to lay-

ing hens and pullets. It should be mixed in the hot mash with the pollard, bran,

meat, &c. Avoid stickiness ; mix it so that it will be friable. Sweet skim milk
is much more beneficial than curds for young chicks. Avoid giving any sour food
to young chicks.

Pumpkin Pips affect Poultry.—J.M. states that every year he grows a large

•quantit)- of pumpkins which are cut up and placed in small heaps for the cows.

Afterwards the turkeys and fowls pick up the seed, with the result that their heads

•get very red, and they are unable to walk.
Answer.—An excess of any vegetable matter will usually aftect laying

hens. Pumpkin pips are a most unsuit;ible food for egg production. If fed,

Ihev should be always ground up and mixed with other ingredients, such as barley

meal, maize meal, pollard, and a little animal food.

Best Straw for Thatching.—J.B. asks which is the best straw to grow for

thatching.
Anszuer.—Rye.
Waterproofing of Tarpaulins.—W.G. requests information concerning the

waterproofing of hay covers.

Answer.—The practice in connexion with the waterproofing of tarpaulins used

•on the Victorian Railways is as follows :

—

Water-proofing.—The dressing consists of double boiled and raw linseed

•oil, in equal parts, mixed with vegetable black, in the proportion of 9 lbs. to

40 gallons. The covers are dipped in a bath of this li(|uid, then rolled out and

dried and again passed through the bath.

Drying.—The covers are hung at a distance of not less than six inches from
•each other. The time required for drying between the coats, and before the

issue of the tari)aulins to traffic must be determined by examination, as the com-

position will i\x\ much more quickly in hot weallier than in a cold or damp
.atmosphere.
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THE LADY TALBOT MILK INSTITUTE.

First Annual Report, July, 1909.

In presenting its first annual report, the Board of Management of the

Lady Talbot Milk Institute takes this opportunity of expressing its keen
appreciation of the valuable work done bv Ladv Talbot in originating

and financing this charity, which, coming as it does under the heading of

preventative rather than curative medicine, bids fair to lie one of the most
rational and, it is hoped, successful of all the charitable movements in

Mell)ourne. Lady Talbot's interest in all the charities of Melbourne will

never be forgotten, and this Institute, bearing her name, should, with the

assistance of the philanthrojiic public of Melbourne, serve as a li\ing

memento of her truly national spirit.

The Lady Talbot Milk Institute was established after the manner of

the Gouttes de Lait in France, with the object of reducing the number of

deaths of infants in the citv and surrounding munici])al districts due to

milk poisoning in the summer months. It had been pointed out to Lady
Talbot, who had been making inquiries regarding the death rate of infants

of Melbourne, that a reliable milk supply made available to the poorest

in the community would lessen the death rate considerably. At her

instigation, the Council of the Victorian Branch of the British Medical
Association called a special meeting on 2nd May, 1908, to discuss the

causes of our high summer death rate amongst infants and the best means
of remedying it. Both Sir Reginald and Ladv Talbot were present at

the invitation of the Council, and the outcome of the meeting was the

establishment of the Institute.

Subsequently a meeting of influential citizens and medical men was
called at State Government House, when the chief Charitable Trusts of
Mell)ourne promised, through their trustees present, a sum of jQ'iOO, and a

promise of Government sui)port was given. The main lines of action

having been formulated bv a [)rovisional committee of medical men, Mr.
F. A. Moule drafted a constitution for the proposed Institute, with the

kindlv assistance of Mr. Mitchell, K.C. A meeting of subscribers was
held at the Melbourne Town Hall on 24th June. 1908. with Lady Talbot
in the chair. The constitution was adopted, and the institution was
Jiamed the Lady Talbot Milk Institute. The constitution provided for a

Board of Management, and the following memlx-rs were elected by the

10337. T
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subscribers :—Messrs. W. ^lorgnn and Arthur Pavne, and Drs. Stanley

Argyle and Jeffreys Wood. The British Medical Association elected Drs.
Helen Sexton. W. Boyd, F. H. Cole. J. ^^^ Dunbar Hooper, and W.
Atkinson Wood. The following ex-officio iiHinljers were also appointed
to act on the Board as members:—The Minister and Director of Agricul-
ture, the Chairman of the Board of Public Health, and the Director of
the Bacteriological Department, Melbourne L'ni^•ersity. Dr. F. H. Cole
resigned, and Dr. Stewart P'erguson was appoiiitt'd in his place. Dr.

Helen Sexton was appointed hon. trt'asurer, and Dr. W. Atkinson Woo<i
hon. secretary.

The assistance and co-operation of the Government were sought, and
the Hon. Geo. Swinburne, jMinkster of Agriculture, promised both depart-
mental and monetary assistance, and the Hon. E. H. Cameron, Minister

of Health, authorized the Department of Public Health to assist the

Institute. The Cabinet also kindly voted the Institute ^^50 a year for

two years. Lady Talbot attended the first meeting of the Board of

Management, at which Dr. Xorris was appointed Chairman of the Board.
The first work of the Board was to draw up standard conditions for the

production of specially clean milk, and it was announced that a hall mark
or certificate would be given to any dair}- comp'hing with these conditions,

and it was also agreed to permit such dairies to deliver their milk supply
in the special bottles bearing the registered mark of the Ladv Talbot Milk
Institute.

So far, only one dairy farm, that of Mr. Hope, at Caulfield, has

complied with the conditions .specified, and it was from his farm that all

the milk distributed by the Board during the past summer was obtained.
The milk was produced by cows that had bv the tuberculin test been

proved to be free from tuberculosis. The milk was immediately cooled
to below 40 deg. F., and delivered at that temperature to the Willsmere
Certified Milk Depot, in Melbourne. Tenders were called for the pasteuri-

zation, bottling and delivery of the milk, and the ^^illsmere Certified Milk
Company secured the tender.

The difficulty of keeping e\en pasteurized milk in a sound condition for

twenty-four hours in our hottest weather, and the realization that want
of proper provision for storage of milk in the home has been a very

important factor in the causation of summer diarrhoea of artificially-fe'l

infants, determined the Board to attempt to impro\e on the systems else-

where in vogue by providing and maintaining small ice chests and an

adequate supply of ice in each house to which milk was delivered. An
ai)i:)eal was made in the press last Christmas, and a generous response on

the part of the public enabled the Board, at a cost of yd. a ^veek, to keep
an ice chest w-ith ice in each house to which the milk was deli\ered. The
ice chests were devised by the Board, and from their simplicity and inex-

pensiveness will, it is trustcnl, come into more general use. Blocks of ice

were supplied with the milk each morning by the Willsmere Company.
This innovation proved a gr«-at success, the milk keeping excellently exce|/t

during one very hot week, when the ice sui>ply was found to be inade-

quate, and the blocks had con.sequently to be increa.sed in size.

In order to exi)lain the oi)jiH:ts of the Institute, Drs. Norris and A.

Jeffreys Wood waited by ap])nintment on the Councils of Collingwool,
Fitzroy and Richmond, and briefly detailed to them the steps that had
been taken, and the results that the Board hoped to attain by the distribu-

tion of a clean, safe milk among the poor of the \arious municipal districts.

The reception accorderl to the delegates was mr>st cordial, and the result
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of the information was that the Col Hn^^w trod Council voteil ^150 to the
Institute, Richmond ^100. I'rahran ^50. and Fitzroy £,20. Such readv
and hearty co-operation on the i)art of the Councils was most gratifying
to the Board, and it is trusted that this mo\ement will meet with the
hearty approbation of the ratejjayers, being, as it is, one of the best uses of
the city funds to keep sickness and death out of the families of the poor.

A meeting of medical men practising in the city districts was called by
the Board; the objects of the Institute were explained to them, and their

active co-operation and assistance were asked for and obtained.

Two nurses with experience in the nursing of infants were engaged bv
the Board to \isit all houses to which the milk was distributed. Each
child was visited and weighed by a nurse at least once a week, and in case
of sickness the children were seen sometimes twice a day. The excellent

work done by the nurses in inculcating habits of cleanliness and fresh air

in the various homes that they visited will be of lasting benefit, and the

Board feels that this phase of the work of the Institute is of almost equal
value to that of distributing safe milk. Every effort w-as made by the
nurses to encourage mothers to nurse their baliies, and many children were
kept on the breast, instead of being weaned during the hot weather, as the

result of the nurses' advice.

A small booklet drawn up f)n the lines of that issued by Dr. Goler, in

Rochester, U.S.A., was distributed freely amongst the poorer families of
each district, and judging from the reports of the nur.ses, proved of very

great value to the mothers, and through them to the infants. The direc-

tions given are simple, and if generally followed would considerably im-
prove the lot of the average bal)y. The Board would suggest that the

Government of Victoria should print tliis booklet, to be given to e\^er\

parent \vho registers the birth of a child.

Application forms for the milk were i.ssued bv the Board to be filled

up by medical men. and on receipt of these .signed forms the Chairman
of the Board instructed the company to deliver an ice chest and milk to

the address given on the form ; the nurse was at the same time directed

to \isit the house and make a refjort as to the general surroundings, also

to instruct the mother as to the proper mt-thod of attending to the ice

chest, the milk, and the feeding bottles. The nurse also reported as to

the means of the- family, and, wh<'n n<-cessar\, an order was made to

deliver the milk free of ("liarge. In most ca.ses, however, the parents

were sold coupons at the beginning of the week by the milkmen, and a

coupon was left for the milkman to collect as he delivered the milk in the

morning. The coupons were made up in sheets of 14 (two rows of 7),

each coupon representing ono ])int ol milk, so that a sheet would mean
a week's supjjly of one iiiiart dail\, or a fortnight's supply of one pint

daily. The i>rice paid 1>\ the lnstitut<' to the Willsmere Company for the
milk, pasteurized, bottled, sealt'(l with paraffin wax, and delivered, was
41I. a ])int, and the jirice paid In the jiarents was on an average 2<\. a

[)int. The sealing with paraffin wax of all 'lx>ttles was insisted upon b\

the Board as being the onl\ method l)\ which the Board could insure the

rletection of any tampering with the milk after it left the company's
depot.

The Board fully re<-ogni.sed the fact that (kiiries cannot produce
specially supervised milk without additional expense, and feels sure that

the general ]niblic will realize this fact, and readily respond by paying the

necessar\ advance on the general price of milk for a safe, pure milk for

infants.
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At the beginning of January, 1909, tlie Institute commenced its distri-

bution of specially super\ised milk in the metropolitan area, concentrating
its efforts chiefly in those municipal districts the local councils of which
had promised financial aid. Every approved case applying for the milk
was supplied until June, when the Board suspended the supply of milk
in order to conser\-e its remaining funds, it being realized that the vital

value of such milk would be much greater during the coming summer.
During the five months the Institute was distributing milk 39,594

pints were distributed amongst 294 families, at a co.st of ^^659 i8s. for

ipilk and jQ"] 4. iis. 6d. for ice. The total amount received for the milk

from those supplied on a philanthropic basis was ;^i97 5s. yd. The
milk was delivered chiefly in wide-necked pint bottles stamped with the

registered design of the Institute and stoppered with ])araffined com-

pressed paper wads, over which sterilized paraffin wax was jjlaced to guard

against remo\al of the wad before delivery.

About 300 infants were supplied with milk by the Institute, and of

these onh eight died, a record that the subscribers to the Institute may
well feel proud of, especially when it is remembered that a large majoritv

of the infants when first put upon the milk were already suffering from

diarrhoeal troubles due to the defective milk supplied to them during the

summer months prior to the commencement of the Institute's supply. It

is the earnest desire of the Board that it will recei\-e such support this

vear as will enable it to supply the milk before the commencement of the

summer proper. aii<l thus anticipate and prevent diarrhoeal diseases amongst

the infants of the poorer districts of the city instead of having to o\-ertake

and cure them.

The Government Statist's returns of deaths of infants under twelve

months (excluding those in hospitals and public institutions) in the metro-

politan districts for the first six months of 1909 are most encouraging, anii

the Board looks forward to still better returns being demonstrated next

vear, if funds are provided to enable it to supp]\ milk during the whole

vear, or at least throughout the whole summer.

TABLE I.

I.—Deaths of Infants under twelve months of age (excluding those in Hospitals

and Public Institutions) in Districts in the Metropolitan area during the

first six months of each year.
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111 Collingwood the average numl)er of infants dying under twelve

nKjiiths for the i)ast three years has, during tlie first half of the year, been

41.6. During the first half of this year only 31 deaths occurred under

twehe months, the lowest number recorded for many years. If the Board

had been able to supplv milk from the previous Novemlier, many of these

deaths would have been prevented. In the city of Melbourne, exclusive

of hospitals, the average number of deaths under a year old for the fir.st

half of the! past fhree years has been 110: this year only 89 deaths

occurred, the lowest figure yet reached. In I'rahran the average has been

38.6. whereas here again the lowest figures ha\e been obtained this year,

only T^2 infants dving under twehe months. V\\ Richmond the average

numter of deaths for the first half of the past three years has been 43.6;
this vear onl\- 34 infants died. In South Melljourne the number of in-

fants dying under twelve months in the first half of this year was 50:
the average for the past three }ears has been 39.6. The Board hopes

that during the ensuing summer the South Melbourne Council will co-

operate \\ith it and endeavour to reduce this waste of infant life.

In Melbourne and the sul>urbs over 1,200 infants die each year. The
Board feels confident that if it receives generous supiKirt in its work from
the councils, the various charitable trusts and the public, it can save at

lea.st 300 of these lives, besides helping the coming generation of children

to far healthier constitutions, and at the same time improving the surround-

ings in the poorer homes.

The Australian-born infant must always be looked upon as the best

immigrant for the State, and as a communit\ we must condemn ourselves

for neglecting to prevent this preventable waste of infant life. The mem-
l)ers of the Board have not spared themselves in working up the details of

this life-saving work, but their efforts will come to naught unless they

meet with a very active response from the Government and all those in

whose }x>wer it lies to give them substantial assistance. The payment of

a secretarv and nurses for the ensuing twelve months will alone exhaust

the Board's present funds, leaving mithing availal)le for the milk or it;"

distribution.

Sanharv Methods Adopted kx F.\rm.

The s])ecial ])rovisions that have Ijeen carried out at the faim towards

obtaining milk free from disea.se-jjroducing germs and other forms of

deleterious contamination, have included means for insuring:—
{a) The freeilom from tuberculosis, and ilu- continued maintenance

')f the healthfulness of the h<'rd
;

ill) Sanitars construction and eleinl\ maintenance of the premises

and surroundings in which the cows are milked;

(f) Especial care in connexion with the milking ; and
(c/) SpLfial treatment and handling of the milk while <jn the farin

premises.

Health of Herd.—The whole of the cows in the lind, ])rior to the

u.se of. the milk for Institute purpo.ses, were tested with tuberculin bv ;>

Government veterinary officer for tulx'rculosis. Two re-acted to the test,

and were immediatelv removed from the herd. All the cows that have

been introduced since have been purchased subject to the tuberculin test,

and only non-reacting animals retained. Careful manual examination ot

the udders of all the cows has been made at frequent intervals, and this

examination has been supportt'd by bacteriological tests for coccat
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infection of the udder l)v the Institute's Bacteriologist (Dr. Bull), any cows

showing such infection being immediately rejected for the .supply of

Talbot milk.

Milking Shed and Surroundings.—The impervious floor of the milk-

ing shed is constructed of brick, grouted with cement, and graded in such

form as to be easily and quickly flushed with \vater and to carry off any

byre fluids. The shed is open on one side, and the perflation which this

allows of, results in complete freedom from all stuffiness and the obnoxious

smells usually to be obserwd in cow-sheds. The open side of the shed

faces the east, and is so constructed as to allow of almost complete insola-

tion with the morning sun. The holding yards at the end and back of

the milking-shed are paved Avith stone pitchers, and there is no unpa\ed

surface on an}- side of the shed which is unprotected by other buildings

from the wind, so that the dust nuisance is reduced to the minimum degree

possible with an open shed. A separate feeding shed is provided along

the front of the milking shed, and the cows, after being milked, pass

from their bails through doors in front, to be fed in the stalls of the

feeding shed. This arrangement of separate feeding and milking sheds

—

apart from enabling (]uicker progress to be made with the milking of the

herd—has the great sanitary advantage that the milking shed is kept free

from the dust, debris, taints and smells always associated with manger

feeding. There is no food debris to attract flies into the milking shed,

and furthermore, the cows while lx;ing milked are not in that excited

.state which is usual when milking and feeding are carried on at the same

time. The other buildings comprise cooler rooms, a utensil storage room,

a w-ash-up shed in which is the utensil sterilising plant, boiler house, and

a machinery room. All these buildings have brick floors, and are other-

wise sanitarily constructed, the rooms in which milk is handled having

their openings protected by fly wire blinds and doors.

]\IiLKiNG Methods.—The cows have been machine-milked throughout

the whole period of supply. All the cows' udders are clipped bare of

hair. The tail, rump and quarters are cleansed whenever soiled. Before

each milking, the udders and teats are washed Avith warm water and dried,

the water being changed between each cow, and oftener if required. Be-

fore the machines are applied, the first milking of each quarter to the

amount of three or four squirts (about 2 oz.) is milked by hand into a

special bucket labelled "Rejected Milk.'"" The milker "s hands are

thoroughly washed with warm water and soap before commencing the re-

moval of the fore milk or affixing the machines. Each milker or attendant

is supplied wdth clean w^ishable OAeralls, which are worn during the whole

of the operations—both during milking and the subsequent treatment of

the milk.

Handling of Milk.—As each pair of cows is milked the milk of each

is weighed separatel}' and the amounts recorded. The milk is at once

carried across to the cooling room—a distance of 15 10 20 feet—and

emptied into a funnel strainer connected with a \<\t, from which it

passes to the centrifuge (milk-cleansing machine). After passing through

this machine, the milk passes over two Lawrence coolers. The first of

these is operated with well water, and reduces the temperature of the milk

to about 60 deg. The second c-ooler is ojoerated with refrigerated brine,

and the milk on passing over this is reduced to a temperature of 35 degrees

as it enters the transport cans. These cans are provided with ice-floats,

whereby the low temperature is maintained, and the milk is usually de-

livered to the contractors at their City Depot in Bourke-street at a tempera-

ture of alx)ut 40 degrees.
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Supervision of Operations.—Durint; the whole of the period of

supply, the farm, the sto<-k, the milking methods, and the handling of milk
ha\-e been under the almost constant supervision of an Officer of the Dair\
Supervision Branch of the Agricultural Department. During the early

weeks of the inauguration of the supply an Officer of the Board of Health
was continually in attendance while milking operations were being con-

ducted, and while the milk was l^eing prepared for transport. Later
on, it was found possible to moderate this rigid control, and the officers

concerned were onl\- required to be in attendance intermittently. On two-

separate occasions, for a period of a fortnight each, when special tests

were being carried out, a Dairv Supervisor from the Agricultural Dejxart-

ment, specially (jualified as regards the use of milking machines and the
handling of milk, was placed in complete charge of the operations on the

farm. The improved results, as regards wholesomeness of the milk, of
this expert control as compared with ordinary management will doubtless
be fu'ly indicated in the report of the Bacteriologist.

Nurses' Reports for 190Q.

No. I.

From Januar\ until June, 1909, I visited each child who received the

milk (with the exception of two or three older children) at least once
weekly; those who were really "sick babies" I saw much oftener-—two
or three times weekly—and during the acute stages of their illness going
when possible every day, and in one or two cases twice daily.

One lx)th heirs and reads a great deal of how present-dav parents-

neglect their children, but I have come across only one case of sheer,

callous neglect, and I have come to the conclusion that most of the seem-

ing neglect is due either to absolute ignorance or in many cases to ph\sical

incapacity on the part of the mothers. I think much might be done by

teaching these young mothers a few simple facts with regard to infant

feeding. And here I would like to say that I consider the small pamphlet
printe<l bv the L.T.INI.I. has done an inestimable amount of good, and if

I might \'enture to make the suggestion that shonld any new copies !)e

printed a short diet list for children from one to two \ears of age would

()e a most helpful addition.

It is among these older children only that 1 lia\>' fdund the milk has

not always been jnit to the uses it should, and 1 would adxise that each

case should be most carefully in(]uired into l:)efore being j'ut oui tf> Talbot

Milk. This, 1 think, applies esperialb' to those children over nine months
old.

Again, it is worthy of consideration that one is fre(]uently told by the

poorest (and usually the proudest) of these mothers that for three months

before their babies were born they li\ed on dry bread and black tea. This

is no exaggeration whatever, and though, undoubtedh . the various benevo-

lent societies are doing exeellent work in (his din'ction. there is still \'er}'

much to be done.

I believe that next year the deliverx of the milk is to !;<• undertaken

by different milkmen in the various sui)url)s. Should this be so, might

I offer the suggestion that at some central spot in each suburb a few

bottles of milk should be left daily, so that an accident such as the

breakage of a bottle, either 1)\ the deliverer or the recipient, could be

easily remedied. In spite of the many difficulties that always surfotmd a

new 'project, I think the L.T.M. Institute may ])e more than satisfied
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with the good work it has done in tliis its first year, and there are many
motliers who would tell one that they ow^e their babies' lives to Talbot
Milk. Next year I am convinced that the applications for the milk will

be at least doubled, and the 'good work of the Institute far more widely
spread ; and surely this should be so.

I know the expenses are very heavy, but I cannot help feeling that if

a subscription list were opened the public would nobly respond ; not onlv

would the wealthy send their cheques, but, was it widely enough known
that the money was needed, the poorer classes would send in their shillings

and half-crowns in great numbers. Again, I think no milk should be
delivered absolutely free of charge—e\-en if only a halfpenn\ a week
could be afforded I think that halfpenny should be paid. I say this with

all earnestness, simply from what I have obser\'ed during these months.

While s]jeaking on the monev question, I would like to sav, on a strictlv

impersonal basis, that I think it would be the very greatest mistake for

the nurses who visit the children to be in any way connected ^\ith the;

selling of the coupons or the taking of the money. Once let the people
think the nurses go for any reason other than to sympathize and look

after the welfare of the baby, and to mv mind every shred of influence

they may have will be irrevocably lost, and the cry will be changed from
" Here comes Nurse to see Baby !" to " Here comes the woman for the

milk money !" and one can hardly expect these poor overworked mothers
to take counsel and advice from " the woman who comes for the money."
I would like to say a few words as to the way in -which I have been
received at the many and various homes I have visited. In no case have
I met with anything but courtesy, and I must admit that this was a sur-

prise to me. I expected to be " tolerated," and found that in most cases

I was welcomed and eagerly looked for, and in several cases where the

babies have been seriously ill I cannot sav enough in praise for the con-

stant and dev^oted nursing they have received from their parents. All I

have to say in conclusion is : May the L.T.M. Institute increase its good
work each year, and prosper exceedingly.

Briseis Belstead.

No. II.

It is now just four months since I first started visiting the babies fed

on the L.T. Milk in the districts of Richmond, Prahran, and South Mel-

bourne. In all I have had in my care 120 babies.

Of these two died in Richmond. One had been on the milk for

twenty-four* hours onh-, and was very emaciated with marasnnis. The
other baby had the L.T. Milk for one week. He had been ill for weeks
with bowel trouble, and could not take any food. Even the L.T. Milk
did not agree with him. He was put back to whev and brandy, and died

a few weeks later.

Three in South Melbourne—one from neglect ; just skin and bone when
we first found her. One from heart failure—a miserable little thing, on
the L.T. Milk nine days; and one baby who- was having the L.T.

Milk for eleven days, aged three weeks. The babies who have been fed

on L.T. Milk exclusively under eight months of age, show the greatest

improvement of all. One child in Prahran, fed on the L.T. Milk pure,

and an occasional rusk, gained 8| lbs. in four months.

* In estimating the number of cases supplied, and the deaths, those children who
have not been on the Institute Milk for at least 7 days have not been counted.
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The sorrow caused to the mothers bv takiii^^ their bahies off the L.T.
Milk is a good proof of how much the\ apj-reriated all that had been
done for them and their babies.

It has been rather uphill work trying to teach and unteach many of

them, but I think now the good work has been started we may hoj>e tor

e^"en better results next vear.

There have been no complaints in my districts about the L.T. Millc

for some time past, and everything has been quite satisfactory.

A. M. Ingram.

'Conclusion.

In conclusion, the Board acknowledges with grateful thanks the \alu-

able assistance rendered by the Health Department and the Stock and
Dairy Super\'ision Branch of the Department of Agriculture ; the work
done by the officers of these Departments has been simply invaluable to the

Board. The Board also gratefullv acknowledges the assistance it has

received from the directors and manager of the Willsmere Certified Milk
Compan}-, who have spared no trouble in carrying out the wishes of the

Board, and to* whose enthusiastic co-operation the success has in no small

part been due.

Caulfield Model Dairy Farm—The Approved Farm.

/. M. B. Connor, Dairy Supcriisor.

The public spirited citizens of Melbourne who have been the means of

establishing the Lady Talbot Milk Institute, having for its object a pure

and healthful supply of specially supervised milk for delicate infants, have

every reason to be satisfied with their enterprise and' w-ith their success-

in obtaining, so early, a milk supply produced under the satisfactory con-

ditions obtaining at the farm of Mr. George H. Hope, situated at

Caulfield.

Great as may be the pul)lic ser\ice performed by the Lady Talbot In-

stitute in distributing this supply of pure nourishment to poor and delicate

children, the indlirect benefit of its example and precept in encouraging

the establishment of such farms as the one under review is not less valu-

al)le. Owing to the large number of practical farmers and dairymen who-

have \isited the premises during the last six months, it may reasonably

l)e hoped that the standard of the bulk milk supply to the city will be
raised bv this example. 'Certainly, an object les-son has been furnished

b\ Mr. Hope, and he has been able to show that the standard conditions.

as to sanitary management, laid down \\\ the Institute, can be complied

with consi.stentK with ])r()lit making. The encouragement and develop-

ment of milk farms similar to tliis one would (HTtainlv have an appreciable

effect in iliininishing the rate of infant mortalitv in thf cities.

The I'' arm Genkrai.lv.

'I"he farm comprises 63 acres, and is sub-divided into 14 padldocks,

\ar\ing in size from i to 7 acres. Most of the paddocks open into a

30-feet lane running through the middle of the property, which makes it

convenient for the distribution of the dairy herd for grazing, and also

for the removal of crops into the barn. Each paddock gate is painted

white and numl>ered. Fifty-three acres are under intense cultivation and
rotation of fodder cro]>s throughout the year. Se\en acres are used as a

run for the dairy herd.
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The iniiTDNrd methods of cultivation and rotation of crops adopted on

this farm, on tlie advice of officers of the Department of Agriculture, arc

forcihlv demonstrated by the heavv vields of fodder crops grown; par-

ticularlx when it is considered that the soil is of a white sandy nature,

and, in its \irgin state two vears ago, was covered with a dense growth

of bracken fern. It was then not fertile, but its mechanical condition

facilitates cultivation at all periods of the vear, and by applving suitah.le-

manures it res]x)nds readily with pavable vields of fodder crops.

./"""" ""d"^"" i_.!_.^—

€>

2. GROUND PLAN OF PADDOCK.S. .SHOWING SYSTEM OF SUB-DIVISION.

'J'h<; method adopted in clearing the bracken fern, was to ]jlough (.some

J 4 inches deep), getting below the roots, three horses being used in a

single furro'W jilough. After harrowing, the roots were raked into heaps

and burned. Continuous cultivation has since kept the paddocks free

from further growth of bracken.

To successfullv work such a farm as this it is necessary to have some

system, Man\- farmers lack system in lh( ir ojierations. This is o'ften

due to pres.sure of work, to want of foresight \n planning, or to- the

careless conception of nM|uirements by the owner. Mr. Hope has a

.system and follows it, always planning ahead, and therebv keeping the

farm operations up-to-date.

Tile Drmnage.

.Some 20 acres have so far been drained with ,^inch tile drains. The-

advantages to be derived by draining this sandy land are apparent bv the
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luxuriant CJ'ops grown. A com
parison of those paddocks
drained (as indicated by black

irregular lines on the ground
plan of farm, page 556), as

against those undrained, shows
a wonderful difference in

growth. It is Mr. Hope's
intention to drain the balance

of the farm in the immediate
future.

The aim is to produce as

much fodder as possible by in

tense culture, and systematic ro-

tation of crops, aided by farm-

yard and artificial manures and
irrigation. Past experience

points to the possibility of

being able to caxry two cows to

the acre, if a certain quantity

of concentrated foods, such as

bran, oats, corn meal, &:c., is

purchased to supplement the

farm grown crops.

Irrigation.

A dam is constructed in the

lowest portion of the farm.

This was originally an old

water hole of solid clay. It

was excavated some 8 feet and
the contents used for building a

4-feet w"al] thus giving the dam
i2-feet depth. The capacity

of the dam is 700,000 gallons.

Alongside the dam, there is

a small house containing a

5 h.p. electric motor, and a

small centrifugal pump, bv
which 4,000 gallons of water

I)er hour are pumped into the

tank on the top of the silo,

a-bout 20 chains away. The
supply tank is of 19,000 gal-

lons capacity and from it a

3-inch main distributes the

water for irrigation purposes

all over the farm. Taps are

fixed at convenient intervals,

and the methods of irrigation

vary according to the require-

ments of thecrop grown. Second-

hand fire-brigade hose is used so

that the water can reach the

fiirthest point required tVf)ni the
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principal water main. An ingeniou.s invention of Mr. Hope".s, in the wav
of a very fine spra\ or sprinkler, is shown in one of the illustrations. It

will water, in the still atmosphere, 1,200 ajuare feet; equal to i^ inches of

fine rain per hour over that area. The sprinkler is built of iron, and can
he balanced to any angle required bv two suspending irnn weights. It is

connected with the main pipes l)v means of a hose.

4. SPRINKLER IN OPERATION.

A bore was sunk on the highest poini on the farm, and at 100 feet

depth, first-class water was obtained. The supply is conveyed by pipes
to properly constructed water troughs in the various paddocks, thus in-

suring for the cO'Ws an abundance of pure water.

Growing Crop.s.

The ^arious paddocks on the farm at the time of writing (ist Jul\)
are sown with the following crops, viz. :

—
Paddock No. i.—Sown 3rd April, i acre Bonanza oats, at the rate

of 2 bushels to the acre; 5 acres, mixed crop of oats, i bush., barley

I bush., tares \ busli. Manured with a light dressing of stable manure,
and blood manure at the rate of 120 lbs. per acre.

Paddock No. 2.—This paddock has been ploughed, at intervals, three

times, viz., 3 inches deep, 6 inches and 9 inches respectively. It was
harrowed three times, and allowed tO' lie idle for two months. On th.e 21st

A])ril it was sown with t biish. black oats, t bush, barley, \ bush. r\e,

\ bush, tares, per acre. Manured at the rate of 3 cwt. mixed manure
per acre.

Paddock No. 9.- Sown mi loth June with a niixtur(^ of tick beans,

Storm King oats, and barlrv, and has just had a heavv crop of maize

har\-estecl off it. Manured with light dressing of stable manure and 2

cwt. of superphosphate per acre.

I^addock No. 4.-—Ploughed 10 inches deep, and allowed to lie idle for

two weeks
; 3 acres sown with 2 bush, jier acre of a mixture of white

oats, tares, rve and barley. Manured at the rate of 2 cwt. blood manure
per acre, and a light dressing of stable manure.

Paddock No. 5.—Ploughed 9 inches deep. Snwn wilh a mixture of

Bonanza oats i bush., tick beans % bush., peas I bush., and barlev. i

bush, per acre. Sown 26th Februarv. 1909. Manured with i cwt.

superphosphate, and i cwt. sulphate of ammonia per acre.
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Paddock So. g.—Ploughed 9 inches deep, harrowed and cross-

Ploughed 9 inches deep, manured \vith stable manure and 2 cwt. blood

manure to the acre, and sown with the following mixture:—One bush.

N.Z. black oats, i bush, barley, \ bush, tick beans per acre.

Paddock No. 7.—Ploughed 9 inches deep. Harrowed, cross-harrowed,
rolled, and sown on 29th April with a mixture of black oats, rye, tares',

and barley. Manured with 2 cwt, superphosphate per acre.

Paddock No. 8.—Ploughed! 10 inches deep, harrowed and cross-

harrowed and rolled. Sown on 26th March with black oats, i bush., and
rve I bush. Manured with 2 cwt. blood manure to the acre.
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Paddock No. g.—Ploughed 9 inches deep, harrowed and! cross-

harrowed twice and rolled. Sown on 26th February vvith a mixture of

stout white oats, rye, tares and barley. Manured witli 3 cwt. blood manure
and a light dressing of stable manure.

Paddock Xo. 10.—Half of this paddock was ploughed 10 inches deep,

harrowed four times, cross-harrowed and rolled. Sown on loth Sep-

tember, 1908, with lucerne in drills, at the rate of 7 lbs. of Hunter River

seed to the acre. This cro]:) has done remarkably w^ell, and has returned

lour cuttings since sown. The balance of this paddock was sown with

lucerne on 15th March, and at the present time is looking well. During
the coming spring, 15 acres additional will be put under this valuable

fodder crop.

Paddock Xo. 11.—Ploughed 10 inches deep, harrowed tv.dce. and
cross-harrowed. Sown on 2/jth A))ril with a mixture of Algerian oats i

bush., rve | bush., tares i bush., and barlev 1 hush. Manured with i

cwt. blood manure and 2 cwt. superphosphate per acre.

6. MILKLING AND FEEDING SHEDS.

Paddock Xo. 12.—Three acres sown on 12th March with mixture of

Ivlack oats, rye, tares and barley; 3 acres sown same day with Bonanza

oats at the rate of 2I bush, per acre. Manured with t^ cwt. blood

manure per acre.

Paddock No. 13.—Ploughed 10 inches deei>, harrowed twice and

cross-harrowed and rolled. Sown on 6th March with black oats i bush.,

barley i bush., rve l l>ush.. tares i busli. ix-r acre. Manured at the

rate of i cwt. blood manure |>er acre.

Paddock Xo 14.—Treatment of land manuring the same as paddock

No. 13. Sown on 23rd March, witli 2 busliels of Bonanza oats per acre.

The Mii.kikg and Feeding Sheds.

orm --ui-li an important feature in the sanitary produc-The bull din

tion of a pure and wholesome milk su])] that they merit descri])tion.
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The milking and feeding slieds are separate as shown in the illustra-

tions on pages 559 and 560. The roofs are so constructed as to allow

the morning sun to ha\e full play intO' them. In both cases the floor.s

are well bricked and impervious with a sufficient fall to carry off the

drainage. The milking shed contains 12 double bails, each bail being

6 ft. 6 in. in width, thus allowing 24 cows to be bailed up at one time.

When the first batch is milked a door is opened at the head of the

bail, through which the cows move directlv across a small passage into

the feeding shed, exactly the same size as the milking shed. Another

batch of 24 cows is bailed up in the milking shed, and by the time this

batch, is milked, the original 24 have had their feed, and are passed out

through the door at the head of the bail, into the paddock. The second

batch then occupies the feeding shed until a third batch is milked and
rt-ndv to he fed.

8. THE MILKING SUED, WITH L.K.G. MACHINES IN OPERATION.

When tho photo<;rai)li was taken, the three bo.vs in the foreground were uiideruniny ;i fortniuht's

iastruction in cleanliness iind sanitation l>y Mr. W, II. Clowes, Dairx Sniierviso:-, who is standing'- in the

baekj;rQund.

The advantages of a separate feeding shed are manv. In the iirst

place, it enables a large number of cows to be milked in a comparati\elv

small shed, as there is continuity of operations, one batch after another

being milked and fed without any inconvenience. Another advantage is

that the cows are less excited when milked without being fed, and let

down their milk better. A further great advantage in con-

nexion witli the main object of a pure and wholesome milk supply, is that

there is no smell to taint the milk, .\\m\ consequentlv nothing to attract

flies in the milking shed, as the flies follow the feed. The bins in the

feeding shed are so constructed that the cows cannot waste their food.

Water is laid on at different points throughout the two sheds, and the

sv.stem of cleaning and construction is such that there is an entire ab.sence

of the obnoxious odours present in the large m.ijority of milking sheds in

general use. The cows droj^pings are removed after each shed is milked-
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The abundance of sunlight and fresh air that has free access at all

times to these buildings tends to keep them sweet and free from undesir-

able bacteria that require certain insanitary conditions to live.

COOLING CHAMBER, CENTRIFUGING ROOM, ETC.

This is shown in illustration No. 5 (section ijf coo) room), and also' on

the right hand side of photograph Xo. 6.

In the room adjoining the cool chamber an Alfa Laval Centrifuge is

installed ; this room and the next one (can room) are both du.st-proof and
fly-proof. Alongside the can room is the wash-up room fitted with vats,

steam jets and connexions. In this room is the steam chest (sterilizer) where

all the metal ware, coolers, cups of milking machines, and such like are

sterilized twice dailv. The steam jets are used for steaming milk cans,

buckets and the like.

The walls of this chamber are srrrounded by sealed air spaces, and
are packed with non-conducting substances, to pre\ent the heat being

absorbed. Brine is circulated through, a series of coils sus}>ended in a

large tank, within the chamber : ammonia is employed to reduce the brine

to a \'ery low temperature. The water for cooling the condenser is kept

cool by means of a lou\-re tower as seen in photograph No. 5. Ice is

also stored in the chamber.

The rubber-tubing of the milking machines is boiled for 15 minutes

after use, and then immersed in limewater until next milking.

Adjoining this room is the boiler nxim containing a one h.p. boiler,

which is used for cleaning and steaming purposes. In the event of a

breakdown in the electric system, this small boiler is used as a motive

power for driving the milking machines. On the north side of the cool

room is the machinery room, containing two small De Lavergne refri-

gerators, each of 5 cwt. ice capacity. These machines take i| h.p. to drive

the two of them. The two buildings have brick floors with requisite fall.

A complete plant has recently been' erected for bottling all milk on the

premises, and a Wickham's Patent Bottle Washer and Soaker installed for

washing and sterilizing the bottles before use.

The iFodder Buildings.

Photograph No. 9 shows the exterior of the barn, and No. 10 the

interior, with men chaiifing maize, crushing oats, and pulping pumpkins
from the .stored heap outside the barn, their operations being carried on
alongside a long feed mixing brick pit.

An elevator, as seen in the view, runs through underneath the chaff-

cutter, and the fodder that is intended for silage falls directly into the

elevator, and is carried into either silo as required. The chaffcutter is

a 3-knife machine capable of cutting 6 tons of green material per hour.

Oaten hay or oaten chaff, which is used in the formation of a balanced

ration, is chaffed and falls direct into the mixing pit. For storage pur-

poses, the chaff is delivered by the elevator into a tin-lined chaff room
capable of holding some 35 tons. The advantages of this method of

storage are that the room is \ermin proof, and that vermin cannot live

in the midst of the loose chafted material. The chaff room has doors

leading direct into the feeding bin.

The pulper is used for crushing and pulping pumpkins and all kinds
of root crops grown on the farm. Pulped mangolds and carrots are regu-

larly fed to the cows, and give good results.

The grain crusher is used for crushing barley, wheat, oats and such

like grains used in the daily ration as concentrated foods. A watchful

eye is always kept by the owner as to market values from time to time,

and Avhatever offers the best value from a nutritive and commercial stand-

point is bought. The barn is sufficiently large to hold a twelve months'
supply of hay, straw and concentrated foods.
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Portion of the harii floor is pitched for the purpose of enabling full

loads of feeding stuff to be carted right into the barn and alongside the
chaffcutter, thus facilitating labour when handling the green forage crops
intended for silage. It will be observed from the plan of the buildings
that the silos and barn are close to the feeding sheds. A tram line runs

ID. INTERIOR OF BARN CHAFF-CUTTER, PULPER, AND CRUSHER AT WORK.

along the side of the feeding shed, and is connected with the feed bin bv a

door through the wall ; thus the feed when mixed ready for use is thrown
through the doorway direct into the trollev and conveyed bv the tram line

to the feed boxes.

Stables and \ight Shelter.

The stables are close by the other buildings. Three draught mares of
good type are continuously in use on the farm. Detached stables for

housing two pure-bred Ayrshire bulls, with exercise vards, are in close

proximity.

The shelter shed in paddock Xo. 13 is mturally well protected from
the prevailing winds, which come from the north and south-west. The
shelter shed is built round four sides of a square each .side 200 feet long,

or 600 feet in all. It is 10 feet in width and 7 feet high, with iron

roof. The rain catchment is diverted into tanks, \\hich in turn feed a

drinking trough in the centre of the courtyai'd.

The shed floors are of brick, and are raised 6 inches above the sur-

face le\el of the yard so as to form a platform stand for the cows. This
platform is divided by wooden framework into 124 stalls with feed trough

at the head so providing accommodation for feeding and housing the herd
throughout the year, and also gi\'ing facilities for properb; conserving the

solid and liquid manure.

The Dairy Herd.

Photograph Xo. 12 shows some of the dairy herd in the recei\ing

vard, waiting to be milked. It will be seen from this picture and from
photograph Xo. 13, which, represents the whole of the dairv herd, that

the Avrshire breed is stronglv predominant in the herd. It is ]Mr. Hope's
intention to have nothing but pure-bred Ayrshire cows in the near future.
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Every cow's milk is weighed and tt-sted. and the " duffers " will be

ultimatelv rejected, and replaced by young cows to be again culled after

I I. SHELTER SHED.

proof at the pail. Most of the present herd ha\e been purchased from
the well-known Ayrshire herds of Messrs. Mclvor (Seymour), F. J.
Stansmore (Pomhorneit). Brisbane (Camperdown), and Buchanan

\2. SOME OF THE DAIRY HERI> \, MM ;i-, MILKED.

(Minders). As they were mosth' on their first calf whm purchased, it

will rci|uirt' another simsoii's trial to llnallx ti'st their abilities at the pail.

Motive Power.

All machinery on the farm is driven l)y electricity supplied from the

Electric Lighting and Traction 'Company of Austrdia. a ydi.p. motor being
used. As the cost is 2d. per unit. ^Ir. Plope fmds it much cheaper than
any other power.
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The Silos.

Photograph No. 10 shows a

combined brick silo and tank

stand. The silo holds 150 tons

of silage, and the tank 19,000

gallons of water. The second

silo in this photograph is built

of wood and iron, and has a

capacity of no tons. Both

silos are di\ided into three com-

partments, 4 in. X f in. T. & G.

blue gum hardwood being used

for the partitions.

There is a triangular chute

or chimney (see No. 5) in the

centre of each silo, which is

connected by a series of doors

with each of the three compart-

ments. The silage is emptied
from the different levels through

these doors, from which it falls

to the bottom on to an under-

ground elevator. This elevator

empties both silos, carrying the

silage to the mixing pit. This
simple contrivance is a great

lal)our-saving appliance as a

boy can empty both silos by this

means. If the silage is re-

quired for distribution in the

feeding paddocks, it can be

emptied through a series of

doors, as shown in the photo-

graph, into a dray below, and
carted wherever required. This
year the iron silo has been

filled and the brick silo (onlv

completed recently) partly

filled. There are enough crops

coming to maturity on the farm,

at the present time, to fill botli

silos in the spring.

In hand feeding, an attempt

is being made to study the re-

quirements of each individual

cow ; and from the knowledge
gained fixing what ration each

cow will re(}uire, according to

the quantity and quality of milk

obtained. The nutritive require-

ments of cows vary as their lacta-

tion progresses Their needs can-

not be satisfactorily supplied by
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work. It has also been found advantageous to vary the ration according

toythe yield of the cows, a fuller ration as regards quantitv and quality

teing given to the; heaviest yielders. At the pre.sent time the following

rations are being fed :
—

Analysis ok Rations.

No. 1 Eation.

Green Crop .

.

Silage (Maize)

Lucerne Hay
Oaten Hay ...

Bran
Oil Cake ...

Oats (Cnisheil)

Malt Combings'

No. 2 Ration.

Green Crop ...

Silaga

Lucerne Hay
Oaten Hay ...

15ian

Oil Cake
Oats (Crushed)

^Nlalt Combings

No. 3 Ralion.

Green C'rop ...

Silage
Oaten Hay ...

Crushetl Oats
Oil Cake

We.ii-hl.

40
35
5
5
5

1
I

31-72

27 69
-42

-44

-60

IS
•22

•09

Protein.
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THE MARKETING OF EGGS.

H. V. Haickius, Poultry Expert.

That there are numerous outlets for eggs cannot be denied, but there

are wa\s and means of securing a mucli more uniform price than is

usually obtained. A great number of farmers pay little or no attention

to the regular gathering of eggs, and through carelessness lose heavily

each year. Stale and fresh eggs are indiscriminately put into old cases

with simply chaff packing, and that often musty, the result being that

the buyer often makes an absolute loss on his purchase.

The principal buyers are the export agents, produce dealers, biscuit

manufacturers, confectioners, caterers, hotel and restaurant keepers, hospi-

tals, asylums, and the general public.

Quality.—The general rule is to consider newness the only desir-

able quality in eggs. More than this is necessary, the daily gathering of

the eggs being essential ; in fact, when the temperature exceeds 80 degrees,

this should be done twice a da\-. Through being permitted to remain in

the nests three and four days, during which period they may be sat upon

by a do'zen hens, the eggs become spoilt and in many cases incubated.

The change which takes place during 72 hours' exposure to the sun's

rays, or during the many visits to a cosy nest by more than one hen dis-

turbs and disflavours the egg. The two changes vvhich cause the greatest

objection are due to the development of the embyro chick or to the for-

mation in the decaving eggs of the very foul-smelling hydrogen sul-

phide gas.

If eggs are exposed to the rays of the sun, or to dampness for any

length of time, much of their goodness is destroyed.

For food purposes fresh eggs are equal in \alue, although varying in

tint of yolk. Some are pale, whilst others are much darker. This paleness

is undoubtedl) due to a lack of green food, whilst an excess of grass and
animal food will very materially darken the yolk. It is admitted b\

manv authorities that the white of the spring egg is of firm quality and
will "stand up" better than that of the summer egg. With this I fully

agree.

Xewly-laid fertile eggs cannot be distinguished from infertile eggs,,

the germ of the chick being microscopic in size. If the egg is imme-
diately cooled and kept at a temperature below 70 degrees F., the germ
will not develop. At a temperature of 103 degrees F. the development

of the chick proceeds rapidly. It will readily be understood that a

fairly low temperature is best for eggs intended for market purposes.

Grading.—No farm products are m.ore difficult to grade than eggs,,

as thev re(]uire separate and careful handling. Grading, as we know it,

is usuallv confined to size, colour, and approximate freshness, but to the

expert candler it means much more.

As the heavy laying period approaches, the egg grader is usuall\-

hard at the work of candling ; a stronger light is requisite where many
tons of eggs have to be tested. The light is enclosed ini a box or a tin

cylinder in which are made openings the size of a two-shilling piece.

The room being darkened, the candler holds the egg to the light, large

end upward, and gives it a (|uick turn in order to view all sides and to

cause the contents to whirl within the shell. A very stale egg will Avhirl

about as if filled with water ; in other cases there appears a marked increase

of space in the air sac (broad end), clearly showing the amount of evapo-
ration that has taken place, or loss of weight. To prevent this loss in
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weight, eggs should never be kept in a hot or warm room or exposed to

draught for any length of time ; but should be kept in dry drawers or

sectional cuplx)ards in a fairly even tempe;ratured dair_\- or storehouse.

For culinary purposes, infertile eggs are best, as their keeping qualities

are greatly enhanced.

Cause of Objectionable Flavouk-s.—The flavour or odour of an

egg may be noticeably influenced bv the feed given. This has been de-

monstrated bv feeding hens heavily on maize, musty or smutty wheat,

tainted meat, turnips, spices, or an excess of onions. The principles

underhing feeding should be the providing of a mixed diet and the

avoidance of an excess of any one particular food. At times man\ pecu-

liarities are found in eggs, such as blood spots, a broken yolk, or some
bacterial contamination. These are due largely to improper feeding,

putrid meat, in the writer's opinion, being chiefly responsible.

Shell Variation.—Egg shells varv in colour, firmness, and shape.

These variations are more a matter of breed or the individuality of the

hen than of feed, except in cases where shell-forming material is not

provided. Strength of the shell is very important, owing to the great

loss which occurs, not only in marketing, but when used for hatching pur-

poses. Too much " forcing," viz., an excess of meat and a lack of miner il

matter will tend to develop w^eak shell formation.

Misshapen Eggs.—Hens that constantly lay malformed eggs should
be got rid of, as their progeny are liable to the same trouble. The causes
of these badly-shaped eggs are many. Whilst dissecting birds, I have
noticed that many hens have had slight ruptures in the oviduct, or a slightly

misplaced egg channel, causing a diflficulty in laying. A slight stoppage
of the egg when about to be laid creates a dent in the centre of egg.

Such eggs are best eaten straight away, and should on no account be

used for incubation purpo.ses.

Brown v. White Shelled Eggs.—For some time past the English
buyers have laid .stress on shell colour, preferring the brown shell to the

white. An idea has got abroad that the brown egg is of greater value
for culinary purposes than the white. This is quite an erroneous idea.

The Leghorn, Minorca, or Andalusian egg is quite equal in its nutritixe

\alue to that laid by such breeds as Orpingtons, Wyandottes, and Ply-
mouth Rocks, etc. In my opinion, colour counts for little. Those accus-

tomed to the use of brown-shelled eggs naturally prefer them, but the

same applies to white eggs. Uniformity of colour, as well as other

points, pleases the eye, and for that reason, and no other, should there

be an\' preference.

Size.—The size of egg is chiefly controlled by the breed or by the

.selection of layers of large eggs, particularly the latter. Pullets at the

beginning of the laying joeriod lay eggs decidedly smaller than those pro-

duced at a later stage. The average food value is a little greater in large

eggs per pound than that of small eggs, because of a smaller percentage

of shell in the former.

That the breed influences the size of egg is untlisi)uted, and it ma\ In'

as well to remind readers of the breeds which are in the front r;ink

as producers of large eggs. They are Minorcas, Spanish, Andalusians,
Black Orpingtons, Leghorns^ and Plymouth Rocks, whilst on the other

hand, Wyandottes, Haniburghs, and most of (he game birds lay a rela-

tively small egg. Some of the finest eggs I have ever seen were pro-

duced bv an Orpington-AIinorca cross. Good specimens of eggs are the

rule with Plymouth Rocks, and Black ()r])ingtons, tho.se of the latter

being of a beautiful br()wn tint.
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Dirty Eggs.—Dirty eggs are grouped roughly in three classes :
—

(a) "Phiin dirties/' those to which soil or dun<r adheres;

(b) " Stained " eggs, those soilea by contact with damp straw or other

material which discolours the shell ("plain dirties" when
washed usually show this appearance)

;

(6-) "Smeared" eggs, those covered with the contents of broken eggs.

The farmer is to blame for the first two classes. The third class is

found all along the route from the nest to the consumer. The [jer-

centage of dirty eggs varies with the season and weather conditions. It

is noticeably increased during wet weather, especially when nests are

exposed. Covered nest boxes prevent discolouration, and, in many cases

lessen the chance of the hens eating their eggs. Hundreds of pounds are

lost annually by farmers through permitting their hens to lay in open-top

boxes. The birds jump down into nests where other birds have laid and

this often results in broken eggs.

Co-operative Action Necessary.—If the present rate of progress

continues, and I firmly believe it will, farmers will find it necessary to

adopt similar methods of marketing eggs to those in operation in Denmark,
viz. , bv means of co-operati\e egg export societies.

About one-half of the local egg trade is handled by private dealers,

who are equally severe in rejecting bad eggs and maintaining the quality.

One of the easiest methods of marketing eggs lies at the very door of

our co-operative butter factories. Surelv, if a farmer has one or twc' cans

of cream to deliver to the factor\ , what is to prevent him taking,

say, 60 doz. eggs at the same time. The buying of eggs at the creameries

has been much talked of, but little action has so far been taken.

Buying Eggs by Weight.—It is recognised by leading egg farmers

that the time is ripe for the disposal of egg"> by their weight. Action

should be taken in thi.s connexion, ere the breeds are allowed to deteriorate

^as thev surely will if no inducement is held out to the farmer, who is

careful to market only eggs of tair size.

Essentials Necessae'Y in Producing Good Eggs.

Hens that produce 180 to 200 eggs yearly.

Hens that produce eggs of 2 oz. weight on the average. Th^ l)reeds

already mentioned may be expected to do this.

Good^ housing, regular feeding and watering, and clean dry nests.

Gathering eggs daily. When the temperature is above 80 degrees

gather twice daily.

Confining broody hens as soon as discovered.

The rejection, as doubtful, of all eggs found in a nest not visited the

previous day. Such should be used in the home.
The placing of summer eggs, as soon as collected, in the coolest place.

The prevention, at all times, of moisture in any form, coming in

contact with the egg.

The disposal of the cockerels before they get among the hens. Also,

the selling of old male birds, or confining same from th.e time hatching

is over until required again.

The using of cracked and dirty eggs in the home.
The marketing of all eggs at least once each week, oftener if possible.

Keeping eggs as dry and cool as possible when e/i route to mark-et, or

^vhen stored.

Keeping eggs away from bad odours, or must\ cellars.

The use of strontr, clean cases and good fillers.
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SPllIXG MANAGEMENT OF BEES.

R. Bciilnic, Preside///, Victor/a// Apiarists' Assoeiat/o/i.

Bees are best left eiitireK inidisturli-il (hiring June. Julv, and Auu;ust.

If all colonies are examined in April nr Ma\ to see whether thev have
sufficient stores (25 to^ 30 lbs. of hone\ ) and a laving queen, there is no
need for the bee-keeper to open the hives during winter. Moreover, if

anything should be \\rong, no steps can be- taken to rectify it during thf

winter months.

During the first or second week in September, however, all colonies

should be examined to see that there is a queen in each hive and stores

enough to meet the increasing aeniands of brood-rearing. At this tiir.t^

of the year, it is better to err in having slightlv too much honev in the hivs
rather tlnn too little; for wht'U, later on, brocKl-rearing is in full swing

SPRING EXAMINATION OI" I'lVES.

i'.tores wdl rajiifllv disap])ear shouhl unfavorable wratbrr prevent bees

flying out to gather new stc;res. A colon\ which conit-s to the verge of

starvation in sjjring destroxs, first, the unsealed lirva;, and, eventualK.

-even tears out the sealed brtKxl, thus doing away with the coming genera-

lions of workers.

Ti) provide against such emergencies, not onlv should each colonv have

plenty of stores at the 'Ix'ginning of winter, but the l)ee-keeper should set

aside a number of combs of sealed honey during the previous summer.
Should a shortage occur in any of the colonies, he can at once supjiU the

want bv removing an empty fuitside comb from the brood chamber and
replacing it with one of sealed honey. Tn order to keep combs of hone\

from one season to another it is neces.sary that they should be taken indoors

and kept closed up and moth-proof in a dry place.

The object of the first spring overhaul of i>ees is to find out the con

dition of colonies with a view of working them up to a maximum strength

in bees for the honev flow, with a minimum of labour and attention.
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This Avill enable the hee-keeper to look after a greater number of colonies

and to avoid all unnecessary oj)erations ; at the same time he will have

perfect control of his apiary.

Mv own practice is as follows :—AH my queens are clipped—one wing

•onlv. This enables me to know their ages, which is necessary for the

earning out of mv s\stem. There are many bee-k;ieepers who, for various

reasons, object to clipping queens. They can, however, .have the advan-

tage of knowing the ages just the same, if they mark their queens by

clipping off the extreme tip of one upper wing, thus distinguishing the

queen without preventing flight. ^Iv hi\es. and also the queens, are

numbered. I keep a register which shows which queen is in each hive.

Before commencing with the spring overhaul, 1 rule a page in mv pocket-

book into eight columns Over the first four, I put the figures i, 2, 3, 4 ;

over the fifth, L (for light) ; the sixth, H (for heavy) ; the seventh, I. Qu.

(Inferior Queen) ; and over the eighth, Xotes.

Starting at the nearest corner of the apiary I open hive No. 80. 1

'find there are three combs of brood and enough stores. I notice the queen

is clipped. I close the hive and write 80 into column three. No. 79
has 4 combs brood but rather too little honey. Queen is clipped. I

therefore put 79 into column " 4 " and also into column " L." In this

w-ay, I go right through the whole apiary. Any colony very heavy in

stores is entered under " H," and colonies wdth but one frame of brood

under i. If I find an undipped (]ueen, it shows that the former queen has

disappeared and that a ^oung queen has been raised since the autumn
overhaul. Being raised out of season, she is worthless, and so the number
of this hi\e is put in the seventh column and the queen is replaced by a

better one as soon as convenient. Anv colonv showing disease, queenless-

ness, OT anything abnormal is noted in column 8.

The actual time occupied at each hive is not more than one to three

minutes. Having completed the examination, mv book contains a list

which shows at a glance the state of the whole apiarv. Any colonies very

short of stores are supplied from the honev house with a comb of sealed

honey, so that even tho.se appearing in the "light" column require no atten-

tion for at least a fortnight. Should bad weather prevail it is onlv neces-

sary to look at those colonies which were light and supplv them if required.

It is vet too earlv to assist anv of the smaller stocks—those with one or

two combs of broods—with brood from the stronger ones. To shift brood

from one hive to another in earlv spring is merely wasting it. Every

colon\ with a normal queen lias all the brood \\'hich the number of workers

it contains can attend to. Even if the temperature permits, taking a comb of

brood from a strong to a weak colonv is robbing the one without lienefiting

the other. Later on, in October, this may be done with advantage; but,

even then, the medium colonies and not the weak ones should be strengthened

first with brood from the strong ones. Weak colonies are best helped

later on when the weather is fairlv warm. In strengthening them with

brood from other stock, the brood nest should be kept as compact as

possible, and instead of adding roml)s of brood it is at first better to

exchange a comb of unsealed brood for a comb with a larger amount of

•sealed brood from a strong colonv.

The colonies likelv to have brood to spare and those w^hich need it are

-easily ascertained on reference to the note-book. A queenless colony, if

'Still fairly strong, mav he kept going, and even built up, till a queen is

available bv giving it a comb of eggs once or twice a week. This comb of

-eggs is obtained bv inserting a partlv emptv comb between the brood combs
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of a strong colony till well laid into bv the queen. As queens are capable
of laying more eggs than the worker l^ees can attend to at this time of the

year, this will not interfere with the progress of that colony.

With October, the swarming season approaches. If the ages of the

queens are known, swarming is much more easily controlled, if not alto-

gether prevented. Colonies with queens of the previous season's raising

rarely swarm, if properly managed. Of colonies w'nh. two-year-old
queens, a moderate number swarm. Colonies with three-year-old queens
are most inclined to swarm. By having a table giving the numbers of
hi\es with three-year-old, two-year-old, and one-vear-old queens in separate

columns the work of supervision is greatlv reduced. Thus, if we wish to

prevent swarming by destroying queen-cells, or to anticipate it by artificial

swarming we need not examine all the colonies every ten days, but only
the three-year-olds, and the two-year-olds once every sixteen or eighteen

days.

As in modern bee-keeping, every queen, regardless of age, is replaced

as soon as she proves unsatisfactory, it fnllows that onl\ a limited

number of queens get to be three vears old. In an apiary of 150 colonies,

the approximate number of queens is as follows:—One year, 70; two
years, 50 ; three years, 30. In ordinary good honev country, the 70 one-

year-old queens can practically be left out of account in the matter of
swarming. Reference to the notes of the spring overhaul will show a

number of colonies with two-year-old queens amongst the stocks which
ha\e only one or two combs of brood and, e\en though these may have
'been built up with brood from others, the ratio of voung bees to old is such
that no swarming is likely to occur till later in the season. The same
may be said of .some of the stocks with threes ear-old queens, so that

instead of watching for swarms from 150 hi\es or examining that number
every nine or ten days, there will be about 20 to look through everv ten

days and another 20 every 18 days. When preparations for swarming are
noticed, it may be done artificialK li\ tlie apiarist in a wav which will l)e

described in a subsequent issue.

PRICKLY PEAK: A PEST OR A FODDER PLANT?

Alfred J. Ezcart. D.Sc.. PJi.D.. F.L.S., Government Botanist and
Professor of Potanv in the M elbourne UniTCrsitv.

As a variety of statrnients are current in regard to the value of ]>rick]\

pear, .some of which are highly misleading, it mav, jjeriiaps, be as well to

give a short condensed account of the facts definitely known in regard
to this i)lant, and to its nearest allies.

I'irstl\. t<j dispose of one popular myth, namel\, that Luther Burbank
was the iirst to de\elop a spineless form of cactus. The term "pricklv

pear "' includes various species of Opuntia, some of which have been
spineless or nearly so for ages, while evf n the most thorny forms occa-

sionally develop nearly spineless shoots, which when separately propa-

gated may retain the same peculiarity. In a condition of nature, how-
ever, these thornless sports either revert to the thorny condition or tend

to be eaten out by stock, the thorniest individuals surviving. Under suit-

able conditions, however, or when protected in .some other way, thornless

forms may survive, and a few species in certain gcfiera of Cacti, never

appear to have de\eloped thorns. Both at the Sydney and ^Melbourne
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Botanical Gardens, thornless varieties of the common Ofuntia have long

been known, so that at the present day, it is impossible for any single

person to claim the sole credit of developing a spineless Cactus {Ofuntia).

A much more important misstatement is prevalent as to the value of

the Cactus as fodder, some ha\ing even gone so far as to advise farmers

to cultivate this noxious pest, to provide fodder for stock. Spiny Cacti

can only be used as fodder after special treatment to destroy the spines

and spinules or to render them .soft and harmless. It has been stated

that farmers, in the dry southern districts of the United States, burn

off the spines with the aid of a torch and so render the plant available

as fodder for stock. This may be of .some use in times of drought,

where farmers have not provided themselves with stored fodder, but

except where abundant supplies of cheap labour are available, it would

be a ver\- expensi\e wa^ of permanently feeding stock. Cacti are ex

ceedingly watery, very poor in nitrogenous (proteid) food, and by them-

seh-es would need to lie eaten in almost impossible quantities to main-

tain stock in good condition. The best comment upon the supposed
high value placed on prickly cactus in the United States, is afforded by

the following extract from the Farmers' Bulletin, Xo. 72, of the U.S.

A

Department of Agriculture :
—

" Hundreds of square miles of the richest grazing country in Southeni Texas,
U.S.A., have been overrun with prickly pear, and the growth is each year becoming
more impenetrable. In many of the southern countries, it has been estimated that

this cactus has already decreased the carrying capacity of the ranches one-fourth
to one-third. The prickly pear is indeed a curse to the stock country. Some years
ago, before cotton-seed hulls and meal were available as a fattening food, the pear
"was quite largely used after the spines had been disposed of, by roasting or boiling.

Now, the cheaper and better cotton-seed hulls, which do not require a like amount
o"f labour in their preparation, have almost entirely displaced it as a forage. The
fruits are produced in great abundance, and when ripe are eaten with evident relish

by birds, hogs, and cattle, and the seeds are thereby being very rapidly disseminated
over whatever country is still free from it. Not only does the pear iticrease from
the seed, but if a joint of the stem is broken off and falls on the ground, it takes

root and produces a new plant.

As a result of this rapid increase of prickly pear, the grass is being eaten to

the roots wherever stock can get at it between the clumps of cactus. Paths are

worn and the ground is trampled and packed, and the only grasses that are allowed
to ripen seed, are those growing within these thorny citadels of cactus plants.

Cattle on the range wih not eat prickly pear unless driven to it by hunger or

thirst. It is a better substitute for water than for food, but with this statement of

fact the best has been said concerning the forage possibilities of this plant. It is

a fact that it is spreading every year over a wider extent of range country, and
that its presence in any considerable (|uantit^' is, on the whole, detrimental to the

best interests of stockmen."

In New South Wales, the plant has sometimes been used as a sup-

plementary fodder after prolonged boiling or treating with superheated

steam, so as to soften the .spines. Here, again, it must be remembered
that the bulk of the plant in regard to its food value is considerable, and

that the cost of treatment is proportionately great. Where no other green

feed i.> available it mav pay to u.se a portion of the growth covering the

land, in this way, but it will not pav to cultivate it for this purpose.

In South Africa, the select committee appointed by the Legislative

Council of Cape Colony, reported in i8qo, that the prickly pear had
spread to an alarming extent, especially on good land, depreciating the

value of the land in certain districts by as much as 50 per cent.

As the .result of many tests, spraving with arsenite of soda (ilb. to

5 gallons of water) to destroy the plant has been recommended, but to

make the spraying fully effective, the plants should be previously punc-
tured on all sides with a fork, so that the poison obtains free entry.
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Durin^r niy recent \isit tu S\(lnev, Mr. Maiden arranged for a demon-
stration of a new method of destroying prickh- pear which its inventor
was SLippo-sed to have used successful 1\ in Queenshind, hut which was
merely based on the above principle of puncturing the stem to admit
poison. Even assuming that the treatment as shown was fully effective,

its cost worked out to over ^4,000 jjer .square mile, or ^7 an acre,

which is more than most of the land affected bv pricklv pear is worth,
when cleared. The use of a hea\-\ roller has been recommended, but
grubbing out, piling, spraving the heaps, and burning when drv is the-

only method of permanent! v clearing. E\en then the land is readily

re-infected by .seed carried bv birds, etc.

The spinv cactus was originallv introducfd 1)\ Goxernor Phillip in

1789, apparently for the purpose of .starting the cochineal industry in

Xew South Wales, but had not long been cultivated, before it ran wild,

and t)ecame the terrible pest it now is in (Queensland and in Xew South

U'ales north of the Hawkesburv River.

The fruits of the prickly pear are u.sed as food for man in Sicily,

North Africa, and some parts of the United States, the prickles being

removed by rubbing with a cloth. The\- contain up to 14 per cent, of

sugar, but barely more than \ per cent, of nitrogenous food, so that they

are comparable as regards food value, with sugary fruits like apples
or pears, have a less food value than a [xjtato, but rather more than a

carrot or fodder beet. According to Wolff, 3 pounds of prickly pear

fruits are equal to i pound of good drv hay. This applies only to the-

fruits of the prickly pear; tho.se of the spineless forms, which also grow-

in North Africa (Tunis, etc.) and probablv contain less sugar, do not

apj^ear to be used bv the natives as food. Further, the collection of

the fruits is exceedinglv unpleasant work, and the cost of collecting them
in quantity as food for stock would lie quite considerable. The same
objection would applv to- their suggested use for distillation purposes,

while the vegetative parts are too bulkv in regard to the small amount
of fermentable carbo-hydrate they contain, to make it proiitable to use

them fof this or any similar purpose.

Spineless Cacti.

According to reliable information, some of the spineless cacti sold by

Burbank have been privately imported into Victoria with the intention of
encouraging farmers to plant them as fodder for cattle. It is not likelv

that any forms of cactus will thrive to such an extent as tO' become pests

in the colder and wetter regions of Victoria, but this might be the case

in the drier and warmer North-Western districts. Tt must Ix^ remembered
that there is always a possibility of the spineless forms reverting, when
wild, to the spinv condition. Apart from this, the fodder value, even

of the spineless forms of cactus, is not very great. They are more .stores

of water than of food. Tn addition, thcv contain a certain amount of

tough fibre, which has been known to cau.se imjiaction in stock grazing

upon them, and which is onlv .softened liy ])rolonged boiling. The usual

effect of such waterv food is. however, to cause scouring, and this, coupled

with the tendency of the plants to l)ecome arid during the night-time,

prevents stock from fattening when fed exclusive!) upon them. Pigs

will chew spineless ca,cti and reject the fibre, and stock in general take it

rather as a source of water than of food, although cows will swallow
it like other food. As far as the evidence goes, therefore, it is not

possible at present to recommend the cultivation of tlie spineless forms-

of cacti, and in fact, the farmer who encourages the development <in his.
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land of any form of cactus at present definitely known to science will

be ill advised.

The common pricklv cactus is proclaimed for the whole State. If

Burbank's spineless cacti are varieties of this species {Opuntia mona-

cantlia) they are also proclaimed, and it would be illegal to spread or

propagate them in Victoria. There does not, at present, appear to be

any reason for relaxing the proclamation in regard to the spineless

varieties and, until more is known about them, it would not be safe to

do so.

SHERRY: ITS MAKIXG .OD REARING.

F. dc Castella, Gavenwient Yiitculturist.

{Continued from page 528.)

Fermentation.

Fermentation takes place in the butts, which are filled direct from the

press and carted into the bodegas in the town of Jerez, as has been

already stated ; the mosto, as the juice is termed at this stage, is often in

brisk fermentation on arrival at its destination. A photograph shows the

mule carts in which the wine is brought into the town.* Each cart

usually carries two butts ; sometimes these carts are drawn b\ bullocks.

MATS FOR SUNRIPENING AND FOR PRESSING GRAPES.

Immediate removal to town is the general rule; though, in a few in-

stances, fermentation is allowed to take place in the casa de lagares, where
the grapes are crushed, these are seldom of sufficient size for storage

to be convenient. Besides, once in town, the Avine is under the immediate
control of the skilled cellarman, and has therefore a better chance of
receiving proper treatment. Another reason for prompt removal is the

bad state of the Jerez roads, which are about the worst I met with in my
travels through Spain. These remind one a good deal of our own Wim-
mera district. Road-making is difficult, as any metal used in filling ruts

soon sinks out of sight. It is therefore desirable to have the carting

* At the time of my visit, the new wine had ah-early been transferred, hence it ivas not possible to take
photon-raphs of loaded carts.

10.337. L'
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completed whilst the road.s are still in tolerable order, and before the winter

rains have made them almost impassal)le. In former days, it was at this

stage that the almacenista appeared on the .scene, and it was to his bodegas
that the mostos were carted. The reconstituted vineyards now mostly
belong to the large mercha its, who bring their n.ew wines into their own
establishments.

Fermentation takes place in the well ventilated bodegas of the usual

type peculiar to Jerez, or, sometimes, even in the open air. as illus-

trated in the photograph showing portion of the grounds of Messrs.

Gonzalez, Byass and Companv, where the viostos undergo fermentation and
remain undisturbed until the first racking, with no other protection than

the shelter of a few acacias. Under such conditions the advent of the

cold weather is better able to exert its beneficial effect and to ha.sten the

clearing of the wine, thus r)TeDnrino; it for earlv rackinc-t

JEREZ WINE CARTS.

The mostos ferment (juietly and steadil\ , and without throwing much
froth out at the bunghole. Nothing st^ms to be done to control the

process or to limit temperatures in any way. Fermentation is entirely

spontaneous. The use of plaster, when crushing, has no doubt much to

do with regularizing the process, as has also the comparativelv small bulk

in which it takes place—less than joo galls., for the butts are never full.

Thus it is that ill effects seldom seem to result from the churning up and
heating the young wine receives in transit during weather which is often

hot, conditions which are scarcelv favourable for satisfactory fermenta-

tion. Nevertheless, "off" casks are n(,t unknown. Among the many
\oung wines 1 saw were <x'casional " scuddx (ines. " Scud "

is the

term used bv the Knglish merchants of Jctcz to designate the disease of

wine, due to the development of filiform bacteria known in French as

iourne, and characterized b\ the spiral, silky cloud which is not unknown
to us in Northern Victoria, where it is often erroneously termed " ropi-

ness." J

\ This is quite in accordance with tlie ideas of Dr. K. Cailes on the use of cold in wine-niakina:, see

Jdiini'il Vol. VI., p. 398.

I Hoiiiness is really due to an entirelv different ferment. It is little known cither in .Australia or

Southern Spain, being limited to wines of low alcoholif strciiLjth, aii<l deficient in tannin. A rojiy wine

though clear, is viscous, pouring out like nil.
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At the completion of fermentation, an examination of tlie young

wines reveals a curious state of affairs which constitutes one of the in-

teresting features of the making of Sherry. The contents of the different

butts differ from one another in a very marked manner, scarcely any two

of the young wines being exactly alike. Made as has been described

above, with each butt the result of a separate pressing, uniformity is not

to be expected, and slight differences of composition, of gravity, of tem-

perature, &c., would influence the resulting wine, but the differences are

verv much greater than the above reasons would lead one to expect.

Different butts made from the same block in a vineyard, planted with

the same varietv of vines, may turn out, even immediately after fermen-

tation, to be absolutelv different wines ; one may be pale in colour and

delicate, whilst the very next butt may be golden yellow and of quite

distinct character. As was suggested to me (see page 520), the veast

YOUNG SHERRIES FERMENTING IN THE OPEN Alk.

responsible for the fermentation has most probably a great deal to do

with these differences. The point is an interesting one which awaits further

study.

This variabilitv necessitates a sorting out or classification of the variou!>

types, much in the same wav as, one drafts sheep; this operation is really

the starting point of the several distinct styles or types of Sherry referred

to on page 516, and as such one of the salient features in the making of

Sherry.

The period at which it takes place is variable. In some bodegas,

the older svstem of leaving the young wines untouched till midwinter, or

even later, is followed, the classification taking place after the new year,

or even at the second racking, in spring. In others, a preliminary classi-

fication takes place before Christmas. Since fashion has decided in

fa\'Our of wines of the fino tvpe, lighter than those made formerly, this

earlv examination has become more usual. Such wines, fermenting more
rapidly, require earlier attention than the heavier wines of fifty years ago.

Once fermentation is terminated, the protecting layer of carbonic acid in

the upper portion of the cask soon disappears, exposing its contents to

damage from ullage.

u 2
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Sail Andres Mosto Vifio es, sa\ s an old Spanish proverb; in other
words, by St. Andrew's Day (30th November) the must is wine. Acting
on this, in some bodegas a preliminary sorting is made about the end of

November, which saves many, butts of lighter wines from becoming pricked.

Sometimes, even thus early, such wines are covered with a film of Jlor, and
unless their alcoholic strength be raised to a safe point acetification is

liable to occur.

Differences between indi\idual butts are not limited to the character

of the wine, but concern also the rapiditv and completeness of fermenta-
tion. Some ferment out rapidh. and are almost limi)id in a few weeks'

time; others ferment slowly, and even at midwinter still show traces of

fermentative action. A few cease working whilst vet slightly sweet, the

untransformed sugar giving rise to a fresh fermentation in the spring.

In a general way, scarcely two casks behave exactly alike, and great

differences are to be noticed in the resulting wines in consequence.

Rackings.

Sherry is a wine which is scarcely ever racked. It, in fact, receives in

the whole of its life rarel\ more than two rackings, such as we understand
this process, for the method to be described presently by which it is

passed onward through a series of stages, which make up the solera s\ stem
of rearing, can scarcely be termed racking.

In former days, the usual rule was for the first racking to take place

about midwinter, and the second in spring. At each of these rackings it

was customary to increase the alcoholic strength of the wine by a slight

addition of alcohol*—enough to increase the strength by two or three per
cent, proof, not more. Sherry is not heavily fortified from its early youth,

as Port is. In the case of a preliminary November classification being

made, such wines as are sufficienth advanced to be immediately dealt

with are then racked, the others remaining over until midwinter, when they

are again examined, or even later.

The Classification.

Whether classification takes place by St. Andrew's Day or later, the

basis on which it is carried out is the same ; the wines are drafted into one
or other several well defined t\pes. The contents of the cask are tasted,

and the chalk mark, characteristic of the type to which it is assigned, is

marked on it for further reference.

The following are the types into which the different wincs are

drafted :—

-

Pal ma.
Palo Cortado i

Dos Cortado ^ These constituti' a j^roup of siiiiilai' wines.

Ti-es Cortado \

Vn llaya
jDos Hayas )>-Tlie Rayas likewise constitute a gronp,

Tres Rayas )
Parilla ... Wine for distillation.

The chalk marks by which each ty])e is distinguished are shown in the

photographs. The im[X)rtance of this classiiicalion and its bearing on the

further evolution of the wine justifies a detailed description of the charac-

ter of each of the above types.

* 111 one of the hoflea:as I visited, it was ex]>laiiicil to iiip tliut it was iu'ce.<sary to aarl a littl spiiit wlieu
ckiiiy- to iiKikc uji for the fact that " It no loii;;cr had its lees to frid on."
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Palma.—This is the type which forms tlie basis of the iino class of

Sherries, with its subsequent development of amontillado, &c. Its chief

characteristics are delicacv or refinement, a very pale colour, and a low

alcoholic strength. The young wines classed as palmas come as a com-

plete surprise to anv one unacquainted with the evolution of Sherry, for

they are about as different from the finished wine as it would be possible

to imagine. One is inclined to ask if they are not more likely to develop

into a light wine of Chablis type than into Sherry. A palma rapidly con-

'Cludes its fermentation, and before Christmas the wines of this type

are usually quite drv and remarkablv clear ; they are the first wines ready

to be dealt with, and can be separated from the others and racked off their

lees, &c. , immediately. The chalk mark used to distinguish the type
(No. I in photograph) is supposed to resemble a palm leaf. Their alcoholic

strength being low (usually between 23 per cent, and 25I per cent, proof),

it is necessarv to increase it somewhat (at least that of the lighter palmas)

bv fortification. When racked it is usual to bring the strength of all

f ^ V f/ M
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The Cortados.—These are in strong contrast to the previous type.

Palo Cortado means literally cut pole, i.e., a pole or stick with a notch
cut on it, and this, the chalk mark, used to distinguish this type, is sup-
posed to resemble (2 in photograph). Such a wine is the basis of Oloroso
Sherries, just as a palma is that of fino wines. A voung wine marked as
Palo Cortado is a good deal more alcoholic than a Palma—usually over

27 per cent, of proof spirit, and often distinctly golden in colour. Though
remarkable for its cleanness and absolute freedom from any trace of
coarseness, it has far more character and body than a palma. A novice
has not the same difficulty in realizing that such a wine will eventually
develop into a Sherry.

Dos Cortado and Tres Cortado (meaning, respectively, twice cut and
thrice cut) differ but in degree from Palo Cortado. Thev are bigger and
fuller wines, and are not met with so frequentlv as the other types. A
Tres Cortado is, for example, quite exceptional—an extra fine wine of
which great things are expected. Such a cask may remain for years as

an aiiada, thus constituting the exceptional case of a " vintage Sherry."
The cortados generally take longer to ferment than palmas. Though
they may be fit to rack at the preliminarv classification, they are more
usually left over until midwinter before being separated from their lees.

It is this group which appears to depend largely for its peculiar charac-

ter on the development of the apiculatus veast during the early stages of
its fermentation.

Though the cortados are ^ery distinct from palmas, an intermediate
wine is occasionallv to be met with. Such a wine is marked as a
Palma cortado (Xo. 5 on photograph). These wines are rare, and
therefore merit only passing mention. They serve to give an idea of
the complexity of the question, individual firms occasionally singling out
different intermediate types in this way.

The Rayas constitute a rather lower grade group. Raya simply means
a chalk mark—the number of marks given is in inverse ratio to the quality
of the wine We thus have casks marked as un raya, dos rayas, and tres
rayas (i, 2 or 3 marks) in descending order of merit.

A wine marked as /m raya (Xo. 6) is a sound, well fermented, wine
free from any trace of coarseness, but not quite delicate or light enough
for a palma, and not ix>ssessing sufficient distinction or bodv for a palo
cortado. It is, in fact, a wine without marked qualities or faults. It
may develop into something better, but for the time being it is premature
to decide what is to be done with it. Such a wine is usually kept as an
aiiada for at least a year. It may. according to its strength and body,
eventually find its way either into a fino or an oloroso solera.

Dos Rayas is marked on a wine which has a tendency to be coarse
or basto—but only slightly so. If at the end of a vear or so this defect
has decreased, it may .still prove a useful wine. It is usually fuller than
the prevous type, and therefore finds its way into oloroso rather than into
fino soleras.

A Tres Rayas wine possesses the same defects as the pre\ious one, but
in a higher degree. Excessive pressing of the grapes is often responsible
for a cask being drafted into this class, which is seldom used, except for
blending into cheap sherries, if, indeed, it does not find its wav to the
still.
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The rayas, as a class, are rather a temporary group—a waiting room,

if the term may be permitted, rather than a very distinct class. The
wines which turn out best among them find their way into oloroso rather

than into fino soleras.

Parilla.—The last group we have to consider is that of the faulty

wines only fit for distillation. Parilla, in Spanish, means a gridiron, as

typifying the grating in the firebox of the still, and it is this that the

obliquely crossed double lines, with which the casks are marked, are sup-

posed to represent (Xo. 9). Formerly three lines were usually drawn
each way. The three main faults which lead to the condemnation of a

young wine are

—

Acetification (becoming pricked),

Scud (bacterial fermentation),

Coarseness or basto.

It was my privilege to go through a collection of young wines shortly

after the preliminary (November) classification with Don Pedro Gonzalez,

of whose kindness and valuable assistance to me whilst in Jerez I cannot

speak too warmly. I was thus able to taste young wines of all the different

t_\pes. Of the many interesting points which were then brought under

my notice, the two which, perhaps, impressed me most forcibly were the

lightness of the palma type and the nature of many of the parillas. I

was surprised to see some quite sound, though somewhat coarse, wines

sent to the still—wines which many a capable Australian cellarman might

describe as the "makings of a very good Sherry." I was equally sur-

prised to see wines which appeared to me to be almost pricked marked

as rayas, and in one case even as a palma—a coarse taste is more dreaded

bv the skilled sherry rearer than a slight acetic taint.* It was ex-

plained to me that such a wine, provided the acetic taint was not too

pronounced, would, after its alcoholic strength had been brought up a

couple of degrees, develop under proper treatment into a high grade wine,

whereas nothing could be expected of a wine with a basto taint—it would

never make a Sherry.

At this first classification it is not possible to assign to every butt its

definite mark. Such wines as have completed their fermentation and are

sufficiently advanced are alone dealt with, the others being held over for

further examination'later, especially such wines as are not yet dry. The
parillas are eliminated and sent to the still. The palmas and the

more forward of the cortados can already be classed and even racked,

but a great many butts, not sufficiently advanced, must be marked, at least

temporarily, as rayas, though some of these find their way into a better

position later on. Such butts as are ready to be dealt with are now
brought indoors, if they had been stored in the open ; the others are left

untouched.

The proportion of each type naturally varies considerably, but the

increasing demand for ilno wines has had for result that everything pos-

sible is being done to insure as many butts as possible developing on palma

lines.

{To be continued).

* This seeming contradiction is explained by the action of the fior film which can live at the expense

of acetic acid as well as alcohol. It is thus capable of reduciivj the acidity of a pricked wine, see Pasteur—
' Etudes su r le Viiiai</re," page 103.
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TREATMEXT OF ORCHARD PESTS.

p. J. Carmody, Chief Inspector of Orchards.

For all })ractical purposes, the insect pests of our orchards may be-

divided into two classes, viz., chewing insects and suctorial insects. On
this classification will depend their treatment. Wherever possible, the
former class should be controlled by internal poisoning, and the latter by
insecticides that destroy by coming into direct contact with the insects
themselves. Among the chewing insects the codlin moth reigns supreme,
and can be most effectively kept in subjection by means of arsenical sprays.
As the operation of spraying with these is fraught with considerable risk

to foliage, growers should be guided in their use by the following hints :
—

{a) No preparation should be used as a general spray without first

testing it on a tree (or portion of a tree) of the different

varieties to be treated, unless the grower has had previous-

experience with that particular brand.
{b) Some varieties are more susceptible to arsenical influence than

others, the Bismarck being the most noticeable in this re

spect in my experience.

(c) Weak, stunted, water-logged trees are less resistant to this

burning than young vigorous ones.

(d) In moist or foggy weather, this sprav is far more injurious than

when the weather is warm and equable.

{e) Water used in mixing the sprays should be free from anv acids

that will act as a solvent on the arsenic.

(/) Vessels, pumps, nozzles, hose, &c. , should be thoroughlv clean

and free from Bordeaux mixture or anv active agent that

would cause mechanical or chemical changes to take place.

(g) The safest sprays are those having the least amount of soluble

arsenic in their composition.

(//) The spray should be continuously and thoroughly agitated from
the bottom of the pump up to the surface.

(/) Repeated sprayings with arsenic, when not whollv insoluble,

often set up a kind of chronic derangement of the cellular

tissues of the leaves not at fir.st noticeable, but which causes

the leaves to prematurely turn yellow and fall off.

(;) Extreme care should be exercised with the handling, storing,

and application of these sprays. They should not be used

at the ripening stage of fruit, nor for some time previous to

its being pulled from the trees.

Spraying.

Codlin Moth.— In spraying for the codlin moth, it is necessary to-

apply the first application when the petals are falling and before the calyx
of the fruit closes. The second spraying should be given when the eggs
are on the fruit, so that the grower will require to be keenlv observant for
this period. The egg is readily discernible and is about the size of a
pin's head, and of a yellowish white colour. Two or three more applica-
tions at not more than fortnightly intervals will suffice to keep the first

brood in check. With late varieties, it is imperative to sprav again towards
the latter end of February. Of course, e\erv grower recognises that no
detailed system of spraying can be laid down, as the habits of the moth'-
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vary in different districts, and even in the same district in different vears

;

consequently, modifications of the above principle will be necessary as

local exigencies demand.
To minimize the early attack of this pest the orchard should be

thoroughly overhauled in the winter, and everv shelter and hiding place

for the insect examined and destroyed.

Pear and Cherry Slug.—As the slug completely destroys the leaves

of the trees it attacks, they are prevented from carrying out their proper
functions, and there is no elaboration of sap for the production of fruit

buds. The energy of the tree is used up in producing a fresh crop of

leaves, and the tree becomes debilitated and fruitless, if not absolutely

destroyed. On the first appearance of the slug, the grower should spray

with an arsenical preparation at a strength somewhat weaker than that

used for the codlin month, but when the fruit is ripening he should spray

with hellebore.

Root-borer.—From experiments carried on by Inspector Chalmers, of

Maryborough, though incomplete, it was found possible to kill the per-

fect insect by spraying with the arsenates, as they live for a considerable
period on the leaves of the trees thev infest. In the future, it would be

advisable for growers to give this mode of suppression a trial, and spray

early—as soon as the leaves appear. All weeds and grass should be

ploughed in before the insect deposits her eggs upon them. Traps should

be placed on all trees affected, and the beetles regularly destroyed.

San Jose Scale.—This scale is very prolific and spreads rapidly, if no
remedial measures are taken to keep it within bounds. So far as Ameri-
can experience goes, this scale, once established in an orchard, cannot be

•dislodged. If trees are large they should be judiciouslv reduced to a

size convenient for spraying or fumigation. In dealing with the pest,

fumigation is the most successful, and if any grower intends to adopt this

method an officer of the Department will give him personal instruction.

Satisfactory results have been obtained from spraying with red oil emul-
sion and the lime and sulpluir wash in winter, and self-boiled lime and
sulphur in summer.

Mussel Scale, Red Spider {Brvobia), Red Scale, Lecaniiim, Woolly
Aphis.—Spray with red oil or crude petroleum oil emulsion, or lime and
sulphur wash in winter.

Peach Aphis.—While dormant, spray with lime and sulphur wash

;

when leaves are on, spra\- with tobacco solution.

Apple and Pear Scab.—Spray with Bordeaux mixture before the petals

-of the bloom expand, and when the spray can run down along the stems

of the flower. As some varieties of apples russet under the action of this

spray, notably Jonathan, Sturmer, Ben Davis, Cole's Rvmer, &c., it

would be as well for growers to try the self-boiled lime and '^ulphur

spray after the fruit has set, especially such fruit as is not unduly liable

to black spot. This mixture must be properly made as directed, and only

good lime used, with no cooking of the sulphur, otherwise serious damage
to the foliage will ensue. It is wise to test a tree or two before generally

adopting this spray.

Apricot Scab.—Sprav with Bordeaux mixture before the petals ex-

pand, and continue the spraying after the fruit has set with the self-boiled

lime and sulphur treatment for a couple of sprayings. (See Apple and
Pear Scab above.)

Leaf Curl of Peach and Puccini a.—Sprav before the appearance of

leaves with Bordeaux mixture, and on varieties verv subject to the disease
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continue the self-boiled lime and sulphur treatment as a fungicide, which

is likewise an insecticide.

Root Rot.—Remove soil from roots as far as possible, and apply

Bordeaux mixture, a mixture of lime and sulphur, or sulphate of iron

(i lb. to 4 gallons of water), after having first cut away and removed the

worthless roots. All roots of native timber should be absolutely removed
from ground that is to be planted under orchard.

Spray Mixtures.

Arsenitc of Lead.—Boil i gallon of water with i lb. of arsenic and

2 lbs. of washing soda until arsenic is dissolved. Dissolve 7 lbs. of

acetate of lead in 2 gallons of w-arm water. When not too hot add these

two mixtures together and agitate thoroughly. Many growers boil them
after mixing and claim good results. The above quantity is sufficient

to make 360 to 400 gallons of spray.

Arsenate of Lead.—Dissolve 11 ozs. acetate of lead in half-a-gallon of

water, in another vessel dissolve 4 ozs. arsenate of soda in half-a-gallon

of water, pour the soda solution into the lead solution, stir, and add from

40 to 50 gallons of water. Hot water dissolves these chemicals more
rapidly and completely than cold water. Wooden pails should be used.

This product has a distinct advantage over all other arsenical perparations.

It is practicallv harmless to foliage, remains longer in suspension, and
is more adhesive. The process of manufacture is simple enough, but

as there is often a difficulty in getting chemicals of proper purity it is

questionable whether the fruit-grower would not be better served with the

leading brands of arsenate of lead now on the market.

Red Oil and Crude Petroleum Oil Emulsion.—Boil i garhrr'. of water

and I lb. of hard soap sliced up, or 2 lbs. of soft soap until the soap is dis-

solved. Remove from the fire and add 2 gallons of the oil ; replace, and
bring to the boil. Thoroughly agitate until oil emulsifies. A small

lump of washing soda assists the emulsifying.

If red oil, use i in 15, and for red scale and lecanium. i in 30 ; i in

TO is the strength at which crude petroleum emulsion is used for mussel

scale, red spider (bryobia), and woolly aphis.

Lime and Sulphur.—Lime, 20 lbs. ; flowers of sulphur, 15 lbs. ; water,

50 gallons. Slake the lime in about 20 gallons of water, and add the

sulphur, previously mixed up into a stiff paste, to the slaking lime. The
whole mixture should be boiled for one hour in an iron kettle over a fire,

keeping well stirred all the time, after which the full quantity of water
may be added and then promptlv applied before the sulphides are lost by
cooling and crystallization. Material should be strained and thoroughly
agitated. To increase adhesiveness, 2 or 3 lbs. of salt mav be added.

Self-Boiled Lime Sulphur.—Lime, 10 lbs. ; sieved sulphur, 10 lbs. ;

water, 50 gallons. Place lime in barrel and pour on enough water to start

it slaking, about 6 quarts. Then add the sulphur, and finallv enough
water to slake the lime into a paste. Keep well stirred, and after the

violent boiling ceases the mixture should Ije diluted readv for spraving.

Five to fifteen minutes are required for the process, according as the lime

is quick acting or sluggish.

Bordeaux.—Bluestone, 6 lbs. ; fresh unslaked lime. 4 lbs. ; water, 50
gallons. Slake the lime with a small quantltv of water and then make up
to 25 gallons. Dissolve bluestone in 25 gallons of water. Run evenly

through strainer into third vessel. Stir well and apply with fine spray.
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ORCHARD XOTES.

/. Cronin, Principal, School of Horticulture, Burnley.

Moisture—that is, water in a form that the roots of trees and plants

can assimilate it—is the most important factor in the cultivation of fruit.

This especially applies during the season of active growth, and the most
important problem fruit-growers have to solve is to provide a sufificienc\

from the time the buds burst into growth in spring until the period

that the growth should cease—about the end of summer or in autumn.
In the hot and dry districts the remedy lies in irrigation, without which
fruit-growing would be impossible. In the southern districts generally,

the rainfall is sufficient, if the water is properly conserved. It is practi-

cally impossible to cultivate badly-drained soil, whether of a loose or

retentive nature, in such a manner so that the moisture necessary for the

general well-being of the trees will be saved. The principle of sub-soil

drainage—paradoxical as it may appear—is the most important point in the

question of moisture retention.

Cultivation must commence early in spring to save the water. To
cultivate wet, sodden soil would certainly mean the destruction of the

texture of such soil as applied to its value as a medium for supplying

plants with nutriment. A soil that is comparatively poor, but in good
physical condition—that is, well drained, fairly porous, yet capable of

holding a fair supply of moisture—will produce fine, healthy, long-lived

trees, that will bear crops of excellent fruit regularly, provided a rational

systematic method of cultivation is practised. On the other hand, a soil

rich in all the mineral matters that plants need for perfect growth, flowers,

and fruit would, if water-logged, be positively useless. An exam}>le mav
be seen in the case of pot-grown plants. The plant in the properl\ -drained

pot is vigorous and healthy, that in an ill-drained one poor and feeble,

although the original specimens were identical in species, health, and
strength when potted, and the soil was also identical in character and

value.

Orchard land needs ploughing in spring while the soil is moist. When
the surface of the ploughed soil dries it should be harrowed, rolled, or

otherwise worked, as conditions dictate, to bring it to the condition of a

level, well-pulverized seed bed. By no other means can the soil moisture

due to the winter rains be sa\"ed for the summer needs of the trees. The
earth mulch maintained bv regular light cultivation in summer is correct

;

the reverse is seen where the soil has been ploughed when wet, a neces-

sary condition of undrained land, or where no ploughing has been done.

In light sandv or loamy soils, or in those of a gravelly or rubbly nature,

trees grow into large specimen's and bear fruit, even when entirely

neglected ; but there is no comparison between the results obtained in like

.soils that are properly managed. In undrained, heavy, stiff, clay soils,

fruit trees fail, owing to lack of air in the soil, saturation with water in

winter and spring, and an almost total absence of moisture for the rest of

the year.

It should always be remembered that extra deep ploughing that will

cause the destruction of roots is highly improper. It has been claimed

that ploughing that will always tliroiu the soil toivards the trees should

be regularlv practised. The effect claimed is a deepening of the soil

and consequent increase of feeding area for the roots. Very little reflection

is needed to show that such incessant deepening of the soil between the

trees means also incessant destruction of the roots, and it requires no
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exceptional wisdom to realize that such practice cannot possibly be attendee^

with beneficial results. It may cause extra-vigorous trees to fruit earlier

than they would with ordinary cultural treatment, but an easier way
remains in such cases, viz., not to cultivate at all. If manure is neces-

sary, it should be spread over the whole of the soil, excepting only near

the stem, and be ploughed in. The usual cultivation that follows will

make it available for use by the trees. As the feeding roots are well away
from the stems of the trees, manure and water should always be applied

about the centre of the lands, not near the stems.

Various fungoid diseases are almost certain to affect apples, pears,

peaches, apricots, &c., especially in the southern districts of the State.

The most destructive in its effect is the Black Spot, or Scab, of the

apple and pear. This disease should not be confused with Bitter Pit.

In the latter case, the fruit is free from any indication of spotting until

it is ripening ; indeed, in many varieties of apples, it only show-s some
time after the fruit is picked and stored. In the case of Black Spot,

or Scab, the disease shows soon after the fruit has set, and is present

at all stages of its development in the form of small spots or large, scab-

like patches. This explanation is necessarv on account of many people

failing to distinguish between the two diseases, and accordingly complain-

ing of the inefficiency of the remedy advised in the case of Black Spot,

when it is a different disease altogether that they are dealing with.

Bordeaux mixture and copper-soda wash are effective remedies, or rather

preventatives, against Black Spot {Fusicladiuni), and no intelligent fruit-

grower would think of avoiding the application of one or the other when
his trees are about to blossom, viewing the matter as it should be viewed,

in the light of insurance against the diseases named.
The following points are well known to experienced orchardists :—

Black Spot is a parasitic fungus, i.e., a low form of plant life, invading

and existing in the tissues of the fruit, at the expense of the host j it is

easily and cheaply prevented by the timely application of Bordeaux
mixture or copper-soda wash ; and the principal considerations are a pro-

perly prepared solution, and a thorough application at one particular

period. The best time to spray is when a few of the blossoms are opening
and the bulk of the flower buds are showing with distinct stems. A
thorough application does not necessarily mean a huge waste of spray wash,
l)Ut sufficient to cover every vegetating and blossoming part of the tree, so

that when the water evaporates the parts S[)raved are covered with the

constituents of the wash. The formula for Bordeaux mixture is : 6 lbs.

bluestone, 4 lbs. new lime, 50 gallons water. That for copper-soda wash
is : 6 lbs. bluestone, 8 lbs. washing soda, 50 gallons water.

Copper-soda wash is ])ossib]y as effective as Bordeaux mixture untler

any circumstances. It certainly is so ir districts where the weather con-

ditions are fairly dry at the blossoming period. Bordeaux mixture, owing
to the lime in it, adheres to the trees better than the other wash, and is

preferred where heavy rains occur in spring. 'I'he difference in cost is

that between the soda and the lime. Only positively fresh lime is ser-

viceable, so that some waste usually ensues. The copper-soda is more-
easily mixed and applied, and is a much more pleasant mixture to use

generally.

The accepted proper mixture for copper-soda wash is made thus : Dis-

solve 6 lbs. bluestone in 25 gallons water, in which it should be sus-

pended (placed in a piece of hessian). In cold water it will dissolve in

a few^ hours ; if required quickly it dissoh'es in a few^ minutes in boiling

water. Dissolve 8 lbs. of washing soda in the same manner in another
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vessel containing 25 gallons water; when dissolved, add evenly together

into the spray barrel. It may not be absolutely necessary to follow these

directions exactly, but a mixture made on the lines indicated is perfectly

safe and effective. In the case of Bordeaux mixture the only difference

is that 4 lbs. of lime must be slaked, strained, and made up to 25 gallons,

and afterwards mixed as in a copper-soda wash.

A strong tobacco or soft soap wash is most effective against peach
aphis. One pound soap to three gallons water will usually kill the

insects. In the case of tobacco wash the effective "strength" depends
on the quality of the tobacco. Test it to kill before generally applying.

The addition of soap causes it to spread and adhere better than it other-

wise would.

COOL STORAGE OF FRUIT.

W. I-rcnch, Engineer in Charge, Covernmcut Cool Stores, Doncaster.

Refrigeration is chiefly of economic importance for the following four
reasons :

—

(i) To prevent premature decay of perishable produce.

(2) To lengthen the period of consumption and thus greatly increase

production.

(3) To enable the owner to market his products at will.

(4) To make possible transportation in good condition from point

of production to point of consumption, irrespective of

distance.

Cool storage is a benefit to mankind in that it allows of a greater

variety of food during all seasons of the year. Health and longevity are

promoted by the free consumption of fruits, and the placing of fresh

fruits at the disposal of even the poorest of our citizens during every

month in the year will certainly result in a wholesale benefit to mankind,
so far-reaching in its effects as to be incalculable. It adds nothing to and
subtracts nothing from the article preserved, not even the water, and in

no material sense alters its quality. It causes no change of appearance

or taste, but leaves the fruit substantially in its original condition, while

it renders it neither less nutritious nor less digestible.

If the right system is installed and it is properly handled, cool storage,

will produce some remarkable results in the preservation of perishable

products. It must not be expected, however, that the quality and con-

dition of the goods are improved by storage. Cool storage does not insure

against natural deterioration. Goods for cool storage must be in prime

condition and selected by an experienced person if it is expected to carry

them to the limit of their possible life. A cool storage house success-

fully operated and managed will supply a uniform temperature at the

proper degree throughout the storage season. It will regulate the

humidity at the proper point and will supply fresh air properly treated

to force out the accumulated gases. The storing of unsuitable, imperfect,

and inferior goods has led to much misunderstanding between the man
who stores the goods and the cool storage manager. Both should, if

possible, be familiar with the condition of the goods they are handling,

the different stages of ripeness, quality and liability to deterioration.

Cool storage cannot improve the physical condition of perishable goods

and is in no way responsible for damage or decay which may arise from

improper picking, grading, packing, or handling before placing in the

.storage house. If these things are properly understood much
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misunderstanding will be avoided and greater satisfaction and profit will

result to everybody concerned.

A most important provision and one which .should be carried out to

the letter is this, that fruit should invariablv be packed in open ven-

tilated cases of uniform size. Loss of space and great difficultv in

handling and ventilating packages have been experienced in the handling
of cases of uneven size and shape.

There is a good deal of misapprehension as to the function of co(jI

storage in the preservation of fruits. This condition leads to frequent
misunderstandings which might be avoided and the condition of fruit

storage improved if there were a clearer definition of the influence of
fruit preservation, of cultural conditions, of the commercial methods ot'

handling and of the methods of storage. The fruit is part of a living

organism in which certain processes go forward more slowlv in low tem-
peratures, but do not cease even in the lowest temperatures in which the
fruit may be safely .stored. It may decay prematurelv through rots caused
by fungi which lodge on the fruit before it is packed and sometimes after-

wards. The cool storage house is designed to arrest the ripening pro-

cesses in a temj>erature that will not injure the fruit in other respects,

and thereby prolong its life's history. It is designed also to retard the

de\-elopment of the diseases with w^hich the fruit is affected, but it cannot
prevent the slow growth of some of them. It follows that the behaviour
of different apples or pears in storage is largely dependent on their con-

dition when they enter the stores. If they are in a dissimilar condition of
ripeness, or have been grown or handled differentlv, or varv in other

respects, these differences may be expected to appear as the fruit ripens
slowly in the low temperatures. If the fruit when stored is alreadv o\ex-

ripe. the low temperatures cannot prevent its deterioration sooner than
would be the ca.se with fruit of the same variet\- that was in a less mature
condition. If the fruit has been bruised, or is covered with rot spores,

the low temperature may retard but cannot pre\ent its premature decay.
If there are inherent differences in the fruit due to the character of the

soil, the altitude, and to incidental features of orchard management, or

\ariations due to methods of picking, packing, and handling, the low
temperature must not be expected to obliterate them, but rather to retard

while not preventing their normal development. Fruits for cool storage

and export should i)e grown on well drained ground.

Varieties, Keeping Qualities, and 1'emperatures.

Apples.

Apples do not improve in grade in cool storage. In handling crop

too much care cannot be given to grading pro])erl\- before putting in

storage. The contents of many packages are injured by the spread of

diseases from a few imperfect apples. Rots enter the fruit most easily

M'herever the skin is bruised or broken, and in the early stages of rot

development it is common to see the diseases manifesting themselves around

worm holes or brui.ses occasioned by rough handling, from nails protruding

through cases, or from other causes. The attractiveness and the value of

the best fruit are often lessened b\ cart-U'ss hmnlling. .\ bruised .spot

dies and discolours. Finger marks made by pick<M-s and injuries that

may occur in transit of fruit all l)ecome more apparent the longer the

article is stored.

An apple should lie fully grown and highb coloured v. hen picked to

give it the best keeping and commercial qualities. When picked in that
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condition it is less liable to scald, is of better (lualitx , more attractive in

appearance, and is worth more money than when it is picked in greener
condition. An exception to this statement appears to exist in the case of
certain varieties the products of rapddh- growing )Oung trees. Such fruit

is likely to be over-grown, and under these conditions the apples may
need picking before they reach their highest colour and fullest develop-
ment. Uniform colour may be secured bv pruning to let the sunlight

into the tree, by cultural conditions that check the growth of tho tree

early in the fall, by picking the trees several times, taking the apples in

each picking that have attained the desired degree of colour and size.

Apples should be stored as quickly as possible after picking, especially

if the weather is hot. The ripening which takes place betw'cen the time

of picking and storage shortens the life of the fruit in the storage cham-
ber. The fruit rots multiph' rapidly if storage is delaved and the fruit

becomes heated. If the weather is cool enough to pre\ent after-ripening,

a delay in the storage of the fruit may not Ije injurious to its keeping
quality.

The best fruit keeps best in cool storage. When the crop is light it

may pay to store fruit of inferior grade, but in this case the grades should

Ix- established w'hen the fruit is picked. The bruising of the fruit leads

to premature decay. A \arietv mav differ in its keeping qualit\- when
grown in different parts of the country. It ma\ vary when grown in the

same locality uiider different conditions. The character of the soil, the

age of the trees, the care of the orchard, all are factors which modify
the growth of the tree and fruit, and may affect the keeping qualitv of

the apples. The character of the season also modifies the keeping power
&f the fruit. I would advise growers to wrap all varieties of apples so

as to prevent wilting. It has been found that the wrapper may influence

the keeping quality in several different ways. It extends the life of the

fruit beyond its normal period bv retarding the ripening processes. The
influence of the wrapper in this regard is apparent, especially at the end
of the normal storage season of the naked fruit when the flesh begins to

grow mealy from over-ripeness. At this time, the wrapped apples may
be firm and remain in prime condition for several weeks, or even months.

The wrapper is especially useful in extending the season of early winter

sorts, or in making the long keeping varieties available for use over a still

longer period. The wrapper mav be useful in preventing the transfer of

rot from one apple to another. If the fungus is capable of growing in

the storage temperature it is not likely that the wrapper will retard its

growth, but when the spores develop they are confined within the wrapper

and their dissemination is difficult or practically impossible.

Variefies.—Five Crown, Rome Beauty, Jonathan, Munroe's Favourite.

Pomme de Xeige, Shorland Queen, Stone Pippin, Dougherty, Rokewood,
Scarlet Nonpareil, Buncombe, Yates, Stewart's, Morgan's Seedling and

Statesman. Good results obtained from three to six months' storage.

Temperature. 30'^ to 32" F.

Pears.

Before the advent of the cool storage system, the supply of summer

pears frequentlv exceeded the demand. The markets were consequently

demoralized in hot humid seasons, especially as regards the early varieties

;

for instance, Williams' Bon Chretien, which is a difficult pear to control

owing to the rapid manner in which it ripens. It has to be sold immedia-

tely to prevent heavy losses from decay. It is absolutely essential that the

greatest care should be observed in handling of the fruit, and that it l)e

sent with as little delay as possible to cool storage after picking. All
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bruised or otherwise damaged fruit, either from rough handling or through

being affected by any of the many prevalent diseases associated with

orchards, should be strictly kept apart for disposal to the best advantage,

and should not be cool-stored. Pears should be picked and packed care-

fully to preyent bruising, preferably in bushel cases. If it is desired

to keep pears for a long period it is necessary for them to be picked

l)efore they reach full maturity, and to be ripened in a cool temperature,

say from 50° to 55° F. If the best texture and flayour are to be de-

veloped it is a matter of practical judgment on the part of growers to

determine the proper time of the season for picking different varieties of

pears for cool storage. The stem should at least cleave easily from the

tree before the fruit is leadv to pick.

Varieties.—Williams' Bon Chretien, four to six weeks. Temperature,

32" to 2,;^° F. This pear must be stored immediately after it is picked,

in open ventilated bushel cases, and must be picked as green as possible.

Doyenne Bossoch, four to five months. Temperature, 32° to t,2)° ^ This

pear improves in flavour in cool stores and is very profitable. Howell,

good keeper up to four months. Temperature, 30° to 33" F.

Swan's Orange. Beurre Bosc, Marie Louise. Beurre Golden, Beurre

de Capiaumont, Beurre Clairgeau. Thompson's, Bakehouse Bergamot,

Broom Park, Kieffer's Hybrid, Vicar of Winkfield, Madame Cole, Winter

Cole, and Bailev's Bergamot are all good keepers up to four months.

Temperature 30° to ^;^° F.

Winter Nelis and Josephine de ^lalines are the two most profitable

pears in cool .storage, generally realizing from los. to i8s. per case, and
will keep from six to eight months at temj>eratures from 30" to 32° F.

Peaches, Plums, Cherries, &€.

Peaches.—Brigg's Red May, York, Early Crawford, Diamond, Late

Crawford, McDevitt's Late Cling, Lady Palmerston, and Elberta. These

peaches have been successfully stored from one to two months at tempera-

tures from 32° to 34° F.

Plums.—The following can be successfully stored:—Diamond, Ange-

lina Burdett, Coe's Golden Drop, Early Orleans, Late Black Orleans,

Hill End, Grand Duke. Green Gage. Pond's Seetiling, Reine Claude de

Bavay, and Japanese.

By rigid attention to quality of fruit and providing the best facilities

for cool storage, good results may be obtained for a period of from eight

to ten weeks. Temperature, 32° F.

Cherries.—Cherries are quite perishable and can only be stored for

short periods, from ten to fourteen days, at temperatures ranging from
32° to 34" F.

Oranges.—Will keep one to three months. Temperature, 34° F,

Lemons.—Will keep four months. Temperature. 38" F.

Grapes.—Grapes have been stored with good results for three months.

Temperatures, 2iZ° to 2^^^^ F.

Straiuberries.—These may be successfully storetl for a period of four

weeks, if covered with cotton wool. Temperature, 32° F.

Currants.—Will keep four to six weeks. Temperature, 32° to 34° F.

Red varieties keep better than black or white, and should be protected by

paper covering.

Tomatoes (ripe).—Will keep from one to two months. Temperature,

42° F.
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THE VICTORIAX POTATO INDUSTRY.

The Inter- State Conference and the Irish Blight.

T. Cherry, M.D., M.S., Director of Agriculture.

The outbreak of a formidable vi.sitation of Irish Blight in New Zea-

land in 1904 after a slight preliminary attack in 1893, the report of a

mysterious disease being present in Tasmania during the past two seasons,

and the announcement that the blight was present in Queensland in May
of the present vear have all rendered this Department apprehensive about the

condition of the Victorian potato crop. Hence, in spite of the angry re-

monstrances from several potato growing districts we have insisted on strict

inspections as far as possible of all produce loaded in the railways whether

for home consumption or for export. This insj^ection has revealed the wide-

spread prevalence of eel worm disease to a greater or less extent, but it has

at the same time placed us in the position of stating with confidence that

Irish Blight last autumn only occurred in one small district in South Gipps-

land. It is to be hoped that growers who grumbled at the severity of the

inspection will now see that it has proved a blessing in disguise.

As soon as the occurrence of the disease in Tasmania was officially an-

nounced, New South Wales prohibited importations from that island. In

Victoria we could have done the same thing were it not that the Inter-State

trade was carried on under an agreement made at the 1908 Conference of

Ministers, which reads as follows :

—

" That no State shall prohibit the importation of fruit, vegetables or plants

exported to it from another State on account of any disease affecting such fruit,

vegetables or plants which is common to both such States, provided that the

exporting State has adopted and is carrying out methods to suppress or cope with
such disease similar to that adopted bv and being carried out in the importing
State."

As the existence of the disease in Victoria was announced on the same da\

.as that in Tasmania, we could not prohibit importations till our own area
was quarantined. This was done on the i8th August and the prohibition

against Tasmania issued on the same day. In the meantime, about 18,000
bags of potatoes have been landed in Melbourne.

Importance of the Export Trade.

The climatic conditions of Australia make it certain that Victoria will

always have many advantages which ought to give us the control of the
potato supply of the Commonwealth. To say nothing of the suitabilitv of
the sandy loams and volcanic soils and the absence of pests, the distribu-

tion of the rainfall in the spring, summer, and autumn months makes the

-crop a comparatively certain one over large areas of the State. When the

yield is below the average this is almost invariabh due to the dry season.

The long bright sunshine of the summer favours the activity of the living

parts of the leaf in forming sugars that are transferred to the growing
tubers where they are stored as starch. The absence of hot moist cloudy
weather is the chief protection against fungoid diseases. Probably in no
part of the world is the production of moderate crops from healthv plants

a matter of greater certainty than in Victoria. On the contrary, the heavy
rainfall in the potato districts of the other States while making for a big

yield in a good season will also make the control of all diseases a much
more difiicult problem. With us the conditions which make for moderate
yields are the very ones which constitute our chief safeguards against
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disease. Hence, we mav undertake the work uf stamping out the Irisli

Blight with great confidence. The area affected is small ; only four farms
are know'n to have produced diseased potatoes. By taking the precautions

set out below the risk of the re-appearance of the disease is lessened to a

very great extent, and if the hearty co-operation of growers can be secured

in reporting all cases suspicious of the disease it is quite practicable to free

Victoria from this j:)est. As our average crop of potatoes is about 160,000

tons and its value on the farm averages £^2i Pf' ton or a total of nearlv half-

a-million sterling the magnitude of the interests involved is apparent. New
South Wales alone imports over 60,000 tons a vear, (Queensland and ^^'estern

Australia about 15,000 tons each. Tasmania is the chief exporting State,

with Victoria a good second. No effort shouhJ therefore be spared to secure

our position, and no sacrifice for one season can be too great if it leads to

the permanent prosperity of one of the most important sources of our agri-

cultural wealth. On the other hand, if we lose our export trade the potato

industrv is ruined, because the local demand is not nearly sufficient to

maintain the present acreage under cultivation.

Not only is if recognised that soil and climate exercise a great influence

upon the potato crop, but conditions which are suitable for the production of

the best varieties are not necessarily the best for the production of " seed
"

or sets. It is the universal experience that " seed " potatoes grown in a com-
parati\-ely cool climate give better results when planted in a warmer or

drier climate than are obtained from locally-grown " seed." It is the

knowledge of this fact which has made Tasmania the great centre for the

supply of seed to South Australia, New South Wales, and Queensland.

Similarly, it has been found that in several potato-growing districts in Vic-

toria a much more profitable crop is harvested if the " seed " is obtained

from one of our districts wath a heavier rainfall. The length of the dav
in districts further from the Equator and the correspondingly increased

number of hours during which sunshine is available is probably the chief

cause accounting for the very high returns of tubers per acre which are

frequently obtained in potato-growing countries in comparatively high

latitudes. In this zone, however, potato culture is often to a considerable

extent a matter of luck owing to the liability to early and late frosts. The
increased profit derived from getting the new season's crop at the earliest

possible moment on the large markets has led farmers to push the cultivation

of the potato in many districts into areas w-hich otherwise w'ould ,be deemed
unsuitable for this crop. In our own State, the Warrnambool and Ballarat

potato-growing districts enjoy a considerably heavier rainfall than Lance-

field, Kilmore, or the metropolitan area. It is the accidental combination

of good volcanic soil with a rainfall of 30 inches or over which has led to

the development of the potato industry in the three first-named centres.

So far as the distribution of Irish Blight in Australasia has been ascer-

tained, the rainfall is in all cases over 40 inches. The progress of the

disease in Queensland, to the north of Brisbane, will be watched with

interest, for it has been usually assumed up to the pre.sent that temperatures

above 75 degrees were unfavorable for the de\elopment of the fungus. It

must be remembered, however, that in the northern States the potato

season is the coolest part of the year, and as the winter temperature at

Svdney averages 57 degrees, and at Brisbane 60 degrees, it is evident

that the temperature of the soil, as well as the atmospheric temperatures,

all through the affected districts of Queensland and New South Wales

must be verv favorable to the propagation of the fungus during the

period when the potato crop is occup\ ing the ground.
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Conditions Favorable to Disease.

Before dealing more specifically with the conditions necessary to cope
with the pre.sent outbreak, it ma\ be mentioned that rotation of crops is

one of the most important measures that can be taken to combat all kinds
of vegetable diseases. The causes of these diseases may be classified in

two divisions, namely, exciting and contributing. The exciting cause is

in most cases one of the lower forms of plant or animal life—a mould
or fungus, as in the Irish Blight, or the eel worm, as in potato blister.

In each case the individual parasitic plant or animal is extremely minute,
perhaps invisible to the naked eye, while its spore or egg is of course
very much smaller still. In all cases the rapidity with which multiplica-
tion takes place soon gives rise to changes in the tissues of the potato,
easily visible to the naked eye, and the multitude of spores or eggs that
are produced renders the diffusion of the disease a very easy matter.
Contributing causes include such conditions as a weakened constitution

of the seed potato, unfavorable weather for the development and vital

activity of the foliage, and favorable weather for the growth and develop-
ment of the fungus. The popular idea, therefore, that most of the dis-

asters which befall crops of any kind are due to weather conditions has
a considerable amount of truth in it, although, of course, if the essential

or exciting cause were not present the weather alone could not produce
the disaster. To put the matter in a nutshell, the contributing causes
render the crop prone to disease, and make its invasion a comparatively
easy matter for the micro-organisms which cause the disease ; but however
favorable the contributing causes may be for the onset of the disease, this

cannot develop unless the specific exciting cause is also present.

It will therefore be seen that where land has been de\'oted for a
number of \ears to the one crop it is highly probable that a sufiicient

amount of the special nutriment required by this crop will have been ex-

hausted from the soil so that the vigour of the crop receives a check ; or

it may be that by growing the crop for several years in succession a

slight attack of disease occurring the previous year ma\ have infested
the soil and rendered things favorable for a larger outbreak. Perhaps
what most frequently happens is that successive crops have paved the
way by weakening the plant, w'hile the exciting cause is introduced by the

seed Avhich is planted in the paddock, so that a combination of the two
causes is responsible for most epidemics.

When once a disea.se is established, its eradication becomes a matter
of great difficulty. The soil may become infected, the remains of one
season's crop may carry on the infection to the next year ; the micro-organ-

ism may betake itself to allied plants, and it may be transferred from one
district to another by all kinds of unsuspected ways. Knowledge of the

life history of the exciting cause may place us on the track of the right

means to prevent it, but the conditions of life of both the disease and the

plant it attacks are so complicated that caution has to be exercised in

dra\\ing conclusions from any set of exp>eriments. A farmer \ery often

talks as if slight differences in the soil of one part of his farm, or a few
weeks extra dry weather, were solely responsible for this or that result.

As a matter of fact no kind of experimental work is so uncertain as

that which deals with plants and animals. The difference existing be-

tween living and dead things is so profound that insignificant variations

in any respect may make unexpectedly great differences in the final result.

The moral of which is that no farmer can afford to neglect the smallest

detail when he is dealing with any question of disease.
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An Original Account of the Blight.

Under the title of " The Potato Murrain " the following account from

the Illustrated London Nezvs of 29th August, 1846, is of great interest at

this juncture. It often happens that the first onset of a new disease is the

most disastrous—another reason why our efforts should not be relaxed :
—

THE POTATO PLANT (l''rom ///. Lon. News).

" Never was witnessed a more important result, springing from a seemingly

insignificant beginning, than has been presented by the disease now ravaging the-

potato-fields of all quarters of the earth. No one could have imagined that a

rot which appeared in this crop in the island of St. Helena, in the year 1S40, was

the ' small s])eck ' on the horizon which would become the forerunner of a

calamity as fatal to the potato as Asiatic cholera to man ; and still less that a

few blotches on the leaves of this exotic plant were the heralds of political danger

so extensive as to affect the whole commercial policy of England Such, however,

has been the course of events, and justifies our presenting our readers with some
information on this singular subject.

" The Potato plant is naturally found wild on the mountains of Chili, and
]ierhaps of Peru, whence its cultivation has spread into surrounding countries. . . .

It is said that as much as 40,000 lbs. weight of potaoes has been
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obtained from an English acre of land ; this would supply a man with lo Ibb.

of food a day for nearly eleven years, if he could keep it ; and hence has arisen
the universal desire to cultivate the plant in all countries into which it has been
introduced. It now, however, seems as if Providence has determined to arrest its

further increase, for it has lately been attacked bv a new disease, the nature of
\vhich is unknown, which speedily destroys the hopes of the farmer, and some-

BLOTCHES ON A POTATO LEAF (From ///. Loti. News).

A. tapper side ; B. Under side.

times even converts whole fields of potatoes into a mass of corruption within a

few hours. What is very remarkable is, that the most healthy and vigorous-

potato-fields are those which are destroyed most rapidly. Not a sign of the disease

may be visible to-day ; to-morrow the leaves may be seen withered, black, and

half putrid; and the day after they are followed by the destruction of the stem.

Generally, however, the evil is less rapid in its strides.

''It first appeared in Europe in the east of Germany, about mid-summer, 1845;
in a few weeks it spread over all the western parts of the Continent, extending even

to the coast of Portugal, missing, however, the north-west of Spain, and not

advancing so far as the Mediterranean. England was visited in the middle of

THE BOTRVTLS (phytophthora) iNFESTANS (Highly magnified).

(From ///. Lon. News).

August, and for some time it was hoped that our cold northern climate would
resist it ; bv degrees, however, it made progress, and was finally stopped onlv

by the Highlands. In the meanwhile it reached Ireland, where, in the month
of October, it had already done so much mischief that the British Government
thought it necessary to send Commissioners to inquire into the facts, and to consider

what could be done to arrest the progress of this murrain; for it is believed that

4,000,000 of Irish peasants feed almost exclusively upon potatoes, and the destruction

of any considerable quantity of their only food could not be regarded otherwise
than as a formidable national calamity. By the beginning of November, half the
crop was estimated to have been destroyed, or rendered unfit for human food. On
the Continent, the loss had been even more severe ; so that, in many places, the
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export of food was prohibited ; the Dutch
and Belgian Governments were so much
alarmed that they directed agents to pur-
chase rice in London, and their operations
were such as to double the price of that

grain in a single week.

" What the amount of loss may realh-

have been, it seems impossible to ascertain
with accuracy or even probability. It has
been estimated at _^i8,000,000 for the United
Kingdom ; Professor Lindley has computed
it to have been ^3,500,000 for Ireland alone.

" Whatever the past fact may have been,

it is certain that the injury sustained this

year is very much more considerable, per-

haps twice as great, for many new districts

are attacked, no old ones are spared, and
the destruction is in all cases more extensive.

" The real cause of this sudden visitation

is unknown. Some have ascribed it to the

ungenial season of 1845, ^'^'^ that has been
the prevalent idea ; others have fancied that

the life of the potato is wearing out; many
believe in electrical agency, and talk of blue

lights seen at night playing over the doomed
potato grounds ; insects, worms, parasitical

fungi, riight frosts, vegetable cholera, all

have in turn had their advocates ; and, as

usually happens, those who have the smallest

knowledge of the facts conceive themselves

most capable of explaining the cause."

DISEASED STEM (Froni ///. Lon. Nnvs).

The illustrations which have been reproduced from the same numh.T

of the Illustrated London Neu^s are of striking interest for two reasons.

Si)

SECTION OF A POTATO, SHOWING THE DlSb'.ASE IN PROGRESS

(From ///. Lon. Nczvs).
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The first is the accuracy of the ori-

ginal description of the disease as it

affects the leaf and tuber, as well

as the microscopic appearance of

the fungus. This should be com-
pared with similar figures in the

Bulletin just issued by this De-
partment. The second point

worthy of note is the difference in

the leaf of the potato 65 years ago
as compared with the typical leaf

taken from Bulletin No. 7 recently

issued by the New Zealand De-
partment of Agriculture. With-

out insisting too much on the ex-

tent of the changes which have
been brought about by half a cen-

tury of selection and breeding,

there is no doubt that the foliage

has been developed in the direction

of size and denseness step by step

along with the corresponding in-

creases in the total yield per acre.

The Steps to be Taken.

To meet the present emergency

in the potato business the hearty co-

operation of every potato grower in

Victoria, whether his plot is a few
yards square or his farm contains 100 acres of potato land, must be

secured. No effort must be spared to stamp out the disease. A reduction in

the yield for a single year must be cheerfully borne in view of the enormous
interests at stake. On an average there are 50,000 acres under potatoes in

Victoria each year. Should the disease become established, spraying with

Bordeaux mixture is the only method to adopt to check it, but this method
will not eradicate the disease. The plants have to be sprayed when they

are a few inches high, and the spraying requires to be repeated two or

three times or perhaps more frequently during the growing season. The
total cost works out at a minimum of j[^2 per acre, the maximum may be

over ^3. The additional cost of growing the Victorian crop will therefore

be at the very least ;^i 00,000 per annum, but this expenditure of ^100,000
does not in any way lead to an increased return similar to what might be

expected if the same money were spent in fertilizers for the crop. So far

as the blight is concerned it is all dead loss. Should the Victorian industry

be handicapped by a yearly charge of £^2 per acre there is no doubt that

very many districts will have to abandon potato growing.

Such being the alternative, the following measures must be adopted :—
I St. Only clean seed should be used, and this must come from

districts which are known to be free from disease. In addition

to this all seed must be cut and soaked in formalin or other

antiseptic.

2nd. All potatoes, ivithout any exception ivhatcvcr, for the next two
seasons should be grown on new ground.

3rd. In future years a more systematic rotation of crops should be

carried out than what has been the case up to the present.

EARLY STAGE OF DISEASE, SHOWING
CHARACTERISTIC BLACK BLOTCHES
ON LEAF (from Bull. No. 7, 1907,

N.Z. Dept. of Agric).
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Regarding this Year's Seed.

Nearly the whole of the danger of the introduction of the disease is

bound up in the question of clean seed. Any seed which comes from an

infected district is liable to be contaminated even if it is not itself diseased.

The spores of the fungus when once an outbreak occurs on the foliage of

plants are carried from plant to plant by the slightest breath of wind, and

should the conditions be sufficiently moist thev germinate at once, and
hence from a single centre of infection the disease spreads with great

rapidity. This is the explanation of the character of the disease which

has impressed itself most deeply upon the popular memory in localities

where it has occurred in virulent form. The common expressions
—

" the

whole paddock was blasted in a single night;" "the crop was all right

in the evening, but was all blackened next morning"—are absolute facts

which are explained by the known characters of the fungus and the rate

at which the spores can be disseminated over an area of several acres.

Wind carriage of spores will not, however, spread disease across long

distances from one localit>- to another, hence as the result of the Inter-

State Conference it has been decided to recognise a half-mile limit as con-

stituting the zone of practical safety. On the other hand clean seed mav
be contaminated by contact with diseased tubers or by being placed in the

same bags as were formerly used for diseased potatoes. It will therefore

be seen that the above recommendations with regard tO' seed potatoes, if

faithfully carried out, are practically certain to stamp out the disease. Cut-

ting the .seed is another safeguard by revealing any small patches of red

rust beneath the skin of the potato, which might otherwise escape obser\a-

tion, and while the seed potatoes are being handled watch should be kept

for anv softened patches. Anv soft patch should be at once cut into, and

if at all suspicious the potato should be thrown into a special barrel to be

dealt with as indicated below. In adilition to these precautions the

potatoes should be soaked in a solution of formalin— i lb. to 30 gallons

of water—for a period of two hours. Before immersing in the solution, all

dirt should be removed from the surface of the potato, as it is obvious

that a thick coating of stiff soil will prove an effective protection from the

action of the antiseptic to any patch of disease which mav lie immediately

beneath it. In addition to these precautions every grower who has alreadv

planted or has in his possession seed potatoes from Tasmania or South

Gippsland is earnestly requested to communicate at once with the De-
partment. If this crop is alreadv planted it will be watched and should

disease appear steps will be taken to eradicate it. As the Government has

determined that a fair share of the co.st of eradicating the disease will be

defrayed by this Department farmers should not be held back from placing

this information at the disposal of the Department in consequence of any
fear of financial loss. If no disease develops no harm will be done, while

on the other hand if the disease does develop they are certain practically

to lose the whole of their crop even if they inform no one whatever of the

fact of its existence. By means of the assistance that can be rendered bv
the staff of the Department it Is highlv probable that a farmer can be

safelv piloted through a dangerous period with a minimum of expense.

Rejected- seed placed in the barrel should he boiled before feeding to

pigs.

New Ground for this Year's Crop.

However carefully the old crop of potatoes has been dug. it is certain

that manv small marbles are left behind and thus constitute the danger nf

carrying on disease from year to year. Under favorable circumstances,

every eye or even portion of an eye of .^ potato will sprout. If this has
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touched a small piece of a diseased tuber all the conditions for the propaga-

tion of the disease may be secured. It will therefore be seen how all import-

ant it is to use new ground, particularly in a crisis of the industry such as

has occurred at the present time. If "we are able to prevent the disease

re-appearing during the next six months Victoria is practically safe from

invasion.

Rotation of Crops.

The resistance of the crop to attacks of disease of all kinds is un-

doubtedly to a large extent measured by the general healthfulness and

vigour of the stalks and foliage. In order to secure this, certain conditions

have to be fulfilled. In all countries farmyard manure is regarded as bemg

essential for the best results in potato growing on account of the changes

which it produces in the condition of the soil as well as on account of the

additional plant food which it adds per acre. Leguminous crops, particu-

larly peas and clover, have also a world-wide reputation for placing the

soil' in the best possible condition for the potato crop. In the Journal for

years past Mr. G. Seymour, Potato Expert, has preached this doctrine with

comparativelv little effect. Now that the crisis has come it is to be hoped the

farmers will' be aroused from the apathetic condition of considering "their

old methods good enough " and make up their minds to adopt the only

method which is permanently successful all the world over in growing

potatoes. On the other hand, excessive amounts of farmyard manure when

not balanced with corresponding increases in the phosphoric acid and potash

available for the crop, and especially in seasons of heavy rainfall, may

give rise to excessive growth of stalks which weaken them through over-

growth. The variations in the rainfall and soil conditions of different

potato-growing districts, along with the remarks that have already been

made upon the complexity of the influences which affect animals and plants,

will be quite sufficient to reconcile the above advice with statements that

may be read in other publications dealing with this desease that may at

first sight appear to be in conflict with what is said here.

Resolutions of the Conference.

Transfer of potatoes from Victoria to any of the other States can only

be carried on under the following conditions embodied in the resolutions

of the Inter-State Conference of Ministers of Agriculture :

—

1. That immediate effort to secure uniform and effective legislation be made by

all States with regard to potatoes and other solanaceous plants.

2. That each State shall subdivide its whole area into districts, and take

immediate steps to ascertain the extent of the prevalence of Irish Blight within its

borders, with a view to quarantining all districts where the disease is found to

exist.

3. That each State shall furnish the other States with a marked map, indicating

by number the respective districts, and whether they are infected or clean.

4. That any declared infected district shall include an area of not less than

one-half mile in width immediately within its boundaries wherein potatoes or other

solanaceous plants shall not be grown.

5. That all imports of solanaceous plants (including fruit) between the States

be accompanied by a certificate stating that such products have not been grown
within an infected district.

6. That only new bags or cases (branded in such a way as to indicate the

district in which the contents were grown) shall be accepted by each importing

State.

The following resolutions were also adopted ; they refer more especially

to fruit and vegetables, but some of them also affect potatoes :

—

7. That all fruits, vegetables and plants exported from one State to another

should be inspected on their merits.
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8. That no State shall prohibit the importation of fruit, vegetables or plants

exported to it from another State on account of any disease affecting such fruit,

vegetables or plants which is common to both States, provided that the exporting

State has adopted and is carrying out methods to suiipress or cope with such disease

similar to those being carried out by the importing State.

9. That the inspectors stationed at Sydney by Victoria, and the one now in

Victoria, sent there bv New South Wales, be withdrawn, each State trusting to

the efficiency, zeal and bcnia fides of the other State's inspectors.

10. That each case containing fruit, and each bag containing vegetables (includ-

ing potatoes), exported from one State to another shall have stencilled upon or

attached to it in some plain and permanent way either the grower's or exporter's

name and address, or a mark or brand approved by and registered with the

Department of Agriculture in the exporting State.

11. All destructive fruit and plant pests legislated against by the various States,

with the following exceptions, shall, until otherwise notified, be deemed to be

common to all the States :—Pear slug or leech [Selandria Cerasi), San Jose scale

(Aspidiotus ferniciosus), fruit flies [Ceratitis and Te-phritis), phylloxera [Phylloxera

vastatrix), Irish blight [Phytofhthora infestans).

12. That in making inspection of fruit the side of each case inspected shall be

removed and the fruit" inspected without being tipped out of the case unless it is

found necessarv to do so.

13. That for the present fruit cases be of such a size as to hold two bushels,

one bushel, a half bushel or a quarter bushel, the shape'i of cases for the various

kinds of fruit to be fixed by regulation, and to be uniform in all the States, but

that earlv consideration be given to the question of introducing uniform legislation

providing for the sale of fruit by weight or number only.

14. That all the States co-operate in a series of investigations with a view to

ascertaining the origin, nature and preventive (or curative) means of dealing with

bitter pit. Also, that similar co-operative work be undertaken in regard to other

diseases of plants and animals."

15. That all cases used in Inter-State trade shall be new, with the exception

of the South Australian trade between Adelaide and Broken Hill. In this instance

all second-hand cases shall be steamed or dipped in boiling water before being

used a second time.

16. That only clean bags be used for vegetables, and that no bags be used a

second time for' vegetables (including potatoes).

17. That fruit found to be affected with disease be allowed to be sorted or sent

to jam factories under stringent regulations; if sorted all rejected fruit to be de-

stroyed and the balance to be sent to the factory or into distribution, at the option

of the chief inspector or other authorized officer.

18. That everv State exporting fruit, vegetables or plants shall appoint officers

to examine and inspect the same before shipment, and to give a certificate or

officially stamped and signed bill of lading to the exporter that such fruit, vegetables

or plants about to be shipped are fit for export. Such certificate or stamped bill

of lading shall be presented with the fruit, vegetables or plants at the port of

entry, and shall be accepted as far as possible as descriptive of its condition,

but shall not take awav the right of each State to inspect all such fruit, vegetables

or plants on landing, and to reject same if found to be diseased.

ig. That parcels containing fruit trees shall not exceed 200 cwt.

20. That with the exception of grape vines there shall be no restriction in the

interchange of nursery stock between the States, subject to the importing State

e.xercising its rights to' inspect and fumigate same.

21. That no State shall restrict the importation of fruit (other than grapes),

vegetables or plants by rail or road, but whenever one State shall make a demand
for inspection of, same before entry an arrangement shall be made to inspect,

fumigate, &c., at a point to be mutually agreed upon, at the joint expense of the

two States concerned.

22. That no State shall make a charge for insjiection on imports which will

return more than sufficient to meet the expenses incurred. In no case shall the

charge, except for sorting or disinfecting, be more than id. per package or bunch,

provided that the weight thereof does not exceed 56 lbs. net.

23. That unless there is evidence of disease on arrival in South Australia, fruit

forwarded to Broken Hill shall be allowed to pass direct through the State of

South Australia, provided that it is accompanied by a certificate of freedom from

disease issued by the Department of Agriculture of the exporting State.

24. That, in the opinion of this Conference, the establishment of a Federal

Bureau of Agriculture is at the present time unnecessary, and that such establish-

ment would inevitably result in duplicating the work of the State departments.
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HOME CURED BACON.
TF. Smith, Pig Expert.

An essential in curing bacon is not to excite the pig Ijefore killing, but

to keep him as quiet as possible. If over-heated or excited when killed,

the blood will be almost black, and the flesh will also be affected.

In killing the pig, throw him on his right side by taking hold of the

near or left fore-leg, still holding the leg with the left hand. Take the

knife in the right hand, and cut the neck in a direct line with the chin,

but not too near the shoulder. When making the cut always draw the

knife after insertion back towards the chin ; by doing so there will be less

likelihood of shouldering.

Two buckets of boiling water to one of cold makes a very good scald

(140 degrees Fahr.). As soon as the hair will come off the ears, clean

them well. Then turn the pig over in the tub with back up, take all the

hair from back and belly, leaving the head and feet until last. Clean

the skin well in the hot water before putting cold water over the pig.

Hang up as soon as possible, shave off all loose hairs, and scrub well

with scrubbing brush. Open the pig down the belly and through the

breast bone, clean out the inside well, lift the flares or leaf lard while the

carcase is hot, so as to let the latter cool properly. Leave the pig hang

in a cool place until the following morning.

The cutting up should be as follows :—If into sides, chop the pig

down the backbone while hanging, then place each side on its back on a
table, and remove the head. Take the breast bone off with one rib, then

saw the backbone off towards the ham, take the blade bone out, and trim

ofl' all loose fat. Place the sides in a cool place, shake a little salt and
saltpetre over them. Let them remain for three or four hours in order

to drain, and then place the pork on a board or table slightly tilted, so

that the drip will run into a dish.

For everv hundred pounds of pork, ten pounds of Black Horse coarse

salt, three ounces saltpetre, two pounds brown sugar, three ounces allspice

are used. Rub the ingredients well in on the flesh side, placing one

side on top of the other for twenty-four hours ; then turn sides upside down,

rub well on .skin side, using liquor in dish, and leave them lying flesh down-

wards, the top side on the bottom. Repeat this treatment everv morning

for eight days, carefully saving the liquor, and pouring it over the pork as

the salt is rubbed in. Then leave it for three da vs. Continue this process

every third day for twenty-one days, and then brush the salt off and soak

in cold water for sixteen hours. After this, wash out in hot water and
clean well, and hang up and dry with clean cloth. When thoroughly

drv, rub some olive oil on the outside skin, and smoke with kauri pine

sawdust (dry) for twenty-four hours.

If it is necessary to keep the bacon for any length of time, hang it up
mside a freshly emptied flour .sack securelv tied at the neck. This will

allow the bacon to mature and keep it from the flies. The hams and

shoulders can be cut off after the curing is completed.

Points Worth Remembering.

Do not make any unnecessarv cuts in the pork. It may be thought that

it will allow the salt to penetrate, but whilst that is so, it will also admit

the air and cause decav. Do not neglect to turn it the required number of

davs while in process of curing ; keep it in as cool a place as possible; be

sure and fill the blade pocket with salt every time you shift the sides ; rub

well around the ham and the armpits.
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Ahvavs use the shoulders first, as the ham and middle keep

best. If you think it will be too salt, change the cold water while soaking

the bacon.

. EMERGENCY SILAGE MAKING.

R. Crowe, Suferintcndciit of Exports.

The surplus fodder which will be available in all parts of Victoria dur-

ing the coming spring promises to be most abundant. From present in-

dications, I venture to state that, if all the carpenters in Victoria were to

be engaged until harvest time in building silos, only a fractional part of

the available fodder could be properly accommodated. It, therefore,

appears opportune to sugge.st a means of conserving fodder as silage other

than by the usual overground silo.

Mr. Wilson, of Hobart-road, MurrunilKcna. has for the past ten years

conserved green fodder in a pit on the hillside. The maize is filled in

whole, and put through the chaffcutter prior to feeding. The results have

been uniformly satisfactory. Judging by the condition of the silage when
the photographs were taken, la.st season was no exception. At the time

of inspection there was practically no waste.

This method has also been successful Iv adopted in other parts of the

Commonwealth. A striking instance is recorded in the Journal for

August, 1907. At the Euronyhareenyha Station, near Wagga. N.S.W.,

reserves of silage were accumulated during the good sea.sons, and when the

drought set in a quantity, totalling 3.000 tons, was available. For over

three months, 19,000 sheep and 400 head of cattle were fed almost en-

tirely on silage. In this case the silage was made chieflv from the mix-
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'ture of barley-grass, and lucerne, which forms the first growth each season

on the irrigated paddocks. Some of the fodder was chaffed before being
put in the pits.

On thousands of farms in Victoria there are suitable sites which
would readily lend themselves to this form of dealing with surplus fodder.

A situation which is naturally drained should be selected. With the aid

-of ploughs and scoops very extensive accommodation can be provided in

a few days, in some instances within a few hours. An excavation 12 feet

wide by 30 feet long and 6 feet deep will hold upwards of 50 tons.

When filling, the material can be heaped well above the surface. The
excavated earth should be hilled up to and placed on top of the mass
so as to completelv cover and weight it down.

SAMPLE OF SILAGE JUST TAKEN FROM PIT.

AXSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
The Staff of the Department has been oi-g:anized to a large extent for the purpose cf g-iving information

to farmers. Collections in every branch of agriculture are gladly answered. Write a short letter, giving as
rfull particulars as possible, of your loual conditions, and state precisely what it is that vou want to know.
All inquiries must be accompanied by the name and address of the writer.

Sugar Beet.—R.B.S. inquires as to best time to sow sugar beet, mangolds,
and amber cane.

A7isiver.—The best time to sow sugar beet and mangolds is from the last
week in August to middle of October. Amber cane can be sown towards the end
of September when danger of frosts is over.

Destroying Lichen.—R.S. forwards specimen of lichen for identification; and
asks how to get rid of it. It especially affects Piceas and Hawthorns, and gradually
appears to smother the boughs, ending in death to the tree.

Answer.—The specimen appears nearest to the lichen Ramalina Eckloni, Spr.,
but this species, though actually found in Tasmania, New South Wales, and Victoria,
has not previously been recorded as Victorian. A specimen of .R. Eckloni var.
membranacea was, however, collected by Reader in 1883 near Melbourne. Spraying
M'ith Bordeaux mivture—Copper sulphate, 12 lbs. ; quicklime, 8 lbs. ; water, 100
gallons, might be tried to keep it down. These lichens often grow on old long
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established trees, especially if thev have been neglected in the past. If the Bordeaux

mixture, coupled with cutting out' all badly infected branches, is ineffective, dusting

with a mixture of soot and finely powdered sulphur might be tried when the trees

are not in leaf, or if evergreen, early in spring before growth begins.

Non-Pregnancv of Cow.—E.T.A.W. writes :
—" I have a well bred Jersey

cow in good milking condition. She had her third calf about 12 months ago, and
has been regularly served for the past 3 or 4 months by an Ayrshire bull with

the only result that she comes in season every week. I have noticed that while

in this state she emits large quantities of colourless serum."
Answer.—It is suggested that you syringe out the genital organs with a solu-

tion of lysol, I part in 100 parts of tepid water, every day for a week. Allow a

week or two to elapse without syringing and, if no further discharge is seen, serve

again. An examination of the passage might reveal some obstruction causing the

trouble.

S.AND IN Stomach.—J.Y. inquires re symptoms of sand in horse's stomach and
treatment for same.

Answer.—There are no special symptoms. Colic and general unthriftiness
and signs of sand in faeces would indicate its presence. Three or four bran
mashes followed by a pint of raw linseed oil should be given. Then keep the
horse on sloppy food for three days and repeat the oil.

Stomach Worms.—H.C. asks what are the indications when horses are affected
with stomach worms.

Answer.—The only reliable guide to the presence of worms is to see them in

the faeces. The effect of the following powder given night and morning in a
damp feed, might be tried :—Sulphate of iron, i dr. ; tartrate of antimony, ^ dr.

;

sulphate of coj)per, ^ dr.
; gentian, 2 drs.

Plants for Identification.—B. Bros, and T.R.S. forward specimens of
plants for identification. T.R.S. states that recently he put some sheep in one of
his paddocks, and within a week 14 of them had died. There was no trace of
disease, but portions of the weed forwarded were found in the stomachs. The
sheep were removed to an adjoining paddock and no further deaths have occurred.

Answer.— (i) The specimen sent is so exceedingly fragmentary and devoid
of flowers that exact identification is impossible. It is in all probability, how-
ever, a fragment of Le-pidium Draba, L., The Hoarv Cress. This plant is not
poisonous, but it takes up the place of useful vegetation, n^d should be su])-

pressed. Clean cultivation and the prevention of seeding aid in keeping it down.
If the pasture land is badly infested it should be ploughed up and kept under
bare fallow and well stirred for a year, then followed by root crops (potatoes,

&c.), or a leafy fodder crop for a year or two and then grain. The land may
then be seeded down in grass if required for pasture, but care should be taken
to procure pure seed of either grass or grain. In small patches, it should be
dug up before seeding, piled and burnt, and the roots must be removed from the

soil, as any part left in the groimd will grow again. In orchards or cultivated

ground frequent jiloughing and stirring of the soil will keep it down and ulti-

mately exhaust it, but if it has been long established it may take two years to do
this.

(2) It is a member of the Lobeliaceae, and though in a young stage is evi-

dently Isotoma fluvialiUs, F.v.M. All the species of the Lobeliaceae famil\' con-

tain a sharp burning or even narcotic latex, which, taken internally in excess,

causes inflammation of the alimentary canal and even death. The plant should

be hoed or pulled up after rain, before seeding. Stock should be kept from land

where it is abundant, especially if other feed is scarce. It is easily supjjressed

by cultivation.

REI.ATI^^: Values of Cow C.rass a.nd White Clover.—R.G.P. asks which
is the better feed—the perennial Cow C.rass or the small white-flowering (lover.

Answer.—The small white flowered clover is termed " W^hite " or "Dutch"
Clover. It contains considerably more water than cow grass, but is richer in

digestible nutrients, ])articularly in digestible piotein. Cow grass, however, yields

a much larger amount of fodder per acre, and is more jialatable to stock. White
clover is essentially a pasture plant. It comes away later in the season than most

clovers, but once started, maintains a steady growth right on into autumn. It is

hardier than cow grass and thrives better on the poorer quality of soils.

For rotation pasture or hay fields, cow grass when grown under suitable

conditions is unsurpassed by any' other leguminous crops with the e.xception of

lucerne. For permanent pasturage it is good practice to sow a mixture containing

both varieties of clover, as cow grass will inspire a good return during the first two

seasons, whilst the bottom grasses and clovers are becoming established.
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Lucerne Sowing.—J.F.A. asks Mhich is the best time to sow lucerne seed.

Answer.—In most districts lucerne succeeds best if sown in the autumn—
about April or May. Eight to twelve pounds of seed are required per acre—the

lighter amount if drilled. Sow i cwt. superphosphate per acre with seed.

Carrying Capacity of Lucerne.—S.P.T. wishes to know the carrying capa-

city per acre of lucerne when cut for hay, where 6 or 7 cuttings, each at least

2 feet in height, can be obtained per year. He also asks whether lucerne hay
by itself is a complete food for dairy cattle.

Ansiver.—The carrying capacity per acre of lucerne under the conditions

stated is 8 or lo cows. Lucerne is an extravagant food by itself, but a ratijii

along with natural pasture is excellent.

Bloat or Hoven.—R.G.P. inquires whether stock are liable to bloat when
turned into a paddock of alsike and cow grass.

Answer.— i. Animals are liable to suffer from bloat or hoven on either cow-

grass or alsike, particularly if turned into the crop when hungry or after rain or

heavy dew. You will recpiire to take the same precautions as in the case of rape
feeding.

2. Horses may become affected with hoven in the same wav as cattle or

sheep, though they are not so subject to it It is not wise, however, to take

liberties with them on this account. Thev should not be turned straight into the

crop but should be worked on to it gradually, as in the case of other stock.

Price of Jersey Bull.—S.P.T. asks what would be a fair price to pay for

a jiure bred Jersey bull. Also asks what number of cows should be mated with

a bul! in one year.

Answer.— (i) Depends so much upon strain, &c., £2^ to £t,o is an approxi-

mate average. (2) 50 to 60 cows.

Harness Dressing.—R.S.M. asks for fiormala for preparing a home-made
dressing for farm harness.

Answer.—Neatsfoot oil, i lb. ; beef tallow, i lb. ; lamp black, i^ ozs.

Broody Hens.—D.J.H. inquires whether there is any way to make hens

become broody.
Answer.—-Much depends on the breed. The Mediterranean breeds—Leghorns,

Minorcas, Andalusians, Spanish—are non-sitters. If the eggs are allowed to remain

in the nest the hen usually goes broody much earlier than when they are gathered

daily. Nothing you can give the hen will force broodiness. It is suggested

that you go in for an incubator.

Destroying CtRasshoppers.—S.N.A. aisks how to deal with grasshoppers. He
has destroyed a good many by means of shallow pans of water with kerosene

floating on same ; he has also laid bran and arsenic, as recommended by the

Government Entomologist, but this preparation was not taken freely.

Answer.—Should there be a plentiful supply of green food the bran and
arsenic preparation is not readily taken by the hoppers, but green food being

scarce the latter method has never vet failed Mr. French, and the insects are

killed in a wholesale manner. Belts of the common castor oil plant (fenced off from
stock) are an advantage, and should always be grown in grasshopper country.

This plant will grow almost aaywhere, and is one of the quickest growing and
hardiest. Droves of turkeys, over 6 weeks old, are effective and highly remunera-
tive, but if foxes are about they should be housed at night and tended by day.

These chicks will clear large areas of hoppers and crickets in a very short space
of time.

PoTA.ssic Manures.—J.C. asks which is the best manure to use—sulphate of

potash or muriate of potash.
Ansrver.—Su'^phate of potash is better for vegetables, sugar beet, potatoes and

tobacco. Muriate of potash may be used for all other crops. Potassic manures
may be mixed with other fertilizers at any time without danger, but if mixed
with lime or Thomas phosphate the mixing should be done just prior to use.

Sulphuring Fruit.—R.G. inquires as to best method of sulphuring small
quantities of fruit.

A.nswer.—A simple and inexpensive wa}- of sulphuring small quantities of
fruit is to take a draper's case or a large box of anv kind, and place the fruit

on a tray or anything on which it can be kept from the ground and above the
vessel described below. Dig a shallow hole in the ground and put a vessel—an
old frving-pan or billy-can—in the hole with a few live embers in it, then throw
a handful of sulphur on the embers and turn the box over so as to confine the

fumes as the}- rise. Pears require about 10 minutes, ap[)les a little less, peaches
10 minutes, and almonds, in order to brighten the colour, mav be treated for
half-an-hour without injury. Flowers of sulphur are preferable as thev are less

pungent in their effect. Over-sulphuring is bad.
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STATISTrCS.
Rainfall in Victoria.

Skcond Quarter, 1909.

Table showing average amount of rainfall in each of the 26 Basins or Regions con-
stituting the State of Victoria for each month and the quarter, with corresponding
monthly and quarterly averages for each Basin, deduced from all available records
to date.

Basin or District.

Glenelg and Wannon Rivers
Fitzroy, Eumerella, and Merri
Rivers

Hopkins River and Mount
Emu Creek

Mount Elephant and Lake
Corangamite

Cape Otway Forest ...

Moorabool and Barwon Rivers
Werribee and Saltwater Rivers
Yarra River and Dandenong
Creek

Koo-wee-rup Swamp
South Gippsland
Latrobe and Thompson Rivers
Macallister and Avon Rivers
Mitchell River
Tambo and Nicholson Rivers
Snowy River
Murray River
Mitta Mitta and Kiewa Rivers
Ovens River
Goulburn River
Campaspe River
Loddon River
Avon and Richardson Rivers
Avoca River
Eastern Wimmera ...

Western Wimmera ...

Mallee Country

The whole State

A]
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To Stamp Out the Potato Blight.

1.—No potatoes must be removed from a Quarantine area.

2.—Throughout Victoria plant this season's crop on land

which was not used for potatoes last year.

3.—Use no seed except you know where it has

been grown, and on no account use seed from

quarantined parts of South Qippsland or Tasmania.

4.—Before cutting place all seed potatoes in a bag and

soak for two hours in the following solution :

—

Formalin, 1 lb.; water, 32 gallons.

5.—After above treatment cut all seed. In doing so look

for any small patches on the surface which are

slightly depressed, or which are softer than the rest

of the potato, and cut through them. If discoloured

in any way, the potato should be rejected as seed,

and BOILED before feeding to the pigs.

Notice ;r Export of Potatoes*

'Tri.O'vjt.

All potatoes for export must be in clean, new bags,

distinctly marked with the name of the grower and a

number to indicate the parish in which his farm is

situated. The official number of each parish may be ob=

tained from any of the Inspectors, or from the Secretary

for Agriculture. Bags not properly branded will be rejected

at port of entry.
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SUMMER FODDER CROPS
SHOULD BE PLANTED AT ONCE.

Sow thinly in drills at least 3 feet apart, and keep well
cultivated throughout the summer.

MAIZE 12 to 20 lbs. per acre.

JAPANESE MILLET 1
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PUMPKINS 3 seeds in hills 10 feet apart.

On average land sow from 1 to 2 cwt. of Superphosphate in

the drills.

Twelve Pounds of Seed Maize have returned 50 tons of Green Fodder.
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TRAINING BOYS AT THE YITICULTURAL COLLEGE,
RUTHERGLEN.-A SOCL\L EXPERLMENT.

G. H. Adcock. F.L.S., Principal.

A few years ago, with a view of utilizing the unoccupied buildings at

the Viticultural College, and at the same time benefiting the State wards,
a bold and novel experiment was made by the Victorian Department of
Agriculture. This was the sending of a number of these lads to be
trained in the various branches of rural work on the |,md attached to the

VITICULTURAL COLLEGE, RUTHERGLEN.

College. Bovs of good character, who had attained the age of fourteen

years, and who had an inclination for " going on the land, were selected

by the Neglected Children's Department and sent up to undergo a course

of training in viticulture and agriculture till thev reachetl the age of

eighteen }-ears, when State control ended.

121G8 X
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The work has now been in operation sufficiently long to enable some idea

to be formed of its value and possibilities, and, at the request of the

Director of Agriculture, this brief outline is submitted for the information
of those who are interested in social experiments of the kind.

The least pessimistic amongst us cannot but see that, if allowed to con-

gregate in the larger centres of population, without any definite aim in life,

many of this class of lad would drift eventual 1\ into the ranks of the

unemployed, even if they did not become associated with the criminal class.

The value to the community of each life wiselv diverted from such careers

cannot be too highly estimated. The stal)ility of a nation depends as

much or more on its realization of a high ideal of citizenship as on its

naval supremacy or military prestige. The latter insure safetv from
foreign invasions, but in the elevation of the individual, the training in

useful productive occupations, and the formation of characters, we are

rendering the future our debtors, and helping to raise the alreadv high

standard of our nation.

When We remember that the boys of to-day will be the citizens of
to-morrow, we are sure no effort will be begrudged that will insure for the

next generation of citizens men of " flexile mu.scles and obedient sinews,"
trained as expert and up-to-date agriculturists, and having characters and
aspirations of the highest. To produce from the raw and somewhat
unpromising material with which we have to deal, men with characters of

the highest integrity, and workers with skilled hands and intelligent train-

ing, was the object of .starting this institution on its present lines. Whether
the hopes of those responsible for the innovation have been realized, let

those who have seen what has been done testify.

As may be imagined, the disappointments attending such work as we
undertake are manifold and keen. But the successes, of which we have
liad our share, far outweigh them, and, while more than compensating us

in the present, give us glowing hopes for the future. To gain the confi-

dence of .some of these lads is a task that at first .seems insuperable. Many
nf them are veritable Tshmaels. who regard every man's hand against them,
as they are against every man. A kind word or act is at first looked on
with the suspicion that something to .be shunned is at the back of it.

Every lad is a law to himself. Thev represent all kinds of training and
lack of training. We must have as manv methods as we have bovs. To
expect all to fit Procrustes' 'bed is still as disastrous to individuality as it

was to stature in the mythical old brigand's dav.

It is proposed to give some account of the development of these bovs
in the physical, educational anrl moral aspects.

Physical.

We are fortunate in having, as our medical officer. Dr. Bush, whose
practical sympathy with our work is only surpassed by his professional skill

and attention. To avoid the introduction of communicable diseases, each
boy is taken for a thorough medical overhaul before coming out to the Col-

lege. The results of these examinations often reveal hidden and unsus-

pected defects which it is desirable should be known before the lad is .set

to work. The chief weaknesses expo.sed by the medical examination are

the faulty development and poor nutrition of the majority who are sent to

us. The following descriptions are from the doctor's official reports :

—

"Anaemic "
;
" development ]X)or "

;
" verv small, undersized bov "

;

" very

poorly developed "
;
poor nutrition "

;
" nutrition only fair "

;
" enlarged

heart "
;
" heart weakness ""

;
" spine curvature "'

; &c. , &c. It .seems sad
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that in our land of plentv there appear to be so many youths who are not

sufficiently well-nourished. It certainly dees not augur well for the stamina

of the future that this is so. Here, however, the change is rapid and com-

plete. Regular habits and abundance of wholesome food, healthy sur-

roundings and out-door occupations, soon work wonders. The anaemic look

is replaced by the ruddy glow of health. Weight, height, and chest

measurement rapidly increase. Physical development, previously arrested,

is now rapid. The following table, compiled from the medical reports,

gives actual increases :

—

Chest.

Inspire. Expire.

Biceps Kemaiks

Inches.
,

.771

30
31i

36i

•25i

•29

•28

313

30J
36i

29

32t
28
291

31i

311
29t

Inches.
25
27
28

521

23

27*
33
2t)

301

26i
28|
30i

29i

30

2Si
27

28i^

Inches.

7

'a

8i

Very poorly developed.
Very much inipro\'ed.

General development poor.

Very considerable and marked improve-
ment.

Healthy, properly developed boy.

General improvement.
Ajiparently a healthy boy.
General improvement.
Well nourished.
Considerable improvement.
Development and nutrition good.

General improvement.
Very thin and nutrition poor.

General improvement.
Poor nutrition and muscular develop-

ment.
Much mljiroved.

Good cotditioned, healthy boy.

Much improved.
Foor chest development.
Muscular development fair.

Curvatuie of the spine.

Improvement in general health.

Good nutrition with fair muscular de-

velopment.
Much improved.
Nutrition good, muscular development

fair.

General improvement.

Of the boys' oiiginally sent, only particulars regarding height and weight were recorded. These lads

show the greatest lievelopment, but for the sake of unifonnity ihey are omitted from the table, and only

those names are included of which all the measurements can be furii shed.

Each bov has a separate room, and is provided with equipment of the

verv best. The taste displayed b} some in the adornment of their rooms is

remarked by every visitor.

Everything possible is raised on the place. The meat, dairy produce,

fruit and an unlimited supply of fresh vegetables are grown. Over a ton

of jam is made and consumed on the place each year.

Education and Practical 'I'raixing.

The bovs are carefully trained in all the multifarious operations under-

taken on the College vineyard, orchard and farm, anrl at the Wahgunyah
Nur.sery.

That the training given by Mr. H. Wilkinson, the foreman, in grafting

is satisfactory may be inferred from the excellent work the lads turn out.

Several of them are each at the present time turning out 1500, 1300, 1200

and over 1000 first-class grafts a day. Under the same efficient guidance

they learn the practical viticultural and horticultural work. In all branches
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they take their part, and very rarely is a complaint made of indifferent

service or indolence. They take a pride in their woik, and their immediate
supervisor while at outside work speaks well of their efforts.

The dairv branch, which has e\oked considerable praise from \isitors, is

managed bv two lads under the expert supervision of Mr. P. R. Brooke,

the farm manager, who also instructs the students in practical husbandry.
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General educational facilities are also granted, and the boys are en-

couraged in every possible way to liecome \vell -equipped for their after life.

The education and supervision of the lads during the evenings are under-

taken by Mr. Geoffrey Egg, House Master ; and no one better fitted in tact

and attainments for this onerous and responsible position could well be
found.

Do the lads appreciate all that is bting done for them? Perhaps not
now. Gratitude is never a g'lut in the market anywhere ; but, judging from
letters received from " old boys," gratitude is aroused and appreciation ex-

pressed, when the value of their training shows itself in after life.

Moral Improvement.

An important feature of the institution is the endeavour to uplift the

lads and form their characters. The moral atmosphere bv which we try to

surround them begins to tell. The inculcation of the highest ideals, the

development of the best in character, quickly influence .some, more slowly
others, while a few seem unresporisive. Generally, however, the improve-
ment is noticeable. The boy will soon look you for the first time straight

NURSERY BUILDINGS, WAHGUNYAH.

in the face. The evolution of the " man " has begun. The one who for-

merly went about his work listlessly or sullenly, regarding it as drudgery,

now takes a pride in it. He rapidly picks up new mediods and intelli-

gently employs them. The aptitude that might have developed him into a

skilful pickpocket is turned to nobler ends, and a skilled and intelligent

workman is in the making.

Too much praise cannot l)e given to the members of the Rutherglen
Mini-sters' Association, who regularly visit the College and conduct services.

Their splendid voluntary help is greatly appreciated.

Entertainments are frequently provided. We are under lasting obliga-

tions to many friends who provide interesting and instructive evenings in

the form of lectures, concerts, and general entertainments. These brighten

up the boys' lives materially. We have an excellent lantern, and this is

frequently called into requisition to provide instruction or amusement, or

both. Without fear of contradiction, we can assert that no lads are better

looked after, or catered for, physically, morally or mentally, than the

wards of the State at the Viticultural College.

There are unbounded possibilities for these lads. Many are doing well

in various parts. As soon as a boy's time is up, a position is secured for
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him, and as far as possible touch is kept with him after he has left the

College. Letters are regularly received from a number who are proud to

correspond with the principal of their old school, and who express their

appreciation of the help they received there—help that has equipped them
for their present positions. Of course, of some but little is heard. If they

are grateful thev do not express it ! One mother writes to thank us heartilv

for what we have done, and says of her son that through our training " he
is all I could wish him to be." Another mother writes: "I am very

thankful to the State for their kind attention tO' my son." An employer
who had a boy from us says : "A is doing vtTv well, being steadv and
reliable. He show's in many marked wavs the results of the careful and
methodical training he has received." Perhaps a better tribute even than
this is an application from the same district for a similar bov. Manv
other letters might be quoted did space permit.

It is gratifying to know' that so many influential persons take a keen
interest in the work here. Our visitors include His Excellency Lord North-
cote, late Governor-General ; and His Excellency Sir Reginald Talbot, for-

mer State Governor. \\'e have also been favoured with \isits from Ministers

of the Crown, members of the Federal and State Legislatures, and very

many Inter- State and other visitors. All have left on record their ap-

preciation of the work in hand.
Though the work is extremely difficult and anxious, vet we are greatlv

encouraged by the successes achieved, and buoyed up bv the fact that everv
officer of the Agricultural Department gives us appreciative and .sympa-

thetic support. Though much has been done, vet much more remains to

be accomplished. We have by no means reached our ideals, which we pur-

po.sely raised high. The "public mav be assured that there will be no
relaxation of efforts ; but that this work, having been once taken in hand,
will not be allowed to drop while we have with us the "bov problem " as

represented in the ranks from whirli we draw our students.

COLLEGE MILKING .SHED AND SILO.
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THE FRUIT EXPORT TRADE TO THE UNITED KINGDOM
AND EUROPE.

Review of Season, 1909.

Ernest Mcckiug, Inspector under the Commerce Act.

The average result of last season's export of fresh fruit, like that of

the preceding year, is unfortunately one in which realization has fallen

considerably below anticipation. Prior to the commencement of the season,

everything seemed to justify the telief that a larger quantity of fruit

would be exported than had' been shipped during any previous year, and

that prices would probably equal those obtained in 1907. The former

expectation wa.s fully realized, as the quantity shipped was far in excess

of that ever l^efore sent forward, and exceeded last year's exports by no

less than 98,340 cases. The figures for the two years are as follows :—
1908 ... 8^,856 cases.

I

1909 ... 181,196 cases.

The belief that high prices would be obtauied was unfortunately not

borne out by results, as these were far from satisfactory.

The figures quoted above speak in more eloquent terms than any which

it is possible to convey to paper, of the pluck and determination of our

exporters who stuck to the business despite their experiences of the pre-

vious year. Even the hardiest, however, must perforce quit the business

unless the odds against them are much shortened. Many growers, traders

and others who came into the trade with the intention of staying, and who
risked capital, labour and time in the enterprise, make no secret of the

fact that they are thoroughly disheartened, and openly state their intention

of discontinuing unless some of the disabilities under which the trade at

present labours are removed. The pity of it all is that the chief sufferers

are those men who, by the hard work, in season and out, incidental to the

occupation of fruit raising, make the export of fruit possible. However
unsatisfactory the condition in which the growers' products arrive on the

market, and however low the prices they receive, the charges on those

products (freight, commission, &c,), like the laws of the Medes and the
Persians, are unalterable. Above all, these are always exacted even if

tho.se who collect them are largelv responsible for the unsatisfactorv
results.

It is not overstating the case to say that the fate of this trade, which
within the past nine years has increased over 1,500 per cent., is now
trembling in the balance. Another knock similar to those it has received

during the past two years would in all probabilitv give it its quietus.

Even without such a contingency the checks already received will, perhaps,
give it a serious set back. It is much to be feared, however, that future

seasons nill witness a repetition of the disasters which have occurred, unless

attempts are made to abolish many of the causes which render the export

of fruit an unprofitable business. This article will attempt to show that

some of these causes at least are preventable, and will endeavour to [Xjint

out the methods by which such prevention may be effected.

The chief objects at which the fruit exporter should aim in order to

make his business successful are to place his fruits on the market at the

lowest practicable cost, and to obtain the highest possible prices. The
principal items which make up the total cost in fruit exporting are,

materials (cases, wrappers, &c.), labour, rail and boat freights, wharfage,
commission, &c. These charges, in conjunction with deterioration of fruit
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during transit and inefficient methcds of placing the fruit on the market,
are the chief factors in narrowing tiie margin of profit a\ailable to the

exporter. The freight at present charged is 65s. per ton (40 cubic feet

measurement per ton). This works out at a1x)ut is. lod. per case. In
comparing these rates with those charged on other products—butter, meat,
and rabbits—and taking into consideration the relative values of the dif-

ferent products, we find that they are very high—butter 2s. per case, meat
^d. per 11).. ralibits is. yd. per crate.

It mav be argued, in extenuation of the higher rate charged for fruit,

that this product, bv reason of its susceptibility to fluctuations in tem-

pyerature, recjuires much more care and attention than other perishable

products. This is in a large measure true; but it is not true to the extent

that is popularly believed. It is usually thought, for example, that if

the temjjerature falls below 7,2 degrees Fahr., irreparable injury will occur

to the fruit. According to experiments carried out locally, and by the

results of tests in the United States of America, fruit may be kept for

a long period at tem{>eratures i or even 2 degrees lower than the one men-
tioned, and, provided the temperature is not permitted to rise too rapidly,

no injury will occur. At what exact temperature the moisture contained
in fruit cells will freeze has not been definitely determined; but it appears
certain that it is below 31 degrees Fahr. It is not safe, however, to store

fruitr^below this temperature. Fruit may be refrigerated until it is

covered with frost ; but, provided it is allowed to defrost and is not

lushed from the freezer into a temperature manv degrees higher, no in-

jurious effect will result. The writer has made experiments with apples,

oranges and pears stored at a temperature of 29 degrees Fahr. for six

weeks and in every instance when the temj^erature was permitted to rise

slowly to 40 degrees Fahr., the fruit kept its colour and remained in a
marketable condition. The reverse was the case when the fruit was at

once removed into a higher temperature. When this was done, discoloura-

tion took place rapidlv, rendering the fruit quite unmarketable in a few
hours. According to Bulletin Xo. 48 of the Department of Agriculture,

U.S.A., this is explained by the fact that when fruit is frozen, the cell

moisture is withdrawn into the intercellular spaces. When the fruit is

thawed slowly, the cell has sufficient time to regain its moisture; but if

thawed too quickly the cells cannot regain the water with sufllicient rapidity.

It therefore remains in the intercellular spaces and disappears by evapora-
tion. The cells then collapse for want of moisture and so perish.

Among the fruits mentioned as having been locally experimented with,

were some oranges in a fairly adxanced stage of decay from the effects

of either Penciltum digitainiu, or /''. glaucnm ; and some apples badly
affected with Bitter Pit. On removal, after some six weeks at 29 degrees
Fahr.. Ix)th oranges and apples were in much the same condition as when
placed in the chamber, the decay caused by the diseases having made but

slow progress. Within a few hours after lemoval, however, the oranges
were completely decayed and the apjiles were in a, like condition within

three days. It seems a fact, therefore, that moulds and decav from what-
ever cause arising (including Bitter Pit) develop with exceeding slowness
at temperatures in the immediate vicinity of the freezing }X)int of water;
but advance with proportionate rapidity for each degree of temperature
above the one mentioned. This is probably the chief reason whv our fruits

arrive at their destination so badlv decayed through the effects of Bitter

Pit developed during transport, as the records given at the head of

the shipments quoted in the following list show that fruit w-as carried
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in most instances at temperatures far higher than those which experiment

has demonstrated to be the most suitable for retarding the advance of

decay.

The few facts above quoted of course traverse but a small portion

of the problem connected with the successful transix)rt of fruit. The
growers and exporters themsehes in man\ instances may not be whollv

free from blame in the matter of their fruits arriving on the oversea markets
in an unsaleable condition. The prevalence of Bitter Pit does not alto-

gether account for the large p>ercentage of decay which occurs. Much of

this is undoubtedly due to injuries which occur to the fruit during its

pre-shipment handling. The want of up-to-date methods in cooling fruit

prior to shipment, caused by lack of cool storage accommodation in the

various fruit-growing centres, and the dearth of ice car transport on the

rail, must also bear their share of the responsibility. However, the fact

that Bitter Pit development " en vovage " does largelv take place, and that

its presence in our fruit is the chief cause of decav during transport, seems
quite established. Therefore, the matter of transporting fruits at lower
temperatures than hitherto should receive prompt attention by the various

shipping companies. The discovery of a remedy for Bitter Pit may not
eventuate for years ; but, in the meantime, its evil effects on our fruit

export trade may tie greatly mitigated by adopting the practices outlined
above.

A pleasing feature of this season's trade has been the large increase
in the export of cases manufactured from locally-grow^n hardwood timber.
These cases, besides giving local employment to many timber getters, saw-
millers and others, possess the additional recommendations of costing but
little more than half the price of soft-wood cases and being in some respects

more efficient as they afford better protection from external pressure and
injury by reason of their greater rigidity. The following are the relative

quantities of the two kinds of cases exported :
—

Hard-w^ood cases

Soft-wood cases

These figures include cases exported to South Africa and other oversea
countries not mentioned in this report.

00^

Variety of Fruit.

Prices Realized.

*i
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Variety of Fruit.

Per Oroya (London), sailed 23ra February.

(Arrived in not very good condition. Many
apple? spotted and soft. Pears were good.

Temperature, 38 to 55 de2r<^es.)

Apples.
Adams' Pearmain 114 11

Allan Bank .

.

2 ' 9 6

American Mother .

.

5 10 6
Annie Elizabeth . . 79 11 6

Cleopatra . . 954 12 6

Cox's Orange Pippin 79 15 6

Dumelow's Seedling 117 15 6

Esopus Spitzenberg 4 12 6

Jonathan .

.

1,783 12 6

King of Pippins . . 9 10

London Pippin . . 271 10 6

Lord Wolseley . . 19 7 6

MuUer's Spitzapfel 17 9 6

Munroe's Favourite 709 13 6 7 9

Perfection .. 6 10 10

Pomme de Neige .

.

62 9 6 9 3

Prince Bismarck .. 81 10 7 3

Purity .. .. 12 8 6 8 6

Reinette de Canada 210 9 6

Ribston Pippin .. 128 11 6 7

Rome Beauty .

.

244 10 7

Rymer .. .. 68 9 7

Scarlet Nonpareil .

.

24

Pears.
Beurre Clairgeau .

.

1 24
Beurre de Anjou . . 33 24
Beurre de Capi
aumont . . 6 10

Beurre Diel .

.

1
1
19 6

Broom Park . . 9 13

Napoleon

.

5 13

Uvedale's St. Ger-

main
Vicar of Winkfield

10 6
9 6

10 6
9 3

7

10
9

12 6
8 3
9 9
8 3
7 6

12 6
11
12 6
11 6

9 11

9 ()

7 6
9 6
9 5

10
9 5

9 3
8 6

9 2

9 6

24
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Varietv of Fruit.

Prices Realized.

Hoover .

.

Hubbardston's Xon-
such

Jonathan
London Pippin
Xuscombe's
Munroe's Favourite
Newtown Pippin .

.

Perfection
Pomme de Neige .

.

Prince Bismarcl< .

.

Purity
Keinette de Canada
Rome Beauty
Rymer
Scliroeder
Statesman
Sturmer . .

Stettin Rouge
Stone Pippin
Wellington
Winter Strawberry

Pippin
"Various .

.

Pears.
Reurr6 Bosc
Broom Park
Eyewood . .

A'icar of Winkfleld

53
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Variety of Fruit,

Prices Realized.

Variety of Fruit.

Per Hector (Loudou), sailed lOtli April.

(Fruit excellent. Temperature, 40 degrees.)

Ben,Davis

Cleopatra
Esopus Spitzenberg
E.xporter
French Crab
Jonathan
London Pippin
Melon Pippin
Merritfs Pearmain
Munroe's Favourite
Newtown Pippin .

.

Rome Beauty
Rymer
Scarlet Nonpareil .

.

Schroeder
Statesman
Stone Pippin
Sturmer .

.

Winter Strawberry
Wolselev

1
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shire, Lancashire, and the northern counties of England, totalling

in all atxjut 10.000,000 inhahitants. It is, hesides, conveniently

situated for trade with Scandinavia, Russia, Denmark and other

North European countries. An estimate of its capabilities as a fruit im-

porting centre may be obtained from the fact that during the summer
months only of 1905, 20,000 tons of soft fruits and 80,000 tons of hard
fruits were distributed through the North of England from this port.

Hull, however, is onlv one of manv other distributing centres awaiting

our exploitation.

SHERRY: ITS MAKING AND REARING.

F. dc Castclla, Governwcut Viticitlturist.

{Coniiuucd from page 583).

The "Soi,et?a'' Svste:\i.

We have already seen in connexion with the making of Sherrv,
several notable departures from ordinar\ wine-making methods but it is

in its rearing—in the curious method by which the young wine is trans-

formed into the finished commercial article—that even greater differences

are to be found. This method must now be described.

Clarets, Hecks and most other wines, though they mav differ in the
treatment they receive in the early stages of crushing and fermentation,
are, after racking from their lees, allowed to mature spontaneously, the
treatment thev receive being limited to ordinarv cellar care, filling up,
occasional rackings, &c. With Sherrv it is entirelv different, far this

wine is truly reared according to a methcdical process which may be termed
the solera system—a method peculiar to Jerez and the neighbouring dis-

tricts of San Lucar and Montilla.

Solera is the name given in Spain to a series of butts of Sherry in

process of maturation, so conducted as to provide for progressive frac-

tional blending, thus insuring the continued production of a wine of even
type in spite of differences which may occur between the produce of suc-

cessive vintages. In other old world wine districts, wines of different

vintages are, as a rule, matured before being blended (if thev are blended
at all). Wines reared as at Jerez, on the other hand, cease to belong to

any particular vintage once they enter a solera.

A solera consists of a series of stages, each of which comprises a

number of butts of about 115 gallons capacitv. The finished wine is ob-

tained from the final stage, from which not more than one quarter of

the contents of each b^jtt is withdrawn at a time. This deficiency is

made good from the stnge immediately preceding, and so on right through
the series, down to the youngest stages, withdrawals from which are re-

placed with young wine. The wine is thus slowly moved forward through
the series, several years elap.sing before it reaches the final stage from
which it is withdrawn in its finished state, after having been largely

blended during the process witli the older wines with which it became
mixed in the process.

This will le better understood on reference to the diagram represent-

ing a simple fnrm of solera—one consisting of 50 butts divided into five

stages, each of which is of to butts. p'or the sake of clearness, each
stage here constitutes a row of casks. mirk-d resnectivelv with a Roman
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numeral. We will suppose that tliis solera has been in working order for

a good many years. Withdrawals of finished wine are made from stage
I., whilst additions of young wine are made to stage V.* When it is

desired to withdraw the finished wine, this is syphoned out of each butt of
the final stage (No. I.), care being taken to disturb neither surface film

nor lees. The quantit\ taken is limited to one quarter of the contents
of each butt at any one time. The usual capacity of each butt is about 115
gallons, but as they are always ullaged they would contain, on an aver-

age, about 100 gallons of wine. Twenty-five gallons having been with-

drawn from each butt of .stage L, the void is made good from stage II.,

an equal quantity of wine (25 gallons) being withdrawn from each butt
for the purpo.se. Stage II. is replenished in like manner from stage III.,

this in turn receives its quota from stage IV., which is replenished from
stage v., the youngest in this particular solera. Stage V. is replenished,
either with young wine or with wine of one or more years old which has
l>een kept as an anada. Two withdrawals are made from the final .stage

during the year, at each of wliich the wine is moved forward throughout
the whole svstem.

DIAGRAM TO ILLUSTRATE A SOLERA.

Without going into elatorate calculations it is easy to understand what

an extremely complex blend the wine withdrawn from stage I. must neces-

sarily be. No portion of the final blend could consist of wine of less

than 5^ years' old, whilst the average age would loe still greater for it

would contain portions of every wine which had ever gone into the solera

since its first establishment.

The efficiencv of such a svstem in order to secure the production of

an even type of wine, year in and year out. is obvious. The svstem

is \erv widelv applied in the Jerez bodegas. All wines except those few

which are kept as anadas and some other exceptional ones, are reared

in soleras; nor is the s\ stem confined to wine, for brandy (Cognac

Jerezano, as it is termed) and vinegar are treated on exactly similar lines.

Our illustration has been designed in order to help to explain the

system, for which rea.son the butts have been placed in methodical order.

In reality, the different stages may be distributed in any manner which

mav suit the convenience of the cellar manager and not arranged in any

definite order as has been necessary in a explanatory diagram. Each
butt liears such marks and numbers as may best fncilitate its identifica-

tion and that of the stage and solera to which it belongs.

It is not alone in order to secure uniformitv, however, that this com-

plex method has been evolved. Its greatest advantage, and the proliable

reason for its first adoption, is that it renders possible the utilization of

* When this solera was first est;il)lishod rach stage re)iresentcd a particular viiitajre, but v\itli cnntimnl
lileiidiii^ these have long since lost tlicir priiiiitive sisrnificance.
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the flor film, indispensable fox the evolution of fino wines, without the

risk of acetification which would no doubt occur if every cask had to

develop separately. The peculiar nature of the flor organism and its

relationship to the ferment of vinegar will be referred to in detail pre-

sently. It will suffice here to say that once the wine is covered with a

film,' it is, so long as this remains healthv and vigorous, protected fioiu

[;ecoming pricked. Tliough high class sherries are almost exclusively

solera wines, it is only in lino .soleras that the flor film is present on the

surface of the wine.

Olorosos and older wines which have become too strong for the growtli

of flor, such as amontillados, still continue to develop in soleras, though

thev are subjected to somewhat different treatment.

It thus follows that there are great differences between the different

.soleras in a given bodega in man\ fundamental respects. The cast'

illustrated above, with five stages of ten casks each, is a very simple

one chosen for purposes of illustration. Some soleras consist of as man\

as thirteen stages and even more. The enhanced price at which such a

wine must be sold in order to leave any profit is obvious. Even in tne

case of our- five stage solera, the amount of stock necessary for its proper

working is considerable. Admitting two removals per annum of 25 gallons

from each butt of stage i, this would give us only 500 gallons per

annum from a stock of 5,000 gallons. In the case of soleras with more
than five stages, the stock which must be kept is correspondingly in-

creased. The loss bv evaporation, interest, &c., is considerable, hence it

is that solera wines can never he reared at a cheap price.

JNIanagement of Soleras.

From what I was able to see during my brief visit the following

points seem to be of greatest importance^

Cai-e is taken in making withdrawals and additions, to- distm-b neither

lees nor film. For the former purpose, a copper syphon, of ordinar\-

type, is used which draws the wine from about the centre of the but*-.

For replenishing (^osea?- in (Spanish)

a special appliance, is employed

figured ill our illustration This

consists of a slightly carved copper

tube of sufficient length to pene-

trate deeply into the butt. A
flange at the upper extremity

enables it to hang freely from the

bung-hole. A funnel fits into the

upper part. The lower portion is

pierced witli lateral holes tiirougli

which additions find their way

quietly into t)ie hulk of the wine

in the cask without appreciable agi-

tation. A withdrawal from any

given butt of an intermediate stage

is not fed bodily into tlie corre-

sponding butt of the next stage but

is distributed evenly among idl the

butts of which it "consists, thus insuring complete and atrtomatic blending

and complete uniformity in all the butts of any given stage. To refer to our

diagram, suppo.se, for example, 25 gallons have been withdrawn from

appliance used to rkpllnish

(rosear) solera butts.
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butt 6 of stage 111. ; instead of thi.s wine being fed into butt 6 of stage
II., it is distributed evenly throughout the whole of stage II.

—

2\ gallons

to each butt, and so on with each butt of each stage in succession. All
transfers being made with the syphon and bucket, this seemingly compli-
cated distribution is made eas\— far more so than it rnuld be were cellar

pumps in general use.

It may happen, from some reason or another, that an individual butt

of a solera should become faultv. Its contents, in their forward march,
would contaminate the next stage of the series. Frequent tasting is neces-

sary to guard against such a contingency and to insure that all are in

good order. Should a faultx cask be discovered.—as occasionallv, though
rarely happens—it is immediately withdrawn and a clean butt substituted

for it which is filled with w'ine. withdrawn in equal ijuantitv from the

other butts of the same st:ige. The butts of a solera are ne\er ouite

full ; the amount of ullage varies according to the nature of the wine,

being greatest in the case of fino soleras which require more air in order

that flor may thrive—usuallv this varies between J and 1-20 of the total

bulk of the cask.

BOTTLING ESTABLISliMLNT OF MESSRS. DIEZ HERMANOS.

Sulphur is but little u.sed in Jerez in connexion with the handling of

the wine, though empty casks are sulphured in the ordinary way in (irder

to keep them sweet. 1Miis is not astonishing, seeing that the presence

of sulphurous acid, or any other antiseptic, would hinder the develop-

ment of flor.

Elasticitv of tme System.

The simple form of soh-ra represented in 'lur diagram must not he

looked upon as a definite ty|)e universally adopted. In reality, they varv

verv considerablv in constitution, arrangement and manngement. The svs-

tem allows a very great measure of elasticity—the different .stages, even

of a given solera, do not necessarily consist of the same number of butts.
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The system permits of maintaining a very even standard notwithstanding

a variable output. Should the demand for the wine of a given solera

become more active, the wine.> of earlier stages are pushed forward more

rapidlv. When the trade is dull their progress is slower. Sometimes the

number of stages mav be increased or diminished according as trade

is slack or brisk. There is no absolute rule and each cellar manager
deals with his soleras according as he thinks best, or as the demands of

trade may dictate.

Some soleras consist of only a few stages, sa\ five, such as the one

represented in the diagram or even less, others, again, may number as many

as thirteen or fourteen. There is no rule or limit. With the rate of

progression of the wine, likewise. The maie usual way is for two with-

drawals a year to be made, each consisting ci one-fourth of the contents

of each butt of the final stage. The ensuing replenishments cause the

annual moving forward of one-half of the contents of every butt through-

out the whole series. In some bodegas the progression is made four times

a year, one-eighth of the contents of the individual butts going forw^ard

at each operation. These are matters of detail to be decided bv the

manager of the bodega.

It occasionally happens that wine is withdrawn, for sale, from dif-

ferent .stages of a solera, the value being determined by the stage from

which it was drawn. Such procedure is by no means general, nor is it

considered good policv. The best managers adhere to the rule of only

withdrawing from the final .stage. It thus follows that, in the best

bodegas, any given solera is entirelv devoted to the production of one,

strictly limited type of wdne, which is the wine to be found in the final

stage of that particular solera. The number of different soleras to be
found in any of the larger bodegas is thus verv numerous. Some produce
very expensive wines; others, cheaper wines, but each solera .should turn

out one class of wine and one only.

Names of Sheeries.

Sherries are thus known by the name of the solera from which they

are drawn and in which they have been reared, rather than by that of

a vineyard (vintage is quite out of the question) as is usual with other
wines. The names given to Sherries are usuallv arbitrary and some-
times very fanciful. We have seen (p. 516) that Sherries can be divided
into several main types—Fino, oloroso, amontillado, &c. Each type can
in turn, include many soleras. To take the wines of two of the lead-

ing firms, we find such names as Tio Pepe (Uncle Joe), Amorosa. Tula
(name of a vineyard). Matusalem (an allusion to its great age). A.B..
N.T., &c., figuring in the usual trade reports.

Practically the totality of the best wines are solera wines—cheaper

sorts are blends of these with wines of neighbouring localities.

Solera or Criadera.

Hitherto, for simplicity's sake, we have confined ourselves to the

former of the above terms. The second, which is of constant occurrence

in Jerez, must now be explained. The two expressions are, at least at

the present day, to some extent synonymous, although not entirelv so.

In former times, the term Criadera was applied to the earlier stages of

the series in which the wine is reared. It is, in reality, the more logical

term of the two, meaning, as it does, a breeding or rearing place, whereas
solera means the last or lowest row of the series—the final stage which
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is resting on the ground (literally foundation or base). Strictly speak-

ing, the term Solera should be limited to the final stage from whicn ihe

finished wine is withdrawn. The others are all Criaderas; yet the term

solera has gradually come to be applied to the whole system of sherry

rearing.

In some bodegas the whole series is divided into two groups, the

younger stages being known as Criaderas and the older as Soleras. A de-

finite line of demarcation can scarcely be drawn between the two and
in order to avoid confusion it will be best to confme ourselves the the use

of the word solera.

Different Types of Soleras.

We have seen that all Sherries can be divided into several main groups,

each of which ma^' embrace a considerable number of different wines. In

a general way, certain peculiarities, both as regards character and special

methods of treatment, belong to each group in addition to the broad lines

of solera management already described. We can thus distinguish between
the following :—

Fino Soleras.—These constitute the largest group, the one which em-
braces the wines most in demand at the present day. They are clearly

distinguished from other groups by the presence of the flor film. This,

with its power of developing the curious, characteristic etheral flavour,

could scarcely be methodically worked by any other than the solera

method. Were it necessary for each cask to develop its own film, uni-

formity would be most difficult to obtain, and the risk of casks turn

ing out badly very considerablv increased, for it is before the film has

become properlv established that there is danger of acetification. Pro-

tected, as the wine afterwards is, by a complete film this danger dis

appears. Once thoroughlv formed, this remains almost unchanged, lie

ing sufficiently elastic to adapt itself to the changes of level caused by

withdrawals and additions or the slight disturbance caused by the

drawing of a sample.

The amount of ullage in the casks is rather less than with the previous

one-tenth of the contents of the cask. The entry of air is fairly free.

In some bodegas, the bung-hole is closed with a small china cap placed

over it; in others, it is loosely closed with a large cork sufficient to

prevent the entry of insects.

A curious feature in connexion with this group is that the wine in

the youngest stages sometimes api^ears to be rather out of condition,

especially after addition of younger wine. The trouble is only transitory

and as it moves forward into more advanced stages it regains its bright-

ness and develops the character peculiar to the type.

Oloroso Soleras.—These differ mainly from finos by the absence of

flor. The slight, dark coloured film usually present on their surface is

probably composed of sub.stances thrown out of solution by exposure to

air—it is not organized in any way. The alcoholic strength of these

wines is usually over 27 pe^r cent, proof, a point above which the growth

of flor is not possible.

The amount of ullage varies somewhat. On an average, it is about

group. I'he a.bsence of flor renders a lesser amount of air in each cask

sufficient.

In the case of these wines, the solera system appears to be applied

rather on account of the automatic blending and uniformity of product

than for any other reason.
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Amontillado Soleras.—We have already seen that an Amontillado \vine

is one which was originally a fmo but which has entered on the second

period of its development. This second period is, however, passed in a

different solera to the first. Soleras generally are designed, and so con-

ducted, that the wine in the butts of the final stage is all that that par-

ticular solera is expected to produce. Amontillado soleras are therefore

recruited from fino ones, and onlv from the best of these, which alone are

able to stand the long maturation necessary for the evolution of the amon-
tillado character. Amontillados are thus, necessarily, high priced wines

—more especiallv as in their case the number of stages is usually consider-

able, for their evolution is slow.

Amontillado soleras are devoid of flor. Bv the time the wine is fit to

go into them it has increased in strength to such an extent that its growth

is no longer possible.

BRANDY DISTILLERY OF MESSRS. GONZALEZ BYASS AND CO.

Composite Soleras.—Manv of the large Jerez houses conduct soleras

destined to the turning out of a complex wine (as distinguished from the

usual blend of finished wines made just before shipment) ; for example, the

wine sold under the name of Noe by Gonzalez Byass and Co.—a verv ex-

pensi\'e wine.

Of course, in this category, almost any combination is possible; it

depends entirely upon the judgment of the cellar manager. These com-
posite soleras might really be termed " soleras of soleras " as the Avine

going into the youngest stage is usually a blend of varying quantities of
final stage wines from other different soleras. It is for these that the
exceedingly old aiiadas, bitter and brown, but of great character and
f5a\'Ouring power, come in most useful. A small proportion of one of such
wines usually forms part of the wine used to rosear the first stage. Some-
times a little very old Vino de Color and also some s.weet Pedro Ximenez
also find their way into the blend. These composite soleras are usually
of few stages—three or four as a rule. They are devoid of flor and onlv
serve to automatically blend and secure thorough amalgamation and even
type in a blend of wines already matured by long sojourn in other soleras.
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The Fungus Film.

The fact that flor could be allowed to grow on the surface of wine on
ullage, without risk of acetification, came to me as a contradiction of my
previous wine-making experience. How was it, for example, that the

presence of flor or flowers on the surface of the wine, which I had been
ahva\s taught to look ui)nn as a faulty condition;, fraught with grave

danger, was one of the leading features of sherry rearing—of fino wines

at least. Since my return to Australia the same question has been put to

me rei:)eatedl\'. How is it that the wine does not become pricked? A
complete answer is given bv a study of the life hi.story of the organism of

the ordinary flowers of wine, M vcodenna vini.*

On my return to Montpellier after having visited Spain, I had a mosr

interesting conversation with Professor Bouffard, Director of the CFno-

logical Laboratory, at the Montpellier College, to whom I asked this very

question. For reply he referred me to the chapter of Pasteur's Studies on

'Wine which deals with acetification.

MVCODERMA VINI AND MVCODERMA ACETI (aFTER PASTEUr).

In the neighbouriKX}d of Arbois, in the French Jura district, it has for

generations been customary not to fill up certain wines, but to rel\- upon

the protection afforded by the layer of flowers, or Mycodcrnia vini, which

freely grows on their ullaged surface. Pasteur proved for the first time,

that so long as this organism exists in a state of purity and finds condi-

tions suitable for its active growtli, acetification does not take place;

Mycodernia viui absorbs nxvgen so eiiergcticall) that in the words of

Pasteur—
''This rKiuicl (wine), even freely exposed in conlait with air cannot dissolve the

slightest tr.ice of oxygen if it be covered with a film of Mycodernia vini."

* The exact nature of ttie flnr orjranis 11 is not olear. Whrther none other than common MiifadcniKi

rhii, which it resembles exactly wlirn seen iiniler the iiiicroscolie (!=ee ill\ist lat'nii) or an allieil oriranisiii lias

not yet been decided.
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The relative properties of Mycoderma aceti (the vinegar ferment) and

M. villi (flowers of wine) are dealt with at length by Pasteur whose descrip-

tion on page 103, Etudes sur le vinaigre, throws mueh light on the subject.

Should Mvcoderma vini develop exclusively no harm is done to the result-

ing wine—its presence prevents the develojjment of Mycoderma aceti, and

causes the wine to remain sound. The plate (adapted from Pasteur's

\\ork on vinegar) will enable an idea to be formed of the appearances of

these two organisms so widely different in the products they give rise to, as

well as in their appearance under the microscope.

Strange to say, Mycoderma vini has, since Pasteur's remarkable studies,

received but little attention at the hands of authorities on wine-making.

In French viticultural literature it ligures as a di.sease organism, being

incapable of doing much harm, it is usually dismissed wath brief attention.

Writers upon the subject consider it powerless to do harm. It is held to

turn the alcohol of the wine into water and carbonic acid and the onlv

effect it is said to have on the wine is to give it a flat taste {gout d'event).

Such action is in marked contrast with the action of the flor film present

in Jerez and the extraordinary transformation it brings about in flavour and

character of the wine. Such contrast prompts one to ask if the flor film of

Jerez is reallv the same organism as the ordinary flo'wers of wine, or if it

be an entirely different organism. At the present moment, this question

cannot lit- properly decided.

Pasteur and other writers admit that there are several different varieties

of Mycoderma vini. It is highly probable, therefore, in \iew of the very

special flavour developed ,by the organism in the bodegas of Jerez, that it

is a special varietv which constitutes the film on the fino soleras—a special

variety, however, of the ordinary M vcoderma vini which is influenced in the

same way bv the same variation in the conditions under which it grows as

the common form studied by Pasteur.

Pasteur's memoir on Acetic Fermentation throws so much light on the

relative action of the two organisms and on their behaviour, when lioth

are present at the same time, that those interested in this little studied

question are referred to it, especially to paragraph IX. on Mycoderma
aceti considered as a parasite on Mycoderma vini. After dealing wdth the

results of the simultaneous presence of the two organisms in the same
liquid, he points out how, in certain cases, the M. vini can decompose the

acetic acid produced by M . aceti so that the percentage of acid in the

liquid may not increase. He concludes in the following terms :—
" As soon as, by any circumstance whatever, Mycoderma vini, so frequently

(present) on the surface of fermented Hquids when they are exposed to air, happens
to lose its vitality, if, for example, food suitable to it is missing, mycoderma aceti

invades it after the manner of a parasite living on it and alongside of it, assimi-

lating its substances, burning a portion of them bv reason of the same faculty which
makes of this Mycoderma an agent of partial or total combustion of alcohol and of
acetic acid."*

This throws light on facts that had been obser^ed since earliest an-

tiquity.

He quotes Pliny as proof that even ancient writers had given this in-

teresting question attention. Plinv says :

—

" White flowers of wine are a good omen, red a bad, unless that be the colour

of the wine."

* Pasteur remarks, in a footnote (p. 23): "The physical aspect of the flowers (film) changes witli

its purity, and one can, as it were, connect this aspect with its nature and its action on tlie wine."
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Paccotet, in his recent work on wine-making,* resumes the lite history
of Mycoderma very concisely as follows :

—

" Mycoderma vini .... forms on the surface of the liquid white films
which thicken, become wrinkled, and are submerged with difficulty

Several varieties exist This plant burns up alcohol, which it transforms
into water and carbonic acid without intermediate product. In the cask, the carbonic
acid thus produced fills the vacuum in the cask and protects the wine against the
development of the Mycoderma, so that flowers of wine are not to be feared in

the same way as Mycoderma aceti, of which nothing hinders the development since
it does not produce carbonic acid to interfere with the entrv of the air it needs."

Lengthy quotations are not possible. Those interested are referred

to the works of Pasteurf on wine, on vinega.r, and on beer. And also

to Semichon's more recent work on the diseases of wine, J a study of
which will show that the method of treating fino soleras insures the con-
tinued growth of a film of Mycoderma vini^ the presence of ^vhich in a

state of purity protects the wine from the development of M ycoderma aceti

and the acetification which would ensue. Needless to point otit, every

precaution must be taken to render the wine as suitable as possible for the

growth of the former to the exclusion of the latter. One point of import-

ance in this diref'tinn appears to be the use of veso or pla.ster in the first

making of the wine.

It is evident that the question is a complex, though a most interesting

one. well worthy of thorough scientific investigation. The results obtained
in Jerez in the .shape of the fine wines for which the district is famous are

the outcome of special methods arrived at empirically during centuries

of practice.
(jV, ^, concluded.)

SEED TESTS.

Alfred J. Eivart, D.Sc, Ph. D., F.L.S., Government Botanist and
Professor of Botany in the Melbourne University, and Bertha Rees,

Government Research Bursar.

Nearly the whole of the agricultural and garden seeds .sold in Victoria

are imported from abroad, and pass through the Customs mostly in large

bulk. The total numlDer of importations per week naturally varies at

different times of the year, but, on the whole, a^erages 10 to 20 per week.

According to the recent Commonwealth Quarantine Regulations, such seed

must be free from certain injurious weed seeds, and from the seeds of

various poisonous and parasitic plants. The total number of plants on

the prohibited list is nearly 100, which seems a large numl>er, but which

is really exceedingly small when compared with the 200,000 or 300,000

species of plants known to science.

I'he Customs Regulations include no provision as to the germination

value of imported seeds, and since the State has no Pure Seeds Act, it

is possible for seed to be imported and sold, which has totally lost the

power of germination. This is no fanciful case, but actually occurred

recently with an imported sample of Couch grass seed.

With very few exceptions, every civilized country has either a Pure

Seeds Act, or possesses seed testing establishments, where farmers, seeds-

men, and the public, can have seeds tested either free of cost or at a

nominal charge. The natural result is, that the poorest quality seeds will

tend to reach those countries Avhich are not protected in this way, and

* Paccotet— Vinificatiiin.

fVustenr—Kfuiics Kttr le Vin, FtydfH mir la Biere, M('moire s:tir ta fermentation aeeti<ive.

Semichon—Tmite des Maladies den Vins, 1905.
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since a single importation may represent the major part of a particular

kind of seed available for seasonal distribution in Victoria during a par-

ticular year, a seedsman may be compelled either to send his customers

seed of poor quality, or to cause them to lose a growing period, since

to order a fresh supply fiom Europe may take three or four months.

Some detailed information as to the character and quality of the seed

imported into Victoria was obviously highly desirable, and since no seed-

testing establishment exists in this State, the services of one of the Go-
\ernm-nt Research Bursars was utilized for this work, which, though
hardly pure research, is of considerable economic importance. The samples
were representative ones, forw-arded by the Customs authorities, and the

results seem to show that Victoria is either not receiving the best class

of seeds or else the seeds sent deteriorate considerably on ship-board.

The latter is quite possible when se*^ds are stored in a badly ventilated

hold along with a mixed cargo. In fact, many seeds are quite as perish-

able as meat, fruit, or butter, and require equal care in their carriage.

The most important points in preserving seeds are that thev should be
cool and dry and kept under as uniform conditions as possible.

In some cases, as, for instance, with pear seed, the exporter often packs
the seeds in charcoal, which keeps them dry and absorbs any injurious
gases from the hold of the ship, which might injure the seed. The char-
coal is subsequently removed on landing by sieving and rubbing the seeds,

but seeds that have been placed in charcoal can be recognised bv their

blackening the finger when it is passed through them. In manv cases,

such seed will give a better germination than imported ones, which have
not been packed in this way.

Very little is known as to the best ways of packing and transportmg
different seeds, but probably, investigation would reveal various wavs of
reducing the fall in geimination value of sensitive seeds during a long
sea voyage. In addition, it would probably be found that .seed from
certain countries stands the sea-voyage better than when derived from
other countries. This appears, for example, to be the case with the seeds
of carrots, parsnips, and some grasses. Naturally, exact data of this

kind would be of great value to the seedsman in determining the best
source from which to derive particular seeds.

It is to be regretted that so little pedigree seed is produced on a
comm.ercial scale in Victoria, that is to say, seed harvested from pure
strains kept true to type. There seems ample room for a considerable
local expansion of the seed industry in this direction, and there is no
cultivated plant whose seed could not be raised as well in Victoria as in

Euro])e. So long as we are dependent mainlv upon imported seed, the
difficulty of satisfactorily fulfilling all the needs of the Australian seed
market will be considerable, and the average germination value will not

be as high as it would be in the case of locally grown seed.

Unfortunately, in certain cases, farmers have attempted to place upon
the market the .screenings from grain crops as agricultural seed, simplv
because such .screenings contained a certain proportion of clover and other
fodder plants or of Meliloius and other plants useful for green m.anuring.
In one case, a sample of Rye grass submitted for sale contained 52 per
cent, of Melilotus farviflora, which, though useful for green manuring,
is hardly a good pa.sture plant, and 11 per cent, of wild oats. Tn another
case, a sample of Melilotus contained no less than 42 per cent, of weed
seeds, including 13 different kinds. In yet another sample, supposed to

be sold for green manuring, and consisting mainly of clovers, no less

than five proclaimed plants were present, including dodder.
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Such cases are apt to give locally grown seed a bad name, especially

when the wrong seed is sold under a particular name. Recently, the

seed of a troublesome weed, South African Wood Sorrel, was sold and
planted as Clover. Similarly, two years ago, large amounts of the seed

of a grass, EJirliarta lojigifiora, were .sold as Antliisiiria {Tliemeda)
avcnacea, the two grasses having quite different properties, the latter being

drought resistant, and much more valuable. Hence, it is not surprising

Xo find weeds suddenly appearing in new districts, which were previously

free from them, or to find that approximately one new plant e\erv two
months becomes naturalized in this State, and that most of these

naturalized alien plants are injurious weeds. As long ago as 1835
Darwin noted in A Naturalist' s Voyage Round the World, p- 513,
that " the common Dock is also widely disseminated (in New Zealand),

and will, I fear, for ever remain a proof of the rascality of an English-

man who sold the seeds for those of the Tobacco plant."
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Beta vulgaris (-AJani^t^l Wur;cel).— 100 fruits contained 220 seeds of

which 140 germinated; 8 per cent, fruits contained i seed; 72 per cent.,

2 seeds; 12 per cent., 3 seeds; and 8 per cent., 4 seeds. Of these, 17

fruits produced i seedling; 17 fruits, 2 seedlings; 5 fruits, 3 seedlings;

and 2 fruits, 4 seedlings.

Brassica oleracea (Cabbage).—Sample pure, but seeds very unevenly

ripened and varying in size from i to over 2 m.m.

Brassica rapa (Rape).—Sample jjure, but seeds \-aried from 1.5 to 2.5

m.m. in diameter.

Cannabis sativa (Hemp).— Seed clean and free from weed seeds, but

gave low germination result.

Cucnmis Melo (Musk Melon).—Excellent sample.

Cnmintim Cyminiim (Cumin).—A ver\- low germination value.

Cynodon Dactvlnn.—The result speaks for itself. This seed was

actuallv bought and planted by at least one pri\ate individual, but, of

course, without any result.

Cynosiirus cristatus (Crested Dog's Tail). Germinated verv irre-

gularlv ; 22 per cent, came up quickly; the remainder required from 3—

5

weeks in all. Manv of these would fail in the soil.

Dactylis glomerata (Cocksfoot).—Containing a few weed seeds, chiefly

a Composite {Crefis fatida,. Stinking Crepis). Verv slow in germinating,

and were kept in germinating chamber over 5 weeks.

Linum usitatissimum (LinseedV—Contained a number of weed .seeds,

includnig Convolvulus (Bindweed), Melilotus, Charlock and other

Crucifers.

Loliuin fercnne (Rye grass).—Being from New Zealand, this seed had

only been subjected to a short sea journey.

Pastinaca sativa (Parsnip).—Clean sample of seed, but containing about

16 ix*r cent, unfertile seeds. Kept in germination chamber for seven

weeks, when 13 seeds still remained ungerm.inated and undecayed. These

would be practically valueless as seed, owing to the excessive delay in

their germination, even if ultimately they formed seedlings.

P/ialaris canariensis (Canary seed).—Contained a number of weed

seeds, including Melilotus, two species of Polygonum, Charlock (Brassica

Sinafistruni) Johns-ton Grass (Andropogon halepensis), Ragweed
{Ambrosia art c i)iisi (1;folia) and Purple Cockle {Lychnis Githago).

Rheum (Rhul)arb).—Above the germination vabae. The only certain

local sample tested on the list.

Sesamum indiciim (Sesame).— Possibly intended for grain, not for seed.

Solarium Lycopersicum (Tomato).—Possibly a locally grown sample.

Trifolium Alexandrijvim (Egyptian Clover).—Contained a small

number of weed seeds, chieflv two forms of Composite and a species of

Dock.
Vigna sinensis (Cln\ Cow Peas).— 14 per cent, were hard seeds and

required treatment with strong sulphuric acid for one hour to make them

swell. Not a verv good sample, as seeds unevenly ripened and 5 per cent,

damaged.
Zea Mais (Pop Com).— 13 per cent. bad. Xo weed seeds present, but

the grains were nibbled by mice and pierced bv weevils.

From the foregoing list it can be seen that the largest number of

weeds were found in the seeds from India anrl Turkey. In only seven

ca.ses did the germination value exceed or come up to the limit usually

set for good seed. In five cases, the germination value was one-third of

what it should be, or even less. In a total of .se\enteen cases, the
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germination value was helow the proper percentage. In one case, the

germination value was nil; in another, 6; in a third, 7; and in a

tourth, 9 per cent. These cases, of course, would mean an absolute

failure of the crop, and a loss not merely of the value of the seed but

also of the money spent in preparing the ground, as well as the value of
the land during its enforced idleness. In addition, it must be remem-
bered that proper! v made tests in a germinator give higher values for seeds

than can be obtained in fields o,r gardens, .since the seeds are kept under
the be.st possible conditions, and are shielded from all external injurious

agencies

WOOD SORREL SOLD FOR CLOVp]R.

Alfred J. liicart, D.Sc, Ph.D., /'.L.S., Govcriimcnt Bolanr-l and
Professor of Botanv in the Melbourne University.

Whilst on a visit to Hamilton recently, Mr. Sevmour, Potato Expert,

was interviewed by a local farmer regarding a crop that was growing on

a small field on his property. The field in question w^as sown with

seed bought as Clover seed but at the time of inspection it was covered with
v.'hat was evidently a weed. Mr. Seymour forwarded a flowering specimen
to me and I have identified it as Oxalis cerrnia, Thunb., South African
Wood Sorrel. This plant, when in leaf, is sometimes mistaken for
clover. An English species of the same genus, Oxalis Acetosella, is sup-
posed to be the original Irish Shamrock, now usually represented by a
clover, Trifolium refe)is.

The Wood Sorrel is a naturalized alien which prefers slightly sour

soil and though it likes moisture, tides over drought by the aid of its

underground parts. These produce bulbils freely, and since the seed

is also abundant the plant spreads rapidly. Drainage and liming, fol-

lowed by manuring, and coupled with a scarifying of the surface, and
the encouragement of the larger pasture plants, are usually sufficient to

practicallv suppress it on pasture land infested bv it. On agricultural

land, clean cultivation and a season or two of root crops, potatoes or

leafv fodder crops are advisable. A year's fallowing, coupled with fre-

quent stirring of the soil in the hot weather 01 as often as any fresh

growth appears, is useful, provided the soil is not too light, in which case

it may waste. The plant readily spreads in again from roadsides, waste

places and the borrlers of fields if the.se are left foul. Although the

leaves are nutritious and have been used as a vegetable, they are too acid

to form good fodder and are usually untouched In stock.

The Wood Sorrel resembles Clover in the shape of its three leaflets

placed at the end of a long stalk, but the leaves are more fleshy and ha\e

a distinct acid taste. The flowers are large, each on a distinct stalk in a

loose clu.ster at the end of the upright flowering stem. In this species

they are yellow, but in other Wood Sorrels they are often pink or white.

The flowers of Clover are like \e.x\ small Pea flowers and are clustered

in dense heads, so that a child can distinguish i;etwe('n a true clover and
a wood sorrel.

A somewhat similar error has caused manv people to plant a useless

fodder plant in place of a u.seful one, in this case the error arising from
confusion in the popular names. In many cases Tagasaste {Cytisus proli-

ferus, L. var. alb/ts), which is often erroneously called the Tree Lucerne,
has been .sold and planted in place of the true Tree Lucerne, Medicago
arhorea.
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Tagasaste is oi some use as a rapidly growing shelter hedge, especially

on dry sandy soils, and bears white scented flowers. Like other species

of Cytisus, it is probably poisonous when continually eaten, and_ it can

often be seen how cattle and horses deliberately avoid it when grazing.

The Tree Lucerne (Mcdicago arhored), on the other^ hand, while it

can be used for hedges, is also a useful fodder plant. Cattle and horses

eat it readily, and it promotes the flow of vcXW, while being deep rooted

it is as resistant to drought as the ordinary lucerne, although being taller

it is more exposed. A clump of Tree Lucerne would be a useful stand-by

on anv farm where stock were kept and but little or no fodder stored, but

a clump of Tagasaste, the false Tree Lucerne, would be quite useless or

even dangerous to use for this purpose. Nevertheless, the confusion

between the two names is so great that the purchaser who asked for Tree

Lucerne would as likely as not receive Tagasaste, while the seedsman

who always supplied Medicago arbcrea when asked for Tree Lucerne would

often give his customers a fodder plant when thev merely des'red a shelter

hedge. This is one instance of the importance of precision in regard to

both the popular and the .scientific names of plants.

SPRTNCI MANAGEMENT OF BEES.

A'. BeiiJine, President Vietorian Apiarists^ Association.

{Coniinued from page 574.)

Whether it is preferable to allow natural swarming to take place, or to

practise what is generaly called artificial sw^arming, dejjends upon the

number of colonies of bees kept in one apiary and the ability of the bee-

keeper to keep them under supervision during the swarming hours in fine

weather. In an apiary of 100 colonies and upwards, located at the resi-

dence of the owner, where someone is likely to be always about during

the swarming season, it is perhaps easiest to allow natural swarming, if

there should be any indications of it after the weaker colonies ha\e.been

levelled up with combs of brood from the stronger ones.

Where queens are clipped, someone must be in attendance when a

swarm issues to pick up the queen and cage her in the new hi\-e, to which

the swarm will return if it is placed on the stand occupied by the pare/it

stock. The hive of the latter is removed to a new stand, if an increase

is desired ; if not, it is only temporarilv shifted until most of the old

bees that remained on the combs have returned to the old stand and joined

the swarm. In that case, the combs of brood with adhering voung bees

mav be used for strengthening any weak colonies still remaining, by giving

them one comb of brood and bees each ; any combs without brood and the

remaining bees may be returned to the old stand and joined to the swarm.

An\- queen-cells found on the brood combs distributed should be re-

moved. If the swarm issued after a spell of bad weather, it is advisable

to look for hatched cells and virgin queens before giving the brood to

other cr>lonies, and the combs and bees back to the s-\varm. One comb
containing voung larvae and eggs should be given to the swarm along with

the frames of full sheets of foundation. This comb of young brood will

prevent the troublesome turning out of newly -hived swarms which occurs

some seasons. It should, however, be removed again as soon as there is

young brood in the other combs, otherwise queen-cells may be raised and a

swarm issue before long. .s.hould the queen be old or failing. Swarms

W'ill often start queen-cells on the new combs, even when the comb of
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lan-se given to hold the swarm is removed ; but. unless the queen is failing,
the cells are torn down again.

A swarm should be examined in a week or ten davs, and if there are
queen-cells they should be broken out. If, on further examining the
combs a week or so later, queen-cells have again been started, the bee-
keep)er should take it as a hint that the queen will soon gi\e out. and he
should replace her with a young one at the earliest opportunity. If the
ages of queens are known to the bee-keeper, anv three-year-olds which
came off with swarms should lie superseded with voung ones as soon as

such are available.

^\'hen a watch cannot be kept on the apiary, as in the case of people
with whom bee-keeping is a side issue, or at out apiaries A\hich are visited

only at inter\als. artificial swarming will t>e found more convenient.
A\'hen queen-cells are first found in colonies. the\ should be broken out
once, unless the colony is verv strong, when it mav be operated on imme-
diately. Look over all the brood combs and remove half of them, select-

ing those containing the most sealed brood. If artificial swarming without

increase is the object, the bees mav be shaken off these combs back into the
hive and one of the combs given to each of the backward stocks, the

places of the combs removed being filled with emptv drawn combs or full

sheets of foundation. In about a Aveek or ten davs these combs will con-
tain young lar\ae and eggs, while the brood in the original combs will now
be mostly sealed and may be removed. It can be used up in the same
way as the first combs taken out and replaced with empty combs or partly

filled combs (without brood) from stocks to which brood was given. The
whole of the brood will now have been removed. There will be no risk

of the swarm turning out or running down too much, as would be the

case if all the brood had been taken awav in one operation, because the

bees were never witl^.out brc:!<:>d ; and for only half the time were they with-

out hatching brood.

If increase with artificial swarming is desired, the b)ees are not shaken
oft" the combs of briwd removed but put into a single-storv hive on a new
stand, taking care to lea\e the queen behind. The brood of the new
stock thus made should be flanked on each side with a comb of honev and
pollen. After most of the old bees have returned to the former stand,
one or two combs of brood should be removed if not sufficient bees are lett
to properly attend to and cover the brood during a cold change. Xo bees
should be taken away with the brood and the brood left to the new stock
should contain as much as possible the brood nearest hatching. If a .spare
queen is not available to give this stock, a queen-cell from a good stock
should be inserted.

When only a temporary increase is wanted for the purpo.se of getting
young queens to supersede old or failing ones, these new stocks mav be
placed on the top of single-storey weak colonies or two new ones, one on
top of the other. In each case there should be a solid division between
the lower and upper boxes and a separate entrance for the top one. at
right angles to the lower entrance, to avoid returning young queens enter-
nig the wrong lx)x. When the necessary numl^er of queens has been ob-
tained, two such lots may lie united at dusk after first removing the queen
from one of them. During the day uniting is done by lifting off the top
stock, removing the division teard. and placing the best of the brood into
the lower box. alternating the combs from the two. Smoke the bees
during the operation and place the upper box with the remaining combs on
the top. Should both queens lie laying there is no risk whatever
of any bees being killed through fighting, which happens when the bees
of a laying queen and of a virgin are united.
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OATS l-Oll FATTEXING .^.IIEEP AND LAMBS.

H. W . Hatu, Sheep Expert.

The methods of management and the benefits and profits likely to

accrue from feeding oats to sheep cannot be stated in a general way, as

much depends on the breed, health, degree of conditicm, and the price

paid for the sheep when bought.

Each individual farmer mu.st study for himself the advantages of being

near a market, both for buying and selling. A fairly well improved farm
and proper appliances are necessary, and, above all, good fences, for the

breeds that pav best for this work are the worst on fences.

A farmer needs good judgment and a knowledge of sheep, in order

to buy healthy and suitable types for this object. The difficulty, in late

years, has been that sheep of the right class are seldom offering. Merinoes

are the least suitable for the work, although good profits have been made
out of them when bought at a low figure, in times of drought, but they

take longest to fatten.

Seasons vary ; some years it is pos.sible to buy \ery cheaply in Feb-
ruary and March, whilst in other years sheep are dear right through, and

there is very little difference benveen the price of stores and fats, which
will probablv be the case during the next few months. When the northern

areas are experiencing fair seasons, sheep will fatten there rapidly and
cheaply ; and if farmers are to compete profitably they must of necessity

buy store sheep at the cheapest time, and have them fat for the winter

months. In earlv spring the northern farmers can have fat sheep

ready off the natural pasture, especially ewe muttc-n. Any ewes that

miss getting in lamb, or even those whose lambs die, are by then very

fat : and if fat sheep are selling at all well, it pays to send them down.

Half a pxjund of oats per dav will keep an average sized sheep going

well, proriding good water is available. If there is a fair picking of

grass as well, they will steadily fatten. The larger the sheep, and the

more its disposition is to put what it eats into wool-production, yolk. &c.,

the more feed and longer time it takes to fatten.

Merinoes as a rule are not suitable for this method of fattening.

They are wilder for cme thing, and a great manv starion cull lots are

badly shaped and yolky woolled. and never fatten. The skins of good

merinoes. especiallv when fattened on natural pasture, are most valuable,

and assist in selling the sheep; but when fattened at feeding troughs, the

dust and the rubbing due to jostling lessen their skin value to a consider-

able extent.

Troughs for feeding oats to sheep should be fully 12 inches wide,

and the sides 4 to 6 inches high—^the width allows for carele.ssness of

lads and general farm hands when emptying oats into the troughs

;

this width also allows sheep to ft-ed facing one another. Some farmers

u.se old railwav sleepers—one laid on its flat and one each .side on edge,

and kept in position with short stakes. It is usual to allow twelve inches

to the sheep : 50 feet will allow 100 hundred sheep to feed.

Among other plans is one where ridging iron fastened inside a rough

frame is used. One farmer near Avoca has adopted this method. He
solders ends to them, and when the troughs are filled with oats, pours

boiling water on the oats a few hours before letting the sheep in to feed

;

even cold water is better than not soaking them at all. By this means he

fattens broken-mouthed, old crossbred and merino ewes in a very short

space of time.
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If sheep are to be fattened exclusively on oats, it will take ij lb. to 2 lb.

per day to fatten a thick-set 60-lb. crossbred. The thicker set they are

the less time they will be fattening; long-legged, narrow-framed sheep take

longest to fatten, all else, such as health, &c., being equal. If these 60-lb.

sheep be bought verv poor, it will take fullv ten weeks to make them fat,

and fourteen weeks to make them prime; it will take longer in winter, and
less time in warmer weather. If the sheep are at all unhealthy, the fatten-

ing period will be longer still. For an average period of twelve weeks, they

will eat about 4 bushels per head. At is. 6d. per bushel on rails, this means
6s. ; so that each sheep, estimating the average cost of them in the first

place at 8s., will then stand at 14s. cost, and will at that price have
earned is. 6d. per bushel for the oats. It will not take more than an
hour per day to attend them. For 300 sheep the cost for labour would be
about 3d. per head.

To earn 2s. per bushel, the sheep should sell at i6s., which is about

the average value of a sheep of this weight during winter months in average

seasons. With the addition of railway freights, commission, &c., the

sheep would need to bring more monev still.

One of the ways that feeding will pay is in buving up good sorts of

crossbred lambs or weaners in the wool. During October, November, and
December, man\ lambs not suitable quality for freezing mav be obtained.

These could be shoTn and then fattened ; the wool will in most years

average 3s. to 4s. per head.
With grown sheep the difficulty is that they are usually cheapest off

shears, and through the summer. If these are fattened on oats they will

be ready at the end of summer, and fat sheep at that time are not selling

well. If they can be bought in the autumn and fattened for July and
August months, they may be made to pay well.

The best buying of late years has been in roomy, good-framed ewes, of

almost any breeding, 5 and 6 years old, and even 7 years if thev are

coarse crossbreds. These have been purchaseable at from 6s. to 8s. each.
Some farmers buy these early and join their own rams to them. They
then know what class of lamb they can expect. These ewes are put into

grass or stubble paddocks, and, if found necessary, as is usually the case,

oats are fed to them and they steadily improve. As they lamb in July and
August, they should be cut off each dav or two, and the ram himbs
castrated at once, so that they will suffer no check later on. They should

be tailed with the seaxing-iron later—at same time as the ewe lambs.

Fodder croj>s, such as a mixture of rape and oats, or turnips, sown in

the previous autumn, are usually coming to their best during August and
Septemlxjr. The ewes put on these crops with their lambs will fatten at

the same time as the lambs. The ewes, when dried off their milk on

natural pasture for a week after the lambs are sold, can be sold fat also.

Farmers in this way can clear from 155. to 20s. per ewe.

The difficult\ has Ijeen to keep these ewes <)\<t from the s\immer months
(the time they can be bought cheape.st) until July and August. By feeding

oats, this can be managed, and larger numbers fattened on spring feed

than was possible under former management. Very f(>w farmers in closely

settled districts have enough spare grass laiul lo canv oxer dry sheep in

any numbers, and improve them steadily all the time, without feeding. In

this way, oats can be made to return more than 2s. per bushel, but of

course the whole trouble has teen to get the right class of sheej).

Aged ewes, if fed well, are the best of mothers. It will not pay

farmers to buy young crossbred ewes to turn on fodder crops. Graziers

can give more for the.se, as they can raise a fair lamb and a good fleece
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per year from off natural pasture. It is only when becoming too aged to

thrive on scanty feed that they can be sold to farmers at a price to pay

for oat feeding and finishing off finally on fodd'er crops.

Sheep of the above breeding are too scarce for oat feeding to be prac-

tised widely. There are not nearly enough suitable ewes in the country

for raising the primest quality export lamb from. It will not be the worst

thing that can happen if lamb prices are so low as to make it more profit-

able for graziers to keep ewe lambs bred from merino ewes by longwool

rams in the country. These and further longwool crosses make the be^t

ewes for lamb-raising. It is the lamb from merino mothers, by longwool

rams, that, broadly speaking, produces most of our second and third

quality carcas.ses known as Australian quality. It has been the superior

skin on the five and six months old lambs of this cross (together with by-

products) that has induced exporters to gamble in this class of lamb. Now
everything points to young ten to sixteen week old quality lamb being

demanded, or else the old style lamb being taken at a ridiculously low

price.

This ten to sixteen week old sappy lamb is never likelv to be long in

store, as it is always saleable. It is the enormous shipments of second

and third quality lamb carcasses (teg mutton, really) from Australia,

Argentine, and the North Island of New Zealand, that are really the cau.se

of the present trouble. It is ewes mainly of this breeding that suit farmers

best for oat feeding and fodder crop work, and they, in their turn, on

fodder crops, produce and rear the quality lamb that, at from ten to

sixteen weeks, has been sold time after time, not as Canterbury lamb

exactly, but as Canterbury quality.

Oats are necessary feed in wet districts. The grass through the

winter months becomes very watery and innutritious^ and so do fodder
crops (especially turnips). This fact, together with sheep being always

cold through the fleece being continually damp, and, what is worse, for

months together being unable to find a dry place to camp, and having to

stand and move about on water-logged ground, renders it necessary to feed

oats. These conditions are the cause of most of the losses in in-lamb

ewes, and also of the present troubles that sheep are undergoing in Gipps-

land, and other heavy rainfall areas where the soil is of a retentive nature.

Oats fed to sheep in these districts two or three times a week, beginning

early in the wdnter, together with a little attention to better camping-

ground, will do more to counteract the evil results that come now through

innutritions feed and discomfort, than all the licks and drenches ever

introduced.
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VICTORIA IN LONDON.

A notfworthv exeat of the current year has been the official opening

of the new offices of the Go\ernment of Victoria in London. The
ceremony was p>erformed by the Colonial Secretary, the Right Hon. the

Earl of Crewe, and attracted a considerable amount of attention through-

out the United Kingdom.

The building consists of six

storeys aud is erected on land

leased for 99 years from (he

London County Council, having

a frontage of 6:; feet to jMel-

bourne Place, and 25 feet to the

Strand. This 25 feet is the

western portion of a frontage of

195 feet 6 inches between Mel-

bourne Place and the eastern

corner where Aldwych joins the

vStrand. The whole front had to

be designed so that the new
building should form a suitable

part of the complete scheme
which has been approved by the

London County Council and is

heie illustrated.

The architect, ]\Ir. Alfred

Hurr, F.R.LB.A., when explain-

ing the design of the building,

said

—

I \eiiture to tliink Uiat, if the re-

mainder of the lilock Mere eieetetl and
occupied l)y the Coiniiionwealth of

Australia, and the five other States,

the complete building "ould make a

i^ondoii hoiiie worthy of the Coiumon-
wralrh.

In addition to tiie offices of

the Agent-General (the Hon. J.

\V\ Taverner) and his staff, a

reading and rendezvous room
victoria's new LONDON OFFiCE.s.

|,,,s been provided, nnd will be

much aj)preciate<l li\ \'i(iorians resident in or visiting London. Pwo
spacious exhibit rooms and three large windows jxrovide ample ac-

commodation for eft'ecti\e displays of the varied produ(i:s of the State.

Before he declared the new otlices open for the transaction of busi-

ness, Lord Crewe said

—

I have to congratulate the Ciovcrnnient of Victoria on securing a site for their

offices in an e\ce])tionallv favourable jjosilion, between the west of London and
the city. When the Agent-deneral turns his steps westward he can engage in

the semi-diplomatic activities of his office, activities to which, so far as the Co onial
Office is concerned, I am hajjpy to think, are always of a cordial and friendly
character If he turns eastward, he finds himself almost immediatelv at the
centre of the commercial activities which form a large part of the duties of his

office.
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I believe I may also congratulate the Government on having obtained their

site on favourable terms, and I can heartily felicitate them upon the use which
they have made of it. This great building is worthy of the great State whose
interests in England are here conducted and managed. We are all of us proud
of Victoria as a State of the Empire, of its large and energetic population, and
its noble capital, its prosperous commerce, as Mr. Taverner has told us, largely

carried on with the Mother Country. We wish the State of Victoria a series

of favourable seasons, and an ever-increasing volume of tr:i

THE COMPLETE SCHEME.

The official address of Victoria's representative is "The Agent-General
for Victoria, Melbourne Place, Strand. Lo^ndon, W.C, to which residents

of the United Kingdom should forward all inquiries relative to the
State, its resources and trade.

—A. T. S.

sp-

12168.
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THE TOMATO WEEML.
{Dcsiimt/ui itovica, Lea.)

C. French, juu., Assistant Goveninioit Entomologist.

In the Journal for December, 1908, attention was drawn to a new
vegetable pest that was causing considerable annoyance to growers of

tomato plants at Ascot Vale, Essendon, and Preston. As the in.sect has
extended its field of operations so much of late, it is thought advisable

to again draw attention to it. In addition to the places above mentioned,
the Tomato Weevil has now been found at Camberwell, Flemington, Wil-
liamstown, and other parts of the metropolitan area, and has been play-

ing great havoc with garden plants and vegetables.

The larva is of a light pea-green colour, measuring about a quarter
of^ an inch in length, and is found in the soil, usually a few inches below
the surface. When about to pupate or turn into "the chrysalis it con-
structs a cocoon made of soil, where it remains for a couple of months
until it emerges as the perfect insect. The ^Derfect insect varies in colour
from light grey to dark brown, some specimens having a V-shaped mark
on the wing cases. It is quite as destructive as the larva, and, like it,

goes down into the soil in the day time, coming up at night to feed.
The larvae often feed in the daytime as well as at night, but the perfect
insects rarely do so.

Remedies.—As the weevils are in the ground close to the plant, T

would recommend that the soil be forked up for a couple of inches round
the plant. This will expose the larvae and perfect insects, which will in

many instances be destroyed by native insectivorous birds, fowls, ants, &c.
Spraying garden plants with arsenate of lead has been tried with good

results, but great care must be taken that the vegetables are washed before
being used. Placing poultry in coops close to tomato or other plants
would be beneficial, as the insects being just under the surface of the soil

are easily scratched up and devoured. Another plan is to place a piece
of new.spaper under the plants at night, and take a lantern or any light

out amongst the plants ; when the insects see the light thev fall on the
paper and can be gathered up and destroyed. A friend of mine states

that by this means he collected some thousands of weevils in a week.
As the insect is partial to the common Marsh Mallow, any of these

plants growing on vacant land adjoining gardens should be destroyed.
The Marsh Mallow is also a harbour for the Harlequin Bug and other
noxious insects.

The Tomato Weevil is a prolific breeder, and every possible means
should be adopted to prevent its spread ; it mav be .seen at all times
throughout the year, and the damage done is considerable.

].':„ KXPI.ANATION OF l^I.ATE.

I.—Perfect insect. (Natural size.)

2.—Perfect insect. (Natural size, sitle view.)

3.—Perfect insect. (Enlarged.)
4.—Perfect insect. (Knlarged, side view.)

5.—Larva. (Enlarged.)
6.—Larva. (Enlarged, side view.)

7.—Larva. (Natural size, side view.)
8.—Larva. (Natural size, side view.)

c).—Pupa. (Enlarged.)
10.—Pupa in cocoon. (Natural size.)

II.—Cocoon. (Natural size.)
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I!K1TTI,KBANK, IlKL. c. I.nKNClJ, HH.'KXIT.

THE TOMATO WEEVIL.

{Desiantha novica, Lea.)
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PIO-RAISING.

TT'. Sni/th. Pig Expert.

Farmers will study their own interests if they take up pig-raising, as

there is nothing so profitable on the farm as the pig. If it is the right

thing to have a" dairy farm, then it is also imperative to grow pigs, for the

simple reason coavs and pigs should always be run together, as a business.

When growing root crops and green fodder for his cows the farmer

can easily grow a little extra for his sows and young pigs. If he studies

the right breed of pigs he can increase his income four-fold; not only that,

he will be giving the land manure in abundance.

There is need for a great increase in pig-raising, if an extensive export

trade is to lie created, and the local demand maintained on its present

profitable basis. Great Britain pays annually ^19,000,000 to foreign

countries for pig products. I'ork has been successfully exported to

London, and that market would take a large quantity at profitable rates,

if it were available. But the present condition of the industry holds out

no promise of an oversea trade being developed as we are scarcely able to

keep up supplies for the expansion in Australian consumption, which is

ever on the increase, especiallv for Victorian pork, hams and bacon.

The census of 1901 showed that there were 350,370 pigs in Victoria,

in 1905 the number had dropped to 286,070, in 1906 to 273,682, in

1907 to 220,452, and in 1908 to 211,000. In the last issue of the Vic-

torian Year-Book the Government Statist, in referring to- the live stock in

Australia in 1907, stated that the most striking feature was the all-round

decrease in the number of pigs. As compared with 1905, the reduction

was as much as 25 per cent, in Tasmania and Western Australia, 22 per

cent, in New South Wales, 20 per cent, in Victoria. 16 per cent, in

Queensland, and 9 per cent, in South Australia. All other stock showed

an increase.

In 190T there were 231,752 pigs slaughtered in Victoria, and

13,204,547 lbs. of bacon and hams manufactured in the factories and on

the farms. In 1905, the numbers had risen to 248,568 slaughtered, and

16,433,655 lbs. of bacon and hams made; in 1906 there was a further

increase of 273,391 pigs slaughtered, and an output of 18,051,166 lbs. of

bacon and hams. The fact is a great improvement has taken place during

the last few years in the methods of feeding, and fattening of pigs, and

in the process of manufacturing the products. This, in turn, has led

to an increase in the demand for these goods, even though the prices charged

for them are higher than they were ten years ago. It is, this increase m
the demand for bacon, hams and pork, because of the uniformly high

quality they have attained in this State, which enables such high prices

to be paid for pigs. At the Franco-British Exhibition, the Victorian pigs

were greatly admired, and gained the highest awards possible, viz., the

grand champion prize against the world, as frozen pork, as well as hams

and bacon.

Breeding and Feeding.

The best breed is the Yorkshire and Berkshire cross. The Yorkshire

boar should be pure bred ; the sow should be of the Berkshire type, half

to three-quarter bred with plenty of size and well-shaped ham, deep ribbed,

straight back, small head, good bone not too large, and clo.se to the ground,

with well-.shaped feet, and plenty of hair, twelve teats, and of good

breeding quality. Both sexes should be at least eight months old before

thev are allowed to breed. Get as many litters as you can ; keep the sow
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in good condition but not too fat. The average litter from good sows
should be about eight

;
you can get five litters of eight pigs in two years,

say, twenty pigs per sow per year. 1 never advise selling pigs at two
months; keep them till thev are five months' old. and about 140 lbs.

weight—at 6d. per lb. thev will return jQt^ ios. each, or a gross return of

^70 per year from one sow. If ten sows and one hog are kept on the farm,

and have the same average, the gross inicome would be jQl00 per year.

A few days before farrowing give the sow half a pint of castor oil in her

food ; a week afterwards give her a packet of Epsom salts. The voung
pigs should be weaned at six to eight weeks old, not later. Castrate the
male pigs at three weeks ; do not allow the young pigs to loose their baby
fat, but keep them going right from the start. If milk is available,

sterilize by heating to 180 degrees, mix with wheat or barley crushed, and
l)oiled potatoes; the water m which the potatoes are boiled should be
thrown awav. Mix the food well into a sloppv condition for voung pigs.

When they are three months, make it more stiff b\- putting less Jiquor with
it. When four months old, give plenty of drv food. A suitable ration

is one gallon of milk, 3 lbs. of potatoes, and 4 lbs. of crushed barlev or

wheat per pig per day. At this age they should make 15 lbs. per w-eek, if

well looked after, and at the end of five months should weigh 140 lbs.

If peas are available, a pint of peas per day is a great improvement, before
being marketed, as it improves the appearance of the skin, and makes the

flesh more solid. It is essential to provide plenty of clean water in a

separate trough for the pigs to drink ; also to have plentv of charcoal

and a piece of rocksalt in the stye.

Always sterilize the milk fed to pigs. This is of great importance
as it is a safeguard against the transmission of tuberculosis and other

di.seases to pigs. Green barley, rape, and lucerne are excellent for sows
and young pigs ; mangolds and sugar beet are also verv good. Give a

little bran in the food occasionallv.

Summary of Breeders" Opinions.

The ojiinions of 30 Victorian pig-breeders were given recentlv in

the Australasian. Fifteen favoured the Yorkshire and Berkshire cross ;

eleven, pure Berkshires ; two, a cross between the Tamworth and Berk-
shire ; and one, a cross betw-een the Yorkshire and Tamworth, doubtless

the Tamworth which, at one time was preferred in Victoria to all other

breeds. It has, however, receded in popular fa\our. because it showed a

tendenc\- to weakness of constitution brought about l)\ inbreeding. Crossing

with a Yorkshire appears to give .stamina and rapidity of growth to progeny.

An interesting point brought out in the discussion is the relative gain

in using a Yorkshire lx)'ar wdth Berkshire sows in ])reference to a Berkshire

boar with Yorkshire sows. With the Yorkshire boar there is the great ad-

vantage that all the yoimg ones will he white, and of fairly good type ;

the cross used the other way, that is to say, a Berkshire boar and York
shire sow. gives pigs of all colours—some white and .some black, others

spotted, and a numlx-r untrue ti) the t\])e of either parent. On the

other hand, several contributors point out that the Yorkshire sow is a

better mother than the Berkshire, and raises larger litters successful! \.

In using the Yorkshire as pure breeds, or in crossing. T prefer the middle
Yorkshire. He is a (]uick grower and better shaped and more hardy for

this climate as he grows plenty of hair, and has a finer skin than pigs of

any other breed.

With respect to the age at which pigs should be allowed to breed

opinions were almost unanimous, i.e.. tliat sows should not farrow before

thev are twelve months old.
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BUILDmG HINTS FOR SETTLERS.

TI.

—

Plan, Specifications and Quantities of a Pig-stye.

.4. S. Kenyan, C.E., Engineer for Agriculture.

The accompanying design is based on the pig-styes of the Geelong
Harbor Trust Commissioners' Irrigation Farm at Sparrovale, Geelong.

These are very simple in construction, can be built cheaply and fulfil all

the requirements for proper sanitation. The essentials of a pig-stye are

that it can be easily kept clean, that it be free from draughts and that

the sun and fresh air can be let into all parts of it. The sleeping pen
should face the east, so that when the sun flaps are open, and admitting
plenty of fresh air, there may be shelter from the hot afternoon sun.

Excavate the ground to a depth of 5 inches over the whole of the

site and 2 inches extra for main drains, leaving the surface of the ground
even to start brick pa\ing. Holes for studs and posts to be excavated to

a depth of at least i ft. 10 in., but should be deep enough to obtain a
solid bottom.

Pave the floor with bricks laid flat on a 2 -in. bed of sand. Bricks

to have ^-in. joints grouted with mortar composed of one part of cement to

two parts of sand. Lay the floor with a fall of i inch in 10 feet to transverse

drain which is to be laid with a fall to the east and west into main drains,

the sleeping pen draining into east main and the exercise yard into west

main drain. The main drains and floors are shown in drawing with the

fall from south to north, but the fall should be in the same direction as

the natural fall of the ground. Should the natural slope be in the op-

posite direction to that shown, then the gate of exercise yard, door

of sleeping pen, feed trough and transverse drain will be at the south

end ; the gate and grid of sleeping pen will be at north end. In this

case, the 3-in. x li-in. battens, rafters and corrugated iron will be on
the .south side of studs. The main drains are formed of ordinary bricks,

on the bottom laid with their length (9 inches) across the drain and a

splayed brick at each side as shown in drawing. The transverse drain

is 9 inches wide and formed of ordinary bricks sunk in floor as shown.

The studs of 4-in. x 4-in. red-gum are 9 feet long on east wall and

8 feet on west wall, resting on 8-in. x 8-in. x 2-in. red-gum .sole plates.

The posts will then be i ft. 8 in. in the ground. The fence posts are

3-in. x 3-in. x 4-ft. 9-in. red-gum ; the two end posts are .set on 8-in. x

8-in. X 2-in. red-gum sole plates and the centre one strutted with two
3-in. X 2-in. X 2 1 -in. red-gum struts well nailed to post and 3-in. x

2-in. X 2-ft. 6-in. red-gum sole plate. Great care must be taken

to set studs and posts perfectly upright and well ram the earth put back.

In ramming, onlv a small portion is to be put back at a time and then

rammed before putting in anv more, a little water being poured in when
ramming. The .stud.s are checked on the outside |-in. x 5 -in. wide (the

top of check being 3 inches from top of stud) for 5-in. x 2-in. plates, and
bolted to plates with one 6-in. x i-in. bolt to each stud, the plate on

west wall being countersunk for heads of bolts. Fix to inside of studs

of east wall with one 6-in. x j-in. bolt to each stud a 4in. x i|-in.

hardwood support for sun flaps, the bottom of support being 2 ft. 10 in.

above ground line, which is 20-in. from bottom of studs and p>osts. With

one 6-in. x i-in. bolt to each stud and one 5-in. x |-in. bolt to each

po.st secure two 3-in. x i|-in. battens horizontally to studs and posts,

the tops of battens on north and south wall and bottoms of battens on

west wall and fence being 5 inches and 2 ft. 10 in. above ground line. It
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is advisable, although not absolutely necessary, to check the studs and

posts I inch for these battens.

Check the rafters on to plates as shown and secure, with one 6-in. x

i-in. bolt, to each stud the three rafters coming alongside the studs. Well
skewnail the intermediate rafters with 3-in. nails to top plate. Secure,

with one 3-in. nail, to each rafter the four purlins spaced at equal dis-

tances. Secure arris rail to top of fence with 3-in. nails, the ends of
arris rails against wall to be supported on 3-in. x 3-in. hardwood checked

J inch on to rail and bolted with one 3|-in. x i-in. bolt. Guard rail

to be fixed on four sides of sleeping pen and three sides of exercise yard
except in front of exercise yard gate, door and trough. The bottom of
rail to be 9 inches from floor, supported on 4-in. x 2-in. red-gum supports
well nailed to fence and walls where possible, and elsewhere sunk into

brickwork and tightened with cement. The ends of guard rails on each
side of doorway in sleeping pen to be supported on 4-in. x 2-in. red-

gum let J inch into studs and bolted with one 6-in. x |-in. bolt to each.

Door, gates and feed flap to be constructed of 4-in. x i|-in. hardwood
styles, rails and braces. The styles and rails are to be halved together

and secured with 2-in. x |-in. bolts. The braces are to be halved

on to styles and rails and secured with 3-in. x |-in. bolts. Where bolts

come beneath hinges or barrel bolts, countersink for heads, and screw
up from other side, if necessary taking bolt through iron. Gate to

exercise yard and door to be hung on 14-in. heavy Scotch tee hinges,

fastened with 8-in. barrel bolt and to have 2-in. x i-in. hardwood stops

well nailed to studs and po.sts. Gate to exercise yard to have 3-in. x
I i-in. hardwood cap well nailed to top rail. Gate to sleeping pen to

be fastened with one 8-in. barrel bolt and to swing on one pair of i8-in.

strap hinges secured with \-'m. bolts to rails and hung on hooks driven
through studs. The top hook to have threaded end and to go through
stud and be .secured with a nut and washer. Stops to be 5-in. x i-in.

hardwood nailed to inside of studs. The feed flap to be hung from
inside of support for sun flaps on one pair of heavy Scotch tee hinges
and to be furni.shed with a flat bolt as shown to secure to feed trough.

Construct sun flaps of 6-in. x i-in. pine ledges and braces covered
with 6-in. x f-in. T. and G. and beaded lining, all to be well nailed to

gether with 2-in. nails well clinched. Flaps to be hung from inside of
plate with one pair of heavy Scotch tee hinges to each flap and fastened
with 8-in. barrel bolts. Provide, for each flap, one f-in. diameter
wrought-iron rod having eye at each end, the eye at loo.se end to be bent
at right angles to rod and the other end secured with stout staple to

support. One 3j-in. x \-'m. bolt to be fixed through centre of each flap

with heads and f-in. iron washer on outside and other end projecting
beyond nut on inside for the purpose of going through bent eye of rod
when flap is in position to form sun shade. Secure to rafter over the
centre of each flap a wrought-iron hook, as shown, bolted to rafter with
3-in. x |-in. bolt.

Construct grid 9 ft. 3 in. x 5 ft. 8 in. of four 3-in. x 2-in. hardwood
bearers on edge spaced 2 ft. 9 in. apart covered with twenty 3-in. x i-in.

hardwood battens, equally spaced, secured to bearers with 2-in. nails well
driven home. It will be possible for a grid this size to be drawn under
guard rails out of the gate when it is necessary to clean under it.

Cover the roof with six lo-ft. sheets of 26-gauge corrugated galvanized
iron giving i| corrugations lap, and secure to purlins at every .second

corrugation with 2-in. galvanized iron .spring head nails. Cover the angle
of roof and east wall with 26-gauge galvanized iron i8-in. ridging giving
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5-in. lap, and secure with spring head nails on top every 18 inches to puxlins

and on side to end of each rafter. Cover the fence and walls with 26-

gauge corrugated iron lapped li corrugations and secured with sjjring

head nails to 3-in x i|-in. battens , end rafters and plates at everv

second corrugation. Cover the gates, door and feed flap on inside with

26-gauge corrugated iron secured to rails with spring head nails the

same as for other iron. All iron .should be so lapped as to prevent the

prevailing wind from blowing between joints. Fix 24-gauge galvanized

iron 4j-in. O.G. spouting on top of corrugated iron of west wall secured

to end of rafter with a stout galvanized iron strap. Fix a 6-in. strip of

28-gauge galvanized iron as flashing behind straps of spouting bent under
spouting and down wall over corrugated iron. Double solder and rivet

ioint in .spouting and stop ends with plain iron doul)le soldered and riveted.

Connect spouting with 3-in. galvanized iron down pipe to tank. Although
no tank is provided for in the accompanying quantities it is advisable to

have some means of catching w-ater from the roof, especiallv if there

should be more than one stye.

Fix to the underside of rafters with staples i-in. mesh 19-gauge wire

netting. P'ill in the space between netting and corrugated iron of roof

with straw. This is for the purpose of catching the drips caused bv

condensation and to keep the pen cool in summer. Paint sun flaps both

sides three coats of oil paint.

The following is a list of the materials required for the erection of

a single pig- stye :
—

Red-fjuin—
8-in X 2-in. ; 8 Sin., sole plates.

4-in. X 4 in. ; 3 9-ft., 3 8-ft., studs.

4in. X •2-in. ; 10 1-ft 8-in., supports for guard rail.

3 in X 3-in ; 3 4-ft. 9 in., fence posts.

3-in. X 2-in. ; 1 2-ft. 6-in.. 2 1-ft. 9-in., .sole plate and struts.

Hardirood-
5-in. X 2-in. : 2 12-ft., plates.

5-in. X 1 -in. ; 2 3-ft
,
gate .stops.

4-in. X \l-m.; 1 12-ft., 5 10-ft., 2 6-ft., 2 S-ft 9-in.. 1 .> ft , 3 4-ft., 3 3 ft. (i in.

2 3-ft. 3-in , 7 3-ft., 2 2-ft. 6-in. ; supjKtrt to sun flaps, rafters, style-, rails^

and braces.

3-in. X 3 in. ; 2 9-ft., 2 6ft., 3 7-ft.. guar.l rail.

3in. X 2in ; 4 5 ft. ."J-in., bearers for grid.

3-in. X l^-in. ; 4 16-ft. 6-in., 4 12 fr., 4 7 ft. (i-iu., 1 3-ft. 1-in., ])urlius, vail

battens and capping for yard ga'e.

3-in. X 1 in. : 20 9-ft. 3in. battens, for grid.

2-in. X 1-in. ; 2 3-ft., 2 2-ft. fi-in., door and gate sto])s.

Two oat of 4in. x 4in. ; 2 6-tt. 9 in , 1 7ft. Oin., arris rail.

Whit<' Baltic I'iiK^—
6-in X 1-in. ; 1 6ft. 6-in.. 2 6ft., 2 4-ft., 1 4-ft. 6-in , sun tlaj), ledges, and braces.

6-in. X g-in.T. and (i. ; 20 3-ft. 6-in., sbeetingof sun Haps.

Brid- ]Vork—
725 bricks.

60 splayed bricks, for main drains.

2 bags cement.

1^ cubic yards sand.

Irovmoiif/ert/—
Corrugated (Galvanized Iron—

26-gauge, 4 8-ft., 6 7-ft., 16 6-ft., 6 10-ft.

26-gaiue, ridging, 18-in., 2 lengtiis.

26-gaiige, 3-in., <lia., down pipe, 2 lengths.

Plain fialvanized Iron

—

28-gauge, 1 72-in. x 24- in.

24-gaugc, 4i-in. O.G. spouting, 2 lengths.

Straps for sjiouting, 5.

Spring head nails, 4 packets.
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rroinnoriijtry—continued.

1 packer, of staples, for wire Betting.

Wire nails, 5 lbs 3-in., 3 lbs. 2-in., N'o. 10.

5 pairs heavy Scotch tee hinges, 14-in.

1 pair hook and strap hinges, top jiook threaded, and fitted w itli nut an<l washer,

iind \-'m. bolts to tix strajis.

5 8-in. barrel bolts, with screws.

2 5-in. dia. x 3-ft. 6-in. wronght-iron rods, with eye at each end, one eye to be

bint at ritjht angles, and 2 si out staples.

1 strong flat Ijolt, for fastening feed flap.

2 strong wrought-iron hooks for fastening back sun flups.

19 yds. I -in. -mesh, 19-gauge, 24-in., wire netting.

One wrought iron feed trough, 4-ft. long.

4 lbs. mixed oil paint.

Bolfx, Nnts, and ]Vaxher<—

80 (5 in X ^-in., 2 3-in. x ^ in.

9 5 in. X ^-in., 12 3-in x | in.

4 ^-in. X i-in., 22 2-in x i-'m. , 2 ^in., washers.

The following is a list of material for erection of every additional

stye :

—

Brirl-irorl;, same as for single stye.

Bed-ijuni—
8-in. X 2-in. ; o 8-in.

4-in. x4-in. ; 2 9-ft., 2 S-ft.

4-in. X 2-in. ; 10 1ft. 3 in.

3 in. X 3-in. ; 2 4-ft. 9-in.

3-in. x2in. ; 1 2- ft. 6-in., 2 1-ft. 9-in.

Hardirood—
5-in. x -i-in. ; 2 U-ft.

5-in. X 1 -in. : 2 3-ft.

4-in. X H-in.; 1 11 ft., 4 10- ft., 2 (i-ft., 2 5-ft. 9-in., 1 -Vft., 3 4 ft., 3 3 ft. 6 in
,

2 3-ft. 3-in., 7 3-ft

3-in. X 3-in.; 2 9-ft., 2 6-ft,, 3 7-ft.

3-in. X 2-in.; 4 5-ft. 3-in.

3-in X li-in.; 2 1« ft (Jin., 4 lift., 4 7ft. 6-in , 1 3-ft. l-m.

3-in. X fin. ; 20 9 ft. 3in,

2in. X l-in.; 2 3-ft., 2 6-ft.

White Baltic Piw—
6-in. X l-in.; 1 6-ft. 6-in., 2 6-ft., 2 4-ft., 1 4-ft. 6in.

6-in. X l-in., T. and G : 20 3-ft. 6 in.

Iromnonyery—
Corrugated Galvanized Iron

—

26-gauge, 2 8-ft., 3 7-ft., 14 6-ft.. 6 10-ft.

Ridging, 18-in., 2 lengths.

Plain Galvanized Iron

—

28 gauge, 1 72-in. x 24-in.

24-gauge, 4|in. 0. G. spouting.

Straps for spouting, 4

Spring-head nails, 3 packets.

1 packet small staples.

Wire nails, 5 lbs. 3-in., 3 lbs. 2-in., No. 10.

,5 pairs Scotch tee hinges, 14-in.
, , •, 1

1 pair hook and strap .hinges, IS-in., with \-m. bolts, and htted with nut au.l

washer.
5 8-in. barrel bolts, with screws

2 f-in. rods, with eye at each end and 2 stout staples.

1 strong flat bolt.

2 strong wrought-iron hooks.

19 yds. 1 in. mesh, 19-gauge, 24-in., wire netting.

One wrought-iron feed trough, 4-ft. long

4 lbs. mixed oil paint.

i?o//.s-, Nuts, and Washers.—
22 6-in. X 4-in.; 4 SJ-in. x i-in., 12 3-in. x §-in.

6 .5-in. X |-in. 2 3 in. x ^-in., 22 2in. x |-in., 2 f-io., washers.

The cost of erecting a single pig-stye at Melbourne prices (labour and

material complete) would be ;£i6 los. ; for each additional pig- stye

£14 T^s.
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ORCHARD NOTES.

/. Croiiiii, /'riiicipal, Scl/ool of Horticulture, Burnley.

Present indications and reports point to a prolific and profitable season.

Stone fruits have set well in most districts, and apples, pears, &c., promise
a fair crop, even where heavy vields were obtained last season. Frost,

hail, or very heavy winds may diminish the promise, or the thrips, so fatal

to the setting of Five Crown Pippin, Rome Beautv, and other late blooming
varieties of apples in occasional seasons, may again be in evidence should
favourable weather for the pest occur, and the fruit-grower be powerless

to avert ensuing damage. These non-combatable agents are fortunately of

rare occurrence, and there is nothing at present to denote clanger for the

season. The careful orchardist also knows the risks he may take in

dealing with what are practically certain foes to his profit-earning fruits.

Black spot, aphis of kinds, and codlin moth are factors that require to be
dealt with in no uncertain manner, and the latter, especially, is often mis-

understood and levies a heavy toll on the crop.

As codlin moth is the most common pest of apples and pears in all parts

of the State, and one of the most difficult to deal with, a deal has been

written from time to time respecting the means and measures likely to

subdue it. The life history has been described often, the insect is now
well known l)v most orchardists, and the spray washes calculated to destroy

it—either home-made or proprietary—have been tested and the results

made public. There is no need to enter into details in some particulars of

the treatment ; in others much has vet to be explained for the benefit of

beginners and a few others. ShortI\ , the programme is :—The destruction

of the hibernating insects, i.e., the grubs or caterpillars, hiding in the trees,

fruit cases, packing, and store-houses, &c. ; spraying the trees caxefully

with an arsenical preparation before the fruit is attacked by the insects

that survive the " spring cleaning "
; the trapping, by means of bands ap-

plied to the trees, of the few that may escape arsenical poisoning ; the

destruction of "grub" infested fruit; and by again spraying to poison

any that may attack the fruit during summer.

The most important of the points mentioned are the form of arsenical

wash and its application. Home-made arsenites are often unsafe, on
account of the damage that may be caused by their use to the foliage, the

fruit, or even voung woody tissue. Manv cases have occurred where the

entire crop of fruit and the whole of the leaves have been destroyed bv

one caustic application. At one time, Paris green was the standard mix-

ture, now the most effective and safest preparation is arsenate of lead.

Arsenate of lead is prepared from arsenate of soda and acetate of lead in

certain proportions, but the chemical problems involved in its manufacture
are bevond an ordinary orchardist, and it is safer and wiser to purchase

the material ready for use. Arsenate of lead is a chemical combination

and not a .secret preparation. .\ sample or brand may be chemically pure

and yet inferior to another sample l>v reason of containing an excessive

amount of moisture. A fair sample that will be effective when used at the

rate of two pounds to fifty gallons of water should not contain moisture

in excess of 46 per cent., anil should contain about 19.5 per cent, of

arsenous acid. Many brands are now on sale, including several prepared

in Victoria. There appears to l)e no reason whatever why a locally pre-

pared brand should not be as safe and effective as one prepared in America
or elsewhere, and it is very likelv that anv doubt in that direction will be
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settled during the coming season. At present it is only fair to state that

Swift's ar.senate of lead, prepared by the Merrimac Chemical Company,

Mass., U.S.A., has proved to he, by far, the best preparation used for

the purpo.se. It is safe, very eft'ective, and easy of application, and

mav now be considered as the standard preparation against all chewing

insects.

Respecting the application—which includes manner, time or period,

and frequency—variable opinions are expressed by fruit-growers and others.

There is no doubt that poor results will follow the application of Swift's

arsenate of lead or any other preparation, if reasonable care and judgment

are not employed. The first consideration is making the paste into a thin

wash so that, when the required quantity of water is added, the mixture is

of equal value throughout. The aim in spraying should be tO' cover the

fruit with the wash so that, when the moisture evaporates, the poisonous sul)-

.stance remains where there is any liability to attack and that is. in short.

anywhere on the whole surface of the fruit.

The codlin moth is popularly supposed to develop into the perfect egg-

laying stage about the blossoming period and to lay its eggs in the calyx or

eye of the young fruit, or, as some few people a.ssert, in the blossoms.

The practice of people holding this belief is to try and fill the eye of the

fruit with the poison, whatever it mav be, and to depend largely, if not

altogether, on the one application. The facts are that few eggs are laid

during the blooming time—except in the case of late-flowering varieties

that are not specially attacked in the eye on account of being in flower

when the moths are plentiful—and that the majority of the eggs, at least,

are not laid in the calvx, or even near it. Also, the calyx is often closed,

and the fruit fairly large, before any evidence of codlin moth is present

and the first trace is the egg on the fruit and the young insect attacking

from the side. Many, if not all, of the supposed attacks from the calyx

end of the fruit will be found on examination to be made from outside the

calyx and underneath its lobes, and not from the interior of the cavity.

It is positive waste to spray apples and pears when in blossom ; it is

erring, possibly on the side of safety, to spray very thoroughh" l)efoxe the

calyx closes. But it is absolutely necessary, in the writer's opinion, to

spray very carefully when the first eggs are seen and to repeat sprayings

periodically as fruits are swelling, after very heavy rains, or when, by
any reason, whatever, there is an untreated surface of the fruit exposed.

The codlin moth lays from. alx)ut the end of October until the end of

December, where single brooded ; where a second generation develops, eggs

are laid at all times, more or less, during spring and summer.
Other pests to deal with this month are aphides, especiallv on peaches,

and root borer. Swift's arsenate of lead destroyed quantities of root

borer beetles at Doncaster last year, and may prove to be the only treat-

ment required for this terrible foe to the orchardi.st. Peaches must b^'

cleaned from aphis or the trees will suffer and the crop be ruined. Tobacco
and soap are remedies, both or either. A solution that will kill must be

determined by the operator.
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DESCRIPTIOX OF APPLE.

French Crab.

/. Croiiin, Pr'iucipal, Scliool of Hflrticitlfiire. Burnley.

Fruit medium size, roundish, slightly xidged at the crown. Skin
smooth and shining, green, strewed with small russet dots, flushed with

red where exposed to the sun. Eye small and closed, set in a shallow-

basin. Stalk short, inserted in a round cavity. Flesh greenish white,

finely grained, crisp and juicv, pleasantly acid. Quality first-class for

culinary purposes.

The French Crab is the longest-keeping cooking apple, it being possible

to obtain it in good condition until Christmas when the new season's early

varieties are maturing. Some years back it was a popular variety, and
was largely planted in districts near Melbourne, but is rarely seen now in

modern commercial orchards. A few growers still maintain that it is

worthy of a place, but the consensus of opinion is that it is not as profit-

able as other kinds. The principal objection of many growers is the

rotting of the fruit, even while still attached to the tree. In some soils

and districts quite a large proportion of the fruit is affected at times. The
fruit sold in Melbourne in the winter months is principally produced in

Tasmania, where French Crab is largely grown.

The tree is vigorous and hardy and succeeds in any soil suitable for

apple growing in the Southern districts of the State. Many large speci-

mens may yet be seen in old-established orchards in various parts of Vic-

toria, but the greater part of the trees planted years ago have been removed,
-or have been cut do\vn and re-grafted. Many of the ola txees beai'

abundant evidence of the liabilit} of this variety to the attacks, of woolly
aphis, and on that account alone it has frequently lieen discarded.

French Crab is identical with the vaxietv grown in England as Winter
Greening. The latter name is undoubtedly the most appropriate and
descriptive and, according to Hogg, is the original name.

Allowing for the possibility of cheaply and easily combating any
diseases that may affect it, French Crab is a fair variety, but there are
numerous kinds likely to be more profitable.
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SILOS AND SILAGE.

A. S. Kenyon, C.E., Engineer for Agriculture.

For the last three years farmers making and using silage have given

their experiences in the Journal. They may be found in the numbers for

December, 1906 ; August, 1907 ; and December, 1908. Since then, some
very interesting and valuable communications have been received and it is

now proposed to publish a further instalment.

Mr. Rout, Willsmere Park, Kew. writes:—
" In the autumn I filled it about three parts full of maize silage, and have fed

to 30 cows, and still have 3 feet of silage in it. I started to feed straight after

filling, and for 6 feet down there was about 6 inches damaged round the sides, but

we carted it out into the paddock for the dry stock, and they ate every bit of ii.

After that the waste was practically nil. There were a few white patches through
it, but the cows ate it greedily. I did not weight it but I think if it was weighted
with sand it would be a big improvement. I intend trying it next time I fill my
silo. I am well pleased with it. I had to make a door at the top of the elevator

box and another at the bottom underneath ; when the chain gets a bit slack it comes
off the sprocket wheel and it was very awkward getting it on until 1 made the

door."

It is necessary when the chain is new to keep taking up the slack with

the adjustable bearings, and when possible taking a link out. This will

prevent the jumping referred to. The elevator lid is now put on in

sections so that it may be lifted off at any particular place.

Mr. M. Kavanagh, Mooroopna, in July last, wrote giving his

experience :
—

" The silo was filled with amber cane. We have been feeding 30 milkers and
about two-thirds of the 100 tons is now used. Night and morning we give 30 lbs.

to each cow. We do not find much increase in miUv, but the cows are in good con-

dition. There have been mouldy [jatches all the way down the sides. We had
two men trampling the chaff during the three days we were filling the silo. I think

the air gets in at the sides. We used about 2 tons of ]josts for weighting, and had
ordv about i cwt. of damaged silage on top. I am going to fill the silo with

chaffed oats next season. I feel sure every farmer should have one or more silos."

Mr. C. E. Tavlor, Tongala, was not successful and explains his

methods :
—

" I put 56 one-horse loads in the first silo and 47 in the either—10 acres of Cape
barley, i acre of rye, and the rest wheat and wild oats. The barley was a first-c}ass

crop. I was guided by your instructions in the Journal. I started in the milky

stage, just when you can squeeze the milk out with your fingers and it was cut

mostly in the mornings. We put about 5 feet per day into the silo. It took 12^

davs to fill the two ; then we soaked some old bags in the water channel close bv

and laid them over the top, and put 600 bricks on top of each silo. We have emptied

the last one we filled. The wild oats was on top of this one. The other silo is

full, and our cows are that saucy they will not eat the silage. I started in February,

and they ate it well till the grass got good, and we finished about the end of June.
It got worse all the way down. I put the last of it into the pigsties, as the cows

would not touch it. We did not weight it. We fed it in boxes in the bails. We
milk about 35 cows. Some cows will eat twice as much as others. One of us

trampled each load, while the others sharpened the knives. I do not think you
will ever make as good silage in overground silos as in a good brick pit in these

hot districts, where the glass is sometimes over 100 degrees. We had far too much
waste all round the sides, and patches also. It was caked so that we had to break

it up with a fork. As we got down the cows ate less, and it spoilt more the less

we took out. I do not think barley or rye is the best for the purpose. I will fill

the next one with Algerian oats, and will cut it greener, and not fill it so quickly
;

if no better I will give it best. I do not think we got 100 tons in them ; 103 one-

horse loads would not be anything like 200 tons. I think the other silo should be

a little better than the one we finished, because it was filled first, and it is on the

south side of the other, so it would keep the sun off it a bit."

It is evident that the air was not sufficiently expelled in this case,

probablv the over-ripe stage of the crop contributed to this. There is
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nothing in the heat idea, as first-class silage has been made in iron silos

in hotter places than Tongala, while bad silage has been made in pits in

ab localities.

Messrs. Hargreaves and Sons, Mandurang, found no difficult\ :
—

" The material used in filling was maize. It has given every satisfaction, being
a splendid sample of silage. It was half full. We started to use it on the isth
of May, and are still using it. We have been feeding 27 cows on it all the time.
We will fill the silo to the top in the spring with oats, and, later on, in the autumn
with Japanese millet. We have tried this fodder, and consider it better tlian maize,
as it is much easier to handle. When the maize grows very high, as it does with
us, it is bad to cut with the binder. There was very little mouldy silage around
the sides. We put straw on the top, and weighted it with about 2 tons of slabs, but
consider it unnecessar\-. About 6 inches on the top was mouldy. In conclusion,
we can say without fear of contradiction that it is the best method obtainable of
conserving and feeding fodder, other than lucerne. We have 10 acres of this

fodder which we intend to make in future entirely into hay. This, fed in con-
nexion with the silage and their daily pasture and a little bran, will bring us as
near to a balanced ration as it is possible to get."

Although lucerne makes good silage, if care be taken, there does not

seem to be the same profit, as compared with making it into hay, as there

is with the other fodders. Generally speaking, it is advisable to make
lucerne into hay to be used as a protein pro\i(ler with silage ma<le from
the less rich crops.

Mr. D. H. Coghill, Tatong, is interesting:—
" The silo was immediately used for a crop of sorghum (about 4^ acres) with a

little maize. Owing to an unfortunate delay in starting to build it, the frosts cut
the sap out of the le;ives. To my surprise, it has turned out far better than I ex-

pected. The cows are really greedy for it. In my opinion, had the sap been
there, it would have made a splendid sample. I find that the cows are able to

digest almost all the hard seeds ; so opposite to the scandalous waste in feeding
green. My opinion has always 'been that green maize or sorghum, chaffed, is pre-
ferable, in that there is no waste, it is easier for the cow, and there is no damage
to the pasture through being trampled over while feeding. This I clearly proved
by feeding it just chaffed during a spell of very wet weather, which delayed the
filling, and in which we would have been unable to either cut or cart it out of the
paddock. I was feeding 45, down to 28 cows, since May, and now feed 28 on
about 15 lbs. of silage with 10 lbs. of oaten hay chafi scalded.

" Re struts and posts. In almost all ground I would advise discarding them, the

same as I did. Just specify ^ 6-ft. redgum or grey bo.\ fencing post, to be 6 inches
X 4 inches small end with a large butt, say 12 inches .\ 6 inches or better still 16 inches

X 7 inches. In the centre of the bays I put a short post, and bolted to bottom
hoops. A leather belt elevator I had was a failure, owing to the sap making the

leather wet and causing it to stretch and slip."

Mr. E. J. Savige w-rites from Narracan, a district where considerable

trouble has been experienced in making good silage from oats :
—

" I filled my silo three-quarters full last November with Algerian oats. It was
very dry here then, so I commenced feeding right away, not putting any weigiit

on the silage at all. There was a lot of waste—about 3 tons. It was bad all

round the sides, and one patch I struck about half-way down, and extending to

the bottom. It was a very dark colour, and appeared to be burnt. The cows
would not eat it unless it was well mixed with the good stuff. I did not expect my
stull to turn out well last year on account of having such a lot of bother with the
elevator and oil engine. I was fourteen days getting it in, so you can see the silo

did not have a fair trial. I fed twenty cows for about fourteen weeks, giving each
cow 26 lbs. per day, and they kept up in their milk very well. In fact, my returns

are the best I have had during the nine years of my dairying exnerience. I hope
to have less waste this year. I put in about 9 tons of maize after I had finished the

oats. I find the oats a long wav before the maize for milk producing. I think

if I had filled the silo within three days and then put on about 3 tons of earth I

would have had very little waste."

Mr. W. Rendell, Picola, relates:—
" We filled it thiee-parts full with an oat crop that we could see would be a

failure through the drv season we were having. (The Goulburn Vallev did not get
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the grand ruin last October which benehted such a large portion of Victoria.) The oat

crop was only a foot high, so it was very short after it was cut. We got a star/'c

filling it on 2nd November, and we were a week getting it three-parts full. I am
sure we could do it much quicker if we had good stuff to work with. We had no
straw for a top layer. In weighting it we used heavy fencing posts, as many as

•could be laid on the surface. We started using the silage on 4th December, feed-

ing 15 cows, also yOung stock, and we. found the pigs were fond of it as well. The
stock that we fed the silage to kept in good condition, and the cows ke])t the flow

of milk up fairly well. I should think that a loo-ton silo filled would easily keep

30 cows in feed for six months. I estimated what we put in our silo would have made
to tons of hay, and when it had properly settled down we must have had 70 or 80
tons of silage. W^e cut it with a No. i Buncle chaffcutter, 12-in. mouth, and we
used a strong horseworks made by T. l^obinson and Co., with two horses abreast to

work it. The horses were quite able to work it. The elevator gave us some trouble,

which we will no doubt be able to cure next time. We kept the outer edges of the

silage well trampled while filling, and we found when using it about 6 inches of

mouldy stuff. I might mention an easy way of getting the posts up to the top of

the silo. We hung a single block on the ridge pole and another one to the side of

the silo 3 feet from the ground ; then we reeved a rope through the lower block up
to the one above and down to the jiosts. We then fastened the po^ts so as they

would go up horizontally, using a horse for pulling them up. By nailing a piece

of 3 X 2 to the studs where the jiosts are landed you can prevent the iron from
getting damaged. I am very pleased with the way the silage turned out, and
think it is a splendid food for milking cows, and I think that if the stuff you put

in the silo were made into hay it would only last half the time that the same
amount would if made into silage."

Mr. John F. P\>rtune, Yundool, has not had good results though well

satisfied. It appears from the notes that the crops were cut rather on the

dry side. The addition of some water and salt would have been an
improvement :

—
" No. I silo was filled in November with Algerian oats, grain in doughy stage,

seed just firm. Silo filled in two days. One man only was in silo trampling the

whole time; I was in occasionally. The stuff was trampled only around the sides

but it was well done, the man keeping his back to the iron the whole time and
working round and round. No weight was applied. I began feeding this silage

the first week in December of same year (about a fortnight after filling) to 23
cows and 13 head of young stock. Ration : 20 lbs. silage, 3 lbs. wheaten straw
chaff, ig lbs. bran, I5 lbs. Algerian oats (whole) twice a day. Daily ration

approximately 50 lbs. a day. The result was that the cattle looked splendid and
milked well, milking cows averaging £1 per head per month. From 8 inches

to I foot of mouldy stuff on top was all eaten up after being thrown out in the

paddock; 8 or g inches of mould all around the sides from top to bottom of the

silo was mixed with the remainder of silage and eaten each day without any waste.

There were no mouldy patches in the body of the stuff, only at sides where
trampled.

" No. 2 silo was filled directly after No. i was finished. I cut a chain wide

around all my grain crops, both wheat and oats, as an insurance against fire.

The oats was first filled into the silo, and is therefore at the bottom. It took

two days to fill the silo. I had two men trampling the whole time, and myself

occasionally. No weights were applied, but when filled the top was well wetted,

covered with old bags and bags saturated with water. I began feeding this

silage on 26th March, 1909. About 15 or 18 inches on top was very mouldy and

tig'stly caked. The stock would not eat any of the mouldy stuff. The silage

was much darker, a little hotter, and smelt and tasted much more sour. The
cows ate it well, and showed a slight increase in milk. About 14 to 16 inches

all around the sides was mouldy, much worse than in No. i silo, and was very

tif^htly caked. The cows left all mouldy silage in their feeders. At the present

time I have not got down to the oaten silage. From past experience, I think that,

comparatively speaking, oats make sweet silage and wheat sour silage, and that

the less trampling in filling, the less moulrl. This, of course, is contrary (o

Departmental teaching, but, nevertheless, that is my oiiinion."

Mr. Thos. Douglas, Smythe's-road, is pithy :

—

About 2 acres of maize almost filled the silo. The silage was first class quality,

the only loss being about 6 inches on top, while the sides were quite good. There
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certainly was a slight patch mould), but this was all eaten by the cows; and
our cows are somewhat particular. We covered the maize well with hay chaff

and weighted it with about 20 rails.

Mr. Mimtz, Yielima, writes :

—

" We filled the silo with oats having very little grain, the crop being too

heavy to fill. The results were most satisfactory. There was 6 inches discoloured
right round the sides, but the stock ate it greedily. Weighting was done by 35
tons of split posts over bags. The temperature was kept at about 130 deg. by
thermometer, and the silage opened out splendidly."

Messrs. E. and A. Cameron, Yannathan, make some sugge.stions :—

•

" We filled with chaffed maize about 26 feet in depth. Green maize onlv
was used for filling. Silage was fed to cows in milk and mixed with oaten hay
chaff. Chaff is carried on the elevator into silo. We cut chaff about once a
week, and mi.x about a day's supply at a time in silo, which we throw out at port

holes down a very primitive shoot, which was hurriedly constructed, into a large
trough, where it receives another mixing before going into feed truck. We do
not weigh out the rations for cows, but have weighed what would be a feed,
and find that about 18 lbs. for one feed, or 36 lbs. for two feeds, results satis-

factorily.
" About 5 inches on surface was more or less mouldy, and on the top outside

edge there was, from approximately level with the good stuff, a piece towards
the outside all round the iron wall about 8 inches deep and 8 to 10 inches wide
on surface. Re weighting, we spread a layer of dry chaff on top, then ^-inch

boards with a few blocks of wood on top. We would consider there was not
more than 4 cwt. of all sorts on for weighting. We consider that a shoot made
to (it port holes should go with each silo, and it should be in sections for the

various heights for emptying silage at port holes to avoid the necessity of having
to climb to the port hole above the one in. use. The to}) portion should be made
to work on a hinge to allow of ingress or egress like the lid of a box, each port

hole to have permanent eye bolts or fixture to allow of shoot being removed
easily, as the shoot would require fastening at each port hole. It would also

require stays, iron or steel bars, to hold it out from sides of silo and support.

Provision could then be made for a means of hxing the doors of port holes when
not in use and silo was either empty or being filled. We find that unless port

holes are well closed when cutting either green maize or chaff a great draught causes

a lot of waste, some of the cut stuff being blown out of silo altogether and

thus lost."

Mr. George Little, Ballamure. is pleased with the results in a wet

winter :

—

" I had one man inside spreading and two boys walking round the side. T

weit^hted it with bags of clay, about i cwt. in each bag, which were pulled up

with block and tackle. I put 4^ tons on it. I opened it in three weeks and

gave my cows (20) one feed a day. I can hardly say anything with regard to

results of feeding as the cows were on green oats, and the feed of silage with

the oats kept them in splendid order. T had no sickness amongst them as is

usual when fed on green oats during winter. When it was too wet to put them

on the oats I fed them three times a day on silage, and it kept them \\]^ in milk

and also in good condition, otherwise they would have been almost dry as the

rain was so continuous. As regards waste there was practically none. When
opened there was no waste on the top. There may have been 2 or 3 inches

of mouldy stuff round the sides, but when mixed up it was all readily eaten. T

am, indeed, very pleased with the silo, ind hope to have another later nn. T

strongly recommend them."

Mr. Harley, Kilcunda, had rather varied results :
—

In December I put in 45 tons of oats, nearly ripe. .Some of it was lying in the

paddock for several days and got very dry. My neighbours who saw it predicted

failure, but it turned out first class, with no mouldy patches—only about c; inches

around the edges, but the cattle ate it all greedily although in good grass paddocks.

It had a very malty smell, and in damp weather the bags felt very sticky as of

sugar. I must say I was very pleased with it. I was rather late in starting'

to feed it, viz., end of January. It should start in my district not later than

Christmas, for that is the time the cows commence to go off. My cheques at

the factory had been falling every fortnight, but when I started to feed thev

stopped falling, and although the silage did not increase them, they—the cheques
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—remained stationary for seven fortnightly pays. 1 am quite convinced, if I

had started to feed before Christmas, they would have remained at the flush. I

hope In be able to feed by that time this season. With my maize silage I am
not so pleased. The cows do not seem so fond of it, and it does not smell so

sweet, having more a smell of brewed hops. I have some which is a mi.xture

of green oats and maize, but the cows do not like it at all. 1 put it down to

the cats being too green when cut. The cows prefer the maize by itself. 1

think a mistake I made with my maize was that I let it get too old, owing to

waiting for it to partly ripen the cobs, for the stems are very hard, although

fairly sappy. Ne.xt season I will try it just as the cobs are formed. Taking
it on the wdiole, I am very pleased with the silo, and intend to go in for more
of a mixture of grain and peas, beans, e^c."

Messrs. Savin Bros., JNIacarthur, record a failure. There is very little

doubt that the crop in the second silo was cut too ripe. Water should

have been added.

" One of our silos turned out splendidly, but the other was a complete failure.

It was burnt from top to bottom. It was filled up within 3 feet of the top.

The cause of it we do not know, but we think the stuff was a little too dry.
The good silage the cows ate well and milked well. We gave them two cart

loads night and morning to 40 cows. Each cow gave about I5 gallons per day,
which, we think, was very good for that time of the year. There was very little

loss around the sides. We filled the silo with oats, and used no weights for
weighting it. We think the older the silo gets the more air tight it gets. Our
first silo cured better this year than it did the first year."

Mr. Cilasson, Kiewa, made a rather unusual mixture with success :
—

" I had about 10 acres of amber cane, but fed about half of it to the cows
before the silo was finished, and it did not grow again after it was once cut.

I only had about 30 tons to put in the silo, and I mixed about five good dray
loads of pea hay with the cane, using plenty of water to damp it as it fell in

the silo. I fed it to 20 cows, and it lasted three months. They liked it very much,
leaving good oaten hay chaff for the silage. There was no loss or damaged
stuff around the sides or mouldv patches worth speaking of."

Mr. Alex. MacKenzie. C.E.. Kngineer to the Geelong Harbor Tru.st,

describes its concrete silos and the results :
—

' The two reinforced concrete silos erected at Sparrovale Irrigation Farm
are each 35 feet in height and 20 feet internal diameter. The cost of each silo

was ;!^2io. The reinforcement consisted of ^-in. diameter rods placed verticallv
having 12-in. pitch; and |-in. and g-in. diameter rods placed horizontallv, the
pitch varying from 4 inches to 2^ inches. The concrete consists of sand and blue-
stone screenings in the following proportions :

—

I cask of cement ... = 4^ cubic feet

f-in. bhiestone screenings = 15 075 cubic feet

Sand ... ... ... = 9 • 48 6 cu bic feet

' Tests made showed that these proportions, when mixed wet and well rammed,
made 18 cubic feet of concrete. The concrete in the walls was 4 inches thick at

the bottom and 3 inches thick at the top, the floor having 6 inches of concrete, and
was reinforced with ^^-in. diameter rods, g-in. pitch in both directions. On
No. I silo the interior and exterior surfaces of the concrete were left as thev
were stripped from the moulds, no rendering or cement washing being clone. This
did not prove satisfactory, and the second silo was washed on the inside with
neat cement mixed with water.

" Maize silage was filled into the first silo 29 days after the construction was
completed, and in the case of the second silo 23 days after completion. During
the filling of the first silo, which extended over a period of two weeks, it was
found that the juice from the silage was percolating through the concrete. To
prevent this taking place in the second silo the interior surface of the walls was
given two coats of neat cement and water, which effectually prevented any
percolation, but as this silo was only half filled the efficiency of the cement wash
was not fullv tested. Prior to fining, the interior surface of each silo was well

coated with lime wash. The filling of the first silo was completed on i8th May,
and the silo was opened on qth Julv. The top of silage was covered with 2
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inches of damp straw chaff and straw. Between the time of completing, filling,

and opening tiiis silo a settlement in the silage of 7 feet had taken place. There
was no loss of silage, either on the top, bottom, or sides. Of maize, 398 single

loads were chaffed and placed into No. i silo by means of a conveyor. The
number of tons of silage taken out of this silo was 234. The actual weight
would have been considerably more if this silo had been perfectly tight and
had not allowed most of the liquid to escape. The returns kept show that, in

the top 7 feet of silage, the actual weight taken out was at the rate of 4 tons to

the foot. The second 7 feet, at 8 tons per foot ; the third 7 feet, at 9 tons per

foot; and the bottom 7 feet, 12 tons per foot.
" When the first silo was empty it was found that the interior surface had

suffered damage to a height of 22 feet from the bottom, the concrete being soft

in patches, and more particularly at the points of union between the courses of

concrete which were 4 ft. 3 in. a])art. Apparently there was an imperfect

bond between the various section of concrete which was erected between moulds
which were 4 ft. 3 in. in height. It is suggested that the deterioration of the

concrete was due to the corrosive action of the acids in the silage juices, which

are more active on a rough or porous surface than they are on a smooth surface.

This is possibly the correct cause of the deterioration, as the bottom of the first

silo, which was smooth, was not affected, with the exception of the circumferential

joint between the bottom and walls ; also the second silo which was treated with

a cement wash was found to be in good order. To correct the defects in the

first silo the soft patches were raked out and the interior surface rendered with a

mixture of one of cement to two of sand to a height of 22 feet. When the silos

are filled this season no further trouble is anticipated."

Mr. J. Alexander, Toolamba West, is satisfied:—
" We put the green crop of maize into silo at the end of February. We only

had sufficient to half fill the silo, so cut some straw and put on top, and then about

15 inches of earth over that. Silo was opened on 15th May. There was a

little waste (a few inches) on top, and for the first few feet a few inches mouldy
around sides. After getting down a few feet silage was good all through. There

were no bad patches through the silage. We fed to dairy cows until the finish,

2oth July, and the amount of milk increased greatly while using it. The only

improvement I could suggest is that the lining might have a longer lap, so that

clouts need not be put in line but might be zig-zagged, as they have split hoops

right round."

SILO CONSTRUCTION.

As there have been .some slight alterations since the last publication

of drawings and specifications for a wood and iron silo (October, 1907,

Journal), particularly in regard to the elevator, fresh drawings and

particulars are published herewith. These are, of course, not final. Many
suggestions from correspondents have been adopted and more will be

welcomed. The use of a preservative coating of tar or similar compounds

on the inner face of the iron lining has been abandoned as the action of

lime is antagonistic to such substances. As the lime wash is essential, even

more care has consequentlv to be employed in .seeing that it is well and

thickly put on. It is advisable to limewash as the silo is emptied to

preserve the iron before refilling takes place. Successful silage making

depends uT>on the faithful observance of the details of the directions for

filling, and successful construction is also a question of careful work.

None of the points, upon which stress is laid, are unimportant. Thev are

all the fruits of experience and have been carefully thought out and tested

before being recommended.

Specifications for the Consteuction of a Silo 14 ft. 8 in. inside

Diameter and 2\ ft. High. (6o-ton Silo).

All the materials used are to Ix- of approved qualitv and the best of

their kind. The timl)er is to be si)ecialTy free from knots and gum \eins.

The foundation posts and the iron sheets (one side only) are tf) be tarred

before commencinc erection.
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The Foundation.—Roughly level site for a diameter of 16 feet,

making provision if on slope for drains to carry off anv flow of water.

Prepare eight foundation posts of 6-in. x 4-in. red-gum according to the

accompanying drawing, having 6-ft. post, 3ft. sole, and 4-ft. strut.

Halve the post and sole together edgeways and secure with 6|-in. x |-in.

bolt. Halve the strut edgeways on to the post and sole and secure with

9j-in. X o-in. holts. Round timber roughlv dressed may be substituted

for the red-gum, but care must be taken to have the inner face dressed

truly. In this case it is probable that longer bolts will be required. Fix
a peg in the centre of the site selected for silo, and describe a circle with
a trammel 7 ft. 8 in. in length. Sink posts 2 ft. 9 in. in the ground
so that the inside fare of each post is true to the end of the trammel.
Keep tops of posts to one level and faces trulv perpendicular. Well ram
the earth put back. From the centre line of face of post to the same line

in the next post is 5 ft.io-| in. measured straight. Put posts in to suit

line of roof ridge, which should suit position of chaff or silage cutter and
elevator. The elevator should go in at top of silo in line with the ridge.

The Treble Hooi'.s.—Nail

three of the 6-in. x g-iu. boards

to the inside of the posts, care-

fully springing the first of them
to the circle of the tranmiel, off

which halfan-inch, the thickness

of the board, must first be cut.

Make butt joints and let each

successive hoop break joints.

Keep the bottom edge of tlic

first treble hoop
3-I-.7

inches

from the top of the post, which
will leave it 4^ inches above

the surface of the gi'ound. A
similar treble hoop is fixed so

that its upper edge is i^ inches

below the top of the post. In

fixing the upper treble hoop,

the trammel, to which a length

eninji" piece has been nailed,

should be used on the slant to

insure a correct circle. These
two treble hoops are used to

fix studs in upright position

The Studs and Single Hoops.— First bore and check studs as

in drawing. The 32 studs (6/24-ft. and 26/21-ft.—4-in. x 2-in.

hardwood) are to be bored for bolts and countersunk \ inch deep, i inch

diameter clear, for heads of bolts. The centre of first hole is to be 5 inches

from the f)Ottom, the second i8| inches, the third 32 inches, the fourth

53 inches and thence at intervals of 35 inches, the ninth and last being

at 19 feet. The first and third holes are to be bored for |-in. bolts, and

all others for |-in. All studs are to be checked out 6 inches wide and

\ inch deep on the same side as the countersinking ; from bottom of stud

to bottom of first check 32 1 inches; and from bottom of first to bottom of

second 35 inches, and so on to the sixth check 17 ft. 3^ in. from the

bottom. The seventh and last check is 20 feet exactly from the bottom of

the stud.

TYPICAL IOO-TON SILO.

ihown
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Before setting up studs decide uixjn position of })ort holes ; these to

the number of three, if the first is in the second row of iron, or four if

the first is at ground level, should be vertically above one another, and
should be so located as to make the transport of silage to the feeding

place as easy as possible. The first stud to be erected should form one

side of the row of port holes. The port holes need not be in line with

ridge. Thev may be at any part of the silo. The studs are fixed to the

hoops on the flat, every fourth one coming opposite a foundation post, to

which they are bolted with two 8-in. x ^-in. bolts passing right through

the studs, treble hoops and posts. The intermediate studs are bolted to

the treble hoops with 3|-in. x |-in. bolts. The bolts are all inserted

from the inside, keeping the nuts on the outside for access when screwing

up later on. The spaces between the studs, except at the port holes,

should be 13-I inches clear measured between the inside edges of the studs,

but are generally a little more depending upon the actual dimensions of

the studs. To allow for this, cut a template 13I inches long, using it

as a gauge to correctly space the studs. Drive a 4-in. nail 3 inches above

the centre of the third hole from the bottom of the stud. When erecting

stud, let it rest on this nail on top edge of upper treble hoop ; then nail

stud to treble hoops with one 3-in. nail at each. The.se will hold stud

until ready to bore for bolts. It is w-ell to try every fourth stud with

a sheet of iron to see that lap comes correctly. Following these direc-

tions, the whole 32 studs are erected, the last, however, being put up
22 inches distant from the first instead of 135 inches; this is to leave

space for the port holes. The distance between the last stud and the

last but one will be less than 13^ inches. For the purposes of the roof,

put two 24-ft. studs opposite one another and attached to foundation

posts. Place the four other 24-ft. studs at the third stud position each

side of these two.

The next operation is the putting on of tlie single hoops. These are

alternately on the outside and inside of the studs, the inside hoops taking

the horizontal lap of the sheets of iron forming the lining and fallinc

into the checks made as alreadv described. First put on a single hoop
between the two treble hoops. Next put on the others, carefully adhering

to the following directions:—Mark the outside hoops for positions of

studs before putting up, by bending them round on top of the upper
treble hoop and against the outer faces of the studs. The hoops should

be fixed to the same studs as marked. This need not be done for each

hoop, every second one will be sufficient. Unless this is done carefully,

the silo will mo.st likely have different diameters at different points and
trouble will ensue when putting on the lining. The outside hoops should

lap over so as to cross two adjacent studs. They are secured at each
stud with 2^-in. x j|-in. bolts and at laps with 3-in. x |-in. at first

stud of the lap and 3^-in. x §-in. at thc^ Inst one, there being a plate

washer 3 in. x i-in. x yV'I"-) with f-in. Imli' in cfiitrt' at the end bolt.

The inside hoops are bolted on a stud and are fastened to the studs with

two 2-in. nails to each stud. Care should be taken not to have the joints

vertically above one another. Nail short pieces of 6-in. x |-in. for the

wiclth of two studs opposite to the inner hoops ; these will serve as a

ladder for access to the top and the port holes.

The Lining.—Six feet by three feet 24 gauge galvanized flat iron is

used, tarred on one side as already directed. The tarred side is kept on
the outside against the studs. If the studs and hoops have been erected

as described, the sheets will have a lap of 3 inches verticallv on the studs

and T inch horizontally on the hoops. Carefullv press the sheets out to
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the line of the circle before nailing, and start at the centre stud, working

out to the side studs. This will make the iron set better. Tack with

i^-in. clout tacks on the studs, 3 inches apart at the laps and 6 inches

at the other studs. Tack with '{-\n. clouts (two between each stud) to

hoops at horizontal laps, putting clouts \ inch up and down alternately

J-^xS' 5TU0

•
i

4-2" PlCCK
PL'ANTt.D on 5TU0

>?
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The Roof.—Fix two purlins for ridge 20 feet long to the centre

24-ft. roof studs, the top of studs being checked i inch on each edge for

purlins, and purlins bolted to studs with 6i-in. x |-in. bolts, one to eacft

stud. These purlins to project in order to attach block and tackle. _

Secure in a similar manner, with 5j-in. x |-in. bolts, purlins to the third

studs each side of ridge studs, which are 24 feet high as directed, and
bottom purlins to ordinary length studs—the sixth on each side of ridge

studs. The centre purlins are fixed to suit the pitch given by the ridge

Scale of feci

^mL- Elevator Jbr- 60 ton lih iimUar-

in Ev^fy detai.1, hu.t 30feet iono

21 t

SlDL LUVATIUN fROnT

ELEVATOR FOR lOO-TON SILO.

Studs and the excess lengtii cut off. Cover with 9-ft. sheets of 26-gauge

corrugated galvanized iron, allowing a lap of one and a half corrugations,

with 2|-in. spring-head nails at every third corrugation. Fix three lengths

of 14-in. galvanized ridging with spring-head nails every 2 feet. Fix

four 3-in. X I -in. hardwood battens from studs to ends of bottom purlins

for supports.
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The Port Holes.— Port holes are made in every alternate row of

iron, the sill of the first being preferably at the top of the first inside

hoop. The sills are made of 6-in. x i-in. hardwood, as shown in the

DETAILS
iScalc of inches

Plan at A-A- ^AOJUiTABU BCARINC

— loi' X ^op Of LiXy/noH n onu up to uoql

lONOITUOINAL .SECTION
upper cm

DETAILS OF ELEVATOR.

drawing, fixed to the top of an inside hoop and supix>rted on two short

pieces of 4-in. x 2 -in. skew nailed on to outer face of studs. The sides

are formed of 4-in. x 2-in. pieces planted on studs, notched for ends

of outside hoop and secured with one 4-in. x f-in. bolt. The stops are
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3-in. X I -in. Oregon set i inch forward from inside face. Thie doors are

made from the piece of sheet iron cut for the port liole, backed with

three pieces of 3-in. x i-in. Oregon. 22 inches long, to fit close in to the

stops. Thev are held in position by the pressure of the silage.

The Elevator.—The length of the ele\-ator will \ary with the local

conditions, whether the ground is sloping, whether the cutter is mounted
on a stage, and so on. In general, the length necessary is about 30 feet.

A ibox having sides made of three 6-in. x i-in. tongued and grooved
flooring boards with top and bottom floors of two similar boards, with

a cover of 6-in. x j-in. lining boards is all that i.s required. This cover

should be fixed in 6-ft. sections to allow of easy removal should it be
necessary to get at the chain. The sides and bottom floor are secured

by ledges of 6-in. x i-in. flooring about 4 ft. 6 in. apart; the sides are

further strengthened with diagonal braces between ledges of 3-in. x i-in.

Oregon. On the upper floor, which is 5 inches below the upper edge of
box, it is advisable to nail two 6-in. x ^-in. boards cut down to 5J inches

to form a groove for the chain to run in. This floor is supported on
6-in. X ij-in. oregon bearers spaced about 4 ft. 6 in. apart. The ground
must be excavated to a sufficient depth under the chaff-cutter to allow

the end of the elevator to come directly beneath the chaff-cutter, or the

cutter may be raised on a platform for this purpose or both may be done
as shown in drawing. The end of elevator being put in as far as possible

below the chaff'-cutter, a shoot is made with pieces of sheet iron or of

wood to connect the cutter, the whole being boxed in as far as possible.

It is essential that this shoot should be as steep as possible to prevent

the silage from packing up. The drive from the cutter will send the

slats up the top or the bottom floor, according to the side fed from.
Looking towards the silo, if the feed be from the right hand, the elevator

will work up the bottom floor. This is the most advisable, as the throw
ot the cutting wheel is then assisting to run the cut stuff down into the

foot of the elevator. It wdll, however, work satisfactorily, feeding from
the other side, so that the cutter may be put where most suitable for

feeding. The ground end of elevator is rounded off with galvanized sheet

iron, allowing just sufficient room for the slats to move round sprocket

wheel when the adjustable bearings are fully extended. The line of this

iron will be described with a radius of yf inches from centre of sprocket

wheel. The cover of elevator is left off as far as the first ledge, about

5 feet from the ground end. The bottom floor of silo end of elevator is

cut back 18 inches and provided with a galvanized iron lip; this is to

prevent the slats striking against edge of bottom floor when the silage

is being carried up on the top floor. The end of elevator is to project

into the top of silo 21 inches. The top floor of silo is cut back from
ground end 11^ inches and the silo end 10^ inches; the groove at each

end is cut back a further 5 inches to allow for the working of sprocket

wheel. The adjustable bearings are attached to the outside of elevator

with two 2^-in. x ^-in. bolts to each bearing, a f-in. iron washer being

placed between head of bolt and inside of elevator. The bearings for

the ground end of elevator are fixed so that the centre of spindle is

8| inches from top of box and loi inches from ground end when the

bearings are fully extended. The spindle should be fixed in this posi-

tion when the elevator is working. The bearings for the silo end of

elevator are fixed so that the centre of the spindle is 8^ inches from top

of box and 9 inches from silo end of elevator. The slats or buckets

for carrying the silage are of 3-in. x i-in. Oregon chamfered on one
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side, checked i inch deep by 3^ inches wide for the attachments which are

fixed to slats with two 2 -in. x No. 14 screws to each and with a V-shaped

cut beneath attachment to allow tor insertion of sprockets. The slats

may be made to carry up on the top or bottom floor b\ using an additional

i2|-in. diameter sprocket wheel as an idler secured on a 3-in. x ^-in.

iron bar fixed as shown in drawing. The elevator is nailed together with

2 -in. nails from the inside, the nails well punched, clinched and then

punched again. Great care must be taken that nothing will project inside

the elevator which may catch the slats. The elevator is supported in

the centre, as shown in drawing, with a T-piece made of a lo-ft. length

of 4-in. X 2-in. hardwood, checked | inch at top and well spiked to a

piece of 6-in. x i|-in. hardwood, and fixed at bottom end to silo.

The following is a list of material required for the 60-ton silo speci-

fied. Some of the items are slightly in excess, in order to meet contin-

gencies :
—

Red-gum, P-in. x 4-in. ; 8 6-ft., 8 4-tt., 8 3-ft., foundation posts.

Hardwood, 4-in. x 2-in. ; 6 24-ft., '27 21-ft., 2 20-ft., 4 16-ft., studs and purlins.

Hardwood, 6-in. x U-in. ; 5 12-ft., scaffolding.

Hardwood, 6-in. x 1-in. ; 1 12-ft., port Imle sills.

Hardwood, 6-in. x ^-in, ; 61 18ft., hoops.

Hardwood, ."Mn. x 1-in. ; 2 16-ft., supports for bottom purlins.

Oregon, 3-in. x 1-in. ; 4 15-ft.
,
port hole doors and stops.

Galvanized iron, plain sheets, 24 gauge ; 56 72-in. x .36-in., lining.

(galvanized iron, corrugated slieets, '^6 gauge, 16 9-ft., roof.

Galvanized iron, ridging, 26 gauge ; 3 lengths 16 in., roof.

Galvanized iron, springhead nails, 2^-in. ; 3 lbs., roof.

Wire clouts, 12 lbs. l|-in. : 3 lbs. f-in.

I^olts, nuts, and washers, 2 6^ -in. x |-in., ridge purlins and studs.

Bolts, nuts, and washers. 8 o^-in. x g-in. , other purlins and studs.

Bolts, nuts, and washers, 8 4-in. x |-in., port holes.

Bolts, nuts, and washers, 82 S^-in. x |-in., treble hoops and studs ; lapped hoops,

plate washer, and stu i.

Bolts, nuts, and washers, 36 3-in. x |-in., lapped hoops.

Bolts, nuts, and washers, 200 2J-in. x -| in., outer hoops and studs.

Bolts, nuts, and washers 16 9^-in. x A-in., foundation posts.

Bolts, nuts, and washers, 16 8-in x ^-in., treble hoops and foundation posts.

Bolts, nuts, and washers, 8 6^-in. x ^-in., fonndation posts.

Wire nails, 2 lbs. 4-in., 4 lbs. 3-in., 14 lbs. 2-in.

Plate washers, 24 5-in. x 1-in. x ilr-in., with fin. hole in centre.

Tar—5 gallons, with long-handled brush.

MdJtrkiJ h'cqiiiredfor IW-ft. Elevator.

White deal, 6-in. x 1-in. ; 18 20-ft., sides, floors, and ledges.

White deal, 6-in. x ^-iii. ; 8 15-ft., cover and groove

Oregon, 6-in. x IJ-in. ; 1 S-ft., bearers.

Oregon, 3-in. x 1-in ; 6 lO-ft., diagonal bracing.

Hardwood, 4-in. x 2-in. ; 1 lO-ft., support.

Chain, 53 feet, 1 /^-in. pitch. (>o. 45 link.)

51 Oregon slats, with attachments for No. 45 link.

2 8i-in. diameter sprocket wheels, 17 teeth, with 18i-in and 3-2-in. spindles, \\\i\.

diameter, for No. 45 link.

4 adjustable bearings.

1 27-teeth, 12^-in. diameter, sprocket wheel for No. 52 link.

1 10-tee'h, 5-in. diameter, sprocket wheel for No 52 link.

11 -ft. chain, 1^-in. pitch. (No. 57 link.)

8 2^-in. X ^-in. bolts, nuts, and washers.

8 f-in. iron washer.«, for f in. bolts.

1 sheet of 72-in. x .SfJ-in., 2-in. gauge iron.

The cost may be computed from above list. At present prices of material

in Melbourne it would run into ^27 14s., of which ;^7 4s. is for the

elevator. With an experienced builder, assisted by three handy men, the
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whole work of erection, including construction of elevator, should be com
pleted within four or live days. After the silo has been erected some time,.

and the greenness of the wood considerably lessened, the whole of the wood-
work, and in any case, the lower 3 feet, including both treble hoops, should

be tarred or painted. The inside of the iron should be lime-washed, as it

is nailed on. Supports, such as blocks of red-gum, bricks, &c., should

be put under the centre stud of each bay, and it is well to put such sup-

ports under every stud except those, of course, bolted to the foundation

posts. It is a good idea to bolt with 8-in. x |-in. bolts to centre stud

of each bay and treble hoops, a 4-ft. post of 6-in. x 4-in. red-gum, or

suitable round timber, sunk i foot in the ground.

To raise the height of an existing silo', the new .studs should be halved

for a length of about 2 feet and nailed with two 4-in. nails on to the

sides of existing studs. This means that all the studs are 2 inches out

of line with the existing ones. This will allow for boring and fixing the

new studs without removing anvthing except the roof. The hoops close

to the ground must not be covered with earth ; thev are an essential por-

tion of the structure, and should not be weakened bv rot or white ants.

The floor mav be the earth levelled off, or a conrrete floor mav l)e put in.

A 100-ton silo is similar in most respects to a 60-ton, having the

same diameter, but being 30 feet high. The foundation posts ha\e a

9-ft. post instead of 6-ft., and are sunk 2 ft. 6 in. in the ground. In

all other respects thev are similar to the posts for a 60-ton silo. There
are thirty-two 21-ft. studs, six 14-ft. and twentv-six ii-ft. The boring

on the 21-ft. studs is the same as for a 60-ton silo, but have in addition

a i-in. diameter hole 5 ft. io| in. from the bottom of the stud for the
third treble hoop. The checks are similar in all respects up to the sixth

except that the bottom of the seventh and last check on the 21-ft. studs

is 20 ft. 2% in. from the bottom of the stud. The 14-ft. and 11-ft.

studs are halved for 2 feet of the length from the bottom, and il-in.

diameter holes are bored and countersunk at 2 ft. 11 in., 5 ft. 10 in., and
8 ft. 9 in. from the bottom, and checked similarlv to 21-ft. studs at

I ft. 2\ in., 4 ft. \\ in., and 7 ft. o\ in. from bottom of studs to bottom

of checks. The 14-ft. and ii-ft. studs are nailed to the side of 21-ft.

studs at the halved ends with two 4-in. nails to each stud. The last

check on the 21-ft. stud should then line with the first check on the shorter

.studs. The 14-ft. studs take the place of the 24-ft. studs in a 60-ton

silo. There are five port holes. The elevator, which is 40 feet long, is-

supported in two places, as shown in drawing, the bottom support being,

a frame-work constructed of 4-in. x 2 -in. hardwood consisting of two
i2-ft. lengths at sides, i8-in. length at top, and a 5-ft. length at bottom,,

al! well nailed together. The top snpjKMl is similar to that fur a 30-ft.

elevator.

The following is the additional material for a loo-ton silo:—
Red-gum, 6-in x 4-in.; 8 Oft. (Xo (I ft. lun<fth.s it'imircil. I

Hardwood, 4-in. x 2-iii ; (I 14 ft.. 27 11 -ft., (i '21 -ft. (No 24ft. lengths reqniicd
)

Hardwood, (i in. x .\-iii. : 30 IS-ft.

Oregon, .S-iii. x 1-in. ; 2 I.') ft.

(Jalvanized .slieet iron, 24 72-in. x .'?(i-in., 24 gauge.
Bolts, nuts, and \va.'*hers—8 8-in. x ^in , 24 I^^^-in. x jj-in., 70 22-in. x s-in.. 4 4-ii6

X §-in., 12 .'?-in. x § in.

Plate washers, 6 /J-in. x 1-in x f\"i"-> with ij-in. liole.

Nails, .S 1J)S 4-in., 2 Ihs. 2 in.

Wire clouts, 3 lbs li-in., 2 lbs % in.
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Additional Material for iO-Jf. iterator.

White deal, 6 in. x l-in. ; 5 20 ft.

VVliite deal, 6-in. x ^-in. ; 8 IS-ft. (No 15 ft. lengths required.)

Oregon, Gin. x 1^-in ; 1 3-ft.

Oregon, ,S-in. x 1 m. ; 2 15-ft.

Hardwood, 4-in. x 2 in. ; 2 12-ft., 1 7-ft.

Chain, 2()-ft., 1 ;;, -in pitch. ( No. 4.1 link.)

Slats and attaehmeius, l7, for No. 45 link.

The additional cost of tlie material in jNlelbourne would be ^8 12s. 6d.,

of which _^i 13.S. 6d. is for the elevator.

Notes.

The ordinary horse-works and chaffcutter are suitable for cutting and

filling silage.

The silo should be well white-washed inside with a thick wash made
of lime and skim milk. This can be done each evening after filling, the

silage serving as a scaffold. It is also advisable to lime-wash again when

emptying.
The crop should not be cut until it has reached the proper stage of

maturity.

Trample the silage as much as possible, especially round the sides,

keeping the centre high.

Fill in not less than 5 feet and as much as 12 feet per day.

\\'hen filled, put on a 12-inch layer of chaffed straw well wetted, and

load over whole surface with 3 to 5 tons of earth, stones, or other con-

venient material.

It is better to chaff the green stuff on the dav that it is cut.

Keep the bottom hoop clear of earth and rubbish.

See that the bottom of each stud is supported by a brick or suitable

stone.

POTATO SCAB.

Mr. J. G. Gregory, of Mildura, writes :
—

" I have just seen the report of the Conference of Potato Growers and

Departmental Officers, and thought you might like to hear of my experience

with Potato Scab. Some ten or eleven years ago, I was growing a good

manv potatoes here, and unknowingly planted some scabby seed. I

planted again of the scabby produce, and the crop from these was covered

with scab. As seed was very expensive that year, I tried to find a remedv,

and in an American work I read the report of Professor Bolley's experi-

ments (North Dakota Station). His advice was to soak the seed for one

and a half hours in a i in i,oco solution of corrosive sublimate (Mercuric

chloride). This I did, and changed to fresh ground.

The result was a crop of perfectly clean potatoes, and from that time

as long as I continued to grow potatoes I was not afraid of scabby seed,

but the land where it was infected was my trouble as I had only 10 acres.

I found that after keeping potatoes out of the land for three years the

scab germs were still in the ground and very much alive. About this

time I read in the Rural New Yorker that, bv ploughing in heavy crops

of green-stuff and making the land slightly acid, the scab germs were

apparentlv killed. I tried this method, and, to all intents and purposes,

it w^as a success, for I could and did grow really clean potatoes on that

same ground after I had ploughed in two heavy crops of green-stuff and

allowed time for the last to thoroughlv rot."
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Silage.—D. J. H. makes several imiuiries about silage-making and feeding.
Answer.—(i) A two-horse horsevvorks is sufficiently powerful to work :t

cutter and elevator, cutting and elevating 3 to 4 tons green fodder per hour. {2) A
No. 2 chaffcutter of a 3-ton green fodder capacity per hour without sieve attach-
ment will cost £\-] los. (3) The average amount of chalTed maize silage required
per cow per day is from 30 to 40 lbs., according to the amount of grass available.

Collecting Insects.—A. D. wishes to know the names of some reliable
works on collecting, preserving and naming of insects.

Answer.—First Studies in Insect Life in Australia (Gillies), is. 3d. ; .Aus-
tralian Insects (Froggatt), 15s ; Butterflies of Victoria (Anderson and Spry) 2 Parts.
5s.

; Destructive Insects of Victoria (French), Parts I. to IV., 2s. 6d. each.
Non-Broody Turkeys.—A. K. B. states that he has experienced great diffi-

culty in getting turkey hens to sit.

Anstver.—There is nothing you can give yojr turkey hens that will induce
them to go broody. They usually sit after laying about 18 to 21 eggs. Allow them
to cover up their eggs, as they usually do, after depositing each egg in nest, and do
not rob or disturb the nest in anv way until they go broody naturallv ; then add eggs
as desired.

Broken Wind.—S. J. H. writes :

—" My pony has got a very bad cough. She
coughs mostly in the evening and early morning. Last winter she was similarly
affected."

Answer.—The likelihood is }our pony is affected with asthma or " broken
wind," in which case, beyond regulating the feed times and diminishing the bulk
of food given, remedial measures will be of little avail.

Best Breed of Dairy Cattle.—T. P. asks several questions relative to tlif"

best breed of dairy cattle.

Answer.— (i) Opinions differ considerably; the majority prefer the Jersey.

Purity should always be aimed at. (2) Ayrshire cattle are not liable to suffer more
than other breeds in cold, wet and frosty weather. (3) The larger-framed animals
require the larger ration. (4) Hereford cattle are probablv the hardiest, but they
are not dairy cattle.

" Cords " on Teats.—E. D. writes :

—" Since one of my cows calved somf*

three weeks ago two of her teats are bad. What looks like a cord runs down each
of them, both being about the size of a wax match. The milk has not been affected,

but only small quantities come from the teats concerned at each pull."

Answer.—The cow was probably not dried off properly at end of last milk-
ing period, with the result that a stringy clot became deposited in the milk ducts,

in which case the injection at intervals of a couple of days of a weak solution of
carbonate of soda (i part to 100 of water) may assist in breaking down the cord. It

may be, however, that what seems a cord is really a thickening of the wall of th-*

milk duct, caused by a sub-acute inflammation of long standing.

Mammary Actinomycosis.—P. A. states that recently he bought a cow and
soon afterwards he noticed a hard lump, about the size of a pea, on one quarter of
the udder. The lump disappeared and a larger one came in another quarter. It

is just under the skin, is hard and movable, without any heat .ir pain.

Answer.—If the lumps persist, and particularly if others show themselves,
it is probable the udder is affected with mammary actinomvcosis—tumour-like
nodules in the udder, produced by the action of a fungus identical with the rav
fungus which causes the majority of cases of lumpy jaw in cattle. This affection

of the udder has been recently found to be fairly common amongst cows in this

State. It is incurable, and may vitiate the milk to the extent of warranting con-

demnation of the cow.
Calving.—C. P. N. writes :--'" I had a heifer which slipjied her calf two

months too early. She did not " clean," and died a week afterwards. What
should be done when they do not " clean " ?

Answer.—\rTig?iie the womb daily by injection with i gallon of 2 per cent,

solution of lysol in warm water or solution of permanganate of potash ; remove by
gentle traction any traces of retained membranes, and give a drench consisting of
Epsom salts i lb., powdered gentian i oz., ginger 5 oz., in i^ pints of warm water.

Service ok Mares.—McD. Bros, would like to knoiv (i) How many mares
a draught stallion, 5 years old, should serve during the season? {2) How many per
day? and (3) the distance the stallion should travel daily.

Answer.—(i) 70 to 80 mares. (2) and (3) No definite rule can be applied.

Much depends upon the condition and temperament of the horse ; and the number
of mares to be served and distance travelled are matters for the discretion of the

owner or man in charge for the season.
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THE ADVANCE OF THE SILO IN THE LILYDALE
DISTRICT.

/. 5. McFadzean, Dairy Supervisor.

Dairy -farming can be most profitably carried on under conditions whicli

allow of the stock obtaining a full supply of green fodder throughout

the whole year. Where pasture feeding alone is practised, the heaviest

milk yield from cows is during the spring when grass is most luxuriant.

The longer that growing season lasts the better is the flush of milk sus-

tained. As the grass dries the m'lk flow diminishes.

By cultivating various fodder plants which mature at different seasons

the farmer is able to forestall in some degree the annual spring pasture

growth ; and also to extend his fodder growing season well into the summer
months. The term of the productiveness of his stock can thus be ex-

tended from early spring to late summer. Progressive dairy-farming,

however, does not stop here. There is little reason in allowing a good

spring and summer milk vield to be discounted in the year's estimate by

poor returns being obtained during the autumn and winter months. The
prudent dairy-farmer does not permit this to occur.

The farmer who has failed to make adequate provision for the winter

feeding of his stock usually finds his milk supply rapidly diminishing at

that season. Unfortunately, the majority of dairymen are rather neglect-

ful in this respect ; and consequently they fail to obtain the full pos-

sible returns that their farms are capable of. This too general disregard

of the requirements of the stock results in a frequently recurrring scarcity

of fresh milk in the metropolis during the autumn and winter months.

The wholesale prices therefore range higher at those seasons. The farmer

who is in a position to guarantee a consistent supply of milk throughout

the year to a retailing dairyman is thus able to command a better average

price for all he can produce, on account of the importance of his winter

supplv. But if he has milk to sell only at the season when it is most

plentiful, he is offering his produce when the prices are lowest ; and he

gets but little consideration from the retailer.

Very often a farmer does contract to supplv a regular daily quantitv of

milk to a retailer in the citv. Should an unfavourable season for grass

be then experienced, and he has failed to insure the production of his con-

tract quantity bv growing and conserving fodder for his stock, he will

l.'?4;n z
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be constrained to purchase manufactured food-stuffs to make up for that

in which he is deficient. Should he be thus compelled to buy much of the

feed necessary to produce his winter milk his profits will be small indeed.

But if, on the other hand, he has a sufficiencv of home-grown fodder in

reserve, his milk will be most economicallv produced, and his profits pro-

portionately increased. The providing of a full supply of winter fodder
for the dairy herd has thus the dual result of insuring a good average
price for the whole of the milk produced, and at the same time increas-

ing the total yield at a minimum cost. Each cow may then become a

source of profit to her owner during fullv three-fourths of each year

;

instead of, as too often happens, being unremunerative for more than
half her life-time.

The Dair\ Supervisors of the Department of Agriculture are con-

stantly placing before farmers the necessity of growing such quantities

of fodder for their stock as will allow of a surplus being stored as silage

for use as required. This advice is widely being acted upon. When the

Dairy Supervision Act came into force in the Lilydale Shire in 1906.
only seven dairy-farmers there had provided silage for their stock during
the previous winter. In the season just passed provision for the cows
by this method was made on 23 farms. On the seven farms
alluded to silage has been made annually for many years past. On two
other farms on which silage-making had some years previously been a

regular custom, this work had latterly been neglected, and the pits had
been allowed to get out of repair. However, fodder storage by means
of the silo has again been practised these last two seasons, and on some-
what improved lines. In addition to these, sixteen new silos have been
built, and on ten farms stack silage has been made. Last year, however,
there were five of these latter, on which, owing to the dry season, no more
maize was produced than the stock could use in the green state. These
and several others will try to improve on last season's work in the future.

Four of the new silos have not yet been used.
Maize is the fodder most generally grown for silage-making through-

out the district ; but on some farms a portion of the oat crop is also har-
vested to the pit, and used before the maize crop is fit to cut. The pits

are again filled when the maize has matured.
On the twenty-three farms alluded to as having made silage during the

past season there were 22 pits and eight stacks. Four of the farms
had two pits each in use ; and others used both pit and stack. All the
old-established pits are below ground level, and are rectangular in
shape. The newer ones are in most instances above ground ; but some
have also a few feet of their depth below the surface. The material
used in their construction is more generally either brick, or wood with
iron lining; but there are also those of concrete; of rough slab; of com-
bination of brick, wood, and iron ; and one earth pit with slabbed top.
Some of the stacks were in the open ; some had roofing over them ; and
others were inside walls of rough timber. On the whole the filling was
well done, only two pits and three stacks having any quantity of waste
material. In each of these instances, however, the total quantity dealt
with was not large; and in consequence much greater care was necessary
to have insured complete success.

In all the pits the crop was chaffed before being filled in to the silo.

About 40 lbs. of this chaffed silage is The usual daily allowance for a cow ;

a varying quantity of .some more concentrated food such as bran, grain, oil-

cake, or the like being given with it in most cases. The stat^k silage being
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made without chaffing, is not so suitable for manger feeding. For con-
venience of handling the chaffed material is also much to be preferred.

In extent of storage capacity and consistent use of this method of
fodder conservation the Cave Hill Farm of Mr. D. Mitchell holds first

place in the Lilydale Shire. The first silo on this farm was a srjuare brick-

lined underground pit holding about 100 tons, and was built about 24
years ago. Four years later, two larger ones were made, to hold about 140
and 130 tons respectively. These were somewhat similar in construction

to the first one, but their positions were more convenient to the milking
shed. The first one was then used for other storage. The smaller of the

two larger silos, when first built, w-as 5 feet underground and 5 feet above
ground level. The walls have since been carried up 8 feet higher bv
concreting, w^hereby its holding capacitv has been increased about another
100 tons. This pit has no roofing ; but the other is under cover.

J30-T0N SILC MR. D. MITCHELL'S CAVE HILL FARM.

(5 feet uiiflerg-round, 13 feet above.)

No regular number of stock is fed here. About 35 acres of maize are

usually grown for silage. Mr. Mitchell has other farm property in the

district on which store stock are fattened. Among the stock purchased

for this purpose any cows which prove in calf are brought to the Cave

Hill Farm. If they do not turn out profitable as milkers they are speyed,

and dried off for fattening. The number of milking cows on the farm is

thus irregular. Last year a lot of starving stock from the northern districts

were purchased, and their condition recruited on the silage. Mr. Mitchell

claims to have been the first user of chaffed silage in the di.strict, having

made no other from the beginning. About 3 cw't. of hay chaff and 200 lbs.

of bran are used with 22 cwt. of maize silage in mixing the present (July)

daily ration, for 65 cows. This works out at an average of 38 lbs. maize

silage, 5 lbs. oaten hay chaff and 3 lbs. of bran per cow daily in addition

to the pasture.

As regards combined length of experience and continuity of practice,

Mr. A. B. Taylor holds a prominent position among the users of silage in

the shire. His present farm is about ij miles out of Lilydale on the

Melbourne- road ; and during the seventeen years he has been dairying there

z 2
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he has made regular provision each year for tlie winter feeding of his herd

by means of silage. His first experience with siloed fodder dates some

twenty years ,back, on the farm he then had at Croydon, which was after-

wards purchased by Mr. McKay. In his first yeajof silage-making there

the maize was put into the pit whole ; and the trouble which was experienced

in getting the material out again when required determined him in favour

of chaffing before putting it into the pit, a practice he has always followed

since.

Mr. Taylor's present silo is a rectangular underground brick-lined pit

of about 70 tons capacity. This usually is filled with the produce from
about 6 acres of maize. Some 35 acres of oats were also made into silage

this year, and used before the maize was fit to cut.

Below the ground level the pit walls are built Avith a batter of

about 8 inches in 18 feet. There is some 5 feet of straight up wall above

this that is only intended to act as holding space for the maize at the final

stage of filling so that enough will be held to insure the filling of the pit to

the ground level when the material has finally settled. The sloping of the

lower walls is considered a distinct advantage by several in this district,

on the ground that it allows for a closer settling of the silage in the pit,

and thus minimizes the possibility of side waste occurring through uneven-

ness of wall surface.

Afr. John Kerr, of Yering, is the pioneer of the silo in the Lilydale

district. Twenty-seven years ago he excavated a pit 45 feet long, 1 7 feet

deep, and 15 feet wide at the surface and having a 9-inch batter on the side

walls. This was filled with whole maize. Having reasonable success with

this, another pit was made four years later—72 feet long, 17 feet deep, and
22 feet surface width. The walls of both pits were then bricked. At that

time the farm was carrying a milking herd of 250 head. About 100 acres

of maize were grown yearly ; and the pits were filled regularly with this

fodder for about nineteen years in succession. Some eight or nine years

ago the dairy-work of the farm was reduced, and more attention given to

grazing and hay growing. As the silo pits were not kept in use, they got

into a state of disrepair ; and finally the bricks were taken out, and the

ground levelled up again. A renewed interest, however, is being taken in

dairying this last two seasons and silage is again being used. Forty acres

of maize were grown last year. The surplus of the previous season's

growing had been made to stack silage. Then a circular concrete-block

silo holding about 160 tons was built, and filled this season. The contents

lasted the milking stock about four months. Tt is intended to increase

the size of this silo before next season by making the wall 5 feet higher.

If possible, two more silos of the same .size will then be erected ; for which
purpose a quantity of the blocks have already been made. The milking
herd, which had been reduced to 40 head, has now been raised to 150 ;

and it is being still further added to as the management of the farm per-

mits. A refitting of the milking-shed and dairy accommodation has also

been effected, to allow of more expeditious vvorking. The larger portion
of the general farming, as well as the dairying work, is carried out by
the several members of the familx , each having charge of some particular
section. All hired help is thus directly under interested supervision at all

times ; a method found to give satisfactory results.

Mr. Kerr, senr., has a turn for invention; and many notions are seen
put to practical test throughout the dairy section of the farm, particularly
among the utensils. Mr. Kerr is also recognised here as the originator
of the lever system of l)ail-closing in the milking-shed. This idea was
introduced by him 26 years ago; and it is now universally accepted as the
most handy method of dealing with large herds.
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In regard to silage-making Mr. Kerr has many experiences to relate,

and suggestions to offer. One of these latter is put forward as a possible

solution of an apparently inexplicable occurrence that has at times taken

place in connexion with silage-making. In some instances reports have
-come to hand of a silo having been carefully filled with material that should

have made good silage; and yet the result has not been satisfactory. Mr.
Kerr suggests that the trouble may possibly arise through too much
trampling—or rather from injudicious trampling—at some time during the

filling. He considers that good silage can be made with a minimum of

trampling providing the material is evenly spread in the pit. When silage

was first being made on the farm in the large pits, it was observed that

where the loads of maize were dumped into the pit the silage did not turn

•out as good in quality as in the other parts where the material was placed

gradually in the spreading. The reason for this was set down as being

that too much pressure Avas applied at one time to that particular place.

CUiXCkklli BLOCK. SILO, MR. JOHN KERR S FARM.

Thenceforward every endeavour was made to spread the maize without any

more trampling than could not be avoided, and the result was satisfactory.

Mr. Kerr's opinion is that possibly in those cases where failure has been

reported, the heating material in the pit has been again well trampled down

in the mornings before any more material was filled in; and it is the

application of weight at that stage which he considers injurious. He
arrives at this conclusion by the following theory :

—
" Exclusion of air is 'the secret of good silage-making. This is

obtained bv the spontaneous heating and consolidating of an evenly packed

body of green fodder. The effect of trampling on heating fodder is to

expel some warm air wherever the weight is applied, and, owing to the

spring of the material, to allow for some cold air intake as the pressure is

removed. Overheating v,^ill result from this. If it were possible to evenly

spread the chaffed fodder without anv trampling it would slowlv settle,

and good silage would be made with a minimum of heating. Failing
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this, however, no tramijling shouhl be done directly on heating silage. At
least a foot depth of material should l>e filled into the pit each day before-

trampling is resumed ; which will prevent the direct application of inter-

mittent pressure to the heating silage beneath."
How^ever, the object of trampling down the fodder when spreading it

being to insure its even distribution, if that work is properly carried out, each
day up to the time of leaving the pit, it is unnecessary to repeat the work
next morning before fresh material is added. Still, as silage is occasionally

more or less spoiled in the making, and no apparent reason for the failure

is discoverable from the information supplied as to the filling, Mr. Kerr's
idea is worth noting. That strange mistakes are made at times is shown
from the investigation of one case wherein silage making was reported as

not having turned out satisfactorily in this district. From the report,' the
filling appeared to have been done properly. On examination of the-

HILLSIDE PIT SILO, MR. T. McINTVRE S FARM.

material, however, it was found that the owner had endeavoured to make-
his maize crop go further in the pit l)y putting in some considerable bulk

o^ dry straw with it. This fact hr had not considered to be worth

mentioning when complaining about the result. The mixture made rather

an expensive manure, but it was fit for nothing else.

About eighteen years ago, the late Mr. David Syme put down the first

silage pit on his Killara farm on the Yarra flats. This was a rectangular

brick pit in the side of the hill, on the bank of the Wandin Yallock Creek.
A race from another creek—the Woori Yallock—supplies the driving power
for a water-wheel, by the aid of which the fodder is chaffed into the pit.

This first silo was of alx)ut 95-ton capacity. Some six years later this was
.supplemented by another pit adjoining it, of the samt* width and
length, but rather deeper, and holding about 15 tons more. These pits

have been kept in regular use. About 100 acres of maize are grown to

provide for a herd of from 200 to 250 milkers. A large proportion of the-

crop is fed to the stock green, being carted- to the grazing paddocks in the
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stalk and distributed there. The pits are filled as the maize reaches the

ripening stage and any surplus then is made to stack silage.

Mr. H. Parfitt, of Yering, also commenced making silage about 20 years

.ago; no exact record having been kept of the year. The pit used was an

unlined excavation in the hillside, having one end open and a roadway
from it to back the cart into when removing the silage. This pit was not

lined ; and of late years was not used, and allowed to get out of repair.

Two seasons ago, however, it was lined with corrugated iron, and again

filled, and it was also in use this past year. Its capacity is estimated at

about 100 tons. Eighteen acres of maize are grown for a herd of 50 cows.

Another pit of much the same size and shape as the last-mentioned, is

that on Mr. T. Mclntyre's farm at Yering. This one, however, is

bricked on the bottom, sides, and one end. It has also a 5-foot corrugated

iron top to the walls to assist in the filling. Silage has been made here for

eleven years in succession. Twenty-seven acres of maize are grown for

70 cows.

Probably the most consistent feeder throughout the year on silage in this

district is Mr. Robert Blair, of Mooroolbark, whose exhibit of this fodder

at the Royal Agricultural Show attracts considerable attention each year,

its quality being excellent. On 126 acres he milks from 24 to 28 cows
dailv the whole year. The grazing land is subdivided into a number of

paddocks, and sown with mixed grasses. This is well looked after, not

being grazed too close at any time, and each paddock is top-dressed with

manure and fertilizers as necessary. Ten acres of maize, and 11 acres of

oats, are sown for fodder each .season. Seven years ago, a rough slab

and paling enclosure was built in the side of the hill, above and adjoining

the milking shed. This was about 24 feet long by t6 feet wide, and the

surplus of the maize crop of that season was chaffed into this. When
settled the material was about 7 feet deep ; and the quantity was estimated

at about 30 tons. This fodder storage proving successful, the work was
continued vearly ; until, in the fourth vear from starting, a portion of the

oat crop was also made to silage and used while the maize was growing,

the cows giving very good returns on this feeding. Before the next season's

harvest was at hand a round brick pit 14 feet high, by 11 feet diameter

was built ; 6 feet of the wall being below ground level. This pit was used

in addition to the slab silo, both oaten and maize silage again being made.
Then the following season the slab structure was taken down ; the brick

silo was increased in height by 10 feet, and another—a larger one—24 feet

high by 18 feet diameter, was also built. Mr. Blair estimates the capacity

-of these pits as 40-ton: and 70-ton respectively. The smaller one was filled

in December last with oats cut from 3! acres. This was opened for feeding
on 20th January, and lasted about 80 days. Both pits were then filled

with maize, and the silage from these has been fed from that time at the

rate of about 45 lbs. per cow per dav ; and is experted to last well into

the spring.

Mr. Blair estimates the difference in qualitv between his oaten and his

maize silage to be equal to about an extra 2 lbs. of bran daily in favour of
the oats. This, however, is with maize sown broadcast, and consequently

not well cobbed. As yet none of these farms mentioned have taken up the

drill sowing of maize for their main crop, which accounts for the com-
parative large acreage of maize sown to the silage conserved. As a general
thing, there has usually been a sufficient rainfall in the summer to give

a fair growth of maize here, and some of the farms also have irrigation

facilities. Up to recently the owners have been satisfied if thev obtained
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a sufficient bulk of fodder, and gave no attention to its quality. This last,

season, however, proved an exception to the a\'erage and most of the crops,

were considerably under the full requirements of the stock even in bulk

;

while the quality was much poorer than usual. Some small sowings on the

drill system were also made here last year ; and the yields from them were
much better comparatively than from the broadcast crops. Against maize
that has been grown under the old broadcast system, oats must always
compare very favourably as fodder if cut in the proper stage. But when
maize is properly grown, and so has a chance to cob well, the difference in

quality between the two fodders is very slight. In bulk return, also, oats

can never compare with drill sown maize as a material for silage. Actual
height of a maize crop is too often taken as indicative of a good yield, while
the possible quality is totally overlooked. Instances have been .seen, both
in this shire and elsewhere, in which cattle ha\'e been fed all thev could-

eat of the long spindly growth resulting from broadcast sowing, and they
actually lost condition on it. Yet the owners could not be persuaded that
it was their svstem of culti\ation that was at fault. Thev blame the-

MR. R. BLAIR S BRICK SILOS.

maize as a fodder in a general wa\ , despite the fact that properly growit
maize gives satisfaction every time. It is usually the man with the smalt'
acreage that gets the heaviest fields in his maize cropping ; for he is com-
pelled to work his ground to its best advantage.

Mr. Blair's milking herd is a grade Ayrshire. Besides being well fed,
the cattle are closely culled. The result of the combination of these
methods is demonstrated in their last year's milk vicid which averaged
580 gallons per cow.

On the farm of Mrs. Sherlock, at Mooroolbark, silage has been made on-
a small scale for seven sea.sons. Tlie fir.st silo here was an enclosure of old
railway sleepers in a large barn. Three years ago a pit was dug nearer
the milking .shed. The earth taken out was banked up round the top
against a .slab wall, making a pit i.^ feet deep, and 9 feet square through-
out. This holds about 1 5 tons of chaffed maize, which is used to feed six cows.

Mr. W. Rae, also of Mooroolbark, has u.sed silage for his dairy herd
for five years. The pit here is a double one of brick, below ground level.
It was originally one large pit 20 feet bv 12 feet bv 13^ feet and estimated
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•to hold 100 tons. A dividing wall of brick was built across it two seasons

-ago for convenience of working. The smaller top surface of each section

now allows for more even spreading of the material when filling ; and it

also reduces the possibility of waste when using, such as might occur through
-having too large a surface exposed to the air. One of these pits was filled

with oats this season
; 3I acres of this crop providing silage for 25 cows

for six weeks. Eleven acres of maize also were grown. Of this a large portion

was fed to the cows green, and the balance was siloed. This pit at first

gave a good deal of trouble with side waste ; through, it was supposed, the

bricks in the walls being soft and admitting air. This porous condition

of the wall surface was, however, much improved by giving it a coating

•of tar when the pit was emptied; and with another dressing it is expected
that it will be made impervious to air or water, and completely satisfactory

.in its workinLT.

iriialnivw'Mili

WOOD AND IRON OVERlll.Ah SlLo, MR. L. LITHGOW S FARM.

As compared with those mentioned, all the rest of the farmers now
making silage in the Lilydale Shire are new to the work; but, with the
exceptions mentioned at the beginning, their results have been equally
satisfactory. Among them, Mr. Gilbert, of Yering, may be specially men-
tioned as getting very excellent returns from his stock on maize silage. In
February last his 28 cows were yielding 50 gallons of milk daily. At the
end of July, 21 head were giving 43 gallons. The additional feed
purchased in this in.stance was only 14 bushels of bran weekly. This silo

is one of the circular wooden-framed iron-lined silos erected by the De-
partment, which are giving general satisfaction.

The largest of the new overhead silos in the shire is that on the farm
of Mr. L. Lithgow at Yering; it has a capacity of 120 tons and has been
in use two .seasons. Twelve acres of maize are grown for a herd of 70
milkers ; and in addition to the silo full of chaffed maize, there was also
this year a stack containing about 25 to 30 tons. This latter, being in

the stalk, was fed in the paddock to the dry stock ; and a good deal of it

-was wasted through being trampled on and soiled by the cattle.
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For two seasons past Mr. G. Grey, of Lilydale—who has a small farm,

adjoining Mr. A. B. Taylor's—has successfully used an overground slab

silo built somewhat on the same principle as the first one used by Mr.

Blair. This is 14 feet by 16 feet, and 9 feet high. Five acres of maize

are grown and fed to about fifteen cows. Where bush timber is plentiful

the cost of a silo need be little more than the price of the labour employed

in its making.

Throughout the Upper Yarra Shire, which adjoins that of Lilydale.

dairy farming is at present only carried out on a somewhat small scale :

but on four farms silage was made this past year ; and others are also

preparing to take on the work this coming season.

With three years' experience, Mr. John Smith of East Warburton is

worthy of mention. His silo is a large slab room 18 by 16 by 10 feet,

adjoining his milking-shed ; and the fodder is put into it without chaffing.

In addition to his silo full of oats he had, this past season, about 20 tons-

of maize in stack. The oaten silage was cut into on the side. Part of

this face, which had been cut down with a hay knife, was covered with a

The drawback to this silo is that, being on level ground, the tilling must be done by hand, whereas, in

a hillside position, the material would fall in direct from the chatfcutter.

plaster of earth to ascertain if silage could be j>reserved from rotting by

this means. The experiment was not successful, as there were a few inches-

of mould behind the earth when it was remo\ed. On the whole, however,

both lots of silage on Mr. Smith's farm were a success. In the maize

stack it was estimated there was not 50 lbs. of fodder wasted.

This farm is some 8 miles past Warburton, high up in the valley of the

Cement Creek, which is one of the numerous mountain streams flowing into

the Upper Yarra. Owing to the situation, cartage to the farm in this and

similar localities is very expensive. Owners are therefore practically com-

pelled to produce on their farms everything that they use in the wav of stock

fodder. This they are able to do, as the soil, which is a red volcanic, is very

fertile. Cocksfoot and the clovers make good pasture where sown. A
tall-'Trowing native fodder plant, somewhat resembling millet, and known

as the " wild oat", makes a heavy growth on the upper ranges during the

summer months, and stock fatten very quickly on it. In the winter these

same rano-es are verv often impassable with snow ; and, when left to forage

for themselves, stock are then frequently lost from starvation. In its

natural state this countrv is very heavilv timbered, and a lot of burning-

off has to be done before the land is cleared for cultivation. This work
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of burning does considerable injury to the surface soil by destroying its

humus content ; with the result that it dries very quickly in the warmer
weather, and only well -rooted crops can withstand even the moderate heat

that is experienced here in the summer. On the other hand, irrigation of

the land is easily effected by diverting water from the numerous mountam
streams ; and abundance of fodder can be grown in this way. Owing
to the labour of clearing, some years usually elapse before a .settler here

has much extent of cultivated ground ; and only during the summer and
early autumn months can any profitable returns be obtained from dairy

stock meanwhile. Under these conditions, the best milking stock have
usually the hardest struggle for existence. The short-season milking cow
ceases to be productive sufficiently early in the autumn to enable her to put

on some condition before the cold weather sets in. But the good dairy

animal continues to give milk for a much longer period, and the winter

comes before she has a chance to fit herself for it. Unless winter feeding

is practised therefore the best of the dairy cows soon perish, and only the

inferior stock remain. Where cows are fed whilst being milked this

calamity is avoided ; for the longer they continue in milk, the longer their

feeding term lasts. They are thus kept in better order, and are enabled to

make a good showing in consequence when thev next come in.

Among dairv farmers everywhere the use of the silo is making towards
;a general improvement of the stock. Systematic feeding gives the best cows
a chance to show what they are capable of ; and those which do not milk
-well for more than a few months each year are the more easily noticeable.

Under regular feeding the beefy cow tends to fatten and turn to profit

as butcher's meat ; while the dairy type of cow will give her pro-fit through
the milk bucket. The dairy-farmer therefore runs no risk whatever by the

regular feeding of his stock, as it in every way increases their value.

Also, without a proper system of feeding, culling is of little use. The pro-

viding of a sufficiency of succulent food for the stock throughout the

autumn and winter months is thus unquestionablv the most effective step

towards the improvement of dairv-farm returns.

SILOS AND SILAGE.

A. S. Kenyan, C.E., Engineer for Agriculture.

{Continued from -page 671.)

Several interesting letters from farmers making and using silage will

to be found in the October issue of the Journal. Two others, held over

owing to want of space, are now published.

Mr. R. Faragher, Koroit, finds oaten silage not so good as grass. This

is particularly the case in such a district. It must be always remembered

that siloing a crop does not alter its feeding value, merely preserves it.

Oats, whether fed as green stuff, as silage, or as hay, will never equal

natural grasses at their best in the spring time:—
" I filled the silo in November last with Algerian oats. At the end of Decem-

ber I started feeding to 40 cows. The grass at this time was drying off very

rapidly, but I must confess I was rather disappointed with the result so far as

"keeping up the milk supply was concerned. I found it not nearly equal to

green grass ; our grass is of a very rich nature, being rye grass and clovers.

Otherwise, I was quite satisfied with silage. It kept the cows in fine condition

with verv sleek healthy appearance, far superior to hay which often causes im-

paction in dry summers. The loss through damaged sides was very slight, and
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there were no mouldy patches except some weeds we cut and put in the bottom
;

these were too dry when put in and went mouldv. I used water for pressure. I

placed a tank on top and pumped water into it. It weighed about 3 tons. This
year I have two tanks made to fit on top when I will be able to put plenty of

pressure on, but the tanks add considerably to the expense. I think silage a
good summer fodder, as it keeps the cows in good health and keeps up the milk
supply when everything is so dry. I feed out in the paddocks, and find very
little wasted. I think what we want to study most is what materials to grow
for silage, ist, for milk results; and, 2nd, for greatest yield per acre."'

Mr. G. Perry. Ballarat. writes a mo.st valuable letter. His exjrierience

in underground silos is long :
—

" I beg to state that as far as the quality of the silage in the overhead silo^

is concerned, it has turned out satisfactorily, but, unfortunately, the quantity was
lacking. Owing to various delays, the silo was not completed until well on in.

December, and the crop—barley, beans, vetches, and oats—was much too ripe and
dry for making satisfactorv silage, but we rather more than half filled it on that

occasion, and by using water freely and treading it well we were agreeably
surprised at the quality of the silage. We opened it about the end of January.
It was weighted with about 25 tons of bricks, and it had shrunk barely 2 feet,

which speaks for the manner in which it was trodden. We used a layer of about
6 inches of straw chaff thoroughlv saturated with water on the top of the silage,,

then a layer of old bags, and on top of these distributed the bricks evenlv all over.

The cows ate it readily, and it was altogether really splendid silage. The waste
did not amount to more than about 3 cwt.

" We have an underground silo in the milking shed put down about seven or
eight years ago, with concrete sides, 18 feet deep by 11 ft. 6 in. diameter, which
we had previously filled with a mixture of barley, rye, vetches, peas, beans, and
oats, a sample of which gained first prize at the Grand National Show held at

Ballarat last year, and which was very much admired by all who saw it. We-
had a very good crop of maize, about 20 acres, and started to cut it early in

March. We filled the underground and half filled the overhead silo. The
remainder of the maize (fully half) was scarcely ready, but that very night a
severe frost followed by a heavy north wind, cut it down hopelessl)', and frost

followed frost until we were reluctantly compelled to turn the cows on to it.

" We have sown our maize in drills 3 feet apart ever since it was first advocated
in the Journal of Agriculture, some four years ago. I think we were the first

in this district to adopt it. Most of our neighbours are now convinced that it is

the best, although at first they said we were wasting a lot of ground. The maize
silage turned out just as satisfactorily as the barley, ..V-c, mixture. The cobs had
glazed before cutting. The waste was nil. We are at present feeding with

it mixed with a little oaten chaff and a little grains and bran. When filling the

silos ^^e used a piece of gas pipe, about g feet long, and kept a thermometer
in it. The barley mixture, owing to it being on the dry side, was about 85 deg.

at the centre of the pipe and a little less at the bottom, but when the weight was
added the temperature quickly dropped to below 70 deg. The temperature of the

maize silage never rose above 58 deg. in centre of pipe. It may interest you to

know that silage was first made on this farm in 1883 in a big open pit, the

material for which was chaffed and trodden in by ponies ridden by boys. Then
about seven or eight years ago the silo was sunk in the cow shed immediately below
the chaffcutter, which is in the loft above. By simply taking the cover off the silo-

the chaffed material falls in. The cover when on forms the floor of the chaff-

room, so that we can fill either silo or cut horse or cow chaff at pleasure, without

shifting any of the plant. Our power is a Ronaldson oil engine. The experience

of a number of years in making silage is that the two greatest factors to success-

are (i) that the crop to be treated is in the proper stage of maturity; and (2) that

great care is taken in filling to trample it well. We use water freely, and think

it a better plan to put the salt in the water in preference to throwing it in loose,,

as we think it is more evenly distributed by this means. We throw six or eight

bucketfuls on with every 2 or 3 tons of material, using a little more or less according

to condition of crop."

The accompanying illu.stration .show? a .silo elevator connected with-

chaffcutter. To get the elevator well under the cutter the ground has been

excavated and the cutter elevated. Looking towards the silo the feed is

from the right hand, and driving with a chain from a sprocket on the
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cutter spindle to sprocket on elevator the slats will work up the bottom

floor of elevator. In order to make the slats work up the top floor an

idler sprocket (the bottom sprocket in illustration) has been introduced.

The chain is taken from cutter sprocket round idler, and the idler is so

fixed that the chain catches six sprockets of wheel on elevator. In the

illustration is shown a chain tightener fixed to a piece of timber secured

to legs of the chaffcutter. To insure clean working all three sprocket wheels

should be in one plane, and chain should not be allowed to get tco slack.

SILO ELEVATOR CONNECTED WITH CHAFFCUTTER.

It will be noticed that the drive of the chain on the elevator sprocket

is on the pulling side. This arrangement works smoother than that shown

in last month's Journal.

STACK SILAGE.

In a season like this when there is an abundance of growth, such as

weeds, wild oats, trefoil, thistles, &c., which, if not saved, will go to

waste, many tons of valuable fodder mav be conserved in a succulent

condition for the dry weather of summer and autumn or for lean years and
drought times, by making this material into silage. A quick and con-

venient method is to make a square stack upon a log bottom, keeping the
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centre high. If the material has been harvested with a binder, cut the

bands of the sheaves and spread them ; then cross them in alternate layers

of 6 inches deep. It is often advisable to put up posts to prevent the stack

slipping. Weight with logs hung on wires across the stack each night
and remove them in the morning. Sprinkle salt through the stack as it

is being built. Finish off the stack in a suitable shape to resist the
weather. Weight with logs hanging from wires passed across the top of

.^tack. As the shrinkage will be considerable it is necessary to shorten

these wires every day until the stack finally consolidates. The total weight

need not be great, but as much as can be conveniently hung on the wires.

Do not build near any buildings, hav or straw stacks, as there is some
slight danger of spontaneous combustion. A stack built like this will keep
in good condition for a very long time, and is much cheaper to build than

to purchase fresh stock after the ravages of a drought.

Another convenient plan for making stack silage is to set up a circle

of saplings to keep the outside of the stack upright. This may be kept

from spreading by running a double circle of fencing wire around them at

intervals of everv 3 or 4 feet. If the stack is located under a tree, with

a suitable branch 25 feet from the ground, a pulley can be attached to this

and used to hoist up the last of the fodder. In this case the stack may
iDe weighted with earth, hoisted up in the same way in an old oil drum or

bag.

DAIRY HERD COMPETITION.

Report on First Prize Herd in Competition in DandjEnong
Electorate for Prize pre.sented by Mr. W. S. Keast, M.L.A.

Geo. McKenzic , Dairy Supervisor.

Attached are the compiled records of Mr. George ^NlcLellan's dairy

herd at Lyndhurst.

Out of 47 cows included in the sheets only fifteen were milked

throughout the whole period of the test, viz., from ist September, 1908,

to 28th February, 1909. These yielded a total of 7,022.8 gallons,

averaging 468.1 gallons per cow for period, or 2.58 gallons per cow per

day. The highest individual yield for cow milked during the whole period

was 605.8 gallons or 3.34 gallons per day, and the lowest 374-2 gallons

or an average of 2.06 per day.

Nineteen cows came in at various dates during period the records were

kept and remained until they were discontinued (28th February). Records
of these were kept for periods varying from 172 days to fifteen days. The
best of these was No. 6, Table A, with a total yie>ld for 106 days of

486.0 gallons, averaging 4.58 gallons per day. Two others (Nos. 22 and
23) for a period of 92 days yielded 384.0 and 383.9 gallons respectively

averaging 4.17 gallons per day. The remaining thirteen cows had been
milked for various periods prior to records being kept, and these were
dried off from time to time and replaced by cows mentioned above.

Table C gives records of these cows which w^ere practically strippers. No
butter fat tests were taken.
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A.—RECORDS FROM CALVING DATE, COMMENCING 1st SEPTEMBER, 1<)08.

AND ENDING 28th FEBRUARY, 1909.

Name of Cow.
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B.

—

Records of TcrrAi, Milk Yield Dl'rinc; Comfetition—continued.
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LOSSES IN LAMB-xMARKING.
H. IF. Ham, Sheep Exfert.

With the raising of the best class of export lamb, come new methods
of management, amongst which are the judicious crossing of breeds, tail-

searing and early castration. That these latter methods are steadily

gaining in favour is certain, but there is a good proportion of farmers

who have suffered more losses by these methods than they did under
ihe old ways, and a great many have not as yet ventured from the early

day, rough and ready, methods of the large wool-grower, with whom
speed was the chief consideration, and, under his conditions, often with

good reason.

One thing is certain, we could be much more careless with laml)S

grown for wool purposes than we can afford to be now with lambs in-

tended for export. There is less danger in castrating store lambs of

any age than there is with fat lambs. There is also more risk of

checking growth and of loss by tetanus in sappy full-blooded lambs of

the British breeds, than there is in merinoes.

Manv farmers hold that, once lambs are allowed to get to six or

«ight weeks old before marking, it will pay better to sell them at about
twelve weeks old, \<\W\ the testicles in, than to lose a percentage of them
in marking, which is almost inevitable, nO' matter what method and care

is practised at this age, especially so if wind and rain be met with within

a f^"^ days. It is not the deaths that form the greatest loss with prime
lambs at this age either. It is the fact that all the ram lambs undergo
such a check that they cannot recover in time to go off and look like, or

strip the same as, the ewe lambs. The younger they are marked the

better, but here again there is no fast rule. A strong lamb born in

favourable weather can be marked with safetv at two days old, whereas
a weakly lamb from an ill-fed mother needs fuUv seven davs before it

is safe to mark if.

Young ram lambs are the better for not being tailed when
•castrated. They can be done later on with the ewe lambs. Searing

does not check sappv lambs like castration. There appears to

have been less danger in castrating ram lambs before searing became
known. With sappy lambs, there is no' bleeding at the tail when the

tail is seared at the time of castration and, consequently, there is a

greater rush of lilood to the purse than was the case w1ien the tail was
•cut with the knife.

Lambs castrated and turned immediatelv on to long wet grass or

fodder crops appear to contract tetanus ; lambs on rich pasture land

develop it more than those on poorer soil. A lowering of the tempera-

ture, through wind and rain, or frost, appears to favour the development
•of tetanus. Wind, especially, is bad for causing a form of inflamma-

tion to set up. According to the best authorities, tetanus can J)e de-

veloped from within the wound as well as bv coming in contact ^vith

spores through lying down, or moving in long grass. The former is

most probable in such a severe season for cold wind and excessi\e rain

as we have just experienced.

Searing cannot cause any deaths in lambs of anv age, if done pro-

perly. An occasional one mav bleed to death as in cutting with the

icnife, especially if the lambs be full blooded, and the dav warm, and
the lambs have lust been yarded after being dogged and allowed to ring'

round and round all the wav from their paddock, as is too often the

case. If. in searing, the skin and flesh be stripped off (as is often done
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by beginners when not striking a joint), the operator should know what
to do to stop the bleeding. A light touch with the iron on the veins

will often stop the few that do bleed, but at od.l times it may be better

to take a small portion off back to the joint. Most operators, when first

beginning searing, draw the tail tightly, and this, together with the fact

that they do' not strike a joint, causes them to leave a portion of the

bone projecting past the flesh and skin. The tail should be held looseh
and pushed towards the lamb a little. In this case, the loose skin will

come back and cover the vein and bone better, and prevent severe bleeding
in the few cases that may miss.

To be successful with the searing iron, the main object is to re-

member to go through with a clean straight cut ; for, if the bone be left

projecting to any extent and the skin and flesh cannot heal over the

bone, it will decay back until the flesh can cover it. Any instrument
that will sear straight through should be satisfactory ; there is no neces-

sity to strike a joint. Burning the lambs is mostly the fault of the

holder. Dull heat is better than red heat. During summer searing

attracts flies more than the knife.

Several methods of ca.strating lambs are practised. With very youngs

lambs there is little choice, as thev are not very far advanced. Some
methods are cleaner and neater than others and more suitable for small

lots of very young lambs when done every few days during lambing
time. The particular method mainly depends on the numbers to be
done, as it may be a matter of speed. With anv method there is little

or no danger, comparatively speaking, with lambs up to ten days old. In

the case of lambs beginning to thrive and put on flesh, the danger in-

creases with all methods.
Cutting off the lower portion of the purse and drawing the testicles

is largely practised. The objection to this method is that, if wdndy weather
is experienced, the losses are sometimes heavy ; also, the open cut is;

considered bad in dirty yards or long wet grass. In every other way
it is the best. Slitting is favoured by most large owners. It is not

so objectionable in windv weather and there is not the same outward'

wound, but it is inclined to close and heal quicklv and collects blood,

especially when closed with the hand as many advocate. If cold weather

sets in tetanus at times develops in this class of castration and many deaths

have been known with this method.
Side cutting and taking the testicle out is only practised on very

young or store lambs. If lambs are sappy and a fair age, blood collects

in this method also, especially with tail searing. If tetanus develops
thiough bad weather, or; the spores of tetanus are prevalent on the pas-

ture there will be losses bv this method also, esiDeciallv if the lambs are

a good age.

A method often practised on old lambs is to remove the testicle

from its casing, leaving the casing in (similar to ca.strating a calf).

This causes no more risk, and in the case of a lamb six weeks o[d is not

so severe as drawing. A later and better method still for export lambs,

when once the mistake has been made of letting them get too old, is to

slit the pur.se and cut into the testicle and press out the inside flesh with

the finger and thumb, leaving exervthing el.se in, including the point of

the testicle. Bv this method the blood vein feeding the testicle is not

severed, and less bleeding and no bruising of the inward parts of the

lamb are caused. Young lambs cannot be treated this wav, and there

is no advantage if they could. Of course, tetanus may develop with

this latter method, on this class of lamb, but it is the least likelv to
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of an\-, and certainly is the easiest on the lamb. An objection raised

to it is, that if they are held over as grown sheep, wethers castrated

this way will be staggy. This stagginess is very slight, and! is hardly

worth considering ; very little more can be noticed than is apparent on other

lambs when marked at the advanced age.

Lambs on such good milkers as cross-bred ewes, when sired by the

early maturing black- faced rams, and the ewes are well fed, are ex-

tremely sappy and forward at an early age. With them there is only

one way to save checking and losses, and that is by marking all ram
lambs once a week, if at all possible.

The use of antiseptics on tiie knife, and also on the purse of lambs

before making anv incision, is a wise precaution, and well repays the

trouble.

"DART'S IMPERIAL" WHEAT.
We have great pleasure in presenting to Victorian farmers a portrait

of Mr. Thomas Dart, of Nhill. the originator of the above well-known

wheat. As this wheat has established such a high place amongst the

varieties grown in Australia for its prolific yield, ihe community is deeply

indebted to the original grower,

and the recognition of this fact

some time ago led to a move-
ment in the Nhill district to

present Mr. Dart with a mone-
tary testimonial. He, however,

declined to receive anything of

the sort, and consequently the

movement was not proceeded
with. Mr. Dart is still hale

and hearty at the age of 73
years, 71 years of which have
been passed in South Australia

and Victoria.

Mr. Dart gives the following
account of how he came in pos-

session of this wheat :
—

I was stripping a very
rusty crop at Lucindale in

South Australia in 1882.

Noticing a nice looking root of
wheat I stopped the machine,

got off and examined it, and finding it quite free from rust I pulled it

up and gathered 44 perfect heads from the one plant. The same year

I removed to Kiata in Victoria and sowed it there, but not with very

encouraging results, as the cattle got in and partly destroyed it. By per-

.severing with it I managed to gather 13 lbs. weight that year. The
following harvest my chief trouble was with the rabbits and 1 only gathered

45 lbs. that year. In 1885 I sowed it again, but the rabbits found it out

once more, although I was often around the plot at midnight. However,

I stripped it with the machine and got 3 bushels. The following year I

sowed this on 4 acres of fallowed ground with better results, as 16 bags

each containing 4.% bushels were stripped and cleaned. As a matter of

fact only about 3 acres were stripped, as two swaths around it were cut,

MR. THOMAS DART, NHILL.
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and in addition there were 15 gum trees on the plot. I gave one bag of

the seed each to Messrs. J. W. and T. Gould of Warracknabeal, and also

to my three sons at VVoorak West. This year the new wheat was called
" Bluey." Mr. J. W. Gould obtained first prize for this wheat at Murtoa
Show and he then gave it the name of " Dart's Imperial."

" Dart's Imperial " is one of the very best all round farmer's wheats

vet introduced into Victoria and perhaps combines the qualities required for

both grain and hay in a higher degree than any of the commonly grown
varieties. The comprehensive experimental plots which have been con-

ducted throughout northern Victoria during the last four years confirm the

high estimate in which it is held b\ farmers throughout the north-west.

The notes of Mr. F. E. Lee, Agricultural Superintendent, on this

wheat, are as follow:—
The following are the average yields recorded upon 26 fields :

—

Year.
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BEES AND FRUIT FERTILIZATION.'^

R. Beiihne, President of the Victorian Apiarists' Association.

The blossom of fruit trees consists of the calyx or cup, the sepals or

or short green leaves which cover the bud before it opens, and the petals

of various shades of white and pink, inside which are the stamens carrying

the anthers or male organs producing that extremely fine fertilizing powder
called pollen. The stamens, of which there are many in each flower, sur-

roimd the pistil ; in the case of the blossom of stone fruit there is one

;

in apples, pears, &c., there are five pistils. The upper part of the pistil

or female organ, is the stigma, with a duct or passage leading down into

the base of the pistil. To produce a fruit it is necessary for a pollen grain

to reach the stigma. Pollen grains, though small, are of ornamental

appearance, and complex in structure, consisting of an outer and inner cover-

ing, the latter enclosing a jelly-like protoplasm containing nitrogen and
other chemical matter. Lodged on the stigma, the pollen grain absorbs

moisture, swells, and throws out a tube, which grows down the pistil

till it reaches the unimpregnated nucleus in the ovule, which is situated in

the ovary at the base of the pistil. Thus fertilization takes place. In the

case of an apple blossom there have to be '^^^'Q distinct fertilizations corre-

sponding to the five divisions of the core, while with the blossom of straw-

berries, raspberries, and others over one hundred fertilizations are re-

quired. If anv of the pistils fail to receive pollen a deformed fruit re-

sults—an apple depressed on one side or berries showing hard, green un-

developed places on the ripe fruit. If an apple so deformed is cut cross-

wise no pips will be found in the section underlying the undeveloped part,

and such apples usually fall before reaching maturity. It is therefore im-

portant that a pollen grain should reach each stigma, and that pollen grain

should come, not from the anthers of the same flower, but preferably from a

flower on another plant of the same species.

According to Darwin, the cross fertilization of flowers is the most im-

portant factor in the continued vitality of any species of plant. In double
sex flowers, such as those of fruit trees, self-fertilization is possible.

Nature, however, provides devices and conditions to avoid it. The stigma

of some flowers does not become receptive till the anthers on the same
blossom have shed their pollen, and therefo^^e pollen from elsewhere has to

reach the stigma. Some varieties of fruit, such as the Bartlett pear, cannot
produce fruit without the pollen of some other variety. Cucumbers, melons,
pumpkins, and similar plants have separate male and female flowers, and
in all these instances some agency is necessarv to bring the pollen from the

anthers of one blossom to the stigma of another. Wind is one of the

agents, but the principal ones are insects, and amongst them the most im-

portant is the bee. Fertilization bv air currents would probably produce
barelv sufficient fruit to pre\ent the extinction of the species, but as in the

service of man a hen is expected to lay more eggs than .she could hatch,

and a colony of bees to produce more honev than is sufficient for its needs,

so a fruit tree is expected to vield more than sufficient for its propagation,

and for the profitable culture of fruits the agencv of insects is needed in

the fertilization of the bloom.
The honey bee is not only the most important factor in pollination,

but the one insect which bv structure, the nature of its food require-

ments and its habits, is best adapted for the purpose. It obtains its food,

nectar and pollen from the blossoms of plants. The nectar obtained from

* Paper read at the Annual Conference of Fruitgrowers helrl at Bendigo, September, 1309.
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the blossom under the influence of a secretion from glands in the anatomx
of the bee is changed into the honey as found in the combs of the hive.

Nature provides the nectar in the flower to attract the bee. To get at the

nectar the bee has to pass over the anthers, and the pollen grains adhere

to the many hairs covering its body ; in visiting the next flower some of this

pollen falls on the stigma, and thus fertilizes the blossom, even if the bee

is not gathering pollen. In gathering pollen it sweeps together the pollen

grains with its moistened tongue, nips it off the tongue with the front pair

of legs, passes it on to the second pair of legs, and finallv on to the third

pair, where it lodges on what is called the pollen basket, a covering of

stiff hair below the upper joint. In this performance pollen grains become
scattered all over the body of the bee, and as it has to visit many blossoms
before it gets the amount it can carry, and passes over the stigma of ever\

flower, pollination is alwavs brought about. If the bee visited the blossoms

of different species of plants in the same excursion, there could be no cross

fertilization, because strawberry pollen, for instance, could not fertilize

peach blossom. It is, however, a well known fact that a bee during each
trip confines itself to one species of plant, whether in search of nectar or

pollen, and a mixture of pollen is never found in any bee's load as it enters

the hive. Plants of the same species, but of cUfferent varieties, are, how-
ever, worked over on the same trip, anil it is largelv due to this that seed-

ling fruit trees seldom come true to name, and that there are occasionally

crosses of various vegetnbles.

,\ ORCHARD APIARV.

In America, the importance of bees in fertilizing flowers is fully recog-

nised. In the large greenhouses near Boston, where early cucumbers are

grown, one or two hives of bees are always inside to pollinate the blossoms,

otherwise there would be no cucumljers unless men went round with brushes

to carry the pollen from blossom to blossom. At Marengo, in Illinois, lives

one of the foremost beekeepers of the United States. All round his apiary

gieat quantities of cucumbers are grown for ])ickling purposes. They are

picked when 2 to 3 inches long, and sold to the pickle factory. To grow
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cucumbers profitably, it is necessary that the greatest fjossible amount of

fruit should set on each vine. At the time of my visit there were 600

acres of cucumbers grown in the neighbourhood of the apiary, and while

Dr. Miller's bees greatly benefited by the supply of pollei> and honey thus

provided, the success of cucumber growing is at the same time in a large

measure due to the presence of a large apiary.

The fruit-growers of many States, when planting orchards in new and

isolated places, found that their orchards yielded unprofitable crops where

no bees existed in the locality. When this fact was discovered, and a few

colon,ies of bees were established in or near the orchard, the yields of fruit

became normal. Americans specialize in nearly every kind of rural pro-

duction, and it is a very common practice for a fruit grower to plant a

large orchard of one variety only. In the case of at least one variety of

pear, the Bartlett or Williams's Bon Chretien, and some varieties of apples

and plums, it was found that e\en when bees were kept these varieties

proved barren unless some other variety of the same species existed in or

near the orchard, the reason lieing that the varieties referred to could not

be fertilized by their own pollen.

The blossom of the grape \ine requires more than many others the

agency of insects for pollination. Mr. F. de Castella, Government Viti-

culturist, informed me a short time ago that, during his recent visit to

Europe, he found, in certain districts of Spain, the pollination of grapes,

owing to the absence of insects, was done by hand.

I will now give some well-known authorities in support of the statements

made. Professor A. J. Cook, formerly of Michigan Agricultural College,

and now of Pomona, California, who has paid particular attention to the

fertilization of fruit by bees, writing to Mr. Hopkins, Government Apiarist

of New Zealand, savs :
—"Bees never harm blossom, but are always a

help. Bees are a tremendous aid through pollination. Many of our best

fruits must be cross fertilized to produce. Many pears, apples and plums

are utterly sterile to their own pollen. I am sure that it is an incontrover-

tible fact that bees are the great agents in pollination, and are far more
valuable to the world than for the honey they produce."

The best orchardists in California now arrange with apiarists to bring

their bees to the orchards; they find they must have the bees. Professor

Waite, of the United States Department of Agriculture, covered the blos-

soms of apples, pears and plums with netting, excluding the bees, and
found that the protected blossoms of many varieties yielded no fruit. In

some varieties there was no exception to this rule, and he was convinced that

large orchards of Bartlett pears, planted distant from other varieties, would

be utterly barren were it not for the work of the bees, and even then thev

could not be profitably grown unless every third or fourth row was planted

with Clapp's Favourite or some other variety capable of fertilizing the

Bartlett. In other words, the Bartlett pear could no more fertilize its own
bloom than the crescent strawberry. Professor V. H. Lowe, of Geneva
Experimental Station, New York State, covered a set of small pear trees

with hoods of fine gauze, the lower end of the bag-like hood being tied to

the trunk of the tree to exclude insects. On all these trees was a large

number of buds, and all conditions favourable to a good crop, except that

the flight of insects was entirely cut off. The result Avas that, out of the

whole of the trees covered, there was just one fruit, whereas on another set

of trees of the same sort not covered, there was a good crop, proportionate

to the size of the trees. Many more similar experiments could be given, but I

think enough has been said that bees are very necessary to fruit-growing;

but of course it is not necessary to keep them in an orchard if there are
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bees kept anywhere in the locality to be within reach of a bee's flight, and
I think there are not many localities without bees. Still it is, in mv
opinion, an open question whether in some localities, and under unfavour-
able conditions of weather, the setting of fruit would not be improved if

more bees were kept. In my personal experience, I have always been on
the safe side, as I usual h- have more hives than fruit trees. I have never
had occasion to complain of poor setting of fruit ; on the contrarv, I always
have to do a lot of thinning out. While I have shown the great value of
bees in the fertilization of fruit, I do not deny that there are some instances

of antagonism between fruit-growing and beekeeping. These instances are.

on the one side, the spraying of fruit trees with poisonous compounds while

the tree is in. full bloom, and, on the other side, the damage or apparent
damage done by bees to ripe fruit.

In regard to the spraying of fruit trees while in bloom, I am not sure

whether the practice is at all general in Victoria. I have heard of only one
or two instances of bees being poisoned by spraying, and none have come
under my personal observation. The practice of spraying trees in full

bloom has been abandoned in America, because not onlv was it found no
more effective than spraying before or after, but it actuallv reduced the

fruit crop by destroying the pollen and the delicate organism of the stigma

of the blossom. I am aware that in orchards where varieties are grown
which bloom at different periods, it would interfere with straight ahead
work to spray the different varieties separately. Still, I would ask

orchardists to avoid spraying trees in bloom as far as possible, for the sake

of their own interests and for the sake of the industrious insect which is of

so much value to horticulture, while it is to the l>eekeeper his means of

living.

Dealing now with the least pleasant item of mv paper, that of damage
to fruit by bees, it is well known that at intervals of vears, corresponding

with years of dearth of nectar,, bees are accused of damaging ripe fruit.

That bees, under stress of circumstances, extract the juice of fruit the

skin of which has been broken bv birds, insects other than bees, or wet
weather I do not deny, but I absolutely deny that bees e^er harm sound

fruit. Bees will actually starve to death with a bunch of grapes or any-

other kind of fruit right inside the hive if all other food is out of reach.

I do not claim this as a virtue for bees. It is an impossibility for them
to puncture fruit. Numerous experiments have proved this fact. When
bees gather the juice of damaged fruit it is when no nectar is available,

and I have always advised beekeepers to feed their bees near or inside the

hive at such times, not so much to keep them away from fruit, but to ]ire

vent the fruit juices :l)ein,g gathered and consumed bv the l)ees. as thev are

quite unsuitable for bee food, and verv detrimental to the health of the

bees. In my own experience bees have once in a while gathered the juice of

grai:)es and plums which had small round holes pierced through the skin l)v

that mischievous little bird known as the silver eve.

In conclusion, I would again ask you, in performing the operations

of vour occupation, to l^ear in mind the value of the bee to vour industry,

and, in return for the services it renders vou, to extend to it a sympathetic

consideration, which will at the same time benefit the industry I represent

—

that of apiculture.
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BUILDING HINTS FOR SETTLERS.
III.

—

Four-Roomed Weatherboard Cottage.

.4. S. Kenyan, C.E., Engineer for Agriculture.

In consequence of several requests for quantities of material necessary

to erect a four-roomed cottage as described in the August issue of the

Journal (page 504), the complete list is given below.

Red- flinn—
8-in X 2-in. ; 44 8-ft. , sole plates.

6-in. X 2 in. ; 4 6-ft., "2 3-ft., tank-bearers and door-steps.

4-in. X 4-m. ; 44 2-ft., stumps.
4-in. X 2-in. ; 4 5 ft., tank-braces.

Harchvood—
9-in. X l:i-in. ; 1 24-ft., rid^e.

8-in. X 1^-in. ; 1 4-ft. 6-in., 4 2-ft. 6-in., window-sills.

7-in. X Ij-in. ; 4 13-ft., barge-boards.

6-in. X 1^-in. ; 16 6-ft., tank-stand floor.

5-in. X 1^-in. ; 14 23-ft. ceiling-joists.

4-in. X 4-in ; 4 10-ft. , corner studs.

4-in. X 3-in. ; 3 24-ft., 2 23-ft., 3 13-ft., 2 12 ft., 1 10-ft., 1 9-ft., bottom plates

and sleepers.

4-in. X 2-ni. ; 20U-ft. run., 6 24-ft., 14 23-ft., 3 12-ft. , 20 10-ft, 4 9-ft., top

and vermin plates, [floor joists, studs, heads of openings, and horizontal

stiffeners.

4-in. X li-in. ; 150-ft. run., 60 10-ft., 22 13-ft., 11 12-ft., rafters, collars and
studs.

3-in. X l^in. ; 10 24-ft., 4 11 -ft., 4 6-ft., purlins and weather-board stops.

3-in. X 1-in. ; 100-ft. run., 11 16-ft., 7 11 -ft., bracing, &c.

2-in. X l^-in. ; 100-ft. run., cupboard framing.

2-in. .X 1-in. ; 200-ft. run., on outside of stumps.
6-in. X |-in ; 3,600 ft. run. weather-boards.

Ccdiforniau Red Pine—
8-in. X l^-in , 2 4-ft. 6-in., mantelshelf.

8-in. X f-in. ; 16 2-ft., louvres.

6-in. X U-in. ; 50-ft. run., 10 T-ft. 6 in., .i 2-ft. 6-in., 4 2 ft.. 11 4-ft. jaml>

lining, &c,

5-in X \l-m. ; 1 4-ft. 6-in., 4 2 ft. 6-in., windf)vv l)oards.

3-in. X 2-in. ; 4 4ft. 6-in., 8 3-ft. 6-in,, brackets for hoods.

2-in. X i-in. ; 150-ft. run., door and window stops.

Shelving, ]2in. x 1 in. ; 6 4-ft. 6-in.

Shelving, 18-in. x 1-in. ; 4 4-ft. 6-in.

Scotia, li-in. ; 100-ft. run.

Quarter round, f in. ; 5()0-ft. run.

Half round, 1-in. ; 100-ft. run.

8ashes, 6 ; 1-ft 9-in. x 4-ft. x l^-in., four tights, glazed with 16-oz. glass.

Lining, 6-in. x fin., T. and O.. white ; 2,900-ft. run. if corrugated iron roof be

used. (If patent roof felting is used, l,40O-ft. run. extra will be required.)

Flooring, 6-in. x H-in., T. and (i., red ; l,10(»-ft. run. (If 4i-in. x i-in. T. andG.
hardwood is used, 1,500-ft. run.)

Iro7imoni/eri/, ttc.—

•

Rim locks, 5 6-in., with^brass handles.

Cupboard locks, 2.

Barrel bolts, 3 4-in.

Tee hinges, 5 paiis 18-in., 5 pairs r2-in.

Steel butts, 12 3-in.

Casement fasteners, 5.

Cabin hooks, 6 6-in.

Cup hooks, 48 ^-in.. brass.

Ridging, 5 lengtlis, 26-gauge, 16-in.

Spouting, 10 lengths, 4-in., O.U.
Sti'aps for spouting. 22, stout galvanized iron.

Down pipe. 5 lengths, 3-in. diam., galvanized, iron.

Plain galv. iron, 4 sheets, 72-in x .36-in., 28-gauge, flashing, vent hoods, &c.

Ply wire, 2 sq. yards
Bolts, nuts, and washers, 16 5-in. x ^-in. ; 8 6-in. x |-in.
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Wire nails, 1-cwt., 2-in., 21 lbs. 1^ in., 28 3-in., 14 4-in. (If patent roofing felt is

used, 7-lb. \\-'\w. extra for extra lining
)

Tacks. 41bs. , for hessian
Galvanized iron spring- licatl nails, 51b. 2-in. (lib. only if roofing felt is used. )

Camber bars 2 4-ft x 2-in x |-in., wrought iron.
Colonial oven, 1 3-ft. x 1-ft. (J-in.

Hessian, 62-yds., 72 in. wide.
Tar, 5 gallons, for damp-course.
Galvanized (Jorrugited Iron, 2)-gauge, 52 7-ft. (If p.itent roofing felt is used

no corrugated iron needed, but 3| rolls of felt with caps, cement, and nails
for fixing).

Tank, one l,00()-gallon corrugated galvanized iron tank, with cover, tap, overflow,
&c., cnmpiete).

H ricks, 2,800.

Cement, 2 casks.
Sand, 2 cubic yards.

It would be a great improvement to the cottage and but little extra
cost for the eaves to project about i foot. This would mean using 26 7-ft.

and 26 8-ft. sheets of iron instead of 52 7-ft., and 22 14-ft. rafters
instead of 22 13-ft. If joofing felt is used in place of iron, 2ri rolls will
be needed instead of 3J rolls, and 100 running feet more lining? In each
case the barge boards will be 14 feet instead of 13 feet.

IRISH POTATO BLIGHT AND ITS TREATMENT.
D. McAipuie, Vegetable Pathologist.

The discovery of Irish Potato Blight in the different States of the
Commonwealth renders it necessary tor point out, without delay, the
various precautions to be taken in dealing with this disease, in order to
prevent or limit its spread, as well as to eradicate it, if possible. The
first step to be taken is evidently that of isolating the affected districts,

by proclaiming them infected areas, so that no potatoes growing in such
districts shall be allowed to rontaminnte healtln potatoes, or to be used
for seed.

But the disease may be jjresent in other districts at present unsus-
pected, and in order to keep presumably clean districts free, certain mea-
sures may be adopted. .Since the disease is due to a microscopic fungus,
who.se life-history is fairly well known, and described in Bulletin No. 27,
it can only be definitely determined by an appeal to the microscope. But
there are certain symptoms which indicate its jiresence, and may be taken
as presumptive evidence of its existence. If the loa\es show brown sjxjis,

which are surrounded by a delicate mould on the under surface, so that
ultimately the leaves and stems blacken and decay, the fungus is probabh
that of Irish Blight. The leaves, however, may simply turn brown and
shrivel up, and yet the tubers may be affected. The surface of the potato
may be sunken in patches and brown underneath, as a preliminary stage,

and this may be followed 1>\ putrefactive organisms, which render the
entire tuber rotten, and cause it to gi\e forth an offensive smell.

Principal Means of Prevention.

There are at least three princii)al means whereb\- the fungus ma\ be
either prevented from gaining a footing, or kepi in check -

I. As the fungus was first imported into .Australia by means of seed

potatoes, brought from countries where the disease already existed, the

living spawn of the fungus being latent in the tubers, it is evident that

if only clean seed be u.sed, free from the fungus, tliere will be no de-

velopment of the disease.
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2. As the spores of the fungus, which are equivalent, as far as repro-
duction is concerned, to the seeds of higher plants, mav sometimes occur
on the surface of the tubers, it mav he necessarv to disinfect them.

POTATO LEAF (UNDER SURFACE) SHOWING EARLY STAGE OF DISEASE.

3. As the fungus causing the disease is produced from spores, if these
spores, falling on the leaves of healthy plants are prevented from ger-
minating there, or if the spores falling on the soil are prevented from
reaching the tubers, then the disease would be nipped in the bud.

If the spores have once germinated and infected the potato plant by
reaching the interior, then there are no means known of dealing with it.

It is prevention, and not cure, which is attempted.
Disease-proof potatoes are also sometimes placed upon the market, but

while some varieties are less susceptible to the disease than others for a
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time, none are known to witlistand it altogether. The most promising
field lies in raising new varieties from seed, and Mr. Sevmour, the Potato
Expert, is at present engaged in this work.

Treatment of Seed Potatoes.

I. To secure seed free from the living fungus in its interior is not
always easy, from the difficulty of detecting it in some cases ; but the
difficulty may be overcome to a certain extent if the following precautions

are taken :

—

{a) Seed potatoes should only be planted when obtained from a dis-

trict known to be free from Irish Blight. In older countries,

where the disease has become established, this is almost im-

possible, but here in Australia there are, fortunately, districts

still free, and where the fungus is not likely to thrive.

{b) If the seed tubers are suspected, or, in order to make certain

that the fungus is destroyed, they may be sterilized. The
ordinary sterilizing of the surface will not serve the purpose,

for the fungus is inside the potato ; but Jensen has devised

an effective method of treatment. This consists in subjecting

the seed potatoes to a dry heat at a temperature of 120 degrees

Fahr., not allowing it to fall below 118 degrees Fahr., nor

to rise above 132 degrees Fahr. I had some diseased potatoes

kept at a temperature of no degrees Fahr. for four hours,

but afterwards they produced a luxuriant crop of the fungus

in 24 hours, while at 120 degrees Fahr. the spawn of the

fungus was destroyed. I have had an apparatus constructed,

consisting of a copper cylinder, with a movable basket inside

capable of containing a bushel of potatoes, and surrounded

by a jacket of water, kept, when necessary, at the proper

temperature. After this treatment the germinating power of

the tubers is rather improved than otherwise.

2. If the seed potatoes were certainly obtained from a clean district

there would ha no necessity for treatment for this disease, but with the

possibility that they may have com.e from an infected area, or have been
in contact with diseased tubers, it would be a wise precaution to disinfect
the seed. No one, of course, would think of planting badly-rotted
potatoes, but those that are but slightlv affected may escape notice, and,
even if detected and rejected, thev might still be a source of danger. I

have received potatoes, both from Tasmania and South Australia, in a

box, with the living fungus freely producing its spores upon them, and
the mere handling of such specimens might be the means of transmitting

the disease to clean seed.

Seed potatoes may be simi)lv disinfected 1>\- placing them in a loose
bag and then steeping them in a solution of formalin for two hours.
A I -lb. bottle of the proper strength may be obtained from Messrs.
Cuming, Smith, and Company, Melbourne, at a cost of is. 6d., and this
has to be added to ^2 gallons of water, and, after stirring, it is readv
for use.

Spraying.

To prevent tlie spread of this fungus from plant to i^lant by means
of spores, there is the well-tested and successful method of spraying.
It may be almost completely controlled by the use of Bordeaux mixture,
which is now recognised as the most effective fungicide, and a short account
of how to prepare and use it is here given. In the orchard this mixture
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is constantly used for the treatment of Black Spot of the apjile and pear,

and other diseases of fungus origin, and the same preparation is suitable

for the Potato disease. Spraying is recommended not only for Irish

or Late Blight, but also for other diseases, such as Early Blight, which
is common in some districts in certain seasons, and, since Paris green may
be added to the mixture, it may be used as a combined insecticide and
fungicide. It is generally found that spraying increases the yield, even
in the absence of Irish Blight, and that it will pay to spray as a regular
operation.

{a) Bordeaux mixture consists of bluestone or copper sulphate and
lime. Fresh quicklime is necessary, and the copper sulphate
should be procured in the form of tlie blue crystals. A con-

venient formula to use is —
Bluestone ... ... ... ... ... 6 lbs.

Quicklime ... ... ... ... ... 4 ,,

Water ... ... ... ... ... 50 gallons.

The bluestone is dissolved in a barrel or wooden tub, and
made up to 25 gallons. The quicklime is slaked, and, when
in the form of a fine powder, 25 gallons of water are added
to form milk of lime. The bluestone solution and milk of
lime are poured evenly together into a third barrel or direct

into the spray-pump, and after being thoroughly agitated the
mixture is ready for use.

{b) A form of Bordeaux may Ije used in which lime-water takes the

place of the milk of lime. Less bluestone is necessary, and
the solution is equally efficacious. The formula is

—

Bluestone .. •• ... ... ... 3 lbs. 2 ozs.

Lime-water ... ... ... ... 42^ gallons.

Water to make up to ... ... ... 50 ,,

The lime-water may be prepared by placing the quicklime

(2 J lbs.) in a gunny bag (or any bag of loose texture will do)

and suspending it in the proper quantity of water in the morn-
ing, and next morning it will be ready for use. It may be run

off into the bluestone solution, and after thorough mixing it is

ready for spraying.

(c) There is also the 'Copper-.soda solution which may be used, and
consists of

—

Bluestone ... ... ... ... ... 6 lbs.

Washing soda ... ... ... ... 7 ,,

Water ... ... ... ... ... 50 gallons.

The bluest(jne is dissolvt'd as before, and also the washing
.soda, and then poured into a third vessel and intimately

mixed. The potato plant .should be sprayed when 6 to 8

inches high, and again when in bloom ; but if the season is

moist, intermediate sprayings may be given at intervals of a

fortnight. A quarter of a pound of Paris green added to the

50 gallons serves to destroy the grubs as well.

(d) To prevent the spores, even when formed, reaching the tubers in

the soil, a process of earthing-up or protective moulding has

been recommended by Jensen. He found that the soil acted

IS a sort of filter, and prevented the passage of the spores.
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so that if the earth is banked up about the stems and the

topmost tubers covered to a depth of alx>ut 4 inches, they will

escape. While there is less liability to disease under these

conditions, it is found that there is a lessened yield, so that

this method has not been largely availed of.

The presence of Irish Blight in our midst should have the effect of

directing attention to the necessit\ for more intelligent and more effective

cultivation and clean working of the potato, since other solanaceous plants,

including the tomato, may harbor the fungus. The seed should be care-

fully selected and properly stored, and spraying should become one of the

regular operations of the farm. The manurial requirements of the plant

should also be attended to. and the fact recognised that potash in a readily

available form is essential to the healthy growth of the potato.

Recommendations.

In order to prevent the introduction of the disease into districts already

free from it, the following recommendations are made:-

—

Only clean seed should be planted, obtained from districts where Irish

Blight is not known to exist, and all seed potatoes should be carried in

new bags.

Since the seed may appear sound, and yet harbor the disease on the

surface, it should be disinfected by means of formalin solution, with or

Avithout previous washing.

Cut seed should be used, tecause it is the only sure method of detect-

ing blemishes, and any seed not absolutely clean on cutting should be

boiled or burned.

A system of rotation should be adopted, \vhereb\ iX)tatoes would not

be planted in the same ground oftener than once in four years.

Spraying with Bordeaux mixture or copper soda should be carried out

when the plants are about 6 inches high, particularly if the growing season

is a moist one, and again when they are in bloom, but intermediate spray-

ings may be necessary at intervals of a fortnight. As a rule, three spray-

ings are all that are necessary, if the first one is given early enough.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES.

Notice to Manufacturers and Importers.

It is requested that all manufacturers and importers of artificial manures

shall submit to the Chemist for Agriculture, Public Offices, Melbourne,

prior to 30th November, samples of all fertilizers which they intend to

sell under the provisions of the Artificial Manures Acts 1904 and 1905

during the coming season.
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LEO.NGATHA LABOUR COLONY.
Trustees' Annual Report and Balance Sheet, 1908-9.

Trustees.—E. J. Nevell {Chairman), T. Cl/errv, M.D., M.S., P. J.
Carroll, J. H. Mullaly, and J. R. Pescott.

During the year ended 30th JunC; 1909, 482 men have made appli-

cation to be sent to the Labour 'Colony. Of this number, 292 were
admitted, making a total number of applications since the colony was
opened in 1893 of 10,782, and the actual number admitted 7,232. On.

the 30th Jmie, 1908, there were 65 men on the establishment, so that,

with the 292 new arrivals during the vear, 357 have been dealt with

during the twelve months under review. Of these, 65 left without giving,

any notice, 105 for positions found for them by the farm manager, 91
to look for work, wnth sufficient money earned on the colony to carry

them along while seeking more remunerative employment, whilst 21 were
discharged for \arious offences, and 8 were sent to Melbourne for medical

treatment, leaving 67 still on the books at the end of the year. The
average number of colonists was 64.2, and the average period per indi-

vidual 92- weeks.

The cost of maintenance, including food, w^iges, and management, has
been 8s. 2d. per week per man, the cost of fcxxl alone being 3s. lod. per

week per man.
Owing to the existence of the colony no deserving man need starve in

the city. Applications for admission are made everv week by the desti-

tute unemployed, and not a single week has gone bv without some having
been sent. Naturally, there are more applications in the winter than in

the summer, and evidences are continuallv lieing brought under notice
as to the value of the institution to destitute starving men. Independently
of the men who have been sent to the colonv, private employment for 51
men has been found, through the agency of the Charitv Organization
Society and private individuals.

It will be seen by the accompanying list that, out of the 482 men who
applied, 48 different occupations were represented. This will show how
difficult it is for the manager to put them to profitable work. Their
physical condition, also, is such that, in the majority of cases, they can
be given light work only, but many go to the colony with the expressed
desire to learn something about agriculture. The orcupations, ages, and
religious denominations are as follow: —

1 )fcuii;itioiis.

Labourer ... ... ... ... ... ... i6^
Milker ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 65
Carpenter ... ... ... ... ... ... 27
Cook ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2t;

Gardener ... ... ... ... ... ... 22

Groom ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 15
Farm hand, clerk (13 of each) ... ... ... ... 26

Ploughman, useful (11 of each) ... ... ... ... 22

Draper, bootmaker (10 of each) ... ... ... ... 20

Butcher ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 7
Seamen, ironmoulder, painter, printer (5 of each) ... ... 20
Blacksmith, miner, sailor, kitchenman, tailor, baker, waiter,

and bookbinder (4 of each) ... ... ... ... 32
Bushman, fireman, driver, and solicitor (3 of each) ... ... 12

Kngine-fitter, engine-driver, grocer, tinsmith, sawyer, and
plasterer (2 of each) ... ... ... ... ... 12

Joiner, teacher, accountant, wheelwright, canvasser, pastry-

cook, shoeing-smith, French jiolisher, station hand, ship-

wright, confectioner, donkey-man, tentmaker, and civil

engineer (i of each) ... ... ... ... ... 14

4S2
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Ages.

Under 30 years of age • 79
Between 30 and 40 years ... 159

Between 40 and 50 years ... 174

Over 50 years ... ... 70

Religious Denominations.

Roman Catholic ... ... 188

Church of England ... ... 181

Presbyterian ... ... 67
Methodist ... ... ... 30
Baptist ... ... ... 4
Lutheran ... ... ... 4
Independent ... ... . . 3
Spiritualist ... ... ... 2

Jews ... ... ... ... 2

Freethinker ... ... ... i

Since the present trustees were

appointed the revenue has gradually

ncreased. The following figures show
the gross takings from the colony from

1904-5 to 1908-9:

—

£ s. d.

1904-5 ... ... 1,266 2 I

1905-6 ... ... 1,172 4 8

1906-7 ... ... 1,382 18 3

1907-8 ... ... 1,408 3 10

1908-9 ... ... 1 5847 o 4

The payments have been about the

same, with the exception of this year.

when, owing to the building of the new
piggery, &c., and the extra number of

men, the expenditure has been about

£600 above the average. Of the

amount expended, £775 was disbursed

by the trustees in Leongatha, mde-
pendently of £400 paid in wages to the

colonists, who spend aliout half that

amount locally.

The following are particulars of

some of the individual sources of

revenue :

—

Pigf:.—During the year the sales^

amounted to £495 16s. lod., an in-

crease of £175 over last year, whilst

the stock on hand is valued at £336
as against £165.

Dairy Herd.—Owing to the leduc-

tion of the original area the stock has

been culled down to the value of £721,
as against £810 last year, but the

revenue from the herd has decreased

by £20 only.

13434. 2.
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Horses.—-There have been a few changes in our stock of horses, and
their value now stands at ^321 as against ^309 for last year.

Garden and Nursery.—The receipts from this branch were ^^236, ex-

clusive of the fruit and \egetables consumed on the premises. A ship-

ment of 300 cases of apples sent to Liverpool averaged 9s. 6d. per case,

which is considerably more than would have l)een received in the Mel-
bourne market. Last year, over 1,000 cases Avere picked, and this year

a greater quantity and a better class of fruit is anticipated.

Colonists' Board arid Lodging.—During the year there has been a

great demand for colonists bv the local farmers. The men working in

the district and boarding at the colony have paid ;^i6i for board and
lodging as against £\^ in 1904: ^17, 1905-6

;_
^49, 1906-7; and

^30, 1907-8. As over 400 additional acres of onions are being planted

in the district, it is anticipated that a greater number of our men will

be required for the onion and potato crops this season tlian last.

fi,^

^^•^C^^"-
'

COLONISTS CUTTING tiKEWOOU.

During the year ;!^274 15s. 9d. was deducted from the cheques given

to the colonists for goods supplied to them whilst at the colonv. If this

amount i)e added to the revenue the total would be ^2,121 16s. rd.

The following goods were sold to the colonists:

Tobacco
.Stores

Stamps
Boots and clothing

Board and lodging
Railway tickets

/: s. (I.

83 17 4
17 9 I

31 16 II

III 9 o

28 9 8

;^274 15 9

On the exj>enditure siile of the ledger it will be seen that the trustees

spent certain monevs to bring the colonv up-to-date, for example, ^^121
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for pigs, some pure-bred Yorkshire pigs having been bought to replace the

old sows. The result has been ver\- satisfactory as there have been con-

tinual demands for the young stock—a number of weaners having realized

;^3 3s. each for stud purposes. In removing the old pigstyes and build-

ing the present up-to-date piggery, ^165 for new material was exf)ended.

On account of the increased weeklv average number of men, 64.2 as

against 47.7 of last year, the food account went up; but, when it is

remembered that the men are given three good meals per day at a cost

of 3s. lod. per week per man, the increase is full\ explained. It will

thus be seen that by judicious management every item of economy is

studied without reducing the ration.

Taking the items on the general balance-sheet it will be seen that since

the trustees were appointed (1905) a Government grant of ^500 per year

has been received, whilst the total grant for the first four years of the

colony's existence was ^12,107 los. 7d. ; for the first year it was

COLONISTS HOEING BEANS.

^4,813 15s. 2d., with ^614 IDS. id. from public subscription. The
original area of the colony was 822 acres, valued at ^25 per acre with

improvements, but from time to time it has been reduced and now con-

sists of 420 acres. Each year, 5 per cent, for depreciation on buildings

has been written off, the valuation now standing at ^1,864.

In the profit and loss account it will be noticed that a loss of ^352
for the vear is shown, whilst for 1907-8 it was ^594, and for 1906-7,

^830. It will thus be seen that the goal of self-support is in sight.

For the last three years the total loss was ^1.7 76. whilst for the previous

ten years it amounted to ;£i5,03r.

The farm manager (Mr. J. J. Willoughby), gardener (Mr. A. P.

Prout), bookkeeper, (Mr. A. I. Spinks), and dairyman (Mr. A. Deveson)

continue to work with zeal and intelligence. The trustees are also in-

debted to Mr. W. H. Crate, secretary, for the valued and loyal as-

sistance he has at all times displayed in the performance of his duties.
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LEONGATHA LABOUE

RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS FOR TWELVE
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COLONY.

MONTHS ENDED 30th JUNE, 1909.
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LEONGATHA LABOUR

BALANCE-SHEET

Liabilities.

Advanced by Government

—

1893-4

1894-5

1895-6

1896-7

1897-8

1898-9

1899-1900

1900-1

1901-2

1902-3

1903-4

1904-5

1905-6

1906-7

1907-8

1908-9

Less value of 391 acres 1 rood 6 perches,

land included in original Colony,

and improved l)y ("olony Funds, now

resumed by Lands Department, as

per valuation, £13 6s. 6d. per acre .

.

Less original value, £1 per acre

Pul)lic Subscript ions. 1893-4

Sundry Creditors

£ s. d.

5,219 13 7

391 5 7

£ s. d.

4,213 15 2

3,203 8

2,473 13 1

2,219 14 4

2,729 13^2

4,091 8 1

3,884 5 11

3,000

2,374 3 6

3,627 7 10

1.998 18 11

999 19 7

499 19 9

499 19 10

449 18 7

549 19 9

£36.816 5 6

4.828 8

£31,987 17 6

614 10 1

s. d.

32,602 7 7

131 5 2

£32,733 12 9
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COLONY.

30th JUNE, 1009.

Assets.

Bank Balances

—

Trust Account
Wages Account

Colonists' Ledger Account, being Amount owing by
Colonists and Ex-Colonists

Stock in Hand

—

Dairy Herd .

.

Pigs

Sheep
Horses
Poultry
Water Service

Stores

Growing Crops
Nursery
Printing and Stationery

Harness
Implements . .

Bedding
Food
Building Materials

Manure
Furniture
Tobacco
Fodder, Seed, &c.

Plant and Tools

Dairy
Boots and Clothing

Stamps

Buildings

219 19 9

20 12 7

£
721

336
4

321

7

126
93
155

69

1

49
357
61

17

8

16

95

2

333
395

4

4

*. d.

5

5

10

16 3

15

4
10

19 9

7 2
12 3

19 9

17 6

16 8

9
18

13 4

13 2
16 9

4
3 5

11 5

5 6

s. d.

240 12 4

82 18 4

1,520

3,188 5 7

Less Buildings pulled down and
removed .. .. .. 183

Less 5 per cent. Depreciation .

.

67

Add New Buildings, Pig-styes, Yards, Sheds, and
Alterations

Land—422 acres, at £25 per acre

Profit and Loss

—

Balance Forward
Add Loss on Transactions for 1908-9

250

1.270

594
1,864

. . 10,550

16.454 8 10

353 7 8

16,807 16 6

£32,733 12 9

Audited and found correct-

E. J. NEVELL, Chairman,

Leongatha Labour Colony.

J. T. R. DALTON.
E. R. MOUNTJOY.

18.8.09.
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Profit and Loss Account—Year
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F'arm Manager's Report.

During the year the old horse-

paddock (5 acres) was grubbed,

and all wood therefrom cut up for

firewood; afterwards it wasplanted

with potatoes. Portion of the

flat in the old pig-paddock was

cleared and the stumps charred

out. All timber lying on the

ground in No. 9 paddock is being

cut up for firewood. Ferns have

been cut three times during the

year and used as bedding for

horses and pigs. All fences and

gates have been repaired, and

new gates made; 15 chains of

new fencing have been erected,

and 30 chains of old have been

shifted.

The old pigstyes have been

removed and a new piggery

erected. The building is 120

feet by 30 feet wide, exclusive of

exercise yards (5 feet) running

the full length of both sides of the

building. The site, filled to a

level within a brick casing, is

floored with brick, grouted in.

Down the centre, between the

rows of pens, runs tlie tram

track for the conveyance of food

from the feed house at the top

end. The pens on each side have

been constructed to a uniform

size, viz., 10 feet x 12 feet, and
each opens out into its own exer-

cise yard of feet x 1 2 feet. In

the sleeping space, a movable

false floor of battens has been

introduced, raised 2 inches

above the floor proper, which

has a slope of six inches to

the rear by 4 inches to the

further side, so that cleansing-

operations by means of a hose is

a matter of greatest ease, as the

water is laid on throughout.
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Following the natural fall from the pens the drainage passes to

the general drain whidi is outside the exercise yards. The general

drain is 2 feet 6 inches wide and shallow, and traverses the full length

of the building. The drainage is then carried to the pit two chains
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away, from whence the manure is

conveyed to the paddocks for fertilizing

purposes. These main drains also take

the place of races along which the

animals may be travelled to the

various pens, or from thence to the

market cart.

Moulded concrete, with a plugiicil

outlet for cleansing purposes, provides

a cheap and indestructible trough. A
swinging door that swings from the

bottom inwardly keeps the animal

from the troughs while the food is

being placed therein. In addition, an

upward sliding door is placed to allow

access to the exercise yards, the re-

mainder of the outward wall of each

pen being pivoted at the sides, so as to

be swung open when necessary for the

admission of air and sunlight. The
building is crowned with a lantern roof

with alternate louvre and glass, pro-

viding both light and ventilation.

On the sloping ground adjoining

there are 20 yards for the breeding-

sows, each yai'd being i-| chains long

by ^ chain wide with an open shelter

shed with its back to the prevailing

winds. After supplying the wants of

the animals under cover the feed trolly

with its load may continue its course

down the hill between these yards,

thus reducing the carrying of feed to a

minimimi. In addition, five 3-acre

paddocks have been fenced off and
shelter sheds have been constructed

for the breeding sows.

The cottage in No. 9 paddock
has been pulled down and converted

into a feed room, 50 feet x 30
feet, at the north end of the piggery.

The ground was excavated to a depth
of 3 feet at one end so as to bring

the floor level. The milk tank on
wheels with its load of milk can be
pulled alongside the building and
the milk flow turned direct into the

vats inside the building, thus saving

time and labour. Three 80-gallon

coppers have been built in to cook

the feed for the pigs, and these can
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be emptied .straight into the feed troll v. Ample room has been allowed

for milk vats, hedding, potatoes, and other fodder.

The cost of the buildings, yards, &c. (not including old material)

was about ^283. The work was carried out entirely by colonists, no
outside labour being employed. Further alterations to the yards and
surroundings to make them perfect have yet to be made. The styes

will hold 120 pigs, and will be used for fattening purposes, the sows
being kept in the yards. A small hut for the pig attendants has been
built, and a metal road made from the dairv to the piggery.

OATS, PEAS, AND BEANS FOR SILAGE.

The following crops were grown during the year :

—

Wheat and oats for hay (2^ tons per acre)

Peas (20 bushels per acre)

Oats, peas, and beans for green stuiT and silage (4^ tons per acre)

Tick beans (30 bushels per acre)

Maize (85 tons per acre, grown on hillside)

Potatoes (4 tons per acre)

Mangolds (25 tons per acre)

Lucerne (sown in drills in November, fed down twice)

Orchard and garden

Total

47
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The silage was exhibited

at the local Agricultural

Show, and was awarded
first prize.

The potatoes turned out

well ; Brown's River in

good ground yielded o tons

to the acre, Snow-flake and
White Elephant, grown for

pig feed, were put in late

in January, and are return-

ing 3 tons to the acre.

Mangolds did very well
;

lucerne, sown for experi-

ment, is doing fairly.

Ample provision is being-

made for plenty of feed for

the coming year.

Most of the cocksfoot

grass on the farm pastures

was eaten out last year by
the Take-all grub ; a large

portion was resown with

cocksfoot, rye, trefoil, and
clover. With the exception

of the trefoil, all the seed

came up well, and the pas-

ture is in fair order. The
Take-all grub has done a

little damage this year.

An endeavour will be made
during the coming year to

get flats drained, and this

will greatly improve them.

Cattle.—The cattle are

in splendid order. The
average number of cows

milked for the year was

51, the retuni.s for cream
alone being £479 9s. od.

On account of shortage of

feed last winter half the

cows were out grazing on

the plains at a cost

of £35 and returned in

low condition. The amount
of butter fat was 10,18G

lbs. as against 9,275^? lbs.

last year. Although the

prices were good the ruling-

rates were lower than in

the previous years.
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The stock are well looked after by the dair\man, and have been fed

on silage. The silage (oats, peas, and beans) formed a balanced ration,

and during the period in which it was fed to the cows the butter fat in-

creased 1 1 lbs. per cow for the fortnight. When it was finished the cows
were then fed on maize silage, and the butter fat decreased i^ lbs. per

cow for the same period. The former gave such good re.sults that 17

acres of the same mixture have been sown this year, and should yield

80 tons, and be readv to feed to the cows at the latter end of December.

The milk is weighed daily and tested once a month, and records kept.

For the vear the lowest test of the bulk milk was 4.2 in October, the

INTERIOR OF MILKING SHED.

average being 4.5. Amongst the herd are some very good Jersevs, and
during the year a pure Jersey bull of undoubted dairy quality was
bought. At the local show the Jerseys were awarded ist and 2nd prizes

in the aged cows, and ist and 2nd in the two-year class. Only a few
of the crossbred Holsteins have been milked, but they have done well.

The best one gave 50 1^ gallons of milk with a 4.2 test (average) for the
year.

The cattle now on the property are as follow:—
Dairy cows ... ... ... ... yq
Dairy heifers, 2 \ears old ... ... 27

Heifer calves ... ... ... ... 8

Bulls ... ... ... ... ... 4
Commercial cattle ... ... ... 4

Horses.—There are thirteen on the farm, including a fine eighteen-
months' old filly. They are all in splendid condition, and three of the
draught mares are due to foal this season. The horses are fed on chaff
grown on the colony, and their condition speaks for its quality.
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Pigs.—The demand for pigs has been verv good and the prices high.

The sales for the year amounted to ^495 9s. lod., and the value of

those killed for consumption on the farm ;^i5. Stores were bought on
account of some of the sows missing. Seven Yorkshire sows and one

STABLES AND BARN.

"S'orkshire boar for breeding purposes were also purchased, and of their

progenv five sows and one boar have already been sold, and several orders

have been booked.

BROOD MARES.

I have been crossing the Yorkshire boar with the Berkshire sow, and

the result is a fine thick stocky pig—in the majority of cases white in

colour, and weighing 80 lbs. at six weeks. From experience this year it

is proved that in selling a black or white pig of even weight, the latter

will bring 5s. more than the black every time. The brood sows (42) on

hand are all in pig, and, have started to farrow.

Provision is being made to grow as much feed as possible for the pigs

so as to save buying; 30 acres of i^eas, and 12 acres barley are being

put in, and later on 15 acres of potatoes will be planted. The amount

paid for pig feed for the year was jPfi^ 14s. id., i.e., butter milk

^£32 7s. 6d., barlev and pea meal ^33 6s, 7d. The rest was grown
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on the colony and charged to the pig account. Far greater returns are

anticipated from this industry during the coming year as the new piggery

is now completed, and the pigs can be given Ijetter attention.

At the close the stock consisted of the following :

—

Crossbred breeding sovv s ... ... ... 34

Pedigree Yorkshire sows ... ... ... 8

Porkeis ... ... ... . ••• 3°

Stores ... ... ... ..• ••• 80

Suckers ... ... ... . • 19

Yorkshire boars ... ... ... .• 2

Berkshire boars ... ... .•• ••• i

Total ... ... ... ... 174

Beef.—The Leaf is all slaughtered on the colony. Early in the year

cattle were dear, but I have managed to buy at average cost of 14s. 2d.

per 100 lbs. (general average).

Colonists.—The colonists on the average have been a very fair lot of

men who do a reasonable amount of work in a day. When first taking

charge, thirteen months ago, I found that nearly every colonist's aim

was to do as little as possible, and to stop others from working if in-

clined to do so, and these men were the biggest fault-finders on the place.

I told them that they were expected to do a fair thing, and they would be

treated likewise. This policy I have endeavoured to follow out. If a

colonist does fair work his Vvages are raised ; those who do not, get no

rise, and those found loafing dismissed, with the understanding that they

will not be taken back. A large number come back regularly to the

colony and acknowledge its benefits to them. Only in one instance have

I had abusive language from a colonist. Their conduct is very good,

and thev are easily managed if taken properly and quietly, firmness at

all times being necessary. A few come who are physically incapable of

work, and these are given as light work as possible. As far as possible,

men are put on work most suitable to them and profitable to us. Tf a

colonist desires to learn any particular work, he is put at it and taught.

A practice is always made never to send a lazy man to outside employ-

ment. The colonists know this, and therefore work better, I have

secured the confidence of local employers by sending them good men. and

the result is far more employment for the men at better wages.

During the year we have had numerous visitors from various parts

of the world, besides farmers from the surrounding districts. Informa-

tion has been supplied on dairying, pigs, and silage, with good results.

Several officers from the Agricultural and Lands Departments have visited

the colony, and I am always pleased to see and confer with them.

Rainfall for the Year 1908-g.

1908.

July ... ... ... ... ... 2.92

August ... ... ... ... . 3-20

September ... ... ... ... 3.57
October ... ... ... .•• 2.57

November ... ... ... .• 1.70

December ... ... ... ... 6.t>4

1909.

January ... ... ••• •• 2.71

February ... ... ... .•• 1.28

March ... ... ... ..• ••• i-02

April ... ... ... ... ••• 3-6q

May ... ... .- .•• • 2.87

June ... ... ... ... .. 5-^S

32-72
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Gardener's Report.

Orchard.—On taking charge of the orchard I found the trees generally

in a fairly healthy state, but in an ill-pruned condition, being far too

thick and carrying about half as many branches again as is necessary

in a well-pruned tree. This entailed a lot of work thinning out, which

was done with good results.

Two blocks of orchard had l-een used as poultr\' runs, being enclosed

with wire netting for that purpose. This part was in an unfilled con-

dition, and on that account some of the trees were showing signs of

weakness and getting hard in the bark, proving that cultivation was again

necessarv. Two lands among the pear trees were carrying a heavy sole

of Paspalum, causing the trees to^ be in a very weak state. This was
removed and cultivation carried on v.ith satisfactory results. The black

currants on the flat were fairly healthy, but carrying too much old wood.
The gooseberry patch was in a bad wa\. a large percentage having died

pruning in the orchard.

out and the rest being in a weak state. These I deemed advisable to

root out, and the land is now being used for growing vegetables. The
raspberry canes mostly were good, the exceptions being on the lowest part

of the land where a good many bushes were dying owing tO' the land being

too wet in winter. The fig trees not being considered profitable were re-

moved, the land being u.sed for early potatoes last season. The almond
trees were also considered unprofitable in this climate and, with the ex-

ception of five trees, were removed and burnt, the land now being used
for tomato growing.

Generally speaking, the trees are at present in good condition having
made good growth during the past season, especially where the crops
were light.

The apple trees, with the exception of about four varieties, bore
very good crops, the fruit being nearly all clean and well grown. The
l)est varieties were Reinette de Canada, Rome Beauty, Sturmer. Five
Crown, and Jonathan : the light crops being Munro's Favourite, Dumelow's
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Seedling, Northern Spy, and Adams'
Pearmain. Pears were a patciiy crop :

Vicar of Winkfield on the whole aver-
ageil about a medium crop; VViuterCole.
light

; and the row of mixed varieties

carried a very fair crop. Cherry plums
were also light, but the Japanese were
heavy. Raspberries turned out very
well, considering the dry weather ex-

perienced during the picking season.

Both red and black currants yielded
good crops of fruit of first class quality,

some of the latter being especially fine

Taking the orchard as a whole, the
yield was very satisfactory. The
total sales for the year amounted to

£188 i8s.

Woolly Aphis has again made its

appearance on a few trees of seveial

varieties. Red Spider and Musse
Scale are present on sevei'al trees, but
I intend to spray for these with crude
petroleum. I am sorry to say that the
codlin moth is in the orchard, but only
to a slight extent. During the coming
season I intend to adopt means to

stamp out this pest. Having been in-

formed that Black Spot had in previous
years been very bad in both apples
and peai's I took extra precautions and
sprayed the whole of the trees twice
with Bordeaux mixture, the result

being an almost perfectly clean crop
of fruit, only a few odd specimens
showing traces of that disease.

Vegetable Garden.—Though a fairly

large amount of vegetables has been
produced, success has not been as great
as might have been expected, chiefly

owing to the dry season and a shortage
of water. Cabbages did only faii'ly

well ; they suttered a good deal from
the ravages of blight and cabbage moth,
the dry season being favourable to both
these pests. Peas generally did well
all through the season, especially the
late crop on the flat. 'J'he same
remark applies to French beans, which
stood the dry weather very well, and
bore good crops. Onions only did
fairly well, the weather being too drv
for successful onion culture.
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ORCHARD NOTES.

E. E. Pescott, Principal, School of Horticulture, Burnley.

Keep the soil surface well stirred.

Spray for Codlin Moth, Pear Slug, Peach Aphis, and Koot Borer.

Examine graft ties ; rub off unnecessary shoots on young ti'ees.

The various cultivating implements and the spray pump should be very

much in evidence during the month. Bountiful rains during the past

winter have thoroughly soaked the subsoil, and there should be an ample
supply of moisture for the sustenance of the trees, and for the production

of fruit, pro\'ided it be properly conserved. This can only be done by
keeping the soil surface in as fine a condition as possible; and it should
be remembered that to keep the soil in a good tilth is the first and main
condition for successful results. No' matter how good or how rich a soil

may be, if the surface is not well stirred, and well earth-mulched, the

moisture evaporates from the soil, and the tree is not able to take advantage
of its fertility.

Where hay crops have been grown amongst trees^—and this is a very

harmful practice (except on deep, rich, and moist alluvial soils) ov/ing to

the large amount of moisture removed by the crop—the ground should be
well ploughed and harrowed immediately after the crop has been taken off,

SD as to conserve what moisture has been left in the soil.

Codlin Moth spraying should now be in full swing. The advice given
in last month's "Notes" should be read and followed very carefully.

The lessons of last season should be remembered ; and apple and pear
growers should make up their minds to carry on the spraying right through
the season, so as to insure against a possible severe attack by late broods.

The first capture of a Codlin Moth recorded last season in the Southern
districts was reported from Diamond Creek on i6th October. At Harcourt,

the first moth was caught on loth October. At the Burnlev Gardens the

first eggs for this season were observed on 20th October. Frequent spray-

ings will be necessary at the present time, as owing to the expansion of

the growing fruit, this is the onlv means of insurance against loss. Arsenate
of lead is now the recognised spray for Codlin Moth, and this is procurable

under many different brands.

Arsenate of lead mav also be used against the Pear and Cherrv Slug,

care being taken that it is not sprayed on when the ripening season is

approaching—hellebore should then be used. Tobacco solutions are also

very effective, but should be used with caution, as the nicotine mav taint

the fruit, should it be far advanced. The Pear and Cherry Slug does

far more damage than is generally under.stood. The foliage of the trees

being largely, if not altogether destroyed by its attacks, there are no
means for the elaboration of the sap, which is so necessary to the buildii>g

up of the fruit buds for the next season. The bark is also exposed to the

direct rays of the sun, and thus sun-scald, over-heated sap, gumming, and
various other undesirable conditions are induced.

It trees have not alreadv been spraved for Woolly Aphis, Red Spider

{Brvobia), and Peach Aphis, the tobacco or other nicotine solutions should

be used without delay. For light attacks of Woolly Aphis, the sulphur-

potash paint may be used, and it will give excellent results. The formuk
for this paint was given in the February, 1907, number of the Journal,

and it may be repeated for the benefit of those who wish to trv it. Dissolve

2 lbs. sulphate of potash in \ gallon of water, and then mix in 2 lbs. of

sulphur. When a thorough mixture is formed, ndd sufficient raw linseed
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oil to dilute it to the consistency of ordinary house paint. It may then

be brushed on to the parts affected. This mixture will keep ; and should

it thicken it may again be reduced by the addition of more linseed oil.

This is a very effective paint, and is easily handled where the attacks ot

Woolly Aphis are too light to warrant the use of the spray pump.

SHERRY: ITS MAKING AND REARING.

/•'. de Castclla, Government Yiticidtiirist.

{Concluded from -page 630.)

\atural Increase in Strength.

That the alcoholic strength of sherry increases on storage in the

bodegas, has already been pointed out (page 519). Though I was con-

vinced of the accuracy of the statements made to me concerning it, in Jerez,

it is so little in accordance with usual cellar experience that I was glad

of an opportunity, on my return to France, of discussing the subject with

Professor Bouft'ard, of the Montpellier School. He w-as able to fully

corroborate what I had been told in Jerez, and mentioned similar cases

which had come under his notice in France, especially in parts of the;

Roussillon district, where the natural strength of some of the wines made
is high. He knew of special wines, kept in cask for years, in lofts of

farm houses, where the natural increase in strength had been considerable.

The conditions under which such increase occurred are very different to

those prevailing in cool underground cellars, but similar to those met with

in the well ventilated, aboveground bodegas of Jerez. The factors

responsible for such changes, and the physical laws which govern them, are

extremely complex, nor do they appear tO' have been experimentally investi-

gated. They are, no doubt, intimately connected with the tensions of
alcohol and water vapours, given off by mixtures of these liquids, in dif-

ferent proportions under different conditions of temperature, pressure, ullage

of the cask, dryness of the air, &c., each of which exerts its influence, ap

does also the wood of which the cask is made. It has long been known
that spirits kept in bladders increase very considerably in strength, water
passing through the membrane and evajwrating at its surface more readily

than alcohol. The wood of the r;isk appears to act in like manner, and it

is to this action that the increase is, in all probability, mainly due.

It is, of course, only relative, there being no real gain in the absolute
quantify of alcohol present, as would occur were the phenomenon due
to fermentation. A portion of the alcohol evaporates also, but its loss

being much slower than that of water, a relative gain, or, in other words
an increase in strength is observed.

Tills development is better known in spirit stores tlian in wine cellars.

In the cool and often moist atmosphere of the latter, conditions are

entirely different, the loss of water being considerablv retarded, so much
so that, instead of an increase, a slight diminution of strength mav result.

In fact, this is usually w-hat is noticed in a cool, well-kept wine cellar.,

A similar increa.se has often been obser\ed in the case of brandy and other)

alcoholic liquors stored in bond and ai'ciiratclv gauged at regular intervals
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under Excise supervision. Tlie increase is not due tO' fermentation of

unchanged sugar, for many of the wines in which it is most noticeable,

are quite dry, and therefore contain no more sugar after the close of their

first fermentation.*

This natural increase is slow, but, under the conditions obtaining in

the Jerez bodegas, it seems to be constant, sufficiently so for a high

strength to be reached after a number of years. Several old anadas were

shown to me which, though probably never fortified, had reached strengths

of over 40 per cent, (proof). Some of these were 60 years old and over.

These are, of course, exceptional wines, but they are striking examples
of the steady gain in strength which takes place under the conditions ruling

in the bodegas in which sherries are reared and matured.

Fortification.

Natural increase, however, is not sufficiently rapid to bring the strength

of the wine to the point required by the trade, within a reasonable time.

The great bulk of the sherry of commerce is, therefore, more or less forti-

fied before being shipped, the strength being usually raised to something
over 30 per cent, (proof). It is true that some sherries are shipped at a

lower strength, chiefly lighter finos and manzanillas ; a certain quantity of
these two types enters England at the lower duty charged on wine below

30 per cent, (proof), but the great bulk pays the higher duty.

Much capital was made out of the fact that sherry was a highly fortified

wine, a few years back, by certain persons, in England, who made a

prejudiced attack on the wholesomeness of the wine. The unfairness

of these strictures must strike any one who takes an impartial view of the

question. No doubt fortification enabled the wine to better keep its

condition, and it mav be this that first led to the practice many yearg.

ago, but that it is not necessary for the purpose is evidenced by the

lighter sherries which, though shipped at a moderate strength, retain their

condition in a satisfactory manner. Fortification is resorted to because

the trade requires it, and it is manifestly unfair to blame the merchants
of Jerez for supplying the tvpe of wine which is ordered from them in

greatest quantity.

The spirit used for the purpose is highly rectified, and usually of a

strength of about 65 per cent, over-proof. Great care is observed in its selec-

tion. A wine, in the making of which such care is taken to avoid the basto

taint (page 582), is naturally only fortified with faultless spirit. Absolute
neutrality is all the more necessary since fortification mainly takes place

after withdrawal from the soleras, and therefore immediately before ship-

ment.! The difference between the spirit used in the fortification of port (see

Journal, March, 1908, page 186) and of sherrv is very striking. Both are

of excellent quality, but radically different in strength, character, and
mode of distillation.

* A specific case of siniiliar increase in strength is mentioned by C. A. Crampton and L. M. Tolnian in
a note on " Whiskey Stored in Wood; changes talcing -place in" Jour. Am. Chem. Soc, 1908, 30, 98-136.
" Thirty-one barrels of new spirits, representing types of rye whislseys and Bourbon (maize) whislieys
. . . . were set apart in different stores Durinn- the eight years of storage the volume of
the spirit diminished in many cases by one-half ; this loss of volume is not due strictly to evaporation,
but to osmosis through the pores of the wood, and depends very largely on the conditions of storage.
Such osmosis is selective in its effects, the water passing out with iliuch greater rapidity than the alcohol,
which thus becomes concentrated The rye whiskeys showed far greater losses of volume and
chemical changes than the Bourbon whiskeys ; this was due to the fact thiit the former were stored in
artificially warmed warehouses, whereas the latter were not."

t Though mainly fortified at this stage, as has been alreadj explained, the wine frequently receives
small additions of spirit in the course of its rearing. Such increases in strength are, however, of small
importance, the most considerable addition being the final one.
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In the case of very highly rectified neutral (or silent) spirit, the

material from which it was made ceases to influence its taste, and, until

recently, any sufiicientlv " clean " spirit was used, the remission of Excise

duty made in favour of wine spirit has led to the latter being now exclu-

sively employed. Much of this spirit comes from the district of La Mancha
(Valdepenas and Manzanares), and from Cataluna. A movement is on

foot for the establishment in lich, low-lying lands in the neighbourhood of

Jerez, unsuitable for the production of high class sherrv, of vineyards for

the supply of fortifying .spirit.

The Final Blend.

We have seen (page 516) that sherry, as met uith outside Spain, is

almost always a blended wine. Tiie blending takes place usually a very

short time before shipment, sufficient only to enable the wine to be
fined before being sent out. Large stocks of readv blended wine are not

kept in the bodegas. To attempt to describe the average composition of

these blends would be only misleading. There is no average composition

—

each customer wants his own particular wine—usuallv a repetition of a
previous order, though he may perhaps specifv a slight variation in some
particular direction ; he may wish the wine to be more oloroso, or moie
amontillado, darker, or lighter in colour, &c.

Though the demand is now chiefly for the fino type, this is usuallv

more or less modified by a certain proportion of oloroso, amontillado, or

some of the composite soleras—sometimes by all three. The greatest

complexity prevails, and scarcely two lots of sherry gO' out exactlv alike.

According to the price the purchaser is prepared to pay, he will receive

a blend made up exclusively of Solera wines or of these mixed with a
varying proportion of the cheaper wines of the surrounding districts

—

Moguer, Arcos. Huelva, Seville, and even Valdepeiias, and Manzanares.
Skill in blending is carried to a high degree, and. in the case of few other
wines, is quality so exactly adjusted to money value. For example, there
\-> remarkably little difference to be found between, sav, fino wines at ^40
a butt purchased from several of the leading Jerez wine firms. The exact
composition of the blend being decided on, it is made up. A small quan-
tity of sweet wine, either Pedro Ximenes or Paxarete, for high class

sherry, is almost invariably added, and the strength is brought up to the
required standard. If the colour is to be increased, this is done bv adding a

little vino de color (page 521).

Fining.

Sherry is nearly always fined {boni-ficado in Spanish) before being
shipped. The process seems to be applied in the usual way, the fining
materials in most general use being isinglass, eggs, and Spanish clay.
Though chiefly exported in bulk, bottling arrangements on an extensive
scale are conducted by most of the larger firms, as will be seen from the
photograph of the bottling room nf Diez Hermanos, reproduced in last

issue.

Cognac Jerezano.

This description of the wines of Jerez cannot be closed without brief
reference to the brandy now so largely distilled in the district, which is

known throughout Spain as " Cognac Jerezano." It has in that country
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almost entirely displaced French brandy. The soil of Jerez, like that

of Cognac, is exceedingly rich in lime, though the two places are in

widely different geological formations.

The establishment of this industry is largely the result of accident. In

1866 one of the large wine merchants (Pedro Domecq) receiyed an order

for 500 butts of fortifying spirit. This was distilled at too low a strength

to be fit for the purpose, and remained in the store of the distillers for

some years, during which time it improyed so much that the production of

brandy on a large scale was successfully tried. The photograph reproduced

in last issue (page 627) shows the distillery at Gonzalez, Byass and Com-
pany's bodegas, and will giye some idea of the importance of this modern
industry. In this are shown, to the right, a still with w-ine heater of the

type used in Charentes (France). This has been superseded by a type with

lenticular dephlegmators to be seen further down the room. Brandy, in

Jerez, is stored and matured on the Solera system.

Casks and their Seasoning.

Sherry is almost exclusi\ely made, reared, and shipped in butts ; casks

of other sizes are unusual. The sizes of these vary som.ewhat, according to

the purposes for which they are used, mainly between no and 120 gallons.

Occasional larger ones are to be met with, such as the Bota Gorda of 130 to

140 gallons, and the Bocox, with a capacity of over 150 gallons. Hogs-
heads and quarter-casks are seldom to be seen.

The seasoning of the casks is of considerable importance with wine of

a delicate nature such as sherry, which is easily injured by foreign flavours.

As in Oporto. Baltic oak is considered superior to American ; owing to its

higher price, however, the latter is now chiefly u.sed, but before being filled

with a high class wine the casks are very carefully prepared. One of the

best methods is to allow them to remain full of cold water for several

months, with occasional changes, after which they are filled for a few
weeks with cheap though souud wine. The ammonia treatment is also

largely used. Steam is blown through a small quantity of strongest liquid

ammonia (2 quarts to a butt) by a pipe, reaching the bottom of the cask.

This is provided with a special attachment, fitting tightly at the bunghole
so that the steam and ammonia may together exert their influence, under a

pressure of about 15 lbs. to the inch, for an hour. This treatment, followed

by thorough washing and seasoning with cheaper wine, is said to entirely

remove all objectionable flavour from American oak.

Such are the points which .struck me as being of greatest importance in

connexion with the unique w'ine known as sherry during a three weeks' stav

in the district of its production. From what has been stated above it will

be seen that sherry is a high class wine of very distinct character, resulting

in the first place from soil, climate, and varieties grown, but in even
greater degree from, curious and very special methods of making and
rearing—methods which considerably increase the cost of production, but in

connexion with which nothing can be found to support the charges of
un wholesomeness so often made against this wine a few years ago.

Fashion, however, seems to show a tendency to favour sherry once
more, a change certainly merited by the magnificent wines, large stocks of
which are still held in Jerez and the surrounding dsitrict.
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POTATO EXPERIMENTAL FIELDS, 1!)()8-1).

G. Seymour, Potato Ex-peri.

During the season 1908-9 experimental work was carried out at eight
centres, viz :—Broadford, Cheltenham, Coleraine, Daylesford, Larpent,
Leongatha, Portland, and Warrnambool. Two of these, Cheltenham and
Warrnambool, were devoted to the early crop. That at Cheltenham was
carried out at Mr. J. Wedd's market garden, which is devoted exclusively

to experimental work. As the soil is of the usual sandy nature charac-

teristic of the market gardens in the vicinity of Melbourne, the results

obtained on this plot should be of special interest to market gardeners.

The other plot was at Mr. George Davidson's farm, near Warrnambool,
where the soil is a rich volcanic. As the field had been under grass for

a number of years, no manure was used, the object being simply a variety

test, to discover the best early and main crop varieties suited to the district.

The other fields were as follow :

—

Mr. John Zwar's farm, Broadford.—Chocolate volcanic .soil on high

ground ; liable to dry out in the summer unless meeting with good summer
rains.

Mr. J. Kirby's estate, Coleraine.—This plot was carried out under the

auspices of the local Agricultural Society. The soil, which was of a stiff

clayey nature, was too hurriedly prepared for potato planting, with the

result that the crop here was a failure.

Mr. H. M. S. Cox's farm, Wombat Park, Davlesford.—The soil was
a deep chocolate volcanic, w^ell prepared.

Mr. W. Underwood's farm, Larpent, near Colac.—Virgin soil, sandv
loam, on clav sub-soil.

Mr. F. Gooch's farm. Leongatha.—New land, light chocolate volcanic

soil, from which a crop of greenstuff had been taken. This field received

no preparation, and some doubt was entertained as to the wisdom of
planting in it. As the di.strict has a good rainfall the risk was taken and
the seed was ploughed under the stubl)le.

Manures Used.
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The results from the plots in previous years have indicated that little

or no benefit is derived from heavy dressings of phosphoric acid, and this

season's operations are no exception to the rule.

Harvest Returns from

t

Bismarck

Black Prince

Carman No. 1 ...

Clarke's Main Crop

Fox's Seedlicg ...

New Zealand Pinkeye .

Potato Experimental Fields—Season, k

Davidson, \V.\krnambool.

/M.
LU.
/M.
tu.
fM.
lu.
/M.
tu.

iM.
lU.

Sutton's Abundance

Up-to date No. 1

„ 2

,, 3

Vanguard

No manure used.

M.
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J. ZwAR, Broadford.
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H. M. S. Cox, Daylesford—continued.

Variety.

Carman No. 1

Carman No. 3

White Prolific

Bresses' Prolific

Tasmanian Retl

New Zealand Pinkeye (F.C.)

"

I (i).c.)

BrowTi'.s River

Black Prince

Copperskin

Needlevisor
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F. GoocH, Leongatha.

Variety.
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The following were used in ,lx)th plots :—Bismarck and Carman No. i

for the earlv crop, and Clarke's Main Crop, and Up-to-date for the main
crop. Of the two early varieties, Bismarck gave slightly the heaviest yield

in the sprouted lot, but in the averages of the two plantings, Carman No. i

was slightly ahead. When quality is taken into account, the latter was
by far the most profitable potato for the early crop. Of the main crop,

Clarke's Main Crop proved the most productive in both sections, with

Up-to-date a good second. Black Prince, a purple skinned variety, was
included to test its suitability for early crop exjx)rt.

2 and 3.—The results from sprouted seed were extraordinary. Although
such heavv yields from late planting may not alwavs be obtained, one
thing is certain, and that is, the chances will always be in favour of the

crop which runs r-n

to maturity without a

check. The potato is

a sun plant, requiring

heat and moisture ; the

tubers do not sprout

freely until the tem-

perature ranges over

50 degrees F. There

is also the danger of

frost with an earlv

planted crop, which is

fatal to all the finer

quality and early-

maturing varieties.

When a plant is cut

back by frost, it has to

make a new growth

which must start from

the nodes of the main
stem below the surface

of the ground, with

the result that five or

six weak stems are pr(

duced instead of one'

strong main stem.

The soil temperature at 11 a.m. on the 3rd August, when the first

section was planted, was 48 degrees F. and the atmosphere 50 F., whilst

at 9.30 a.m. on the 9th September, after a heavv frost, the soil registered

52 degrees and the atmosphere 54 degrees. At 3 p.m. the soil was 56 and
the atmosphere 68 degrees. These temperatures were rising daily, with

the result that the plants came up quicklv. being over ground in ten to

twelve days. They grew vigorously from the start, escaping frost, while
the early section was cut back twice.

The objection has been raised that the crop from sprouted seed will be

too late for early market, but it was found that the late planted section

could have been marketed in cases at the same time as the early ones. With
some of the varieties, the increased vield would have amounted to ;^30
per acre in favour of sprouted seed. Another objection is the cost of

trays and the extra time required in handling the seed when planting. If

EFFECTS OF FROST ON POTATO PLANT.
X iiirtieates ori"-inal stem.
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anything like the returns of last season can be obtained, the extra cost,

which does not amount to more than ^\ per acre, is not worth considering.
Another matter that must not be lost sight of is the quality of the produce.
A light crop generally yields a large proportion of small or mi.sshapen
tubers. This was the case in the experiments under review, as the following
table shows :

—

Tap.lk I.

Name of Variety.

Carman No. 1

Bismarck
Up-to-date
Clarke's Main Crop
Black Prince

3rd August. 18th September.

Percentajjfe of Small.

14-8

44
27-0

42-0

510

Percentag^e of Small

10 4
10-8

15 5
160
18

Table II. shows the averages per acre of the sprouted and unsprouted
seed, and also the increased yield obtained by sprouting, together with re-

marks as to condition of the produce.

Table II.

Variety.
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The Varieties.

New Seedlings.—The raising of new varieties from seed, that is, the

fruit or balls of the plant, has not been very successful in the past.

Many attempts have been made and new varieties have been produced, but

few ha\'e proved of any value. Mr. P. J. Ryan, of Millbrook, an

enthusiast in the work, has, after years of patient work, succeeded in pro-

ducing a number of varieties which promise satisfactory results. They
are heavy croppers and have been selected for their cooking qualities.

Being dark-skinned, they should prove useful sorts for export. The
names and yields of the best varieties are as fbllow :

—
Wellington, l?^ tons. Norfolk, 12.^ tons.

Bedford, 13 tons. Sussex, ll|tons
Marlborougli, 13 tons. ^t. Albans, 7 tons 7 <nvt.

The above varieties are a cross between New Zealand Pinkeye and
Brown's River, using the pollen of the former. Seed of all has been

supplied to the Department of Agriculture for experimental purposes, and
the results will be watched with interest.

SOLANUM CoMMERSONii. — The accompai^ying illustration shows the

plant and t\ibers of the «S'o/a-

mim\ Conwiersonii, a species

•of " the wild potato. It

may? be mentioned that the

potato of commerce hitherto

grown in Australia is known as

Solarium tuberosvm. A shows
the produce of the wild plant,

and B a variety known as

Commcrsonii tnolet. 'I'his potato

was produced in 1901 by M.
Labergerie of France, and for-

warded in 1908 with six other

varieties which had been raised

in the same manner. It is dark

violet in colour, and resembles

the Brown's River variety. The
flesh is white and of fine

texture and good flavour. It

promises to be a good cropper.

Another important feature of

this variety is the hardy nature

of the plant ; it stands frost

well and has proved itself a

disease register. If the Blight

should spread in Victoria it

will, on that account, prove a

valuable addition to the varie- the wild potato.

ties grown in this State. {Solanam Commersonii.)

New Zealand Pinkeye.—This yariety has received considerable at-

tention during the jjast two- seasons. It has proved itself a useful earh
variety, haying a fairly hardv plant, but the tubers have two objectionable

features, viz., deep eyes, and, under adverse weather conditions, the

habit of producing hollow tubers. They are also very susceptible to scab

and eel worm.
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This variety was tested against Carman No. i at Mr. Davidson's
farm at Warrnam,bool. The results were entirely in favour of the New
Zealand Pinkeye, as the following table will show :

—

Varietv. Table.

New Zealand Pinkeye
Carman \o, 1

T.m-. Cwt
.1 1

•1 12

Small.

Cwt.

U

At Davlesford it also gave much the heaviest yield ; on the other
hand, Carman No. x has given very satisfactory returns in the Newlyn
district. The cause of the light yield of Carman No. i in the two plots

mentioned was no doubt due to frost. A point in favour of New
Zealand Pinkeye is that the plants make a better recovery after frost than
most earlv .sorts.

A. THE WILD l'Or.'\TO. J>. CGMMER'SONII VIOLET.

The experiments in connexion with the improyement of the type of this

variety mentioned in my last report were continued at Mr. Cox's farm
at Daylesford. In this plot 400 sets (200 each of full crowns and deep
crowns) were planted in the plot, with the following results :

—

Cliar.icter of Seed iilantcd.
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Adirondak.—This also is an American variety. It is fairly early and
has a russet skin and very white flesh. This jjotato has been sold under
the name of Excelsior, and there is not the slightest doubt but that it is

the variety which gave the reputation to the Excelsior. The variety mostly

grown for Excelsior is the Reading Russet, a much heavier \ielding and
later maturing variety, of a lower cooking quality; it is a good keeper, and
may be used \erv late in the season, as it cooks better than when newly dug.

Diseases.

Irish Blight.—The year 1909 will be memorable in the history of

[Mjtato growing as that in which the Irish Potato Blight was first discovered

in all the States of the Commonwealth. As far as this State is con-

cerned, there is no doubt the disease had lieen present in the locality

where it was discovered for a season or two. The fact that it was found
after a careful inspection of the potato districts to be confined to a com-

parativelv small area in one part of the State renders it an easy ta.sk to

prevent the spread of the disease, and with strict quarantine regulations

rigorously administered to stamp it out. Such regulations must prevent the

planting of potatoes in a quarantined area altogether, for a few seasons,

and the de.struction of all self-sown plants that may come up in fields where

potatoes have been grown.

Unfortunately, manv persons declare that it is not the Irish Blight,

and make this statement on the authority of persons who claim tO' have

had experience of the disease in the old world. To show what serious

consequences mav arise from such an attitude, it should o^nly be necessary

to mention the case of New Zealand, where the disease was present for 10

or 12 years before it did serious damage to the crop. It was then found
in every part of the Dominion. No doubt farmers are not inclined to

give up so profitable a crop and cast doubt on the conclusions arrived at

by the Vegetable Pathologist, who is the person most qualified to determine

the disease.

Another and more .serious danger is that growers may have the dis-

ease in an apparently mild form ; mild only because the weather condi-

tions have not been favourable to the de\elopment and spread of the

disease. Realizing that they will be quarantined if they make the presence

of the disease known, they will conceal it as long as they can and
market their produce as quickly as possible, with the result that the

disease will be spread to other parts of the State, when extermination will

be impossible. The onlv alternative will be spraying with Bordeaux mixture.

If growers would onlv realize what a handicap to the industry spraying

will be, thev would be aroused from the state of indifference and doubt

to which they seem to have settled dowm.

The matter is of such importance that one v.ould have expected all

the growers in the State to have met together to agree upon the best

means of eradicating the disease, and to de^'ise a scheme to compensate

those Avho are compelled to surrender their crops for the ge)":eral good of

the industry.

Spindle Disease, or " Threadyeye."—This affection of the potato

is known in every part of the world, and by different nar^es. In France

it is termed " Filosite" ; in England " Spindle di.seaso" ; and in this

State " Cottonyeye " or " Threadyeye." One of the first matters brought

under notice in this connexion with the experimental potato growing was
this disorder of the tuber which renders it useless for seed purposes. In
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the latter part of 1905 specimens were sent from a Gippsland district.

These were brought under the notice of the Vegetable Pathologist, Mr.

McAlpine. who failed to discover anv trace of disease in the tubers.

During 1906-7 parcels were submitted with the same result.

This finding accords with observations in other parts of the world.

Jt has been ascril>ed to degeneration, due to using the same seed in the

same soil for long jjeriods. Whilst this mav be a contributing c.uise.

there are evidenth' others at work, for I have crown the same \arietv

TUBERS FROM PLANTS AFFECTED WITH SPINDLE DISEASE.

from the same seed for 25 \ears continuouslx in the same .soil and iK)t

found them affected, whilst the same seed sent to another district wuuld
in two seasons be almost u.seless for seed purpo.ses. Observation of the

growing crop has. enabled me to detect, with a degree of certaint\-, the

plants which will produce blind and defective tubers. The illustrations on
this page show' the results obtained from a parcel lifted in May, 1907,
and planted on the 30th September of the same \ ear. The tubers from the

aft'ected plants were either blind or defective. Another of our illustra-

'>

TUBERS FROM NORMAL PLAiXTS.

tions shows the condition of an average sample taken from a parcel
amounting to upwards of 10 (>\vt., lifted in Februarv, 1909. Of these,

150 average .sets were placed in trays and by the 1st July nnlv two
ful>ers had sent out a strong bud.

• If future observations fail to re\eal an\ form of disease, or no
remedy can be discovered, it will be a decided gain to growers to be able
to harvest such plants and dispose of them for table use, instead of having
to discard them at planting time when the seed is si)iouted.
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One grower informed me that he purchased 10 tons of seed, whicli

cost ;!^5o. Of this, he had to discard 3 tons, and the crop produced b\

the balance was of such inferior quality that he had to refuse orders for

seed and therefore he sustained a loss which he estimated at ^150.
Instances are on record in Great Britain where whole parcels, in one case

amounting to 70 tons, were discarded. In Westphalia in Germany
the diminution of the crop in 1905, in the case of one variety, ranged
from 5% to complete failure and averaged from 50 to 75"o-

^
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This process of reasoning is fault\ and has in many cases led to a

consideral^lv increased cost of production without any compensating increase

in vield. It would appear that the ix>tato-grower, in like manner as the

grower of almost everv other specialized product, has yet to learn what help

he may legitimately expect from manures. It may also be added that far

too manv potato-growers try to remedy an imperfect preparation of their

land bv'the use of unnecessarily heavy dressings of artificial fertilizers.

All the fertilizers under the sun will not increase an inadequate moisture

supply, and the not uncommon experience of crops actually "burnt"' by

hea^•y applications of soluble fertilizers is the result of such ignorance.

The table below shows the effects of artificial manures on potato crops in

such widely scattered districts as Broadford. Daylesford, Larpent and

Leongatha. The general uniformity of the results must commend them to

potato-growers who are interested in the establishment of facts for futun>

guidance.

The average yields per acre for the various sections do not diffei'

widely, but the cost of application of the manures shows very ])lainly

which dressino: has been the most economical.
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Portland Plot.

The future development of the heath land at Portland seems likely to

add a new potato producing district to the State. The plot upon which
the present experiment was carried out is looked upon as an extremely

poor sandy soil, inferior to the average heath land. Four tons per acre

from land, which a year or two ago sold freely at ^i los. per acre, is a

highly profitable return. Much valuable information has already been
gained in regard to the comparative suitability of numerous varieties, and
this, supplemented with accumulating facts in connexion with manures,

must place the future production of potatoes on the heath land on a sound
basis. The returns from Mr. George Edwards' plot at Portland are given

on the pre\ious page.

The yield of potatoes is progressive with the manures used. Upon
such .soil, naturally poor in the essential plant foods, an excellent respnnst^

to manures is to be expected. Section C, unmanured. returned i ton 5 cwt.

per acre, of which 11 cwt.. or 44 per cent., were unmarketable. It is

quite probable as the hratli land is brought under a proper rntation

of crops and the soil accumulates a supply of humus, that not only will

better yields l)e produced, but the cost of the manures will diminish. These
sandy .soils have the supreme, advantage of being easy to work, they drain

well and are very responsive to manures, hence the future of the large tract

of simila.r countr\ in south-western Victoria ma\- le regarded witli optimism.

Cheltenham Plot.

The overseer of the experimental market garden carried out the fol-

lowing interesting test with stable and artificial manures, used singly and
in combination:—
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UKEE.X MAM'KLNG.

As stated in the last issue of the Journal, regular lectures dealing with

the scientific aspect of the work in hand are delivered at the Rutherglen

Viticultural College. On the following evening essays on these addresses

are written by the boys at the College. The following essay on Green

-Manuring, by' one of them (H. Nash, aged fifteen years), shows that an

interest is taken in, and some of the points are grasped, by the boys:—
" The soil is a storehouse and a factory. We call it a storehouse

because in the soil are stored the materials needed for the plant to live.

It is called a factory Ijecause it acts on these materials, so rendering

them ready for the plant to feed on.
" There are no other ways of permanently improving the soil so

efficiently and so cheaply as green manuring. It adds valuable materials

and also enables certain useful changes to take place in the soil. Heav\

land is loosened by humus. Humus m;;les the soil more absorbent,

enables it to retain moisture and warmth, 1 .rmits air to enter, and allows

the useful bacteria to work better. The best sort of plants for green

manuring are podbearing plants. These plants can take nitrogen from

the air by means of bacteria. The bacteria make their home in the

little nodules on the roots of these plants, and are thought 1^\ some people

to be a disease.
" The best time to plough in a green crop is when it is in full bloom,

for then it is richest. It has stored up food ready for the pod. The
water, carbonic acid gas, fermentation germs, and bacteria cause the plant

to decay. This sets up chemical changes in the soil, which tiim the

insoluble or dormant parts of soil into active or .soluble plant food.

Growing plants get some of their food from the subsoil. This is deposited

in the surface soil by green manuring. Green manuring improves the

soil by :

—

1. The addition of humus, which helps to keep the soil loose.

2. The addition of nitrogen.

3. The decay of plants acting chemically on the soil.

4. Liberating the food drawn up from subsoil.

5. Enabling bacteria to do good work.

6. Adding considerable quantity of water.

Green manuring is specially valuaVjle in the orchard and vineyai"d."

ANSWERS TO C0RRE8P0XDENTS.
Cereal Hoeixg Implements.—T. McP. asks :—(i) Whether there is any

implement in use in Victoria that is suitable for cultivating between the 7-inch

rows of crop, as planted by the ordinary seed drill ? (2) Whether it would be
advisable to plant the usual quantity of grain, but in fewer rows, say, i foot

apart, to allow of more successful inter-row cultivation.

Answer.—(i) Some years ago there was a cereal hoeing implement on the

market, but it never came into general use. (2) The practice of wider spacing

of rows for cereals than the usual 7 inches has been tried, with unsuccessful results.

Weeds are found to occupy the vacant land, and compete with the crop for

moisture.
W.S.B. inquires as to the best varieties of maize for the Koo-wee-rup

district.

Answer.—For grain purposes, the Early Yellow Dent will be found most
likely to give a good yield. For fodder purposes y(jii cannot do better than

try Hickory King, Yellow Moruya, or Eclipse.
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Maize Growing.—Red Gum asks :

—

(i) Which is the best variety of maize
to grow for grain in the cieej) red hjam of Cohuna

; (2) the number of waterings;

(3) the probable yield. He also inauires whether millet is a good crop to grow
for hay.

Atiswer.—(i) I'.arh \fllow Dent will be most likel\- lo give a satisfaclor\-

yield of grain. (2) Three waterings should be sufficient—one before sowing, one
when plants are 3 feet high, and one just at the time the plants flower. (3) l""ron^

^o to 60 bushels ])er acre, or possiblv higher. (4) Japanese millet is tlie most
favoured of the Millet family. It makes good coarse hav.

Treatment of Gravelly Soil.—A.M. desires information as to the best

course to adopt after levelling to bring an area of "shallow diggings" country

into fit condition to grow a crop that could be ploughed in to enrich it. The
soil is gravelly, and sets hard in summer.

Answer.—Soil of the character mentioned could onl\ be made to produce
successful cro])s y the liberal use of farm manure. This would prevent '.he

soil from bakmg m the summer and would also assist it to accumidate and retain

jnoisture for a much longer })eriod. Croi>s suitable for ploughing in for green manure
.ire peas, vetches, or rape.

Earth-]{atixg Habit.—W.I writes :
—"Last year one of my foals dietl

when two weeks old. I'rior to that it was doing well, but on fost-moriem
examination, the stomach was found lo be full of dirt and rubbish. Recently

another foal was taken bad, but, as he was very costive, a dose of oil was
given, with satisfactory results. What is the cause of the foals eating earth?"

A7is'wer.—The mare should be fed liberally on hard feed, and the foal

given an occasional dose of oil. The earth-eating habit ma\- be due to 'he

lack of earth salts in the pasture, or desire on the part of the animal to correct

the undue acid secretions of the stomach.

Skin Cracks. ^—W.R.Z. inc^uires as to treatment of small cracks just above

the hind fetlocks and a crack behind the knee. He also states that a soft lumji

:ibout the size of a hen's egg, and apparently containing liquid, has appeared on

the point of his stallion's stifle.

Afiswcr.—(i) An application of boracic acid ointment is advisetl. (2) The
enlargement is caused by an e.vcess of the joint oil. Blister lightly with red

mercury blister.

1''eeding V.^LUEs.—H.T.L. states that, as he has not much grass, he is

feeding chaff to his milking cows. He wishes to know the relative values of

Algerian oats, bran, oil-cake for mixing with the chaif. At time of writing the

ruling prices were :—Algerian oals, is. ()d. |)er bushel ; br.in, is. id. ])er bushel ;

oil-cake, gs. 6d. per cwt.

Answer.—Calculating the feeding value of oil-cake at 100, oats have ap-

proximately a relative value of 80. and bran 70. Thus, oats are four-fifths

and bran seven-tenths the value of oil-cake, that is, assuming they are equally

digestible, which is practically the case if the oats are crushed. Compared with

oil-cake at the jirice you mention (gs. 6d per cwt.), crushed oats would be worth

2Si. 8d. per bushel (40 lbs.), and bran is. 2d. per bushel (20 lbs.), so that

oats at the price vou mention, viz., is. gd. per bushel, are by far the most

economical feed, but for milking cows they must be crushed.

Dysentery ok Bees.—R.V. writes :
—"I have three colonies of bees, in an

out apiary of forty colonies, affected with what seems to be dysentery. The bees

spot the entrance and alighting board with a yellow stain, and, if the cover is

taken off, or they are disturbed in any way, they eject this all over the frames.

Also, they appear to uncaj) the honey indiscriminately, as if they were gorging

themselves, the combs getting quite sticky."

Answer.—The s\m[)toms are those of dysenter\-, but, as vou do not describe

the dead bees, the trouble might also be paralysis. The difference in appearance
was given in the August issue of this Journal, page 500. The indiscriminate

uncapping of sealed honey is a sign that the honey is of doubtful character as

bee-food, and the lacerating of the cell-caps is done in searching for something

better—a comb often contains two or more varieties of honey scattered about

in patches. Unsuitable food is the cause of dvsentery. Remove all combs which
contain no brood, and put empty combs in their place. Feed inside the hive,

a little everv day, a warm syrup, inade by dissolving sugar of the besit quality in

an equal weight of boiling water ; stir continuously while on the fire until

dissolved and quite clear. Whether the ailment is dysentery or paralysis this

is the best treatment. No disinfectants are needed, but in the case of paralysis

the queen should be replaced as soon as possible.
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DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.
H. PYE, PRINCIPAL.

The College offers every facility to students to become competent agriculturists,

vignerons, and dairj-men. The work is carried out on a large commercial scale, the

ploughing, drilling, manuring, harvesting, threshing, and shearing being done by
students under- competent instructors. Over 2,000 sheep and lambs, 150 head cattle,

50 horses, including stallion, are on the farm.

Fees—£28 5s. per annum, payable half-yearly.

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.
G. A. SINCLAIR, PRINCIPAL.

One aim of this institution is to till in the gap between the State School and
Dookie, i.e., to take students between the ages of fourteen and sixteen years.

The farm contains an area of 2,386 acres, and is admirably' adapted for demon-
strating what can be done in farming with irrigation. There is a large area of the

farm under cultivation, and the orchard and vineyard cover an area of 30 acres.

Fees—Resident, £18 5s. per annum ; Non-resident, £5 per annum, payable half-

yearly.

WYUNA IRRIGATION FARM.
G. H. TOLLEY, MANAGER.

Students are admitted for tlirte months" practical instruction in Irrigation

Methods, including the Preparation of the Land, Apjjlication of Water, Har-
vesting and Marketing of Crops, Dairy Farming ui»ler Irrigation.

Fee—£5 5s.

Terms commence at any date.

APPLICATIONS relative to the above should be sent to

ZThe Secretary,

peparln\ent 0/ )\gricuUure, jVIelbourne.

On receipt of Post Card a copy of the Prospectus of either

College will be posted.
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THE PIG AS A PROFITABLE ADJUNCT TO DAIRY
FARMING.

J. M. H. Connor, Dair// Stiperuisor.

It is surprising to find what a limited attention is given to the pig in-

dustry in Victoria as compared with other countries. Dairymen, generally,

do not appear to realize the great possibilities of this important industr}'.

Denmark has 32 factories, capable of treating 1,000,000 pigs annually,

realizing a total revenue of £3,500,000 ; whilst, in the United States, the

number of pigs kept totals 58,000,000, their value being estimated at

£67,000,000. The exports of pork products from the latter country are

valued at £12,000,000 per annum. Tn 1908 there were 211,002 pigs kept

in Victoria, as against 273,682 in 1906, showing a decrease of 23 percent.

No other stock kept on the farm will give such handsome returns in so

short a time as a good sow. A good brood sow, provided she receives proper

ti'eatment so as to keep her in a thrifty condition, will farrow two litters of

pigs in a year ; these will run from eight to twelve pigs in each litter. If

properly fed and cared for, the young pigs should be ready for market by
the time they are four or five months old at the latest.

The business of pig-breeding in Victoria has generally been conducted

in an unmethodical manner, and there has been lacking that persistent care

and determined adherence to the principle of breeding which have rendered

the best efforts in establishing the most popular existing breeds of other

farm animals so successful. To illustrate that the rearing of pigs is a most

profitable adjunct to dairy farming, one has only to take into consideration

the prices realized for suckers and pigs generally at the auction sales held

(luring the recent Royal Agricultural Show.

Mr. Edward Jenkins, of " Stephenhurst, " Korumburra, who obtained

first prize for the best Yorkshire sow and litter, with his beautiful sow,

" Aurum" and litter of twelve suckers, realized the total sum of 77 guineas,

the boar pigs bringing as high as 10 guineas, and the sow pigs up to 6

guineas. Mr Jenkins also exhibited the Berkshire sow, "Lady Dorothy,"

and secured second prize for sow with litter. She has had two litters, each of

seven pigs, during the past twelve months. The owner kept four of the best

sow pigs for future breeding, and sold three for 3 1 guineas. I'he last litter sold

at the Royal Show, consisting of six boars and one sow, realized 62 guineas,

14759. 2 B
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tlie boar piii's

inakinn' a.s iiiucli

as 19Jj guineas,

and the only sow
ill the litter, 10

guineas.

Mr. Jenkins in-

foi-med nie that he

found pumpkins
the most pi'ofit-

able feed for his

brood sows v>-lieii

they are about to

farrow. He con-

siders it unwise to

feed too heavily

at this particular

period, and be-

lieves in the sows

having plant}' of

exercise, and,
whei'e practicable,

allowing them the

run of a handy
clover and r3'e

grass paddock. If

i-:ept in the stye,

he maintains there

is nothing better

to keep the sows

in good health

than a double

handful of bran,

dail}', ill their

feed. Aftci' far-

rowing, he Hnds

English barlev one

of the best milk

producers for the

sow suckling hci'

voung.

This bi'eeder is

a firm belie\'er in

going in fora j^ure-

l)red pig, whether
it be Borkshii'e,

Yorksliire, or any
other breed, but

from his experi-

ence he finds the

l>ure Berkshires

flevelop q u i c )< e r

tliaiianv other. He
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maintains that,

provided they ait'

properly housed
and fed, they
should dress at

four months old

from 80 lbs. to 90

lbs. in weight. He
states that he has

had them at 118

days old to weigh

116 lbs. when
killed and dressed.

Mr. Jenkins is

of opinion that

sows should not be

allowed to breed

before ten months

old, as it checks

their growth, and

generally weakens

their constitution

if allowed to

become pregnant

earlier. He con-

.siders from 9 to

10 young pigs are

the most profitable

litter, as they are

quite enough for

the sow to properly

nourish. Young
pigs should be

weaned at eight

weeks old. His

idea of a piggery

is a building 60ft.

by 20ft., which

should house 3 6

pigs. It should be

divided into six

styes, with a pass-

age 4 feet wide on

one side. The
building should be

high enough to

carry a loft for

bedding, and tliis

will make it much
cooler in summer
and warmer in

winter.
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Mr. Frank E. Kurrle, uf J umhuniia, who oljtained second prize in the

same class of Yorkshire sow and litter as Mr. Jenkins, with his sow, "White
Rose," and litter of twelve suckers, states that " White Rose " is two years old,

and that her litter of twelve suckers realized 108 guineas, averaging 9 guineas.

The litter consisted of equal numbers of boar and sow pigs. One of the

sows realized 16 guineas, and the highest boar pig sold for 12 guineas. Both

ANOTHER VIEW OF YORKSHIKE SOW " AUKUM" AND LITTEK.

IVIr. Jenkins' and Mr. Kurrle's litters of pigs were sired by Mr. Kurrle's
pure bred Yorkshire boar, " Jumbunna Chief." He savs thac this sire is

the most profitable pig he ever owned. He has kept an account from time
to time of all sows served, and the average is twelve and a half pigs per
litter for ten litters, as follows, viz :

—

1st sow, 10 yoiuig pigs.
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states :
" I do not give my sows about to farrow much bedding, as they are

likely to smother some of the young ones. I make it a rule to watch the

sows while they are farrowing, and give them a hand if necessary. One can

tell pretty well when a sow is going to farrow by trying her teats for milk.

8he will always show milk from two to four hours before she farrows. I

y)et the voung sows that I intend keeping for breeding purposes, and I find

that, when they come to have young ones, they are not nervous or frightened

-when you go near them, and you can handle their young without disturbing

them."

Mr. Thomas K. Adkins, " The Block,'' Korumburra, another successful

exhibitor at the Royal Agricultural Show^s, secured first prize for Berkshire

boar, under twelve months, at the Royal Show, 190S, and first and champion

prize this year with his typical Berkshire boar, " Invincible." This boar

was afterwards sold for 28^ guineas, and Mr. Adkins also sold young sows

lip to 10 guineas each. His idea of successful pig breeding is to have small

paddocks of rye grass and clover to run the pigs in, as exercise is essential to

BERKSHIKK I50AK, '• INVINCl liLh.

Iceep the sows in good health. He states : "I do not believe in breeding

from a sow until she is over ten months old. Two litters a year, I think,

-are sufficient, as more take too much out of the sow. My pigs do well on

boiled potatoes, mashed with pollard and milk. AVhen using all pollai'd I

always scald it. I find cari'ots very good.'

From the foregoing experience of practical breeders it would a[)pear that

both the Yorkshire and Berkshire pigs are notably and uniformly prolific,

that they are kind and careful mothers (especially the Yorkshire sows) and

copious nurses, qualities which are estimated highly liy experienced breeders.

They are well and favourably known for their great docility, and quiet

habits, thus greatly diminishing the amount of care and labour necessary

to keep them in their paddocks, besides enabling them to apply the food

they consume to the laying on of flesh. This is one of the most important

considerations to breeders, when one reflects on the uneasy movements of many
-of the lighter breeds of pigs. Being docile and of a quiet disposition, they

are peculiarly susceptible to the influence of careful feeding, and under

such influence make a most rapid and satisfactory gain in condition.
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Regarding the best methods of feeding and fattening pigs, it would

appear from the i-esults contributed by the thirty practical farmers to the

Australamin recently, that most of the breeders place a high value on peas

and barley for fattening. Wheat is also praised by several. Pumpkins,

carrots, svigar beet, and mangolds have their advocates. Lucerne and rape

are recommended as pasture for stores and breeding sows. Several contribu-

tors contend that even pigs which are being fattened for market do better

and fatten on less food when they have the run of some good pasture. Skim
milk is also of prime importance in raising young pigs, and also in fattening.

"DEAD PATCH" IN MERINO SHEEP.
H. IF. Ham, Sheep Expert.

" Dead Patch '"
is a fault on the top of the shoulder. It is found

principally in merino sheep possessing a disposition to secrete yolk in

excess, but this excess is not the cause.

Any unevenness of fleece can be traced to une\enness of ground from
which the wool roots draw their nourishment. In merino sheep there

is a close relationship between lean flesh and wool. When there is an
excessive amount of fat between the lean flesh and the roots of the wool
the latter is not of the best value. Merino sheep are of necessity a lean

meat breed. On the other hand, good wool will not grow on hard bones.

—no more than an even yield of grain can be grown on stones. An
e\en fleshed sheep is necessary to produce an even fleece.

The defect has come into prominence of late years to a greater extent than^

formerly, principally on account of the hasty rush into any sheep as long
as they possessed wrinkles—all otlier good' merino qualities were over-

looked for a time.

The cau.se of Dead Patch is found immediately o\er that portion
where the spinal column passes between the shoulder blades. It is always
worse in sheep possessing open, loose shoulder blades. This part, being,

practically the meeting place of four portions of bone from different

directions, is consequently hard to co\-er with flesh, and the defect shows
when it is the nature of this type of sheep lo secrete excessive yolk.
Apart from excessive yolk, wet winters must be considered, for rain has-

its ill-effects also; water lodges, and is retained longer in this class of
ill -formed shoulder.

The skin in this particular patch will usuallv be found of a very dark
colour, while on parts where the wool is more attractive a health\ ])iiik

skin will be noticeable. The portion of the fleece that grows over this part

of the carcase opens hard, and contains a gummv substance varying in

colour from pale yellow to at times pink; it is really dead vol'k. Bv
many sheep men the droppings from gum trees in Ayet weather are held to
be the cause. Owing to the bone haying no flesh cnyering. this spot can-
not secrete healthy yolk to feed the wiki] in a proper wa\ , as in otlicr

parts of the same slice]). We rarelv find unhealthy wool over the loins
or about the upper i)arts of the hind quarters, the two most meatv por-
tions of a sheep.

Sheep in good condition that show Dead Patch slightly, if shorn
closely and fed liberally immediately afterwards and kept so fed, can
be made to grow wool correctly o\er the affected portion. Good spring
feed and sunshine will ilo a great deal towards making this spot more
fleshy, and also assist in causing the yolk to come thrfiui:h in a healthv
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.manner. In very bad cases of conformation no manner of feeding will

correct it. Bad seasons will cause the defect to be more pronounced.

Merino sheep with the most even fleece on the back are invariably

found with the most level made and even fleshed back when shorn. The
late George A. Brown (" Bruni " of the Australasian) often advocated

the further rejection off shears of a percentage of ill-shaped sheep, after

being classed in the wool, and too' few of our breeders yet realize the

.advantage of it. Attention to shape is more than ever necessary when
we consider that flock merino ewes are the foundation of our crossbreds,

and that level made crossbred ewes are the mothers of our most present-

.able export lamb carcases. A flat-sided, high, sharp-shouldered sheep

is one extreme, one wiLh onen, loose shoulder l)lades, the other.

REGULATIONS FOR FARxM AND CROP COMPETITIONS.
/'. K. Lee, Agricultural Superintendent.

Under the conditions which regulate the annual allotment of the

Government grant to Agricultural and Pastoral Societies, it is necessary

that three out of four conditions shall be carried out. In addition to the

•examination of stallions and the holding of lectures or short course

•classes, societies have the option of either conducting an experimental plot

or giving a special prize for a, farm or crop competition.

In order that uniformity may be observed in the judging of farms

and crops, and at the same time permit an accurate general opinion to

be formed in regard to any specific detail of the competition, the follow-

ing scale of points has been drawn up for use during the present season :
—

Farm Competitions.
Pcjiiits.

1. The best subdivision according to the methods of farming adojited 10

2. The number of stock of all kinds on the farm ... ... ... 15

3. The area under cultivation and class of crops grown ... ... '2(t

4. The best provision for fodder conservation in the shape of silos, hay
or straw stacks, and root crops ... ... ...

2.")

.1. The condition of the fences, gates, vards, bails, pigstyes, barns,

stables, &c. ... ...
"...

...
"..

... 1<>

(). The farm homestead and its arrangement, and convenience to out-

buildings ... ... ... ... ... ... ... !•*

7. The best ])rovision for water supply for stock ... ... ... !•>

8. The quality of the stock kept on the farm ... ... .. 2(»

9. The numbei' and variety of farm implements and their shed accom-
modation when not in use ... ... ... ... 1-'

10. The best inovision for tree planting or shelter belts of any kind for

stock ... .. ... ... ..
..". I"

Total ., ... .. ... !.")(•

It will be observed that proA'ision is made foT e\idences of progress

In each department on a general purpose farm. It will probably occur

that some competitors ma\- give a greater amount of attention tO' crop

production, others to dairying, or sheep keeping. The scale of points is

sufficiently elastic to meet these variable conditions and permit a fair

comparison between farms. It is worthy of note that the item carrying

the highest number of points is fodder conservation by means of silos,

hay or straw stacks, and root crops. No' matter what a farmer's practice

mav be. his animals must be fed, and if he keeps only a few animals,

then it is considered that bis farming scheme is a poor one. The area

-and diversitv of the cropping operations and the quality of the stock kept
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are designed to ascertain the measure of a farmer's progress on modern
lines. A narrow rotation of cereals only, with no inclusion of legumes,

roots, rape, maize, sorghums, millets or grasses, means that the artificial

manure bill must be higher than should be the case on a well-managed
farm.

The number of stock kept, provision for their water supply and the

care given to farm implements rank next in importance. The points

awarded under these headings will illustrate the ideas of the farmer on
stock management and economy.

Of the remaining points, the manner of working the different paddocks,
the locality of dams, windmills, &c., the style and convenience of the-

dwelling and outbuildings, and the plan and maintenance of the same-
will afford farmers an opportunity of having a friendlv unbiassed criti-

cism. Tree planting, especially where needed in unsheltered open countrv.

is a matter well worth the attention of all land-holders.

Crop Competitions.
Numerous societies will undertake crop competitions. In the majority

of districts these will be confined to wheat or oats, and in a few localities,

to maize for green fodder and roots. The points obtainable are as.

follow :
—

For cereal crojjs intended for grain—
Freedom from wild oats and weeds .. ... ... ... 10

Purity of type ... ... ... ... . . ... 10

Freedom from wmut, rust, take-all or whiteheads ... ... 10

Estimated yield per acre ... ... 1 point for each bushel

For cereal crops intended for hay—
Uniformity of growth ... ... ... ... ... ... 10

Freedom from weeds of all kinds .. ... ... ..10
Character of the straw and flag ... ... .. 10

Estimated yield per acre .. ... ... 10 points for each ton

For maize, sorghnm, or millet crops (jroirn for green fodder—
System of planting ... ... ... ... ... ... 10

Variety of seed used ... ... ... . ... .. 5

Character and number of cultivations given ... ... ... 15

Height of crops ... ... ... ... ... ... 10

Estimated yield of green fodder per acie ... ."> points for each ton

Boot crops, s9(c/i as sugar heet. maiigold'i. or turnipx—
Sj'stem of planting ... ... ... ... ... .. 1<*

Kind and number of cultivations given ... ... ... ... 10

Estimated yield per acre ... ... ... ."> points for each ton

If competitions embracing other crops, such as lucerne, rape, potatoes.

or legumes, should occur, special conditions will be provided.

It is the desire of the Department of Agriculture that farmers shall

enter for district competitions of the above character. The intrinsic value

of the prize is worth much less than the credit of winning, and, more

over, the healthy spirit engenrlered by the competitions does much to pro-

mote progressive methods on the farm.
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AXALYSES OF SAMPLES OF ARSENATE OF LEAD.

The question of tlie quality and efficacy of the various brands ot

Arsenate of Lead, which are now on the market, has been occupying the

attention of the fruit-growers of this State, and the subject has aroused

considerable interest. For the purpose of ascertaining the quality and
genuineness of the preparations supplied to those engaged in the fruit

industry, samples have been obtained from various sources by the Govern-

ment Analyst and Chemist for Agriculture, who has submitted them to a

•careful analytical examination, and the result of the analyses is now published

for the information of those concerned. All of the samples were found to be

true to name, and little or no soluble arsenite was present. This may be

considered to be very satisfactory, as, notwithstanding the high price of

arsenic acid, there was no adulteration from the use of the cheaper arsenious

acid. Comparing the analyses, it will be noticed that the moisture contents

in the different samples vary considerably, and that, in almost all cases, a

high moisure content is accompanied by a low arsenic acid percentage.

Included in the list of samples examined are two preparations made up
by Inspector Hammond, of the Department of Agriculture. The first sample
was made from the formula recommended by the Department ; and the same
formula was used in the preparation of the second sample, l)ut the arsenate

of lead was subsequently washed in order to rid it from certain chemicals,

other than arsenate of lead, which are formed in the process of manufacture.

The arsenate of soda used in the manufacture of these two samples was also

submitted to chemical analysis, and the percentage of arsenic acid contained

in it is shown in the statement.

Sample.
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GRAPE STEMMERS.
AUSTRALIAN AND FRENCH TYPES COMPARED.

/•". dc Castclla, Government Viiiciiliurist.

When one compares the grape crushing and stemming machinery in

use in European wine countries with that made and generally used in

Australia, one cannot fail to be struck by a fundamental difference in

construction between the two which is, in my opinion, of sufficient im-

portance to merit the serious consideration of our growers. This difference

lies in the form of the movable or working portion of the stemmer

proper.

Both French and Australian stemmers {egrafpoirs as they are termed

in the former language) consist of a non-movable half cylinder, generally

known in Australia as a " concave," made of perforated metal, in which

the separation of the grapes from their stalks takes place. In the axis

of this half cylinder turns a spindle to which are fixed beaters, which,

by throwing the grapes violently about cause the berries to fall through

the perforations, whilst the stalks move forward and are evacuated at the

opposite end of the cvlinder to that at which the gra|)es enter the machine

FIG. 1. MABILLE's grape CRUSHER AND .STEMMER.

It is in the form and nature of these beaters, that the radical difference

between the French and Australian machines is to be found. In Austra-
lian machines the beaters consist of oblique, but continuous, wooden bars,

set so as to form an acute angle with the plane in which the axis of the
spindle is situated. These beaters, usually to the number of four, move
at a very short distance from the perforated "concave" against which
they literally rub the grapes, separating and pushing them through the
perforation. The small angle at which they are set, causes the stalks

to move forward towards the end where they are thrown out. In
French machines the beaters, instead of being continuous, consist of a
series of pegs fixed into the spindle, around which they form a spiral

or helicodal row, this arrangement serving the same purpose as the
oblique set of our beaters, viz. , to make the stems move forward towards
the exit.
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The difference hetwem the action oi the C(j!iiinuous heaters which rub
the berries oft', against the [jerioratrd phitc or " concave " and that

of the lielix of pegs which tdss or whisk the stalks out nf the crushed
mass, is very evident. In the fornicr case, it not infretiut nil) happens
that a considerahlf ])r{)j;ui"tion of the stalks thrown <jut at the end oi

the cylinder are mfjre (;r less cnmpUteh sliredded. In the l*'rench

machines, the stalks coming awa\- from tht- exit are remark. ili]\ little

damaged, being scai'ceK more than stripped of their berries.

Acc(M-ding to analysis* tlie com})ositinn of the stalks does not appear
very different to that of the skins but if one chews a .small fragment of stalk

a marked difference is noticeable. Both contain tannin in not very
different i)n)portions but. in r.ddition to this normal constituent of all red
wines, the stalks alsn contain resinous and acri(i substances capable of
communicating an unpleasant taste to the wine. The breaking of the

outer bark permits these substances to dissob'e freelv out of the broken
fragments. m;vnv oF which easiK Find iheir wa\ with the crushed grapes
into the fermeiuiim vat.

FIG. 2. COQ S CRU.SHER AND STEMMER.

In old days in Australia, when stemming was done with rakes or

riddles and was therefore not verv co:iii)lett', it was customarv on some
vineyards to j>ress these stalks in order to a\'oid loss of ju'ce ; the resulting

wine, known as Grappc, pos.sessed a marked unpleasant taste of its own,
rendering it useless except for distillation. This peculiar flavour rendered
this " grappe " far more unpleasant than even the " hard ])ress " resulting

from the final i)ressings of the fermented skins in which tannin was the

substance chieflv in exidcncc but in which it was not accompanied bv
the unpleasant stalk\ or ''grassN " tastt- abo\e referred to.

I think most iieople who have considered the subject will agree that
the shredding of the stalks is undesirable tf) sav the least, and the difference

between the French stemmers, remarkable for freedom from this defect,

and f>ur locally made ones is certainly wortin of note'

It is somewhat curious that a type of stemmer with pegs instead
of beater.s has not vet been manufactu.red in V'ctfiria. notwithstanding
the fact that .';ever d imported machines ha\e long been satisfactorilv

worked on some of our \ine\ards. Xearlv all the locall\- made machine.s
are on a similar pattern to the " Fraser " mill which was first placed

* Sft' Rods -ll7/iP)/)f/!/«v /// Hot Pliiiiiitc. \\ :!1.
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on the market here about 1880 and which, owing to the satisfactory work

it performed, so far as removing the stalks from a large quantity of grapes

is concerned, rapidly became \ery popular. And yet the continuous

beaters were abandoned at an early date in France. It was, in fact,

onl\ in the very earliest French machines that the\- were used—in that,

for example, of Bouilly (Bordeaux), first made in 1861. As early as 1867,

however, Ahbe Laporte introduced a machine with a spiral rcjw of pegs,

and this appears to have 1 een the prototype of all mofiern French

stemmers. In 1879, M. Gaillot, of Eeaune (Burgundy) brought out

the machine which this firm is still manufacturing, with but slight modi-

fications, at the present da\ . The late Baron de Pury imported one of

the Gaillot stemmers nearlv thirty years ago. This machine is still work-

ing at Yeringberg vine\ard and ".s i;i excellent order, showing scarcely any

signs of wear.

FIG. roy's stemmer and crusher.

There are, as might be expected, many different French makes on the

market differing somewhat, but having, as a common feature, the helix

of pegs instead of continuous beaters. Fig. i shows one of Mabille's

stemmers. This well-known firm make several different models ; that

figured here is one of their smaller sizes. In Fig. 2 is to be seen a Coq

machine of larger size, capable, with its double stemmer, of treating a

very large quantity of grapes per hour.

It will be noted that in these two machines the grapes are crushed

before being stemmed. This is bv far the more usual way in French

marhines. Much discussion has taken place as to whether stemming

should precede or follow crushing. Although some authorities prefer

the former method, which is in fact the oldest idea, the practical advan-

tages, except in the case of making white wine from red grapes, do not

seem very marked; stemming is more easily and completely performed

if the grapes have first been crushed, for which reason the latter method

has, until recentlv, hoen almost the universal rule in France.*

* See M. Char\et in Heme de Vlticultuir, Vo]. W'., \\ .'ilP.
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Fig. 3 shows Roy's machine, introduced in 1890. in which stt-mming

precedes crushing as in Australian machines.

Fig. 4 will give some idea of the working portion of the Gaillot

stemmer—the photograph, which is a i)ortion of the machine at Yering-

berg already referred to, shows the actual appearance of the spindle

and pegs. The following dimensions may prove of interest :—Concave

4 ft. 3 in. long and 18 inches diameter; spindle i| inch in diameter,

teeth or pegs \ inch iron yf inches long ; distance apart (centre to centre;

I 7-16 inch. There are two spiral roAvs of pegs exactlv opposite

to each other, each of which makes two complete turns in the length

of the spindle. The pegs are flattened out to a blade about 15 inch

wide for the half of their length furthest away from the spindle. The\-

are so set on the spindle that the flattened blade is in the same plane as

the spindle; in other words, they are not .set obliquely, as might be ex-

pected. The three last pegs of each row are joined by a small iron plate

6 inches x 3 inches which, owing to its oblique set, throws out from the

cylinder such stalks as have reached the end. The "concave" is made
of gun-metal with holes about i inch in diameter. The Gnillot machine

I'lG. 4. WORKING Pari OF GAILLOr b MACHINE.

is of the same type as Mabillt-s and Co(j's, crushing being performed before

stemming. The size in use at Yeringberg is able to treat about 2 tons of

grapes per hour.
* * * *

The object of the i)rrsent article is to bring the matter under the

notice of those interested in sufficient time to permit of their making altera-

tions for the coming \intage, should they desire to do so. The writer

has had occasion to discuss the matter with several growers, both in

this State and South Australia. One of the.se, who found fault with the

shredding of the .stalks which he had observed, was of opinion that the

countersinking of the holes in the " concave " from the inside, so that

there w-ould ibe no sharp edges for the bunches to be rubbed against,

would obviate the trouble. This would no doubt be an improvement,
but the alteration of the spindle to .something like those used in French
machines, will doubtless be found more satisfactory and probably simpler.

Rov's machine (3) shows that it will not be necessarv to alter the mill

in such a way as to make crushing precede stemming in the usual French
wav.

* * * *
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It does not seem to be realized bv man\ of our growers that the removal

of stalks prior to fermentation is not nearly so general an operation in

Europe as it is with us. The majority of the red wines of France and
other countries are merely crushed

;
juice, skins and stalks fermenting

together in the vat. This does not only apply to the cheap vin ordinaire

of the South of France but also to several choice red wines. The
clarets of the Medoc must of course be excepted. In this district, stem-

ming {egraffage) has long been the invariable rule, but such wines as

Burgundv, Hermitage, Beaujolais, &c., are, at the pre.sent day, fermented

at least partially on their stalks, and this for the express purpose of

improving the quality of the wine. In this as in so many other points

connected wdth wine-making, we find that operations suited to one district

are not necessarily so in another. The whole question is one which

has given rise to much discussion and concerning which leading authori-

ties frequently hold opposite views.

This is not the place for the discussion of the question as to whether
stemming should ;be total, partial, or discarded altogether—those in-

terested are referred to Roos, Winemakitig in Hot Climates, where thev
will find the arguments for and against stemming concisely set forth.

Taken as a whole, perhaps, the w'eight of most modern evidence is

in favour of stemming. The process has at any rate received the
unanimous approval of our Australian winemakers and departures from
established methods are only to be cautiously tried. At the same time,

it appears probable that the same causes which have led to the rejec-

tion of the stalks prior to fermentation will cause the adoption of a

stemmer more after the French pattern to have a beneficial influence on
the quality of the red wine produced from grapes treated with it.

When in South Australia recently, in course of a conversation where
the shredding of the stalks was referred to, one intelligent grower ex-

pressed the opinion that grapes fermented on their stalks had yielded
him a less stalky wine than those shredded by a faulty mill.

It used to be freely stated that the best wine was that crushed with
the feet. It would certainly be difficult to find a greater contrast than
that existing between the foot crushing of ancient times and the rough
handling to which the fruit is submitted in a faulty stemmer in which
the stalks are torn and shredded.

VINEYARD CULTIVATION.
DEEP versus SHALLOW PLOUGHING.

The following letter was recently received from ^Ir. J. M. Alexander
and was referred to the Government Viticulturist (Mr. F. de Castella), who
has furnished the accompanying notes :

—

In the Journal for September I see that Mr. Cronin, in the " Orchard Notes."' con-
damns such ploughing as damages the roots of trees. I notice when ploughing in my
vineyard that the vines are frequently cut. I should be glad if the Government Viti-
culturist would kindly inform me if, when the root of a vine is cut by a plough, anv
serious injury is done to ihe vine or whether (he root renews itself, where broken off.

It is im-^ortant to know definitely whether old vines renew their roots when they are
dama-^ed in the some way as they put forth fresh shoots on their branches when a
limb is severed. It does not by any means follow that thev will do so, but accurate
observation of the habits of vines and trees must have established whether roots have
the power of renewing themselves if thev are broken by a plough or otherwise. If it

is true that fresh roots are thrown out by the plant no harm would result, as by destroy-
ing surface roots the plant would be induced to throw out roots at a deeper level where
more permanent moisture is obtainable."
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Mr. AlcxaiulL-r, in his Itttfr, raises several interesting points of vege-

table ph\siologv, concerning some of which Imt little ex]jeriniental in-

vestigation has as yet been carried out.

When a root is cut, it certainlv renews itself, but its renewal would

not necessarily occur in the same wav as hai)])ens almve ground when

a limb is .severed. Below ground, instead of forming one main root to--

replace the portion it had lost, the vine would ,be more likely to throw

out a bunch of small rootlets. These would not ]jenetrate to the same-

distance as the suppressed T)art and for some time, at least, their power

of supplying moisture and plant food, would be less. It is questionable-

whether this bunch of roots would, even after a considerable lapse of

time, perform its functions as satisfactorilv as the original root. It has-

long been held bv \iticultural authorities that a vine planted as a cutting

is of more robust ('(institution than one planted as a rootling—in the

case of the latter, the roots which were necessarilv cut l)ack on trans-

plantation would throw out a less normal system than that provided by

the original cutting. The vine planted as a cutting would be more
similar to a vine grown from seed—the natural means of reproduction of

the plant, and therefore the normal one. These remarks ripply tf> the-

principal roots of the vine.

It must be remembered that the root s\ stem of the \ine is made up
of two groups, viz., surface feeders, which absorb the bulk of the plant

food substances—mainly at an early period of the yearly cycle of growth
-—and (ieep roots, which chieflv serve to supplv the necessary moisture-

in drv weather. The latter perform their functions throughout the-

summer.

Analysis shows that,' in the great majoritv of our soils, the surface-

is richer than the subsoil, at least in nitrogen and often in phosphoric

acid also. As regards potash, the contrary is frequently the case

—

especiallv where the subsoil is clavey. Abundance of the first-named

elements would tend to promote active root growth in the more superficial

layers.

The influence of climate must be taken into account ; the feeding roots

of the vine are. no douljt, situated at a greater depth in arid districts

than in moist ones.

The svstem of cultivation must also be considried. Ii-| most of the

warmer European wine districts deep cultivation (7 inches to 9 inches),,

at lea.st once a vear, is the rule, supplemented b\ sliallcw scarifyings.

This would })re\ent the development of roots near the surface.

The case of a plot of vines, rogularlv submitted to such treatment

and therefore not permitted to have a superficial root system, is of course,

\-erv different from one which is never ploughed deeper than 4 or 5 inches,

as is the case in manv of our vineyards. In the latter case, the vines

would most probnblv suffer after an exceptional! v deep ploughing, at

least during the first season.

The question of the best depth for culti\ati()n has received a con-

siderable amount of attention in Europe recently, as the outcome of the

opinions of M. Oberlin, of Colmar, who strongK rerommt nds shallow

cultivation.

Professor Ra\az of Montpellier nuiilished, in 1905. an important work

on the whole subject, resuming its history and giving results of
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-txperiments cnnducted 1)\ himself and others. His conclusions may be here

translated. Thev are as follow :

—

"I. Young vines, from the time they are planted until they are three years old
should receive good ordinary cultivation.* The first roots, in fact, all originate deeply

and it is of the highest importance to facilitate the aeration of the layers in whicti

they develop.
''

2. As regards older vines, experience has proved, so far, that shallow cultivation

is prefeiable to deep in all soils which are compact, moist or medium. It must not

be forgotten that it is only fullv effective when' it prevents the growth of weeds.

Shallow cultivation has shown itself equally advantageous in sandy coast soils, very

dry at the surface, but where the water level is usually found at small depth.

On the' other hand, the calculations we have made, and experience show, that in

•dry, pebbly, penetrable soils where the water level is deep, where for this reason, the

roots tend to establish themselves in the lower levels, deep cultivation is still indicated

and should give better results than systematically shallow working.'"

Root prnning frequentK has a beneficial effect on the yield—it is

well known that one of the first effects of phylloxera is to cause the vines

(in the first stages of the invasion) to bear a very heavy crop of grapes.

The exact border line where interference with the root svstem bv

cultural implements would begin to exert an injurious influence is difficult

to definitelv fix. In these matters common .sense is the best guide and.

in a general wav, it mav he said that the cutting of a considerable number
of surface roots of vines which had previously only been ploughed shallow

would have an injurious influence on the vegetation during the following

season. In moist di.stricts the cutting of surface roots, to any extent, is

to be avoided. In arid districts it will be better to prevent the forma-

tion of surface roots by a fairlv deep ploughing at least once a year from
the time the vines are quite voung, supplemented, of course, by the usual

spring and summer scarifying.

tup: prickly peaji.

Senator Jomes H. McColl.

The September issue of the Jcmrnal of Agriculture contains an article

on the Prickly Pear, which purports to give an account of the facts

definitely known in regard to this plant. One authority onlv is quoted
in the article. The Farmers' Bulletin, Xo. 72, of the U.S.A. Department
of Agriculture. It is, however, somewhat ancient, having been issued in

January, 1898. This Bulletin was on " The Cattle Ranges of the South-
west, the Exhaustion of the Pasturage and Suggestions for its Restora-

tion,"' the only reference in it to the Prickly Pear being the one quoted.
The spread of the pear was but one of many reasons given for the ex-

haustion of the pasturage, but no reference is made to getting rid of it,

it being stated " it was, on the whole, detrimental to stockmen," inferring

that, to some extent, it was of use. It is strange that, in an ^.rticle pro-

fessing to give an up tc-date account of this plant, reference is made to

such an old paper, and all the later literature, which is of considerable
extent, entirely ignored. The limitation of space j)re\-ents me dealing
so fully with the subject as I would like, for much that readiU applies
must be omitted.

Probably no plant has had such contradictorv opinions express^^d alxjut

it as the Prickly Pear. Reviled in one place, blessed in another, utilized

here, banned therc; bringing destruction in one countrv. proving the sal-

vation of the settler and his herd in another. Much has been written in

praise and in blame, but research and experience have increased knowledge

* In tlie so-.itli of FraiK-e tliis wmilii be to a deptli of 7 H itnlits.
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regarding it, and practical tests, which are still being continued, are
placing that knowledge on a sound foundation. And it is to practical

men who, by virtue of their profession or business, have applied themselves

to the investigation of the plant, and not mere theorists and book students,.

that we must look for sound information. It is not a matter of personal

interest or gain to myself, my sole object being to try and assist Australia

in making her arid wastes economically useful, and preventing the de-

plorable loss of stock caused by the droughts, which periodicalh' afflict

portions of this continent.

It was while passing through Quii-er.sland in January last on m!y way
to attend the Dry-Farming Congress at 'Cheyenne, Wyoming, U.S.A., that

some leading men asked me to make inquiries into the Pricklv Pear, which

had been allowed to overrun and impair so much land in that State, and
for the eradication of which a reward is offered, and land granted on
merely nominal terms. In pursuance of this request, and at my own
charges, I visited California, Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, and had com-
munications, oral or written, with most of the authorities who had been

studying this question and dealing with it. The result of my investiga-

tions, I shall, in the briefest possible manner, submit.

But first it may be well to dispose of the mythical statement that

Luther Burbank, the wonderful plant scientist, claims to be the discoverer,

inventor, or creator, of the spineless Prickly Pear. Such an idea can only

be entertained by those knowing nothing of the subject. Mexico is the

most important Prickly Pear country in the world, and the plant is so

valued there that it is emblazoned upon the coat of arms of that Republic.

There is " spineless " Prickly Pear found in parts of California, Arizona,

Texas and Florida. Since this plant began to attract the attention of the

scientists of the Department of Agriculture, which is within *he past six

vears, 25 of the "spineless" varieties have been imported by the

Plant Bureau of the Department. These have come from Mexico, the

European. Asiatic and African shores of the Mediterranean, the Hawaiian
Islands, South America, while they are known to grow in South Africa,

Australia, and some of the Pacific Islands. What Luther Burbank did,

was to take the spiny and spineless pears ; and after twelve years*^

experimentation, by cross-breeding, fertilization, and pollenization, he has

combined the valuable attributes of the plant and eliminated the bad ones,

until he has produced a plant free from spines and spicules, bearing a

delicious fruit, and yielding about 100 tons of stock food to the acre.

I have seen the plants and tasted the fruit, and in years to come genera-

tions will rise and bless the name of the man who, by reason of his dis-

coveries, robbed the arid places of some of their terrors, and helped to

make the desert fit for the habitation of man and beast.

The attention of the Department of Agriculture, U.S.A., was drawn
to the necessitv of investigating the cactus pl.mt some six years ago, and

Dr. David Griffiths, the Assistant Agrostologist in charge of Range In-

vestigations, has, in conjunction with Professors Hare, Wooton, and

Mitchell, of the New Mexico Experiment Station, Messrs. William and
Alexander Sinclair of San Antonio, Texas, and others, been devoting most

of his time to this work. The results ascertained are set out in Bulletins

Nos. 60 (1906) and 64 (1907) of the New Mexico College of Agriculture.

and the following Bulletins of the L'nited States Department of Agricul-

ture, Nos. 74 (1905), 91 (1906), 102, and 116 (1907), 124 (1908), and

140 (1909). These Bulletins run from 16 to 120 pages and are de-

voted entirely to the consideration of the Prickly Pear and other cacti, to

ascertain the uses they can be put to for m:ar, and beast. There are others

issued bv the Department, which I have not seen, as well as some from
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the Arizona Agricultural Exjx-riment Station, where Professor Thornber
and others have de\oted much time and study to the question. This
Station is planting out the pear on the Ranges as a stock food. All the

Bulletins can be obtained at a small charge by application to the institu-

tions named.
The result of the inquiries I personally made have been embodied in

a report by ntyself, issued by command of the Federal Parliament in July
last. This report can be obtained by those interested through the Federal
member for their district, or by application to the Secretary for External
Aftairs. There is no charge. The summary of the investigations and
experiments made, show that this plant, formerly considered a pest, has
been proved to be most useful as an emergency feed in time of drought,

and has saved flocks and herds frora destruction many times. It has also

prevented the loss of the rancher's capital, the accumulation of a hard-spent

life, in msany instances. But not only has it proved an emergency feed,

but has also been found, in conjunction with some kind of concentrated
food, of use as a regular feed for cattle, sheep, and pigs. By singeing

the spines off with a gasoline torch, the plant, which pre\'iously the stock

would not touch, is made at once available for food, either bv cutting it

in pieces and feeding to the stock, or allowing tliem to feed on it standing

on the range. Steaming was also done, but since the Gasoline Pear Burner
came into use in 1898 burning off is mostly practised. The u.e of the

pear increases the flow of milk in dairy cattle, and in many towns in Texas
it is fed regularly, while Mexican families depend upon it for their cows
as a mainsta}-. It has not a great feeding value, but is esteemed for its

succulence. It is fed together with cotton seed meal, or brewer's grains,

or bran, or other concentrated food, and if a properly balanced ration

is used the milk yield is equal to what it is from grass. A gentleman in

Adelaide, whom I do not personally know, advised me that, seeing in the
paper my account of this plant, and having a paddock of 15 acres near
him, on which were patches of Prickly Pear, he cut some down. Cutting

off the spines with a pair of strong curved shears he chopped the leaves

in pieces and fed it to his cow with some chaff ; the feed bin held from
two to three kerosene tinsfull, and he writes " It is really wonderful how
well during the last eight or ten days that my cow has been given this

food the extra quantity and quality of the milk have improved." It has

also been fed to sheep and goats, and in some parts of Texas and Mexico
to a great extent to the working cattle. A full ration of pear scours

animals, especially al first, but balancing ihe ration as before stated, or

even with sorghum, hay, or dry grass, modifies that condition.

So great has been the change of opinion in regard to this plant in

Texas, that while some vears ago the Legislature was considering the

passing of an Act to compel its eradication, the Department of Agriculture

of the United States, issued on 19th February. 1908, Bulletin No. 124
on " The Prickly Pear as a Farm Crop " with instructions as to its

cultivation and utilization. And this is not the "spineless" but the
" Prickly " Pear. Cities in Texas have been cleared for 8 miles round
of this plant for food, and dairymien and others now have to purchase it.

I could write much more, but consideration for your space compels
me to stop. I trust I have stated enough to show that this question of the

utilization of the cacti for a dry country like Australia cannot be brushed

contemptuously aside, but must have the consideration of those who are
respon.sible for the utilization of our extensive arid regions. I have by
no means exhausted my facts, in fact. Iiave merely touched upon them,
and can return to the subject again if it is necessary to do so.

Bendigo, nth October, 1909.
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ORCHARD NOTES.

E. E. Pescott, Pri/icipal, Sr/ioi>/ nf Horticultitre, Burnleif

Keep the soil surface well stirred.

Spray for Codlin Moth, Pear .SIu^l', and Vine Caterpillars.

Exaniir e Codlin bandages freipiently.

Begin Sinnnier pruning.

Soil Tkkatment.

The season has turned out, so far, uiiusuall}' dry ; and the high winds,

Ijoth northerly and southerly, combined with the occasional hot spells, will

have a very drying ettect on the soil. Consequently, a soil condition of

friability is absolutely necessar}^ for the healthy growth of the trees. The

soil surface should be cultivated as frequently as possible, especiall}^ after

rain or irrigation. This is required to conserve the soil moisture. Soil in its

natural and uncultivated state possesses the property of capillarity to a

maiked degree. Capillarity is that power- which causes the moisture to rise

upwards in the soil, similar to the manner in which water soaks upwards in

a piece of blotting-paper, when the tip of the paper is held in water. This

property is, of course, essential in soils, as by the upward soakage the soil

water is brought upwards, and so made available for the tree roots. If the

soil surface be uncultivated, the moisture rapidly rises to the surface, and is

very soon evaporated. Ultimately, we see the soil cracked in all directions,

having contracted by the drying process to which it has been submitted.

The evaporation of soil moisture is prevented, or is considerably deferred, by

keeping the surface soil in a loose, pulverable state ; not too fine so tliat tlie

particles will I'un together closely after a light rain, but fine enough to pre-

vent any surface caking. A few inches of tilth is desirable, so as to destroy

any continuous capillarity of the soil, and to allow the soil water to be made
available for the use of the whole root system of the tree.

Spraving.

Spraying for codlin moth should be carried on now with unabated vigour,

-especially in the warmer regions of the State. It is only by constant

watchfulness and continual spi'aying that it can be hoped to keep this pest

in check. With good work, and with care, growers should be able to easily

obtain a result of over 90 per cent, of clean fruit. While the fruit is grow-

ing, frequent sprayings will be necessary. After the fruit has reached its

full size, the main point to l)e observed is to keep the fruil and foliage well

covered with spray.

The old theory of the UKjth laying hei- eggs only on the fi'uit, and almost

always in the calyx, has been entirely exploded. At the Burnley Ciardens,

up to the time of writing (17th November), on all observations, not one

apple has been attacked at the calyx end, while a lai-ge majority of the

codlin eggs observed have been found upon the upper side of the foliage.

The first brood of moths is not especially prevalent this season, but these are

more than ample to insure disastrous results from their progeny, should the

December and early January sprayings be neglected. It cannot be urged too

stronglv that the more the later s])rayings are obser\ed the better the crop

will be.

The question, " How many times should I spray to keep down codlin

moth 1
" is frequently asked. This generally resolves itself into " How few

times may I spray ? " The number of sprayings should not be taken into
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consideration at all. The greater anxiety sliould be to keep the pest awav at all

hazards, no matter how often the spray pump is taken out.

With ordinary care no grijwer should fear burnt fijliage by using anv of the-

brands of arsenate of lead now placed on the market. Continuous trials of

various brands of colonially manufactured arsenates of lead aie now being

made at the Burnley Gardens, but very little difference in comparative results

is expected, as recent analyses undertaken by the Departments of Agricul-

ture of South Australia and Victoria show an equable j)roportion of arsenic

oxide for killing pur[)Oses ; furblier, the percentage of free arsenic, or water

soluble arsenic—the burning pro})ei-ty— is low in all samnles.

Tlie results of the Victorian analyses are gi\en on page 753, whilst the

South .Australian areas follow :

—

Nicholl's
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Summer Pruning.

Disbudding and pinching back shoots, so as to further strengthen and
•shape the trees and vines, should now be completed, and the work of summer
pruning commenced. " Summer' or " Green" pruning is an operation which
is not much practised in this State. Generally, the existing opinions on this

subject are so vague that, even where it is performed, a small amount of an
element of uncertainty is always existent in the mind of the operator. The
principle of summer pruning is that the wood growth is reduced, so as to

induce increased fruit production for the next season. The unnecessary
wood is removed, and the sap is directed into other channels, strengthening
•and building up weak or immature fruit buds.

Summer pruning is exceptionally advantageous to young or to strong-

growing trees. Whenever a tree has been heavily pruned during the dor-

mant season, a very fair growth of wood will ensue, and this wood is gener-

ally strong. To " stop" or summer prune this wood will have a verv
beneficial eifect on the productiveness of the tree. Of course, if the growth
be excessive and rank, a judicious selection will need to be retained, and the

balance disbudded. The result of summer pruning will be that, wherevei'

the growing shoot or lateral has been severed, the buds below the cut will

receive the full benefit of the sap which previously went to nourish the wood
which has been removed. If this operation were performed too early, the

bud at the point of severance will merely push its way out, and coatinue the
growth. This result is undesirable, as the very object we wish to attain is

defeated, the sap being utilized in the production of new wood, and not in

the strengthening and enlarging of the fruit buds. Sometimes even this end
is desirable, but it is only when tiie lateral has been of an excessively strong-

nature, and an extension is desired, though only as a weak growth. Two
points to be noted are:— First, the terminal ends of main, secondary and ex-

tension limbs should never be cut at summer pruning; secondly, the cut
must always be made at a point where a leaf is existent, so that the sap ma}'

be furnished and perfected for the whole of the lateral. If the cut be not

made at a leaf, the probability is that the tip of the lateral will lose its

vitality, and ultimately die, owing to the fact that no foliage exists to draw
wad perfect sap for its nourishment.

A number of problems in fruit production and tree culture are still await-

ing solution, and among these is the question as to the value of summer
pruning on those trees which are supposed to be biennial croppers, such as

the Rymer apple ; or on such trees whose unproductiveness has been
charged to the debit account of the stock they are worked upon. It is an
accepted fact that unsuitability of stock will result in unproductiveness, but
we might pause before we would say that non-production can always be

attributed to unsuitable stock. Coe's Golden Drop plum, for example, is a

tree that will not bear on an unsuitable stock ; but sometimes trees of tliis

variety have only been a partial success as fruit producers, even when on
their supjjosedly correct stock. In a case like this summer pruning has been
known to produce a marked increase of crop. The illustration shows a nine

year old Coe's Golden Drop jilum tree, a typical tree from a number in the

orchard of Mr. A. S. Lowe, of Diamond Creek. These trees were never con-

sidered good bearers. In January of this year they were summer pruned,

with the result that on every tree a very large number of new fruit buds
were formed on almost every lateral, and the trees set a heavy crop of fruit from
the blossoms shown in the photograph. At pi'esent, the heaviest crop ever

known is on the trees. Of coui-se, the year is a good one for plums ; but
•even when this hasoccun-ed previouslv, the trees only had medium crops.
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It should be definitely understood that summer pruning- is not suitable

for each tree every season. Growers must know their trees individually^

and also their individual requii'ements. A tree should be strong in consti-

tution, and growing strongly as well ; and, as a general rule, a weak tree

.should not be summer pruned. Weak trees may be successfully treated by

COE's GOLDJiN DH(»l' PLUM. SU.MMEK PKUNKD .lANUAItY, J 'JOIJ.

hard pruning in winter. A tree that is thriving prosperously, and bearing

.systematically, needs very little or no summer piuning ; while a tree that

is growing strongly, is in a good healthv situation, and is yet unfruitful, needs

all the attention and consideration that summer pruning can give to it

The time for summer pruning is a consideration that cannot be settled by
any general rule. So much depends on the state of the tree, the condition
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•of tlie soil, tlie dfyiies.s or otherwise of the weather, as well as the
latitude and situation of the orchard. Tiiese and other considerations must
all be taken into account by the operator. Generallv speaking, as has before

been stated, it is advisable to i)erform the operation at a time when the re-

maining terminal bud will not break out into new growth. Fi-om December
to February apples and pears may be treated, according to climate and
weather conditions. Apricots and peaches need summer pruning much
earlier. Some operators have laid it down as a rule that any tree requiring

summer pruning may be pruned just before the crop commences to ripen.

This, again, may suit some seasons, but nob others, 'i'o pre\ent the re-growth
of the lateral, it has been recommended to merely fracture the portion to be
removed later, and leave it hanging on the tree. This certainly will he effective

;

but it gives the orchaid a very untidy appearance. It also leaves much
moi^e work for the pruner in the winter time, and this is one of the things

that summer pruning is intended to obviate. A careful study of his varieties,

localit}', soil, and annual climatic conditions, will verv soon give the operator

such power over his ti-ees that summer pruning will become a regular part

of his orchard routine.

Fruit Prosi'Ects

The reports of fruit prospects have come to hand, and it is found that the

crop in general will not be so heavy as was at first anticipated. There was
a splendid show of blossoms, but it was hardly to be expected that the crop

could amount to anything like last year's returns. Still, the returns promise
to be far above the average of seasons, and thus prospects aie very
.satisfactory.

VEGETABLE PESTS.

C . [''rciicl!. Jiinr., Assistant Government l'lntO)noloi^ist.

So manv specimens of insect and other pests of \arious kinds which

attack vegetables are being forwarded for identification that it has been

deemed ad\isal)le to comjjile a few notes on some of the more common of

these pests. This season promises to l)e a \erv favourable one for the

de\elopment and spreading of insects, and if steps are not soon taken,

many of the vegetable crops will be adversely affected.

As many new mixtures for spraying have been placed on the market

•during the past \ear, sexeral experiments have been conducted by the

Entomological Branch in connexion wdth the extermination of pests. As
some of the mixtures have proved successful, it is well to know at the

beginning of the season what are the best materials to use.

Thrips.—Thrips are now about in countless numbers, and are causing

the flowers on earlv tomato plants to turn brown, shrivel up. and fall.

They also attack the flowers of beans, peas, &c. ; in fact, almost every

kind of flower, therein' causing considerable damage. This insect is a

mo.st difficult one to deal with on account of the habit it has of crawling

into the centre of the flower; but such plants as tomatoes, jjcas, and beans

can be more readilv treated.

The following remedies have proved successful: —
Benzole emulsion.—This is a patent preparation, and can be purchased

at any of the leading seed .shops in Melbourne. One tin full (i 11>.), when
diluted, makes 20 gallons of sprav. The smell of the benzole remains on
the plants for several dnvs.
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As a deterrent, spraving with coal tar water or a weak kerosene emul-

sion is recommended. A good hosing with cold water is also beneficial.

The formula for coal tar water is as follows:—Boil one pound of coal

tar in two gallons of water, and while hot add from 50 to too gallons of

ivater.

RuTHERGLEN BuG.—This is another insect which, at the present time,

is causing a lot of trouble to the vegetable grower. Tomatoes, beans, peas,,

potatoes, and other such vegetables are favourite foods of this pest. Ben-

zole emulsion and coal tar Avater give good results if sprayed on the

infested plants.

Cut Worms.—Caterpillars belonging to the genera Agroiis, Heliothis,

Plusla, are the chief members of this group. The\ are most destructive,

and attack tomatoes, capsicums, beans, onions, cabbage, lettuce, &c. The
caterpillars hide amongst the debris and soil during the day time, and at

night come up to feed. ^Nlanv gardeners cannot understand how it is^

that a whole plant laden with tomatoes can be destroyed in one evening,

when they can see no trace of any insects. If the ground around the

plants be turned up the grubs, usually curled up, will be discovered about:

an inch under the soil. The moths hide in the daytime under grass,

wood, stones, bags, &c., and when darkness is setting in they fly about

from plant to plant, depositing their eggs as they go.

The arsenate of lead spray has proved one of the Ijest remedies yet

discovered for these pests j but cabbage, lettuce, and other such vegetables-

should be washed before using. Poisoned baits are also used with suc-

cess, the formula being as follows:—Bran, arsenic, and sugar mash: The
best proportion to use is i part (by weight) of arsenic, i of sugar, and 6

of bran to which is added a sufficient quantity of water to make a wet

mash. This preparation is usually made in wash tubs or half barrels.

One of these is filled about three-fourths full of dry bran, and to this ^.5

added about 5 lbs. of arsenic, which is thoroughly stirred through the

bran with a spade or shovel ; 5 lbs. of sugar is next thrown into a pail,

which is then filled with water, and the sugar is stirred until it dissolves.

When the sugar water is added to the bran and arsenic, and the three

well stirred, more water is added, and the stirring continued until every

portion of the mash becomes''thoroughly' saturated. About a teaspoonful'

of this mixture is placed at the foot of each plant or shrub infested,

dropping it in the shade when this can be done. Care must be taken that

this bait is placed beyond the reach of children and domestic animals.

Snails and Slugs.—These pests appear to be more numerous this-

year than for many years past, and persons having vegetable gardens have

had, and are still having, a fight to keep them under control. Ordinary

remedies, such as soot, lime, carbolized sawdust, salt. &c., are, of course,

of much assistance, but of themselves ^are not sufficient protection. Tn the

arsenate of lead sprav we have a mixture which will soon drive them out.

Pumpkin Beetle.—Last vear this destructive insect caused much
damace to melon, cucumber, and pumpkin plants and others of the same

group. A few spt -^imens have been noticed alreadv this season, but they

are usuallv verv prevalent from Decernber until February. A very

common mistake is made b\ confusing this pest with the beneficial Ladv-

hird, and several correspondi^nts write asking for advic^e as to the destruc-

tion of the latter insect, under the impression that it is destroying their

vegetables. The distinctive feature about the oumpkin beetle is that it is

an elongated beetle, while the ladybird is almost round in shape. The
following are preventives :—Coal tar water. Paris green, kerosene emul-

sion, and arsenate of lead. Inspector E. WalHs, of Wangaratta. states
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that the crude oil of tar remedy has been tried with good results, the

following being the formula: —Crude oil. h pint; soft soap, h lb. ; caustic

soda, I oz. ; water, 5 gallons. Boil one pint of water, and in it dissolve
the soap and soda ; add oil of tar, agitate well, and add remainder of
Avater ; cool and use.

Cabbage ^NIoth.—The larvae of these moths are now making their

appearance on the cabbage, cauliflower, turnip, and radish plants. In
my opinion the best remedy to adopt is a spraying with arsenate of lead.

Coal tar is also a good mixture to use against this pest, the proportion
being the same as for thrips.

Cabbage Aphis.—For this pest sprav with nicotine as follows:—
Steep I lb. tobacco in i gallon of hot water, and allow it to soak for 24
hours. Boil i lb. soap in i gallon of water until the soap is dissolved.

Strain the tobacco water into the soap water. Stir well, and make up to

5 or 6 gallons. Use waste stems of the tobacco.

Metallic Tomato Fly.—This handsome fly, which is of a metallic
colour, caused some damage to ripe tomatoes during last season. But my
•experience of this insect is that it only attacks over-ripe or damaged
tomatoes, thereby hastening decay ; a sound tomato is rarely attacked.
When once the maggots are in the tomatoes it is an impossibiHty to reach
them, and such tomatoes should be picked and burnt or placed in boiling
water. Deterrents such as recommended for thrips are also beneficial.

Bean Butterfly.—Two years ago this serious pest, a small butterfly,

ca.used severe losses to growers of beans in the Bairnsdale and other dis-

tricts, no doubt on account of the dry weather experienced. The leguminous
plants, on which the caterpillars feed, are absent during dry, hot weather,
and the insects direct their attention to vegetables. Last vear, owing to
the fair amount of rain, the leguminous plants came up again, and conse-
quently little damage was done to the bean crops. As this vear is a
favourable one for the growth of all plants, it is anticipated that this

pest will not cause much damage. A good sprav with benzole emulsion,
arsenate of lead, or coal tar water will, however, be found of much use,

if necessary.

Tomato Weevil.—This new vegetable pest is still present in large
numbers of gardens near the metropolis. A full account of the pest and
remedies for its suppression will be found in my articles in the Journal
for December, 1908, and October, 1909.

Red Spider.—The Red Spider is a pest well known to vegetable
growers. It belongs to the group of Acarids or Mites, and is therefore
strictly .speaking not an insect. Its eggs, which are almost transparent,
remain both in the soil and in the crevices of stakes, plants, and other

objects during the winter. It is a tiny animal, just visible to the naked
«ye, and is almost transparent ; in colour it varies from light reddish to

quite red. Generally, it feeds on the underside of the leaves of various

vegetable plants, particularly beans, melons of various kinds, making a

kind of web underneath the leaves.

Vegetables should be well watered in the summer, as when once the

ground is allowed to get dry the plants are attacked by the red spider.

Spraying with deterrents such as <]uassia chips or a weak kerosene
emulsion is recommended. Coal tar water and benzole emulsion may also

be used. A remedy that has proved of great use in England is paraffin

jelly, the formula for which Professor F. V. Theobald gives as follows:—

•

Par:iffin. 5 gallons, soft so;ip. 8 lbs.; boil these together, and when
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foiling add about i pint of water, and then well stir. Thi.s becomes a jelly

when cold, and every 10 lbs. should be mixed with 40 gallons of water

The above amounts to about 160 gallons of wash.

It is not advisable to apply any spray wash within three days of the pre-

vious one. Care should also be taken 'that the nozzle of the spray pump

is directed upwards .so as to reach the underside of the leaves.

All stakes, after having been u.sed for tomatoes, &c., should be treated

Avith boiling water before being used again ; by this means the eggs of the

spider will be destroyed.

For the red spider eggs on apple trees, red oil has proved successful

;

and this is generallv used in wnnter when the animals are dormant.

PRODUCTION AND MARKETING OF BEESWAX.

R. Beulnie, President. Victorian Apiarists' Association.

Beeswax, the secondary product of the apiary, is an article of com-

merce which is always in 'demand, with but little variation in prices for

standard samples.

The production of wax by the honey bee is in a certain ratio to that

of honey ; thus, bees in trees or box hives yield, on the average, one pound

of wax 'to twenty pounds of hone\ . With the introduction of the bar

frame hive, and the method of extracting the honey from the combs arid

returning them to the \\\\q to be refilled with honey by the bees, the ratio

of wax to honey has been considerably altered and stands at i to 80. In

other words, the production of extracted honey for the same weight of

wax is four times that of the primiti\e method of cutting out the combs

to obtain the honey. As a result, the price of honey has declined while

that of wax has advanced during recent years. The wax is the product of

a transformation of the honey or nectar when retained in the body of the

bee for a time under certain conditions. Many attempts have been made
to turn surplus honev into wax by feeding it back to the bees, but none

have proved successful from a commercial point of view. While, there-

fore, the proportion of wax to honey cannot be profitably increased, so

far as its production is concerned, there is room for much improvement in

the methods of obtaining the wax from the combs, in the handling, refin-

ing and marketing.

Thousands of pounds of beeswax are annually thrown away, or burned

with old black brood combs, because the old-fashioned method of boiling

the combs in a bag submerged under water fails in obtaining more than a

mere fraction of the w^ax contained in them. New comb consists entirely

of wax and is white or yellow in colour, according to the flora from which

the bees obtained the nectar converted into wax. When brood is reared

in the cells the comb first becomes brow^n and, after a time, black, tough.

and heavy. Each bee larva, before changing to the chrysalis .stage, spins

a cocoon, and as generation succeeds generation in the same cells old brood

comb contains numbers of these in each cell, one inside the other ; but,

although the appearance of the comb is entirely changed, the original w^ax

cells are still there. When old brood comb is dissolved by boiling in

water each of the cocoons set loose bv the melting of the comb become'^
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coated with lii|iii(I w.ix whicii (dings t>) the filirous matfri.il of the cocoons,
and hut liitlc will ii>c tu the surfare when hoilt-d in a bag kept under
water.

To obtain all the wax. or at least the maximum from old combs,
pressure is required—something of the nature of a cheese press. The-
press shown in the illustration is a stout wooden box securely bolted

together and lined with tin ; inside of this is a slatted grating and Ixjttom,

leaving a chamber of lo x lo inches ( i _' inches deep) into which an
ordinary sugar bag is inserted. The old comb is dissolved by boiling and
poured into the bag, the latter is then folded down, the press block put
on, and the screw gradually worked down. Water and wax escape by the-

outlet into a separating tank which retains the wax. but allows the surplus,

water to escape."

There are se\"eral t\ P'es of wax ]}res.ses,

but one wood-slatted is preferable to a metal

one, as then no heat need be applied to the

press bod\ itself to overcome the chilling of

the wax in contact with metal. The amount
of wax obtained frc/m old black combs bv

means of a press, as com] )a red with the old

methods, is as 3 to i, while die time occupied'

is but one-tenth, and the wax obtained is readv

for market, if drawn (iff into suitable cooling

vessels.

About 75 per cent, of the wax sold by

commission agents in Melliourne is depreciated'

in value through ha\"ing been wronglv treated

at the a])i,ir\. Wax should never be over-

heated, and it is therefore best alwavs to melt

it on water. Wax boiled in rust\' iron vessels,

has a dirt\ brown a]:)pearance ; contact with

galvanized iron or zinc turns it gre\'. Bright

tm or tinned ccjpper vessels are the onl\ ones

which do not atTect the colour and character

f)f the wa.x. E\-en the oldest comb will pro-

duct wax of a clear \ellow or orange colour

if proper! \ treated.
The size and shape of the blocks of wax also lea\es much to' be desired.

The moulds used by many producers are buckets, old milk dishes, kero-
.•«ene tins, wash tubs, &c., into which the wax has been poured and left

to set (]uickly in contact with the metal, instead of on liol watei-. 'I'h^

result is that the dirt, which will pass through even the finest strainer,
ir, diffused all through the lower strata instead of being in a .separati-

layer which can be .scraped off. Qui(^k cooling also re.sults in unsightl)
cracks and clinging to the moulds, ^^^lx is ()ften s(Mit to market in bags',

and the fii)re and dust adhering to it still further spt.il its appearance.
Blocks or cakes should not lie larger tlian 20 lbs. ; loor 12 lbs., however,
is the be.st weight. There are many users of wax. such as saddlers, who
do not reciuire a large quantity, and who would buv direct at the agents
if they could get wax in suitable shape. Even tlu' wholesale buver will

rather pay a little niorc than re-melt, clean and remould. Better atten-
tion to the saving, proper handling, and marketing of beeswax would well
repay bee-keepers and add a considerabh^ amount to the total annual value-
of production.

{To be coiitiii/icJ .)

BEE.SWAX PRESS.
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DEVELOPMEXT OF ACIRTCULTURAL PRODUCTION
IN VICTORIA.

T. C'Jierrjj, M.D., Jf.S., Director of Af/ricn/fure.

In the Journal for Aiifjust I showed that there is a vast tract of

Victoria, representing one-third of the entire State, with a rainfall of fnjni

20 to 30 inches, in which agricultural progress has been exti'emely slow, and
in which agricultural interests, in many respects, have been lying dormant.

The greatei- part of this 18,000,000 acres is represented by a belt of country

comprising the whole of the Western District, bounded by the sea coast from

South Australian border to Warrnanibool, tlience along the Western
Railway to Geelong, and then by the northern shores of Port Phillip Bay to

Mordialloc. The northern boundar}^ begins on the South Australian border

about 25 miles south' of Serviceton, thence runs almost due east to Stawell

. and north-easterly through Maryborough, Bendigo, Rushworth, Dookie to

Yarrawonga. To the north-east of Melbourne the Sydney line of railway

runs almost through the centre of the area in question. The explanation

why agricultural interests are lying dormant in what ought to be the most
productive portion of Victoria is a ver}^ simple one. Soil and climate are so

extremely favourable to the land-owner that he is able to make a fairly

comfortable living l)y grazing alone, and will not face the additional worr}''

and expense of putting his land under cultivation. Along the North-eastern

Railwa3% agricultural piogiess has been retarded to a very great extent by
the profitable nature of the firewood industry. In a great number of cases

land-owner.s make their living out of the firewood and the precarious retui-ns

from grazing, instead of setting to work resolutely in the direction of more
cultivation, more fodder and more live stock. Moie than three-fourths of

all the cultivated land in Victor-ia lies to the north of the area which we are

now considering. It is in the drier parts of the Wimmera and the northern

plains that cultivation is steadily progressive. Here again the explanation

is that the soil and climate are not so favourable as in the central area we
are considering, and that therefore the farmer is compelled to keep the

plough going if he wishes to make substantial progress on his farm. In the

whole 18,000,000 acres already described, the main areas under cultivation

are approximately 100,000 acres eaoh in the counties of Bourke, Ripon,

Grant and Grenville. In the case of the countv of Grant, much of the

cultivation in the Ballarat district is not included in the 18,000,000 acres,

because it has a heavier rainfall than 30 inches. In the same way, most of

the cultivation in the GouHiurn Valle}' is located in the drier portions of the

counties of Rodney and Moira than those indicated by the boundary which

I have described.

Now, I think it can be shown without any possibility of dispute that the

grazing capacity and the number of stt)ck carried on a farm in any part of

Victoria, so long as cultivation does not form a prominent part of the

system of management, are strictly limited and caimot be made to steadily

increase from year to year. None of the gi-asses are sufficiently deep-rooted

to withstand the effects of our normally dry summer; they do not wake up
into sufficient activity until the rain comes in autuiuii. The main hope of

increasing the stock-carrying capacity by grazing only is to grow lucerne on

every farm where this can be done, and to replant the paddocks as fast as

they are destroyed by a few years' grazing. This, however, involves

•cultivation, and, therefore, does not belong to the system of farming by

^grazing alone, which I am attacking. On the other hand, cultivation
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changes the aspect of affairs

completely. Oats, rye, barley,

peas and beans can all be
grown on every acre of the
IS, 000, 000 which we are con-

sidering, with absolute cer-

tainty year after year in

succession. The experience of

the last sixty years shows
tliat a sufficient winter rain-

fall is assured, and, more-
over, that these crops reach a
sufficient stage of maturity to
be harvested as fodder for live

stock before the dry summer
sets in. The weight of fodder,

whether preserved green in

the form of silage or dry in

the form of hay, is at least

three times as much as the
land will produce from the

best natural grasses. In many
years it is ten times as much.
Working the land allows the
rain to penetrate more deeply

into the sub-soil. The growth
of deep-rooted leguminous
crops constitutes the natural

process for sub soiling the

land. At the same time this

is, so far as we know, the

method which nature has

adopted from the beginning

of the world to enrich the land

with nitrogen collected from
the atmosphere, at all events

as far as regards 99 per cent,

of tlie nitrogen which is pre-

sent on the surface of the

earth. Increased fodder

means increased stock carry-

ing capacity. This means
increased animal manures in-

corporated sooner or later

with the soil. The use of the

drill, which is becoming an
essential part of every system
of cultivation, allows the

water soluble phosphoric acid

to be placed in such close

proximitv to the seed that the

little plant is able to get its

earliest essential nourishment
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as soon as ever it begins to grow. The advantages of increased cultivation

therefore seem to me to be undeniable. The only question is—Will it pay ?

The two grain crops which have to be considered in regard to the area in

question are wheat and barley. These two cereals must be placed on the

market in the form of grain. As far as the Commonwealth is concerned, there

appears to be every prospect of a payable market for barley for many years to

come. The constant complaints which are heard from farmers about the un-

satisfactory price which each individual receives for his malting barle}' when
compared with tlie daily quotations in the papers is one reason why this crop

is not looked upon with favour. In addition to this there is the social phase

of the question—that the consumption of malted liquors in the Common-
wealth in proportion to the population is, to say the least of it, not increas-

ing. Malting barley thei^efore may be left out of the question in considering

an area which runs into millions of acres, and we are thrown back on wheat.

Here, however, T hold we are on solid ground. The prospects of the wheat

market of the world are as good now as ever they were, probably better than

they have been for the last generation ; while the heaviest crops of wheat

produced in any part of the world are produced in countries where the

rainfall ranges from 25 to 30 inches. Practically all the wheat grown in

Victoria up to the present is produced in areas where the rainfall is less than

20 inches. This question requires to be taken up in detail. The wheat

yield of the world for the last six years is as under :
—

Wheat Yield ix Millions of Bushels.

1903
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this followed by a bare fallow before the wheat again begins the rotation
series. In districts with a heavier rainfall the bare fallow is not necessary,
a,nd the oat crop wva,^ be succeeded with i-ape or other form of green fallow

before the land is again put under wheat. In any case, however, it is

certain that if our area under wheat is largely increased, the cultivation of

oats must go on at the same rate. The question arises therefore "What
can be done with the oat ci'op .' If exported as grain the price per bushel is

certain to be low, but under existing circumstances there can be no doubt
that it is much better to feed the crop to sheep or other farm animals. By
this means it is easy to secure the equivalent of Is. 8d. or more per bushel
foi; the grain. The drain on the fertility of tin' land is reduced to a
minimum, and the additional number of live stock carried enormously
improves the value of the land from the point of view both of cultivation

and grazing. A similar statement holds good with regard to the disposal of

a crop of Cape barley. The a\erage weight of <^ither oats or bai-lev required

for a daily ration for a full grown sheep when mixed with a moderate
amount of silage is \ lb.

Along with this system of fai-ining the use of the silo works in as the

best practical method neces-ary to complete the scheme. The practice of

feeding the silage to sheep has long gone past the experimental stage. In

ISew South Wales, on one station near Wagga, from 15,000 to 20,000 sheep

are regularly fed as the dry season comes round each year. Less than 2 lbs. of

silage with \ lb. of oats fed to the sheep in wooden troughs will not only

provide a'.i etticient means of cairying the tlock safelv through an ordinary

firought, but in addition will render a reliable supplv of earh' laml)s for the

export trade an absolute cei-tainty.

That this system of farming can be carried out is a fact beyond dispute.

The only (juestion is "Will it pay T" In the July Journal I shovved that, in

the counties of Villiers (compiising the country round Warrnambool),

Dalhousie (including Kyneton and Kilmore districts), and Delatite (the

country between the North-eastern railway line, the King River and the

Great Dividing Range), matters were decidedly letrograde ; that in these

three counties, cultivation was on the flown grade, and that, although the

average jdelds and the minimum yields of wheat, oats, hay and potatoes in

these counties were far higher than that of the rest of the State, production

was stagnant or in a reti'Ograde condition. Shortly after the publication of

the above article an effort was made in Parliament to show that, although my
figures were correct, still the falling off in production on the lines mentioned

was more than counterbalanced by the increase in dairy farming and pigs.

Unfortunately, things are no better in this direction than with legard to

cultivation, as will appear from the following analysis :

—

Rrturns for thk Ykau 1908 compared with 1901.

Pereentaj^e increase ir.

Villiers, Dallioiisie and Dehitite

Horses
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It will therefore be seen that ^jrogress as measured by all kinds of live stock,

with the exception of sheep, has been slower than in the rest of the .State,

SOME OF THE TEAMS.

diirv cows in particular increasing only 21 per cent, as against an average

of 36 for the whole State. The confirmation of the general trend of

affairs in these counties is also seen by the decrease in the number of pigs

during the above period. Had dairy farming been pushing ahead so that

KMJ VI KW STA15LES.

the increased returns wei-e more than balancing the falling off in cultivation

the number of swine would have increased. Instead of this, however, the

trend has been precisely the same as in the rest of the State, the only

difference being that the retrograde process has been a little faster. In
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•addition to the above figures regarding live stock, it must be remembered
that, in the three counties in question, the number of acres under cultivation

has fallen during the above period from 114,000 to less than 100,000, or

including fallow from 121,000 to 111,000. On the other hand, the

-expansion of agriculture in the State as a whole is seen from the fact that

during the same eight years the area has risen from 3,650,000 acres to

4,120,000 acres. As a matter of fact, there is no getting away from the

position that in the three counties in question tlie decrease in wheat, oats

-and barley amounts to 35,000 acres, and the increase in potatoes and hay to

slightly over 20,000 acres, leaving a net debit balance foi- the eight years of

14,250 acres. There is a slight improvement in the rate of increase in sheep,

'but not enough to affect the general conclusion.

CONTKASTKD WITH THE HlOHLY UNSATISFACTOUy StATE OF AFFAIRS
Indicated in the Above Paragraph,

Let us turn to what has actually been done on a Western District

property near Skipton, in the county of Ripon. This is the well-known

Baangal Estate, belonging to Mrs. M. Gardiner and Sons. The area comprises

"2,250 acres, and the remarkable fact has to be recorded that, at the present

moment, only 50 acres out of the total area are under natural grass. About
twenty-five years ngo this property was bought from the late Honorable

Francis Ormond, and was then looked upon as typical Western District

sheep lands capable of cariying rather more than one sheep to the acre. It

was carried on in this way for about twelve ^^eai's until the death of

Mr. Gardiner, when it became apparent that a change in methods was

necessary in order to make a living off the pioperty. Cultivation on a small

:scale was therefore commenced, and for the first few years it was handicapped

by the fact that the trustees of the estate were not at all favourably

inclined to view any innovation on well-established Western District

methods. Gradually, however, the area under cultivation was increased

until in the year 1901 a complete answer to all hostile criticism was

furnished by the fact that the profits from 200 aci'es under cultivation

were far and away greater than the profits off the remaining 2,000

acres. Since that time cultivation has been extending year by year. The
returns from cultivation have supplied the capital necessary to transform

this estate into the best example of a well-improved and completely ecjuipped

•estate known to the writer in any part of Victoria. All the improvements

have been paid for out of the profits made by cultivation. A careful survey

of the photographs which have supplied the illustrations for this article will

indicate the nature of the transformation. The net result has been that

the value of IJaangal has been increased probably five-fold during the las*"

fifteen years, while the u!ideniable results obtained from this estate have had
the effect of uplifting the cash value of every acre of land in the Western
District of Victoria.

The first pf>int that strikes the visitor on reaching the estate is the extent

to which tree planting has been carried out. The whole estate is gradually

being subdivided into paddocks, averaging not much more than 100 acres

•each, and each of these is surrounded by a plantation of trees a chain in

width. The total area under plantations is 320 acres, and the total length

-of the plantations nearly 40 miles. The plan adopted is the usual method
of ploughing and discing the strip into a fairly fine tilth and then sowing a
^mixture of Eucalyptus and other seeds eaily in the winter. The amount of
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seed is about 4 ozs. per acre^

(:!ei-raination takes place in the-

(ourse of a few weeks, and the-

tii'st thinning is carried out the
following autumn, and each succes-

sive year thinning is repeated.

Experience has shown that the
Sugar Gum is the tree which in

practice gives the best results, but
in addition to these there are

long lines of Pinus insignis and
other pines, some of them now
reaching a height of from 30 to 40
feet. At first sight it seems a
waste to allow so much of the

land to be monopolized by planta-
tions, but the experience on the-

treeless western plains will doubt-
less be verified in many other parts

of Victoria. It is found that the-

amount of shelter for Hocks and
herds and the benefit to the grow-
ing crop which accrues from break-

ing the clear sweep of the winds
both in summer and winter pro-

duce an effect which far more than
compensates the loss of one acre in

every seven. In addition to this,

the plantations themselves begin
to be revenue producing from the-

time that they are four or five years,

old. The small saplings at that

time are of use for firewood and
other purposes, while in the course-

of two or three years more they
become thick enough to furnisli

fencing posts and other props. By
the time the saplings are about S

inches in diameter, that is usually

after they have been planted eight

or ten years, they are readily sale

able at a shilling a piece, and as

the number per acre of saplings this

size usually numbers from 600 to-

1,000 trees, it will be seen that the-

thinning produces a steady source-

of revenue.

The cultivation methods adopted
are almost exactly on the lines

laid down in the former part of this

article. Wheat forms the basis of
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the export branch of the business, while uats, rape, lucerne and other fodder
•crops are regularly grown for the sheep and lambs. After a paddock has
been under cultivation, every three or four years it is laid down in a mixture
of rye grass, clovers and lucerne, and the grazing is thus made one part of

the system of rotation in contra-distinction to the permanent dependence
upon grazing, which is unavoidable where there is no cultivation. The
illustrations show the ample provision made in this way both for green
fodder crops, stacks and grain. Five years ago the Agricultural Reporter of

the Leader thus described the operations taking place at Baangal :—
On tlie marked advantages of the rajje tallow s>^stem, special note should be made

-of Mr. (iardinei's operations at Baangal. This marks the highest development up to
•date of the fallowing system as applied to grain growing in combir.ation with sheep.
The bare fallow system is good in itself as a conserver of the moisture in tlie soil, and

• as a cleaner of the land. The summer and spring tillage of the bare fallow kills the
wild oats and other weeds, at the same time conserving the winter rains in the subsoil
by what may be called an earth mulching of the surface. Outside of this, however,
there is, in the bare fallow system exclusively, the loss of a year's {production. The
next step in advance was the bare fallow with sheep. Under that system the sheep
co-operate most effectively with the summer and spring fallow tillage in the wheat
•cleaning, besides benefiting the land from a manuring point of view and, in addition,
yielding a profit in themselves. Best of all, however, is utilizing the bare fallow in
the {)roduction of a spring crop of rape for top]jing up crossbred lambs for the frozen
meat export trade. In this way the marketable profits from the sheep and lambs are
increased. First, as regards the fact that the}' can be turned off fat, instead of as
stores ; second, in the large number that can be kept ; and third, in the increased
fertilizing value of their action upon the land because of their greater number

;

and, fourth, in the important manurial eflfect upon the soil of the rape itself.

On this latter point, Mr. Gardiner's experience is that even if he did not keep
-sheep at all he would always sow rape on the bare fallow for its fertilizing value alone.
This, of course, is quite in accord with science, which teaches that the rape crop adds
a large amount of humus to the soil when it decays, and thus greatly improves the
water-holding capacity of the soil. That being so, it can be very easily
apprehended how much greater the advantages are in also utihzing the rape for lamb
fattening, when buyers for the freezing works are now regularly exploiting the country
every spring for the purchase of three months' old 38 lbs. lambs at from" Us. to 16s.
each, with delivery taken on the farm or station. Mr. Gardiner testifies to havino-
fattened at the rate of 18 Shrop-Merino crossbred lambs per acre during the last three
months of the past year. This is evidence that M'ill bear thinking over both as
regards the selling profits from the sheep and the fertilizing effects upon the land.
Together with his 4 lb. of rape per acre, Mr. Gardiner also drills in 112 lb. per acre of
superphosphate, which many may regard as an unnecessary heavy dressing. It has
to be remembered, however, that this fallow is the land that early in the following
year is to be sown with the wheat crop, and his experience is that it pays well, first in
..starting the rape into luxuriant growth with the earliest spring rains, and second in
the after affects u))on the cereal crops wliieh follow. In addition to this, there is the
fertilizing effect of the rape itself, togetlier with tlie manurial value of so thick a
grazing as 18 lambs per acre. Besides, there is no getting away from the actually
demonstrated results. Mr Gardiner's land in its natural state is only uj) to a grazino-
average of one sheep to the acre, yet his wheat crops average six bags (24 bushels) and
his oats 40 bu.shels to the acre, because they are all grain, so absolutelv clean is the
land.

Since the above was written it is hardly necessary to say that operations
have not been at a standstill at Baangal. On the other hand the success
achieved up to that time has been developed and rendered year by year more
certain. With the increased area under cultivation, the number of live

stock has steadily increased, although just at the present time the sheep
have for a few months almost disappeared from the property. Still this is

a passing phase of the big development, and with the whole area under the
cultivation and I'otation system a fully accomplished fact next year, Mr.
Gardiner expects to carry a much larger flock than ever the property has
-done before.
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Closely associated wifli the-

success in agnculture is the-

up-to-date character of every

implement of tillage and every

harvesting machine in all their

details. The unique system is

adopted of purchasing the first

prize implements at a number
of the leading agricultural shows
each year. This insures that

they are all above the average-

in workmanship and quality,

and thoroughly up-to-date.

After one or two years' service-

they are sold to be replaced by
more prize winners, and it is

found in practice that the price

obtained for an implement after

a single season's work is very

frequently the same as what it

cost originally. A very notable

feature of the whole establish-

ment is the substantial character

and large size of the sheep-yards

and shearing shed, which deserve

more than a passing notice.

The sheep-yards, which are-

connected with the shearing

shed, include drafting yards,,

sheep-dip, and branding race.

A yard pitched with blue-stone-

leads to a battened ramp, con-

nected with pens and shearing

shed, and counting-out pens

are connected with the shearing^

board on opposite side of the

building. The walls of ramp
and of counting-out pens are

lined with vertical boarding.

The counting-out pens open into

a yard leading either to the

branding race or sheep-dip.

The collecting pen of dip

leads to a battened race rising

3 feet. The dip is not at the

end, but at the side, so that the

sheep cannot se(! the bath from

the race. The sheep come boldly

out from the collecting pen to

join the sheep in tlie decoy

pen, at the other end of race.
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Before they reach them, however, an opening in the race wall at the

side of the dip allows the sheep to slide down to the bath on a floor

.set at a sufficiently steep angle to prevent the sheep from gaining a foot-

hold. A swinging curtain hangs over this slide, and prevents the sheep from

seeing the liquid in the bath, and, as the sheep slides, the curtain is pushed

aside, and the sheep slips into the dip. The dip is 25 feet long, and 5 feet

deep. Where the sheep enter, for 5 feet in length, the dip is 3 feet wide,

but narrows, for the remainder of its length, to 2 feet. Steps lead up to the

draining pens, which are pitched with bluestone, the floor being graded

to a cesspit. The dip is constructed of solid masonry, 17 inches wide.

SHELTER BELT AND IIOU.SIiXG.

The race of drafting yards, which is pitched with bluestone, diminishes

in width from 2 feet to 15 inches. A vertical roller is fixed on each side of

the race wall at the wide end to prevent the sheep from januning, and a
.small gate is hung at the narrow end for closing the race. The race

leads to t^^o yards divided by a fence, with a gate at each end. The gate of

the dividing fence at the end near race is hung so as to direct the sheep

into either yard. This gate, and the small gate at end of race, can easily be
opei'ated by one man

All the posts of the fencing are of redgum, the gate posts being 1 5 inches in

diameter. The gates are of Oregon. The hanging stiles are 4 in. x 3 in. ; other

stiles 3 in. x 3in. ; mortised for rails. The large gates have a centre stile and
two braces. There are four rails. In the small gates these are all 3 in. x 1 in.

and in the large gates the top and bottom rails are 6 in. x 1 in. The braces

are 4 in. x 1 in. double, one on each side of rail. The gates are all bolted

together, hung with 2 in. x \ in. strap hinges on hooks bolted through posts.

All the gates, of which there are 47 in the yards, are hanging in

perfect order, and swinging clear of the ground. The gates are fastened

with chains.
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SEED TESTS.

(Skooni) Skriks.)

Alfred J. Ewai-t, D.Sc, Ph.D., F.L.S., Government Botanist and
Professor of Botany in the Melbourne Universitii, and Bertha Rees,

Government Ret^earch Bursar.

In the October number of the JoiDiial (p. 630) an account was given

of ci series of tests carried out with the seeds obtained from tlie Customs
authorities. The results of a further more extended series of tests are

given beneath, and these bear out the previous conclusion, that many of the

samples of seed reaching Victoria from abroad do not come up to the proper

standard either in purity or in germination power. Thus, out of sixty

samples examined, no less than forty were below the standard generally

accepted as representing a good sample, and even if we allowed for the fact

tliat most of our imported seeds come from distant countries, by reducing

the standard germination by 5 per cent., no less thar: twenty-six samples are

still below the standard, and of tliese twelve are very seriously below it.

Some of the samples of Kentucky Blue Grass and of Rye Grass were

particularly poor, while IVJeadow Foxtail with 1 per cent, germination is

useless, both to the seedsman and the farmer.

Similarly, in regard to weeds, cauliflower seeds with 64 per cent,

germination and 12 percent, of weeds possibly represent the screenings fi-om

the seed crop, and Crested Dog's Tail with 38 per cent, of weed seeds gives

full scope for adding to the alien weed tioi-a of Victoria.

The data as yet obtained are in sutKcient to enable us to say much in

regard to the influence of the origin of the seeds upon their germination

power and capacity of standing transport. A few suggestive facts are,

however, to be noticed. Thus, in the case of Fog Grass, three New Zealand

samples avei-aged 85 per cent, germination, whereas three samples, probably

of European origin, averaged 75 per cent., the average percentage of weed
seeds being 10 and 7 respectively. It is surprising how much Fog Grass

continues to Vje impoi'ted, although this grass is little better than a weed,

and once introduced tends to oxcrrun liett-r pasture plants.

Tn the case of Kye Gi-ass, the Tasinainan sample with 51 per cent, of

weed seeds was one sent to Melbourne for cleaning. The samples tVom New
Zealand averaged 79 per cent, germination, whereas those of uncertain

origin gave 86 per cent, germination. ()ne of the best of these was,

however, possibly derived from New Zealand. In regard to weed seeds, the

New Zealand samples averaged 8 per cent., the others 3 pei- cent., but on

the other hand the purest and best sample of llye Grass (0-4 weed seeds,

93 gei'minat ion) was a New Zealaiul one, of which a huge bulk was

impoi-ted.

Th(> samples of r.uccnic wcrf all pure and the American samples gave a

better germination than the Hungarian and I finitcr lJi\er samples. Tlie

latter contained, however, 16 pei' cent, of lend seeds, wliicli explains the low

pei'centage germination.
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The Kentucky Blue Grass samples gave only low germination, the
average being 35 per cent, instead of 7.5 per cent., and the best sample
being the American one, with .52 per cent. Fanning and dressing the
sample before placing it on the market by removing the lighter infertile

.seeds would have increased the germination power without seriously

diminishing the total weight of the seeds. It is worthy of note that in

several cases where the Customs authorities have insisted upon consignments
of seeds being cleaned, the increased i)rice obtained for the cleaned seed has
not only paid for the cost of cleaning, but has also left a fair margin of

profit. This is only right, for a good clean sample of seed is worth two or

three times as much to a farmer as an impure one of low germinating power.
In fact, a very foul sample of seed is not worth accepting as a gift, unless

the farmer has the apparatus requii'ed to clean it, and not always even
then.

The samples of White Clover from Germany afibrd a good instance of

bow seed from the same country vai'ies in regard to purity and germination
power. These samples would be bought and sold at much the same pi'ice,

whereas sample 56, with 6"5 j^er cent, weed seeds and 54 per cent,

germination, is not half the value of sample 55, with no weed seeds and 75
per cent, germination. The fact that all these German samples of White
Clover were considerably below the standard is possibly the result of bad
packing or bad storage on shipboard, or might be due to the seed being
somewhat old.

Most of the seed received in Victoria from Europe is harvested from
July to October. Assuming that harvesting, dressing, cleaning, marketing,
and distributing take two months, and adding a further two to tlu'ee

months for the voyage to Victoria and the deliveiy and distribution on this

side, the seed would reach the Victorian consumer at the eai-liest in the
months from November to February, i.e., either too late for the present
season or from two to five months too early for the next. In other words,

we can say that, whereas, on the whole, European-grown seeds planted in

Europe will have an interval of one to six months l)el;ween harvesting and
replanting, European-grown seeds planted in A^ictoria will have usually an
interval of six to twelve months between harvesting and replanting.

Naturally, during the whole of this time, the seeds are deteriorating and
diminishing in value, in some cases to a very mai-ked extent. This forms a
powei'ful argument in favour of Victoria growing its own supjilies of seeds,

or importing them, where possible, from New Zealand in 2:)reference to

Europe. It is, in fact, worth the attention of the Commonwealth Govern-
ment as to whether the production of locally-grown seeds is not an industry

worthy of encouragement. Uniei' present conditions it would be a very

serious matter indeed if, in war time, all the present supplies of seeds from
outside Australia were cut off, and there is no seed grown outside Australia

which could not also be grown within it. Private enterpi'ise, with a little

encouragement, would probably achieve all that is necessary, for the

production of good pure seeds is a \eiy ])r()fitable business, provided that

the growing, harvesting, cleaning, and marketing are all in the same hands.

A few valuable new strains or varieties of both cultivated and gai'den plants

hav^e already originated in Australia, but this is a somewhat uncertain form
of commercial speculation. It would be sutticient for the present if a steady

ocal supplv of known \arieties, pui-e and true to tvpe, were assured.
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1. Alopecurus pratensis (Meadow Foxtail).—Germination very low.

Contained 4 per c(Mit. of Dock and 1 per cent, of other weeds.

2. Brassica alba (White Mustard).—A very fair sample, l)ut seeds

vai'ied in diameter from 1'5—3 m.m.

3. Brassica campestris, vfiv. Napo-hrassica (Swede).—A had sample of

seed, unevenly ripened and many withered. It contained as impurities a

large number of seeds of Dock, also Campion, ikc. In all prohahility a

sample of rejected seed.

4. Brassica nigra (Black Mustard).—Poor seed, irregular in si/e. many
withered and broken. Sample contained a quantity of foreign impurities,

but no weed seeds present.

5. Brassica oleracea. Jj. (Cabbage, " LamV)'s Earliest").—Sample con-

tained no weed seeds, but was otherwise poor. Man}' seeds wei'e withered

or broken and they varied much in size.

(5. Brassica oleracea. ij (Cauliflower).—The weed seeds present were

chiefly Dock and included also a sjiecies of composite.

7. Brassica oleracea. L. (Cabbage " Flat Parisian'').—Seeds varied in

size fi'oni 1— 2 m.m. and many were broken or withered.

8. Brassica rapa. L. (Rape).—Very fair sample. 1 '5 per cent, were

broken, but no weed seeds present.

9. Carum Carui (Caraway).—Imported from Hollaml for culinary

purposes, but as it has proved germinable, it is classed among seeds.

10. Chicorium Intyhus. (Chicory).—Percentage of geimination very

low. Sample contained no weed seeds, but about 6 per cent, of foreign

impurities.

11. Coffea arabica (Coffee). Freshly imported uni-oasted seeds.

12. Cucurbita Pepo (Pumpkin).—By sailing ship from Germany ;
sample

contained no impurities.

13. Cucurbita Pepo (Pumpkin) —£?a; ship Loch Carron (for bird seed).

14. Cynosurus cristatus. L. (Crested Dog's-tail).—Sample sent from

New Zealand for treatment. The lai'ge percentage of weed seeds present

included Sperguia, Dock, Suckling Clover, Fog Grass, Darnel, kc. In

addition, the seed was very slow in gei'minating and hence of little value.

15. Dactylis glomerata- L. (Cock's-foot Grass).- Sample free from weed

seeds and contained little foreigii matter of any kind. P>ut seed vei-y slow

in germinating and percentage of germination \evy lo^\.

K5. Daucus Carota. L. (Carrot).—Sample contained some foreign im-

purities, but no weed seeds. Germinfition excellent.

17. Facjopyrum. (Buckwheat).— CJood sainjile of seed, small amount of

Rice present as an impurity.

18. Holcus lanatus. L. (Fog Gi •ass).— A mixed sample of Fog and Clover.

There were a large numl)er of weed seeds present, including Plantain,.

Dove's-foot, Cranesbill, Dai-nel, Dock, Pvanunculus, Soi-rel and Ergot, the

last four are all on the list of seeds prohibited enti-y by the Customs.

19. Holcus lanatus. L. (Fog Grass).— A mi.xed .sample of Fog and

Clover. The weed seeds included Ivinseed, Darnel, a species of comjiosite.

Wild Caraway, Dock, Ranunculus and Soricl.

20. Holcus lanatus, L. (Fog Grass). -Sample of seed rejected from New
Zealand. Weeds jjresent included Dock, Rye (]rass, Cocksfoot, ^^'ild Cai'a-

way. White Clovei', Suckling Clover, and Ei'g(»t.

21. Holcus lanatus, L. (Fog Grass).— Weeds seeds included Wild Cara-

way, Clover, Italian Hye Grass and Ergot.
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22. Holcus lanatus, L. (Fog Grass).

—

Ex s.s. Warrimoo ; sainijle con-

tained a large number of weed seeds, among which were Rye Grass, Clover,

Campion, Plantain, Wild Caraway and Ergot.

23. Holcus lanatus, L. (Fog Grass).—Ex s.s. Warnmoo. llather fewer

weed seeds than in previous sample, and iiK-luded Crepis fa'tida [a com-
posite). Campion, Wild Caraway, Clover and Itanunculus.

24. Lepidium sativum, L. (Cress).—Good sample of seed, free from
impurities.

25. Linum usitatissimum, L. ( Linseeds - Ex s.s. Sangolia \ a good
sample with few impurities, and liaving a satisfactory percentage of

germination.

26. Linum usitatissimum, L. (Linseed).—The weed seeds included Char-
lock, Lsntil, Wheat, ko.. ; also about 2'5 per cent were broken or otherwise
damaged.

27. Lolium perenrie, L. (Hye Grtiss).—This sample, which was imported
from Tasmania, was quite the worst examined. It was said that " with a
little screening, it would be vei-y good." The weed seeds were Dock and
Plantain, chiefly the former.

28. Lolium perenne, L. (Pv.ye Grass).—^x s.s. Warrimoo ; weed seeds

included both Dock and Darnel.

29. Lolium perenne, L. (Kye Grass).

—

Ex s.s. Warrimoo; contained chiefly

Italian Rye Grass as an impurity. One of the two samples of Rye Grass
tested ga\e a proper' gei'inination result.

30. Lolium perenne, L. (Rye Grass).

—

Ex s.s. Warrimoo. This sample
contained a smaller percentage of weed seeds than previous specimens, but
included Crepis fcetida, in addition to Italian Rye. It was machine dressed.

31. Lolium perenne, L. (Rye Grass).— Italian Rye Grass was the chief

impurity.

32. Lolium perenne, L. (Hye Grass).—Of the weed seeds present, 24 per
• cent, were Italian Rye, ajid the lemaining 1 per cent, included Crepis fcetida.

Dock and Plantain.

33. Lolium perenne, 1j. (Hye Grass). —A good sample of seed, containing

few impurities.

34. Medicago media, Pers. (Sand Lucerne).—Chief weed seed present

was Plantain. About T) pei- cent, of the seeds were hard, and so would not
germinate witliout treatment.

35. Medicago sativa, M orison (Lucerne).—Sample contained no weed
.seeds. About 1 ])er cent, of seeds weie damaged, and 3 per cent, were hard.

36. Medicago sativa, Morison (Lucerne),—No weed .seeds present; 16

per cent, were hai-d, which accounts for lower percentage of geimination.

37. Medicago saliva, ^lorison (Lucerne).—No weed seeds, and gave
good percentage of germination.

38. Medicago sativa, Morison ( I^ucerne).— Percentage of germination

excellent : 3 j)er cent, hard, so oidy 1 percent, non-germinable.

39. Panicum miliaceum, L, (Red Millet).— Excellent sample.

40. Panicum miliaceum, L. (Red Millet).—Dock was pi-incipal impurity.

Sample otherwise good.

41. Panicum miliaceum, L. (Red I.lillet).—Ex Loch Carron : imported
for bird seed and gave excellent germination result.

42. Panicum miliaceum, L. (White Millet).— Very good sample.

43. Paspalum dUataium, Poir (Golden Crown Grass).— -Ordy weed seed

present was Cre])is fo'tida (Fetid Hawk's P>t'ai'(l).
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44. Pifer nigrum (Pepper).—Imported as spice. The method of pre-

paration of pepper is such as to destroy all power of germination.

45. Pisum sativum, L. (Peas).—Fair sample of seed, but the average-

germination not high enough.

46. Poa pratensis, L. (Kentucky Blue Grass).—Sample contained

some foreign impurities and a small percentage of clover.

47. Poa pratensis, L. (Kentucky BUie Grass).—Among the weed seeds

present in this sample were Dock and Shepherd's Purse (Capsella Bursa-

pastoris), both of which are proclaimed weeds.

48. Poa pratensis, L. (Kentucky Blue Grass) Ex s.s. Moana. The weed

seed included Lolium, Plantain, Clover, etc.

49. Poa pratensis, L. (Kentucky Blue Grass),

—

Ex s.s. Moeraki. The
principal weed seeds present wei-e Clovei-, Campion, and Dock.

50. Raphanus sativus, L. (Radish).—Th« seeds varied in size from twa
to three mm. Dock was the only weed seed present, and, in addition, about

2.5 per cent, were broken.

51. Raphanus sativus, 1j. (^iidifih).—A fair sample containing no weed
seeds.

52. Theohroma cacao (Cocoa).—^A number of these seeds were damaged,

but it was impossible to estimate the percentage as they were sent under

separate cover.

53. Trifolium pratense, L. (Red Clover).— 1 1 per cent, were hard. The weed

seeds inc uded Plantain, ChenopodiuTn, and a small amount of White Clover.

54. Trifolium minus (Suckling C over).—16 per cent, were hard. The

3 pec cent, of weed seeds present was chiefly Dock. The sample contained,

in addition, about 6 per cent, of White Clover.

55. Trifolium repens, L. (White Clover).—This sample contained about

2 per cent, of hard seeds. This is considerably below the usual average,

which is 13 per cent.

56. Trifolium repens, L. (White Clover).—7 per cent, were hard. The

weed seeds included Plantain and Dock, also Dodder (0.16 per cent.).

57. Trifolium repens, L. (White Clover).

—

Ex s.s. Sckarnhorst. Dock,

Campion, and a species of Composite were the chief impurities, also Dodder

(0 05 pei- cent.").

58. Triticum vulgare, L. (Wheat).—The sample contained no weed seeds,

but 5 per cent were damaged.

59. Zea mais, L. (Pop Corn) —No weed seeds present, but 2 per cent.

of the grains were pierced by borers.

60. Zea mais, L. (I'op Corn).—The percentage germination was low, but

the sample was imported for confectionery purposes.

All samples of Lucerne tested were free from Dodder, wliicli occurred only

in small quantities in two samples of Clover Nos (56 and 57).

Ergot found in four out of six samples of Fog Clrass (Nos. 17, 20, 21, 22 )

Dock seems the commonest weed seed, out of thirty-three samples containing weed
seeds Dock was present in seventeen.
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BUILDING! HINTS FOR SETTLERS.

IV.

—

Plan, Specifications, and Quantities of a Wood and

Iron Hay Shed.

A. S. Kenyan, C.E., Engineer for Agriculture.

Specifications.

Excavator.—Excavate the ground for stumps to a depth of 2 ft. 2 in.

and well ram the earth put back round stumps. In ramming, only a small
portion of the earth is to be put back at a time and then rammed before
any more earth is put back, using a little water when ramming.

Timber.—Timber is tO' be sound and free from all defects. All timber
is hardwood except for sole plates and stumps, which are to be redgum
or jarrah.

Stumps, Sole Plates, and Sleeper.—The stumps, 6 inches x 4 inches x

4 feet, are to be spaced 5 feet centre to centre each way (the 6-inch face
going across building) and tO' stand on 8-in. x 2-in. x lo-in sole plates.

The stumps to be set perfectly upright. Halve the 4-in. face for a length

of 9 inches from top of stump and bolt stump to 5-in. x 3-in. sleeper with
one 6j-in. x |-in. bolt to each stump, the sleeper to rest on its edge on
the shoulder of the stump formed by the halving. The sleepers to be
halved at joints. The joints in one row of sleepers must not be in line

with the joints in the next row.

Joists.—Joists 4 inches x 2 inches, spaced 20 inches centre to centre,

to rest on the sleepers, everv third joist coming against a stump and a stud

to which it is tO' be bolted with one 6|-in. x J-in. bolt to each stump
and 4-in. X 4-in. stud and a 4j-in. x |-in. bolt to the 4-in. x 2-in. studs.

The intermediate joists to be well skew nailed with 3-in. nails to the

sleepers.

Eloor.—The floor of 6-in. x i-in. hardwood to be nailed to the top of
joists with two 2^-in. nails to each joist, the nails being well driven home.
The cross joints of floor are not to be in a line.

Studs.—The studs to be spaced to come over the top of stumps, the

corner and every third stud to be 4 inches x 4 inches, and the intermediate

studs 4 inches x 2 inches. The studs in back wall are bolted to joists as

before described. The 4-in. x 2-in. studs in end walls to be bolted to

stumps with 5|-in. x |-in. bolts.

Posts.—The four 4-in. x 4-in. posts in front are to be spaced to come
opposite the 4-in. x 4-in. studs in back wall, to be bolted to joists with
6j-in. x ^-in. bolts, braced to 4-in. x 4-in. studs with two 4-in. x 2-in.

braces, which are to be bolted to studs and posts and at intersections

(which are to be made solid with 4-in. x 4-in. packing pieces) with 8|-in.

X J-in. bolts. The inside of posts to be checked i inch deep bv 6 inches

for 6-in. x 2-in. plate, the top of check being 5 inches below the top of
post.

Top Plates.—-The 6-in. x 2-in. front top plate is to be halved at the

joints which are to come on and be bolted to posts with two sJ-in. x J-in.

bolts to each post. The plate is to be supported with 4-in. x 2-in.

brackets as shown bolted to inside of posts with 6|-in. x i-in. bolts and
halved and bolted to inside of plate with 3|-in. x |-in. bolts. The 6-in.

X i|-in. back plate is to be bolted to studs with 6-in. x i-in. bolts, halved

at joints on to 4-in. x 4-in. studs, using two bolts.
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Bracing.—'i'he studs are to be braced with

naile

3-in. X ij-in. battens; on
back wall the brace is to be well nailed with 3-in. nails on to the inside

of sleeper and studs, on the end w-alls the brace is to be checked \ inch on
to the outside of ioist and let i inch into inside of studs.
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IJKTAILS OF HAY SH KI).
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Battens for Iron.—The battens for iron are to be 3 inches x li inches

well skew nailed with 3-in. nails to outside of studs. The battens on back
wall are to be spaced as figured on section B.B., the bottom of one batten

being in a line with the top of the next batten on the same row. The
joints in one row of battens are not to be in a line with the joints in the

next row. The dimensions figured on section B.B. are the centre of the

battens on the end walls.

Rafters.—Rafters, 5 inches x 2 inches, spaced 30 inches centre to centre

to rest on top plates, every second rafter coming against a .stud to which it

is bolted, with 6^-in. x |-in. bolts to 4-in. x 4-in. studs and 4|-in. x |-in.

bolts to 4-in. X 2 -in. studs. The intermediate rafters and ends of rafters

on front plate, which do not come against posts, to be well skew nailed

to plates. The two end rafters to be on outside of studs, which are to

be checked \ inch for same, to which thev are bolted with 6|-in. x \-'\x\.

bolts.

Purlins.—Purlins, 3 inches x 2 inches, to be well nailed with 4-in.

nails to top of rafters. The joints of one row of purlins are not to be
in a line with the joints in the next row.

Corrugated Iron.—Cover the roof with 8-ft. and 9-ft. sheets of

26 gauge corrugated galvanized iron, having a lap of 12 inches vertically

and i^ corrugations horizontally. Cover the back and end walls with
two lo-ft. sheets of similar iron having a lap of 8 inches vertically

and \\ corrugations horizontally. Nail with 2 -in. galvanized spring-head
nails at every second corrugation to purlins and 3-in. x ij-in. battens.

Roof iron to project 3 inches beyond end walls and to be finished in a roll.

Sfouting and. Down Fife.—Fix with slight fall 4|-in. O.G. spouting

24 gauge galvanized iron, to eaves purlin with galvanized iron straps

every 2 ft. 6 in., the straps being long enough to nail to the top and
down back of purlin with ij-in. galvanized clouts. Spouting to be double
soldered and riveted at joints. Connect spouting with 3-in. diameter down
pipe to convey water to tank.

Ridging.—Cover the angle of roof and back wall with 18-inch 26 gauge
galvanized iron ridging nailed with galvanized spring-head nails to purlins

on top and to ends of rafters on back wall.

Mouse-proofing.—To make floor mouse-proof a piece of 14-in. x 12-in.

galvanized iron is to be fixed to each stump as shown in drawing, secured

to shoulder and side of stump with i|-in. galvanized clouts. Xo' steps

should be fixed to building.

Quantities.
Rid Gum—

8-iii. X '2-111. ; 04 lOin. solo ])lates.

6-in. X 4-iu. ; 64 4-ft. sliiiups.

Hardwood—
6 in. X 2-in. ; 5 15-ft. 6-iii., front top plate.

f)-in. X H-in. ; 5 l.'i-ft G in., back top plate.

6 in. X 1-in. ; ^..'iOO ft. run, flooring.

5-in. X 3-in. ; 12 20-ft. 6-in., 4 15-t't. 6-iii., sleepers.

5 in X 2 in ; 16 Hi-ft. rafters.

4-in. X 4-in. ; 6 19 ft. 6 in.. 6 18-ft. 6-in., studs and posts.

4-in. X 2-in. ; 8 22-ft , 14 IR-ft. 6-in., 46 16-ft., braces, studs, joists.

4-in. X 2-in. ; (i 8-ft. 6in , 4 7-ft. brackets
3-in. X 2 in. ; lo ^O-tt 6 in., .") 1.5 ft. 6-in. purlins.

3-in. X 1^-in.; 18 20-ft. 6-iu., 18 15-ft 6-in., 7 21-ft, battens for iron, wall bracing.

{jalraiiizfd Iron—
Corrugated, 26-gauge; 114 10-ft., 41 9 ft., 41 8ft.
Plain 26-gauge ; 5 72-in. x 36-in., for mouse proofing.

Ridging. 26-gauge ; 14 Icngttis, 18-in.

Down pipe, 'i6-gauge ; 4 lengths, 3-iii. diameter.
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Spouting, 24-gaiige ; 14 lenutlis, 4^-iii., 0.(}.

Straps, 31, with 6-in. tail.

Springhead nails, 2.500.

Clouts. 4 Ih. \ym.
Wire nails. 36 lb. 2\-m., 14 11.. 3-in., 7 H.. 4 in.

i?o?/s', Nutf, and Washers—
20 8^-in. X ^-in. ; fixing 4-in. x 2-in. braces to 4-in. x 4-in. stnds'and posts, and

at intersection of bracing.

166 6|-in. X ^-'m. ; fixing sleepers to stumps, joists to stumps, and 4-in. x 4-in.

studs, brackets to posts, rafters to 4in. x 2-in., studs in end wall, and
to 4-in. X 4-in., studs and posts.

20 6-in. X A-in. ; fixing back top plate t o studs.

14 5^-in. x"^-ia. ; fixing 4-iu. x2-in. studs to stumps and front top plate to posts.

20 4^-in. X ^-in. ; fixing 4-in. x 2-in., sluds to rafters and joists.

10 3|-in. X ^-in. ; fixing brackets to front top plate.

The cost of this material in Melbourne would be about jQ^o.

VI.

—

Stkippin(i Sheets of Bark.

T. M. Whelan, Overseer, Rosedale Experimental Farm.

In Victoria vast tracts of country still remain in their primitive state. As.

efforts are now being made to utilize in a practical manner and render fit

for permanent settlement areas of so-called barren waste lands, hitherto

popularly deemed unfit for the purpose, it may prove of interest, if not of

practical value also, to briefly describe some of the initial operations of a

settler in forest lands in Victoria. The settlers first desire being a habitation

such as may be conveniently erected with a minimum outlay of both labour

and capital, I will first describe the practical methods in vogue of stripping

bark for building purposes.

Several species of eucalypts are suitable for the purpose, such as r-ed gum,

grey box, yellow box, messmate and stringy bark. The latter tree is, how-

ever, the one which is most frequently used ; it is more plentiful and the

bark proves the most durable in actual use. A well constructed building,

with stringy bark walls and roof, will prove serviceable for a period of

twelve to fifteen years, and in exceptional cases even longer, while the

life of the bark of the other varieties of trees named above may be placed at

three to five years.

The operation of bark-stripping is usually performed by two men, though,

it may be easily done by one. It is essential to choose trees with a straight

bole free from limbs, knots, or other excrescences, otherwise a difficulty in

getting the sheets of bark to properly flatten out will arise. The tree is first

girdled at a sufficient height from the ground to clear the spurs or buttresses

usually found at the base of all forest trees, and again girdled at the height

necessary to give a sheet of bark of the length required, which is usually

from 6 feet to 10 feet. For making the top girdle or incision a ladder of the

requisite length is most favoured, the operator standing on the rung of the

ladder and using a tomahawk or half axe. An adze with a specially made
handle, 6 feet to 8 feet long, may be used instead, the operator standing on the

ground. Another method is to use a rope or strap passed round the tree

and of sufficient length to also pass round the operator's body while stand-

ing about 2 feet from the tree. In actual practice the latter method will be

found the easiest and most expeditious, but it calls for both nerve and
muscle to acquire the art of swinging easily in the band. The operator

makes a small incision in the bark on which to rest the ball of tlie foot and
take the weight of the body, while moving the strap higher and higher up
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the tree. By this method two, thi-ee, or more sheets of l)ark may be removed
from tlie one tree, taking the topmost sheet oft' first and working downwards.

Having girdled the tree, the next t)i)eration is to make a perpendicular

incision the full length of the sheet of bark, wliidi is then gently prised off"

with a light pole of suthcient length and pliable enough to curve freely

round the bole of the tree. Care must be exercised in prising oft" the bark,

otherwise the sheet of bark will split on the inner side, and then becomes
useless for roofing purposes. When the sheec of bark has been successfully

removed from the tree the next operation is to take off the rough outer por-

tion. This is termed " dressing" the bark. The best implement for this

purpose is a sharp spade, as it leaves a smooth even outer surface. Some
judgment is called for in dressing so as not to remove too much of the outer

bark ; though an over-dressed sheet of bark may present a more pleasing

appearance, it will prove much less durable

I'KISINfi OFF.

The next opei'ation will depend on \arviiig circumstances, of which the

weather is the most important. Should the work be carried on in the winter

season, when there is an absence of hot sun and drviiig winds, the sheet of

bark may be placed, outer side downwards, (in the ground ; a small stick is

placed so as to hold the .sheet about half ojien until it toughens and becomes
pliable, usually in about two days. The sheet is then turned, inside down-
wards, and gently fiattened out and left thus foi- a few days longer when
the bark may be cai-ted in i-eady for stacking. When the work of stripping

is carried out in latespi'ing or earlv summer, anntliei- method is employed, as
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with the udvent ot' hot sun and drying winds the slu'et of bark would

<[iiickly set and become ligid as a board and couhl not afterwards be

flattened out. In dry hot weather, therefore, after dressing, lean the sheet

of bark against the tree and underneath make a fire with the bark removed

in dressing. In a few minutes the sap in the bark will Ix-come lieated and

this will render the sheet both tough and pliable, when it may be at once

carefully flattened out on the ground and a small log placed on top to keep

it flat ; in two days it will befit for carting and stacking.

When the bark is ready for stacking, a few spars are placed on the

ground, and the sheets of bark laid side by side on these, the next layer of

sheets being piled crosswise to the first layer and so on. It is not advisable

to place too many sheets in one stack, and the stacks should be reversed,

that is, top sheets placed on bottom and bottom sheets on top after the

lapse of a few days. It may be necessaiy to alter the stacks twice ; if left

DI!KSSI\(;. SOFTENIXr; BY FIRE.

as originally stacked the pressure on the bottom sheets is too great, and they

may split while shrinking. The .shrinkage in width of sheets of bark is con-

siderable, being about 2 inches to the foot, thus, a sheet of bark measuring,

v.hile green, 3 ft. 6 in., will shi-ink to about 3 feet in width. When required

for use, the ends of the sheets of bark are trimmed square, and the sides may

also require tiimrning to an e(iual width at both ends, as the bai-k is always

wider, when stripped, at the end nearest the base of the ti-ee. It may be

remarked, in passing, that the usual mode of taking only a single sheet of

bark from a standing tree is a wasteful one. It would be preferable to
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fell the tree in such a manner that the head of the tree will rest across a log

lying on the ground. The whole of the available bark on each tree is then

secured, and the bole of the tree may be split into posts and rails for fencing,

and also into shingles, palings and other timber requisite for further

operations on the farm.

Though bark may be stripped nearly all the year round in some seasons,

the best time for the operation will be found to be from June until

September. In those months the bark strips cleanly and freely, while later

in the year difficulties will be encountered. When utilizing the bark for

building purposes various methods are adopted. One of the best is to give

each sheet a laji 9 inches over the previous one, taking care to nail only one side

of each sheet. If nailed on boMi sides, the sheets will split while shrinking

TOBACCO BARX BUILT OF BUSH 'I'IMBER AND STRIX(;V BARK.

and leave a gaping aperture in the roof. It is usual to nail the under side

of each sheet to the purlin, the next sheet overlapping the nail heads prevent-

ing any leakage during a rainfall. Many roofs are constructed without using

nails, the mode in that case being to bore a \ inch hole a few inches from the

top end of the sheet : a piece of green hide is then passed through the hole

and lashed to the purlin or ridge pole. Riders made from small saplings

about 4 inches in diameter are placed on the roof, and may be fastened in

various ways, one of the simplest being with ordinary fencing wire passing

over the ridge. An extra piece of bark is placed beneath the wire to prevent

the wire chafing through the ridging bark.

For many purposes on a farm, bark nxjfs will Ije found to be preferable to

roofs constructed of ii'on, as in summer the bark maintains a lower and more

equable temperature within the building. The cost of a bark roof is about

one-fourth of the cost of a roof made of galvanized iron. It is, of course, less
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•durable, and raiu water from a bark roof is usuall}^ discoloured by the sap of

the bark and is not suitable for cooking purposes.

Note. Timber from State Forests and Crown Lands can only l)e obtained under the

authority of a formal permit signed by a Forest Officer. In such areas the stripping of

trees solely for rooting and budding purposes is forliidden by law owing to the destruction

-of trees involved.

—

P]i>itor.

STATISTICS.
Third Quarter, 1909.

Bainfall in Victoria.

Table showing average amount of rainfall in each of the 26 Basins or Regions con-

stituting the State of Victoria for each month and the quarter, with corresponding

monthly and quarterly averages for each Basin, deduced from all available records

to date.
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Perishable and Frozen Produce.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
The Staff of tlie Depaitment has been organized to a laiue extent for the purpose of g-iving- information

to farmers. (Questions in every branch of ai-riculture are gladly answered. Write a short letter, fjiving as

full particulars as possible, of your local condit'ons, and state precisely what it is that you want to know.
All inipiiries must be accompanied by the name and address of the writer.

In,ji-ky to Make.— P.E. states th;it five months ago a young dranght mare of

his had her chest badly torn, a ])ortion oF the bone becoming detached Although the

wound has healed, the chest is much swollen, a hard himp lias formed, and it i.s

iinpossilile to work her.

Anxirer.—The swelling on the chest is caused l)y the detached bone not having
been removed before allowing the wound to heal. If the abscess formed has not already
broken, it will be ad\isalile to open it up freeh', extract the piece of bone, and
thoroughly drain the cavity, washing out twice daily with a 2 per cent, solution of

lysol. The mare will probably go sound after the wound has healed.

Black Sweat in Ferkkts.~.J. W. writes:—"A rabbit trapper in my district has
recently lost nineteen out of twenty ferrets from a disease which he terms ' Black
Sweat.' The first .symjjtoms are redness and swelling of the eyelids, accompanied by
mucous discharge. The animal becomes sluggish, and the fur is harsh and ' staring.'

The intiammation extends to the mouth and nose, and the whole head appears
saturated with a dark foul-smelling sweat. Death occurs in from a few hours to

three or four days,"
Aii><ire):— Black Sweat in ferrets is a septic disease, the exact cause of which is at

present unknown, and requires investigation for further elucidation, and to prove its

amenaliility to ti-eatment. To prevent the spread of the disease, isolation of the

.affected animals and extreme cleanline-'S in and disinfection of the hutches are
imperative.

Redwater IX Cattle.—C.P.N, inquires as to the cau.se of redwater in cattle. He
.also desires to know whether a newly-calved cow should ))e allowed to eat her

"cleanings." On one occasion, he buried a cow's cleanings a mile aMay from the

])lace of calving, but the cow dug them u[) and ate them.
Au>nrer.—(1) Redwater in cattle is a dietetic disease usually caused Vjy rough

innutritions feed. The best treatment to adopt is to give a drench composed of

Epsom salts, 1 lb.; powdered ginger, 1 oz. : nitrate of potash, h, oz. ; to be given in a

tpuirt of water. A liberal supjjly of good nourishing diet is important. (2) Certainly

not ; apart from the al5Sorj)tion oi putrefactive material, it is likely to cause acute
in(h'gestion.

Dropsical Swelling.— (1. W. states that several mares by the sariie sire in his

•district are swollen behind as if they were about to foal, ^¥hen they are heated, the

.swelling appears to extend further, and the bottom of the womb hangs down 6 or 8

inches lower, presenting a very disagreeable sight.

Anairer.—The cases mentioned appear to lie dropsical, with prolapsed conditions of

the po.sterioi' portion of the fcal pas.sage, and not the womb itself. If the mares are

in foal, this condition is probably due to disturbed circulation in the part from
pressure of the })regnant womb, in which case it would be inadvisable to do more than
wash and gently massage the part with .salad oil by pressing upwards towards the lips of

the passage. This should l)e carried out twice daily until the mares foal. If the

prolapse persists after foaling, the whole mass should be washed with a 2 per cent.

:solution of lysol, and gradually returned by hand pressure into the passage, and the
lips closed with two deeply -inserted tape stitches.

IxDKiESTioN IN FiLLY.—W.T. writes :

— " Could you tell me m hat is wrong with my
filly. If she has a feed of cliaff with a little bran in it liefore she starts work, and
.another at midflay, she gets bad and lies down, Ijut does not struggle or roll much.
The legs are stretched out, and occasionally the head is turned to the flank.''

Awiwer.—The trouble with your filly is cau.sed by indigestion, and is possibly

• due to irregular casting of the temporary teeth An examination of the mouth should

V)e made, antl all irregularities corrected. The filly will then be benefited by a course

of the following powders in the food twice a day for about a fortnight—suljjhate of

magnc-ia. 1 oz. ; oi-carl>onate of sorlii, J, o/, : powdered ginger and gentian, 2 drams
each.

Cow's Milk for Foal of Dkad Mare.- -J. K. M. asks how to prepare cow's milk
foi' foal of a deafl naare.

An^wr.—The proper wa\' to prepare average cow's milR to rear the foal of a dead
mare is by mixing two quarts of fresh cow's milk with one of lukewarm water, to

which is added 1 tablespoonful of brown sugar. The sugar is preferable to

molasses.
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Inflammation of AVomb.—VV.H.N. states that a inare of his foaled all right, but
has since lost a lot of blood, and also gone stift' in the front legs as though slie had
been foundered through eating wheat. She stands aliout, Imt will nut eat, anfl looks
very dull.

AuAii'tr.—The mare is suffering from inflammation of the womb, and the fc^undered
condition of the front feet is a common complication. The M'omh should l)e flooded
out twice daily with two gallons of a lukewarm 2 per cent, solution of lysol, anddui-ing
the warmer part of the day the mare should be made to stand in a shallow dam or
creek to relieve the congested condition of the feet. The hind feet should be lower
down than the fore ones in order to relieve the latter of a proportion of the body
weight, (xive in the drinking water, twice daily, 2 oz. of hypo-sulphite of soda.
Exercise the mare at walking pace for half-an -hour after standing in the dam.

Misshapen Eggs.—P.C.R. desires to know cause of fowls laying misshapen eggs.

Answer.—The primary trouble is ulceration of the oviduct, followed by a dilated

spot in the egg passage, which affects the evenness of the egg. It is not uncommon
amongst our non-sitting breeds. Pallets that have been undul3f forced by stimulating
food, condiments and excessive meat diet are likely \ictims to the disorder. Low
diet, with plenty of vegetabh^js is recommended. A\oid meat for a time, and do not
feed any maize. As this complaint is an hereditary one, breeding from birds affected

with ovarium troubles should be avoided.

Colour of Mm in Dam.—St. Arnaiid asks how it is that the mud in the bottom
of a dam sunk in red ground, the catchment of which is also red soil, is usually

black.

Au-'iwer.—-It is due to the amount of organic matter w.ished down from the
catchment, which undergoes decay after being a short time in the water. Decayed
organic matter always is of a dark colour, and it has also the property of changing all

kinds of soil to more or less of a definite black tint.

Relative Values of Lime and Gypsum.—J. M. inquires as to the relative values of

lime and gj'psum as soil sweeteners on light sandy land.

AiiSiver.—Botli lime and gypsum have considerable value u})on light sandy soils^

Sandy soils, as a rule, do not require sweetening. Oypsum has a value of about one-

third that of lime as a plant feeder, but it has other attributes which give it an added
value. If you can procure gypsum locally, its use rather than that of lime, is recom-
mended. If the soil is stiff clay and inclined to be sour, then use lime in preference.

Injury to Fruit Trees by' Rabbits.—W.B. asks how to prevent rabV)its and
hares injuring young fruit trees. He wishes to know how to ))repare mixture for

l)ainting the trees.

Avswer.—Any j)reparation painted or smeared on young trees to prevent rabbits

and hares gnawing the bark is only efficacious for a limited time. The better system
is to securely wire-net the orchard so as to keep these animals out. Lime is generally

the basis of " tree smears." Lime and sulphur, in the proportion of 1 lb. lime to 4 ozs.

sulphur, boiled together, and mixed to the consistency of [)aint, is a good smear to use.

A paint made of lime and fresh blood, or lime and rancid fat, is also good. In tViese-

ca^es the lime need not 1)6 boiled. A lime spray or wash does not injure the tree in

in any way.

Stocks for Apples and Cherries.—Dongaster asks (I) whether apple seedlings

raised from Northern! Spy apple pips are reconnnended. (2) Which is the best stock
for cherries.

Anxiner.—(1) Seedlings from any variety of apple show consideral)le variation

from the parent, and rarely possess any of the parental characteristics. Hence,
seedlings from the Northern Sfiy apple cannot bei-eliedon to be at all blight resistant.

It is not advisable, under any circumstances, to use such seedlings as stock. (2) The
usual and most successful stock foi- cherries is a cherry generally known as the
" Kentish." The fruit is small, bright red in colour, juicy, and possessing an acid

flavour. It ripens towards the middle or end of December.

" Doncaster " is reminded that the name and address of the iniiuirer should
accompany each request for information.

Irrigating Potatoes.—C.C. states that if he plants late potatoes he must irrigate*^

He desires information as to right method, and also as to best manure.

AtiKicer.—(1) Do not flood the land; run the water slowly midway between the

<lrills, allowing it to soak away under the surface to the roots of the plants. (2) Apph'
bonedust and superphosphate in equal jmrts, from 2 cwt. to 4 cwt. per acre ; if the
.soil is deficient in potash, add 1 cwt. sulphate of potash to the above mixture.
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